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This Final Development Concept Plan / Environmental lmpact Statement (final DCPIEIS) presents six 
alternatives for the management, use, and development of the Brooks River area, Katmai National Park. The 
National Park Service's proposed action (alternative 5) calls for a reorientation of management and use to 
more adequately preserve and interpret the area's globally significant Alaskan brown bear viewing 
opportunities and prime brown bear habitat, and to manage these elements as integral parts of an evolving 
environment that also contains nationally significant cultural resources, scenic values, and world-class 
sportfishing opportunities. Major features of the proposed action include removal of all National Park Service 
(NPS) and concession facilities north of Brooks River, designation of the north side of the river as a people- 
free zone, construction of new visitor facilities (ranger stationlorientation center, lodge, campground, employee 
housing, and maintenance facility) on the Beaver Pond terrace south of the river, establishment of day use 
limits for the Brooks River area, recommendation of temporary closures on reaches of Brooks River during 
times of intense bear use, and improvement of the area's interpretive program. The environmental 
consequences of this proposed action would include increased protection and understanding of highly 
significant biological, archeological, and ethnographic resources within the park, and in the Brooks River area 
specifically. The visitor experience would be greatly improved by less crowding and more adequate visitor 
facilities and interpretation. Through an enhanced visitor experience, people would gain a better 
understanding of the human history of the region and local environment and the ecological relationships 
between salmon, bears, and humans, which might promote a desire to live in better harmony with nature, an 
unquantifiable but very real contribution to the quality of life. Small patches of white spruce forest would be 
cleared within a 98.3-acre development "zone." About 3.3 acres of disturbed land would be restored to more 
natural conditions by the removal of some existing facilities. No critical habitat for listed species would be 
negatively affected. 

The alternatives under consideration, in addition to the proposed action, include a minimum requirements 
alternative that retains Brooks Camp facilities in their present location and constructs a management support 
facility south of the river in white spruce forest; an alternative similar to the proposed action that removes 
Brooks Camp facilities north of the river and replaces them on the Beaver Pond terrace; an alternative that 
removes Brooks Camp facilities north of the river and replaces them on the terrace above lliuk Moraine south 
of Brooks River; and an alternative that removes and does not replace Brooks Camp facilities and establishes 
a day use area only along the river. A no-action alternative is also included. 

The environmental consequences of the proposed action and the other alternatives were fully documented 
in the draft DCPtEIS and in the supplement to the draft DCPIEIS, and are re-presented with modifications 
in this final DCPIEIS. The public review period for the draft document ended June 30, 1994, and for the 
supplemental DCPIEIS on August 15, 1995. The results of public comment on the draft document are 
included in the final DCPIEIS. The no-action period on this final document will end 30 days after the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency has accepted the document and published a notice of availability in the 
Federal Register. For further information, contact: 

William Pierce 
Superintendent, Katmai National Park and Preserve 
Post Office Box 7 
King Salmon, AK 99613 @ 907-246-3305 

United States Department of the Interior National Park Service Denver Service Center 





SUMMARY 

The Brooks River area in Katmai National Park contains a variety of significant natural and 
cultural resources, including world-class bear viewing and sportfishing opportunities and a 
nationally significant area of Eskimo archeological sites, as well as potentially significant 
ethnographic sites. The area abounds with wildlife and has a very strong attraction for anyone 
interested in nature observation. From Brooks Camp, the wide, sweeping panoramas across 
glacier carved lakes to the ragged, snowcapped volcanoes of the Aleutian Range provide the 
perfect background for an Alaskan wilderness experience. Visitors come primarily to watch and 
photograph brown bears catching migrating salmon at Brooks Falls. Others come to fish for 
red salmon, rainbow trout, and grayling in Brooks River. Many come to view the Valley of Ten 
Thousand Smokes and to contemplate the destructive and creative powers of large scale 
volcanism or learn about culture. 

With the rapid growth of tourism in Alaska and the "discovery" of the Brooks River bear 
viewing experience by the tourism industry has come a phenomenal increase in day use in the 
last few years. The area has become so popular that existing facilities cannot accommodate 
visitor demands. The visitor experience has suffered from overcrowding, and serious concern 
has been expressed regarding the potential impacts this crowding has on the wildlife in the 
area, especially the local brown bear population. 

This planning project began in early 1989 with a series of National Park Service (NPS) 
meetings between the park, Alaska Regional Office, Washington Office, and Denver Service 
Center that set up the internal framework for the project and assigned NPS planning team 
members. In July 1989 the planning team had an orientation trip to the Brooks River area and 
held a series of scoping meetings with park and concessions staff and Brooks River visitors 
to identify resource, visitor experience, and infrastructure issues that needed to be dealt with 
in the plan in addition to the directions given in the 1986 General Management Plan for Katmai 
National Park and Preserve. Draft alternatives were formulated in August 1989 and work 
ended for the year. 

In August 1990 the full planning team conducted field reconnaissance of possible and 
suggested relocation sites for the Brooks Camp facilities. Limited project funding restricted 
work that year. 

In late June and early July 1991 public meetings were held in Anchorage, King Salmon, and 
at Brooks Camp. The public was invited to comment on the major issues affecting the Brooks 
River area, and on the four conceptual alternatives presented in a workbook. Over 450 
workbooks were distributed at the meetings or through the mail. As a result of public comment 
on the workbook the National Park Service changed the compliance document from an 
environmental assessment to an environmental impact statement, and established an 
interagency Bear Research Committee to review the past decade's brown bear studies at 
Brooks River and to advise the planning team regarding bear use along the Brooks River and 
elsewhere, and regarding the placement of bear viewing platforms on the river. Also, during 
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this time the National Park Service consulted with various federal, state, and local 
governments, and Native Alaskan organizations. 

In July 1992 the Bear Research Committee and the planning team conducted a final field 
reconnaissance prior to production of a draft plan. Lack of funding limited additional work on 
the plan. In late 1992 and early 1993 extensive consultation was conducted with Native 
Alaskan groups. In August 1993 all commercial use license holders were contacted by the park 
and advised that use limits at Brooks Camp would be discussed in the plan. 

In April 1994 the National Park Service released the Draft Development Concept Plan / 
Environmental lmpact Statement. Public meetings were held in Anchorage and King Salmon 
in May 1994. In October 1994 work on the plan was suspended while further consultation 
between the park, local commercial interests, Native Alaskan organizations, and the 
conservation community continued. Eventually an additional alternative was crafted and 
presented in the May 1995 Supplement to the Draft Development Concept Plan / 
Environmental lmpact Statement. Public meetings were held in July 1 995 in Anchorage and 
King Salmon. This Final Development Concept Plan / Environmental lmpact Statement reflects 
the inclusion of public and agency comments. 

Key areas of controversy and issues raised by commentors on the draft and supplemental 
DCPsIEISs include protection of natural resources (especially bears), cultural resources, type 
and location of visitor services and facilities, cost of development, use limits, Brooks River 
temporary closures, dispersing visitors throughout the region, mode of access, business and 
employment opportunities for Native Alaskans, and type, emphasis, and location of 
interpretation. 

The proposal and alternatives presented in this document address the needs to (1) ensure the 
continued use of the Brooks River area by bears and other wildlife, (2) reduce the extent of 
ongoing impacts on cultural resources, (3) provide facilities to adequately serve visitors and 
staff and maintain a quality visitor experience with minimum impact on critical wildlife habitats 
and significant cultural resources, (4) establish use limits and a monitoring program for the 
Brooks River area that would prevent overcrowding, (5) reduce humanlbear encounters and 
conflicts in the area and (6) reduce habituation and food conditioning in the local bear 
population. 

All of the alternatives, including the no-action alternative, are analyzed in this document to 
inform management and the public of the potential impacts of alternative approaches to 
addressing the issues facing the Brooks River area. The no-action alternative is described in 
detail to provide a basis from which the reader may respond to the issues and proposals. The 
other alternatives provide different development options that would respond to the above-listed 
needs with various levels of success. The alternatives are briefly described here. 

The No-Action Alternative would be a continuation of existing visitation and management in 
the Brooks River area. No major actions would be undertaken to better preserve the resources 
and the Brooks River experience. Day use limits would not be established, resulting in the 
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continuation of rapidly increasing visitation. Visitor facilities would not be able to accommodate 
the increases, resulting in significant erosion of the visitor experience. Direction from the 1986 
General Management Plan regarding reduction of humanlbear conflicts and construction of a 
new visitor center and boardwalklbridge over Brooks River would not be satisfied. Ongoing 
remediation efforts would significantly impact and influence the visitor experience and area 
operations around Brooks River. 

Alternative 1: Minimum Requirements would retain Brooks Camp facilities in their present 
location while upgrading existing programs that protect and interpret the Brooks River area 
resources. Four significant structures would be added north of the river: a cooking shelter(s) 
at the campground, a barge dock, a new visitor center, and a boardwalk leading from camp 
that would connect with an elevated bridge at the narrows on Brooks River. A management 
support facility providing employee housing for NPS and concessions staff, an expanded 
maintenance area, and a research facility would be constructed along the Valley Road (Route 
300) within reasonable distance from Brooks Camp. Day use limits would be established at 
levels somewhat below the July 1992 average to maintain high quality experiences and avoid 
overcrowding facilities. Overnight use limits would remain the same. By keeping all existing 
structures north of the river and in-filling with more facilities, cultural resources would continue 
to be impacted by such incremental development and eventual replacement of the existing 
water, sewage, electrical and fuel oil systems. 

Alternative 2: Former Proposal in the Draft DCPlElS -Beaver Pond Terrace would remove 
all facilities north of the river and relocate them on a larger scale on the terrace above Beaver 
Pond, south of the prime resource area. The immediate area of Brooks River would become 
a day use area only; overnight facilities would be on the Beaver Pond terrace, about 314 mile 
from the river. By removing facilities north of the river the local bear population would 
experience less disturbance and incremental impacts on cultural resources would cease. The 
river would be managed for quality bear viewing, wildlife photography, and sportfishing. 
Improvements would be made to support these activities. Day use limits would be established 
at levels significantly below the July 1992 average in order to allow higher overnight use at the 
lodge and campground. A management support facility, similar to that described in alternative 
1, would be built along the Valley Road near the new public facilities. Access to the area would 
be primarily by floatplane, and would be east of the Beaver Pond, away from critical bear 
habitat. 

Alternative 3: lliuk Moraine Terrace would remove all facilities north of the river and relocate 
them on a larger scale to the terrace above lliuk Mpraine, about 2 miles south of the river, well 
away from the prime resource area. The immediate area of Brooks River would become a day 
use area managed for quality bear viewing, wildlife photography, and sportfishing as in 
alternative 2. Day use limits would be established at levels below the July 1992 average, but 
there would be higher overnight use at the lodge and campground. The distance of the 
developed area from the river allows slightly higher overall use levels without degrading the 
quality of experiences or causing overcrowding at facilities. a 
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Alternative 4: Day Use Area Only would remove all facilities north of the river. No overnight 
facilities would be available at Brooks River. Lodging and commercial campgrounds would be 
provided by private enterprise in King Salmon, Naknek, and surrounding area lodges. A small, 
scaled-down management support facility providing employee housing, a maintenance area, 
and a research facility would be constructed along the Valley Road within reasonable distance 
from Brooks River. The immediate area of Brooks River would become a day use area 
managed for quality bear viewing, wildlife photography, and sportfishing as in alternatives 2 
and 3. Day use limits would be established at levels somewhat below the July 1992 peaks to 
maintain a high quality day experience and avoid overcrowding facilities. 

Alternative 5: Proposed Action - Beaver Pond Terrace is the proposal presented in the 
supplement to the draft DCPJEIS with some minor modifications. It would remove all facilities 
north of the river and relocate them to the terrace above Beaver Pond, south of the prime 
resource area. The immediate area of Brooks River would become a day use area only; 
overnight facilities would be on the Beaver Pond terrace, about 3/4 mile from the river. By 
removing facilities north of the river, the local bear population would experience lgss 
disturbance and incremental impacts on cultural resources would cease. All new structures 
would be sited to avoid impacts on cultural resources at the Beaver Pond terrace site. The 
river would be managed for quality bear viewing, wildlife photography, and sportfishing. 
Improvements would be made to support these activities. Lodge, campground, and day use 
limits would be established at levels somewhat higher than the July 1992 average to allow 
more people to experience the area. A management support facility, providing employee 
housing that would include bathrooms and cooking facilities for NPS and concession staff and 
an expanded maintenance area, would be built along the Valley Road near the new public 
facilities. All facilities would be designed and built to minimize costs as much as would be 
reasonable. Access to the area would be by floatplane and boat, and would be east of the 
Beaver Pond away from critical bear habitat. Partnerships would be emphasized to implement 
DCP recommendations. Efforts would be made to plan for dispersed visitor use throughout the 
park. 
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PART ONE: 
PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN 

a Young Bear on Floating Bridge 





INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE AND NEED 

The purpose of the development concept plan is to identify alternative strategies for the 
operation and location of development in the Brooks River area of Katmai National Park and 
Preserve. The draft alternatives were developed by following a series of planning steps that 
defined the area's purpose as it relates to the greater park's purpose, defined the significance 
of the area's resources, identified resource management objectives, described primary 
interpretive themes for the area, and formulated visitor experience objectives for the area. The 
need for a development concept plan that dealt with management issues in the Brooks River 
area was described and called for in the park's General Management Plan (NPS 1986a). 

Planning Issues Driving Need for the Plan 

Visitor Interaction with Brown Bears. A critical resource management issue in the Brooks 
River area is how to control the growing numbers of anglers, photographers, and bear viewers 
without severely impacting the natural dynamics of the local brown bear population, or 
degrading the visitor experience. In 1991 in the Brooks River area, a total of 494 incidents 
involving undesirable bear or human behavior were recorded for the 128 days between the first 
and last incidents, which averages out to four incidents per day (NPS 1991a). The reduction 
of humanlbear encounters in the area is a major safety concern of park management. 

Visitor Use Limits. Day use visitation to the Brooks River area has substantially increased 
in the past decade, from 702 visits during the summer of 1983 to a surprising 6,621 visits in 
1992, which represents a growth rate of over 900% in 10 summers (see table 1). Overnight 
accommodations at Brooks Lodge and at the National Park Service (NPS) operated 
campground continue to be quite popular and booked well in advance of the seasonal opening 
of the facilities. Limits on overnight use have been in place for several years. Brooks Lodge 
is allowed accommodations for 60 people and the campground limit is also 60 people. As day 
use climbs unchecked, the resources and the visitor experience suffer. 

Degradation of the Visitor Experience. With such increases in day use visitation, facilities 
that were designed to accommodate few people are now being overwhelmed daily in July. This 
crowding has degraded the visitor experience in a number of ways. The Brooks Falls bear 
viewing platform, built in 1982 and designed for comfortable viewing by 15 to 20 people at a 
time, is often crowded beyond capacity with 30 to 40 people jammed onto it. In these crowded 
conditions the world-class bear viewing experience is greatly diminished. Visitors are having 
to wait two to three hours to get on the falls platform during peak times. Other facilities become 
overcrowded as well. During the 1992 season, for the first time in its history, Brooks Lodge 
was so inundated with day users wanting to buy lunch, that it had to make special efforts to 
seat lodge guests first. 
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TABLE 1 : BROOKS CAMP VISITOR DAYS 
Total Annual Visitor Days (Overnight Stays plus Day Use Visits) 

Archeological Concerns. Brooks Camp was built over nationally significant archeological 
resources, some of which contain human burials, and potentially significant ethnographic 
resources. Operation and maintenance of concessioner and NPS facilities continues to cause 
resource degradation of these sites. At present, any maintenance proposal requiring ground 
disturbance must be assessed by an archeologist and a cultural anthropologist for impacts and 
design of a mitigation strategy. The recent fuel oil leaks from the fuel oil storage and delivery 
systems have compounded the problem requiring evaluation and planning of protection (see 
"Remediation Efforts" section in "Part Three: The Affected Environment"). 

Support Facilities. NPS facilities in the Brooks River area are not adequate for the level of 
staff required to manage the area due to increased day use. Management has had to 
consistently increase development in the area to keep pace with demands placed on the 
physical plant and utility systems. 
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An impact analysis of the six alternatives is discussed in "Part Four: Environmental 
Consequences." The topics analyzed are as follows: impacts on natural resources, impacts 
on cultural resources, impacts on visitor experience and safety, economic impacts, and 
cumulative impacts. 

LEGISLATION AFFECTING THE BROOKS RIVER AREA 

NPS Organic Act (1916) 

As a unit of the national park system, Katmai National Park and Preserve is to be managed 
"to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and wild life therein and to 
provide for the enjoyment of the same in such a manner and by such means as will leave 
them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations." 

Presidential Proclamation (1 91 8) 

Katmai National Monument was established to preserve the features associated with one of 
the most powerful volcanic explosions ever recorded, which occurred on June 6, 1912. 

Presidential Proclamation (1 931) 

Katmai National Monument was expanded to include areas along the Shelikof Strait coastline 
and in the interior lake system where "there are located features of historical and scientific 
interest and for the protection of the brown bear, moose, and other wild animals." 

Amendment to the Organic Act (1978) 

Congress reaffirmed the intent of the NPS Organic Act by stating that in national parks "the 
authorization of activities shall be construed and the protection, management, and 
administration of these areas shall be conducted in light of the high public value and integrity 
of the National Park System and shall not be exercised in derogation of the values and 
purposes for which these various areas have been established." 

Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (1980) 

ANILCA redesignated the national monument to a national park and preserve, and significantly 
expanded the size of the protected area. The purpose of ANILCA, as stated in sec. 101 (b), is: 
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to preserve unrivaled scenic and geological values associated with natural 
landscapes; 

to provide for the maintenance of sound populations of, and habitat for, wildlife 
species of inestimable value to the citizens of Alaska and the Nation, including those 
species dependent on vast relatively undeveloped areas; 

to preserve in their natural state extensive unaltered arctic tundra, boreal forest, and 
coastal rainforest ecosystems; 

to protect and preserve historic and archeological sites, rivers, and lands, and to 
preserve wilderness resource values and related recreational opportunities including 
but not limited to hiking, canoeing, fishing, and sport hunting, within large arctic and 
subarctic wildlands and on free flowing rivers; and to maintain opportunities for 
scientific research in undisturbed ecosystems. 

ANILCA redesignated the monument as a national park and preserve. Section 202(2) states: 

The monument addition and preserve shall be managed for the following purposes, 
among others: To protect habitats for, and populations of, fish and wildlife including, 
but not limited to, high concentrations of brown/grizzly bears and their denning areas; 
to maintain unimpaired the water habitat for significant salmon populations; and to 
protect scenic, geological, cultural, and recreational features. 

OVERVIEW OF THE PARK AND PRESERVE AND THE BROOKS RIVER AREA 

Katmai National Park and Preserve encompass approximately 4 million acres of public land 
at the head of the Alaska Peninsula. Katmai National Monument was established in 191 8 and 
expanded to its present size through several presidential proclamations. In 1980, ANILCA 
changed the designation of most of the national monument to national park and designated 
an additional 308,000 acres as national preserve. The upper 67 miles of the Alagnak River, 
which starts within the park complex and has been designated as a wild river, is also under 
NPS administration. 

The park contains a series of high mountains of volcanic origin within the Aleutian Range. 
Several of these mountains are still classified as active volcanoes. Two, Mt. Trident and Mt. 
Martin, are constantly steaming; a third, Mt. Mageik, contains a hot acidic lake in its summit 
caldera. The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, Mt. Katmai, Novarupta, and the many other 
volcanic features associated with the eruption of June 6, 1912, collectively form an 
internationally significant scientific feature as well as extraordinary scenic attractions. 

Almost the entire park and preserve are of wilderness character, containing naturally 
functioning ecosystems that have only isolated manifestations of human influence, thus 
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@ anording a laboratory for the observation and study of natural forces in an essentially 
undisturbed environment. 

The park and preserve embrace the headwaters of a river drainage that provides vital 
spawning habitat for red (sockeye) salmon. Bristol Bay, west of the park, supports the largest 
red salmon fishery in the world, and the Naknek River drainage comprises one of its four most 
productive ecosystems. The Naknek River and Alagnak River drainages, including Lake 
Brooks, Brooks River, Naknek Lake, Grosvenor and Coville Lakes, American Creek, and the 
Nonvianuk, Alagnak, and Kulik Rivers support a world-class rainbow trout sportfishery. 

Katmai National Park and Preserve is the largest sanctuary for the Alaska brown bear. 
Summer and autumn concentrations of bears occur along the park's major salmon streams 
and are accessible for observation and scientific study. The most popular bear viewing areas 
in the park are at Brooks Falls and around the mouth of Brooks River where it empties into 
Naknek Lake. 

Brooks Camp, a nationally significant archeological district listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places, is situated on a site where a series of native cultures occupied the riverbanks 
and adjoining glacial ridges for 4,500 years. In addition, there are an unknown number of 
potentially significant ethnographic resources in the area. 

BROOKS RIVER AREA PURPOSE STATEMENTS 

Stemming from the ANILCA legislation, the National Park Service has identified three primary 
purposes for the Brooks River area. The development concept plan proposals reflect these 
area purposes. 

Protect habitats for, and populations of, fish and wildlife, including, but not limited to, 
high concentrations of brown bears and their denning areas and maintain the 
watersheds and habitat vital to red salmon spawning in an unimpaired condition. 

Provide for the general public resource-based recreation that does not impair natural 
and cultural resource values. 

Protect and interpret outstanding natural, cultural, geologic, and scenic features. 

BROOKS RIVER AREA SIGNIFICANT RESOURCE STATEMENTS 

Katmai National Park and Preserve contains the largest concentration of protected 
brown bear populations in the world, many of which can be easily viewed by the public 
in the Brooks River area. 
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The Brooks River channel serves as an important spawning area for red salmon. A 
falls in the river slows salmon migration and concentrates numerous salmon into a 
small area to be fed upon by brown bears. 

The gathering of brown bears to feed on migrating salmon at Brooks Falls provides a 
world-class wildlife viewing and photography opportunity of brown bears in a natural 
setting. 

Brooks River, Lake Brooks, and Naknek Lake support world-class recreational fisheries 
for rainbow trout and red salmon. Quality sportfishing opportunities exist in the river 
and adjoining lakes for Arctic grayling and lake trout. 

The immense size of the surrounding landforms, their topographic relief, volcanic and 
glacial origins, and their active geologic processes, in addition to the many expansive 
freshwater lakes, make the area an outstanding scenic resource. 

The Brooks River area contains an internationally significant concentration of 
ethnographic historic and prehistoric cultural remains spanning a 4,500-year period. 

DESIRED FUTURES FOR THE BROOKS RIVER AREA 

The development concept plan provides a range of alternatives that comply with the direction 
given in the approved General Management Plan, the Statement for Management, the various 
legislation affecting ihe park and the Brooks River area, and the National Environmental Policy 
Act. Management objectives for the future of the Brooks River area are listed below. These, 
too, were derived from the approved management plans and congressional legislation. 

Natural Resources 

Protect and maintain habitat vital to red salmon and rainbow trout spawning and 
juvenile development cycles. 

Protect and maintain prime brown bear habitat. 

Remediate and mitigate damage to the water table, soils, and vegetation caused by 
leaks in the fuel oil delivery system at Brooks Camp. 

Protect ecosystem functions. 
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Cultural Resources 

Preserve cultural resource sites and remains that best illustrate the 4,500 years of 
Alaska Peninsula occupation. 

Remediate and mitigate damage to cultural resources caused by leaks in the fuel oil 
delivery system at Brooks Camp. 

Visitor Experiencellnterpretation 

Encourage visitors to learn about the Brooks River area natural and cultural resource 
values, and to experience them. 

Enhance high quality recreation experiences in the Brooks River area by maintaining 
low-to-moderate interaction levels between visitors; visits to the area should feature 
small groups, an unhurried atmosphere, and occasional opportunities for solitude. 

Make brown bear habitat along Brooks River accessible for bear viewing and 
sportfishing in a manner as safe as possible for visitors and to the degree that it does 
not significantly interfere with wildlife use and behavior. 

@ Focus visitor use and development in specific areas in order to minimize disturbance 
to natural, cultural, and scenic resources. 

Interpret for visitors the significance of cultural resource sites that span a 4,500-year 
period of site occupation. 

Encourage concessioner-provided services and facilities related to overnight lodging, 
sportfishing, and tours of the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. Such services and 
facilities should be economically feasible, site-suitable, and necessary for appropriate 
public recreation. 

Public Use Goal and Objectives for the Brooks River Area 

Goal. To provide wildlife and fish and cultural resource oriented recreation, interpretation, and 
educational opportunities consistent with the park's resource oriented purposes. 

Objectives 

1. To ensure that public use programs are compatible with the biological diversity of park 
resources and habitats, visitor use limits will be assigned to the area and a program 

@ monitoring the impacts of visitor use will be established. 



PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN 

2. Opportunities for wildlife viewing, photography, and fish-oriented recreation that is low- 
density in nature will be provided. 

3. The National Park Service and concessioner will develop and maintain facilities for 
recreational users that are consistent with park management concerns regarding wildlife, 
fish, biological diversity, preservation of cultural resources, and public safety. 



RELATIONSHIP OF THIS PLANNING EFFORT TO OTHER APPROVED PLANS 

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES FROM THE STATEMENT FOR MANAGEMENT 

These management objectives were written for the park in general in the 1983 Statement for 
Management and can be applied to the Brooks River area specifically. 

Identify, protect, and perpetuate the park's outstanding wildlife, vegetation, water, and 
volcanic features in their wilderness environment. (p. 9) 

i Maintain the park and preserve as an area where brown bears can exist as naturally 
as possible with minimal adverse effects from humans. (p. 9) 

Identify, preserve, and protect the park and preserve's cultural resources in a manner 
consistent with historic preservation laws, NPS policies, and the purpose of the area. 
Particular attention wilt be paid to the known locations, such as the Brooks River 
Archeological District and National Historic Landmark. (p. 10) 

Provide visitors with adequate means of access to and within the park, consistent with 
the wilderness character of the area. (p. 10) 

I a Interpret the park and preserve through nonsophisticated, highly personal techniques 
and programs, consistent with the park's visitor use pattern. (p. 10) 

DIRECTION FROM THE GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

The 1986 General Management Plan for Katmai National Park and Preserve directed the 
National Park Service to prepare a development concept plan for the Brooks River area. A 
major concern for this plan is to decide to what extent and where the expected increases in 
demand can be accommodated without overwhelming the natural and cultural resources by 
overuse or allowing the visitor experience to deteriorate because of overcrowding. Katmai 
National Park and Preserve has one of the fastest growing park visitations in Alaska. Brooks 
Camp, particularly during July, may have more than 240 people per day in a relatively small 
area of prime brown bear habitat. 

Another concern identified by the General Management Plan is the protection of cultural 
resources. The Brooks River Archeological District contains 22 sites with at least 750 house 
depressions, making it one of the greatest known concentrations of prehistoric houses in 
Alaska. The Brooks River Archeological District is on the National Register of Historic Places 
and has been designated a national historic landmark. In addition, an unknown number of 
potentially significant ethnographic resources are present in the area. ! a  
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The development concept plan needs to address several identified concerns regarding brown 
bears including human intrusion into prime bear habitat, potentially dangerous interactions 
between humans and bears, and disruption of normal bear feeding and behavior patterns. In 
this plan, prime bear habitat at Brooks River is defined as being the river corridor, riparian 
cover that provides access for bears to the river, and bedding areas. The obvious focus for the 
bears is the access and space for catching salmon and an undisturbed area in which to rest 
and digest the salmon feast. In regard to increasing interactions between growing numbers of 
visitors and bears, the issue is how to reduce this potentially hazardous situation and impacts 
on bears while still providing for visitor activities in the Brooks River area. As stated in the Bear 
Management Plan for Katmai National Park and Preserve (NPS 198613): "It is clear to NPS 
managers that the increasing number of people and the seasonal concentrations of bears 
presents a serious conflict. It is also clear that if visitor use of Brooks Camp continues to 
increase, the potential for a tragic incident and for irreparable impact on the bear population 
also increases." 

Basic to the Brooks River area development concept plan is the concern for appropriate 
protection and management of the brown bears that use the river. The 1986 General 
Management Plan gave certain directives and guidelines: 

Because Brooks Camp is situated in prime brown bear habitat, long-range plans 
may require either its relocation or additional restrictions on sportfishing along 
Brooks River, or both actions may be necessary. Ongoing studies documenting 
humantbear interactions in the Brooks Camp area will help guide future decisions. 
(p. iii) 

A development concept plan will be prepared to address the need for, location, and 
size of an overflow camping area, new visitor center, and an elevated boardwalk to 
and across Brooks River. (p. iii) 

The [General Management] plan has deferred the proposal to relocate Brooks Camp 
facilities until current humantbear interaction studies are complete. (p. v) 

To minimize conflicts between bears and visitors in the Brooks Camp area, all or 
parts of existing facilities may be relocated andtor additional Brooks River fishing 
regulations may be necessary. (p. v) 

Katmai National Park is the home of the largest protected population of brown bears 
in North America. Bear feeding habits are not fully understood, but it is clear that 
human activities disrupt bear feeding and other activities. Sometimes there are as 
many as 15 brown bears along the 1-mile-long Brooks River, and increasing 
densities of people in this same area result in encounters that endanger the safety 
of the people. [This statement was based on data available in 1986. In the early 
1990s as many as 35 individual bears were thought to be visiting the Brooks River 
during heavy salmon runs.] Any removal of bears to reduce this potential threat 
would jeopardize the natural condition of the bear population. The issue is how to 
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reduce human interference with brown bears, particularly at Brooks Camp where 
most human activities occur. (p. 9). 

The National Park Service is committed to taking whatever actions are necessary 
to limit conflicts between bears and visitors in the Brooks Camp area to an 
acceptable level. This may include a phased relocation of all or part of the existing 
facilities. It may also include placing additional restrictions on sportfishing along the 
Brooks River, including reducing limits or temporarily closing specific areas to human 
use. (p. 32) 

The National Park Service is mandated by the Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act (ANILCA) and other laws and presidential proclamations to protect 
the habitat for, and populations of, fish and wildlife within the park and preserve. The 
National Park Service will strive to maintain the natural abundance, behavior, 
diversity, and ecological integrity of native animals as part of their ecosystems. NPS 
management of fish and wildlife will generally consist of baseline research and 
management of the human uses and activities that affect such populations and their 
habitat, rather than the direct management of resources. (pp. 44-45) 

The park will not relocate problem bears. (p. 47) 

The objectives of . . . bear management . . . are to retain a naturally regulated 
population of brown bears in the park and to preclude the food-reinforced attraction 
of bears to people and thereby minimize confrontations between bears and people. 
(P. 47) 

Any proposed developments will be designed to avoid impacts on the significant 
known archeological resources of the area. Ground-disturbing activities will be 
preceded by archeological surveys and testing. (p. 56). 

The above quotes clarify NPS concerns regarding bear management, cultural resources, and 
facility development in the Brooks River area. In addition, the National Park Service will consult 
with Native Alaskan tribes on actions that have the potential to affect significant ethnographic 
resources. 

In a wider perspective the Brooks River area experience is inextricably tied to the Valley of Ten 
Thousand Smokes. Park visitors are transported via concession-operated bus and vans 23 
miles to the edge of the valley and can hike approximately 1 mile down a narrow foot trail to 
reach the ash-filled floor and Ukak River falls. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Part two describes the development concept plan for the Brooks River area of Katmai National 
Park and Preserve. It is a comprehensive plan for all aspects of future management and use 
of the area, including visitor use, management of natural and cultural resources, operations, 
development, and interpretation. 

As part of the planning process, the National Park Service formulated a reasonable range of 
alternatives, including a no-action alternative, a proposed action alternative, and four other 
alternatives. A no-action alternative is included for comparison purposes as required by the 
National Environmental Policy Act. An analysis of impacts of the no-action, proposed action, 
and other alternatives is included in "Part Four: Environmental Consequences." 

Summary comparison tables 4 and 5 describing the alternatives and their potential impacts, 
respectively, are included at the end of "Part Two: Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action." 
Estimated construction costs for the alternatives can be found in appendix A. 



ACTIONS COMMON TO ALL DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES 

Actions common to all development alternatives are those that are similar in intent and effect 
and are universally needed that they are planned in all development alternatives, sometimes 
uniformly, sometimes in varying degrees. Impacts of these actions are discussed in "Part Four: 
Environmental Consequences" under their subject heading in each alternative. 

It is the National Park Service's intent to conduct additional environmental assessment and 
compliance when comprehensive design is begun for the selected alternative, including 
compliance with executive orders for wetlands and floodplains protection. 

The Coastal Zone Management Act requires that federal actions be consistent with the 
enforceable policies of the state's approved coastal management program. A consistency 
determination has been completed and is included in appendix 6. 

VISITOR EXPERIENCE I 
The natural, cultural, and scenic resources of Katmai National Park and Preserve appeal to 
a variety of visitors who wish to enjoy and use those resources in a number of ways. Visitors 
seek an uncrowded, unhurried experience in a pristine, natural setting. Whether it is the risk 
of a chance encounter with an Alaskan brown bear along a trail, the relatively safe viewing 
from an elevated platform of bears catching salmon in the Brooks River, the opportunity to fish 
the same waters for salmon and trout, or the physical challenge of hiking among the ash flows 
of Novarupta, visitors participate in the Katmai experience with enthusiasm. However, many 
of the values associated with remoteness and wildlife are threatened by increasing numbers 
of visitors, and the experiences sought by visitors are not always realized. 

All development alternatives in this plan promote the preservation and maintenance of a quality 
visitor experience that includes the values mentioned above. A quality visitor experience can 
be considered a resource at risk in the Brooks River area. The three primary visitor activities 
are bear viewing, sportfishing, and tours to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. Other visitor 
activities, such as birdwatching, hiking, and boating, commonly take place but not in the large 
numbers as the three primary activities. The following paragraphs discuss the actions common 
to all development alternatives regarding these visitor activities. 

Bear Viewing 

Bear viewing and photography, and wildlife viewing in general, are encouraged as part of the 
visitor experience in each alternative. To maintain the quality of the experience, use limits in 
the core bear viewing area and on specific bear viewing platforms would be established. To 
ensure that fewer humanlbear encounters occur in the future, and that bear viewing would not 
adversely affect the local bear population, the proposed approaches and locations of all bear a 
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Actions Common to All Development Alternatives 

@ viewing platforms were carefully chosen with respect to bear use along the river being the 
major locational factor. Because of the varying use limits proposed in the alternatives, the 
number and configuration of platforms are not the same in every alternative, but all proposed 
locations have been determined to meet the criteria for bear viewing platforms listed in 
appendix C as recommended by the Bear Research Committee (NPS 1993b). 

River Corridor Management 

Sportfishing, photography, and other uses are proposed to continue in the Brooks River area 
in each alternative. Sportfishing and its effect on fishery stocks are regulated by the state of 
Alaska. The National Park Service's concern is the effects that sportfishing, photography, and 
other river use have on the local bear population in terms of habituation and food conditioning, 
and the obvious safety concerns of unlimited access in prime bear habitat. An action common 
to all development alternatives in this plan is to recommend the temporary closure by the 
National Park Service of certain reaches of Brooks River during periods of very high bear 
density. This action would reduce the number of humanlbear encounters along the river, and 
decrease food conditioning and habituation in the local bear population. 

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes Tour 

The Brooks River area would continue to be the staging area for tours to the Valley of Ten 
Thousand Smokes. A variety of tour options would be developed by the National Park Service 
and the concessioner to interpret cultural and natural resources. Stops could include Research 
Bay and Margot Falls. 

Interpretation at the Three Forks overlook cabin, at the end of the Valley Road, would be 
upgraded in its presentation of the significance of Katmai eruption. The cabin interior would 
be remodeled to provide an observation room, comfortable seating, and Katmai-related reading 
materials for those people on the valley tour who decide not to take the strenuous hike to the 
valley floor. A new ground level observation deck would be constructed in front of the cabin 
to give visitors an opportunity to sit and relax while enjoying or photographing the scenery. 
Panel exhibits around the deck would assist visitors in identifying the panorama of landscape 
features visible from this point. Disturbed areas around the Three Forks overlook cabin would 
be revegetated. 

The pit toilets at the cabin would be relocated to a more favorable site. Nearby, a primitive 
campground with designated sites and lean-tos would be constructed to provide a place for 
backcountry users to stay while waiting for a return trip on the tour bus. This campground 
would not be in view from Three Forks overlook cabin. 

A new self-guided trail publication and a rehabilitated, stabilized trail would greatly improve the 

@ 
visitor experience on the hike to Ukak Falls on the valley floor, 
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INTERPRETIVE PROSPECTUS 

An interpretive prospectus for the Brooks River area was approved in 1993 and represents the 
first step toward comprehensive interpretive planning for facilities proposed in this development 
concept plan. The 1993 Interpretive Prospectus replaces the 1974 lnterpretive Prospectus, 
incorporates the approved 1991 Wayside Exhibit Proposal, and establishes the foundation for 
future exhibit planning and design, audiovisual production, and future publications. In addition, 
it briefly addresses base and optimal interpretive programming. The interpretive prospectus is 
based on the same interpretive themes and goals that were developed in this development 
concept planning process. 

Guidance for interpretation was implied in early legislation establishing the monument, by 
listing significant features beginning with Mount Katmai and related volcanic resources, and 
concluding with the ANILCA legislation of 1980, specifically "to preserve for the benefit, use, 
education and inspiration of present and future generations certain land and waters . . . that 
contain nationally significant natural, scenic, historic, archeological, ethnographic, geological, 
scientific, cultural, recreational, and wildlife resource values." Current management objectives 
direct interpretation to "foster visitor understanding of and appreciation for the dramatic natural 
forces responsible for the park's volcanic features, Alaskan cultural history, and superlative fish 
and wildlife populations." In addition, management objectives direct the interpretation "of the 
park and preserve through highly personal techniques and programs, consistent with Katmai's 
natural environment and corisistent with its visitor use patterns and physical resource values" 
(NPS 1983). 

INTERPRETIVE PROGRAM GOALS 

To foster visitor understanding of and appreciation for the dramatic natural forces 
responsible for the park's volcanic features, the Alaskan cultural history, and the superlative 
fish and wildlife resources. 

To interpret the park and preserve through nonsophisticated, highly personal techniques 
and programs consistent with Katmai's visitor use pattern. 

To design and operate visitor use areas in harmony with Katmai's wilderness character and 
minimize adverse effects on the natural and cultural resources. 

To provide information and interpretation that encourages visitors to use minimum-impact 
methods of camping, fish release, and wildlife observation and photography. 

PRIMARY INTERPRETIVE THEMES 

Following are the primary interpretive themes and associated topics for Katmai National Park 
and Preserve. 
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1. The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, Mt. Katmai, Novarupta, and the many other volcanic 
features associated with the eruption of 1912 collectively form an internationally significant 
scientific feature as well as an extraordinary scenic attraction. 

191 2 eruption of Novarupta 
volcanism as a geologic process 
glaciation as a geologic process 
geomorphology of AleutiansIAlaska Peninsula 
GriggslNational Geographic Society expeditions to Katmai 
Father Hubbard expeditions to Katmai 
current research studies in the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes 

2. Katmai National Park and Preserve are home to the world's largest protected population 
of brown bears. 

brown bear biology 
brown bear and salmon - feedinglspawning cycles 
brown bear behaviorlhabituation 
brown bear management and safety issues 

3. Katmai National Park and Preserve embrace the headwaters of river drainages that provide 

a vital spawning habitat for red salmon and other fishes. 

red salmon biology 
red salmon migration 
Bristol Bay red salmon fishery 
salmonlbear interactions 
other anadromous and resident fish found at Katmai 

4. Humans have played a significant role in the discovery, use, preservation, and 
management of Katmai National Park and Preserve. 

aboriginal use of the Katmai area 
archeological resources 
ethnographic resources 
early European-American exploration of Katmai 
establishment of Katmai as a national monument/park/preserve 
philosophy on preservation and use within cultural resource areas 
modern subsistence use in the preserve area 

5. Almost the entire park and preserve are of wilderness character, containing natural, 
unaltered ecosystems with only isolated manifestations of European-American influence. 

wilderness philosophy and protection 
research projects associated with undisturbed environments 
experiencing Katmai's wilderness character 
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AREA MANAGEMENT 

Natural Resources 1 

The reduction of direct disturbance and impacts on the natural resources of the Brooks River 
area is an action objective common to all development alternatives. Methods for achieving the 
goal may be different between alternatives, but the same effect is sought. 

Some of the action objectives for natural resources in the Brooks River area that deal 
specifically with the presence of bears are the elimination or reduction of humanlbear 
encounters, of bear food conditioning incidents (like bears stealing fish from anglers), of 
trespass incidents by bears through developed areas, and of excessive habituation of the local 
bear population. 

I 

Bear-Free Zones. The proposal to establish bear-free zones for all existing or proposed 1 
development areas is an action common to all development alternatives. This plan proposes 
that these development areas be managed as bear-free areas, where trespass by bears is 

I 

actively discouraged through approved bear management techniques. Development areas in I 
this plan include visitor, maintenance, and research facilities and employee housing areas. I 

People-Free Zones. Brooks River is a world-class sportfishing area for rainbow trout and red 
I 

salmon, as well as a world-class wildlife photography area. Without limiting the number of 
visitors or controlling the places and times that they fish or watch wildlife, the relatively @ ! 
uncrowded wilderness-like setting they now enjoy will be lost to crowding. Also, there is I 

concern over the 400+ reported humadbear encounters that happen along Brooks River in the 
summer, many of which involve anglers (NPS 1991a). "Angling is the most intrusive human 
activity in this prime [bear] habitat because it requires that the person be in the river in direct 
competition for space with foraging bears. Resolution of this conflict through bear management I 
is difficult without a policy determination about the relative priority of bears versus 
[sport]fishing" (NPS 1990a). Closures on the Brooks River along certain reaches and during 
certain seasonal periods of high bear density are proposed actions common to all development 
alternatives. I 

The National Park Service will work with the state of Alaska to change the fishing regulation 
of a one-fish-per-day limit to catch-and-release-only for all of Brooks River. This one action 
alone would greatly reduce the number of humadbear encounters and food conditioning 
incidents that occur along the river, and would eliminate the need for a fish cleaning building 
in the area and the associated water qualitylsolid waste concerns created by fish cleaning. At 
Brooks Camp it has already been proven that existing septic systems that have to handle fish 
entrails do not work in these riverside locations. Incineration would not be practical; in fact, the 
system failed in 1995. Dumping entrails in a special landfill is not feasible because of the bears 
and other wildlife. Haul-out by barge to the park boat dock and then trucking to the King 
Salmon landfill is the only other option. A catch-and-release regulation would solve this 
problem. 
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i @ 
Cultural Resources 

Prehistoric. The internationally significant cultural resources in the Brooks River area have 
been designated a national historic landmark and are listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places. As such, they are subject to protection under the National Historic Preservation Act 
of 1966, as amended, the Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974, the American 
Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978, the Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979, 
and the Native American Grave Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990. The implementing 
regulations for these acts stipulate procedures for consulting with the Alaska State Historic 
Preservation Officer, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and interested Native 
Alaskan groups under section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. In addition, the 
National Park Service has developed a set of guidelines for the management of cultural 
resources that adhere to the laws and regulations. 

The ultimate goal of the National Park Service in the Brooks River area is to protect cultural 
resources whenever feasible. Under all alternatives the Park Service would 

continue to expand its knowledge of the specific locations and types of archeological 
remains and ethnographic resources in the Brooks River area, especially in the 
immediate vicinity of existing and proposed development 

conduct archeological and ethnographic surveys and, when appropriate, subsurface 
testing of areas proposed for development away from the Brooks River area 

take the effects of proposed developments on cultural resources into account during the 
specific design and implementation of the actions 

avoid known cultural resources whenever feasible 

consult with the Alaska State Historic Preservation Officer, the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation, and interested Native Alaskan groups on all specific development 
and construction plans in accordance with section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (as amended) 

The last trail segment on the Brooks Falls trail passes over a series of barabaras on 
archeological site XMK-011. These resources extend from the point at which the trail tops the 
ridge all the way to the Brooks Falls platform. Under all development alternatives, a boardwalk 
would be built along this trail segment to prevent further erosion of the barabaras. The 
boardwalk would be routed to avoid the barabaras, wherever possible, or to bridge them when 
it is not possible to stay to either side. Besides protecting the archeological resources, this 
measure would also keep visitors at a constant elevation, reducing surprise encounters with 
bears in the tall grass growing in adjacent barabaras. 

Historic. The Old Log Cabin on Lake Brooks would be retained under all alternatives. It would 

@ be used as a visitor contact station during times when, due to wind conditions, floatplanes 
must land at Lake Brooks. 
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Ethnographic. All local Native Alaskan groups have a number of concerns and will be 0 
consulted on all potential impacts on these resources. 

Limits of Acceptable Change 

Visitation in the Brooks River area has been steadily increasing over the past several years 
and shows no sign of slowing (see table 1). The upswing in use has resulted in a number of 
increased impacts on natural and cultural resources, and has also brought changes in the type 
and quality of visitor experiences. Throughout this planning effort, visitors, researchers, 
environmental advocates, and staff alike have expressed concern over the effects of this 
increasing use. 

Many impacts from increasing visitation can be addressed through facility improvement, new 
development, or relocation. Accordingly, a major focus of this plan is to propose alternative 
ways to organize facilities to provide high quality resource and experience conditions. Facility 
development alone, however, cannot address all visitor impact issues. At some point, high 
levels of visitor use can overwhelm the area, creating unacceptable resource damage or 
dramatically changing the character of the visitor experience. 

In order to address this issue, more direct management of visitors is necessary. Visitor 
management options generally fall into one of two classes: 

education or regulation efforts designed to modify visitor behaviors that cause 
unacceptable impacts, or 

limits that keep use below those levels that cause unacceptable impacts or overcrowded 
facilities 

There is already an active education and regulation effort in place at Brooks River, as well as 
de facto limits on overnight use. With this plan, the National Park Service recommends formal 
limits on both day and overnight use in all development alternatives. These use limits are 
designed to prevent unacceptable impact levels. They were developed through a systematic 
process that began with explicit resource and experiential objectives, and involved extensive 
analysis of information from bear research studies, recommendations, visitor surveys, and 
resource reconnaissance. The following section briefly describes the process and logic used 
to develop the recommended limits. 

Managing Visitor Use Impacts and Determining Carrying Capacities. Understanding visitor 
impact issues and determining the appropriate use levels for an area is a complex but not 
impossible task. Visitor impact management concepts, principles, and methodologies have 
been extensively developed over the past two decades. While at least three competing 
processes or frameworks have been developed for exploring and addressing these issues - 
limits of acceptable change (LAC), visitor impact management (VIM), and carrying capacity 
assessment process (CCAP) by land-managing agencies throughout the country - their 
similarities are far more striking than their differences. A full discussion of these processes is 
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I @ outside the scope of this plan, but a brief introduction to several principles and concepts is 
useful. These principles and concepts guided development of the proposed use limits. 

The focus of visitor impact work has shifted from "how much use is too much" to "how 
much impact is too much." In many cases, the answer to both questions is desired; 
however, the impact question must be answered first. Use limits may be an effective 
method for addressing many impacts, but it is the impacts themselves that need to be 
defined and examined first. 

Impacts are defined as changes in resource or experiential conditions, and they do not 
necessarily equate with damage. Any visitation results in some impacts; the issue is 
defining when they have reached unacceptable levels. The use of standards defining 
the limits of acceptable change is the key step in all three of the currently used 
processes. 

Defining when impacts become unacceptable requires explicit statements about the 
objectives for an area. Depending on the desired resource or experiential setting, more 
or less impact of a certain kind may be acceptable. For example, in a developed 
recreation area, 10-foot-wide trails and continual interaction among visitors at attraction 
sites may be appropriate; in a wilderness-like setting, these impacts are clearly 
unacceptable. Use limits and the standards upon which they are based are not 
characteristics of an area just waiting to be discovered. They must be carefully 
developed from objectives about the resource setting and the type of experience to be 
provided. 

Objectives are based on evaluative information - value judgments - and need to be 
carefully separated from other information developed in this kind of analysis. One set 
of objectives and the resulting standards or use limits are not inherently better or worse 
than another; they are just different. In developing alternative objectives, it is important 
to specify the basis for those objectives and make their evaluative nature clear. 

Implementing Visitor Impact Management in the Brooks River Area. The above principles 
were incorporated into this plan through the use of two well-developed concepts - indicators 
and standards. 

Indicators are variables that measure important resource or experiential conditions. 
They provide specific ways of understanding and representing the health of the 
ecosystem or quality of experience. Examples of indicators include variables such as 
(1) number of people on the Brooks Falls platform; (2) number of angling encounters 
(other partieslpeople in view at one time); or (3) number of fish or food stealing 
incidents by adult bears per year. 

Standards, in contrast, define how much impact is too much for each indicator. Using 
the examples from above, standards might include (1) no more than 30 bear viewers 
on the Brooks Falls platform at one time; (2) no more than 10-15 anglers in the river 
mouth at one time; or (3) no more than two fish stealing incidents by adult bears per 
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year. Standards state how much impact is acceptable for a given set of objectives in 
explicit, measurable terms. 

This plan establishes indicators and standards for each of the development alternatives. Many 
indicators and some standards are common to all development alternatives, particularly with 
regard to impacts in the core use area at Brooks River (river corridor, platforms, trails). The 
logic here is that no matter which alternative is implemented, there are certain resource 
conditions that need to be maintained in the core use area. In the case of other impacts, 
however, indicators and standards change with the different facilities proposed for each 
development alternative. 

i 
I 

During the early development of the draft plan, over 40 different indicators and standards were 
put forward by the planning team for park managers to consider. As the process continued, 
however, it became clear that several impact issues were either being addressed by facility 
modifications in the plan, correlated with each other and could be represented by a single 
indicatorlstandard, or not in any danger of reaching unacceptable levels and therefore 
unimportant in context of this planning effort. These were dropped. The remaining 20 or so 
indicators (depending on the alternative) are the most critical and relevant, and formed the 
basis for the development of use limits. The National Park Service proposes to monitor these 
indicators through time, thereby establishing objective measures of resource and experiential 
conditions in the Brooks River area. 

The complete list of indicators and standards is given in table 2. Not all are applicable to all 
alternatives. Both indicators and standards were developed by NPS staff and planners at a 
series of workshops. They were based on professional judgment, bear research studies and 
recommendations, vjsitor survey data, and fieldwork. The key standards are associated with 
maintaining quality bear viewing and sportfishing experiences and reducing humanlbear 
encounters in the core use area. Indicators and standards that would be subject to the 
variables in nature were not included for the obvious reason that they could not be guaranteed 
to happen and could not, indeed should not, be managed directly. For example, indicators 
such as number of bears at the falls per day or number of sows with cubs visiting the cutbank 
per week would be impossible to guarantee. By reducing the numbers of humanlbear 
interactions and limiting the number of people on the river and how long they stay, the National 
Park Service can began to ensure that a fair number of bears will always remain attracted to 
the Brooks River area, "knowing" that the human competition for space and food is controlled. 

Outside the core use area, almost all use impacts would be addressed through facility I 
I 

changes. In developing these indicators and standards, a number of basic assumptions were 
made about how the Brooks River area functions, and the kind of resource conditions and 
experiences that are desirable in the area. Major concepts that guided analysis include the 

I 

following: I 

Visitor use issues are most critical in July. This is the sustained high use period for the 1 
greatest impacts on resources and visitor experience. 
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@ A trade-off exists between allowing more people to use the Brooks River area and 
impacting the resources and lowering the quality of the visitor experience. The National 
Park Service favors maintaining good resource conditions and high quality visitor 
experiences, even if it means some visitors may have to wait for access. 

The Brooks River visitor experience features periods of low and moderate interaction 
levels, and both developed and wilderness-like settings. The National Park Service 
recognized the need to develop standards commensurate with this diversity of settings. 
However, almost all public comment and survey data pertaining to visitor impact issues 
suggested maintaining the experiences similar to those being provided on average days 
at present and standards reflect these preferences. Current quality experiences are 
characterized by small to medium-sized groups at the viewing platforms, a high 
likelihood of seeing bears, a low likelihood of encountering large groups (greater than 
40), opportunities for relative solitude while fishing, and sufficient time to explore the 
core use area (including significant time at the falls or other places in the core use 
area) . 

Many of the current causes of humanlbear interactions would be corrected by facility 
changes proposed in the development alternatives. But most of the social or experiential 
impacts can only be addressed by establishing use limits for the core use area. 
Standards defining use limits at specific places in the core use area are the key limiting 

I 
factors in determining appropriate use limits at Brooks River. 

Basic assumptions about platform capacity and the average length of time a visitor 
should have in the core use area or at specific platforms are at the heart of the use limit 
determinations. It is possible to have higher use limits, but only by developing larger 
bear viewing platforms (and increasing "grandstand effects"), reducing the time visitors 
get to spend in the core use area or at specific platforms, and establishing more formal, 
regimented systems of allocating visitor time on platforms or at the river. Public 
comment and survey data suggest that most visitors oppose one or more of these 
options (NPS 1993e). 

After LAC indicators and standards were established for each development alternative, it was 
possible to describe relationships between visitor use impacts and determine use limits. A 
desired set of conditions was articulated through the standards; the next step was to determine 
through analysis which combination of use limits, facilities, and other visitor management 
techniques would keep impacts from exceeding those standards. The output of this analysis 
are the use limits presented in table 3. 

Recommended Capacities. Based on the process described above, the National Park Service 
recommends the following visitor use limits for each alternative (see table 3). These use limits 
define the maximum number of people that can be in the Brooks River area over the course 
of a day without creating unacceptable impacts defined by the standards. 
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I 

TABLE 2: INDICATORS AND STANDARDS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES a 
Prop. 

Action 
Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3 Alt. 4 Alt. 5 

Experience Oriented Indicators 

Number of people on the falls platform 
Number of 'people on cutbank platform 
Number of people on the narrows platform 
Number of people in river mouth area 

(on or off platforms) at one time 
Number of people on river mouth overlook 
Average wait to access falls platform (mins.) 
Average time on falls platform per day (hrs.) 
Average time in core use area (hrs.) 
Average time waiting for shuttles (mins.) 
Number of angling encounters 

(other parties/people in view at one time) 
Upper river (number of parties; parties = 

3-5 people) 
Lower river (number of parties; parties = 

3-5 people) 
River mouth (number of people) 

40-50 
nla 

10-15 
2-3 
nla 

10-1 5 

HumanlBear Interaction indicator< 

Number of bears killed 
Number of bear trespass incidents per day 
Number of armed responses by rangers to 

trespasses by bears per week 
Number of bluff charges in July 
Number of bluff charges in September 
Number of fish or food stealing incidents 

by adolescent bears per year 
Number of fish or food stealing incidents 

by adult bears per year 
Number of property damage incidents 

(major damage to tents, boats, etc.) per year 

* The target with all humanlbear indicators is 0, but levels .up to the standard are generally tolerated before 
implementing further actions. 
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TABLE 3: RECOMMENDED USE LIMITS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES* 

Lodge Campground Day Use Total 
1992 Situation Guests Users Users Staff Use 

Current Limits 60 60 none none variable 
Average July Day 45 45 80 50 22 0 

Typical July Peak Day 55 55 110 60 280 

ALTERNATIVES 

1 : Minimum Requirements 60 60 60 (30)** 60 240 (21 0) 

2: Beaver Pond Terrace: 75 75 40 (20) 70 260 (240) 
Former Proposal, Draft 
DCPIEIS 

3: lliuk Moraine Terrace 75 75 60 (30) 80 290 (260) 

4: Day Use Area Only 0 0 90 (70) 30 120 (1 00.) 

5: Beaver Pond Terrace: 60 (60) 60 (60) 85 (50) 55 (50) 260 (220) 
Proposed Action 

* Each limit may be modified 15% up or down based on resource monitoring. 
'* June/July/August use limit is given first; September limit is in parentheses. 

In table 3 limits are given for lodge guests, campground users, day use users, and staff, as 
well as total use for each alternative. The existing situation (current limits, average July day 
use, and use on a "typical" July peak day in 1992) is also given for comparative purposes. If 
total use for an alternative needed to be reduced in order to keep impacts from exceeding 
standards, day use was limited first. One reason is that there have been de facto limits on 
overnight use at Brooks for many years, while day use has been increasing dramatically. A 
more important reason is that day use is generally less compatible with high quality Brooks 
River experiences than overnight use. Higher day use detracts from the experiences of visitors 
in a variety of ways, including the following: 

Higher floatplane traffic and attendant noise levels. 

Larger numbers of people with only a few hours to experience the area tends to result 
in a more hurried atmosphere and more aggressive visitors. Overnight users have a 
greater luxury of time that encourages a more evenly paced exploration of the area. 

Higher "persons at one time" levels because day users tend to arrive for a few hours in 
the middle of the day. Overnight users can spread their time in the core use area 
throughout the daylight hours and thus reduce crowding. 

Less time for day users themselves to absorb and understand the concepts that guide 
appropriate behavior around bears in the Brooks River area, thus making the day users 
more likely to need instruction from rangers. 
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Less overall time to learn about the area's natural and cultural heritage. a 
Day users also require greater levels of onriver management (more "bear talksn and more 
ranger oversight). Finally, in a survey of users at Brooks River, most users (including many day 
users) reported favoring limits on day use before reducing overnight use (NPS 1993e). 

Recommended limits apply throughout the summer season although they are directed towards 
crowding problems in July and September. In September the concentration of bears near the 
river mouth and the lack of bear viewing opportunities at the falls (bears do not fish there then) 
further constrains the ability of the core use area to accommodate visitors. Accordingly, limits 
are lowest in September for day users (limits in parentheses in table 3). 

These limit recommendations are ultimately tied to professional judgments of use-impact 
relationships. In many cases that relationship is not precisely known. While the plan 
recommends a single capacity limit for each development alternative, that number is designed 
to imply a range defined by 15% more and 15% less. The National Park Service expects to 
manage for the mid-point of the range at the outset, continue to monitor visitor impacts, and 
then revise limits up or down as impacts are evaluated and understood. If visitor impacts 
remain at acceptable levels, then the National Park Service can relax the capacity to a higher 
level within the range. In contrast, if impacts at the recommended use limits become 
unacceptable, the National Park Service would restrict use to the low end of the range. 
Similarly, some facilities should be designed for accommodating the low end of the visitor use 
limit to start, but with the design capacity to phase in additional space or units if monitoring 
demonstrates that higher visitor use limits would not be detrimental to the resources or the 
visitor experience. 

In four of the five development alternatives, use limits are lower than existing use on peak 
days. This recognizes that peak day use limits in the past two or three years have caused 
unacceptable impacts and need to be addressed. In general, however, these recommended 
limits do not represent a significant cut in use over the course of the season or even the July 
peak season. They are essentially designed to simply truncate use on peak days when 
impacts reach unacceptable levels. As readers contemplate these limits, it is important to 
remember that these use limits would be far higher at Brooks River than any similar bear 
viewing location in Alaska. At McNeil River State Wildlife Sanctuary, only 10 users per day, 
accompanied by a guide, are allowed into its "core area," while at Pack Creek in Southeast 
Alaska, the Forest Service prohibits overnight use and day use rarely exceeds 30 to 40 
visitors. Even with these proposed limits, Brooks River would remain the most highly 
accessible bear viewing resource in the state. 

Commercial Use License Holders 

Commercial use licenses have been provided to companies providing fishing guide and other 
services to visitors staying at nearby lodges and hotels, or transportation to Brooks Camp. 
There are no restrictions on how many licenses can be issued; however, the amount and type 
of use as authorized by each license can be subject to operational restrictions, visitor use 
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@ limitations, and other conditions. Commercial use license holders would be affected by 
establishment of visitor day use limits for the Brooks River area (see alternatives 1, 2, 4, and 
5 in the "Economic Impacts" section of "Part Four: Environmental Consequences"). 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Sustainable development attempts to minimize human impacts on the earth, recognizing that 
development practices often deplete natural support systems, or may lead to the destruction 
of critical cultural resources. Central to the concept of sustainable development is the idea that 
all decisions - from initial concept through design, construction, and operations - must be 
evaluated in light of the principles of natural and cultural resource conservation. 

In the Brooks River area, a unique opportunity exists to affect visitor perceptions about the 
natural and cultural world, as demonstrated at this location. Here visitors can observe nature 
in action, learn about and appreciate the peoples who occupied this site for over 4,000 years, 
and enjoy the area without consuming it or diminishing the opportunity for the next generation 
to also enjoy it. Principles of sustainable development would be incorporated in the planning, 
design, construction, and operation of visitor and support facilities in the Brooks River area. 

DESIGN CHARACTER GUIDELINES 

Prior to design of new facilities, guidelines would be completed that would describe in detail 
the types of construction materials to be used for all facilities in the Brooks River area. The 
intent would be to maintain a rustic lodge or camping experience in backcountry Alaska. Items 
to be covered by the design guidelines would include scale, materials, color, texture, continuity, 
furniture, and other issues related to the built environment that would contribute to the visitor 
experience. Roads would be maintained as primitive graveled roads in a wilderness corridor, 
and only improvements that blend into the natural setting would be made. To the maximum 
extent possible, facilities would not be readily evident from Naknek Lake other than required 
dock facilities, and even these facilities would be designed in such a way as to be of minimal 
visual impact on the park visitor. 

All appropriate water and energy conservation technologies and materials recycling would be 
incorporated into the design of the proposed facilities according to NPS policy on sustainable 
development practices. 

ACCESS FOR DISABLED VISITORS 

Park facilities to be constructed would utilize universal access design principles to the 
maximum extent possible. This would result in most facilities being accessible to all people. 
This may not be possible in limited circumstances due to topography, but a majority of the 
experiences enjoyed by visitors to the Brooks River area would be made accessible. Some @ facilities would provide a higher challenge and expose the user to a greater risk. The users 
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would be able to make their own choice. Major facilities such as the visitor center, lodge, @ 
cabins, and restrooms would provide the highest level of access; some bear viewing platforms, 
viewpoints, and trails would involve a minor level of challenge; other bear viewing platforms 
and trails would provide some of the highest levels of challenge. All accessibility considerations 
would be developed using current accessibility standards in consultation with appropriate clubs 
and organizations. 



NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE 

CONCEPT STATEMENT 

This alternative would perpetuate existing conditions in the Brooks River area and include only 
modest changes in development and operations at Brooks Camp. Most resource concerns 
would remain; no significant actions would be proposed to improve resource management or 
park and concession operations in the area. 

VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND USE LIMITS 

Park headquarters in King Salmon is 33 air miles to the west of Brooks River. Access for 
visitors and staff is by floatplane or occasionally by boat. Katmai Air and commercial lines 
provide most of the air service between King Salmon and Brooks Camp, with a number of 
private air tour operators offering day flights. 

Prior to arriving at Brooks Camp, visitors have the opportunity for orientation at the Interagency 
Visitor Center, located in the King Salmon airport complex. However, due to travel connection 
schedules, visitors are often picked up at the King Salmon airport and driven immediately to 
a waiting floatplane for transport to the Brooks River area. 

Visitors arriving at Brooks Camp are directed to the visitor center for a mandatory 5-1 0 minute 
program by a park interpreter. This program includes an orientation to the area, a discussion 
of rules and regulations, and a detailed description of appropriate human behavior around 
brown bears. The visitor center is also the central distribution point for other information, 
backcountry and camping permits, cooperating association sales, and notification of 
interpretive programs. 

Once at Brooks Camp, visitors walk. Most facilities are north of the river. Access is by foot on 
trails that are frequented by brown bears during salmon runs (July and September), and the 
trails are often muddy. The only road in the developed area is a 23-mile-long, single-lane 
gravel road that goes from Brooks Camp to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, which is 
accessible to visitors by prearranged bus tour for a fee. 

Visitors to the Brooks River area are offered several guided interpretive activities. These 
include evening programs on a variety of topics related to the resources of the Brooks River 
area and other parts of Katmai, a guided walk to a reconstructed barabara site, guided walks 
to Brooks Falls or to the overlook on Dumpling Mountain, and, in conjunction with the park 
concessioner, a full-day bus tour to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes and a hike into the 
valley. 

Interpretive rangers are also called upon to spend a significant amount of time roving the 
Naknek Lake beach, Brooks Falls trail, floating bridge, and viewing platform areas to ensure 
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visitor compliance with rules and regulations, especially related to bears and fishing. Roving 
also allows interpreters to conduct informal interpretation with small groups and individuals. 

Brooks Camp offers the setting for visitors to relax and, at an unhurried pace, discover the 
significance of the park's resources. Maximum visitation occurs in July, when an average of 
45 visitors stay at the lodge, 45 use the campground, and up to 80 day use visitors may fly 
or boat in and leave by 8:00 P.M. Excluding day use visitors, average length of stay at Brooks 
Camp is three days, and is dependent on availability of overnight accommodations. 

Ample opportunities exist for visitors to view wildlife, primarily brown bears during July and 
September. Two bear viewing platforms afford a relatively safe haven for extended bear 
viewing. The narrows platform is located on the south side of the Brooks River, near its mouth. 
Present access from Brooks Camp on the north bank is over a floating bridge. Reaching the 
elevated viewing space is by a handicap accessible ramp or stairs from ground level. The 
platform comfortably accommodates 25 people at two viewing levels. Photographing bears 
consumes much of viewer's time on the platform. 

The other platform is located at Brooks Falls. Present access from Brooks Camp is by a foot 
trail, approximately 1 mile long. The trail passes through relatively dense forest frequented by 
bears, and encounters sometimes occur. The platform, which is reached by stairs from the 
ground level, comfortably accommodates 20 people on its single level. During peak visitation, 
the platform gets crowed, with up to 40 people viewing and photographing the bears. Survey 
data from 1993 suggest that most visitors prefer Brooks Falls platform use limits to be closer 
to 15 or 20 at one time. Park staff attempt to regulate the number of people on the platform 
at any one time by encouraging visitors to remain only an hour at the Brooks Falls platform 
and by holding people at the trailhead until the situation on the platform eases. In 1995 waits 
of up to three hours were required during peak viewing times. 

Sportfishing is permitted in the Brooks River, even during salmon runs with the associated high 
use of the river by brown bears. The two principal fish species sought by anglers are rainbow 
trout and sockeye salmon. Catch and release fishing is encouraged; however, visitors may 
keep one fish per day other than rainbow trout. No fishing is permitted within 100 yards of 
Brooks Falls. During peak salmon runs the river is often crowded with anglers who compete 
with each other for space, while keeping a watchful eye up and downstream, as well as on the 
riverbanks, for brown bear who enter the river quietly to fish. Anglers, photographers, and other 
visitors are not permitted to approach closer than 50 yards to a single bear or within 100 yards 
of a bear family (i-e., a sow with cub or cubs). Anglers are frequently called out of the river by 
park staff until approaching bears move on. A fish cleaning station is near the mouth of the 
river where fish must be taken immediately for cleaning to avoid theft of fish by bears. Under 
existing conditions the potential is high for anglerlbear confrontations. The park staff goes to 
great lengths to enforce regulations regarding fishing and bear safety, and informed visitors 
generally comply without reminders. 

A concession-operated bus tour from the Brooks River area to the Three Forks overlook is 
offered daily for the round-trip fee of $57 with lunch, or $50 without lunch. A school bus, 
sometimes supplemented by a van, conveys visitors over a 23-milelong, singlelane gravel 
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' @ road to a cabin at the Three Forks overlook. A rest stop is made approximately 12 miles along 
the road at Margot Falls, where visitors can stretch their legs and take in scenic vistas. Three 
streams are forded by the bus to reach the Three Forks overlook. These stream channels are 
worked by heavy equipment to maintain the crossings. Pit toilets are available at the Three 
Forks overlook, and a small cabin provides shelter and access to a few outdated exhibits about 
volcanic events. A picnic style lunch is served in the cabin. Visitors are given the opportunity 
to hike the 3-mile-round-trip trail to Ukak Falls. The trail descends through a deep gorge, cut 
by the Ukak River through the 1912 volcanic ash flow, providing the visitor with a sense of the 
enormity of volcanic events in the not-so-distant past. 

EXISTING DEVELOPMENT 

Eskimo Barabara Exhibit 

This covered, partially reconstructed barabara walk-in exhibit is at the end of a short trail from 
Brooks Camp. Several interpretive signs are on the railing of the viewing area, and these 
interpret the lifeways of the ancient occupants. Visitors are not allowed in the barabara itself. 

Brooks Camp Campground 

@ This is the only formal camping area in the park and is located at the base of Dumpling 
Mountain, about 114 mile north of the main Brooks Camp development on Naknek Lake. The 
campground contains 17 sites. There is a food storage and garbage cache, three cooking 
shelters, two pit toilets, one water spigot, and a site for the park volunteer campground hosts. 

Naknek Lake Beach Floatplane Access 

Floatplanes debark and embark passengers on Naknek Lake beach and camp visitors use it 
for recreational purposes. The beach is a common route for bear travel, feeding, and resting. 
Visitor use frequently brings bears and people into close contact. 

Concession and NPS UtilitiesIMaintenance Area 

This area, which is in prime bear habitat and atop archeological sites, houses all the support 
facilities that are necessary to operate the collective functions of Brooks Camp. The many 
structures are listed in the "Site and Facility Analysisv section of "Part Three: The Affected 
Environment." These support facilities are aging and many improvements are needed to 
maintain their usefulness. 
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Concession and NPS Seasonal Housing Area 

The housing area is located in prime bear habitat and atop archeological sites. Bears pass 
through the area, particularly at night. Waterlines to housing and visitor facilities freeze each 
winter requiring frequent maintenance which threatens cultural resources. 

Visitor Center 

This converted oneroom log cabin serves as the main contact point for visitors arriving at 
Brooks Camp. The bear safety message and other orientation materials are presented here. 

Auditorium 

This facility is a converted temporary bunkhouse. The structure is deteriorating. Normal 
maintenance threatens cultural resources. 

Visitor and Vehicle Trails 

Approximately 0.5 mile of heavily used trails are within Brooks Camp. These trails are often 
bordered by dense underbrush screening bears from visitors. The trails are used by a small 
garden tractor and trailer use the trails to haul luggage and supplies. 

Brooks Lodge and Dining Facility 

Brooks Lodge comfortably seats a dozen or more people around the fireplace and lounge. 
Seven large tables are provided for family style meals in the dining facility. The lodge is often 
crowded at peak use times, and is inadequate to meet demands during this period. Visitors 
congregate around the lodge during arrivalldepartures, prior to meeting the valley tour bus, at 
meal times and during rainy weather. Bears frequently pass along the nearby beach and within 
dense underbrush in close proximity to visitors. The structure sits atop significant archeological 
sites. 

Guest Cabins 

There are seven small one-room cabins designed to house four guests in bunk beds and a 
Skytel building with nine small rooms accommodating four guests each. Room rates range 
from $250 to $280 per night for one to four persons, effectively limiting occupancy to a narrow 
range of the visiting public. Bears frequently pass close to the cabins. All structures sit atop 
significant archeological sites. 
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@ Bridge Trail and Floating Bridge 

1 To get to the floating bridge to cross the river, visitors must walk a trail that parallels the north 
I 

bank of the lower Brooks River. The trail bisects the riverbank and a low marsh with tall 
concealing grass. Bears regularly use this area for fishing, resting, and travel. Visitors travel 

I through a heavy bear use area. Bear presence around the bridge frequently stops visitor traffic 
affecting visitor experience and flight schedules. The trail has been flooded during late 
summer. Each spring the trail surface must be built up with gravel mined from nearby borrow 

I 
I pits. All visitor traffic must cross a noisy pontoon footbridge spanning the Brooks River. The 

bridge is a bottleneck for visitor and bear traffic. It blocks normal bear passage along the river 
forcing the animals to climb the bank and walk around it or to climb over it. This brings the 
bears into the heavily used visitor route. The pontoon structure with its creaking noise and 
human movement over it forms a barrier across the river, which temporarily blocks the 
passage of migrating salmon. This results in a concentration of anglers at the bridge. Bears 
searching for salmon carcasses and remains that have floated down to the river mouth come 
in conflict with the anglers. 

I The Narrows Bear Viewing Platform 
1 

This structure, designed to accommodate approximately 25 people, is located on the south 
shore of Brooks River, at the floating bridge access point, near the concession bus turnaround. @ The platform enables visitors to safely and unobtrusively enjoy bears foraging for salmon in 
the lower river, with a minimum of management intervention. 

i Lower Brooks River (Road, Floatplane Tie-Downs, and Barge Dock) 

I The only safe piace to tie up a floatplane or boat overnight is in the quiet water of an eddy on 
the south side of the river mouth. The only barge dock is nearby, and a gravel road has been 
built along the south side of the river to access Naknek Lake beach and the barge dock. This 
area is heavily used by fishermen, photographers, and bears. Frequent close contact occurs, 
occasionally resulting in bears taking fish from unsuspecting anglers. Photographers 
sometimes ignore the required distance they are to keep from bears and move in to get a 
close-up photograph. The presence of people and their activities force unhabituated bears to 
abandon their normal feeding and use patterns. 

Vehicle Parking Area 

This area provides space to park the government vehicles and concession tour bus. It is 
unsecured and visible to visitors walking the park road. 
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Brooks Falls Trail 

From the trailhead this 0.6-mile route, constructed in 1983, connects the park road with the 
bear viewing platform at Brooks Falls. Heavy visitor foot traffic has caused extensive loss of 
vegetation and widening of the trail. Tree roots have been exposed by this erosion. The 
exposed ash surface becomes slick during wet weather and has resulted in visitors slipping 
and falling. For these reasons the trail has been surfaced with gravel in those areas. 
Numerous bear trails cross this route. Tall grass and other brush limit visibility along the trail. 
Visitors may encounter bears at close range along this route. The trail crosses several 
archeological resources as it nears the falls bear viewing platform. 

The Falls Bear Viewing Platform 

This platform comfortably accommodates about 20 people. Use frequently exceeds 40 people. 
When the platform is full, people arriving are required to wait on the entrance stairs or remain 
on the trail in the bear use area. In 1995 rangers had to hold people at the trailhead for two 
to three hours before they could gain access to the platform. 

Lake Brooks Development 

This area consists of two bunkhouses, generator and fuel storage, boat docking facilities, 
amphibious plane turnaround area, the Old Log Cabin, and maintenance areas. The area is 
entirely an NPS presence, except that floatplanes land on Lake Brooks primarily when wind 
conditions are not favorable for landing on Naknek Lake. 

Valley Road 

This 23-mile-long, singlelane gravel road leads to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. It has 
one rest stop with pit toilets at the Margot Falls overlook and three NPS-maintained stream 
crossings (fords). 

Three Forks Overlook 

The current facility consists of a small, unstaffed interpretive cabin and a 1.5-mile-long trail that 
descends to the valley floor. The cabin sits atop a high knoll that has a commanding view, but 
is often shrouded in fog or is exposed to strong winds. The trail is relatively steep and is a 
difficult route for some elderly and physically limited persons. People walking into the Valley 
of Ten Thousand Smokes along the trail are dependent on bus drivers with limited interpretive 
training for information on the geologic history of the local features. 
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1 @ PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT TO IMPROVE EXISTING CONDITIONS 

1 Brooks Camp Campground 

Improvements would be made as needed to the cache, shelters, and pit toilets. 

Naknek take Beach 

No changes would be made on the beach because it is a common route for bear travel. No 
formal floatplane tie-downs would be installed. 

Concession and NPS Seasonal Housing Area and UtilitieslMaintenance Area 

Utility systems in this area would be renovated. A new fuel oil delivery system, potable water 
system, sewagelleachfield system, and electrical system would be constructed in phases over 
a period of time, reflecting future findings from the remediation efforts. As staff increase to 
meet the increasing visitation more tent frames and cabins would be constructed, adding to 
the incremental expansion of the housing area. The existing procedures for septic system 
sludge disposal would be reevaluated. Pending reevaluation, alternative methods and sites for 

0 
septic system sludge disposal may be considered and appropriate permits obtained. 

Ranger Station 

No changes are proposed. 

Visitor Center and Auditorium 

The existing structures would be made fully accessible. No new visitor center would be 
constructed as directed in the General Management Plan. 

Visitor and Vehicle Trails 

No change in the pattern or use of trails in the area is proposed. 

Eskimo Barabara 

No changes are proposed. 
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Brooks Lodge and Dining Facility 

The facility would be expanded toward the west to increase the dining room and lounge area. I 
Guest Cabins 

No changes are proposed. 

Bridge Trail and Floating Bridge 

No changes are proposed. The boardwalk leading from camp and the bridge to the south side 
of the river, called for in the General Management Plan, would not be constructed. 

The Narrows Bear Viewing Platform 

No changes are proposed. 

Lower Brooks River (Road, Floatplane TieDowns, and Barge Dock) 

No changes are proposed. Routine maintenance would be required on the road and barge 
dock. 

Vehicle Parking Area I 
A two-bay vehicle shed would be built to provide maintenance workers with a dry place to 
service and repair vehicles. 

Brooks Falls Trail 

Vegetation management along the trail to maintain site distances would continue. 

The Falls Bear Viewing Platform 

The approach to the platform and the platform itself would be redesigned for obvious safety 
reasons. The same site would be used, but the platform would be redesigned for safety and 
expanded to accommodate around 30 photographers and wildlife viewers. It would not be fully 
accessible. 
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I @ 
Lake Brooks Development 

I No changes are proposed. 

Valley Road 

The National Park Service and the Federal Highway Administration would stabilize and 
improve safety on this road while making no substantial changes to it. 

Three Forks Overlook 

No changes are proposed. 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

Most natural resource management activities in the Brooks River area currently focus on the 
interactions of humans and brown bears. The management of humadbear interactions is 
guided by the Bear Management Plan for Katmai National Park and Preserve (NPS 1986b), 
with emphasis on prevention of conflicts. Responsive management measures are used when 
preventive management is unsuccessful and confrontations occur. In 1992 a total of 174 
incidents were recorded (NPS 1992a); 56 of the 174 incidents involved bears "trespassing" in 
the immediate area of the buildings around Brooks Camp, which is managed as a bear-free 
zone for safety reasons, and to help prevent the excessive habituation of bears to humans. 
Another major category of incident reported was that of dominance interaction (42 of the 174 
incidents), which is a competition between human and bear to occupy a particular space at the 
same time, outside of the Brooks Camp bear-free zone, resulting in human andlor bear 
yielding and leaving the area. Monitoring is conducted to assess instances of undesirable 
humadbear interactions, and multiple studies have been conducted over the last decade to 
understand and evaluate the relationships between bears and people in the Brooks River area. 

The National Park Service commissioned a formal scientific study of the interaction of bears 
and people at Brooks River. The need for this study was referenced in the General 
Management Plan. Its findings and recommendations have been considered in the 
development of proposals in this plan. The final report, Brown Bear Behavior and Human 
Activity at Salmon Streams in Katmai National Park, Alaska, was submitted to the National 
Park Service in June 1990. 

I The following quotes from this study are particularly relevant to understanding the existing 
conditions of brown bear use of the Brooks River area: 

Brooks River is unique in the park. . . . Although the ecological importance of this 
small area has not been determined quantitatively, the energetic contribution of these 
salmon must certainly be fundamental to a significant proportion of the park's bears. 
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Planning and management for growth in visitation at Brooks River should recognize 
the implications of loss of access to this resource. [p. 1041 

The stability of Katmai National Park's brown bear population is tied to the food 
sources upon which the bears depend, particularly to the salmon concentrations such 
as Brooks River. [p. 141 

Current levels of human use are effectively excluding some classes of bears 
(nonhabituated families, nonhabituated singles; about 45% of all bears [in the Brooks 
River area]) from lower river zones and limiting fishing time within these zones. [p. 
1 041 

In July females with cubs of the year were observed approaching the river, then 
turning back when large numbers of people were encountered. Although the effects 
of such situations on survival and population productivity were not determined in this 
study, special management efforts to protect this cohort of bears are indicated by our 
observations. Nutritional and security needs of these families derive from the following 
considerations: 

1) Females with two or three nursing cubs have high demand for nutritious 
salmon, and low body reserves of energy, especially early in the season. 

2) Protection of cubs limits the range of river locations that such females can 
use because of potentially infanticidal males, and swift water. Also, some family 
groups tend to avoid people, which is especially difficult at the peak sockeye 
fishing season in July. 

3) The first females with tiny cubs to approach the river near camp attract 
throngs of people. The numbers of people, combined with their resistance to 
abandoning fishing temporarily or aggressiveness in obtaining photographic 
opportunities, can overwhelm the capability of rangers to provide these bears 
access to the river. 

4) The task of sirnultaneously leaving cubs on a bank in order to rush into the 
river to catch fish, while remaining close and vigilant enough, appeared 
stressful to some females. Finding people on all sides caused some females 
to abandon their attempts to fish. [p. 1051 

This research has demonstrated the importance of Brooks River below the falls as 
feeding habitat for bear families. . . . Angling is the most intrusive human activity in 
this prime habitat because it requires that the person be in the river in direct 
competition for space with foraging bears. Resolution of this conflict through bear 
management is difficult without a policy determination about the relative priority of 
bears versus [sportlfishing [p. 1081 
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Fish capture [by bears] in the lower river appeared directly affected by human activity, 
either through interruption of feeding, or more subtly, by reduction of the amount of 
alert fishing by scanning bears. [p. 361 

The relative impact on bears of structures and activities in forested areas at a distance 
from the river is infinitely smaller than similar development near the river, which 
disturbs a myriad of ecological processes based on salmon consumption. [p. 1041 

Noise produced by aircraft, boats, and construction, constitutes intrusive stimuli which 
may be differentially experienced by the various age-sex classes of bears frequenting 
the river. Displacement of family groups in particular could have population-level 
effects. [p. 1 41 

Late season visitation at Brooks River risks aggressive confrontations with bears 
unaccustomed to meeting people; disruption of habitat use by families of bears is also 
likely. If the visitor season were to be extended, special precautions and restrictions 
would be necessary since the pattern of human use would become less predictable 
to the bears. Unexpected encounters are associated with aggressive interactions and 
injuries from bears worldwide. [p. 1061 

The Brooks River area qualifies as key habitat for brown bears not only because of 
the abundance of salmon in Brooks River, but also the exceptional availability of these 
fish at the falls in July and the post-spawning salmon numbers in September and 
October. . . . Brooks Camp could hardly have been located in a worse place for 
conflict with bear movements and access to the river's fish. Increased visitation has 
only exacerbated this conflict. A longer-term plan for Brooks Camp is being developed 
by the National Park Service, including an option to relocate the camp. From the 
perspective of reducing the multiple sources of disturbances to bears, a change in 
camp location is the one option that could resolve a host of management problems. 
[P. 1 071 

The subpopulation of bears using the Brooks River is believed to be similar in density and age 
class distribution to comparable areas (NPS 1993d). Some bears using Brooks River have 
been shown to exhibit avoidance or intolerance when humans are present in the river corridor 
(N PS 1 990a). 

Other natural resource management activities currently conducted in the Brooks River area 
include a breeding bird survey, hare population index survey, bald eagle nestinglproductivity 
survey, and wildlife observation records. Environmental monitoring, compliance, and 
remediation of soil and water quality is also conducted related to fuel leakage from 
underground storage tanks and distribution lines that has recently been identified and mapped. 
Environmental compliance and monitoring is also conducted for all development projects. 
Vegetation monitoring is conducted in areas of recent soil disturbance, to ensure that no alien 
plant species become established. Revegetation and landscaping of this and other disturbed 

@ sites is planned, using native species of local origin. Some thinning of brush is done to 
increase visibility along trails where close encounters between bears and humans are known 
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to occur. Similarly, tall grass bordering the trail to Brooks Falls is trimmed near major bear 
crossing areas. Road maintenance to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes involves periodic 
cutting of brush and occasional tree removal. 

Ethnographic resources are important in this area and consultations continue on impacts and 
protection. Extensive archeological remains indicate that people have lived in the Brooks River 
area for over 4,000 years. These remains include at least 22 sites containing over 750 
barabaras depressions and other types of cultural resources, which constitute the Brooks River 
Archeological District. This property has been determined to be nationally significant for its 
potential to yield scientific information regarding the prehistoric human occupation of Alaska. 

The Brooks Camp development has been built on top of four archeological sites, some of 
which contain the oldest human remains yet discovered in the Naknek Lake region. The foot 
trail to the bear viewing platform runs the length of one archeological site, containing evidence 
of the earliest habitation of the falls area by humans. The vehicle parking area at the start of 
the Valley Road is adjacent to an unstudied, but apparently large archeological site. NPS 
facilities on Lake Brooks are next to an apparently extensive site dating at least 4,000 years 
ago. 

Cultural resource management currently involves numerous archeological compliance 
procedures for ground-disturbing activities necessitated by maintenance and repair of 
underground utility systems through known or suspected archeological sites. When ground 
disturbance occurs, the staff archeologist personally conducts the excavation, or directly 
monitors the operation. Mapping of the site, identification of cultural resource materials, and 
mitigationJremediation projects are labor intensive under current conditions. The location of 
Brooks Camp on top of prime archeological resources requires the commitment of a staff 
archeologist to monitor and approve all ground disturbance from maintenance activities. 

Management of historic structures in the Brooks River area includes the historic Bureau of 
Fisheries/U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service headquarters and laboratory, a log structure built in 
1941 (called the Old Log Cabin in this plan), and a historic cabin and compound associated 
with European-American trapping and guiding. The park is assembling a List of Classified 
Structures. 

No significant changes in the resource management program at Brooks River are proposed 
in the no-action alternative. 

AREA OPERATIONS 

Brooks Camp is inaccessible by road. Park and concession staff are transported to Brooks 
Camp by float-equipped (Super Cub, Cessna 206, DeHavilland Beaver, Otter) or amphibious 
(Grumman Goose) airplane or by boat. Approximately 10 maintenance workers, their personal 
gear, and support needs are taken to Brooks Camp in late April, to begin the process of 
opening the camp. The cluster archeologist is responsible for conducting or monitoring all 
ground-disturbing activities to perform maintenance and repairs to frozen and/or ruptured water 
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@ and sewer lines and to electrical and fuel distribution systems. Opening operations require 
repeated crossings of the Brooks River mouth with both wheeled and track vehicles. 

Support for Brooks Camp is mainly by aircraft from April through July. Brooks Camp is ready 
for summer operation by mid-May, at which time the balance of the Brooks NPS staff, and the 
concession employees arrive. The visitor season begins in early June with the opening of the 
rainbow trout fishing season, and continues through most of October, when bear watching and 
angling activities subside. The lodge closes in September, and two NPS employees usually 
remain in the area until approximately October 1. 

The NPS fuel and freight barge, the M/T Ketivik, begins support operations from King Salmon 
to Brooks Camp when the water level of Naknek Lake and upper Naknek River rise sufficiently 
to allow passage, which is normally not before July 1. The barge hauls in gasoline, diesel fuel, 
building materials, and general supplies, which are trucked from King Salmon to the point of 
departure near Lake Camp on the upper Naknek River. Materials are off-loaded either on the 
beach in front of the Brooks Camp administrative housing, or at the dock facility just south of 
the mouth of Brooks River. The return trips are made carrying solid waste materials destined 
for recycling or landfill disposal. Solid wastes are sorted at Brooks Camp prior to shipping, and 
burnable materials are incinerated to reduce bulk. Sludge from the septic system is dumped 
and buried in a gravel pit along the Valley Road. The Ketivik ceases operations in late 
September due to deteriorating weather conditions that make travel difficult across Naknek 
Lake. 

Additional transportation of materials and personnel is accomplished with the park's 28-foot- 
long boat (Boston Whalerj. Operation of the Boston Whaler is also delayed by low water 
conditions early in the season. The boat is used extensively throughout the Naknek Lake 
system to support ranger patrols and resource management and research projects. 

The Brooks Lodge is owned and operated by a private company, Katmailand, Inc., under an 
NPS concessions contract. Included in the concession-offered services are canoe and kayak 
rentals, a fishing tackle and souvenir shop, food service, and a bar. The company provides a 
fishing guide service and also operates a tour bus service from Brooks Camp to the Valley of 
Ten Thousand Smokes. 

Reservations for camping in the Brooks Camp campground, which is operated by the National 
Park Service, are generally made in advance by phone. The peak use period is from late June 
through July and September, a period corresponding with the peaks in salmon and bear 
activity. The campground is very popular during this period and the park receives many more 
requests than there are spaces. 

ESTIMATED COSTS 

a Estimated construction costs for the no-action alternative are included in appendix A, table A-1 . 
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CONCEPT STATEMENT 

This alternative presents the actions that would be minimally necessary to keep Brooks Camp 
in place and have its operations comply with all laws, regulations, policies, and approved 
management plans. By retaining development on the peninsula of land north of the river mouth 
the ongoing impacts on bears, prime bear habitat, and nationally significant cultural resources 
are perpetuated. This alternative proposes development and actions that would ameliorate 
some of those concerns, and still provide for the continuation of the Brooks Camp experience. 
In order to maintain the experience of a remote wilderness fish camp, the number of day users 
would be limited. 

VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND USE LIMITS 

The visitor experience in alternative 1 would be similar to the existing experience, except that 
it would be significantly improved from the educationlinterpretation perspective. The primary 
activities of bear viewing, sportfishing, and touring the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes would 
still be available, and higher quality experiences would be provided by establishing day use 
limits. The existing limits on overnight use at the lodge and campground would remain in 
effect. 

Access to Brooks Camp would still be by floatplane for the most part, but some visitors could 
also come by tour boat. All would arrive on the beach near the trail access to Brooks Camp. 
Alternate access would be on Lake Brooks when weather conditions make landing on Naknek 
Lake unsafe. Visitors would be met by a ranger and escorted directly to the new visitor center 
to hear the mandatory bear safety message. The new visitor center would provide an 
opportunity for visitors to acquire general information about the Brooks River area. Exhibits, 
a film, and personal interpretive services would provide specific information, and visitors would 
be encouraged to attend and participate in the interpretive programs. Lockers (for day users) 
and restrooms would be available at the new visitor center. 

Fishing, camping, day hiking, canoeing, wildlife viewing, and nature photography would all be 
available activities under this alternative. The bus tour to the Three Forks overlook and the 
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes would still originate near the narrows platform. Visitors would 
still be provided a picnic-style lunch and the opportunity to hike the 3-mile-round trip trail to 
Ukak Falls. Half-day tours to the Three Forks overlook would also be provided by the 
concessioner. 

Except for bear viewing platforms and approach trails, the river and riparian corridor from the 
closure line above Brooks Falls downstream to the Oxbow closure line would be zoned as a 
people-free area in July due to the presence of large numbers of bears. Sportfishing and 
wildlife photography would continue from the Oxbow closure line to the river mouth, and in the 
upper river above the falls. In mid-September through October, Brooks River from the Oxbow 
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@ closure line downstream to the river mouth, except for the narrows platform, would be closed 
when bears congregate there to feed on late-spawning salmon and salmon carcasses. The 
Brooks River area commonly supports much fewer bears during the months of June and 
August than during July and SeptemberIOctober. There are numerous alternative recreational 
fishing opportunities and locations within the park and in the larger Bristol Bay region during 
July and SeptemberIOctober. 

As explained in detail in the "Actions Common to All Development Alternatives, Limits of 
Acceptable Change" section for the peak visitor use periods of July and September, the 
following use limits would be established: 

60 lodge guests 
60 campground users 
60 day users 
60 staff 

September 

60 lodge guests 
60 campground users 
30 day users 
60 staff 

Total: 240 people Total: 210 people 

! 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

I @ 
Rehabilitate Brooks Camp Campground 

i The campground would remain in its present location north of the river, within prime bear 
habitat. Relocation to any other area north of the river would neither reduce the likelihood of 
humanlbear conflicts nor allow the facility to function any better. Several facility improvements 
at the campground would make the campground operations more responsive to concerns 
created by overnight use in bear habitat. Construction of new pit toilets and one or more 
enclosed food storage and preparation shelters at the campground, such as those now being 
used by the state of Alaska at McNeil River, would reduce the likelihood of humantbear 
conflicts. Design features of these shelters would include the following: 

I bear-proof design that enables the safe preparation of food; campers would cook on I their own stoves 

secure food storage areas for all foodstuffs 

enclosed, bear-proof trash containers 

! potable water and sinks for drinking and for cleanup of cookware; this would eliminate 
the current situation of food scraps on the ground at the present water supply 

I 

a readily available fire extinguishers 
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Establish a Bear Travel Corridor North of Brooks Camp 

A bear travel corridor from Naknek Lake beach to the Oxbow area of Brooks River would be 
established on an experimental basis to help direct bear movements between the two areas 
decreasing the number of humanlbear encounters. This travel corridor would be developed 
between the campground and housing areas of Brooks Camp, thereby discouraging random 
wanderings into camp. Removal of heavy vegetation alone may suffice to establish the 
corridor, although strategically placed drift fencing along the corridor may further discourage 
bears from wandering into camp. 

Upgrade Barabara Trail and Interpretation 

The barabara trail alignment does not now create a problem with bear movement; however, 
if more people would use the trail because of improved interpretation, vegetation would be 
cleared for adequate sight distance. The trail would be upgraded to accessibility standards. 
The barabara exhibit itself would be upgraded by removing the existing wayside exhibit panels 
and replacing them with new and accurate panels, completing more of the barabara roof, and 
redesigning the structure so visitors may walk through the barabara, rather than merely look 
down from above. 

Construct Visitor Center 

The 1986 General Management Plan specifically directed a visitor center to be built at Brooks 
Camp. The best site, all things considered, is adjacent to the existing visitor contact station 
with an unobstructed view of Naknek Lake, lliuk Moraine, and the backcountry beyond. The 
concept here is to achieve an appropriate NPS focal point for visitor arrivals. The mandatory 
bear safety message would be given here upon arrival, whether by plane or boat. Additional 
interpretation of the Brooks River area would also occur at this facility. A portion of the visitor 
center complex would create a lodge type setting, where visitors could sit, relax, and enjoy 
viewing both the wildlife and scenery. An integral part of this visitor center complex would be 
a large, partially covered deck. This would provide visitors an opportunity to get out of the 
elements without taking up space in the lounge of the concessioner's lodge, as happens when 
there is inclement weather. Another primary attraction in the visitor center would be the main 
interpretive film about the Brooks River area that would emphasize the significance and 
interrelationship of the landforms, people, bears, and fish over a 4,000-year continuum. This 
film, along with additional interpreters and programs, would bring all the significant resource 
pieces together, creating a total visitor experience that goes beyond a onedimensional focus 
on fishing, bear viewing, or sightseeing. 
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Construct Barge ~ o c k  

The need for a permanent barge dock north of the river has been identified if Brooks Camp 
is to remain in place. The dock would need to be designed to function in the variable water 
levels of the lake throughout spring, summer, and autumn. 

Adequate maintenance of facilities north of the river cannot be carried out efficiently or in an 
environmentally sound manner without this barge access. Several improvement projects are 
needed at Brooks Camp that would be better served by a barge dock north of the river 
including (1) long-term remediation actions that would be conducted due to failures in the fuel 
delivery system, (2) the temporary housing of remediation crews, (3) eventual work on the 
failing sewage treatment system, and (4) rehabilitation of the physical plant at Brooks Camp 
to bring it up to code. The barge dock would eliminate repeated heavy equipment crossings 
of a world-class sporffishing anadromous stream (Brooks River), which would otherwise occur 
at more or less regular intervals in perpetuity. Tour boats could also use the barge dock to 
load and unload passengers. 

Construct Elevated Footbridge and Connecting Boardwalk 

The 1986 General Management Plan directed that a boardwalk leading from Brooks Camp to 
the river be built. This alternative proposes that a boardwalk be built to extend from the area 
near the fish cleaning building to the north end of the floating bridge. The floating bridge would 
be replaced by a permanent elevated bridge. The elevated footbridge would be designed to 
be wide enough and strong enough to allow an ATV-size vehicle across, but not big enough 
for trucks or heavy equipment, therefore requiring the barge dock previously described. 
Viewing bays built into the boardwalk and bridge would facilitate movement on the bridge while 
still allowing the structure to double as a viewing platform. The south end of the elevated 
bridge would tie into the narrows platform, necessitating some structural changes there. This 
platform is accessible to visitors with disabilities and accommodates up to 25 individuals on 
two viewing levels. Anglers are able to access the platform when bears are present. 

Construct River Mouth Overlook 

From time to time bears inadvertently corner visitors on the sandspit at the river mouth as the 
bears walk up the beach and cross the base of the sandspit to get to the river. Visitors are 
usually viewing wildlife in the river, and have their backs to the approaching bear. With 
nowhere to go, they are cornered and backed out onto the sandspit. An elevated safe haven 
is needed on high ground between the marsh, river, and lake, at the base of the sandspit. The 
elevated safe haven could double as a wildlife viewing stand, but would not be as accessible 
or built for large numbers of viewers. The overlook would meet a safety need at this location 
and assist in reducing humadbear encounters. It would be screened from view by vegetation 
between it and the narrows platform. 
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Upgrade Overnight Floatplane Parking 

Tiedowns and minimal docking sites would be provided on the calm water in the river mouth 
for floatplanes that overnight. Wave action along the lakeshores prohibits overnight tie-downs 
along the beach. 

Remove and Revegetate Parking and Fuel Storage Area 

This facility would no longer be needed because the NPS and concessions vehicle and fuel 
storage would be in the new management support facility on the Valley Road. 

Rehabilitate and Upgrade the Brooks Falls Trail 

Proposed small-scale management actions would improve the trail. In boggy areas, where the 
trail tread has become wide and muddy, short sections of at-grade boardwalks would be built. 
Vegetation would be managed in such a way as to eliminate blind curves in the trail, which 
may create surprise encounters with bears. The steep, slippery section of trail ascending the 
small ridge before the falls platform would be redesigned, taking better advantage of the slope. 
Trail erosion and damage to tree roots would be controlled. In areas of potential archeological 
impact, measures would be taken to eliminate the impact either through short sections of 
boardwalk or rerouting of the trail. 

No cutbank platform would be built in this alternative. The cutbank would remain wild as a river 
access area for nonhabituated bears. 

Expand the Falls Bear Viewing Platform 

The falls platform would be enlarged or connected to another small platform to comfortably 
accommodate about 30 visitors at a time. Visitor use of the two platforms would be controlled. 
A system for rotating visitors and limiting viewing time would be established to keep unsafe 
conditions from occurring on the platform, and to allow equal time for all who wish to view 
bears. An approach boardwalk to the platform would start back in the forest where the present 
trail tops the ridge and begins treading through several archeological sites. This is an area 
where surprise humanlbear encounters happen because of the uneven terrain, high grass, 
dense trailside vegetation, and frequent bear activity. The approach boardwalk would then 
follow the edge of the grassy area to descend to the platform. This would eliminate the need 
for visitors to walk through frequently used bear habitat in order to access the platform. Visitors 
unable to gain access when the platform is full could safely wait their turn on the elevated 
walkway. The approach boardwalk would reduce humanlbear encounters, both by separation 
and improved sight distances. Escape ladders would be provided on two sides of the enlarged 
platform or connected platforms. 
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@ Remove Lake Brooks Facilities 

The maintenance facilities on Lake Brooks would be removed and the sites revegetated. Their 
functions would be built into the proposed management support facility along the Valley Road. 
The house and adjacent bunkhouse would remain on the site, with electricity provided from 
the new support facility. The Old Log Cabin would serve as a visitor contact station for arrivals 
on Lake Brooks, and would be staffed only at those times. The dock and tie-downs would be 
upgraded. 

Construct Management Support Facility 

Brooks Camp would remain north of the river, but as there are no other reasonable locations 
in which to expand, additional needed management support facilities for Brooks Camp would 
be constructed along the Valley Road near a previously disturbed area, away from the primary 
resources. Three separate clusters of related facilities would comprise the support facility: 
(1) an employee housing area that includes a central laundry/shower facility and a modest 
communitylmultipurpose center, (2) an adequate maintenance facility that would include shops, 
work areas, vehicle parking, fuel storage and delivery system, and a generator facility and 
distribution system, and (3) a small research facility for NPS and visiting scientists. All of the 
utility systems (sewer, water, electric, fuel) for the entire built environment in the Brooks River 
area would be placed in utilidors (utility corridors) that follow the transportation system. No a utilidors would be below the layer of Katmai ash. Many could be aboveground or placed under 
boardwalks. Alternative sites and methods for disposal of sludge from the septic system would 
be evaluated in the context of facility redesign and remediation findings. 

RESOURCEMANAGEMENT 

The park's Resource Management and Maintenance Divisions would work together closely in 
implementing this alternative. Brooks Camp, the proposed management support facility, and 
the Lake Brooks developed area would all be managed as bear-free areas under the Bear 
Management Plan. The bear travel corridor north of Brooks Camp would be a high priority for 
implementation. Existing ranger patrol patterns along the river would be reevaluated to respond 
to changed visitor use patterns along the river. LAC monitoring protocol and sites would be 
established. Methods for providing equitable bear viewing opportunities for visitors at the falls 
platform would be tested. 

This alternative proposes to upgrade the interpretation at the barabara exhibit. The log 
structure covering the exhibit sits on top of an archeological site. Original excavations only 
extended a few feet beyond the pit. Significant resources may still exist in the immediate 
vicinity of the exhibit. As discussed under the "Proposed Development" section, interpretation 
would be upgraded by further stabilizing the barabara structure, completing the roof and walls 
of the reconstructed barabara, and hardening the site to allow visitors to walk through the 

0 barabara- 
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Archeological and ethnographic surveys have not been conducted for the proposed 
management support facility on the Valley Road. However, surveys in the vicinity indicate that 
the probability of encountering cultural resources in this location is low. 

The location of Brooks Camp atop prime archeological resources requires the commitment of 
a staff archeologist to approve and monitor all ground disturbance associated with 
maintenance activities. 

AREA OPERATIONS 

Most aspects of operating Brooks Camp would be similar to existing conditions. Maintenance 
operations would be the most affected by closing down the Lake Brooks operation and moving 
into an adequate facility on the Valley Road. Those staff required to live near the camp 
facilities (certain lodge employees and emergency response rangers) would continue to do so. 
Other staff would live in the new housing area. Brooks Lodge would continue to offer the same 
type and level of services as described in "Part Three: The Affected Environment." No 
additional sleeping facilities would be constructed. The lodge dining facility would be expanded 
slightly in order to better handle crowded conditions during inclement weather and prior to meal 
times. A new deck near the lodge porch would allow convenient viewing of the Oxbow area. 

PHASING SCHEDULE AND ESTIMATED COSTS 

Since much of the development for alternative 1 is already in place, the proposed construction 
phasing schedule would be relatively simple. The four priority construction efforts would be the 
new visitor center, the dining facility expansion, the new barge dock, and the 
boardwalk/elevated bridge structure. Construction of the new barge dock, visitor center, 

.boardwalk, and bridge would occur concurrent with the summer visitor season. Expansion of 
the lodge complex could occur in the spring and fall, minimizing disruption of lodge functions 
during the summer season. Construction of the shelters in the campground would occur prior 
to and during the summer season. The proposed management support facility should be built 
prior to removing the parking area, fuel storage, and Lake Brooks maintenance areas. All of 
the other construction items are relatively minor and could be carried out as clearances are 
received and funding secured. 

Estimated construction costs for alternative 1 are included in appendix A, table A-2. 



0 ALTERNATIVE 2: FORMER PROPOSAL IN THE DRAFT DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT 
PLAN / ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT - BEAVER POND TERRACE 

CONCEPT STATEMENT 

The underlying concept for this alternative is that all facilities and visitor use in the area north 
of Brooks River are inappropriate human intrusions on prime bear habitat, nationally significant 
archeological sites, and potentially significant ethnographic resources. Such activities have 
deleterious effects for long-term resource preservation. This alternative would remove Brooks 
Camp and all other facilities north of the river and replace them in kind on the terrace 
overlooking the Beaver Pond in a less sensitive area where humanlbear conflicts would be 
minimized as would impacts on archeological and ethnographic resources. The facilities would 
remain small and congruent with the park's wilderness character. After removal efforts, 
remediation, and revegetation are completed, the north side of the river to the base of 
Dumpling Mountain would be designated as a people-free area, returning the area's resources 
to a more natural state. 

To carry out this alternative concept suitable relocation sites had to be identified. The following 
seven relocation criteria were used to identify alternate sites: 

The alternate site must be in an area little used by bears. 

@ It must have the potential for only low archeological and ethnographic resource 
occurrence. 
It must have a scenic setting. 
It must not be in designated wilderness. 
It must be reasonably close to the core use area of Brooks River 
It must be reasonably accessible by floatplanes landing in Naknek Lake 
It must provide adequate drainage for septic systems. 

The Beaver Pond terrace meets all seven relocation criteria. 

VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND USE LIMITS 

Most visitors would arrive by floatplane, some by tour boat, on Naknek Lake beach east of the 
Beaver Pond. They would be met by a ranger and led to a contact station adjacent to the 
docking area for the mandatory bear safety message and shuttle information. Alternate access 
would be at Lake Brooks when weather makes landing on Naknek Lake unsafe. A contact 
station in the Old Log Cabin on Lake Brooks would be staffed at those times. After receiving 
the bear safety message, visitors would board a shuttle to be taken to the campground or the 
visitor center and lodge on the terrace overlooking Beaver Pond, or to the Brooks River visitor 
contact station. 

Because of the distances involved with relocation from the critical resource area, a shuttle 
system would be necessary under this alternative. The shuttles would operate at frequent 
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intervals, connecting the floatplane landing sites with the visitor center and lodge and 
campground with the Brooks River visitor contact station. A system of foot trails would connect 
the primary access site on Naknek Lake to all the facilities and the Brooks River area. Visitors 
would be able to walk on trails between the same areas served by the shuttle system. Access 
to the Brooks River bear viewing platforms and the barabara exhibit would be by trail. This new 
barabara exhibit would be constructed near the proposed visitor contact station and trailhead. 
It would replace the barabara exhibit north of the river. 

A central place in the visitor experience would be the proposed visitor contact station and 
trailhead. The existing Brooks Falls trailhead would become the site for the orientation center 
for all visitor use at Brooks River. This staffed facility would inform and educate bear viewers, 
photographers, and anglers, and regulate access to the bear viewing platforms as necessary. 
A day use shelter and restrooms would be provided. 

In this alternative visitors would have the choice of going to three bear viewing platforms - 
the narrows platform, the proposed cutbank platform, and the falls platform. Strategically 
positioned, these platforms would offer premium opportunities for bear viewing and 
photography while not being within sight of each other. An appropriate number of panel 
exhibits would be used near the viewing platforms to highlight the significance of the river and 
the interrelationship between bears, fish, and people. Access to the three platforms may be 
limited, depending on use limits to prevent overcrowding on the platforms and to reduce 
humanlbear encounters on the trails. 

Arrival at the Brooks River visitor contact station would be by trail or shuttle from the 
lodge/campground area. After a short orientation, the river could be reached via the falls trail 
or the river mouth trail. If visitors chose to view bears they could access two platforms from 
the falls trail or another from the river mouth trail. If they were sportfishing and wanted to keep 
a fish they would head for the river mouth. 

Except for bear viewing platforms and approach trails, the river and riparian corridor from the 
closure line above Brooks Falls downstream to the Oxbow closure line would be zoned as a 
people-free area in July due to the presence of large numbers of bears. Sportfishing and 
wildlife photography would continue from the Oxbow closure line to the river mouth, and in the 
upper river above the falls. In mid-September through October, Brooks River from the Oxbow 
closure line downstream to the river mouth, except for the narrows platform, would be closed 
when bears congregate there to feed on late-spawning salmon and salmon carcasses. The 
Brooks River area commonly supports much fewer bears during the months of June and 
August, than during July and SeptemberIOctober. Numerous alternative recreational fishing 
opportunities and locations exist within the park and in the larger Bristol Bay region during July 
and September/October. 

Bus tours to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes would be offered in half-day and full-day trips 
and would originate at the lodge. 



Alternative 2 

@ To create and maintain the visitor experience just described, the peak bear viewing and 
sportfishing periods of July and September would have these use limits: 

September 

75 lodge guests 75 lodge guests 
75 campground users 75 campground users 
40 day users 20 day users 
70 staff 70 staff 

Total: 260 people Total: 240 people 

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

Remove All Facilities North of the River 

All facilities north of the river and the floating bridge would be removed. The artificial dike on 
the north bank of the river, upon which the existing bridge access trail sits, would be allowed 
to naturally erode reconnecting the marsh to the river. Since required fuel oil spill remediation 
efforts would continue long after facility removal, human presence and access would be dealt 
with operationally until remediation is complete. Access to the Dumpling Mountain trail would 
be by boat from the new floatplane/boat docking facility near the Beaver Pond. The trailhead @ would be at the existing campground water spigot. 

The area north of the river starting 20 feet back from the north bank waterline and continuing 
up to the base of Dumpling Mountain would be designated as a people-free zone. To allow 
anglers to adequately fish the river and have both banks available when moving out of a bear's 
way, the boundary of the people-free zone would be set back from the north bank as 
described. 

Remove Barge Dock and Tie-Downs and Construct River Mouth Overlook 

The barge dock and tie-downs on the south side of the river would be removed. The road 
would be converted to a trail for access on the south side of the river mouth for sportfishing 
and wildlife viewing and photography. Culverts would be placed in the trail to allow the marsh 
to connect with the river as it did in the past. An overlook that would serve as a safe haven 
would be constructed at the river mouth. 

Provide Fish Cleaning Building 

If sportfishing continues under existing regulations that allow taking of fish, a fish cleaning 
building would be constructed near the narrows bear viewing platform. This area was selected 
because (1) it would be accessible for electrical connection, (2) it is in the area where most 
fisherman catch their keeper fish, and (3) it is close to the narrows bear viewing platform for 
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safe haven access. An outfall line for disposal of groundup fish waste would be constructed 
from the cleaning station into Naknek Lake. Necessary permits would be obtained. 

0 

Construct Trailhead Contact Station 

The existing falls trailhead would become the site for the orientation center for all visitor use 
at Brooks River. It would also serve to educate fishermen as well as bear viewers and 
photographers on proper behavior in bear habitat. A day use shelter and restrooms would be 
provided. A full-size barabara replica and exhibit would be built nearby to replace the 
interpretive opportunity lost north of the river. 

Rehabilitate Trail to Brooks Falls and Construct Bear Viewing Platforms 1 
Proposed small-scale management actions would improve the trail. In boggy areas, where the 
trail tread has become wide and muddy, short sections of at-grade boardwalks would be built. 
Vegetation would be managed to eliminate blind curves in the trail, which may create surprise 
encounters with bears. The steep, slippery section of trail ascending the small ridge before the 
falls platform would be redesigned, taking better advantage of the slope. Trail erosion and 
damage to tree roots would be controlled. In areas of potential archeological impact, measures 
would be taken to eliminate the impact either through short sections of boardwalk or rerouting 
of the trail. The falls platform would be expanded to two platforms and managed in such a way 
as to circulate bear viewers and photographers by having them enter at one end of the 
connected platforms, move through from one platform to the other, and exit to the trail from 
the other end. This would reduce crowding and all the back-and-forth movement that happens 
on the existing platform. Under this alternative an additional bear viewing platform would be 
constructed near the cutbank. The platform would be located so it would not be visible from 
the other two platforms and would be set back an appropriate distance from the riverbank. Its 
location would satisfy the recommended criteria listed in appendix C. The trail to this platform 
would be at ground level. 

Remove Lake Brooks Facilities 

All facilities on the shore of Lake Brooks would be removed and their former areas 
revegetated, except for the Old Log Cabin. The cabin would become a visitor contact station 
and shuttle stop when floatplanes must land on Lake Brooks, and it would be staffed only 
during those times. 

Construct Primary Access Site and Facilities 

New floatplane and tour boat tie-downs and docking, barge wharf, and contact station would 
I 

be constructed on Naknek Lake southeast of the present barge dock location. This location 
would avoid prime bear habitat and major travel corridors during the summer season. Visitors 
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Alternative 2 

arriving by floatplane or tour boat would be met at the contact station by a ranger and 
transported to the lodge or campground by shuttle bus. 

After much discussion with many pilots during the summers of 1989 and 1990, it was 
determined that safe landing areas for floatplanes would be a limiting factor in any proposed 
relocation of Brooks Camp. To safely access the Brooks River area by floatplanes landing on 
Naknek Lake, the arrival area must be within the protected bay near the river mouth. To move 
farther east along the shore beyond the Beaver Pond places the arrival area outside the 
protected bay where winds are stronger and waves are larger. To move closer to the river 
mouth places the arrival area in more heavily used bear habitat. An adequate variable lake 
level barge docking facility, floatplane tie-downs, and tour boat dock, all with wave protection, 
would be needed to supply and service the proposed development. The design of this facility 
would be determined by the physical characteristics of the site, lakeshore current, and 
recurring wave and wind patterns. Wave and wind protection might be obtained by construction 
of a breakwater or pier system. The National Park Service would request from the Federal 
Aviation Administration that a flight restriction over the core use area at Brooks River be 
established because with the primary access site farther from the river mouth there would be 
no reason to overfly Brooks River, except in an emergency situation. The exact details of such 
a proposal would be worked out between the National Park Service and Federal Aviation 
Administration. 

Construct Facility Access Road 

A two-lane facility access road about 1.7 miles long and 26 feet wide would be built from the 
arrival area to the new facilities on the Beaver Pond terrace, and would connect with the Valley 
Road. The access road would be constructed as two lanes to accommodate the visitor shuttle 
system and concession bus tour that would be operating in this alternative. A hardened gravel 
road surface would be sufficient; paving in this remote locality is not required or feasible. 

Implement Shuttle System 

A shuttle system would be necessary for visitor access to the core use area and proposed 
public facilities. A fleet of six 1 I-passenger vans would be used to shuttle visitors between 
shuttle stops. Two vans would shuttle between the primary access site and the visitor center, 
lodge, and campground. Four vans would shuttle between the visitor center and the visitor 
contact station and trailhead. One van on each route would be handicap accessible. With this 
capacity, at any one time, 66 visitors, equal to one-third of the daily use limit, could be using 
the shuttle system. Demand, of course, would vary. The number of vans operating on any 
given day would reflect actual demand that day. The proposed management support facility 
would have adequate parking and repair space to accommodate the shuttle fleet. Alternative 
funding sources for the shuttle system would need to be examined and the costs born by the 
users where possible. 
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Develop Beaver Pond Terrace Area 

The concession and NPS operations that are now being conducted in facilities north of the 
river would be replaced on a larger scale to the Beaver Pond terrace. The lodge would offer 
a range of visitor accommodations at various prices. Suites, rooms, a hostel, a dormitory, and 
tent houses could be made available to the visiting public. The public use area would be 
separated from the management support facility area on the Beaver Pond terrace to allow for 
a quieter, more relaxing visitor experience. Facilities in the public area (visitor center, lodge, 
cabins, and campground) would take advantage of the views out over the Beaver Pond and 
Naknek Lake. The management support facility area would be south of the new road, with 
access from the Valley Road. Except for employee housing, scenic views are not a 
consideration in the site location. 

The new development would be linked to the core use area by a trail that skirts the visitor 
center, lodge, and campground and goes through the forest to end at the Brooks River visitor 
contact station, and by a shuttle connection on the Valley Road. A trail would also parallel the 
road from the lodge and campground area to the visitor contact station. A 3-mile-long loop trail 
would originate at the lodge area and wind through the forest to the summit of the ridge above 
lliuk Moraine. After traveling the length of the ridge the trail would return to the lodge area by 
paralleling the Valley Road. The portion of the Valley Road north of the maintenance area 
would have to be widened to two lanes to accommodate the shuttle service. Alternative sites 
and disposal methods for septic system sludge would be incorporated into the new facility 
design considerations. 

Construct Brooks River Research Facility 

A support research facility for the Brooks River area would be constructed to provide space 
for ongoing and future field research. Space needs to be provided for microscopes, computers, 
and areas to work with large amounts of material or large specimens. Also, laboratory work 
space with adequate room to erect portable/adjustable tables, adequate natural and electric 
lighting, at least four large work sinks with hot and cold running water, walk-in freezer space 
and refrigerator space, a temporary storage room for artifacts with locking cabinets and 
adjustable shelving, a storage room for all gear needed on field projects (including room to lay 
out and dry wet gear), a bathroom, a stove and fume hood, chemical storage, an emergency 
shower, and a specimen dryer would be needed. The estimated minimum area for such a 
facility is 2,000 square feet. 

Adequate insulation is needed in the facility so that it can be used early in the spring and late 
into the fall. Part of the facility should support limited winter use. Current Panabode 
construction does not meet these needs. Use of active and passive solar and wind energy 
generation should be incorporated in the design of these facilities. Because of the potential use 
of chemicals in the lab, a hazardous materials disposal plan would be written and implemented 
after approval. 
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The research facility would be designed as a supplemental facility to the King Salmon research 
facility that already has been planned and for which the park has requested funds. The Brooks 
River facility would not provide common work space or curatorial storage space that must be 
easily accessible by headquarters staff year-round in King Salmon. As a supplemental facility 
it would serve for staging and short-term use for biologists, geologists, volcanologists, 
archeologists, and inventory and monitoring teams that have reason to work in or transit 
through the area. 

I RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

The bear management program in the Brooks River area would still strive to reduce 
humanlbear encounters and conflicts, but it would be greatly helped along by the removal of 
all structures and human activities north of the river in prime bear habitat. A method for 

I 
monitoring the bear viewing platforms would be established to ensure equitable time for all 
visitors to the platforms. Bear-free areas would be established around the new public use area 
on the Beaver Pond terrace, the new campground, and the proposed management support 
facilities. The approved techniques in use by the park staff to secure bear-free areas would 
still be used. After removal of all facilities north of the river, the National Park Service would 
conduct monitoring to document any changes in bear use on the north side of the river. 

A water quality monitoring program would be established for the Beaver Pond to ensure that 
no impacts result from construction or operation of the new facilities. 

The remediation efforts in the vicinity of Brooks Camp would continue for some time. Resource 
staff would monitor the remediation crew's actions and impacts to ensure that a minimum of 
human influence and interference occurs north of the river. 

I From a cultural resource perspective, the removal of all facilities north of the river to a less 
sensitive area would benefit the long-term preservation of the cultural sites in the Brooks River 
area. The four sites would be surveyed to determine the appropriate preservation strategy. The 
determination would be made in consultation with appropriate Native Alaskan groups, the State 
Historic Preservation Office, and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. 

The proposed full-size barabara replica and exhibit adjacent to the shuttle road would be sited 

I 
away from all known archeological sites. 

I 

An archeological site is known to exist at the cutbank. The trail to the proposed cutbank bear 
viewing platform would pass through an area with a large number of barabara. Placement of 
the platform would consider archeological resources as well as bear access and feeding areas. 

1 No formal archeological or ethnographic surveys of the terrace overlooking the Beaver Pond 
1 have been conducted. However, reconnaissance surveys undertaken during the course of the 
i study for this proposal failed to find any obvious sites. The terrace is well removed from the i ~ @ river and lakes, which made it a less attractive living place for prehistoric peoples who were 
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oriented to the river and lake resources. A slight possibility exists that remains of hunting sites 
or other culturally important sites could be found in the area. 

a 
AREA OPERATIONS 

Brooks Lodge would continue to offer the same services it currently offers. The number of 
guest rooms would increase from 16 to 32, using a combination of single cabins, duplexes, 
and quadplexes, depending on topographic and vegetation features at the new site. The new 
lodge, dining facilities, office, and camp store would be increased in size to better handle the 
demand for these services. Some smaller existing structures may be relocated to the new site; 
however, all larger structures would probably be replaced, and economics could dictate that 
even the smaller structures would be replaced. 

The concessioner would provide shuttle service for guests and their luggage from the lake to 
the lodge area, and a shuttle service would be available for those who do not wish to walk 
between the visitor center, lodge, and campground, and the contact station. Full-day and half- 
day trips would also be provided by the concessioner to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. 
Fishing equipment, boat rentals, and fishing guide services would also continue to be available. 
Funding for all the shuttle service would be determined by consultation between the National 
Park Service and the concessioner. 

PHASING SCHEDULE AND ESTIMATED COSTS 

Construction phasing for this alternative would be substantial, but not complicated. The 
primary access site, new transportation system, utility systems, and facilities would have to be 
built first, before the removal of facilities north of the river and at Lake Brooks. Because of the 
short access season at Brooks River, construction of relocated facilities must be done during 
the summer season. Construction of boardwalks and platforms along the river would also be 
done during the summer visitor season. 

Estimated construction costs for alternative 2 are included in appendix A, table A-3. 



a ALTERNATIVE 3: ILIUK MORAINE TERRACE 

CONCEPT STATEMENT 

The underlying concept for this alternative is that all facilities and visitor use in the area north 
of Brooks River are inappropriate human intrusions on prime bear habitat, nationally significant 
archeological sites, and potentially significant ethnographic resources. Such activities have 
deleterious effects for long-term resource preservation. In this alternative, the National Park 
Service proposes to remove Brooks Camp and all other facilities north of the river and to 
replace them in kind on the terrace overlooking lliuk Moraine. The lliuk Moraine terrace is in 
a less sensitive bear use area where humantbear conflicts would be minimized as would 
impacts on archeological resources. The facilities would remain small and still congruent with 
the park's wilderness character; however, this alternative would provide for the largest number 
of day users discussed in this plan. After removal efforts, remediation, and revegetation are 
completed, the north side of the river to the base of Dumpling Mountain would be designated 
as a peoplefree area, returning the area's resources to their former wild state. 

To carry out this alternative concept, suitable relocation sites had to be identified. Seven 
relocation criteria were used to identify alternate sites: 

The alternate site must be in an area little used by bears. 
It must have the potential for only low archeological or ethnographic resource 
occurrence. 
It must have a scenic setting. 
It must not be in designated wilderness. 
It must be reasonably close to the core use area of Brooks River. 
It must be reasonably accessible by floatplanes landing in Naknek Lake. 
It must provide adequate drainage for septic systems. 

The lliuk Moraine terrace meets all seven relocation criteria. 

VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND USE LIMITS 

Most visitors would arrive by floatplane, some by tour boat, on Naknek Lake beach east of the 
Beaver Pond. They would be met by a ranger and led to a contact station adjacent to the 
docking area for the mandatory bear safety message and shuttle information. Alternate access 
would be at Lake Brooks when weather makes landing on Naknek Lake unsafe. A contact 
station in the Old Log Cabin on Lake Brooks would be staffed at those times. After receiving 
the bear safety message, visitors would board a shuttle to be taken to the campground or the 
visitor center and lodge on the terrace overlooking lliuk Moraine, or to the Brooks River visitor 
contact station. A simple system of gravel roads would be constructed to connect the beach 
landing area with those facilities located on the terrace above lliuk Moraine. The high terrace 
located at the end of lliuk Moraine offers a superb site for placing visitor facilities. The a topography of this landform provides horizontal and vertical diversity allowing buildings to wrap 
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around the contours and take advantage of the natural terracing on the moraine. For example, 
the new visitor center would be situated to take advantage of the scenic panorama of Naknek 
Lake, lliuk Arm, and the surrounding mountains. In addition to its interpretive functions, the 
visitor center would include an observation deck providing a gathering place with protection 
from the elements. 

Concessioner facilities such as the lodge, view decks, and cabins would be sited to take full 
advantage of the landform as well. The lodge, with its dining and lounge facilities, can offer 
patrons scenic views while the cabins can make use of the diverse topography to maximize 
desirable solar exposures, views, and privacy. 

The new visitor center would assist visitors in making the best use of their time in the Brooks 
River area. Films and exhibits would focus on the Brooks River area, stressing the significance 
and interrelationship of the landforms, people, bears, and fish over a 4,000-year continuum, 
as well as placing the Brooks River area within the context of the larger story of Katmai 
National Park and Preserve. 

Another major function of the new visitor center would be to provide a lodge-type setting, 
where visitors could sit, relax, and enjoy the panoramic views of lliuk Arm and the surrounding 
mountain ranges that frame this arm of Naknek Lake. The spectacular view from lliuk Moraine, 
overlooking the lliuk Arm of Naknek Lake would be a critical element in the design of the new 
visitor center. Interpretive trails would lead from the new visitor center allowing visitors to learn 
about the area's wildlife, its vegetation, and the glacial forces that created this landscape. 
Since this area is less frequented by bears, visitors would feel less inhibited to walk the 
lakeshore or experience the scenic vistas visible from the ridgetop southwest of the moraine. 

Because of the distances involved with relocation from the critical resource area, a shuttle 
system would be necessary under this alternative. The shuttles would operate at frequent 
intervals, connecting the floatplane landing sites with the visitor center and lodge and 
campground with the Brooks River visitor contact station and trailhead. From the new visitor 
center and lodge on the lliuk Moraine terrace, visitors would be shuttled to the visitor contact 
station and trailhead just south of the river. A system of foot trails would connect the primary 
access site on Naknek Lake to all the facilities and the Brooks River area. Visitors would be 
able to walk on trails between the same areas served by the shuttle system. Access to the 
Brooks River bear viewing platforms and the barabara exhibit would be by trail. This new 
barabara exhibit would be constructed near the proposed visitor contact station and trailhead. 
Visitors would walk only a short distance to discover 4,000 years of human history associated 
with Brooks River. It would replace the barabara exhibit north of the river. 

A central place in the visitor experience would be the proposed visitor contact station and 
trailhead. The existing Brooks Falls trailhead would become the site for the orientation center 
for all visitor use at Brooks River. This staffed facility would inform and educate bear viewers, 
photographers, and anglers, and regulate access to the bear viewing platforms as necessary. 
A day use shelter and restrooms would be provided. 
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In this alternative visitors would have the choice of going to three bear viewing platforms - 
the narrows platform, the proposed cutbank platform, and the falls platform. Strategically 
positioned, these platforms would offer premium opportunities for bear viewing and 
photography while not being within sight of each other. An appropriate number of panel 
exhibits would be used near the viewing platforms to highlight the significance of the river and 
the interrelationship between bears, fish, and people. Access to the three platforms may be 
limited, depending on use limits to prevent overcrowding on the platforms and to reduce 
humanibear encounters on the trails. 

Arrival at the Brooks River visitor contact station would be by trail or shuttle from the 
lodge/campground area. After a short orientation, the river could be reached via the falls trail 
or the river mouth trail. I f  visitors chose to view bears they could access two platforms from 
the Falls Trail or another from the River Mouth Trail. If they were sportfishing and wanted to 
keep a fish they would head for the river mouth. 

Except for bear viewing platforms and approach trails, the river and riparian corridor from the 
closure line above Brooks Falls downstream to the Oxbow closure line would be zoned as a 
people-free area in July due to the presence of large numbers of bears. Sportfishing and 
wildlife photography would continue from the Oxbow closure line to the river mouth, and in the 
upper river above the falls. In mid-September through October, Brooks River from the Oxbow 
closure line downstream to the river mouth, except for the narrows platform, would be closed 
when bears congregate there to feed on late-spawning salmon and salmon carcasses. The @ Brooks River area commonly supports much fewer bears during the months of June and 
August, than during July and SeptemberIOctober. Numerous alternative recreational fishing 
opportunities and locations exist within the park and in the larger Bristol Bay region during July 
and SeptemberlOctober. 

Bus tours to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes would be offered in half-day and full-day trips 
and would originate at the lodge. 

To provide the desired Brooks River experience for a maximum number of bear viewers, 
photographers, and anglers, and have adequate facilities for them, the following visitor use 
limits would be established for the peak periods of July and September: 

Julv September 

75 lodge guests 75 lodge guests 
75 campground users 75 campground users 
60 day users 30 day users 
80 staff 80 staff 

Total: 290 people Total: 260 people 
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PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

Remove All Facilities North of the River 

All facilities north of the river and the floating bridge would be removed. The artificial dike on 
the north bank of the river, upon which the bridge access trail sits, would be allowed to 
naturally erode reconnecting the marsh to the river. Since required fuel oil spill remediation 
efforts would continue long after facility removal, human presence and access would be dealt 
with operationally until remediation is complete. Access to the Dumpling Mountain trail would 
be by boat from the new floatplanelboat docking facility near the Beaver Pond. The trailhead 
would be at the existing campground water spigot. 

The area north of the river starting 20 feet back from the north bank waterline and continuing 
up to the base of Dumpling Mountain would be designated as a peoplefree zone. In order to 
allow anglers to adequately fish the river and have both banks available when moving out of 
a bear's way, the boundary of the people-free zone would be set back from the north bank as 
described. 

Remove Barge Dock and Tie-Downs and Construct River Mouth Overlook 

Under this alternative the barge dock and tie-downs on the south side of the river would be 
removed. The road would be converted to a trail for access on the south side of the river 
mouth for sportfishing and wildlife viewing and photography. Culverts would be placed in the 

e 
trail to allow the marsh to connect with the river as it did in the past. An overlook that would 
serve as a safe haven would be constructed at the river mouth. 

Provide Fish Cleaning Building 

If sportfishing continues under existing regulations which allows taking of fish, a fish cleaning 
building would be constructed near the narrows bear viewing platform. This area was selected 
because (1) it would be accessible for electrical connection, (2) it is in the area where most 
fisherman catch their keeper fish, and (3) it is close to the narrows bear viewing platform for 
safe haven access. An outfall line for disposal of groundup fish waste would be constructed 
from the cleaning station into Naknek Lake. Necessary permits would be obtained. 

Construct Trailhead Contact Station 

The existing falls trailhead would become the site for the orientation center for all visitor use 
at Brooks River. It would also serve to educate fishermen as well as bear viewers and 
photographers on proper behavior in bear habitat. A day use shelter and restrooms would be 
provided. A full-size barabara replica and exhibit would be built nearby to replace the 
interpretive opportunity lost north of the river. 
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Alternative 3 

Rehabilitate Trail to Brooks Falls and Construct New Bear Viewing Platforms 

Proposed small-scale management actions would improve the trail. In boggy areas, where the 
trail tread has become wide and muddy, short sections of at-grade boardwalks would be built. 
Vegetation would be managed to eliminate blind curves in the trail, which may create surprise 
encounters with bears. The steep, slippery section of trail ascending the small ridge before the 
falls platform would be redesigned, taking better advantage of the slope. Trail erosion and 
damage to tree roots would be controlled. In areas of potential archeological impact, measures 
would be taken to eliminate the impact either through short sections of boardwalk or rerouting 
of the trail. The falls platform would be expanded to two platforms and managed to circulate 
bear viewers and photographers by having them enter at one end of the connected platforms, 
move through from one platform to the other, exiting to the trail from the other end. This would 
reduce crowding and all the back-and-forth movement on the existing platform. Under this 
alternative, an additional bear viewing platform would be erected near the cutbank. The 
platform would be located so it would not be visible from the other two platforms and would 
be set back an appropriate distance from the riverbank. Its location would satisfy the 
recommended criteria listed in appendix C. The trail to this platform would be at ground level. 

Remove Lake Brooks Facilities 

All facilities on the shore of Lake Brooks would be removed and their former areas 
revegetated, except for the Old Log Cabin. The cabin would become a visitor contact station 
and shuttle stop during times when floatplanes must land on Lake Brooks, and it would be 
staffed only at those times. 

Construct Primary Access Site and Facilities 

New floatplane and tour boat tiedowns, and docking, barge wharf, and contact station would 
be constructed on Naknek Lake southeast of the present barge dock location. This location 
would avoid prime bear habitat and major travel corridors during the summer season. Visitors 
arriving by floatplane or tour boat would be met at the contact station by a ranger and 
transported to the lodge or campground by shuttle bus. 

After much discussion with many pilots during the summers of 1989 and 1990, it was 
determined that safe landing areas for floatplanes would be a limiting factor in any proposed 
relocation of Brooks Camp. To safely access the Brooks River area by floatplanes landing on 
Naknek Lake, the arrival area must be within the protected bay near the river mouth. To move 
farther east along the shore beyond the Beaver Pond places the arrival area outside the 
protected bay where winds are stronger and waves are larger. To move closer to the river 
mouth places the arrival area in more heavily used bear habitat. An adequate variable lake 
level barge docking facility, floatplane tie-downs, and tour boat dock, all with wave protection, 
would be needed to supply and service the proposed development. The design of this facility 
would be determined by the physical characteristics of the site, lakeshore current, and 
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recurring wave and wind patterns. Wave and wind protection might be obtained by construction 
of a breakwater or pier system. The National Park Service would request from the Federal 
Aviation Administration that a flight restriction over the core use area at Brooks River be 
established because with the primary access site farther from the river mouth there would be 
no reason to overfly Brooks River, except in an emergency situation. The exact details of such 
a proposal would be worked out between the National Park Service and Federal Aviation 
Administration. 

Construct Facility Access Road 

A two-lane facility access road about 2.5 miles long and 26 feet wide would be built from the 
arrival area to the new facilities on the lliuk Moraine terrace, and would connect with the Valley 
Road. It would be constructed as two lanes to accommodate the visitor shuttle system and 
concession bus tour that would be operating in this alternative. A hardened gravel road surface 
would be sufficient; paving in this remote locality is not required or feasible. 

Implement Shuttle System 

A shuttle system would be necessary for visitor access to the core use area and proposed 
public facilities. A fleet of seven I1 -passenger vans would be used to shuttle visitors between 
shuttle stops. Three vans would shuttle between the primary access site and the visitor center, 
lodge, and campground. Four vans would shuttle between the visitor center and the visitor 
contact station and trailhead. One van on each route would be handicap accessible. With this 
capacity, at any one time 77 visitors, equal to one-third of the daily use limit, could be using 
the shuttle system. Demand, of course, would vary. The number of vans operating on any 
given day would reflect actual demand that day. The management support facility would have 
adequate parking and repair space to accommodate the shuttle fleet. Alternative funding 
sources for the shuttle system would need to be examined and the costs borne by the users 
where possible. 

Develop l liuk Moraine Terrace Area 

The concession and NPS operations that are now being conducted in facilities north of the 
river would be replaced on a larger scale to the lliuk Moraine terrace. The lodge would offer 
a range of visitor accommodations at various prices. Suites, rooms, a hostel, a dormitory, and 
tent houses could be made available to the visiting public. Public areas like the visitor center, 
lodge, cabins, and campground would take advantage of the vistas, while the management 
support facility would be located out of view so as not to intrude on the visitor experience. 
Development would be fairly distant, about 2.5 road miles from the river, which would make 
this alternative totally dependent on a shuttle system. Although a trail system would connect 
the developed area to the river, few people would probably walk to the river. The visitor would 
be provided with an adequate, dependable, controlled access to the core use area. Two trails 
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would be developed to take advantage of the great scenery and interpretive opportunities in 
the area. One would descend from the lodge area to lliuk Moraine and go out to a viewing 
area on the moraine, then descend to the lake edge before looping back to the lodge. The 
second trail would ascend the ridge south of the lodge to take in views of the mountainous 
spine of the Aleutian Range. 

Construct Brooks River Research Facility 

As in alternative 2, a support research facility for the Brooks River area would be constructed 
to provide space for ongoing and future field research. Space needs to be provided for 
microscopes, computers, and areas to work with large amounts of material or large specimens. 
Also, laboratory work space with adequate room to erect portable/adjustable tables, adequate 
natural and electric lighting, at least four large work sinks with hot and cold running water, walk 
in freezer space and refrigerator space, a temporary storage room for artifacts with locking 
cabinets and adjustable shelving, a storage room for all gear needed on field projects 
(including room to lay out and dry wet gear), a bathroom, a stove and fume hood, a storage 
area for chemicals, an emergency shower, and a specimen dryer would be needed. The 
estimated minimum area for such a facility is 2,000 square feet. 

Adequate insulation is needed in the facility so that it can be used early in the spring and late 
into the fall. Part of the facility should support limited winter use. Current Panabode 
construction does not meet these needs. Use of active and passive solar and wind energy 
generation should be incorporated in the design of these facilities. Because of the potential use 
of chemicals in the lab, a hazardous materials disposal plan would be written and implemented 
after approval. 

The research facility would be designed as a supplemental facility to the King Salmon 
Research Facility that already has been planned and for which the park has requested funds. 
The Brooks River facility would not provide common workspace or curatorial storage space 
that must be easily accessible by headquarters staff year-round in King Salmon. As a 
supplemental facility, it would serve for staging and short-term use for biologists, geologists, 
volcanologists, archeologists, and inventory and monitoring teams that have reason to work 
in or transit through the area. 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

The bear management program in the Brooks River area would still strive to reduce 
humadbear encounters and conflicts, but it would be greatly helped along by the removal of 
all structures and human activities north of the river in prime bear habitat. A method for 
monitoring the bear viewing platforms would be established to ensure equitable time for all 
visitors to the platforms. Bear-free areas would be established around the new public use area 
on the Iliuk Moraine terrace, the new campground, and the proposed management support 
facilities. The approved techniques in use by the park staff to secure bear-free areas would 
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still be used. After removal of all facilities north of the river, the National Park Service would @ 
conduct monitoring to document any changes in bear use on the north side of the river. 

The remediation efforts in the vicinity of Brooks Camp will continue for some time. Resource 
staff would monitor the remediation crew's actions and impacts to ensure that a minimum of 
human influence and interference occurs north of the river. 

From a cultural resource perspective, the removal of all facilities north of the river to a less 
sensitive area would benefit the long-term preservation of the archeological sites and 
ethnographic resources in the Brooks River area. The four archeological sites would be 
surveyed to determine an appropriate preservation strategy. The determination would be made 
in consultation with appropriate Native Alaskan groups, the State Historic Preservation Office, 
and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. 

The proposed full-size barabara replica and exhibit at the end of the shuttle road would be 
sited near but not on a known archeological site, in order to use the visible pits in 
interpretation. However, the barabara replica would not be constructed on a known site. 

An archeological site is known to exist at the cutbank. The trail to the proposed cutbank bear 
viewing platform would pass through an area with a large number of barabara. Placement of 
the platform would consider archeological resources as well as bear access and feeding areas. 

No formal archeological or ethnographic surveys have been conducted of the terrace 
overlooking lliuk Moraine and the spruce forest between there and Brooks River. However, 
reconnaissance surveys undertaken during the course of the study for this proposal failed to 
find any obvious sites. The proposed development site high above lliuk Moraine was a less 
attractive living place for prehistoric peoples who were oriented to the river and lake resources. 
A slight possibility exists that remains of hunting sites or other culturally significant sites could 
be found in the area. 

AREA OPERATIONS 

Brooks Lodge would continue to offer the same services it currently offers. Lodging rooms 
would increase from 16 to 32, placed in single cabins, duplexes, and quad configurations. The 
new lodge, dining facilities, camp store, and concessions office would be increased in size to 
accommodate larger numbers of overnight and day use visitors. Some smaller existing 
structures may be relocated to the new site; however, all larger structures would probably be 
replaced. 

The concessioner would provide shuttle service for guests and their luggage from the lake to 
the lodge area, and a shuttle service would be available for those who do not wish to walk 
between the visitor center and lodge area and the contact station. Full-day and half-day trips 
would also be provided by the concessioner to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. Fishing 
equipment, boat rentals, and fishing guide services would also continue to be available. 

i I 
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Alternative 3 

Funding for all the shuttle services would be determined by consultation between the National 
Park Service and the concessioner. 

I PHASING SCHEDULE AND ESTIMATED COSTS 

Construction phasing for this alternative would be substantial, but not complicated. The primary 
access site, new transportation system, utility systems, and facilities would have to be built 
before the facilities north of the river and at Lake Brooks would be removed. Because of the 
short access season at Brooks River, construction of relocated facilities must be done during 

I the summer season. Construction of boardwalks and platforms along the river would also be 
done during the summer visitor season. 

I 

I Estimated construction costs for alternative 3 are included in appendix A, table A-4. 



ALTERNATIVE 4: DAY USE AREA ONLY 

CONCEPT STATEMENT 

This alternative removes all facilities north of the river and does not replace them in the park. 
The Brooks River area would be managed as a day use area only with established limits on 
visitor numbers at peak bear use times. Overnight accommodations for those preparing to visit 
Brooks River would be provided by private enterprise in the King SalmonINaknek area. Access 
to Brooks River would be primarily by tour boat when water conditions and weather permit, 
otherwise the traditional floatplane would be used. A management support facility would be 
required for NPS and concessioner day use operations at the Brooks River area. 

VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND USE LIMITS 

Most visitors would arrive by tour boat, some by floatplane, on Naknek Lake beach just south 
of the Brooks River mouth. They would be met by a ranger and led to the lakeside visitor 
contact station adjacent to the docking area for the mandatory bear safety message, Brooks 
River area orientation, and shuttle information. Alternate floatplane access would be at Lake 
Brooks when weather makes landing on Naknek Lake unsafe. A contact station in the Old Log 
Cabin on Lake Brooks would be staffed at those times. After receiving the bear safety 
message, visitors would walk along an elevated boardwalk or take the shuttle, which would 
operate frequently, to the day use shelter and trailhead. Foot trails would connect the day use 
shelter with the bear viewing platforms at the cutbank and Brooks Falls. Food and equipment 
storage, picnic area, and restroom facilities would be provided at the day use shelter. 

In this alternative visitors would have the choice of going to three bear viewing platforms - 
the narrows platform, the proposed cutbank platform, and the falls platform. Strategically 
positioned, these platforms would offer premium opportunities for bear viewing and 
photography while not being within sight of each other. An appropriate number of panel 
exhibits would be used near the viewing platforms to highlight the significance of the river and 
the interrelationship between bears, fish, and people. Access to the three platforms may be 
limited, depending on use limits to prevent overcrowding on the platforms and to reduce 
humadbear encounters on the trails. 

Except for bear viewing platforms and approach trails, the river and riparian corridor from the 
closure line above Brooks Falls downstream to the Oxbow closure line would be zoned as a 
people-free area in July due to the presence of large numbers of bears. Sportfishing and 
wildlife photography would continue from the Oxbow closure line to the river mouth, and in the 
upper river above the falls. In mid-September through October, Brooks River from the Oxbow 
closure line downstream to the river mouth, except for the narrows platform, would be closed 
when bears congregate there to feed on late-spawning salmon and salmon carcasses. The 
Brooks River area commonly supports much fewer bears during the months of June and 
August, than during July and September/October. Numerous alternative recreational fishing 
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opportunities and locations exist within the park and in the larger Bristol Bay region during July 
and September/October. 

Full-day and half-day bus tours to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes would originate at the 
lakeside visitor contact station. 

No overnight campground would be provided in the Brooks River area; however, backcountry 
campers would be permitted to camp in designated primitive sites beyond the 2-mile limit 
according to the park's Backcountry Management Plan. 

To achieve and maintain a quality day use experience in this alternative, the following day use 
limits would be established for the peak periods of July and September: 

JulV September 

90 day users 
30 staff 

70 day users 
30 staff 

Total: 120 people Total: 100 people 

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

Remove Ail Facilities North of the River 

All facilities north of the river and the floating bridge would be removed. The artificial dike upon 
which the bridge access trail sets would be allowed to naturally erode reconnecting the marsh 
to the river. Remediation efforts would continue long after facility removal, so human presence 
and access would be dealt with operationally until remediation is complete. Access to the 
Dumpling Mountain trail would be by boat from the new floatplanelboat docking facility south 
of the river mouth. The trailhead would be at the existing campground water spigot. 

The area north of the river starting 20 feet back from the north bank waterline and continuing 
up to the base of Dumpling Mountain would be designated as a people-free zone. In order to 
allow anglers to adequately fish the river and have both banks available when moving out of 
a bear's way, the boundary of the people-free zone would be set back from the north bank as 
described. 

Provide Shuttle StoplBarge DocklFish Cleaning Building 

The road out to the barge dock would have to be upgraded to accommodate shuttle traffic. A 
fish cleaning building would be provided nearby for anglers who fish the river mouth and want 
to take home their limit of fish. The barge dock would be improved to allow for access at 
varying lake levels. 
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Construct Lakeside Visitor Contact StationlProvide Tour Boat and Floatplane Access 

This contact station would become the focus of arrivals to the Brooks River area. Floatplane 
tie-downs and tour boat docking would be provided. Visitors would enter the lakeside visitor 
contact station and become oriented to Brooks River and the activities in the area. From here 
they could take the shuttle to the falls trailhead or take the bus for the Valley of Ten Thousand 
Smokes tour or walk the elevated boardwalk that skirts the marsh to access the bear viewing 
platforms. 

Provide Day Use Shelter and Trailhead 

This shelter would provide temporary storage for visitors' food and equipment while they are 
on the trails. In a day use only scenario, it can be expected that the visitors would have their 
lunches with them. Lunches would be eaten at the shelter. A nearby full-size barabara replica 
and exhibit would re-create the interpretive opportunity that was lost north of the river. 

Rehabilitate Trail to Brooks Falls and Construct New Bear Viewing Platforms 

The small segment of the falls trail that goes directly uphill to a bear trail crossing would be 
rerouted farther to the southwest and take advantage of the topography for good sight 
distance. A safe haven approach would be provided to eliminate the need for visitors to walk 
through frequently used bear habitat in order to access the platform. Visitors unable to gain 
access when the platform is full could safely wait their turn on the elevated approach walkway. 
The falls platform would be redesigned, expanded, and managed in such a way as to circulate 
bear viewers and photographers by having them enter at one end of the enlarged platform, 
move through at their own pace, exiting back to the trail from the other end. This would reduce 
crowding and all the back-and-forth movement that happens on the existing platform. Escape,,. 
ladders would be provided on two sides of the platform. Under this alternative, an additional 
new bear viewing platform would be erected near the cutbank. The platform would be located 
so it would not be visible from the other two platforms and would be set back an appropriate 
distance from the riverbank. The trail to this platform would be at ground level. The spacing 
of bear viewing platforms in this alternative is critical because visitor use would consist of many 
small groups arriving and departing at various times throughout the day. 

Remove Lake Brooks Facilities 

All facilities would be removed and the areas revegetated except for the Old Log Cabin, which 
would become a visitor contact station and shuttle stop during times when floatplanes must 
land on Lake Brooks, and which would be staffed only at those times. 
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Implement Shuttle System 

A shuttle system would be necessary for visitor access. Two 11-passenger vans would be 
used to shuttle visitors between shuttle stops. One van would be handicap accessible. Shuttle 
rides would be short; many day visitors would prefer to walk the short distance between the 
lakeside visitor contact station and the trailhead. The management support facility would have 
adequate parking and repair space to accommodate the shuttles. Alternative funding sources 
for the shuttle system would need to be examined and the costs borne by the users where 
possible. 

Construct Brooks River Area Management Support Facility 

A management support facility would be necessary for a day operation. It would be located 
along the Valley Road, back from the prime resource with low visibility and low noise levels. 
In this alternative, if a number of visitors get stranded overnight due to weather conditions or 
mechanical problems with their transportation, emergency overnight lodging and food supplies 
would be provided by the National Park Service in the community center at the support facility. 
The entire road system north of the management support facility would be upgraded to 
accommodate shuttle and operations traffic. Alternative sites and disposal methods for septic 
system sludge would be considered in the design of these new facilities. 

Construct Brooks River Research Facility 

As in alternatives 2 and 3, a support research facility for the Brooks River area would be 
constructed to provide space for ongoing and future field research. Space needs to be 
provided for microscopes, computers, and work areas for large amounts of material or large 
specimens. Also, laboratory workspace with adequate room to erect portable/adjustable tables, 
adequate natural and electric lighting, at least four large work sinks with hot and cold running 
water, walk-in freezer space and refrigerator space, a temporary storage room for artifacts with 
locking cabinets and adjustable shelving, a storage room for all gear needed on field projects 
(including room to lay out and dry wet gear), a bathroom, a stove and fume hood, chemical 
storage, an emergency shower, and a specimen dryer would be needed. The estimated 
minimum area for such a facility is 2,000 square feet. 

Adequate insulation is needed in the facility so that it can be used early in the spring and late 
into the fall. Part of the facility should support limited winter use. Current Panabode 
construction does not meet these needs. Use of active and passive solar and wind energy 
generation should be incorporated in the design of these facilities. Because of the potential use 
of chemicals in the lab, a hazardous materials disposal plan would be written and implemented 
after approval. 

The research facility would be designed as a supplemental facility to the King Salmon 
Research Facility that already has been planned and for which the park has requested funds. 
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The Brooks River facility would not provide common workspace or curatorial storage space 
that must be easily accessible by headquarters staff year-round in King Salmon. As a 
supplemental facility it would serve for staging and short-term use for biologists, geologists, 
volcanologists, archeologists, and inventory and monitoring teams that have reason to work 
in or transit through the area. 

Restrict Camping 

The core use area of Brooks River would remain off limits to overnight camping. The 
campground that was removed from the north side of the river would not be replaced on the 
south side. Backcountry campers would be allowed to camp in designated primitive sites 
beyond the 2-mile limit according to the park's Backcountry Management Plan. A developed 
campground south of the river, near the management support facility, is not proposed in this 
alternative because it would prejudice overnight use in favor of campers and against lodge 
patrons. In this gateway community alternative the private sector would provide both lodging 
and campground facilities outside the park. No developed campground would be needed in 
or near the core use area. 

Provide Gateway Community Opportunity 

This alternative presents an economic opportunity for the communities of King Salmon and 
Naknek in that overnight facilities, both lodge and campground, for potential Brooks River area 
visitors would be provided by private sector development using the gateway community 
concept. The communities of Naknek and King Salmon would act as a gateway through which 
potential visitors accessed the park and preserve. Tour boat and back-up floatplane round-trip 
conveyance to Brooks River and other places in the park would also be provided by private 
enterprise. 

Currently, there are several lodging and restaurant enterprises in the two towns. The 
community of Naknek has a lodging potential of approximately 100 beds and 220 restaurant 
seats, and the community of King Salmon has a lodging potential of about 170 beds and 220 
restaurant seats also. Combined, the two communities offer travelers approximately 270 beds 
and 440 restaurant seats. The visitor use limit for the Brooks River area, in this alternative, is 
90 visitors per day in July and 70 visitors per day in September. The private sector should 
consider the implications and influences that the existing accommodations, with their seasonal 
use and the proposed use limits, would have on any new economic development in the 
gateway community. 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

Bear management in the Brooks River area would still strive to reduce humadbear encounters 
and conflicts, but it would be greatly helped along by the removal of all structures and human 
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@ activities north of the river in prime bear habitat. A method for monitoring the bear viewing 
platforms would be established to ensure equitable time for all visitors to the platforms. Bear- 
free areas would be established around the proposed lakeside visitor contact station, day use 
shelter, and the proposed management support facilities. The approved techniques in use by 
the park staff to secure bear-free areas would still be used. After removal of all facilities north 
of the river, the National Park Service would conduct monitoring to document any changes in 
bear use on the north side of the river. 

The remediation efforts in the vicinity of Brooks Camp would continue for some time. Resource 
staff would monitor the remediation crew's actions and impacts to ensure that a minimum of 
human influence and interference occurs north of the river. 

From a cultural resource perspective, the removal of all facilities north of the river to a less 
sensitive area would benefit the long-term preservation of the archeological sites and 
ethnographic resources in the Brooks River area. The four archeological sites would be 
surveyed to determine the appropriate preservation strategy. The determination would be made 
in consultation with appropriate Native Alaskan groups, the State Historic Preservation Office, 
and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. 

For interpretive purposes the proposed full-size barabara replica and exhibit near the existing 
parking and fuel storage area would be sited near but not on a known archeological site. 

An archeological site is known to exist at the cutbank. The trail to the proposed cutbank bear 
viewing platform would pass through an area with a large number of barabara. 

The area proposed for a management support facility along the road to the Valley of Ten 
Thousand Smokes has not been surveyed for archeological or ethnographic resources. 
However, given its distance from the river and lakes, and the minimal nature of food resources 
found in the immediate forest environs, it is extremely unlikely that any sites exist in the 
vicinity. Moreover, complete archeological and ethnographic surveys would be conducted at 
the area prior to development of site-specific facility plans, and all archeological and 
ethnographic resources would be avoided whenever possible. 

AREA OPERATIONS 

Tour boats under NPS permit or contract would provide the main access for visitors to Brooks 
River. Floatplanes would still be used for access during emergencies and by private parties 
and fly-in fishing groups, and some administrative trips. Concession services would be reduced 
to providing transportation services for full-day and half-day trips to the Valley of Ten Thousand 
Smokes. Personal items, film, insect repellent, and packaged snacks and beverages would be 
available at the day use shelter. Lunches for the valley tour would be supplied by the 
concessioner. These would be brought in daily with the valley tour group, or prepared at an 
onsite lunch preparation facility at the shelter, whichever proves most feasible. Concession 
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staff would be reduced to about five onsite employees. Housing and maintenance facilities for 
concession operations would be shared in the proposed management support facility. 

PHASING SCHEDULE AND ESTIMATED COSTS 

Phased construction would be similar to alternatives 2 and 3 in that the removal of Brooks 
Camp facilities north of the river would be undertaken only after completion of the proposed 
management support facility, improved barge dock, proposed day use shelter, and lakeside 
visitor contact station. Construction of the boardwalk and platforms, trail rehabilitation, and the 
proposed barabara exhibit would be phased in after basic utilities and operational facilities 
were in place. Demolition and revegetation of the Lake Brooks facilities and the parking area 
and fuel storage site would be concurrent with Brooks Camp removal. 

Estimated construction costs for alternative 4 are included in appendix A, table A-5. 



ALTERNATIVE 5: PROPOSED ACTION - BEAVER POND TERRACE 

CONCEPT STATEMENT 

The National Park Service's proposed action is the proposal that was presented in the 
Supplement to the Draft Development Concept Plan / Environmental Impact Statement (NPS 
1995) with minor modifications. Based on public comment received during review of the 
supplement, the following primary changes have been made to alternative 5: 

Development costs have been reduced. 
July day user limits have been reduced to 85 people per day from 95 and staff limits 
have been increased to 55 from 45. 
September total use has been decreased to 220 from 260, day user limits have been 
reduced to 50 from 85, and staff limits have been increased to 50 from 45. 
All visitor cabins and staff housing units would have toilets and wash basins instead 
of centralized facilities. 
All staff housing units would have cooking facilities. 
The mid-September through October Brooks River closure would be from an Oxbow 
closure line, rather than from the falls, downstream to the river mouth. 
There would be an lliuk Moraine trail. 
The facility for evening programs would be included in the orientation centerhanger 
station rather than in the lodge. 
No universally accessible boardwalk would be built to the river mouth platform; it 
would remain a gravel trail. 

The goal of the proposed action is to preserve the quality of and opportunity for visitor 
experiences at the Brooks River area which make it a special destination. Key elements of this 
experience are a wilderness-like natural setting, a unique cultural resource heritage, and a 
diverse array of recreational opportunities, especially for brown bear viewing. To achieve this 
goal, the proposed action focuses on comfortable but rustic overnight cabins and hostel with 
a central lodge gathering and dining area and a campground serving an equal number of 
visitors. These facilities would be in keeping with the park's wilderness character by being light 
on the land. Visitor use levels would be limited in the Brooks River area and the visitor 
experience carefully managed to protect those resources that contribute to the quality of 
experience. An underlying concept of this alternative is that all facilities and visitor use in the 
area north of Brooks River should be relocated to lessen impact on prime bear habitat, 
nationally significant archeological sites, and potentially significant ethnographic sites. Brooks 
Camp and all other facilities north of the river would be removed except for the Dumpling 
Mountain trail. Except for the trail, this area would be restored to as nearly natural conditions 
as is reasonable. 

To better disperse visitor use in the entire Naknek drainage and surrounding region, primary 
visitor orientation would be at the gateway community of King Salmon, where a full description 
of the region's resource-based recreation would be offered. The proposed action recognizes 
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Brooks River area management as part of the broader regional context of the King 
SalmonlNakneWLake Camp gateway area, and the importance of dispersing visitor use and 
diversifying access opportunities over a broader area of the park. Onsite visitor orientation 
would begin with a bear safety message at the Brooks River orientation center and portray the 
cultural story. Other orientation activities associated with encouraging dispersed use within and 
adjacent to the Brooks River area and along the road to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes 
would also be provided. 

Another guiding principle is to emphasize the role of partnerships to implement DCP 
recommendations, for example, public-private partnerships for developing needed facilities and 
managing visitors. Facilities and programs historically provided by the National Park Service 
may be provided by other parties under NPS guidance. Cost was also a concern, as well as 
making this a sustainable development with minimal impacts. These partnerships will initially 
be involved in regional planning and assess the environmental, economic, and cultural 
implications of various alternatives in dispersing use, providing quality visitor experiences and 
protecting the resources. 

To carry out this alternative concept, suitable relocation sites had to be identified. The following 
seven relocation criteria were used to identify alternate sites: 

The alternate site must be in an area little used by bears. 
It must have the potential for only low archeological resource occurrence. 
It must have a scenic setting. 
It must not be in designated wilderness. 
It must be reasonably close to the core use area of Brooks River. 
It must be reasonably accessible by floatplanes landing in Naknek Lake. 
It must provide adequate drainage for septic systems. 

The Beaver Pond terrace meets all seven relocation criteria. 

VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND USE LIMITS 

King Salmon would be a focus for visitor orientation and access to Katmai National Park and 
Preserve, including the Brooks River. As a gateway community to the park, King Salmon would 
also serve as a starting point for visits to adjacent wildlife refuges, Aniakchak National 
Monument, and other recreational opportunities. The cultural history of the area and its natural 
resources would also be described. 

Visitors would be encouraged to explore the variety of resources available in and adjacent to 
King Salmon. The National Park Service would work cooperatively with the citizens of King 
Salmon, the Native Alaskan corporations, Bristol Bay and Lake and Peninsula Boroughs, U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, and others to broaden the scope of information available on 
recreational opportunities in the region through ongoing management of the King Salmon 
Visitor Center. 
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@ Several commercial operators have considered the use of watercraft in lieu of aircraft as a 
means of providing day users with access to Brooks River from King Salmon and Lake Camp. 
While the shallow waters at the outlet of Naknek Lake were thought to be a limitation on the 
use of boats for visitor access to Brooks River, it has been demonstrated that watercraft could 
provide a viable alternative or supplement for access. 

Boat travel can be a safe, economical way to convey people to the Brooks River area. The trip 
to Brooks Camp would offer visitors the opportunity to experience the lake and river system 
that defines the park, provides habitat for salmon, and ultimately sustains the bears. Groups 
of visitors could receive information on the geology, culture, and wildlife of the area on their 
trip. Additionally, watercraft could serve as transportation and for viewing other parts of the 
Naknek Lake drainage from King Salmon and Lake Camp. Such trips could include day 
excursions, dropofflpickup for backcountry users, wildlife viewing trips, and general park 
orientations, including the flora, fauna, and geology of the park as identified in the 1986 
General Management Plan. 

Aircraft also would be used to access the Brooks River area by following designated corridors 
to provide safe access while keeping noise at the Brooks River area to a minimal level. 

Within the Brooks River area, most visitors would arrive by boat or floatplane at the Naknek 
Lake beach area east of the Beaver Pond. Docking would be provided here for the boats and 
floatplanes where there is adequate shelter from the winds. At the King Salmon Visitor Center 
and during their transit to the Brooks River area, visitors would be informed about human-bear 
interactions and the natural, cultural, and geologic resources of the area. Arriving visitors would 
be shuttled to the Brooks River orientation center where they would receive a mandatory bear 
safety message and information about scheduling trips to areas outside the Brooks River area 
and to the Brooks River corridor. Trips to the bear viewing platforms would be managed as 
appropriate, and the number of visitors in the river corridor would also be carefully managed. 
Current bear viewing platforms would be expanded and modified to provide a better visitor 
experience, full accessibility, and better resource protection. A shuttle system would be 
provided for those visitors needing assistance in getting around the area. 

Under the proposed action there would be an opportunity for substantial numbers of visitors 
to experience the Brooks River area while at the same time decreasing crowding and the 
potential for humantbear interactions. This would be accomplished through a more structured 
approach to day use and improved management for day and overnight visitors. Access to the 
Brooks River corridor would be provided through a system for trip planning and scheduling. 
Access to Brooks River would be managed by a system to be developed by the National Park 
Service. The proposed action is based on a defined number of visitors permitted within various 
locations along the Brooks River corridor at one time. Key to the successful management of 
this system is the implementation of a procedure when needed, such as the requirement for 
all visitors (day and overnight) to select specific time periods when they wish to go to the bear 
viewing platforms. In addition, visitors could be led to the platforms by guides, and 

@ interpretation would be provided to, from, and on the platforms. The goal of ensuring a quality 
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visitor experience would be augmented by working with commercial operators to ensure 
information and orientation before visitors leave home. 

Visitor use limits at the Brooks River area would be established to maintain the uncrowded 
wilderness-like quality of the visitor experience as well as to provide for visitor safety and 
resource protection. Visitor use limits or visitation on a reservation basis is common in Alaska 
at areas where bear viewing is one of the principal attractions. 

To create and maintain the visitor experience described above, the peak bear viewing and 
sportfishing periods of July and September would have these use limits: 

Julv September 

60 lodge guests 60 lodge guests 
60 campground users 60 campground users 
85 day users 50 day users 
55 staff 50 staff 

Total: 260 people Total: 220 people 

Because of the high bear concentrations and spawning salmon at certain times of the year, 
the National Park Service would establish temporary closures for certain reaches of Brooks 
River during periods of very high bear use. Such actions would reduce the number of 
humanlbear encounters along the river, and decrease food conditioning and habituation in the 
local bear population. The current policy of restricting visitor access within a zone 100 yards 
above and below Brooks Falls would continue. Except for bear viewing platforms and approach 
trails, the river and riparian corridor from the closure line above Brooks Falls downstream to 
the river mouth would be zoned as a people-free area in July when there are large numbers 
of bears present. In July, this section could be opened only if numbers and other attributes of 
bears present allowed. In mid-September through October, Brooks River from the Oxbow 
closure line downstream to the river mouth, except at the narrows platform, would be closed 
when bears congregate there to feed on late-spawning salmon and salmon carcasses. Access 
for sportfishing, wildlife photography, and nature viewing would continue in the upper river 
above the falls. The Brooks River commonly supports much fewer bears during the months 
of June and August, than during July and SeptemberIOctober. There are numerous alternative 
recreational fishing opportunities and locations within the park and in the larger Bristol Bay 
region during July and SeptemberlOctober. 

To avoid possible conflicts with bears while carrying or cleaning fish, there would be a catch- 
and-release policy on the entire river and the immediate area of the lakes through the year. 
These actions would be accomplished by working with the Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game to develop the best methods that would protect the resource and allow appropriate 
access to the river and the fisheries. 



CULTURAL RESOURCE INTERPRETATION 

Alternative 5: Proposed Action 

An integrated set of programs and facilities would be planned and developed to bring the 
human history of the region to life along with the story of the local environment. The expanded 
interpretive program would include activities in the King SalmonlNakneWLake Camp gateway 
area and at Brooks River. The 1993 Interpretive Prospectus for Katmai National Park and 
Preserve would be updated to better reflect the richness of the cultural resources and to meet 
the growing interests of visitors. This program would be implemented by the National Park 
Service in partnership with other public and private parties. The provisions of Title 13 of 
ANILCA would be applied in this process, and the National Park Service would seek out local 
people knowledgeable in Native culture and history to develop and conduct interpretive 
programs. 

I 

I lnterpretive programs for archeological sites would be improved. More active facilities, such 
as a possible replica barabara and living history exhibit, would be located outside the river 
corridor. Brooks River interpretive programs would be planned as an integral part of the 
broader interpretive program available in King Salmon and throughout the park. 

I 
I PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

a Remove All Facilities North of the River 

All facilities north of the river, including the floating bridge, would be removed. Except for the 
Dumpling Mountain trail which would be retained, this area would be restored to as nearly 
natural conditions as is reasonable. The artificial dike on the north bank of the river, upon 
which the existing bridge access trail sits, would be allowed to erode naturally reconnecting 
the marsh to the river. The area north of the river would be designated a people-free zone and 
as shown on the map extends from the north side of the river to the base of Dumpling 
Mountain. Because fuel oil spill remediation efforts would continue after removal of facilities 
and structures, administrative access would be allowed until the contaminated areas were 
remediated. Access to the Dumpling Mountain trail would be by boat from the new 
floatplanelboat docking facility near the Beaver Pond. The trailhead would begin from the 
existing campground water spigot. 

Remove Barge Dock and Tie-Downs 

The barge dock, bulletin boards, and tie-downs on the south side of the river would be 
removed. The road between the narrows platform and the river mouth platform would be 
converted to a trail, and culverts would be installed to reestablish surface water flow and allow 
the river to reconnect to the marsh as it did in the past. 



ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

Construct Orientation CenterlRanger Station 

An orientation center and ranger station would be constructed in the lodge area on the Beaver 
Pond terrace. There would be accommodation for orientation on bears, offices, a library, slide 
storagelinterpretation preparation, Alaska Natural History Association sales, and evening 
programs. It would serve to orient visitors and educate fishermen, bear viewers, and 
photographers on proper behavior in bear habitat. 

Construct Falls Trailhead and Naknek Lake Contact Stations 

A contact station, with a covered and screened structure to protect people while they waited 
to proceed to the falls, would be provided at the falls trailhead. A contact station would be 
provided at the Naknek Lake access site. 

Rehabilitate Trail to Brooks Falls 

The trail alignment and approach to the falls platform would be improved by the construction 
of boardwalks in boggy areas, hardening with materials such as gravel but not asphalt, 
vegetation management including removal or trimming to eliminate blind corners, and rerouting 
of trail sections to take advantage of slope conditions and to better protect and interpret 
cultural resources. 

Construct Bear Viewing Platforms 

Bear viewing would be provided from the two existing platforms and a new platform at the 
mouth of the river. All platforms would be constructed or reconfigured to provide quality bear 
viewing from many angles and separate entrances and exits for safety, efficient group 
movement, and full accessibility. The river mouth platform would be designed primarily as a 
safe haven. It would be relatively small and tucked behind trees. It would not be easily seen 
from other platforms, and it would not obstruct wildlife use patterns. 

The falls platform would be expanded and redesigned. This would enable people who were 
taking photographs and observing bear activity to have a less crowded experience than what 
occurs on the existing platform. 

The narrows platform would be connected with the proposed river overlook platform by a trail. 
This would provide access from the river mouth to the existing platform and access for wildlife 
viewing, fishing, photography, and related activities. 

A mid-river platform could be built if absolutely necessary, based on LAC monitoring called for 
in the "Limits of Acceptable Change" section. Necessary compliance would be completed at 
the time this platform was determined to be required. 
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Alternative 5: Proposed Action 

Remove Lake Brooks Facilities 

All facilities on the shore of Lake Brooks would be removed and the area revegetated, except 
for the Old Log Cabin. The cabin would be retained and adaptively used as a visitor contact 
station and shuttle stop during those times when floatplanes must land on Lake Brooks. 
Minimum emergency response for visitor safety and handicap access would remain for those 
times that planes must land here. 

Construct Primary Access Site and Facilities 

New floatplane and boat tie-downs, docking, and a barge wharf would be constructed on 
Naknek Lake southeast of the present barge dock station. Wave and wind protection might be 
achieved by construction of a breakwater or pier system. 

Construct Facility Access Road 

From the arrival area to new facilities on the Beaver Pond terrace, a one-lane, hardened gravel 
access road with some pullouts, about 1.7 miles long and 14 feet wide, would be constructed. 
This road would also connect to the Valley Road. The road would allow movement of supplies 

a and visitors needing assistance to the facilities. 

Implement Shuttle System 

Visitors arriving by floatplane or boat would walk or, if necessary, be transported to the lodge 
or campground by a shuttle. A shuttle system would be operated through the use of a 
concession contract and the costs paid by the users where possible. In addition to cost, energy 
efficiency, noise reduction, and shuttle size and numbers would be considerations for the 
concessioner. 

Develop Beaver Pond Terrace Area 

The relocated Brooks Camp would consist of a lodgeldining facility and associated overnight 
cabins, a hostel, a campground, staff facilities, and interpretive facilities. These facilities would 
be designed and sited to minimize impacts on the cultural and natural environment (especially 
wildlife), during construction and operation. 

The lodge and other facilities would be simple and functional, reflecting the best of the designs 
of traditional, wilderness backcountry accommodations. The National Park Service would set 
more precise performance standards when a competitive prospectus is released for the 
development and management of the lodge and campground. The competitive process would 



ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

be used to attract commercial applicants who can be the most innovative in crafting an 
attractive, comfortable facility with minimal environmental impacts. The National Park Service 
would follow the same high standards in the design and operation of its own facilities (e.g., 
staff quarters) or would require them of any contract. 

While detailed design solutions would emerge through the competitive process, the intent 
would be to maintain a rustic lodge or camping experience in a wilderness-like setting. 
Competitive design solutions would consider the effects of scale, naturallrustic appearance, 
materials, color, texture, continuity, furniture, and other issues related to the built environment 
that would contribute to the visitor experience and minimize visual and natural resource 
impacts. Facilities would be designed for summer use only with construction practices that are 
common in bush Alaska. The ability of the contractor to meet principles of sustainable 
development and incorporate these in site and facility planning, design, construction, and 
operation would be evaluated. 

The proposed facilities are described in more detail below. 

Lodge and Related Facilities. The central lodge would provide a dining facility and gathering 
area for overnight guests and day users and for evening programs, including times of 
inclement weather. Limited sales of essential items would be authorized at the lodge. Cabins 
providing overnight accommodations would serve up to 60 guests. All units would have toilets, 
wash basins, and showers. Some would be single units, while others would be clustered into 
duplexes, triplexes, or quadplexes. A central toiletfshower facility would be provided for the 
hostel and campers. Concession offices and public restrooms would be provided. 

Campground. A campground would serve a capacity of 60 campers. Enclosed bear-proof 
cooking shelters and food storage would be provided in the campground. Restrooms but no 
showers would be provided at the campground. One interpretive campfire area would be 
developed for programs and social visiting by campers and other overnight guests who wanted 
this outdoor experience. The campground could be managed by the lodge concessioner. 

Staff Facilities. Criteria that apply to the proposed visitor facilities would also apply to staff 
facilities, except for scenic views. All units would have bathrooms with toilets, wash basins, and 
showers;, cooking facilities; food storage; and dining space. Economy of scale may be 
achieved by combining systems where practicable. Staff accommodations would be for a limit 
of 55 people, some of whom would be transient staff who need to conduct business 
occasionally at Brooks (e.g., public health, researchers, engineers, biologists). There would be 
a central laundry/community center. The maintenance area would provide vehicle parking, fuel 
storage, a generator facility, and maintenance shops. 

Interpretive Facilities. Cultural and natural interpretive facilities and exhibits, such as 
reconstruction of a barabara replica, archeological excavation sites, ethnographic displays and 
work areas, flora and fauna exhibits, bear and salmon life cycle stories, and geology would be 
planned and developed. An orientation center and evening program facility would be developed 
in the public area on the Beaver Pond terrace. Demonstrations of traditional practices and 



Alternative 5: Proposed Action 

explanations of the culture and lifestyle could be included. These activities and exhibits would 
be tied in with activities at Lake Camp and King Salmon to provide a full array of programs to 
tell the story of the environment and the cultures of the region. 

Interpretive Trails. A 3-mile loop trail would originate on the terrace and proceed through the 
forest to the summit of the ridge above lliuk Moraine, and on down to the moraine and 
shortline. A trail would be developed from the falls trailhead contact station and end at the 
maintenance area. 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

Bear management in the Brooks River area would strive to reduce human/bear encounters, 
and would be assisted by removal of all structures and human activity north of the river. Bear- 
free areas would be established around the developed sites at the Beaver Pond terrace by use 
of approved techniques. 

A scientific, cultural, and natural resource monitoring program would be developed to evaluate 
impacts. Adjustments to ensure resource protection would be made based on the data 
collected, and appropriate mitigating measures would be implemented as necessary. A water 
quality monitoring program would be established for the Beaver Pond to ensure that no 
impacts result from construction to operation of the new facilities. 

Cultural resources would be surveyed and monitored to ensure their protection and to select 
the best site for the limited development at the Beaver Pond terrace. All cultural interpretive 
sites would be selected with the assistance of the Council of Katmai Descendants and would 
be sensitive to the archeological and ethnographic importance of the area. Activities and 
facilities would be located considering the need to minimize conflicts with bears while taking 
best advantage of the area's superb resources for educating visitors. 

AREA OPERATIONS 

Concession facilities and operations would consist of a combined lodge and dining facility, 
clustered separate cabins, a hostel, a central shower/washroom, and a campground. 
Partnership opportunities between the National Park Service and the concessioner would be 
explored for construction and maintenance of staff and maintenance facilities. The shuttle 
service would be provided by the concessioner between the terrace, lakes, and the falls 
trailhead contact station. Fishing equipment, boat rentals, and various guide services could be 
available. Access to Brooks Camp by boat or floatplane would be by commercial operators 
licensed to provide this service. Floatplanes would be required to follow specified routes, 
weather permitting. Tours to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes would continue to be offered. 



ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

FUNDING AND ESTIMATED COSTS 

Project funding for concession facilities would not come necessarily from funds appropriated 
by Congress. Implementation of the concession aspects of this plan is intended to be carried 
out from funds provided through concession contract provisions, such as funds set aside or 
invested by the concessioner in a capital improvement fund. This set-aside fund would be 
based on a percentage of the concessioner's gross receipts to be determined during future 
concession contracting processes. 

Estimated construction costs for the proposed action are included in appendix A, table A-6. 

PROPOSED REGIONAL CONTEXT CONCEPT 

Under the proposed action the development concept for Brooks River would be linked to the 
broader King Salmon and Naknek Lake region. 

Dispersed UseIDiversified Access 

To mitigate for visitor use limits at the Brooks River area, the National Park Service would 
explore dispersed park use and travel throughout the Naknek Lake area as called for in the 
General Management Plan. Greater use of waterborne access into central areas of the park 
could be anticipated. Boat service would provide a means to reach the Brooks River area and 
other central Katmai destinations, and improve access to departure and pickup points for hiking 
and river trips, such as the Savonoski loop. Boat service could also be an attraction unto itself. 

Challenges to establishing a waterborne access system, such as high wind, rough water, or 
low river flow, could likely be overcome with actions such as broader time frames to get to 
destinations, innovative boat design, and cooperation with floatplane operators for alternate 
transportation options. 

Along with better waterborne access, the National Park Service would plan and establish other 
boat-accessible destinations for day and overnight use on Naknek Lake. Examples of possible 
destinations include the Bay of Islands and mouth of the Ukak River. Such sites would offer 
a range of activities for day and overnight visitors, such as boating, fishing, camping, and 
hiking. Activities would be compatible with the wilderness designation and character of the area 
and consistent with NPS Management Policies (NPS 1988b). 



Alternative 5: Proposed Action 

Gateway Community Cooperation 

The National Park Service would participate in any cooperative planning or other projects that 
promoted King Salmon as a gateway community to the park, adjacent refuges, Aniakchak 
National Monument, and other recreational opportunities in the Naknek drainage and broader 
region. Future planning partners could include other public and private parties and businesses, 
including Bristol Bay and Lake and Peninsula Boroughs, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, other 
federal and state agencies, Native corporations, and the Southwest Municipal Conference. The 
current joint King Salmon Visitor Center is an excellent example of how such a partnership is 
working and could provide a model for future efforts. 

The National Park Service would cooperate with interested partners to plan and implement 
improvements to Lake Camp as called for in the General Management Plan. 



ALTERNATIVE CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED: NAKNEK WEST @ 
This alternative would have relocated visitor lodging and interpretive facilities from the Brooks 
River area to a major NPS development site somewhere along the northwest shore of Naknek 
Lake uplake of Lake Camp. The relocation of visitor-related facilities away from critical bear 
habitat would have allowed for substantial expansion of accommodations and services. Road 
access to King Salmon would have improved logistical support for the development. Visitors 
would have been transported to the Brooks River area via concession-operated boats and 
floatplanes. Once onsite, visitors would have traveled through the area on an elevated 
boardwalk. The visitor experience at Brooks River would have been similar in length to that 
proposed in alternative 4, which would establish the Brooks River area as a day use area only. i 
Development on a large scale in this low, marshy, shoreline area along Naknek Lake has 
inherent major environmental concerns, and these factored heavily in its rejection. Although 
the concept of this alternative has been around since the 1970s, the reality is that no sites 
exist on the northwest shore of Naknek Lake or any of its islands that meet the seven criteria 
(listed in alternatives 2, 3, and 5) for relocation of the Brooks Camp development. 

Field searches by air and water conducted by the planning team revealed a number of 
environmental problems that precluded further consideration of this alternative. The major 
concerns were as follows: 

Any road that would connect the proposed development site to King Salmon would 0 i 
require massive filling in of wetlands and disturbance of natural drainage patterns and 
wildlife habitat. i 
Higher areas farther east along the north shore of Naknek Lake that might have enough 
space for the development relocation are inside a recommended wilderness area. NPS 
Management Policies prohibit proposing development in recommended wilderness 
areas. The connecting road would be even more environmentally destructive. 

Drainage requirements for septic systems could not be met in any of the shoreline I 
areas. The land is just too low and boggy. I 

No good natural harbors or protected bays were located on park lands along the I 
shoreline. Harbor conditions and areas with higher ground were investigated around the 
moraines and islands near the north shore. These waters were choked with glacially 
transported boulders. Major dredging would be required to open up access to even the 

I 

best of these sites. I 

Another factor that worked against this alternative was the obvious negative effect on the I 

visitor experience. All of the northwest shore of Naknek Lake is low and lacks the scenery 
I 

I 
necessary to make a resort lodge commercially viable. Visitors at such a development would 1 
indeed be in the park, but that is about all. The core use areas for wildlife viewing and 

I 

sportfishing are still a long distance from Naknek West. 
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LOCATIOL- - 
/alley Road 

- 

3eaver Pond Terrace1 
liuk Moraine Terrace 

111811or Use Llmi18 (total 
~isitors per day In July) -- - - 

-- . - 
NO-ACTION A L T E R N A T I V L  

Retaln roao size and align-nenl 

No new coiutrbction along Volley Goad 

. . -. 

Retaln ResearcP Bay overlook 

- - -. -. 

Retain Margot Falls overlook 

Reta~n Three Forks overlook 

TABLE 4: SUMMARY COMPARISON OF ALTEANAllVES ( C M . )  

ALTERNATIVE 1 - -. - ALTERNATIVE 3 --- ALTERNATIVE 4 +--- ALTERNATIVE 5: PROPOSED ACTION I 
River Same as ailernative 1 Same as no-acllon altcrnatlve and add 

pullouts I 
raci;y - -- - . - - - - - ._I 
Caqstru.:! n~anaqoment support faclllly Relocate ~ U ~ C ~ I O ~ S  (employoo houskly, Relocate functions (employee houslng. Same as alternative 1. but reduced size Relocate fUnCliOnS (employee housing and I 
(employee tla)l~sing, manlenanoe, arid research, and ma~ntenance) lo  ma~ntcnancc) to Beaver PonU terrace a;ong 
rowarch) ... - - - .- - -  - -. terrace along Valley Road terrace . .. -- -. . . -  . -. - - Valley Road I 

Imprcve tumout and construct wayside exhlbit Same as aiterriatlve 1 Same as allernativa 1 Same as alternative 1 Same as alternative 1 I 
at Research RaypvslooK _. - -- - -. - -  
Stab~l~ze tra~l, build vlewing deck, and Same as aiternatlve 1 Same as alternat~ve 1 1 Same as aiternat~ve 1 Same as ailernatlve 1 

I 

upgrads plt toklets at Margot Fails overlook I -- -- -- - 
Improve contact facility, obsewatlon room and Same as alternative 1 Same as alternative 1 Same as alternat~ve 1 Same as allernative 1 

I 

deck, exhibits. and trall; relocate pit toilets; I 
l 

and build primitive campground at Three 1 
Forks overlook --- -- 

Construct prlmary access slte on Naknek Same as allernatlve 2 Construct tour boat docking and floatplane tle. Same as alternative 2 
, dowo area south of rlvar mouth 1 

Construct two-lane gravel access road to Conslruct two-lane gravel access road lo llluk I Construct one-lane gravel access road wlth 

pp 

Mora~ne tenaca --- pullouts to Beaver Pond terrace 

Construct trall system connecting develo~ed Same as alternatwe 2 rvlth addlt~onal tralls on Same as alternatlve 3 
area wlth Brooks Rtver llruk Morarne and ndgetop I - I 

240 poople per day 260 people per day 290 people per day 1 120 people per day 260 peoplo per day 
I 



,a TABLE 5: SUMMAW COMPARISON OF IMPACTS 

' IMPACT TOPIC 1 NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE 2 

I Cultural Resources --- 
I Prehlsionc 1 S~tes continue to be ~moacted bv fac~!~lv I Same as no-aclion alternat~ve 

I ALTERNATIVE 3 

No ohysical effect; crowdlng a! Brooks could 
create more use of wilderness 

Same as altematlve I No physrca: effect; limlts at Brooks may I Same as altematlve 1 
shmulate more use ol wilderness 

Same as alternaave 1 

ALTERNATIVE 4 

1 Same as alternattve 2 I 

ALTERNATIVE 5: PROPOSED ACTION 

I o R e s o u r c e s  

I Impacts on sites ~n the natioral histonc 1 Same as alternatlve 2 I Same as alternaive 2 / Same as alternative 2 

Small patches within a 22-acre development 
zone mpacted; 3 5 acres restored 

Same as alternative 2 

Same as alternatve 2, except new 
management 'acil~ty would create a second 
bear-free zone near prime bear habltat 

-- 
I Land Disturbance; 

Restorahon 

.. - - - - 
\ Hydrology 

j 
\ 

I Wlldlile and Flsh 

I 
I 

L- 
I Species of Speclal 

Small ptatches ulthin a 98.3-acre development 
zone ~mpacted: 3.3 ac:es restored 

River mouth confined on north bank and 
pattially conflned (culverts) on south bank- 
pollution of groundwater from septic systems 
ceases: new wells required 

Same as akernative 2 

Small patches vr~thin a 30-acre development 
zone impacted; 0.3 acres restored 

River mouth corlined on south bank, pollution 
of groundwater trom septlc systems continues 

Humanibear cmRlcts contlsue slnce 
development 15 sl~li in prime bear habitat; flsh 
habi:at Dontrnues to Se impacted by rnultlple 
stream crossings of heavy equipment, nevi 
management facflity creates second bear-free 
zone -- 

, No etrec! 

lncremertal expansion, extent unknown 

- 
River mwth conflned on both banks; pollut~on 
of groundwater from septic systems c0ntrnuK 

Uncmtroiled visitation conhnues to affect 
bear population, humawbaar canfl:ds 
Increase, development st111 tn prime bear 
hab~tat fish habctat continues to be inpacled 
by mdltip!e stream crossings of heavy 
equ-pment 

, No effect 

- 
I - :  - -  I I I -- - -. I 1 ! values on llluk Moralne 

, No effect 1 NO e~ec t  

I 

Hlstorlc 

r a~h l c  

Small patches wdhln a 135-acre development 
zone impacted; 3 5 acres restared 

Rher mouth confined on soum bank: pollution 
of grounthvater from septlc systems ceases 
new wells required 

Humanbar conflicts reduced, facilities 

VisllOr use Ihmits None: faclllties eventuatly overrun by 
increasing day use 

Small patches wtlhtn a 107-acre development 
zone impacted; 3.5 acres restored 

Same as alternative 2 

. Same as alternative 2 

. . 
development and mainienance ln B e  national 
h'storic landmark 

No elfect 

No effect 

- - - - - - -- 

Visitor Experience and Safely 

RFyer COTrldOI 
management 

removed from prime bear habitat, flsh habltat I 
no longer impacted by heavy equipment 
crossings, new development not In pnme bear I 
habltat: Beaver Pond waterfowl neslng 
habitat not disturbed - i 

, No effect ! NO efiect 

Reduc'lon of humaqibear 
c0n:IIcts -- 

Exlsrrng regulations and closure remain in 1 

I landmark are greatly reduced, development 
I placed in less sensltjve areas 
I 

NO effect I No effect I No 

No effect I NO effect : Possible adverse effect on trad~tonal cultural 

Human!bear confl~ots Increase 

Valley tour .mprovements No 'estoratmon of impacted areas, no vlsltor 1 safety Improvements 

Humambear cc.rfllcts decrease I Humanlbear confl,cts substantlal:y decrease I Same as altematlve 2 

No effect 

-- 
No effect 

-' 
L~mits have oostlve impact on Brooks Camp 1 Limits would have positrve lmpact on Brook ' Same as alternatlve 2 
experience I River experience, shbttle systerr in effect I 

NO effect 

NO effect 

I 

Temporal cosures on lower river - pendlng : Same as altematlve 1 
negotlatlons witb Alaska Department of F~sh 
aqd Game - vrould reduce human'bear , 

Same as altematlve 1 

conR~cts 

Posdive mterpretation and restoration I Same as alternative 1 Same as altematlve 1 
Impacts. satety improvements along road and i +-- 

same as alternawe 2 - a ~ e ~ l  

impact for ovemlght use groups experience: scheduled rmprovements mlght 
have some negative Impacts on expenence, 
shuttle system in effect 

Same as aitemafve 1 Tempoml closures on bwer river and cat&- 
and-release fishlng policy reduce bearlhvman 
conflicts 

-- 
Same as alternative t Sane as alternative 2 

I S~bsistence I No s~gnilicant restriction 1 Same as no.action alternatrve I Same as no-acton alternat~ve I Same as no-actlon alternat~ve I Same as no-actlon al:ernative 1 Same as no-action alternat~ve I 
I I I I I I 

Regional tounsm and 
commercial use 'lcenses 

Same as aiternabve 2 Mmor benefit on reglonal tourism: local taurlst 
Interests in Klng Salmon and commerci2l use 
ihcense holders vmuid beneflt by orovidtng 
overnight. camping facilities, and guded day 

Same as alternatlve 2 Long-term pasitive impact on water table 
pnme bear habitat, f~sheries, and cultura[ 

Concessor o$eratons 

tive Impacts 

i 

R ~ i o n a l  tourism wouo increase moderately 
due to greater regional focus of ~nlerpretaiion: 
use lim~ts 8t Brooks R~ver also causes areater 

New facildies, increase ln buslnsss 

Pos~t~ve Zrnpacts on tourism interests would 
inc:ease with no limits on vrsitafion unvl 
rescurce and expenence condltiox worsened 
and visilation slowed down as a result d~stribu!lon of people throughout region" 1 

Minor tacillty improvements: expanded 
business due to increaslng day use 

Long-term negative lmpacls on water table, 
prirre bear habitat, and cultual resources 

Same as afiernative 2 

Concessioner operates the vailey tour or.ly, no 
overnlght faclllt~es: gateway communtty 

M~nor fanliv improvements; business 1 New Iacfit~es: incream i? budness 
continues at current Levels 

No effecl on regional tourlsm: commercial use 
lfense btders .nay be slightly affected 

Same as alternatlve 2 

Regional tourism wolld increase moderately 
due lo  increased use hmits at lodge and 
campground 

Same as no-ac!ion alternative Long-term positive impact on water table. 
prime bear habitat. fisheies, Cultural 

I resources, and msitor experience 



PART THREE: 
THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

Waiting for Their Turn on The Falls Plafform 





REMEDIATION EFFORTS 

In the spring of 1991, an underground fuel distribution line ruptured during pressurized transfer 
operations, causing an estimated 50 gallons of fuel oil to leak into the ground. As an extension 
to the remediation of this leak, a comprehensive site reconnaissance was carried out during 
the summer of 1991. In 1992 an environmental engineering company was contracted to 
conduct a site characterization to accurately define the extent of soil and groundwater 
contamination throughout the Brooks River area. Additional sites found to be contaminated with 
hydrocarbons (gasoline and fuel oil) were identified and mapped. A tank tightness test was 
also conducted on all six underground storage tanks (four diesel, two gasoline) late in the 1992 
season. All six of the tanks and the attached distribution lines failed to meet the Alaska 
Department of Environmental Conservation's regulatory requirements for leakage rates. An 
8,000-gallon tank located near the generator building, containing 5,500 gallons of diesel, 
continued to leak fuel after the system was depressurized at the end of the season. The 
remaining fuel was transferred to temporary aboveground storage units and new aboveground 
tanks were delivered in 1993. All six tanks were excavated and removed from the area. All 
underground distribution lines have been emptied. 

The fuel system at Brooks Camp will be replaced with a total aboveground system that can 
readily be dismantled and moved. Hence, this activity will not preempt the current planning 

@ 
process, nor preclude the full consideration of all development concept plan alternatives. The 
National Park Service continues to work closely with the Alaska Department of Environmental 
Conservation in the development of long-range soil and groundwater remediation. The 
remediation system, being designed under contract, will disturb a minimum of surface and 
subsurface soils, due to the known presence of archeological resources. 





NATURAL RESOURCES 

Twenty-three air miles east-southeast of King Salmon lies Brooks Camp. The small camp is 
situated on a peninsula of land at the mouth of Brooks River, hence its name. The area 
consists of white spruce forest south of the river and a mosaic of deciduous woods, open 
grassy areas, and some white spruce forest north of the river. Marshy areas are common 
along the floodplain in the oxbows and at the river mouth. Brooks River flows from Lake 
Brooks on a meandering course eastward for about 1.5 miles before it empties into Naknek 
Lake, the largest freshwater lake in the national park system. 

About midway down Brooks River is Brooks Falls. Although pleasant to view, the falls are not 
spectacular in a scenic sense. The falls are, however, a critical component of the ecological 
web along Brooks River. By creating a barrier to salmon migration, the falls provide a position 
from which brown bears are able to easily catch salmon as the fish attempt to jump the falls 
or school in the pools below. Many bears congregate at the falls and along the river below the 
falls during the salmon runs that occur in July and September. Bear viewing is currently 
unregulated leading to humadbear encounters that are deleterious to the maintenance of a 
wild, free roaming bear population in the area. 

The sockeye salmon runs and resident rainbow trout population provide excellent sportfishing 
opportunities. Sportfishing in the area is regulated by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
and the National Park Service. This combination of world-class bear viewing and world-class 
salmon and trout fishing is what attracts people to Brooks River. 

Visitation to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes is inextricably tied to the visitor experience 
people have at Brooks River because valley tours originate at the lodge. The geologic and 
scenic resources of the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes must be considered as natural 
resources that can affect, and are affected by, existing conditions at Brooks River. 

CLIMATE 

Summer temperatures in the Brooks River area are generally cool. Sunny or partly cloudy days 
are recorded only one day in five during the summer. Clouds, fog, and rain are frequent. July 
has an average of only five days when temperatures exceed 70°F (20°C). Average summer 
temperatures for June, July, and August are 50°F, 54"F, and 54"F, respectively. An average 
of 50°F during the growing season is considered the minimum necessary to sustain tree 
growth (NPS 1982). 

Strong, sudden winds called williwaws occur periodically, sometimes lasting for several days. 
The unexpected occurrence of a williwaw can cause serious safety hazards to small boats on 

0 
Naknek Lake, where waves can build to 7 feet high. 
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AIR QUALITY 

Air quality in the area is largely unaltered by human activities. Local and ephemeral impacts 
can be detected in the immediate area of Brooks Camp from airplanes, boat motors, and 
generator exhaust fumes. The smell of burning plastics is detectable when the garbage 
incineration unit is operating. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND SOILS 

The Brooks River area lies on a low, flat area bounded by large lakes to the east and west. 
Dumpling Mountain rises 2,440 feet in elevation 3 miles northwest of the Brooks River. A low 
lying plain extends approximately 5 miles to the south, where the foothills and outlying peaks 
of the Aleutian Range begin, separating the Brooks River area from the Shelikof Strait Coast. 
This range contains numerous peaks over 6,000 feet in elevation, many with glaciers and 
permanent snowfields. 

The Brooks River area is underlain by largely unconsolidated, surficial deposits, composed 
primarily of alluvial and glacial gravels. Ash layers throughout the soil horizons and pumice 
deposits along lakeshores attest to the influence of volcanic activity on the area. The 
combination of coarse gravels, ash, and organic matter has resulted in well drained soils with 
minimal surface runoff. 

HYDROLOGY 

Brooks Camp is located on the 1.5-mile-long Brooks River, which flows from Lake Brooks to 
Naknek Lake. A fault line bisects the river approximately halfway down its length, creating the 
6-foot-high Brooks Falls, which is a major visitor attraction to the area for the viewing of 
salmon and brown bears. The lakes and river form a part of the Naknek River system, draining 
2,660 square miles of the park and eventually flowing into Bristol Bay, on the Bering Sea side 
of the Alaska Peninsula. Lake Brooks and Naknek Lake were formed by glacial scouring. The 
deepest recorded depth in Naknek Lake is 530 feet in the lliuk Arm. The lakes in the area are 
much shallower toward the west as the result of glacial deposition. 

The mouth of Brooks River has shifted in recent times. Prevailing winds on Naknek Lake 
create a longshore drift that, when combined with the tendency of the river to meander, 
changes the channel configuration and the patterns of sediment deposition as the river flows 
into the lake. Lake and river levels can rise as much as 7 feet between spring and late 
summer, and local flooding around the mouth of Brooks River has occurred to the 38-foot 
contour line on the camp's lakeside, and to the fish cleaning building, elevation approximately 
37 feet, on the riverside. No formal floodplain analysis has been completed for the Brooks 
River area. Wetlands are common in the Brooks River area. Several large meadows and 
marshes are located along the lower reach of Brooks River. Wetlands are common throughout 



Natural Resources 

@ the park and preserve and may be important to water quality of the lakes and streams to which 
they are hydrologically connected. 

Water chemistry and quality is greatly affected by volcanic and glacial activity. Higher levels 
of trace metals including strontium, boron, and lithium are found as a result of volcanic activity. 
The lliuk Arm of Naknek Lake is heavily influenced by glacial silt and volcanic materials 
including ash and pumice. Summer stratification does not fully develop in the area's deep 
lakes. Instead, the lakes circulate often through the summer due to coastal winds. Dissolved 
oxygen readings are mostly influenced by the water temperature at times or circulation events. 

Nutrient availability throughout the Naknek system is undoubtedly influenced by the annual 
upstream migration of salmon from the sea. Without this regular influx of a million or more 
adult salmon returning to spawn and die, productivity would be greatly reduced. Total 
phosphorus appears to be a key nutrient in the system, but nitrogen is limiting in Brooks and 
Naknek Lakes. 

The area's lakes are oligotrophic and very clear. For instance, Battle Lake, in the Alagnak 
River headwaters, transmits light to great depths similar to transmission at Crater Lake in 
Oregon. The preservation of water quality throughout Katrnai National Park and Preserve has 
been a primary purpose and driving force behind the various acts that expanded the unit since 
its establishment. The importance of maintaining pristine water quality is recognized as the 

@ 
park's number one natural resource management priority (NBS, In Press). 

The juncture of a clearwater river with a lake, such as the immediate area of Brooks Camp, 
is important and sensitive habitat that is limited and diminishing due to human influences and 
development. In these areas topography, hydrology, and vegetation interact to funnel and 
concentrate the activities of wildlife and humans. Additional examples of this phenomenon are 
seen at similar developments within Katmai National Park and Preserve including Kulik Lodge, 
located at the mouth of Kulik River connecting Kulik and Nonvianuk Lakes; Grosvenor Lodge, 
at the mouth of Coville River connecting Lakes Coville and Grosvenor; and Cry 0' The Loon 
Lodge, located at the head of the Nonvianuk River at the mouth of Nonvianuk Lake. 
Additionally, the area at the mouth of Kukaklek Lake, the origin of the Alagnak Wild River, is 
in private ownership and susceptible to development. 

I 
VEGETATION 

The Brooks River area contains several plant associations. It is in the southern and western- 
most extent of boreal forest on the Alaska Peninsula. In Katmai an estimated 128,000 acres 
of open and closed canopy white spruce forest exists; 31,400 acres of which is within a 12- 
mile radius of Brooks River. White spruce and Kenai birch form a closed canopy stand over 
much of the area, with an understory of various species of cranberry, willow, and alder. The 
riparian corridor is a mosaic of dense alder thickets and tall grass meadows interspersed with 

@ bogs containing hydrophytic plant species. Brooks Camp campground is located in a prominent 
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stand of balsam poplar. Spruce forest changes to tall shrub, then to a tundra community as 
elevation increases on Dumpling Mountain. 

Several soecies of alien plants have been observed in the Brooks Camp area, introduced 
accidently or intentionally through human activities. These include shepherd's purse, pineapple 
weed, clover, and dandelion. Most alien plant species have become established as a result 
of soil disturbing projects. 

WILDLIFE AND FISH 

The primary resource concern regarding wildlife in the Brooks River area is the maintenance 
of the brown bearlsalmon cycle as it relates first to the continued health of the local brown 
bear population and secondarily to the continued opportunities for world-class bear viewing. 
Other wildlife species that use the river, like river otter, mink, bald eagle, common merganser, 
glaucous-winged gull, and Arctic tern would benefit from plan proposals that reduce human 
intrusion in the area. 

The Brooks River area is internationally recognized for outstanding wildlife and fish resources. 
Brooks River, Naknek Lake, and Lake Brooks are formally recognized by the state of Alaska 
as waters important for anadromous fishes (Alaska Dept. of Fish & Game 1992). Each July, 
approximately 100,000 or more red salmon return from the sea to spawn in the Brooks River 
and in tributaries to Lake Brooks. A smaller run of several hundred coho salmon also make 
the run in late summer. Monitoring efforts in the 1960s involving the use of a fish weir located 
at the start of Brooks River revealed a small number of king, pink, and chum salmon also 
making the journey (FWS 1964). The salmon migration attracts a substantial number of other 
animals, including 40-60 brown bears, who arrive to fish for the salmon in the river, particularly 
as they attempt to jump the falls. The bears remain through the latter part of July, when they 
disperse to other streams with later-timed runs. Bears return to the Brooks River again in 
September to catch spawning and spawned out salmon concentrated in the river, 

Many of the red salmon that migrate through the Brooks River into Lake Brooks during July 
return back downstream to spawn in the Brooks River in late August and September (FWS 
1964). Of 58,150 red salmon passing upstream from Brooks River into Lake Brooks in 1963, 
54,705 returned to the Brooks River to spawn. A spawning density of greater than one egg 
pocket per square meter of riverbed was reported. 

Rainbow trout grow to large size as a result of the rich supply of nutrients from salmon eggs 
and juvenile salmon, and are prized by anglers for their trophy quality. Rainbows concentrate 
in the Brooks River to spawn from mid-May through mid-June. Rainbow spawning occurs in 
both the upper and lower Brooks River. After spawning, the rainbows return to Naknek Lake 
or Lake Brooks. There are few rainbows remaining in the Brooks River during the main salmon 
migration, as the bright ocean-run salmon are intolerant of, and actively harass, rainbows in 
the river. In late August as salmon spawning intensifies, rainbows reenter the river from both @ 
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@ lakes to feed on the newly laid salmon eggs. Rainbow numbers in the Brooks River are highest 
in late September. 

The lower Brooks River from the downstream end of the cutbank to the island at the river 
mouth is important grayling spawning habitat (Alaska Department of Fish and Game 1995). 
Grayling initiate spawning activity in early May. An estimated 300-500 grayling were reported 
on May 19 in the 1980 survey. Other fish species present in the Naknek River drainage, with 
some found in the Brooks River, include Arctic char, Dolly Varden, lake trout, Arctic lamprey, 
humpback whitefish, least cisco, pygmy whitefish, round whitefish, pond smelt, northern pike, 
longnose sucker, burbot, threespine and ninespine sticklebacks, and coast range and slimy 
sculpins (Heard et. al 1969; Ellis 1974). 

Spawning by any fish species does not occur at the river mouth, due to lack of suitable habitat. 
This is an area of constantly shifting fine sands and silts that are deposited as the velocity of 
the river's current is slowed down upon reaching the lake. 

A variety of bird species frequent the Brooks River area. A pair of great-horned owls raised 
a brood near the campground in 1991. Common ravens and black-billed magpies are common 
residents. A colony of bank swallows nests between the high cutbank and the oxbow of the 
river. Mallards and common mergansers are common and conspicuous nesters. Glaucous- 
winged, mew, and Bonaparte's gulls are common scavengers frequently found in close 
association with brown bears feeding on salmon. Arctic terns feed on salmon fry and smolt. 
The successful fledging of two American dippers was documented in 1992 from a nest at 
Brooks Falls. 

Common forest birds around the Brooks River area include American robin, gray jay, varied 
and hermit thrushes, black-capped and boreal chickadees, and dark-eyed juncos. The Beaver 
Pond provides suitable feeding habitat for tundra swans, as well as a variety of diving birds 
including common golden-eye, greater scaup, and white-winged scoter. The park initiated a 
breeding bird survey route in 1992 along the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes Road (NPS 
1992e). Twenty eight species of birds were recorded. In addition to many of the species listed 
above, ruby-crowned and golden-crowned kinglets, red-breasted nuthatch, gray-cheeked and 
Swainson's thrushes, yellow-rumped, blackpoll, and Wilson's warblers, and American tree, 
Savannah, and white-crowned sparrows were identified. 

Mammals in the Brooks River area, in addition to brown bears, include moose, wolf, wolverine, 
mink, short-tailed weasel, river otter, beaver, porcupine, snowshoe hare, lynx, Arctic ground- 
squirrel, red squirrel, red-backed vole, northern jumping mouse, little brown bat, and several 
species of shrews. The brown bears have increased in numbers in the last 10 years and are 
an important species in this area. 
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SPECIES OF SPECIAL CONCERNICRITICAL HABITATS 

No state or federally listed threatened or endangered species of plants or animals reside in the 
area encompassed by this development concept plan (FWS 1992); see appendix D. However, 
the American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) may occasionally pass through on 
their seasonal migrations. Other species of special concern that are known to inhabit the area 
include the northern goshawk (Accipitergentilis), harlequin duck (Histrionicus histrionicus), and 
lynx (Felis lynx canadensis). These species receive special consideration in federal project 
planning efforts. In 1991 a lynx was seen regularly by visitors as it came to the river to drink. 
Lynx tracks are commonly seen throughout the year. A brood of harlequin ducks was observed 
in the upper Brooks River in 1990 and 1991, but not in 1992. However, a brood of harlequins 
was noted on Margot Creek in 1992 and 1995, roughly 10 miles east of Brooks River, and 
adult harlequins were observed in Brooks Camp in 1994 and 1995. 

Two bald eagle nests in the area had been active until the early 1980s. One was located 300 
yards west of the campground, and the other on the shore of the Beaver Pond. Bald eagles 
are not considered threatened or endangered in Alaska. No eagle nesting currently occurs 
within 2 miles of Brooks Camp. In 1993 and 1994 a pair of bald eagles attempted to nest 
between the Beaver Pond and Naknek Lake. The attempt failed. 

DESIGNATED WILDERNESS 

Congress designated some 3,425,811 acres within Katmai National Park and Preserve as 
wilderness in section 701 of ANILCA. The Brooks River area and the Valley of Ten Thousand 
Smokes road corridor were deemed unsuitable for wilderness designation because of existing 
development and visitor use patterns. The large area between the Valley Road and Naknek 
Lake from Brooks River to Margot Creek was excluded from wilderness designation because 
of proximity of development (NPS 1988a). Wilderness areas of the park and preserve are 
managed in accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964, except as otherwise expressly 
provided for in ANILCA. 



CULTURAL RESOURCES 

PREHISTORIC 

Extensive archeological remains indicate that people have lived in the Brooks River area for 
over 4,000 years. These remains include at least 22 sites containing over 750 barabara 
depressions and other types of cultural resources, which constitute the Brooks River 
Archeological District, a property on the National Register of Historic Places. This property has 
been determined to be nationally significant for its potential to yield scientific information 
regarding the prehistoric human occupation of Alaska. The banks of the 1.5-mile-long Brooks 
River and its associated series of ancient beach ridges and river terraces are the location of 
the Brooks River Archeological District, now also designated a national historic landmark. 

The national historic landmark is comprised of the abundant surface and subsurface cultural 
remains of 20 well-preserved archeological sites, dating from 2500 B.C. to historic times, that 
are located near the river and adjacent Brooks and Naknek Lakes. A series of 10 volcanic ash 
falls that have been deposited over the past 6,500 years in the Brooks River area enhance the 
national historic landmark's value in that they are excellent time markers in the stratified 
archeological deposits, and are certain indicators of post-depositional disturbance. 

Nine cultural phases spanning some 4,500 years are represented in 20 well-preserved 
archeological sites bearing evidence of occupation in the form of subsurface cultural remains 
and in 960 recorded surface depressions, many believed to be the remains of substantial 
semisubterranean houses. The cultural features consist of hearths, storage pits and house 
floors, human burials, and faunal debris, both terrestrial and marine, including anadromous 
fish. The primary subsistence base for the area has been Brooks River's seasonal anadromous 
fish runs, supplemented by terrestrial fauna and plants until recent times. 

The archeological sites taken together represent an impressively large concentration of 
stratified cultural deposits that have yielded a good representation of the remains of every 
known cultural tradition from the people who were present in 4500 B.P. through historic Yupik- 
speaking people whose descendants inhabit the Alaska Peninsula today. Of particular 
significance is the preeminent representation of unmixed occupation debris and house remains 
of Arctic Small Tool tradition people (ca. 1800 6.c. - 1100 B.c.) that have been sited as the 
single area of greatest concentration of such remains known in Alaska and possibly in North 
America (Dumond 1 981). 

The Brooks Camp development exists on top of four archeological sites, some of which contain 
the oldest remains yet discovered in the Naknek Lake region. The foot trail to the Brooks Falls 
bear viewing platform runs the length of one archeological site, containing evidence of the 
earliest habitation of the falls area by humans. The vehicle parking area near the start of the 
road to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes is adjacent to an unstudied, but apparently large 

@ archeological site. The NPS facilities on Lake Brooks adjoin an apparently extensive resource 
dating to at least 2,000 years ago. 
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Boundaries for most of the individual sites have yet to be determined. In some cases, where 
substantial archeological testing has been done or where evidence of occupation appears to 
correspond to the extent of a particular geomorphological feature, a judgment regarding the 
boundaries of a particular site has been offered (Dumond 1981 ; Harritt 1992). 

Integrity of the archeological sites ranges from good to excellent, with over 90% of all 
archeological properties remaining intact. The sites currently undergoing the greatest amount 
of impact are XMK-008 and XMK-009, located at Lake Brooks, and XMK-033, XMK-035, XMK- 
043 and XMK-044, located on the north and south sides of Brooks River near its mouth. The 
sources of impacts are NPS and concessioner construction activities that have disturbed the 
cultural materials present to varying degrees. Sites XMK-010, XMK-011, XMK-012, XMK-016, 
and XMK-034 are undergoing severe erosion from natural or human sources. Recently, XMK- 
008, XMK-035, and XMK-044 were partly contaminated by fuel oil caused by leaking fuel tanks 
and lines. 

The disturbances are of three types: (1) surface disturbance, (2) subsurface disturbance to a 
depth no greater than through the Katmai volcanic ash that dates to 1912, and (3) deep 
subsurface disturbance that penetrates pre-1912 deposits sealed by the Katmai ash. Generally 
speaking, NPS and concessioner construction activities have created disturbances of the first 
two types. Buildings are generally set on piers (small uprights) that are excavated into the 
ground usually no deeper than the top portion of the Katmai ash. Projects such as leachfield 
construction, installation of underground utilities, and most recently excavations of fuel tank 
and fuel line sites to determine leakage are the most destructive type of disturbance. The sum 
effect of disturbance caused by construction or contamination by fuel tanks and lines has not 
been fully assessed. Based on present information, no estimate of the total damage can be 
made. 

The cultural resources of the Brooks River area are interpreted by means of a self-guided trail 
with three wayside exhibits. The trail is somewhat isolated from the focus of other activities in 
Brooks Camp. It ends at a structure that houses a partial reconstruction of a prehistoric Eskimo 
barabara. Guided tours by park staff let visitors know of the best existing opportunity to learn 
of the significant cultural resources at Brooks River. 

Sites potentially affected by development are listed in appendix E. Reconnaissance level 
archeological surveys of the Beaver Pond terrace and lliuk Moraine terrace revealed no 
evidence of archeological sites. 

HISTORIC 

Of historic importance are two archeological sites once inhabited by Yupik-speaking people 
located on Naknek Lake - XMK-037 and an unnumbered site not yet evaluated according to 
National Register of Historic Places criteria. At least one historic Native Alaskan grave is 
located somewhere on the banks of Brooks River. The grave was originally marked by a 
Russian Orthodox cross (NPS 1940). A historic cabin and compound associated with 
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European-American trapping and guiding ((Packer Scotty's cabin), carried out in the area from 
the turn of the century until the 1950s, was included in the national historic landmark 
nomination as a noncontributing property (Dumond 1981 ; NPS 1940). 

Research conducted in support of the Bristol Bay commercial fishing industry began on the 
upper Naknek drainage in the 1920s. The historic Bureau of Fisheries/U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service headquarters and laboratory, a log structure built in 1941, is located at the outlet of 
Lake Brooks. Recently the building has been used for employee quarters. A determination of 
eligibility for national register nomination has been submitted. 

Both NPS and the concessioner built structures in the early 1950s. Few of these buildings 
remain. The oldest concessioner buildings are an employee cabin, a storage building, and two 
underground caches built in 1950. The oldest NPS-constructed building is the present visitor 
contact station, built in 11356. None meets the 50-year age criterion to be considered for the 
National Register of Historic Places. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC 

According to some Native Alaskan consultants, Native use of the Brooks River area (or Kitivik 
in Sugpiaq, the Native language of the historic Brooks Camp users) is directly related to the 
Katmai eruption of 1912 and the prior use of the upper Naknek Lake drainage, including @ villages now lumped together as "Old Savoonski." In the 19th century, settlements known as 
lgak and Alingak, and later Nunamiut and Savoonski, were located at the head of Naknek 
Lake. These villages appear to have been the primary residences of the inland Pacific Eskimo 
peoples living on the Alaska Peninsula. During the 19th century and up until the 1912 eruption, 
residents of Old Savoonski villages would not infrequently hike over the Katmai Pass and trade 
with their kinsmen or traders at the village of Katmai. The Native people of the Upper Naknek 
drainage, like their coastal kinsmen, often preferred to be called Aluutiq or Sugpiaq, indicating 
their cultural connections with the latter group. Earlier Caucasian observers mistakenly labelled 
these people "Aleuts" and much misinformation has been spread about them. 

The Brooks River area, or Kitivik, appears at this time to have been a satellite encampment 
to the Old Savoonski villages during much of the 19th century. According to Native consultants, 
Kitivik was used primarily as a fishing camp, containing a few winter cabins substantial enough 
to afford shelter and located south of the river, along the beachline but in the trees. 

A number of changes modified the way people in the Upper Naknek Lake area used the 
resources of the area, including both the Old Savoonski villages and Kitivik: fur trapping for 
Russian and American companies, conversion to the Russian Orthodox Church, employment 
opportunities with fish canneries, the 1912 eruption, 191 9 flu epidemic, and the establishment 
of schools. After the 1912 eruption, a number of Old Savoonski residents resided at Kitivik for 
greater periods of time than they had previously, as the salmon runs up Savoonski River were 

@ greatly diminished by the effects of the volcano. Kinsmen on the coast were resettled in distant 
Perryville, cutting off interactions. Former residents of Savoonski established a new settlement, 
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New Savoonski, on the lower Naknek River, rather than intermingle with the Native peoples 
of Paugvik from whom they were ethnically different, and with whom they had fought in the 
past. The 1919 flu epidemic killed many people living in New Savoonski, further decimating 
the numbers of Sugpiaq peoples who knew and used Kitivik. 

Despite the epidemic and like changes, Kitivik continued to be used in the first half of this 
century by a number of families who fished for the red salmon out of Brooks River, trapped 
in the winter time with dog teams, hunted bears (an important cultural practice engendering 
respect for the hunter), and gathered plants. One of several families with ties to Kitivik is 
descended from a recognized chief of Old Savoonski. Cited by Native consultants as evidence 
of their cultural connection to the Brooks River area, when the chief's aged, widowed wife was 
unable to go to Kitivik, she requested water, soil, and food from Kitivik be brought to her to 
make her feel better. 

According to Native consultants, the ethnographic resources (i.e, those resources having some 
physical manifestation that are of importance to Native peoples originally affiliated with Brooks 
Camp) include, but are not limited to the following: red salmon (known locally as redfish); 
landscape features such as the beachline, river mouth and to a lesser degree the falls; former 
fish rack, cabin, tent sites, and other historic era habitation sites; select plants used in the past 
for medicinal purposes and as food; a few historic era burials; Dumpling Mountain; and lliuk 
Arm of Naknek Lake. A complete list of ethnographic resources, their exact locations, and most 
importantly, their significance has not yet been documented or assessed. 

The ethnographic resources associated with the Brooks River area appear to be rich, varied, 
and largely undocumented or unassessed. The primary cultural resource investigations in the 
Brooks Camp area have been archeological, with special emphasis on prehistoric archeology. 
The preliminary information received from Native consultants suggests that Kitivik or Brooks 
River area may be eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places as a traditional 
cultural property. 



SITE AND FACILITY ANALYSIS 

The current facilities and visitor access in and around the Brooks River area and Valley of Ten 
Thousand Smokes are described in detail in the "No-Action Alternative" section of "Part Two: 
Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action." The actual structures and equipment are listed 
below: 

NPS STRUCTURES 

Lake Brooks 
2 Three-bedroom seasonal use residences 
1 Four-bedroom seasonal use residence 
1 Utility building with electric power plant contains two diesel generators (1 5 kW and 20 kW) 
1 Carpenter shop 
1 Plumbing shop 
1 Mechanics shop 
1 Lumber storage shed 
1 Water system 
1 Wastewater system with two lift stations, pressure piping, septic tanks, and leachfield 
1 Bathhouse for four-bedroom residence 
7 Small buildings (cacheslfire hose cabinetslpump house, etc.) 
1 Boat dock 
1 Aircraft parking pad 

'Brooks Camp 
8 Cabins (seasonal use residences) 
4 Wall tents (seasonal use residences) 
1 Weatherport (seasonal use residence) 
1 Ranger office (355 square feet) 
1 Visitor contact station (360 square feet) 
1 Auditorium (800 square feet) 
1 Utility building with electric power plant with three diesel generators (50 kW and two 

1 00 kW) 
1 Small generator building for diesel (12 kW generator set) 
1 Fish cleaning building 
1 Maintenance warehouse/shop and attached laundry and shower house (1 , I  13 square feet) 
1 Solid waste handling and incinerator building 
1 Building: one-half ranger storage and one-half room for solid waste storage 
2 Fuel storage, transfer, and dispensing systems (parking lot and Brooks Camp) 
1 Water intake, treatment, reservoir, and distribution system complete with fire pump and 

hydrants 
1 Sewer system complete with septic tanks, lift stations, and leachfield @ 1 Campground with food storage caches and three shelters 
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1 Floating footbridge (220 feet long) 
2 Bear viewing platforms (falls platform, narrows platform) 
8 Small buildings (outhouseslcacheslfire hose houses, etc.) 
1 Bulkhead ramp and docking site for MIT Ketivik 
1 Remainder of dock (river moving has destroyed part of the dock) 

Numerous trails connecting buildings and facilities 
23+ miles of roadway 

EquipmentlVehicles 
1 Road grader 
1 Five-cubic yard dump truck 
2 John Deere 450 track loaders 
1 Bobcat loader 
1 Light duty 4x4 truck 
3 Cushman haulsters 
1 Suburban 
1 Sanitary waste vacuum pumper (1,000 gallon) 
1 Freight and fuel hauling vessel for M/T Ketivik (46 feet long by 13 feet wide) 
1 Garden tractor with trailer 
5 Boats with outboard motors (skiffs) 
1 Boston Whaler patrol boat (28 feet long) 
1 Jetboat (20 feet long) 

Numerous small equipment items such as generators, compressors, lawn mowers, pumps) 

CONCESSION STRUCTURES 

Office 
Lodgeldining facility 
Root cellar 
Guest shower house 
Skytel (9 guest rooms) 
Guest cabins 
Employee cabins 
Employee shower house 
Laundrylmaintenance building 
Furnace building 



@ NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AND CONCESSION OPERATIONS 

NPS administration and operation of the Brooks River area and adjoining Valley of Ten 
Thousand Smokes road corridor constitutes the park's single most major investment in terms 
of money, personnel, and resource management. Preparation for the seasonal operation of 
Brooks Camp begins in May with the process of thawing frozen water and sewer lines, 
repairing utilities, opening buildings, grading the Valley Road, clearing trails, replacing the built- 
up gravel trail along the lower river, placing the floating bridge in the river, etc. This activity 
requires that both wheeled and tracked equipment be driven across the lower river to access 
the camp area. During this time it is not feasible to use boats for transportation, so all access 
is via floatplane. By the last week of May, a full staff of NPS and concession employees is in 
place. 

The NPS Brooks Camp staff totals approximately 28 seasonal employees and permanent 
employees stationed in King Salmon in the winter and Brooks Camp in the summer. Roughly 
one-third of the NPS employees are maintenance workers, one-third are interpreters, and the 
remainder are protection rangers and biological technicians. Pilots and administrative support 
staff are based in King Salmon. Depending on the method of considering indirect and fixed 
costs, it is estimated that 40%-60% of the park's annual base operating budget of $1.3 million 
dollars is directed toward the operation of Brooks Camp. A staff of approximately 18 
Katmailand employees live and work at Brooks Camp during the visitor season, including a 
camp manager, storeloffice manager, cooks, servers, bartenders, tour bus drivers, 
maintenance workers, and maids. 

The summer visitor season begins June 1 and extends through September 10. The 16 
concession rooms are usually full throughout the season. Campground use is generally light 
to moderate through late June, but demand usually exceeds the 60-person limit throughout the 
month of July. Campground use is nearly as heavy during August and is light during the month 
of September. 

Day visitation has constituted the greatest increase in human use of the Brooks River area. 
This began in the late 1970s and early 1980s when the area was opened to use by 
commercial use license operations. Numerous private lodges from as far away as Lake Clark 
National Park and Preserve flew increasing numbers of guests to Brooks River for sportfishing 
and bear viewing. The development of a large hotel in King Salmon and recent involvement 
of major tour companies led to increasing numbers of persons being flown to the Brooks River 
area to view bears and take the bus trip to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. Over the past 
few years there has been an increasing number of foreign visitors. A small, but growing 
number of backcountry canoeists and backpackers begin and end their trips at Brooks Camp. 

Park rangers attempt to meet and orient all arriving visitors to bear safety concerns. This is 
often difficult due to the unscheduled and scattered arrival of floatplanes. Ranger patrols are 

@ largely focussed on preventing close encounters between visitors and bears. The scattered 
visitor use patterns often result in rangers not being able to warn visitors of an approaching 
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bear and to direct them to move out of the area. In many cases, close encounters between 
bears and visitors are only discovered through secondhand reports. 

The concession operation closes on September 10 requiring 10 days to complete. A battery 
powered electric fence is erected around the concessioner's lodge and officelcamp store 
buildings to discourage bear damage. Two park staff usually remain in the camp to meet 
visitors through October 1. 

Katmailand, Inc. is authorized through a concession contract that expires on December 31, 
1996, to provide facilities and services at Brooks Camp as described in the no-action 
alternative. 



PART FOUR: 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Bears Attracted to Sewage Line Inspection Plate 
Near Fish Cleaning Building 





IMPACTS OF NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE 

IMPACTS ON NATURAL RESOURCES 

Topography and Soils 

Impacts on the topography and soils would be confined to the immediate area of Brooks Camp 
and NPS structures and utilities at Lake Brooks. No new areas would be developed, and the 
Valley Road would not be widened. Brooks Camp would be expected to continue incrementally 
expanding its development footprint on the peninsula as needs arise for new buildings and 
more space. Without visitation limits no projections can be given to the ultimate size that the 
expansion for visitor services north of the river may reach. The septic system would have to 
be expanded, constructing more leachfields on the peninsula. It is currently recognized that 
there is little space in which to do so. A continued, expanded presence at Brooks Camp would 
create severe septic system problems in the near future, especially with the continued use of 
the fish cleaning building. The septic system failures now happening at Brooks Camp are 
attributed to increased visitor use and groundup fish waste. The topography around Brooks 
Camp is also a contributing factor to the septic system failures because it is low elevation, 
contains a lot of volcanic ash, and has a high water table. Over time, fuel oil leak remediation 
actions would improve subsurface conditions in the area. Contaminated soils would be 
disposed of in an environmentally sensitive manner. Silt fences would be used during all 
phases of ground disturbance to prevent erosion and water pollution. 

Hydrology 

The hydrology of the Brooks River mouth would continue to be confined by the constructed 
trail tread leading to the floating bridge on the north side of the river, and confined on the south 
side by the gravel roadbed leading to the barge dock. Both of these gravel barriers prohibit 
natural hydrographic flows between the marshes and the river mouth. Because of the existing 
facility arrangement and operational needs, the gravel trail and gravel road must be maintained 
in the no-action alternative even to the detriment of a naturally flowing river system. 

The shallow water table in the vicinity of Brooks Camp has been contaminated with fuel oil 
leaks. Remediation efforts are underway and will continue into the future. 

The water table would also eventually become contaminated from the failed septic systems. 
Odors from the septic systems already occur from time to time during system failures. The 
leachfield failed in 1995 and had to be replaced. It still is under capacity, and further actions 
are required to meet standards. 

No restoration of the natural hydrology would occur under the no-action alternative. Floodplains 
would be unaffected by this alternative. Wetlands would continue to adjust to the manipulation 
of natural flows at the river mouth. 
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Vegetation 

There would be minimal impacts on terrestrial vegetation in the area. Localized clearing of 
vegetation would be undertaken as the camp facilities expanded. Trimming of trees and shrubs 
along the trails for better sight distance in bear habitat, and clearing of grass along the trail 
segment approaching the falls platform would continue in an effort to reduce chance 
humanlbear encounters. Marsh vegetation (wetlands) would continue to adjust to the artificial 
water impoundments created by the trail and road. Fisherman trails in the marshes of the 
Oxbow in the lower river would continue to widen as angling pressure on the lower river 
increases. 

Wildlife and Fish 

Wildlife in the Brooks River area would be negatively affected by the no-action alternative 
because nothing is proposed to isolate the facilities that are in prime bear habitat. Access to 
Brooks Camp by floatplane would still be along Naknek Beach, a known bear travel corridor. 
The campground would remain in its present location, which would require continued 
maintenance of two bear-free areas inside prime bear habitat. Humadbear encounters would 
increase as unchecked visitation also increased. Habituation and food conditioning in the local 
bear population would undoubtedly increase as viewing platforms became chronically 
overcrowded and anglers in the lower river stayed concentrated at the floating bridge. Other 
species of wildlife, less tolerant of humans would abandon the river, as have nesting bald 
eagles in the recent past. 

Fish habitat and water quality would continue to be marginally affected by multiple stream 
crossings of heavy equipment to open camp in the spring. These crossings are completed prior 
to the first anadromous red salmon migrating up Brooks River in late June. The crossings 
occur at the river mouth in fine silt deposits, which are not generally used as spawning areas 
for salmon and rainbow trout. Farther upstream, placement of the floating bridge is done over 
a known spawning area. 

Species of Special ConcernlCritical Habitats 

No state or federally listed species or their critical habitats would be affected by the no-action 
alternative. 

Designated Wilderness 

No federally designated or recommended wilderness would be directly affected by this 
alternative. The lack of use limits for the Brooks River area could eventually translate into more 
visitation to bear watching areas on the edge of or within wilderness as the visitor experience @ 
degrades due to crowding. Alternate sites to Brooks River, like Margot Creek and Savonoski 
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@ River, may receive additional visitor pressures. In its next revision, the park's Backcountry 
Management Plan should address the potential that a lack of use limits at Brooks River would 
have on wilderness. 

IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Prehistoric 

Development has already occurred on four archeological sites that are contributing elements 
to the national historic landmark status. Because many archeological remains are deeply 
buried at Brooks Camp, and because these remains are not continuous across the entire 
development area, it is difficult to determine the exact location of concentrations of resources. 
These four archeological sites annually receive some direct or indirect impacts from routine 
maintenance activities and from corrective actions taken to fix broken pipes. The continued 
presence of intensive development on nationally significant archeological resources constitutes 
an adverse effect. 

The trail to the falls platform crosses over several barabaras. In many places, visitor traffic has 
caused erosion to the protective layer of Katmai ash. Continued use of the trail would continue 
to erode these significant resources. 

a The cultural resources in the Brooks River Archeological District are nationally significant. 
Under the terms of sections 106 and 11 O(f) of the National Historic Preservation Act, the 
National Park Service is obligated to take the presence of these resources into consideration 
when any action is undertaken that could damage these resources. Whenever it is feasible, 
the known cultural resources would be avoided. Because the effects are potentially adverse, 
the National Park Service would enter into an agreement with the State Historic Preservation 
Office, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and appropriate Native Alaskan groups 
to mitigate the effects on archeological and ethnographic resources. This agreement may 
require the continued presence of an archeologist on staff to approve and monitor all ground- 
disturbing activities, amounting to a substantial long-term operational cost. 

In areas that have not been previously surveyed for cultural resources, such surveys would 
be conducted and any newly discovered archeological, ethnographic, or historic resources 
would be evaluated for their significance before any proposed action would be undertaken. 

Historic 

There would be no impacts on the historic structures. 
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Ethnographic 

Local Native Alaskan groups are very much concerned about the real possibility that recent 
Native Alaskan burials may be impacted by routine maintenance activities in the existing 
Brooks Camp development, as well as other potentially significant ethnographic resources in 
the area. Through scoping meetings on this plan the National Park Service has begun a 
dialogue with the appropriate Native Alaskan groups to ensure that their concerns are heard 
throughout the planning process. 

IMPACTS ON VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND SAFETY 

Interpretation and Education 

The 1993 Interpretive Prospectus has set in motion a number of interpretive and educational 
message and media changes that would greatly improve those two programs at Brooks Camp 
and on the tour to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. In the face of unchecked increases 
in day use, it would be difficult to achieve a significant reduction in the number of humanlbear 
encounters. 

Effect of Visitor Use Limits 

The lack of visitor use limits would have a negative, detrimental impact on the visitor 
experience at Brooks River. With no limits, the resources and facilities would become 
increasingly crowded. Brooks Camp has already experienced a 900% growth in visitation in 
the past decade (see table 1). Considering the growth trend, unchecked, uncontrolled visitation 
would eventually overtake the visitor capacity of the area and the precious experience would 
be lost. 

Reduction of HumanlBear Conflicts 

In the absence of visitor use limits, education about appropriate visitor behavior in bear habitat 
is the recognized way to attempt to reduce humanlbear conflicts. The no-action alternative 
does not have the breadth or vision to make a significant contribution toward achieving this 
mandate from the 1986 General Management Plan. In the other alternatives, actions such as 
establishing use limits, creating bear travel corridors, and relocating the campground are 
proposed to achieve a reduction in humanlbear incidents from its current level. These actions 
are significant enough to be considered outside the purview of the no-action alternative. 
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River Corridor Management 

No changes in fishing regulations or temporary closures on the river would be recommended 
in the no-action alternative. The river would remain open to all fly-in sportfishing parties. 

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes Tour Improvements 

No improvements to facilities at Margot Falls or Three Forks overlooks would be proposed. 
Channel manipulation by heavy equipment above the three stream crossings on the Valley 
Road would still be carried out. Appropriate permits to continue doing so would be sought (see 
appendix F). Improvements in interpretation on the valley tour would be carried out according 
to the 1993 Interpretive Prospectus. 

ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

Subsistence 

There would be no significant restriction on subsistence uses under the no-action alternative. 
For a description of the impacts on subsistence users, see appendix G. 

Concession Operations 

Under this alternative the concessioner's business wrould continue at its current level, with no 
additional major development or staffing costs. The concessioner could expect increased 
revenues from a growing number of day users purchasing lunch, fishing tackle, and other 
services. No major construction would be undertaken. Minor facility improvements would be 
expected around camp, especially expansion of the lodge and dining room. lmpacts on 
concessions operations would center around the be:st way to accommodate unregulated day 
use in and around camp. 

Regional Tourism 

The impact on regional tourism would not change from current conditions under this 
alternative, except that increased flights to Brooks Camp can be expected in the absence of 
established day use limits. Lodge and campground use would remain limited to 60 persons per 
night per facility. Passenger carriers and surrounding fishing lodges that hold commercial use 
licenses would benefit locally by taking advantage of unregulated day use in the Brooks River 
area. 
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Minority and Low Income Populations and Communities @ ' 
The Department of the Interior's policy on environmental justice (Executive Order 12898) 
requires the National Park Service evaluate the impacts on minority and low income 
populations and communities. The impact on minority and low income populations is unknown; 
however, if there are any effects, they are expected to be insignificant. 

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 1 
Cumulative impacts on park resources in the Brooks River area are most obvious regarding I 

continuing negative impacts on cultural resources and continuing occupation of prime bear 
habitat by incrementally expanding visitor use facilities. Degradation of water quality in the area 
is a direct result of facility systems failures in the area. The physical presence of remediation 
efforts and technology north of the river for at least the next decade is a cumulative impact 
resulting from the perpetuation of no action since the 1986 General Management Plan. 

The no-action alternative would have a long-term negative cumulative impact on the visitor 
experience because no attempt would be made to control the growth in day use. As the area 
becomes more popular, the demands for more and better visitor services would increase. 
Growth in visitor use north of the river, greater than that which occurred in the early 1990s, 
would have negative cumulative impacts on the local bear population. Eventually no section 
of the lower river below the falls would be free of people at any given daylight hour in July. 
Only those excessively habituated bears with exceptional tolerance of people would be left on 
the river. The past decade has shown a 900% increase in visitor use for the Brooks River area 
with no slowing of the trend in sight. To overwhelm the resource by sheer numbers so that the 
very experience people seek is no longer available is the ultimate cumulative impact. 1 
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IMPACTS ON NATURAL RESOURCES 

Topography and Soils 

lmpacts on the topography and soils would be confined to the immediate area of Brooks 
Camp, NPS structures and utilities at Lake Brooks, and the proposed management support 
facility on the Valley Road. Brooks Camp facilities would be expanded by construction of a new 
visitor center, a barge dock, an elevated footbridgelboardwalk, cooking shelters in the 
campground, lodge and dining room expansion, and improvements at the barabara exhibit. 
Once these improvements were completed, no further expansion of the Brooks Camp 
development footprint on the peninsula would be allowed. Additional impacts on the 
topography and soil, in a spatial sense, would cease. 

lmpacts would continue through routine and nonroutine maintenance activities. The septic 
system would have to be expanded, constructing more leachfields on the peninsula. And 
currently there is little space in which to do so. A continued, expanded presence at Brooks 
Camp would create severe septic system problems in the near future, especially with the 
continued use of the fish cleaning building. The septic system failures now happening at 
Brooks Camp are attributed to increased visitor use and groundup fish waste. The topography @ around Brooks Camp is also a contributing factor to the septic system failures, because it is 
low elevation, contains a lot of volcanic ash, and has a high water table. Over time, fuel oil 
leak remediation actions would improve subsurface conditions in the area. Contaminated soils 
would be disposed of in an environmentally sensitive manner. Silt fences would be used during 
all phases of ground disturbance to prevent erosion and water pollution. 

The proposed management support facility, consisting of an employee housing area, a 
maintenance area, and a research facility, would occupy a small part of an approximately 30- 
acre development "zone" along the Valley Road near to and including the existing gravel pit. 
Actual site design would be dependent on the combined attributes of the area. No 
determination of exact locations for facilities such as houses, vehicle parking areas, and 
maintenance shops is made in this plan. 

About 113 acre of spruce forest would be revegetated in the Brooks River area by the 
rehabilitating the parking area and fuel storage lot, the Lake Brooks maintenance area, and 
the Lake Brooks generator facility. 

Hydrology 

The gravel trail on the north side of the river would be allowed to erode reestablishing the 
natural flow of water between the Oxbow marsh and the river mouth. Access to and over the 
river from Brooks Camp would be by the elevated boardwalk and footbridge. The hydrology 
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of the Brooks River mouth would continue to be confined on the south side by the gravel road 
bed leading to the barge dock. This gravel road prohibits natural hydrologic flows between the 
marsh south of the river and the river itself. Because of the existing facility arrangement and 
operational needs, the gravel road must be maintained in the minimum requirements 
alternative even to the detriment of a naturally flowing river system. 

The shallow water table in the vicinity of Brooks Camp has been contaminated with fuel oil 
leaks. Remediation efforts are underway, and will continue into the future. 

The water table would also eventually become contaminated from the failed septic systems. 
Odors from the septic systems already occur from time to time during system failures. 

Floodplains would be unaffected by this alternative. Wetlands would continue to adjust to the 
manipulation of natural flows at the river mouth. Wetlands areas would be avoided in the 
selection of locations for any proposed development. 

Vegetation 

Minimal impacts on terrestrial vegetation in the immediate Brooks Camp area would occur. 
Localized clearing of vegetation would result as the proposed facilities were constructed. Some 
clearing of vegetation would be necessary to establish a bear travel corridor around the north 
perimeter of Brooks Camp, but the amount would not be extensive. Trimming of trees and 
shrubs along the trails for better sight distance in bear habitat, and clearing of grass along the 
trail segment approaching the falls platform would continue in an effort to reduce chance 
humanlbear encounters. Marsh vegetation would continue to adjust to the artificial water 
impoundment created by the gravel road out to the barge dock south of the river. Fisherman 
trails in the marshes of the Oxbow in the lower river would continue to widen as angling 
access to the lower river continues from the direction of Brooks Camp. 

Small patches of white spruce forest would be cleared within a 30 acre-development zone for 
construction of the proposed management support facility. About 0.3 acre of white spruce 
forest would be revegetated through the removal of parking and maintenance areas elsewhere 
in the Brooks River area. 

Wildlife and Fish 1 
Wildlife in the Brooks River area would be negatively affected by the minimum requirements 
alternative because nothing is proposed to remove or isolate the facilities that are in prime 
bear habitat, except the construction of a bear travel corridor around the northern perimeter 
of the camp and continued aversive conditioning of trespass bears by resource management 
rangers. Access to Brooks Camp by floatplane would still be along Naknek Beach which is a I 
known bear travel corridor. The campground would remain in its present location which would @ 
require resource management to continue to maintain two bear-free areas inside prime bear 
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habitat. However, construction of bear-proof cooking shelters would greatly improve bear 
management in the campground. 

The development footprint and zone of human influence would be greatly expanded in the 
Brooks River area. This would have a negative effect on overall bear use at Brooks River. 
Construction of the proposed management support facility along the Valley Road would create 
some new problems including the establishment of a new bear-free zone that would require 
effort to maintain, and increased movement of people through high-use bear areas between 
Brooks Camp and the new facilities, including during early morning and late night hours. 

Fish habitat and water quality would continue to be marginally impacted by multiple stream 
crossings of heavy equipment to open camp in the spring. These crossings are completed prior 
to the first anadromous red salmon migrating up Brooks River in late June. The crossings 
occur at the river mouth in fine silt deposits, which are not generally used as spawning areas 
for salmon and rainbow trout. Farther upstream, placement of the floating bridge is done over 
a known spawning area. Construction of the elevated bridge would eliminate the need to 
assemble and disassemble the floating bridge every year with minor affects on anadromous 
fish habitat. 

Species of Special ConcernlCritical Habitats 

@ NO state or federally listed species or their critical habitats would be affected by the minimum 
requirements alternative. 

Designated Wilderness 

No federally designated or recommended wilderness would be affected by this alternative. The 
establishment of use limits on Brooks River could give cause for guides to seek out other 
fishing and bear viewing areas in the park that may be in designated wilderness. In its next 
revision, the park's Backcountry Management Plan should address the potential that 
established use limits at Brooks River would have on designated wilderness in its next revision. 

IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Prehistoric 

The continued presence of intensive development on nationally significant archeological 
resources constitutes an adverse effect. 

The cultural resources in the Brooks River Archeological District are nationally significant. @ Under the terms of sections 106 and 110(f) of the National Historic Preservation Act, the 
National Park Service is obligated to take the presence of these resources into consideration 
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when any action is undertaken that could damage these resources. Whenever it is feasible, 
known cultural resources would be avoided. However, continued occupation of the Brooks 
Camp area may constitute an adverse effect. Therefore, the National Park Service would 
negotiate a memorandum of agreement to mitigate adverse effects. This agreement would be 
between the National Park Service, the State Historic Preservation Officer, the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, and appropriate Native Alaskan groups. This agreement 
would probably require the continued presence of an archeologist on staff to approve and 
monitor all ground-disturbing activities, amounting to a substantial, long-term operations cost. 

In areas that have not been previously surveyed for cultural resources, such surveys would 
be conducted and any newly discovered archeological or ethnographic resources would be 
evaluated for their significance before any proposed action would be undertaken. 

Ongoing impacts on the four archeological sites under the existing Brooks Camp development 
would be lessened somewhat by the construction of at grade utility corridors and a moratorium 
on all future expansion after the facility improvements proposed in this alternative are 
completed. 

Archeological remains are known from the barabara area. Surveys would precede any 
renovations proposed for the barabara exhibit. 

The extent of archeological remains in the location for the proposed visitor center are 
unknown, but are expected to be less than in other undeveloped areas of Brooks Camp. 
Archeological tests in the immediate vicinity have yielded negative results. 

Archeological and ethnographic surveys would be conducted in the areas of the proposed 
elevated boardwalk, proposed barge dock, and proposed river mouth overlook. These areas 
are expected to contain few artifacts. 

The trail to the falls platform crosses over several barabara. In many places, visitor traffic has 
caused erosion of the protective layer of Katmai ash. Continued use of the trail would 
perpetuate erosion of these significant resources. Short sections of boardwalks are proposed 
to curtail trampling in archeological sites. Proposed improvements for access to the falls 
platform, as discussed in the "Actions Common to All Development Alternatives" section of 
"Part Two: Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action" would primarily protect archeological 
and ethnographic resources, but would also reduce humadbear encounters, and provide 
increased visitor enjoyment without significantly impacting the resources. 

Surveys would be conducted of the proposed management support facility on the road to the 
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. No specific locations have yet been determined, except for 
the proposal that the maintenance area be sited in or near the existing gravel pit. 
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Historic 

There would be no impacts on the historic structures. 

Ethnographic 

Some Native Alaskan groups have indicated a concern about impacts on an archeological site 
known to have been used in the 20th century, and which is located on the narrow stretch of 
land between the Beaver Pond and Naknek Lake. No development is proposed near this site. 
There may be other ethnographic resources in the area of concern to specific groups of 
people. 

IMPACTS ON VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND SAFETY 

Interpretation and Education 

The 1993 Interpretive Prospectus has set in motion a number of interpretive and educational 
message and media changes that would greatly improve those two programs at Brooks Camp 
and on the tour to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. With established use limits for all day 
and overnight use, the interpretive program would be able to assist in efforts to reduce the 
number of humanlbear encounters in the Brooks River area. The new visitor center would 
become the focus for visitor education on appropriate human behavior when encountering 
bears. 

Effect of Visitor Use Limits 

Visitor use limits would have a positive impact on the visitor experience at Brooks River. The 
proposed limits on visitation would allow for adequate time on the bear viewing platforms and 
would help preserve the uncrowded fishing experience. Lodge and campground use limits 
would be unaffected in this alternative, but day users would be reduced from a July average 
of 80 per day to a limit of 60 per day, which would ease some of the pressure, especially on 
the peak days, in the Brooks River area. 

Reduction of HumanlBear Conflicts 

The minimum requirements alternative would make a contribution toward achieving the 1986 
General Management Plan mandate to reduce humanlbear conflicts in the Brooks River area. 
By establishing use limits, creating a bear travel corridor around the northern perimeter of 
Brooks Camp, constructing bear-proof cooking shelters in the campground, and replacing the 
floating bridge with an elevated footbridge over the river, many of the humanlbear encounters 
and bear trespass incidents that are caused by existing conditions would no longer happen. 
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River Corridor Management 

The temporary closures and fishing regulation changes discussed in the "Actions Common to 
All Development Alternatives" section would be recommended under this alternative. Catch- 
and-releaseonly and temporary closures during high bear use would greatly reduce the 
number of humanlbear conflicts occurring along the river. The visitor experience would be 
enhanced by less encounters with bears and by fewer warnings andlor citations to anglers and 
photographers. Numerous alternative recreational fishing opportunities exist within the park and 
in the overall Bristol Bay region during temporary closures on Brooks River. 

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes Tour Improvements 

The proposed minor developments at the Research Bay, Margot Falls, and Three Forks 
overlooks, as discussed in the "Actions Common to All Development Alternatives" section, 
would be entirely consistent with the proposed upgrade of the visitor experience on this tour. 
Physical impacts would be minimal, most of them repairing damaged areas that have 
experienced trampling of vegetation and trail erosion. Channel manipulation by heavy 
equipment above the three stream crossings on the Valley Road would still be conducted. 
Necessary permits would be obtained. 

ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

Subsistence 

There would be no significant restriction on subsistence uses under alternative 1. For a 
description of the impacts on subsistence users, see appendix G. 

Concession Operations 

Under this alternative the concessioner's business would continue at its current level, with only 
minimal development costs and no increased staffing costs. 

Regional Tourism 

The minimum requirements alternative would have little effect on the regional or local 
economy. Lodge use and campground use would remain limited to 60 persons per night for 
each facility. Expenditures by day users would be expected to remain relatively constant with 
existing conditions. Commercial use license holders from fly-in camps may lose revenue due 
to day use limits. 
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@ Minority and Low Income Populations and Communities 

The Department of the Interior's policy on environmental justice (Executive Order 12898) 
requires that the National Park Service evaluate the impacts on minority and low income 
populations and communities. The impact on minority and low income populations in unknown; 
however, if there are any effects, they are expected to be insignificant. 

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

Cumulative impacts on park resources in the Brooks River area are most obvious regarding 
continuing negative impacts on cultural resources and continuing occupation of prime bear 
habitat by incrementally expanding visitor use facilities. Degradation of water quality in the area 
is a direct result of facility systems failures in the area. The minimum requirements alternative 
would have a long-term negative cumulative impact on prime bear habitat north of the river. 
As the area becomes more popular, the demands for more and better visitor services would 
continue. 

The removal of small patches of white spruce forest in an approximately 30-acre development 
zone for the proposed management support facility would have a minor negative impact on this 
area of disturbed white spruce forest that already has the Valley Road cut through it. The 
proposed actions in this alternative would temporarily disrupt wildlife populations in the 
immediate area. Development of a new management support facility along the Valley Road 
would not be related to any other proposed development on park lands, except for minor 
improvements along the Valley Road at the three overlooks. Development of small areas within 
a 30-acre development zone of white spruce forest is insignificant when compared to the 
remaining thousands of acres of white spruce forest in the park and preserve. Also, the 
moratorium on future construction north of the river that would go into effect after the proposed 
facilities were completed would be a related positive cumulative impact of this alternative. All 
future facility expansions would be constructed in the management support facility, and not on 
the Brooks Camp peninsula in the middle of prime bear habitat and river access corridors. 



IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE 2: FORMER PROPOSAL IN THE DRAFT DEVELOPMENT 
CONCEPT PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT -BEAVER POND TERRACE 

IMPACTS ON NATURAL RESOURCES 

Topography and Soils 

Removal of all facilities north of the river would result in approximately 3 acres of land that 
would be rehabilitated after remediation actions were completed. Over time, fuel oil leak 
remediation actions would improve subsurface conditions in the area. Contaminated soils 
would be disposed of in an environmentally sensitive manner. The road from the existing barge 
dock to the proposed visitor contact station would be converted to trail use. Removal and 
revegetation of the parking and fuel storage area and Lake Brooks facilities would rehabilitate 
about 1/3 acre. Proposed development areas, except for the contact station and trailhead, are 
on higher ground with more porous soils that drain easily, resulting in fewer problems with the 
septic systems. 

Physical impacts on topography and soils would occur south of the river along the road 
corridor that links the proposed visitor contact station and trailhead with the proposed visitor 
center and lodge on the terrace and proposed management support facility on the Valley 
Road. This road would be widened to accommodate two-way shuttle traffic. A two-lane gravel 
shuttle road would be built from the Valley Road along the Beaver Pond terrace down to the 
proposed primary access site on Naknek Lake. The combined area of disturbance for widening 
of existing roads and construction of the new road would be approximately 13 acres. 

The proposed management support facility, consisting of an employee housing area, a 
maintenance area, and a research facility, would occupy an area of white spruce forest about 
30 acres in extent, along the Valley Road. Actual site design would be dependent on the 
combined attributes of the area. No determination of exact locations for proposed facilities such 
as houses, vehicle parking areas, and maintenance shops is made in this plan. Additional 
environmental compliance and review would be undertaken as specific locations are selected. 

The proposed public area and campground on the Beaver Pond terrace would occupy a small 
area of white spruce forest within a 60-acre development zone. Most of this area would be left 
natural for vegetative screening between the lodge, cabin units, visitor center, and other public 
places. The entire development would be set on the level terrace landform. No sidehill 
development is proposed due to environmental concerns and the facility relationship with the 
Beaver Pond at the base of the terrace. Site selection for each facility would be dependent on 
the characteristics of the site; therefore, no specific locations for the visitor center, lodge, or 
cabin units are illustrated in this plan. Additional environmental compliance and review would 
be undertaken as specific locations are chosen. 
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Lesser proposed facilities such as trails, contact stations, and viewing platforms would 
collectively impact about 2 acres of white spruce forest. An estimated total of 105 acres of 
white spruce forest would be impacted in various degrees in this alternative. Some acres would 
be cleared for roads, houses, a maintenance facility, a visitor center, a lodge, and other 
structures while most would be retained in a natural state for vegetative screening between 
facilities. The best available erosion control technology would be used to surround the 
construction areas. Approximately 3.5 acres of developed land in the Brooks River area would 
be revegetated to approximate its natural species composition. 

Hydrology 

The gravel trail on the north side of the river would be allowed to erode reestablishing the 
natural flow of water between the Oxbow marsh and the river mouth. The hydrology of the 
Brooks River mouth would continue to be confined on the south side by the gravel road bed 
leading to the barge dock. Although this gravel road would be converted to trail use it would 
still prohibit natural hydrographic flows between the marsh south of the river and the river itself 
unless culverts were put in place to reconnect the marsh and the river. 

The shallow water table in the vicinity of Brooks Camp has been contaminated with fuel oil 
leaks. Remediation efforts are underway and will continue into the future. Removal of all 
facilities north of the river would stop further contamination of the water table by fuel oil leaks. 
In time, water quality in the shallow water table would be substantially improved. 

Floodplains would be unaffected by this alternative. Wetlands would continue to adjust to the 
manipulation of natural flows at the river mouth. No wetlands would be impacted on the Beaver 
Pond terrace. lmpacts on wetlands along the river would be avoided. Septic systems in the 
new developed areas would be constructed so as not to affect water quality in the Beaver 
Pond. In this alternative, a monitoring program would be established to document water quality 
trends in the Beaver Pond and at selected points along Naknek Lake and Brooks River. Wells 
would have to be drilled to supply the new development. 

Vegetation 

Trimming of trees and shrubs along the trails for better sight distance in bear habitat, and 
clearing of grass along the trail segment approaching the falls platform would continue in an 
effort to reduce chance humanlbear encounters. Marsh vegetation would adjust to the new 
water regime created by culverts in the gravel road out to the barge dock south of the river. 
Fisherman trails in the marshes on the northern bank of the Oxbow in the lower river would 
eventually recover since no one would be accessing the river from that direction any longer. 

Small patches of white spruce forest would be cleared within an area of about 30 acres for 
construction of the proposed management support facility. Similarly, small patches of white 
spruce would be cleared within an area of about 60 acres for construction of the public use 
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area and campground. New road construction and widening of existing road segments would 
clear about 13 acres of white spruce forest. These 103 acres, out of the thousands of acres 
of white spruce forest in the park and preserve, are less valuable in terms of essential habitat 
when compared to the reality of returning the north side of Brooks River to a wild state for the 
benefit of the local bear population and other wildlife dependent on the river. 

Wildlife and Fish 

The reduction of human activity in the high-use bear area north of Brooks River would be a 
positive benefit, particularly to nonhabituated and less people-tolerant bears. Human activity 
would be restricted to the Dumpling Mountain trail and around the remediation sites. After 
removal of Brooks Camp facilities, access to the area for remediation work would still be along 
the Naknek Lake beach, north of the river. The local bears would soon learn that they now 
have unencumbered access to the entire Brooks River from the north bank. The area between 
the river and the denning areas at the foot of Dumpling Mountain would be a people-free zone. 
The area of remediation activities would have to be managed as a bear-free zone while being 
actively worked. Other wildlife that use the river would also benefit from the absence of human 
activity along the north side of the river. The salmon runs would no longer be slowed by the 
floating bridge, nor would any spawning or juvenile rearing habitat be disturbed by multiple 
crossings of heavy equipment to maintain Brooks Camp operations and facilities. 

Development on the Beaver Pond terrace would be in an area that is about 1 mile south of 
prime bear habitat along Brooks River. This development and the proposed management 
support facility along the Valley Road would have very little impact on brown bear habitat and 
population in the Brooks River area. Special consideration for the maintenance of the 
ecological integrity of the Beaver Pond below the terrace would be incorporated into the design 
of the proposed public area and campground. Site selection would take into account the 
variable resource attributes of the terrace for the best locations for the visitor center, lodge, 
guest cabins, campground, and lesser facilities. This plan recognizes the connection between 
the Beaver Pond nesting habitat and the Brooks River feeding habitat for waterfowl. From a 
cultural and wildlife perspective, this plan considers the Beaver Pond as an extension of the 
Brooks River prime resource area and thus would be managed to avoid human impacts. 

Species of Special ConcernlCritical Habitats 

No state or federally listed species or critical habitats would be affected by the proposed 
relocation to the Beaver Pond terrace. 

Designated Wilderness 

No federally designated or recommended wilderness would be affected by this alternative. The 
establishment of use limits on Brooks River could give cause for guides to seek out other 
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fishing and bear viewing areas in the park that may be in designated wilderness. In its next 
revision, the park's Backcountry Management Plan should address the potential that 
established use limits at Brooks River would have on designated wilderness in its next revision. 

IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Prehistoric 

Removal of existing development north of the river would result in some additional disturbance 
to archeological sites. In particular, the area near the Skytel is known to contain human burials. 
Human bones may lie in existing utility trenches. When the existing development is removed 
from the north side of the river, all belowground intrusions, including utility lines, foundation 
posts, and leachfields, would be left in place to eliminate any further disturbance to 
archeological resources. 

The trail to the falls platform crosses over several barabaras. In many places, visitor traffic has 
caused erosion of the protective layer of Katmai ash. Continued use of the trail would 
perpetuate erosion of these significant resources. Short sections of boardwalks are proposed 
to curtail trampling in archeological sites. Proposed improvements for access to the falls 
platform, as discussed in the "Actions Common to All Development Alternatives" section, would 

@ primarily protect archeological and ethnographic resources, but would also reduce humanhear 
encounters, and provide increased visitor enjoyment without significantly impacting the 
resources. 

An archeological site is known to exist at the cutbank. The proposed cutbank platform would 
be placed in an area with the fewest archeological resources avoiding the archeological site. 
The trail to the proposed cutbank platform would be routed to avoid the numerous 
archeological features in the area. 

The proposed barabara exhibit at the end of the shuttle road would be sited near but not on 
a known archeological site, in order to use the visible pits in interpretation. However, the 
barabara would not be constructed on a known site. 

Archeological and ethnographic surveys would be conducted for the proposed management 
support facility on the road to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. No specific locations have 
yet been determined, except for the proposal that the maintenance area be sited in or near the 
existing gravel pit. 

Reconnaissance level archeological surveys of the Beaver Pond terrace and the proposed 
road corridors revealed no evidence of archeological sites. It is extremely unlikely that sites 

1 of the significance of those near the Brooks River would be found on the Beaver Pond terrace. 
I There is a remote possibility that relatively small remains of hunting camps may lie buried in 
I @ the proposed developed area, as well as sites of ethnographic significance. Intensive 

archeological surveys to find those sites were not undertaken for this plan because, in the best 
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professional judgment of archeologists familiar with the area, the level of survey that would be 
required to find such small and scattered remains before specific locations for structures and 

0 
roads were determined would be prohibitively expensive. These small sites, if they exist at all, 
can easily be avoided during project design. 

Historic 

There would be no impacts on the historic structures. 

Ethnographic 

Some Native Alaskan groups have indicated a concern about impacts on an archeological site 
known to have been used in the 20th century, located on the narrow stretch of land between 
the Beaver Pond and Naknek Lake. No development is proposed near this site in this 
alternative. There may be other ethnographic resources in the area. 

IMPACTS ON VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND SAFETY 

Interpretation and Education 

The 1993 Interpretive Prospectus has set in motion a number of interpretive and educational 
message and media changes that would greatly improve those two programs in the Brooks 
River area and on the tour to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. With established use limits 
for all day and overnight use, the interpretive program would be able to assist in efforts to 
reduce the number of humadbear encounters in the Brooks River area. The visitor contact 
station at the Brooks Falls trailhead would become the focus area for visitor education on 
appropriate human behavior when encountering bears. 

Effect of Visitor Use Limits 

Visitor use limits would have a positive impact on the visitor experience at Brooks River. The 
proposed limits on visitation would allow for adequate, but not lengthy, time on the bear 
viewing platforms and would help preserve the uncrowded fishing experience. Lodge and 
campground use limits would be increased in this alternative to 75 per night, but day users 
would be reduced from an average of 80 per day to 40. Including 70 operational staff this 
alternative would establish the experiential and resource maximum capacity of the Brooks 
River area at around 260 people per day. This is somewhat more crowded than what now 
occurs. 
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Reduction of HumanlBear Conflicts 

This alternative would substantially reduce humanlbear conflicts in the Brooks River area. By 
eliminating all human activity north of the river, except for the required remediation efforts and 
occasional hikers on the Dumpling Mountain trail, the area that now has the majority of 
humadbear encounters and conflicts would mostly be back in a wild setting. Humanlbear 
conflicts would still occasionally occur in the river corridor, and cannot be completely avoided. 
This alternative would provide three viewing platforms with fishermen access to avoid 
encounters with bears in the river. The proposed safe haven at the river mouth would also help 
in reducing humanlbear encounters. Consolidation of the maintenance and housing area into 
a single proposed management support facility away from bear habitat, instead of having 
housing and maintenance in five different areas as under existing conditions, would greatly 
reduce the potential for human/bear encounters. Consolidation of public facilities away from 
bear habitat, up on the Beaver Pond terrace, would also be a factor in reducing humanlbear 
encounters. 

River Corridor Management 

The temporary closures and fishing regulation changes discussed in the "Actions Common to 
All Development Alternatives" section would be recommended under this alternative. Catch- 
and-releaseonly and temporary closures during high bear use would greatly reduce the 
number of humanlbear conflicts occurring along the river. The visitor experience would be 
enhanced by less encounters with bears and by fewer warnings andlor citations to anglers and 
photographers. Numerous alternative recreational fishing opportunities exist within the park and 
in the overall Bristol Bay region during temporary closures on Brooks River. 

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes Tour Improvements 

The proposed minor developments at the Research Bay, Margot Falls, and Three Forks 
overlooks, as described in the "Actions Common to All Development Alternatives" section, 
would be entirely consistent with the proposed upgrade of the visitor experience on this tour. 
Physical impacts would be minimal, most of them repairing damaged areas that have 
experienced trampling of vegetation, and trail erosion. Channel manipulation by heavy 
equipment above the three stream crossings on the Valley Road would still be conducted. 
Necessary permits would be obtained (see appendix F). 

ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

Subsistence 

There would be no significant restriction on subsistence uses under alternative 2. For a 
description of the impacts on subsistence users, see appendix G. 
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Concession Operations 

Under this alternative the concessioner's business would increase in terms of number of 
lodging rooms and anticipated other sales. The relocation costs would be substantial for a 
business of this size and type, particularly considering the seasonality of its operation. 
Construction costs of the new facilities could be offset somewhat by the government's 
compensation for the concessioner's interest in and removal of existing facilities. The amount 
of this compensation would be governed by concession contract provisions, and is anticipated 
to be significant; however, it is also anticipated that the government would be required to 
subsidize the concessioner's relocation in order for it to be feasible. A full feasibility study, prior 
to development, is needed to determine how the construction would be funded. 

Regional Tourism 

The proposal to relocate Brooks Camp facilities to the Beaver Pond terrace would have a 
short-term, positive effect on the local economy through the construction phases. Regional 
tourism would not be expected to increase in the Brooks River area because of the proposed 
use limits in effect. Lodge use and campground use would be limited to 75 persons per night 
for each facility. Day use limits would be reduced to 40 per day. Commercial use license 
holders from fly-in camps may lose revenue due to day use limits. 

Minority and Low Income Populations and Communities 

The Department of the Interior's policy on environmental justice (Executive Order 12898) 
requires that the National Park Service evaluate the impacts on minority and low income 
populations and communities. The impact on minority and low income populations in unknown; 
however, if there are any effects, they are expected to be insignificant. 

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

Cumulative impacts resulting from the relocation of Brooks Camp facilities to the Beaver Pond 
terrace would be largely beneficial for resources north of the river and for the visitor experience 
along the river. South of the river, impacts on natural resources on the Beaver Pond terrace 
would be largely negative due to the large scale of new development and access to the 
terrace, but impacts on the visitor experience would be positive. 

The establishment of a peoplefree zone and removal of all facilities north of the river would 
have a continued positive effect on the cultural resources by reducing and eventually removing 
the current long-term impacts on archeological and ethnographic resources in the vicinity of 
Brooks Camp. 
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The long-term cumulative impact on the Brooks River bear population and their habitat by the 
proposal would be beneficial. All overnight and major day use facilities would be removed from 
prime bear habitat. 

The removal of small patches of white spruce forest in development zones of approximately 
30 acres for the proposed management support facility, approximately 60 acres for the 
proposed public area and campground, and approximately 13 acres for road access (total of 
103 acres of development zones) would have a negative impact on this area of virgin forest 
that has grown undisturbed since the great eruption of June 1912. The actions in this 
alternative would be extremely intrusive on the wild lands of the Beaver Pond terrace, and 
would permanently alter wildlife populations in the immediate area. Development on the Beaver 
Pond terrace would not be related to any other proposed development impacts on park lands. 
The benefits to the prime resource area far outweigh the negative impacts of new construction 
in an area that was not recommended for wilderness designation because of its proximity to 
development (NPS 1986b, 1988a). 
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IMPACTS ON NATURAL RESOURCES 

Topography and Soils 

Removal of all facilities north of the river would result in approximately 3 acres of land that 
would be rehabilitated after remediation actions were completed. Over time, fuel oil leak 
remediation actions would improve subsurface conditions in the area. Contaminated soils 
would be disposed of in an environmentally sensitive manner. The road from the existing barge 
dock to the proposed visitor contact station would be converted to trail use. Removal and 
revegetation of the parking and fuel storage area and Lake Brooks facilities would rehabilitate 
about 1 I3 acre. Proposed development areas, except for the contact station and trailhead, are 
on higher ground with more porous soils that drain easily, resulting in fewer problems with the 
septic systems. 

Physical impacts on topography and soils would occur south of the river along the road 
corridor that links the proposed visitor contact station and trailhead with the proposed visitor 
center, lodge, and management support facility on the lliuk Moraine terrace. Existing portions 
of the Valley Road would be widened to accommodate two-way shuttle traffic between visitor 
use nodes. A two-lane gravel shuttle road would be constructed from the proposed primary 
access site on Naknek Lake to lliuk Moraine terrace. Another shuttle road would link the lliuk 
Moraine terrace development with the Valley Road and Brooks River. The combined area of 
disturbance for widening of existing roads and construction of the new road would be 
approximately 15 acres. 

Small patches of white spruce forest would be cleared within an area of white spruce forest 
about 30 acres in extent on lliuk Moraine terrace for construction of the proposed management 
support facility, consisting of an employee housing area, a maintenance area, and a research 
facility. Actual site design would be dependent on the combined attributes of the area. No 
determination of exact locations for proposed facilities such as houses, vehicle parking areas, 
and maintenance shops is made in this plan. Additional environmental compliance and review 
would be undertaken as specific locations are chosen. 

The proposed public area and campground on the lliuk Moraine terrace would occupy a small 
area of white spruce forest within a 60-acre development zone. Most of this area would be left 
natural for vegetative screening between the lodge, cabin units, visitor center, and other public 
places. The entire development would be set on the level terrace landform, taking advantage 
of the spectacular views over Naknek Lake. No sidehill development is proposed due to 
environmental concerns. Site selection for each facility would be dependent on the 
characteristics of the site; therefore, no specific locations for the visitor center, lodge, or cabin 
units are illustrated in this plan. Additional environmental compliance and review would be 
undertaken as specific locations are chosen. 
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@ Lesser proposed facilities such as trails, contact stations, and viewing platforms would 
collectively impact about 2 acres of white spruce forest. An estimated 107 acres of white 
spruce forest would be impacted in various degrees in this alternative. Some acres would be 
cleared for roads, houses, a maintenance facility, a visitor center, a lodge, and other structures 
while most would be retained in a natural state for vegetative screening between facilities. The 
best available erosion control technology would be used to surround the construction areas. 
Approximately 3.5 acres of developed land in the Brooks River area would be revegetated to 
approximate its natural species composition. 

Hydrology 

The gravel trail on the north side of the river would be allowed to erode reestablishing the 
natural flow of water between the Oxbow marsh and the river mouth. The hydrology of the 
Brooks River mouth would continue to be confined on the south side by the gravel roadbed 
leading to the barge dock. Although this gravel road would be converted to trail use, it would 
still prohibit natural hydrographic flows between the marsh south of the river and the river itself 
unless culverts were put in place to reconnect the marsh and river. 

The shallow water table in the vicinity of Brooks Camp has been contaminated with fuel oil 
leaks. Remediation efforts are underway and will continue in the future. Removal of all facilities 
north of the river would stop further contamination of the water table by fuel oil leaks. In time, 
water quality in the shallow water table would be substantially improved. 

Floodplains would be unaffected by this alternative. Wetlands would continue to adjust to the 
manipulation of natural flows at the river mouth. No wetlands would be impacted on the lliuk 
Moraine terrace. lmpacts on wetlands along the river would be avoided. Septic systems in the 
new developed areas would be constructed so as not to affect water quality in Naknek Lake. 
Wells would have to be drilled to supply the new development. 

Vegetation 

Trimming of trees and shrubs along the trails for better sight distance in bear habitat, and 
clearing of grass along the trail segment approaching the falls platform would continue in an 
effort to reduce chance humanlbear encounters. Marsh vegetation would adjust to the new 
water regime created by culverts in the gravel road out to the barge dock south of the river. 
Fisherman trails in the marshes on the northern bank of the Oxbow in the lower river would 
eventually recover because no one would be accessing the river from that direction any longer. 

Small patches of white spruce forest would be cleared within an area of about 30 acres for 
construction of the proposed management support facility. Similarly, small patches of white 
spruce would be cleared within a 60-acre development zone for construction of the public use 
area and campground. New road construction and widening of existing road segments would 
clear about 15 acres of white spruce forest. These 105 acres, out of the thousands of acres 
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of white spruce forest in the park and preserve, are less valuable in terms of essential habitat 
when compared to the reality of returning the north side of Brooks River to a wild state for the 
benefit of the local bear population and other wildlife dependent on the river. i 
Wildlife and Fish 

The reduction of human activity in the high-use bear area north of Brooks River would be a 
positive effect, particularly on nonhabituated and less people-tolerant bears. Human activity 

~ 
would be restricted to the Dumpling Mountain trail and around the remediation sites. After 
removal of Brooks Camp facilities, access to the area for remediation work would still be along 
the Naknek Lake beach, north of the river. The local bears would soon learn that they now 

i 
have unencumbered access to the entire Brooks River from the north bank. The area between 
the river and the denning areas at the foot of Dumpling Mountain would be a people-free zone. 
The area of remediation activities would have to be managed as a bear-free zone while being 
actively worked. Other wildlife that use the river would also benefit from the absence of human 
activity along the north side of the river. The salmon runs would no longer be slowed by the 
floating bridge, nor would any spawning or juvenile rearing habitat be disturbed by multiple 
crossings of heavy equipment to maintain Brooks Camp operations and facilities. 

Development on the lliuk Moraine terrace would be in an area about 2.5 miles south of prime 
bear habitat along Brooks River. This development would have little impact on the brown bear 
habitat and population in the Brooks River area. Site selection would take into account the 
variable resource attributes of the terrace for the best locations for the visitor center, lodge, 
guest cabins, campground, and management facilities. This alternative would not impact the ~ 
Beaver Pond waterfowl nesting habitat in any way. 

I 

Species of Special ConcernICritical Habitats 1 

No state or federally listed species or critical habitats would be affected by the proposed 
relocation of facilities to the lliuk Moraine terrace. 

Designated Wilderness 

No federally designated or recommended wilderness would be affected by this alternative. The 
establishment of use limits on Brooks River could give cause for guides to seek other fishing 
and bear viewing areas in the park that may be in designated wilderness. In its next revision, 
the park's Backcountry Management Plan should address the potential that established use 
limits at Brooks River would have on designated wilderness in its next revision. 
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IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Prehistoric 

Removal of existing development north of the river would result in some additional disturbance 
to archeological sites. In particular, the area near the Skytel is known to contain human burials. 
Human bones may lie in existing utility trenches. When the existing development is removed 
from the north side of the river, all belowground intrusions, including utility lines, foundation 
posts, and leachfields, would be left in place to eliminate any further disturbance to 
archeological resources. 

The trail to the falls platform crosses over several barabaras. In many places, visitor traffic has 
caused erosion of the protective layer of Katmai ash. Continued use of the trail would 
perpetuate erosion of these significant resources. Short sections of boardwalks are proposed 
to curtail trampling in archeological sites. Proposed improvements for access to the falls 
platform, as discussed in the "Actions Common to All Development Alternatives" section, would 
primarily protect archeological and ethnographic resources, but would also reduce humanlbear 
encounters and provide increased visitor enjoyment without significantly impacting the 
resources. 

An archeological site is known to exist at the cutbank. The proposed cutbank platform would 
be placed in an area with the fewest archeological resources avoiding the archeological site. 0 The trail to the proposed cutbank platform would be routed to avoid archeological features in 
the area. 

The proposed barabara exhibit at the end of the shuttle road would be sited near but not on 
a known archeological site, in order to use the visible pits in interpretation. However, the 
barabara would not be constructed in a known site. 

Reconnaissance level archeological surveys of the lliuk Moraine terrace and the proposed road 
corridors revealed no evidence of archeological sites. It is extremely unlikely that sites of the 
significance of those near the Brooks River would be found on the lliuk Moraine terrace. There 
is a remote possibility that relatively small remains of hunting camps may lie buried in the 
proposed developed area, as well as sites of ethnographic significance. Intensive archeological 
surveys to find those sites were not undertaken for this plan because, in the best professional 
judgment of archeologists familiar with the area, the level of survey that would be required to 
find such small and scattered remains before specific locations for structures and roads were 
determined would be prohibitively expensive. These small sites, if they exist at all, can easily 
be avoided during project design. 
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Historic 

There would be no impacts on the historic structures. 

Ethnographic 

Some Native Alaskan groups have indicated a concern about impacts on an archeological site 
known to have been used in the 20th century, and which is located on the narrow stretch of 
land between the Beaver Pond and Naknek Lake. No development is proposed near this site 
in this alternative. There may be other ethnographic resources in the area of concern to 
specific groups of people. Some members of the Alaska Peninsula Corporation would view any 
development on the lliuk Moraine as an act of desecration of land used by their ancestors. 
Only a loop trail and a viewpoint are proposed to be developed on lliuk Moraine. The National 
Park Service would consult with the Alaska Peninsula Corporation to determine whether any 
mitigating measures would be acceptable to them. If not, proposed development would have 
an adverse effect on the traditional cultural values of the lliuk Moraine. 

IMPACTS ON VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND SAFETY 

Interpretation and Education 

The 1993 Interpretive Prospectus has set in motion a number of interpretive and educational 
message and media changes that would greatly improve those two programs in the Brooks 
River area and on the tour to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. With established use limits 
for all day and overnight use, the interpretive program would be able to assist in efforts to 
reduce the number of humanlbear encounters in the Brooks River area. The proposed visitor 
contact station at the Brooks Falls trailhead would become the focus area for visitor education 
on appropriate human behavior when encountering bears. 

Effect of Visitor Use Limits 

Visitor use limits would have a positive impact on the visitor experience at Brooks River. The 
proposed limits on visitation would allow for adequate, but not lengthy, time on the bear 
viewing platforms and would help create a relative uncrowded fishing experience. Overnight 
use at the lodge would be increased to 75 people per night. Campground use would also be 
increased to 75 people per night. July day use would be limited to 60 people per day. Including 
80 operational staff, this alternative would establish the experiential and resource maximum 
capacity of the Brooks River area at around 290 people per day. This is more crowded than 
now occurs. 
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@ Reduction of HumanlBear Conflicts 

This alternative would substantially reduce humanlbear conflicts in the Brooks River area. By 
eliminating all human activity north of the river, except for the required remediation efforts and 
occasional hikers on the Dumpling Mountain trail, the area that now has the majority of 
humanlbear encounters and conflicts would mostly be back in a wild setting. Humanlbear 
conflicts would still occasionally occur in the river corridor, and cannot be completely avoided. 
This alternative would provide three viewing platforms with fishermen access to avoid 
encounters with bears in the river. The proposed safe haven at the river mouth would also help 
in reducing humanlbear encounters. Consolidation of the maintenance and housing area into 
a single proposed management support facility away from bear habitat, instead of having 
housing and maintenance in five different areas as now occurs in existing conditions would 
greatly reduce the potential for humanlbear encounters. Consolidation of public facilities away 
from bear habitat, up on the lliuk Moraine terrace, would also be a factor in reducing 
humanlbear encounters. 

River Corridor Management 

The temporary closures and fishing regulation changes discussed in the "Actions Common to 
All Development Alternatives" section would be recommended under this alternative. Catch- 
and-releaseonly and temporary closures during high bear use would greatly reduce the 
number of humanlbear conflicts occurring along the river. The visitor experience would be 
enhanced by less encounters with bears and by fewer warnings andlor citations to anglers and 
photographers. Numerous alternative recreational fishing opportunities exist within the park and 
in the overall Bristol Bay region during temporary closures on Brooks River. 

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes Tour Improvements 

The proposed minor developments at the Research Bay, Margot Falls, and Three Forks 
overlooks, as discussed in the "Actions Common to All Development Alternatives" section, 
would be entirely consistent with the proposed upgrade of the visitor experience on this tour. 
Physical impacts would be minimal, most of them repairing damaged areas that have 
experienced trampling of vegetation, and trail erosion. Channel manipulation by heavy 
equipment above the three stream crossings on the Valley Road would still be conducted. 
Necessary permits would be obtained (see appendix F). 

ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

Subsistence 

There would be no significant restriction on subsistence uses under alternative 3. For a 
description of the impacts on subsistence users, see appendix G. 
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Concession Operations 

Under this alternative the concessioner's business would increase in size in terms of the 
number of lodging rooms and anticipated other sales. The relocation costs would be 
substantial for a business of this size and type, particularly considering the seasonality of its 
operation. As in alternative 2, construction costs of the new facilities could be offset somewhat 
by the government's compensation for the concessioner's interest in and removal of existing 
facilities. However, it is also anticipated that the government would still be required to subsidize 
the concessioner's relocation in order for it to be feasible. A full feasibility study, prior to 
development, is needed to determine how the construction would be funded. 

Regional Tourism 

Relocating Brooks Camp facilities to the lliuk Moraine terrace would have a short-term positive 
effect on the local economy through the construction phases. Regional tourism would be 
expected to increase moderately in response to the proposed use limits. Although the number 
of rooms would increase some, it is not anticipated that this increase would have a material 
effect on similar lodging available in King Salmon, which is now at full occupancy during the 
same period of the year, nor would it necessarily benefit fly-in camps that hold a commercial 
use license in the park. 

Minority and Low Income Populations and Communities 

The Department of the Interior's policy on environmental justice (Executive Order 12898) 
requires that the National Park Service evaluate the impacts on minority and low income 
populations and communities. The impact on minority and low income populations in unknown; 
however, if there are any effects, they are expected to be insignificant. 

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

Cumulative impacts resulting from the relocation of Brooks Camp facilities to the lliuk Moraine 
terrace would be largely beneficial for resources north of the river and for the visitor experience 
along the river. South of the river, impacts on natural resources on the lliuk Moraine terrace 
would be largely negative due to the large scale of new development and access to the 
terrace, but impacts on the visitor experience would be positive. 

The establishment of a people-free zone and removal of all facilities north of the river would 
have a continued, positive effect on the cultural resources reducing and eventually removing 
the current long-term impacts on archeological resources in the vicinity of Brooks Camp. 
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This alternative may have long-term cumulative effects on members of the Alaska Peninsula 
Corporation, a recognized Native Alaskan group with ethnographic ties to lliuk Moraine. The 
effects would be adverse. 

The long-term cumulative impact on the Brooks River bear population and their habitat by 
facility relocation would be beneficial. All overnight and major day use facilities would be 
removed from prime bear habitat. 

The removal of small patches of white spruce forest in development zones of approximately 
30 acres for the proposed management support facility, approximately 60 acres for the 
proposed public area and campground, and approximately 15 acres for road access (total 105 
acres of development zones) would have a negative impact on this area of virgin forest that 
has grown undisturbed since the great eruption of June 1912. The proposed actions in this 
alternative would be extremely intrusive on the wild lands of the lliuk Moraine terrace, and 
would permanently alter wildlife populations in the immediate area. Development on the lliuk 
Moraine terrace would not be related to any other proposed development impacts on park 
lands. The benefits to the prime resource area far outweigh the negative impacts of new 
construction in an area that was not recommended for wilderness designation because of its 
proximity to development (NPS 1986b, 1 988a). 



IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE 4: DAY USE AREA ONLY 0 
IMPACTS ON NATURAL RESOURCES I 

I 

Topography and Soils 
I 

Removal of all facilities north of the river would result in approximately 3 acres of land that 
would be rehabilitated once remediation actions were completed. Over time, fuel oil leak 
remediation actions would improve subsurface conditions in the area. Contaminated soils 
would be disposed of in an environmentally sensitive manner. The road from the existing barge 
dock to the proposed visitor contact station would remain. Removal and revegetation of the 
parking and fuel storage area and Lake Brooks facilities would rehabilitate about one third of 
an acre. Proposed development areas, except for the contact station and trailhead, are on 
higher ground with more porous soils that drain easily, resulting in fewer problems with the 
septic systems. 

Physical impacts on topography and soils would occur south of the river along the road 
corridor that links the proposed visitor contact station and trailhead with the proposed 
management support facility on the Valley Road. 

The proposed management support facility, consisting of an employee housing area, a 
maintenance area, and a research facility, would occupy small areas of white spruce forest 
within a 20-acre development zone along the Valley Road near a large gravel pit. Actual site 
design would be dependent on the combined attributes of the area. No determination of exact 
locations for proposed facilities such as houses, vehicle parking area, and maintenance shops 
is made in this plan. Additional environmental compliance and review would be undertaken as 
specific locations are chosen. ~ 
Lesser proposed facilities such as trails, contact stations, and viewing platforms would 
collectively impact about 2 acres of white spruce forest. Small patches within an estimated total 
of 22 acres of white spruce forest would be impacted in various degrees in this alternative. 
Some acres would be cleared for houses, maintenance facility, visitor contact stations, and 
other structures while most of the development zone would be retained in a natural state for 
vegetative screening between facilities. The best available erosion control technology would 
be used to surround the construction areas. Approximately 3.5 acres of developed land in the 
Brooks River area would be revegetated to approximate its natural species composition. 

Hydrology 

The gravel trail on the north side of the river would be allowed to erode reestablishing the 
natural flow of water between the Oxbow marsh and the river mouth. The hydrology of the 
Brooks River mouth would continue to be confined on the south side by the gravel road bed 0 
leading to the improved barge dock. The roadbed would still prohibit natural hydrographic flows 
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between the marsh south of the river and the river itself unless culverts were put in place to 
reconnect the marsh and river. 

The shallow water table in the vicinity of Brooks Camp has been contaminated with fuel oil 
leaks. Remediation efforts are underway, and will continue in the future. Removal of all 
facilities north of the river would stop further contamination of the water table by fuel oil leaks. 
In time, water quality in the shallow water table would be substantially improved. 

Floodplains would be unaffected by this alternative. Wetlands would continue to adjust to the 
manipulation of natural flows at the river mouth. No wetlands would be impacted at the 
proposed management support facility. Impacts on wetlands along the river would be avoided. 
Three wells would have to be drilled to supply the new developments, or a waterline would be 
run along the road to the day use shelter and lakeside visitor contact station. 

Vegetation 

Trimming of trees and shrubs along the trails for better sight distance in bear habitat, and 
clearing of grass along the trail segment approaching The falls platform would continue in an 
effort to reduce chance humadbear encounters. Marsh vegetation would adjust to the new 
water regime created by culverts in the gravel road out to the improved barge dock south of 
the river. Fisherman trails in the marshes on the northern bank of the Oxbow in the lower river 
would eventually recover since no one would be accessing the river from that direction any 
longer. 

Small patches of white spruce forest would be cleared within a 20-acre area for construction 
of the proposed management support facility, and 2 acres would be cleared for lesser 
proposed facilities. These small patches within a 22-acre development zone, out of the 
thousands of acres of white spruce forest in the park and preserve, are less valuable in terms 
of essential habitat when compared to the reality of returning the north side of Brooks River 
to a wild state for the benefit of the local bear population and other wildlife dependent on the 
river. 

Wildlife and Fish 

The reduction of human activity in the high-use bear area north of Brooks River would be a 
positive benefit, particularly to nonhabituated and less people-tolerant bears. Human activity 
would be restricted to the Dumpling Mountain trail and around the remediation sites. After 
removal of Brooks Camp facilities, access to the area for remediation work would still be along 
the Naknek Lake beach, north of the river. The local bears would soon learn that they now 
have unencumbered access to the entire Brooks River from the north bank. The area between 
the river and the denning areas at the foot of Dumpling Mountain would be designated a 
people-free zone. The area of remediation activities would have to be managed as a bear-free 
zone while being actively worked. Other wildlife that use the river would also benefit from the 
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absence of human activity along the north side of the river. The salmon runs would no longer 
be slowed by the floating bridge, nor would any spawning or juvenile rearing habitat be 
disturbed by multiple crossings of heavy equipment to maintain Brooks Camp operations and 
facilities. 1 
Development along the Valley Road would be in an area about 112 mile south of prime bear 
habitat along Brooks River. This development would have minor impact on the brown bear 
habitat and population in the Brooks River area. Site selection would take into account the 
variable resource attributes of the area, including previously disturbed sites for the best 
locations for the proposed management support facilities. This alternative would not impact the 
Beaver Pond waterfowl nesting habitat in any way. 

Species of Special ConcernlCritical Habitats 

No state or federally listed species or critical habitats would be affected by this alternative. 

Designated Wilderness 

No federally designated or recommended wilderness would be affected by this alternative. The 
establishment of use limits on Brooks River could give cause for guides to seek out other 
fishing and bear viewing areas in the park that may be in designated wilderness. In its next 
revision, the park's Backcountry Management Plan should address the potential that 

* 
established use limits at Brooks River would have on designated wilderness in its next revision. 

IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES 1 

Prehistoric 1 
Removal of existing development north of the river would result in some additional disturbance 1 
to archeological sites. In particular, the area near the Skytel is known to contain human burials. 
Human bones may lie in existing utility trenches. When the existing development is removed 
from the north side of the river, all belowground intrusions, including utility lines, foundation 

I 

posts, and leachfields, would be left in place to eliminate any further disturbance to 
archeological resources. 1 
The trail to the falls platform crosses over several barabaras. In many places, visitor traffic has 
caused erosion of the protective layer of Katmai ash. Continued use of the trail would 
perpetuate the erosion of these significant resources. Short sections of boardwalks are 
proposed to curtail trampling in archeological sites. Proposed improvements for access to the 
falls platform, as discussed in the "Actions Common to All Development Alternatives" section 
of "Part Two: Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action," would primarily protect archeological @ 
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@ and ethnographic resources, but would also reduce humanlbear encounters and provide 
increased visitor enjoyment without significantly affecting the resources. 

An archeological site is known to exist at the cutbank. The proposed cutbank platform would 
be placed in an area with the fewest archeological resources avoiding the archeological site. 
The trail to the proposed cutbank platform would be routed to avoid the archeological features 
in the area. 

The proposed barabara exhibit at the end of the shuttle road would be sited near but not on 
a known archeological site, in order to use the visible pits in interpretation. However, the 
barabara would not be constructed on a known site. 

Historic 

There would be no impacts on the historic structures. 

Ethnographic 

Some Native Alaskan groups have indicated a concern about impacts on an archeological site 
known to have been used in the 20th century, and which is located on the narrow stretch of 
land between the Beaver Pond and Naknek Lake. No development is proposed near this site 
in this alternative. There may other ethnographic resources in the area. 

IMPACTS ON VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND SAFETY 

Interpretation and Education 

The approved Interpretive Prospectus has set in motion a number of interpretive and 
educational message and media changes that would greatly improve those two programs in 
the Brooks River area and on the tour to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. With 
established use limits the interpretive program would be able to assist in efforts to reduce the 
number of humanlbear encounters in the Brooks River area. The proposed lakeside visitor 
contact station would become the focus area for visitor education on appropriate human 
behavior when encountering bears. 

Effect of Visitor Use Limits 

Day use limits would have a positive impact on the visitor experience at Brooks River. The 
proposed limits on visitation would allow for adequate time on the bear viewing platforms and 
would help create an uncrowded fishing experience. Day use would be limited to 90 people 
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per day. Including the staff, the recommended limit for this alternative would be around 120 
people per day. The Brooks River area would be less crowded than now occurs. 

Brooks River area is less quiet in this alternative compared to alternatives 2 and 3 because 
of the floatplane access coming in just south of the river mouth. Also buses and shuttles would 
be driving along the south side of the river mouth at various intervals, and barge docking and 
associated activities would be highly visible. Because no overnight accommodations are 
available nearer than King Salmon it is estimated that a certain segment of the current users 
would stop coming to Brooks River. The result would be a less crowded Brooks River area 
with fewer visitors and staff than the other alternatives. 

Reduction of HumanIBear Conflicts 

This alternative would substantially reduce humadbear conflicts in the Brooks River area. By 
eliminating all human activity north of the river, except for the required remediation efforts and 
occasional hikers on the Dumpling Mountain trail, the area that now has the majority of 
humadbear encounters and conflicts would mostly be back in a wild setting. Humadbear 
conflicts would still occasionally occur in the river corridor, and cannot be completely avoided. 
This alternative would provide three viewing platforms with fishermen access to avoid 
encounters with bears in the river. Consolidation of the maintenance and housing area into a 
single proposed management support facility away from bear habitat, instead of having 
housing and maintenance in five different areas as now occurs in existing conditions would 
greatly reduce the potential for humanlbear encounters. 

River Corridor Management 

The temporary closures and fishing regulation changes discussed in the "Actions Common to 
All Development Alternatives" section would be recommended under this alternative. Catch- 
and-release-only and temporary closures during high bear use would greatly reduce the 
number of humadbear conflicts occurring along the river. The visitor experience would be 
enhanced by less encounters with bears and by fewer warnings and/or citations to anglers and 
photographers. Numerous alternative recreational fishing opportunities exist within the park and 
in the overall Bristol Bay region during temporary closures on Brooks River. 

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes Tour Improvements 

The proposed minor developments at Research Bay overlook, Margot Falls overlook, and 
Three Forks overlook, as discussed in the "Actions Common to All Alternatives" section, would 
be entirely consistent with the proposed upgrade of the visitor experience on this tour. Physical 
impacts would be minimal, most of them repairing damaged areas that have experienced 
trampling of vegetation, and trail erosion. Channel manipulation by heavy equipment above the 
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@ three stream crossings on the Valley Road would still be conducted. Necessary permits would 
be obtained (see appendix F). 

i ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

Subsistence 

There would be no significant restriction on subsistence uses under alternative 4. For a 
description of the impacts on subsistence users, see appendix G. 

Concession Operations 

This alternative would completely change the nature of the concession operation at Brooks 
Camp. The existing concessioner's possessory interest in its operation would be purchased 
by the government, with the amount of this compensation governed by concession contract 
provisions. A new concession contract would be issued for a much smaller operation. The 
government would build adequate concession facilities for the new level of concessioner 
involvement in the Brooks River area (air transportation and tour to the Valley of Ten 

0 
Thousand Smokes) and rent them out to the concessioner. 

Regional Tourism 

This alternative may have a potential beneficial economic impact on the communities of King 
Salmon and Naknek because of the lack of overnight lodging at Brooks Camp. No campers 
would be staying overnight in the Brooks River area. The only camping available would be in 
designated primitive sites well away from the river. A potential beneficial economic impact may 
be the establishment of more overnight lodging and a commercial campground in the King 
SalmonJNaknek area, with guided day trips to the Brooks River area. Commercial use license 
holders with fly-in day users would have to share daily limits and would lose revenue. 

1 Minority and Low Income Populations and Communities 

The Department of the Interior's policy on environmental justice (Executive Order 12898) 
requires that the National Park Service evaluate the impacts on minority and low income 
populations and communities. The impact on minority and low income populations in unknown; 
however, if there are any effects, they are expected to be insignificant. 
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CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

Cumulative impacts resulting from removing and not relocating Brooks Camp facilities inside 
Katmai National Park and Preserve would be beneficial for resources north of the river and for 
the visitor experience along the river. South of the river, impacts on resources along the Valley 
Road would be largely negative due to construction for the new development. 

The establishment of a people-free zone and removal of all facilities north of the river would 
have a continued positive effect on the cultural resources reducing and eventually removing 
the current long-term impacts on archeological and ethnographic resources in the vicinity of 
Brooks Camp. The long-term, cumulative impact on the Brooks River bear population and their 
habitat by facility removal would be beneficial. 

The removal of small patches of white spruce forest in an approximately 22-acre development 
zone for the proposed management support facility would have a minor negative impact on this 
area of disturbed white spruce forest that already has the Valley Road cut through it. The 
actions in this alternative would temporarily disrupt wildlife populations in the immediate area. 
Development of the management support facility along the Valley Road would not be related 
to any other proposed development on park lands, except for the minor improvements along 
the Valley Road at the three overlooks. Development of small areas within a 22-acre 
development zone of white spruce forest is insignificant when compared to the remaining 
thousands of acres of white spruce forest in the park and preserve. The benefits to the prime 
resource area far outweigh the negative impacts of new construction in an area that was not 
recommended for wilderness designation because of its proximity to development (NPS 1986b, 
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IMPACTS ON NATURAL RESOURCES 

Topography and Soils 

Removal of all facilities north of the river would result in approximately 3 acres of land that 
would be rehabilitated after fuel oil leak remedial actions were completed. Removal and 
revegetation of the parking and fuel storage area and Lake Brooks facilities would rehabilitate 
about 1 /3 acre. 

Physical impacts on topography and soils would occur south of the river. Construction of a 
one-lane gravel road from the Valley Road along the Beaver Pond terrace down to the 
proposed primary access site on Naknek Lake would disturb approximately 6.3 acres. 

The proposed management support facility, consisting of an employee accommodation area 
and maintenance facility, would be located in an area about 30 acres in size along the Valley 
Road. Actual site design and locations for accommodations, vehicle parking, and maintenance 
shops are not determined in this plan, and additional environmental compliance would be 

a undertaken as specific sites were selected. 

Small patches of white spruce forest would be cleared within an approximately 60-acre 
development zone for construction of the proposed public area, including a lodgeldining facility, 
cabins, a hostel, an orientation centerlranger station, and a campground. The entire 
development would be set on the level terrace landform. No sidehill development is proposed 
due to environmental concerns and the facility relationship with the Beaver Pond at the base 
of the terrace. Site selection for each facility would be dependent on characteristics of the site, 
and facilities would be designed to take advantage of natural topographic features while 
minimizing impact. Since the exact locations of proposed facilities are unknown, additional 
environmental compliance would be undertaken as specific locations are chosen. 

The development of new trails, a boardwalk, and viewing platforms would collectively impact 
about 2 acres. 

Development would take place within a small part of a 98.3-acre development zone. 
Approximately 3.3 acres of currently developed land would be revegetated in a manner 
appropriate to local topography and soils. 
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Hydrology 

Erosion of the 400 linear foot length of gravel trail paralleling the north shore of the river would 
allow the natural flow of water between the Oxbow marsh and river mouth to be reestablished. 
The gravel road between the existing barge dock and the narrows bear viewing platform would 
be converted to a trail with culverts in place to allow more natural hydrographic flows between 
the marsh south of the river and the river itself. 

The shallow water table in the vicinity of Brooks Camp has been contaminated with fuel oil 
leaks. Remediation efforts underway would continue regardless of the outcome of this plan. 
Removal of all facilities north of the river would stop further contamination of the water table 
by new fuel leaks. In the long term, water quality in the shallow water table and on the surface 
would be restored. 

Proposed new development areas would be on higher ground with more porous soils that drain 
easily, resulting in fewer problems with the septic systems. New septic systems would be 
constructed so as not to affect water quality in the Beaver Pond. A monitoring program would 
be established to document water quality trends in the Beaver Pond and at selected points 
along Naknek Lake and Brooks River. Some wells would have to be drilled to supply the new 
development. 

Floodplains would benefit by reestablishment of natural hydrographic regime at the river mouth. 
Construction of the new barge dock and boat and floatplane docks at Naknek Lake would 
result in minor, short-term impacts at the lakeshore. If a pier or simple breakwater structure 
were constructed as part of the new docking facilities, additional environmental analysis would 
be done. Construction of the new platform at the river mouth would result in negligible impacts. 
All necessary permits and additional environmental compliance would be completed prior to 
construction. Wetlands would benefit as they would continue to adjust to the removal and 
restoration of the trail and road at the river mouth. No wetlands would be newly disturbed. 

The catch-and-release policy would eliminate the need for a fish cleaning building, and, 
therefore, the associated solid wastelwater quality concerns created by fish cleaning. 

Vegetation 

Trimming of trees and shrubs along the trails for better sight distance in bear habitat, and 
clearing of grass along the trail segment approaching the falls platform would continue in an 
effort to reduce chance humanlbear encounters. Vegetation in the Oxbow marsh would 
continue to adjust, becoming more hydrophilic as the artificial water impoundment created by 
the gravel trail on the north shore of the river erodes away. Culverts placed beneath the 
proposed trail to the river mouth platform would allow vegetation in the marsh south of the river 
to adjust with the reconnection of the marsh with the river, as well. Fisherman trails in the 
marshes on the northern bank of the Oxbow in the lower river would eventually recover as no 
one would be accessing the river from that direction any longer. 
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1 @ Small patches of white spruce forest would be cleared within a 30-acre development zone for 

I construction of the proposed management support facility. Small patches of spruce would also 
be cleared in a 60-acre development zone for construction of the public use area. Much of this 
area would be left natural for vegetative screening between the lodgeldining facility, orientation 
center, hostel, cabins, campground, shower facility, and other public places. The development 
of new trails and viewing platforms would collectively impact about 2 acres of primarily white 

I 

I spruce forest. New road construction would result in 6.3 acres of white spruce forest cleared. 

Development would take place within a small part of a 98.3-acre development zone. 
Approximately 3.3 acres would be revegetated as Lake Brooks and Brooks Camp facilities are 
removed. 

Fish and Wildlife 

The reduction of human activity in the high-use bear area north of Brooks River would benefit 
bears, particularly nonhabituated and less people-tolerant bears. Human activity would be 
restricted to the Dumpling Mountain trail and around the fuel spill remediation sites. After 
removal of Brooks Camp facilities, access to the north side for remediation work would be 
along the Naknek Lake beach, north of the river. The bears would have unencumbered access 
to the entire Brooks River from the north bank. The area between the river and the denning 
areas at the foot of Dumpling Mountain would be a people-free zone. The area of remediation 
activities would be managed as a bear-free zone while being actively worked. Other wildlife 
that use the river would also benefit from the absence of human activity along the north side 
of the river. 

With seasonal river closures in-place, a greater number of bears, particularly nonhabituated 
families and singles, would approach the lower river, instead of avoiding it as they currently 
do because of the crowds of people. The seasonal closures would also temporarily eliminate 
the direct competition for river space between people and bears, and would improve the 
foraging ability of bears by allowing them to focus on fishing rather than on the activities of 
nearby visitors. 

The catch-and-release only policy would reduce conflicts between fishermen and bears, as well 
as the extent to which bears associate fishermen with food. 

Development on the Beaver Pond terrace would be in an area about 1 mile south of important 
bear habitat along Brooks River. This development and the proposed management support 
facility along the Valley Road would have little impact on important brown bear habitat or the 
population of bears in the Brooks River area. 

Special consideration for the maintenance of the ecological integrity of the Beaver Pond below 
the terrace would be incorporated into the design of the proposed public area. Under this 

@ alternative the connection between the Beaver Pond nesting habitat and Brooks River feeding 
habitat for waterfowl would be preserved. 



ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Migrating salmon would no longer be slowed by the floating bridge, nor would any spawning 
or juvenile rearing habitat be disturbed by multiple crossings of heavy equipment to maintain 
Brooks Camp operations and facilities. 

Species of Special ConcernlCritical Habitats 

No state or federally listed species or critical habitat would be affected by the proposed action. 

Designated Wilderness 

No federally designated or recommended wilderness would be affected by this alternative. The 
establishment of use limits on Brooks River could give cause for guides to seek other fishing 
and bear viewing areas in the park that may be in designated wilderness. In its next revision, 
the park's Backcountry Management Plan should address the impact that established use 
limits at Brooks River would have on designated wilderness. 

IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Prehistoric 

Removal of existing development north of the river could result in some additional disturbance 
to archeological sites. When the development is removed, all belowground intrusions would 
be left in place to eliminate any further disturbance to archeological resources. 

In many places, visitor traffic on the falls trail has caused erosion of the protective layer of 
Katmai ash above the barabaras. Continued use of the trail would perpetuate erosion of these 
significant resources, although short sections of boardwalk on the trail to the falls platform 
would curtail trampling of archeological sites. This and other proposed improvements 
discussed in the "Actions Common to All Development Alternatives" section of "Part Two: 
Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action" would further protect archeological resources and 
ethnographic. Any necessary cultural resource compliance and mitigation would be performed 
prior to construction of the river mouth platform and the trail from that platform to the narrows 
platform. 

No specific locations have been determined for any of the proposed developments; however, 
archeological surveys would be conducted prior to siting and construction of any of the 
proposed roads or facilities. Prior to completion of facilities design, the Beaver Pond terrace, 
road alignment, and management support facility areas would be surveyed and appropriate 
mitigating measures taken for any archeological resources that might be found. 
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Although visitors would still be traversing prime brown bear habitat along the trails to the bear 
viewing platforms, the visitors would access platforms according to procedures designed to 
minimize humanlbear encounters while monitoring high quality experiences. The rangers would 
be knowledgeable about brown bear behavior and would be able to take appropriate safety 
measures should there be an encounter. 

The potential for negative bear encounters would be further reduced because the number of 
visitors traveling throughout the river corridor, not just to and from the platforms, would be 
controlled. The catch-and-release fishing policy and the seasonal river closures during times 
of high bear use would also greatly reduce the number of human/bear conflicts occurring along 
the river. The third bear viewing platform established at the river mouth would provide 
fishermen with an escape from aggressive bears. 

By eliminating all human activity north of the river, except for the required remediation efforts 
and occasional hikers on the Dumpling Mountain trail, the area that now has the majority of 
humanlbear encounters and conflicts would mostly be returned to a wild setting. 

Consolidation of NPS and concession maintenance and housing areas into a single 
management support facility away from prime bear habitat, rather than the five different areas, 
would greatly reduce the potential for humanlbear encounters. Consolidation of public facilities 
on the Beaver Pond terrace and construction of bear-proof cooking shelters at the campground 
would also reduce humanlbear encounters. 

Some humanlbear conflicts would continue to occasionally occur in the river corridor. 

River Corridor Management 

Refer to the "Impacts on Natural Resources" section and the above discussion on the 
"Reduction of Human/Bear Conflicts." 

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes Tour Improvements 

The proposed minor developments at the Research Bay, Margot Falls, and Three Forks 
overlooks, as discussed in the "Actions Common to All Development Alternatives" section 
would be entirely consistent with the proposed upgrade of the visitor experience on this tour. 
Physical impacts would be minimal, most of them repairing damaged areas that have 
experienced trampling of vegetation and trail erosion. Channel manipulation by heavy 
equipment above the three stream crossings on the Valley Road would still be conducted. 
Necessary permits would be obtained. 
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Historic 

There would be no impacts on the historic structures. 

Ethnographic 

Some Native Alaskan groups have indicated a concern about impacts on an archeological site 
known to have been used in the 20th century, located on the narrow stretch of land between 
the Beaver Pond and Naknek Lake. There would be no impact as no development is proposed 
near this site. 

IMPACTS ON VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND SAFETY 

Interpretation and Education 

The 1993 Interpretive Prospecfus would be updated as necessary to reflect the broader 
cultural resource and regional context emphases of this alternative. The new orientation center 
at Brooks Camp, and the visitor center in King Salmon would all improve interpretive programs 
and opportunities for the park and related region. In particular, interpretation of cultural 
resources and native lifestyles would be enhanced at the Brooks River area and at King 
Salmon. 

Effect of Visitor Use Limits 

Visitor use limits would have a positive impact on the visitor experience at Brooks River. Under 
the proposed action there would be a more structured system of use, resulting in the 
distribution of visitors to different locations in the river corridor during the day. Visitors would 
be allowed to visit their selected destination according to a system developed as appropriate, 
and the number of people at one time on the platforms would not exceed 40. These actions 
would reduce crowding at the bear viewing platforms and along the river in general. Because 
of the system, however, some visitors may not have as a relaxed and unhurried experience 
as in other alternatives. The proposed action would establish an experiential and resource 
maximum capacity of 260 people per day. This is more people than now visit Brooks Camp; 
however, these higher numbers would be mitigated by a system that would allow a high quality 
visitor experience. 

Reduction of HumanlBear Conflicts 

The interpretive programs in King Salmon and Brooks Camp would reduce the number of 
humanlbear encounters. All visitors would receive a mandatory bear safety message traveling 
to and upon arrival at Brooks Camp. 
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ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

Subsistence 

There would be no significant restriction on subsistence uses under the proposed action. For 
a description of the impacts of the alternatives on subsistence users, please see appendix G. 

Concession Operations 

The concessioner's business would increase in terms of having a greater ability to rent every 
unit and anticipated sales from this operation. 

Relocation costs would be substantial for a business of this size and type, particularly 
considering the seasonality of its operation. Construction costs of the new facilities could be 
offset somewhat by the government's compensation for the concessioner's interest in and 
removal of existing facilities. The amount of this compensation would be governed by 
concession contract provisions, and is anticipated to be significant; however, it is also 
anticipated that the government may be required to subsidize the concessioner's relocation to 
the Beaver Pond terrace to make the proposed action feasible. A full feasibility study prior to 
development is needed to determine how the construction would be funded. 

@ Additional costs may be borne by concession operators or other partners to construct and 
operate shared maintenance areas, housing, and other facilities and programs. 

Regional Tourism 

The proposal to relocate Brooks Camp facilities to the Beaver Pond terrace would have a 
short-term, positive effect on the local economy through the construction phase. The visitor 
center in King Salmon would benefit regional tourism by stimulating the growth of a variety of 
commercial businesses that support recreational opportunities in the Naknek Lake region. 

Commercial use license holders from nearby fly-in camps may lose revenue due to day use 
limits in the long term when demand exceeded the set carrying capacity. 

Minority and Low Income Populations and Communities 

The Department of the Interior's policy on environmental justice (Executive Order 12898) 
requires that the National Park Service evaluate the impacts on minority and low income 
populations and communities. The impact on minority and low income populations in unknown; 
however, if there are any effects, they are expected to be insignificant. 

0 



ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

IMPACTS ON KING SALMON 

The impacts of any proposed development recommended for King Salmon by future 
cooperative community planning efforts would be evaluated at that time, and any necessary 
environmental compliance completed by the appropriate entity prior to implementing a 
proposal. The visitor experience would be improved by better exposure to a broad range of 
possible recreation activities and interpretation that focuses on the unique cultural, historical, 
and natural history of the Naknek Lake region. 

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

New impacts on natural resources on the south side of the river, where development would 
occur within a small part of a 98.3-acre development zone, would be offset in part by 
rehabilitation of the existing Brooks Camp and Lake Brooks areas once those facilities were 
removed. Brown bears would benefit from the establishment of a people-free zone on the north 
bank and reduction in humanlbear encounters. The cumulative impact on brown bears that use 
the Brooks River area and prime bear habitat would be beneficial. There would be a long-term, 
positive impact on archeological resources by removal of the Brooks Camp facility and 
reduction of trampling on some trails. 

The increased emphasis on the fishing, boating, sightseeing, and other recreational 
opportunities in the greater Naknek region would result in the incremental and unquantifiable 
increase in visitation and associated visitor impacts over a vast area. 

IRREVERSIBLE OR IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 

There would be an irretrievable loss of small patches of white spruce forest within the 98.3- 
acre development zone proposed for location of roads and other facilities, for the life of the 
development. The design, construction, and operation of the new facilities would result in the 
irretrievable commitment of a small but unknown amount of resources. This could be mitigated 
by the use of sustainable design, resulting in energy conservation, reduced dependence on 
depletable resources, and improved quality of the built environment. 

UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS 

The primary adverse impact is the long-term loss of wildlife habitat and vegetation associated 
with the development of facilities and roads. Most of this development would occur in white 
spruce forest. 
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHORT-TERM USE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE 
MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

Removal of the Brooks Camp facility and establishment of a people-free area on the north side 
of the river would, over the long term, have a beneficial effect on the productivity of prime 
brown bear and other wildlife habitat. Productivity would also be enhanced by reestablishing 
natural surface water flow to the marsh on the south side river mouth. Although up to 98.3 
acres could be disturbed by new development, most of this is in white spruce forest, where 
development would have fewer impacts on the river floodplain and prime brown bear habitat. 





PART FIVE: 
CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 

Habituation in Progress 





PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPOSAL AND PREPARATION 
OF THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

April 4-6, 1989 - Scoping for the Brooks River area development concept plan was initiated 
in meetings held at the Denver Service Center of the National Park Service and attended by 
representatives of the park and regional office. During the three days of meetings the 
participants organized the planning effort that was to follow. The primary product of the April 
meetings defined the purpose, the significance, and the management objectives for the Brooks 
River area. These three elements agree with the direction given in the 1986 General 
Management Plan. 

April 17, 1989 - Dr. Barrie Gilbert, Professor in the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, 
Utah State University, presented an orientation lecture entitled "Human-bear relationships at 
Brooks River, Katmai National Park, Alaska" for Denver Service Center personnel assigned 
to the planning project. 

July 6-15, 1989 - Planning team orientation and scoping meetings were held in Katmai 
National Park and Preserve between July 6 and July 15. This planning and scoping trip was 
timed to coincide with the height of both bear and visitor use in the Brooks River area. Scoping @ meetings and workshops conducted at Brooks Camp included permanent and seasonal park 
staff, concessions staff, and the visiting public. 

August 14-19, 1990 - Full planning team conducts field reconnaissance of possible 
relocation sites for the Brooks Camp facilities. 

June 28 -July 2,1991 - Public meetings were held on the summer 1991 Brooks RiverArea 
Development Concept Plan, Alternatives Workbook. The public was invited to comment on the 
major issues affecting the Brooks River area and on the four conceptual alternatives presented 
in the workbook before the National Park Service proceeded with a draft plan. The meetings 
were held as follows: 

June 28-30 at Brooks Camp. Three evening meetings and two afternoon sessions for 
visitors and staff 

July 1 at King Salmon. Public meeting at the Conserfac 
July 2 at Anchorage. Public meeting at the Loussac Library 

Over 450 workbooks were distributed at the meetings or through the mail to interested parties 
and government agencies. The public response period was from June 28 to September 15, 
1991 - a total of 79 days. 
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July 16, 1991 - Meeting with state coordinator and representatives from Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game and Department of Environmental Conservation regarding the alternatives 
workbook. 

August 29, 1991 - Letter from the Director, Office of Management and Budget, Division of 
Governmental Coordination, Office of the Governor, State of Alaska, commenting on the 
alternatives workbook. 

October 25, 1991 -Analysis of public comments on the summer 1991 alternatives workbook 
mailed out to all names on the project mailing list. 

March 13, 1992 - Letter from the Alaska State Historic Preservation Officer commenting on 
the alternatives workbook. 

Not Received - Letter from the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation commenting on the 
alternatives workbook. 

July 19-25, 1992 - Bear Research Committee and Planning Team conduct final field 
reconnaissance. 

March 16, 1993 - Letter sent to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service requesting information on 
federally listed species in the Brooks River area. 

March 16, 1993 - Letter sent to Alaska Department of Fish and Game requesting information 
on state listed species in the Brooks River area. 

April 19, 1993 - Letter from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service stating no federally listed or 
proposed threatened or endangered species are known from the Brooks River area. 

Not Received - Letter from Alaska Department of Fish and Game regarding state listed or 
proposed threatened or endangered species known from the Brooks River area. 

June 7, 1993 - Notice of intent to prepare an environmental impact statement on the Brooks 
River area development concept plan published in the Federal Register (#31977). 

August 1993 - All commercial use license holders were contacted by the park and advised 
that limits to visitation at Brooks Camp would be discussed in the plan. 

April 1, 1994 - Notice of availability of Draff Development Concept Plan / Environmental 
lmpact Statement for the Brooks River area published in the Federal Register (59:67, p. 
1 5455). 

April 1 through June 30, 1994 - Public comment period on the Draft Development Concept 
Plan / Environmental lmpact Statement. 



Public lnvolvement 

April 22, 1994 - Draft Development Concept Plan / Environmental lmpact Statement mailed 
I to the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and State Historic Presewation Office for 

review comments. 

May 9, 1994 - Telephone conversation between Tim Smith, staff archeologist of the State 
I Historic Preservation Office, State Office of History and Archeology, Anchorage, and the 

I Katmai National Park and Preserve archeologist. 

1 May 16, 1994 - Public meeting in King Salmon. 

I 

1 May 18, 1994 - Public meeting in Anchorage. 

Not Received - Comment letters from the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and 
State Historic Preservation Office on the Draft Development Concept Plan / Environmental 
Impact Statement. 

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD ON THE SUPPLEMENT TO THE DRAFT DEVELOPMENT 
CONCEPT PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

I RECORD OF NATIVE ALASKAN CONSULTATIONS 

During the following consultations, a number of park projects were discussed, as well as the 
1991 Brooks River Area Alternatives Workbook. While a number of parkwide concerns were 
expressed by Nati?.,s Alaskans in the meetings, the only one which pertained specifically to the 
alternatives discussed in the workbook dealt with recent Native Alaskan burials. Subsistence 
issues are addressed in appendix G. 

December 1992 - Meeting between regional ethnographer, park archeologist, and Tom 
Hawkins, Bristol Bay Native Association, in Anchorage. 

February 1, 1993 - Meeting between regional ethnographer, park archeologist, and the 
Bristol Bay Native Association (BBNA)/Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC) staff members 
Tom Hawkins, Robert Price, Jack Moores, Trefon Angasan, and Lou Ann Backford at BBNC 
Regional Office in Anchorage. 

1 February 12, 1993 - Meeting between park archeologist, park subsistence specialist, and 
I 

Dolly Hermann, President of the Naknek Village Council, at her home. 

1 
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February 22, 1993 - Brooks River Area Alternatives Workbook mailed to Allen Aspelund, a 
Representative, Bristol Bay Native Corporation, Naknek; Donald Nielson, President, South 
Naknek Village Council, South Naknek; Ad Beylund, Manager, Paug-Vik, Inc., Naknek; Clara 
Angasan, President, King Salmon Native Association, King Salmon; and Ralph Angasan, 
President, Alaska Peninsula Corporation, King Salmon. 

March 11, 1993 - Park archeologist met with Ad Beylund, Manager, Paug-Vik, Inc., Naknek. 

March 1993 - Park archeologist met with Ralph Angasan, President, Alaska Peninsula 
Corporation, and Clara Angasan, President, King Salmon Native Association, King Salmon in 
King Salmon and Naknek; also telephoned Norman Anderson, Village Administrator, Naknek 
Village Council; Donald Nielson, South Naknek Village Council; Terry Hofferle, Bristol Bay 
Native Association, Dillingham. Mailed workbook to the latter. 

March 25, 1993 - Written responses from Dugan Nielson, Bristol Bay Native Association, 
Dillingham; Mary Jane Neilson, Alaska Peninsula Corporation 

March 26, 1993 - Written responses from Donald Neilson, South Naknek Village Council, 
South Naknek; Tom Hawkins, Bristol Bay Native Corporation, Anchorage. 

March 30, 1993 - Written response form Ralph Angasan, Alaska Peninsula Corporation. 

April 20, 1993 - Regional ethnographer and park archeologist met with BBNA personnel and 
with Mary Jane Nielson, South Naknek. 

April 29, 1993 - Park archeologist met with Mary Jane Nielson and three members of her 
family at her home. 

December 1993 - Regional cultural anthropologist met with Bristol Bay Native Corporation 
representatives and an ad hoc group made up of Alaska Peninsula Corporation staff, South 
Naknek Village Council, King Salmon Village Council, and Bristol Bay Native Association. 

February 1994 - Regional cultural anthropologist met with staff members of the Bristol Bay 
Native Corporation and Alaska Peninsula Corporation. 

May 1994 - Regional cultural anthropologist met with staff members of Bristol Bay Native 
Corporation and Alaska Peninsula Corporation. Telephone correspondence with staff members 
of Bristol Bay Native Association. 

November 1994 - Regional cultural anthropologist met with Bristol Bay Native Corporation 
staff members and Council of Katmai Descendants. 

May 18-20, 1995 - Three-day meeting at Brooks Camp discussing numerous cultural 
resource issues with Council of Katmai Descendants, Bristol Bay Native Corporation, South 
Naknek Village Council, King Salmon Village Council, and Alaska Peninsula Corporation. 



Public involvement 

@ August 1895 - Meeting of the President and Secretary of the Council of Katmai Descendants 
with the Alaska System Support Office anthropologist. 

LIST OF AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS TO WHOM COPIES OF THE DRAFT 
DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE DRAFT DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN 1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT WERE SENT OR DISTRIBUTED 

Alaska Congressional Delegation Alaska Peninsula Corporation 

Senator Ted Stevens 
Senator Frank Murkowski 
Congressman Don Young 

Federal Agencies 

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
District Attorney, Anchorage 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

@ National Marine Fisheries Service 
U.S. Air Force, King Salmon Air Station 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 7, 

Anchorage Field Office 
U.S. Geological Survey, Earth Sciences 

Information Center 

State Agencies 

Alaska Department of Environmental 
Conservation 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Alaska Department of Tourism 
Alaska Department of Transportation and 

Public Facilities 
Alaska Governor's Office 
Alaska State Historic Preservation Office 

Bristol Bay Borough 
Bristol Bay Native Association 
Bristol Bay Native Corporation 
Chignik Lake Village 
Chignik Lagoon Village Corporation 
Chignik Lagoon Village Council 
Egegik Village Council 
lgiugig Native Corporation 
lvanof Bay Village 
Kodiak Area Native Association 
Kodiak Island Borough 
Kokhanok Village Council 
Lake and Peninsula Borough 
Lake and Peninsula School District 
Levelock Natives, Ltd. 
Levelock Village Council 
Naknek Village Council 
Native Village of Chignik 
Native Village of Perryville 
Native Village of Pilot Point 
Native Village of Port Heiden 
Oceanside Corporation 
Paug-Vik Incorporated, Ltd. 
Pilot Point Native Corporation 
South Naknek Elders Council 
South Naknek Village Council 
Ugashik Village Council 

Organizations and Businesses 
Local Agencies 

Akhiok Kaguyak, Inc. 
Alagnak Native Corporation 

Alaska Flyfishers 
Alaska Wildlife Alliance 
Becharof Corporation 
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Birch, Horton & Associates 
Bredesen Company 
Cambridge Information Group 
Center for Urban Affairs and Policy 

Research 
Chignik River, Ltd. 
Cook Inlet Aquaculture Association 
Dynamac Corporation 
Fortune Properties, Inc. 
Joseph Van 0 s  Photo Safaris 
Katmailand, Inc. 
Katmai Lodge 
King Salmon Guides, Inc. 
Koniag, Inc. Land Manager 

Landau Associates, Inc. 
Land-Use Chronicle 
National Parks and Conservation 

Association 
Ouachita Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc. 
Quinnat Landing Hotel 
Sierra Club, Alaska Field Office 
Steve Lackie Photography 
Todds lgiugig Lodge 
Tundra Times 
Washington Athletic Club 
Wilderness Photography 
Wilderness Society, Alaska Region 



COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Approximately 1,000 copies of the Draft Development Concept Plan / Environmental Impact 
Statement were distributed to government agencies, public interest groups, and individuals. 
Written comments were accepted from April 1 to June 30, 1994, a period of 91 days. In 
addition two public meetings were held, one on May 16, 1994, in King Salmon and one on May 
18, 1994, in Anchorage. Questions and comments by the public were not restricted in scope 
or length. 

A total of 73 comment letters were received from government agencies, public interest groups, 
and individuals during the comment period. All letters are reprinted in this section. NPS 
responses to all substantive comments are also included in this section. Some comments 
called for clarification of information in the draft planIEIS; others required text modifications. 
No responses are provided to comments that only expressed opinions and did not identify a 
needed text clarification, correction, or modification. 

For informational purposes a list of the agencies, organizations, and individuals of the 
comment letters reproduced in this document is provided. The page number where each letter 

a can be found follows the commentor's name. 

Federal Agencies 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 193 

State Agencies 
Office of the Governor, State of Alaska 196 
Department of Community and Regional 

Affairs 201 
State Historic Preservation Office 203 

Native Alaskan Groups 
Alaska Peninsula Corporation 204 
Bristol Bay Native Association 206 
King Salmon Native Council 214 
Paug-Vik Inc., Ltd. 21 5 
South Naknek Village Council 21 8 

Organizations and Businesses 
Katmailand. Inc. 220 
No See Um Lodge 237 
Hartley, Inc. Branch River Air Service 238 

Quinnat Landing Hotel 240 
Bredesen Company 241 
Great Bear Foundation 264 
The Alaska Wildlife Alliance 265 
National Parks and Conservation 

Association 269 
The Wilderness Society 276 
Sierra Club, Alaska Representative 291 
University of Oregon 302 

Individuals 
Cary Brown 303 
Debra Brown 305 
Brian Holmes 306 
Will Troyer 31 0 
Barrie K. Gilbert 312 
Anne Braaten 315 
Tamara L. Olson 319 
Ronald C. Squibb 329 
Don Kimel 341 
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Keith W. Gresser 344 
Owen F. Saupe 346 
Tom Hempel 347 
Euguene Green 349 
Tom Walker 350 
Stanley N. Smith, M.D. 353 
Mike Sterbis 354 
David L. Willard 355 
James H. Street 357 
Ken Mears 361 
S.D. Bechtel, Jr. 363 
Marc Olson 364 
Robert G. Hadfield 366 
Donna Spotts 367 
Daniel A. Lindstrom 368 
Jordon and Cheryl Bluestein 369 
Walter P. Schmitz 370 
Gregory C. Speer 371 
David T. Hoopes, Ph.D. 372 
Daniel M. Popper 373 

John Bartolomucci 374 
Teresa Meachum 376 
Douglas G. Sobey 377 
Henry Wilson 379 
Norman Johnson 381 
Ruth and Robert Zeller 382 
Jean McGrew 383 
Robin D. Tyner 384 
Jeff Adams 385 
Patricia H. Barbeth386 
Walter and Dorothy Pelech 388 
Peter Z. Zadis 389 
Mrs. A.R. LaPalme 390 
M. Ruth Niswander 393 
Matthew DiSabatino 394 
Olga Rosche 395 
Carl Rouch 396 
Mary C. Burthess 397 
Frank Severy 398 
Steve Irving 401 



COMMENTS RESPONSES 

UNITED STAlES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REQION 10 

SWtk, Washington 981 01 

Bill Pierce, Superintendent 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
Post Office Box 7 
King Salmon, Alaska 99 6 1 3 

Dear Mr. Pierce: 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the draft e n v i r m n t a l  
impact statement (€IS) for the Concept Plan proposed fw the Brooks River Area, Katrnai 
National Park, Alaska. This review was conducted in accordance with Section 309 of the 
Clean Air Act, and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

The purpose of the proposed project is to plan for the management, use, and 
development of the Looks Rier Area, Katmai National Park. The preferred alternative 
includes: removal of all National Park S e ~ c e  (NPS) and concessions facilities nbnh of 
Brooks River; designation of the m h  side of the river as a people-free zone, conat~ction 
of new visitw facilities on the Beaver Pond Terrace south of @e river; estaMishment of day 
use limits for the Brooks River Area; recommendation of temporary closures on reaches of 
Brooks River during times of intense bear use; and, improvement of the area's 
interpretation program. Based on our review we offer the following comments. 

Other than a brief description, and the large scale, somewhat ambiguous maps that 
have been provided. the draft €IS does not attempt to identify and defineate wetlands in 
the project area. Given thet the preferred alternative will. to some degree, impact 
approximatelv 105 areas of undisturbed habitat, the potential for direct wetlands impacts 
should not b overlooked. In particular, it appears there is s potential for wetlands impacts 
in the vicinity ot the propowd float plane Wem, boat tie-downs and docking, barge wharf 
and contact atatlon on Neknek Lake. Construction of tha facility access road. and 
widening of the existing Valley Road may also rssult In direct wetlends impacts. 

In a related metter. as wrt of the orefend alternativa. the arawt road which 
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curtentlv restricts the natural hvdrdmic &nmction between the Oxbow marsh south of 

I the Brooks River and the River itself, will bb converted to trail use. The final EIS should I 

Wetlands areas should be formally delineated drip the &my Corps of Enginsers 
(ACE) 1987 Wetlands Delineation Manual; the applicant's jurisdictional determinations 
shouid be wrified by the ACE. Funher, the EIS shwM be revised to document efforta to 
avoid wetlands losses and  minimize impacts. Compensatory mitigation should be outtined 
in the revised EIS far all unavoidable wattends lossas. Finally, a discussion of all potential 
permits b.0. Section 404 permit ham the ACE) that may be required for this project, 
ahould also be included in the final EIS. 

General Comment: The National Park Service has considered the comments by the EPA 
on the Draft Development Concept PlanlEnvironmental Impact Statement for the Brooks 
River Area. We agree that the E1S does not delineate wetlands in the project area other 
than in a general sense with the maps that show marshes and waterways. No National 
Wetland Inventory maps have been produced for the area, and no formal wetlands 
determinations have been made in the Brooks River area. Wetland determinations would 
be obtained as a part of the comprehensive design for the project and considered in an 
environmental assessment tiered from the EIS. The National Park Service will abide by 
Executive Order 11 990 ("Protection of Wetlands") and the NPS Wetland Protection 
Guideline of May 28,1980 (see 45 FR 3591 6 as revised by 47 FR 36718). 

la. The National Park Service agrees. When one of the development alternatives is 
chosen and comprehensive design is begun, wetlands in proposed development 
footprints would be formally delineated according to Army Corps of Engineers 
methods and procedures. Wetlands are seldom delineated for conceptual plans 
such as this because the actual footprints for proposed impacts are not known, and, 
due to the dynamic nature of wetland margins, delineation would be best 
accomplished during the comprehensive design phase. 

The planning strategy employed in each conceptual alternative was to reduce 
human impacts on bears and their habitat. By proposing facility relocations that 
would decrease impacts on bear habitat de fact0 protection for wetlands was also 
being proposed. Wetlands were avoided in the plan proposals and wetlands 
impacts would be less in each alternative, than what occurs now. 

Since the exact surface amount of wetlands that would be impacted cannot be 
determined until formal wetlands delineation is completed during comprehensive 
design, mitigation will be discussed in the environmental documentation for the 
comprehensive design. It is generally felt, however, that there would be a net benefit 
on wetlands by moving the existing Brooks Camp facilities from the north side of 
Brooks River. Eliminating the floating bridge, the artificial trail dike on the north side 
of the river and the multiple-wheeled vehicle crossings at the river mouth would be 
positive mitigation steps. Most improvements along the river would be 
pier-platforms and boardwalks that would minirnumly affect wetlands. A Statement 
of Findings would be prepared during the comprehensive design effort that would 
discuss whatever mitigation would be needed to compensate for unavoidable 
wetlands losses. 

G? 
The draft DCP/EIS recognized that permits would be required for some existing n, 
and/or proposed actions. The final EIS includes an appendix with a list of potential 
permits needed to complete the project. Environmental documentation 
accompanying the comprehensive design will discuss permit requirements as 8 
necessary -0 
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In conclusion, based on our revfew and In rccordana wirh EPA policy, we h w  
rated thia draft El9 as EC.2, indicating th.t we hove omlrwrrm~~tuf colsrrtra tEC) rbwt 
t h  pwased project. In particular. the draft €IS dmr not dequatsly tssess the p r o p o d  
projwr'a wranual w e t l a w  mpactn. Adnl?lnmrly. me nrn~ntrcnt tlwr nnr mctwl8fitnly 
evaluet~ t h  potantid for impactr to curfaoa water quelity, or prwent c o n t i ~ g o w  
measurea to snsw4 that surface wnsr quality is not impsctad by accidental fuel rpills, 
beocdingly, rddidod lnformnion (a L mpuird In t h  final EM to address Ihase issuer. 

IrtvestigaLe tfm poeslbflfty o i  reeotclbllshing thL ~ t w d  hydrdogic connection, concebabty 
thrauph omstructing cuhMrb wdar th adl. 

Furfhm~aro,  tha FIS dwuld ovdusu potantid rnccranos tw rnici4sC;ag bshdcucti- 
related lrnpsctr an the wsteu wdity of NaWk Lake, Lske Brooks ad ed]olnlng 
waterwoyr. Sp.cffically. the d o n  on eurfaoo watw qurkty ehould fully consder &uth 
tmporary (I.r.. conotructlomefated) and permanent impacts of the canst~ctron pf the 
barp fadries, floatpbrm owem and other ralald feamgs. A-UV. s c ~ p ~ p p a ~ e v  
plan tor fuel 8piL resulting from potmtial barge accidents or vehicle tefuelin~ octEtklttas 
rhouW a t  ewluotad in the final 03. 

1 e 

Should yw haw any qwatiQh( mml~ OU( mrnmdntd, pterss contact  way^ 
Elson d my otaff at (206) 663-1483. 

Finally, a h  the very subrnandd increase In tourism In the Brooks River Arae 
(900% incre8- aver the past tm mnnmetsl, i t  is lor~ooerbh thd Park laditioo will 
lrwntually k ewndd beyond w b t  la planned fu in the drrft EIS. Therofacr, tho fiML 
El6 ohould imIuds a oamitmbnt to  pfopu0 suppkmental NEPA documentstian if tututr 
expansion w m a m  it. 

cc: Lmrry Ndr. NFS Denvar S#wlce Contor 
U.S. Anny Corpr of Enpkrcsrs, Anchorage District 
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Ib .  The final EIS addresses this concern in each alternative where it is technically $ 
feasible to do so. 

Ic .  When the comprehensive design progresses far enough to estimate wetlands 
impacts it will also discuss potential measures for mitigating the related impacts of 
construction activities on water quality in the Brooks River area. Potential temporary 
and permanent construction impacts will be better understood after the actual 
locality for barge, boat, and floatplane access has been determined and the type of 
construction that would be used (e.g., piers, floating docks, breakwater). The 
National Park Service will attempt to minimize adverse impacts on water quality 
during construction activities by using the best available technology and methods. 
The National Park Service would comply with the necessary requirements and 
permits to mitigate impacts on water resources during construction. More specific 
details about how that would be accomplished will be discussed in subsequent 
environmental assessments. 

1 d. The National Park Service has a draft spill prevention, control and countermeasure 
(SPCC) plan for the current facilities in the Brooks River Area. A revised SPCC plan 
would be prepared for new facilities as necessary. 

le. A basic premise to all the development alternatives in the draft plan is that use limits 
would be established that would preclude facility expansion "beyond what is 
planned for in the draft" plan. Supplemental environmental documentation tiering 
from the final EIS will be completed on construction activities as their impacts 
become known through comprehensive design. 
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June 30, 1994 

John M. Morehead 
Director 
National Park Service 
2525 Gambell Street  
Anchoraae . AR 99503 

The S t a t e  of Alaska has reviewed t h e  draft Development Concept 
Plan and Environmental Impact Statement for the B r o o k s  River area 
wi th in  the  Ratmai National Park and PremoNe. Thia letter 
represents t h e  consolidated coraents of the State'a reaource 
aqenc les . 

t Brooks Camp was initially developed, not because of bears,  but to 
support the world claae recreational firbing opportunities 
present on the Brooks River. The Development Concept Plan 
clearly s h i f t s  recreational use of the river area away from 
recreational fishing t w a r d  bear viewing. While we recoqnize the 
value of local bear viewing opportunities, the State does not 
support any a l t e r n a t i v e  which fa  biasad against traditional, 
non-impacting, consumptive, recreational activities. 

Alternatives 
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2a. The DCP does not shift "recreational use of the river area away from recreational 6 
fishing toward bear viewing." This shift occurred years ago when bears became 
more common on the river, It is commonly recognized and supported in survey data 
that the major reason people visit Brooks River is to view bears. Indeed, the 1993 
Brooks Lodge brochure dedicates the full cover and most of the photos and text to 
extol the wonderful bear viewing opportunities there. Only on the last page is 
spartfishing mentioned, and then only in one paragraph with one photo. The focus 
at Brooks River is bears and the opportunities to view them in a natural setting. 

2b 

2b. Sportfishing opportunities along the Brooks River are not being forsaken by park 
managers. This planning effort is attempting to define the experience and visitation 
levels that will ensure continued use of the Brooks River for spodishing. Without a 
clear definition of the experience the ang ters seek, and a mechanism to match use 
to the experience, day use levels would increase until it would be impossible to fish 
Brooks River in a relatively uncrowded, wilderness like setting. With proper 
management of visitor use and placement of facilities, the "internationally 
recognized sport fishing opportunities" at Brooks will continue. 

- - - - - . . . 
W e  are dismayed that t h i s  internationally recognized spart 
fishing opportllnitiee along the Brooks Rivar are being forsaken 
by park manaqers. The National Park Serrrice INPSI has been 
developing a bear vieving program which has  heightened conflict8 
between bear viewers and recreational anglers .  For exampla, the 
h a r  viewing platform and footbridge were placed at a key 
recreational fishing area. Conssqueatly, recreat ional  anglers 
are placed in direct v i e w  of people watching bears. When fund8 
were recently a v a i l a b l e  to make impravalrsnta for visitor 
facilitiem, the NPS chose not to elevate and move the location of 
the footbridge-the single moat cause of bear/human conflicts In 
tha area. 
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2f. Alternative 4 of the plan has been modified to include the potential development of 2 

a gateway community concept refated to park visitation, lodging, tour boat access 
and other service functions. 

1 29. All public involvement requirements of NEPA were met. 

John M. Morehead, Regional Diractor, NPS Pago 3 

Cultural RBfioumee 

2f 

Consistant with BBNC~EI ccanents about the cultural siQnificancn 
of the Katmai area, the State believes that NPS ~hould emphuirr 
both protection of cultural roaouxcra and their intorpretutfon. 
The current placement and operation of Btookn C a a p  facilities, 
for example, i a  both detrimental to the cultural resourc~8 and 
does little to direct viaitor attention to the rich cultural 
history of th ia  historically and archamlogically significant 
area. bre emphasis ia needed in remearch and interpretatton in 
cooperation with local residents whcme ancestors were the first 
to utilize and appreciate the significance of this area. 

At least one new alternative ehould include a well-developed 
gataway community approach which highlights tho linkages betwe& 
the Brookn River area, the remainder of the park, and the 
surrounding region. Such an approach rhould specifically f- 
on the balurca betwesn ease of management and hproving tha 
econdc well-being of the region's scanary. 

State Ownership of Naviaable Waterw- 

The state continues to asrext ownership and management 
jurisdiction over the beds of navigable waterways and the 
watercolumns throughout the Kataai BationaL Park and Premerpe. 
The NPS does nat have the authority to manage or restrict u a ~  of 
these waterwaya, and must approach the Stata with any m a n a g a t  
proponala for theme areas. 

public and State xnvolvglpgnf, 

2h. A wildlife biologist with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, stationed in King 
Salmon, has been a consultant to the NPS planning team since the initiation of this 
project. The plan has benefitted at all phases from the professional input received 
by the state's representative. The NPS Alaska Regional Office has held periodic 
meetings with the State CSU Coordinator and other representatives to discuss the 
status and progress of the plan. The National Park Service looks forward to more 
state consultation and coordination during the implementation phases of this plan. 
Also public meetings are open to the state. 

29 

2h 

We request that collnitnrenta to f u l l  and active future 
participation by the public in general, and the Stata in 
particular, be clearly inrerted up-front in the plan. Altbaugh 

The State is Concerned about this i~muo based on the track record 
of this DCP in the last few years. Initial alternative8 preparmd 
by the NPS were diacuased in a meeting in July, 1991. As a 
result of this meeting, both the Stata and NPS concurred that 
additional data was neceseary, and c d t m s n t s  ware made to 

m e m a  a l l s r l n  or all ozneP prana ror XXChr ana aescr~ptron 
of the i r  relation:hip to the Brmka aver planning effort, then 
is no recognition of the role of the public and State, a6 
required by the ANTLCA, in preparation and revfsions of t h e  plan. 
Adoption of the General mnagement P14n6 (-a) for each park 
unit was contingent upon sub~equant atep-down planning efforts 
invoking the same public and State involvement as required of the 
umbrella documents (ANILCA Section 1301). It war generally 
underatoad that the original GMPs did not contain the required 
specifics and details, hence many comitmnts were made that 
similar public involvement would be incorporated into subsequent 
planm. 
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John M. Ilorohead, Regional Director, -8 Pag.  4 

cooperatively conduct further reaeamh 4nd come up with revised 
alternatives. A t  an August 1993 briefinq m t i n g  covering the 
etatus of planning for Brooks C q ,  Departlrent of Fish and Gama 
[Dm) representatives rbirsd a number of specific data questio~s 
regarding remearch desfgs alteraate m e 4 s u x e m  to reduce 
bsat/h-n encounters, 4 o t m p  to r08olrrs m- of the :.irta 
people managerant probl-. In the tlnre b e t w n  thase two 
meetings, our records indicate that the WPS only contacted DPG on 
three occsmions seeking input bto b.aX remaarch atudier and 
related possible activitirs. The conmultations did not addma8 
the range of concerns proviou8ly raised by DPG and cannot be 
considered adequate consultation or COOSdFnation as required in 
AUILCA Section 1301 and reiterated in the 6X.P. 

Use of the statment for Wanasament, 

We once again strongly object to application of management 
direction which i d  derived f ram- tba 'Stl-t for Hanagemant* 
(page 5). The Statements fur JtUara-nt for each Alaoka park 
rtnFt were unilaterally preparsd by the lJPS subsequent to passaga 
af ANILCh without the  public involvement required in ANILCA 
Section 1301. The State strongly objected to the adoption of th. 
clbcisiona contained in those documents hod has consistently 
objectd to theit continued inappropriate use as guidelines for 
mnaqemnt of the units. Such continued ume of thene document8 
i s  contrary to clear Congressional intent that the public aand 
atate be fully involved in planning decisions regarding 
resources. 

The State bas also conrirteotly maintained that numerous 
aunageIcI(1t object iws wfthfn tb. "Statebeat for llana-nt' -0 
in conflict with mandates of mUxflr. Pox ax-lo objective #2 
contain0 an direction which could conflict with &ILFA mandatemr 

Objective R2: "maintain the park and preserve a8 an area 
where brown bears can exist  a8 aatufally 4s paaeible with 
minimal adverse impacts from humans 

Yet ANILCA mandates the unit bs managed to "protect . . . 
recreational  feature^." 

Obvfoui3ly the Brooks River area has been used historically as a 
significant recreation area for aport fishing. The population of 
bears in atable  or higher  than 1a3 previoun years. FIB such th8 
population is not impacted by the aport fishing activities which 
continue in the area. The plan inappropriately focuses on 
restricting fishing-related activities and public access. 

2i. The Katmai National Park and Preserve management objectives contained in its 
"Statement for Management" are not in conflict with the ANILCA at all, but rather 
reflect its breadth and benefits to all Alaskans. The partial quote with which the 
commenter has chosen to illustrate the state's view could be misconstrued. The 
entire quote is shown in the plan in the section titled "Legislation Affecting the Brooks 
River Area." Section 202(2) of the ANILCA states: 

The monument addition and preserve shall be managed for the following 
purposes, among others: To protect habitats for, and populations of, fish 
and wildlife including, but not limited to, high concentrations of 
brown/grizzly bears and their denning areas; to maintain unimpaired the 
water habitat for significant salmon populations; and to protect scenic, 
geological, cultural, and recreational features. 

The priority that the Congress set for the protection of recreational features at Katrnai 
National Park and Preserve would seem to follow in importance the other listed 
natural and cultural resources. 

As the commenter suggests, the local bear population at Brooks River probably has 
not been affected numerically by sportfishing activities, however, scientific studies 
have documented numerous times that habituation and food-conditioning of bears 
is occurring on the river as anglers compete directly with the bears for the salmon 
resource. One of the stated public use objectives in this plan for the Brooks River 
area is that "opportunities for wildlife viewing, photography, and fish oriented 
recreation that is low density in nature will be provided." Reasonable public access 
and uncrowded fishing-related activities will continue to be available at Brooks River 
under all development alternatives in this plan. 
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DEPARTMENT OF AND FAX imi,r.k2W 

REGIONAL AFFAIRS D S W W J T Y A W . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  m W  W MW7-33(1 

ORICE OF THE WA4MISSlONER 

June 22. 1994 

Superintendent 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
P. 0. %ax 7 
King Salmn. AK 9961 3 

Dear Madam or Sir: 

RE: BROOKS RIVER AREA D W T  CIWELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN 

The department appreciates the opporiunity to review and provide wmmt to 
the National Park Smica's draft Development Concept Plan for the Brwks 
River Area of the Katmar National Park and Preserve. One of the department's 
missions is to assist rural Alaskan Communities in strengthening and diversrfying 
!heir local economies. Some of the development alternatives recommended in 
the plan would provide an opportunity for the nearby communities to receive 
economic benefit from the visitor industry generated by the the park's wilderness 
attractions. 

In review of the four alternatives, the department suggests that perhaps an 
additional alternative should be considered. The new alternative wuld combine 
the attributes identrfiad h devewment alternatives hvo and four, including 
construction of more camp grounds to facilitate a greater number of visitars to 
the park. Development of the visitor facilities mentioned in tJme alternatives 
woutd designate the communities of Kink Salmm and Naknek as gateways for 
visitors to the park. fhis Concept has proven hihly successful for the City of 
Sward as being the gateway community to the Kenai Fjords National Pa&. 

: 

The economic impacts associated with the recent down-sizing of the Air Form 
base In King Salmon and the deaease in value of Bristol Bay salmon to the 
Naknek fishermen has forced the local leadership of these communities to seek 
other economic activities as a means lo sustain their economies. Tourism 
development is fast becoming a signMcant contributor to the area's economy 
and your agency could easily accommodate this development by adopting the 
suggested development atiemative. 

3a. See response 2f. 
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ALASKA PENINSULA CORPORATION 
m0 W o n  St.. Sdle I03 

P.O. Box 104360 
Ancbo*, A b b  99510 
Tdrpbeae 1907) llCUU 

Telrcopkrffldmlk (907) 1145694 

John Morehead. Regional Director 
Natlonal Park Servlce 
2525 Gunbell St. Rm. 107 
Anchorace. AK QP503 

~ l a s k ~  Peninsula Corporation 1s the  village corporation for the  vlllage a1  South 
Eaknek.  We own lands  chat  a re  rdJacent t o  Ketmal Natlonnl Park and ma;., ~f our 
shareholders a r e  dlreet descendas t r  of t h e  people who fled thelr homes when 
Novarupta erupted In 1012. 

APC has r l r a y s  had an  nctlve Interest In development plnna a t  Katmal Nntlcnal 
Park because me bellevo t h e  value of our 02.240 acres  of Iand l q n e & n t  t o  t h e  
Park% s ~ u t h e r n  boundmry w111 certainly have more value  because of t h e  park than 
II thore  were no psrks In t h e  area. 

191 s u u ~ o r t  s1ternmilva #4. t h e  day use  only aI ts rnat lve  t h a t  I1 cltea In tho d r a h  
developnent/concrpt ptan tor t h e  u s e  In t h e  Brook8 River a t  Katmal Nrtlonal Par t .  
Under th ls  n!lcrnatlvc. nconomlc opportunltl4s In t h e  burtmm Industry will ba more 
available to  t h e  local buslnessea than I t  t h e r e  were a coneeralonaire opent lng  In 
t h e  park. 

In a l te rnar lve  r 2 .  Lhe movlng of t h e  development t o  a n  area  south o t  the a r e s  
currently used mould not  address t h e  problem wlth development vithln a n  
archseolog!cal area. 

In addltlon, t h e  Park Service hua not addressed t h e  p o s s l b i l l t ~  t h a t  th ls  a rea  1s 
encroaching upon a Natlve Allotment CIalm by t h e  hcl rs  of t h e  Pclesla Estate. The 
Natlve ~ l l o t m e ~ t  questlon IS h r  born over. ~ l t h o u g h  t h e  Park Servlce sueceasrully 
a ~ p m a l e d  t h e  allotment clalm t o  t h e  IBW, t h e  ISSUC 8111 be  n8olved In Federal 
COUR. 

Alternat ive  e3 would remove a l l  development t o  t h e  Illuk moralne. We a r e  l lao  
opposed to th ls  a l t e m a t l v ~  because I t  would d ls turb  t h e  unlpue quaUty of the 
area .  As children, we mlgrsted up to t h e  Illuk a r e a  each y e u  for  splrltu.1 
connectedness with our ~ n c e d o n .  Our ances tors  t raveled  t o  th ls  area aach year  
t o  hnrves t  aalrnan. We have  always regarded t h e  llluk a s  holy ground and would 
consider any development at  llluk 1 s  an  a c t  of deseeratlon t o  Iand t h a t  our 
n n c c w  unrd 

23- - 
lelsen. General Manager 

ALASKA PENINSULA CORPORATION 
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5a. Comment noted. i m 

5b. There is no evidence that any archeological sites would be destroyed by new roads 
or lodging facilities proposed on the Beaver Pond terrace (alternative 2). 
Reconnaissance level archeological surveys of the areas proposed for future 
development have failed to locate archeological sites. The National Park Service 
believes there is very little likelihood that significant sites are in those locations. In 
environments similar to those of the study areas, buried sites without a surface 
manifestation, if they exist at all, tend to be very small, and can easily be avoided 
during design phases. The "Part Four: Environmental Consequences" - "Impacts 
on Cultural Resources" sections of the final plan have been modified to clarify this. 

The plan states that the National Park Service would conduct archeological surveys 
and, when appropriate, subsurface testing of areas proposed for development away 
from the Brooks River area in order to verify the presence or absence of 
archeological resources. If, in the remote chance that such resources are found, the 
National Park Service would take the effects of proposed developments on cultural 
resources into account during specific design and implementation of the actions, 
avoiding cultural resources where feasible. The National Park Service would consult 
with the State Historic Preservation Officer, the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation, and interested Native Alaskan groups on all specific development and 
construction plans in accordance with section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act. 

5c. On September 24, 1993, the Interior Board of Land Appeals issued a decision that 
concluded that no portion of the Native Allotment application of Palakia Melgenak 
was valid. That decision was final agency action for the Department of the Interior. 
Unless the final determination of thedepartment is set aside by a federal court, the 
lands that once encom~assed the aDDlication continue to be park lands that are 
appropriately considered in the process. 

5d. The National Park Service did not have access to information that the lliuk Moraine 
area had cultural significance to a recognized Native Alaskan group when the draft 
was prepared, despite the fact that the Alaska Peninsula Corporation and other 
neighboring Native Alaskan groups were provided copies of the summer 1991 
Brooks River Area Development Concept Plan Workbook which described and 
illustrated a conceptual development alternative on the lliuk Moraine. Additional 
copies were provided to the corporation in February 1993. This information has been 
integrated into the final plan. The description of impacts on ethnographic resources 
for alternative 3 has been modified to reflect a potential adverse effect. 
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6a. Archeological surveys have indicated that there are no surface manifestations of 
archeological sites on the Beaver Pond Terrace. 

6b. See response 5d. 

6c. Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 provide protection to the environment and archeological 
sites on the Brooks River. 

BRISTOL BAY BOROUGH a S S M B L Y  
RESomION 94-9 

h RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE KATHAI NATIONAL PlW( OPTIONS I 
WEREZIS, the Bristol Bay Borough Serves the cornunities of Irlaknelr, 

South Nalnak and King Salmon and could ba impacted by any 
action taken by thq Park Servicm on use alternatives for 
tba Katmai National Park, and 

m, the Iliuk Moraine Terrace is an unacceptable Site because 
any development vould destroy the cultural. and pristine 
mysticism of the area, and 

6a 

WHEREAS, the Brooks River site is in an archaeological zone that 
already ham suffered an oil spill on the archaeological 
site, and 

WHEREAS, the Beaver Pond Terrace is unacceptable beauan there 
arc significant archaeological sites at this location, I 
Llld 

ALAS= M I S  16th day Of , 1994. 

6~ 

ATTEST : 

HOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Brimto1 Bay Borough AS-b1Y 
recommends that the National Park Service delay any 
actions for 90 days and consider alternatives that 
provide protection to the environment and archaeological 
sites as well as provide more access to other areas of 
the park and ask that all interested parties participate. 

PASSED APPROVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE BRISTOL BAY BOROUGH. 
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BRISTOL BAY NATIVE ASSOCIATIOX 
P 0 BOX 310 

DILLlllGH.4%l. ALASKA 99316 
*mWE ,-,an U:dl.%? 

~ o h n  Mgrehoad 
negionsl Director. National Park Service 
2525 Gambel, Room 107 
Anchorage. ax 99503 

V I A  ELEFAX 

Recent events have galvanized a nwnber of thoughts in my mind 
regarding the Brooks River Area of the Mtrsai. It is rmre than 
apparent thut the region of Brlatol Bay. especially the Native 
c-ity has unified behind an approach to managsaont, us-, and 
development 02 the ~ational Park there. 

I B ~ N A ' ~  concern# regarding manap-t of the Xatmi hove barn and I 
continue to be: 

1 ~roteciion. gresmrvation and Illumination and 
repatriation of the archaeological and cultural resources 
of the natmai. Repatriation may s e m  to bn a strange 
word ta use for sitas and artifacts rtill i n  the ground - 
and for cultural resources that live today - but these 
have been held hostage by the federal (lovorneemt since 
ere- 

There have been some changes since the people of the 
Kacmai warm locked out of their anceatnl hpmelenda. 
liecognition of the M r t a n c e  of the archaealoglcal sitms 
in the Itatmi r o  ?ha .family of man' is a mjor change oE 
the intervening yaara - however recent aevalopmenta at 
Kukak by have demonatrated that we are the best watchdogs 
Lor the proteation of ~rChae0logically inwortant mitmm. 
Guz fears tor the Xubk nice have hen chraccerized by 
the fear of 'mother Brooke Camp in the making*. 

2.  Concern for the mound RIanaqement and wise use of the fish 
end wiXdlire habitat of I+ Park and it. O c o ~ y a b ~ :  Tha 
mjor fishery resource OrlQanating in the Fataraa rr O M  
u p n  which our re~ional aconow la depsadent. 

3 .  The Cailure of Park menagsrnnt to date to live op to the 
commitmenzn ta local hire and local economic d e v e ~ n t  

7a. The National Park Service is recognized throughout the country as the preeminent 
caretaker of the nation's cultural resources, including the protection and 
preservation of archeological resources. The proposal to move most development 
away from the Brooks River Archeological District and National Historic Landmark 
has been in part prompted by this concern. The National Park Service regards 
repatriation as it is legally defined by the Native American Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act of 1990. Under this act, any human remains or objects defined by 
the lawto qualify for repatriation will be repatriated to theappropriate direct descents 
or culturally affiliated group. 
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owed the Native comrm~nity and impaeed by eecs, 2306, 
1307, and 1308 of the Alaska National fnterest Land 
Conservation Act. 

The alternative presented in the National Park Service's Draft 
Development Concept/Plan/Enviretal Xmpact Statement which beat 
meet$ these cohcerna i s  alternative t 4 .  This alternative calls for 
n reorientation of management and ues which takes an sffirnative 
approach to our continuing concernr. This alternative would move 
toward ameliorating some of the damage done to  the archo.eologica1 
site at Brooks Camp, avoid the r l s k  of developmental damape to the 
spawning stream, and establish King Salmon as the nGatervey to the 
Katmai* with all .  of the e c o n d c  potential attendant to that 
designation. 

BBNA4r Board of Dirsctorm will consider a Resolution endorsing 
Alternative 14 at: tts meeting on Way 13. If there i a  anything that 
we can do to promote this i s sue  pleasa call me. 

Sincerely, 

/-+A&4 
Terry H e  ferle 
CEO 

7b. See response 2f. 

RESPONSES 
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8a. As stated on p. iii of the plan, the no action alternative was described in detail as 5 

required by NEPA and to provide a basis from which the reader could respond to 
the issues and proposals. It is not the NPS proposal. 

BiU Pierce 
Su~~?rintendent 
~a'tmai Na tianal Park and Fr&eme 
Post Office Box 7 
King SaImon, AK 99613 

June 6,1994 

Dear Mr. Pierce, 

This letter i s  in response to the April 19% Draft Development Concept 

Plan/Environrnental Impact Statement (DCP/EIS) for the Brooh River Area in the 

K a k  National Park and Preserve. 

The fishing season in Bristol Bay starts in early May. Due to this fact, the draft 

DB/nS deadline allows very little time for the public to react. The comment 

period should be extended until Novmber. This wodd allow adequate time to 

research the draft plan and comment on it. 

No Action Altcnutive - Pleage refer to pages %-98 under Cdfiml Resources. 

This section shows that the NPS is well aware of the valuable archeological sites in 

the Brooks Camp area. B m b  Camp alone exists on top of four archeological sites. 

The NPS is also aware of the site damage that has occurred since 1931 when Katmai 

I Natunal Monument boundaries were expanded to Indude this area. The integrity of 1 
8a I 11 sites is being datroyed due to mnrmctim activities, severe ercsion from human I 

1 sources, and fuel contamination by leaking fuel tanks and lines. Brooh Camp and 1 
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assodated construction should be removed from these valuable archeological sites 

before more damage is done. In the future, the NPS needs to sh.ictly adhere to the 

requirements of Section 106 and 110(f) of the National Historic Preservation Act to 

preserve archeological sites in the park. The No Action Alternative should not be 

considered. 

Alternative 1 - Minimum Requirements. Additional construction at the 

existing Brooks Camp would exalate the damage already done to the archeological 

sites. The construction of new pit toilets, enclosed food storage and preparation 

shelters, piping Lor potable water, new visitors center, barge dock, and an elevated 

foot bridge would add to the destruction. Alternative 1 should not be considered. 

Alternative 2 and Alternatlve 3 - Beaver Pond Terrace and Jliuk Moraine 

Terrace Development. Although thew alternatives would remove all facilities north 

of the Brooks River, the plans call for new roads and lodging facilities to be built in 

Katmaf National Park. If either of these development plans were executed, large 

areas of natural old growth spruce forest would be destroyed and additional 

archeological sites could be destroyed. 

On May 23, 1994, Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt spoke at Independence 

National Historical Park ht Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He stated that the Park 

Service would not build additional roads or lodging facilities within the National 

Parks. Seuetary Babbitt also stated that if the need arose for more overnight 

accommodations, it should be done outside the parks. The Seaetary htha stated 

that the gateway communities outslde the parks should also serve as staging areas, 

8b. Alternative 1 is not the NPS proposal, partly due to the impacts on archeological 
sites as listed by the cornrnenter. 

8c. Approximately 15 acres of white spruce forest would be cleared on the Beaver Pond 
terrace or the lliuk Morraine terrace. There is no evidence that any archeological 
sites would be destroyed by new roads or lodging facilities proposed on the Beaver 
Pond terrace or the lliuk Moraine terrace. Reconnaissance level archeological 
surveys of the areas proposed for future development have failed to locate 
archeological sites. The National Park Service believes there is very little likelihood 
that significant sites are in those locations. In environments similar to those of the 
study areas, buried sites without a surface manifestation, if they exist at all, tend to 
be verysmall, and can easily be avoided during comprehensive design of facilities. 
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The Katmaf National Park and Preserve Staff should take a hard Lmk at 

modifying alternative 4 or consider an alternative 5. For example: 

Altcmadvc 5 - Day Use Area and Camp Ground Facilities. 

1. Concept Statement 

This alternative could emphasize the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes and bear 

viewing at Broob River as well as other locations in the Park. IXs plan would 

remove all fadties north of the Brooks River and develop a day use fadity  and 

campground on the south side of the Brooks River. Thls plan would also call for 

bur boais on Naknek Lake to take tourism and supplies to a landing site south of the 

Bmb River. 

A cultural and educational site should be developed. The unique culture and 

religion of the people who lived the park for thousands of years should be 

emphasized. 

2. Visitor Experience and Use Limits 

Most visitors would arrive by boat and float plane on Naknek Lake beach 

eomewhere south of the mouth of Brooks River. They would Ulen go to a visitor 

contact statlon for an orientatian of the unique characteristics of the Valley of Ten 

Thousand Smokes and Brooks River Area. A bear safety message would be included 

in thFs orientation Alternate access could be at Lake Books when the weather 

makes landing on Naknek Lake unsafe. A contact station in the Old Log Cabin on 

Lake Brooks could be staffed at thw times. 

8g. Alternative 4 of the plan has been modified to include the potential development of 
a gateway community concept related to park visitation, lodging, tour boat access, 
and other service functions. However no developed campsite south of the river was 
included in the modification for reasons explained in the plan. The National Park 
Service intends that the culture and religion of the people who inhabited the Brooks 
River area for thousands of years would be interpreted in all of the plan alternatives. 
This theme has been recognized as significant in the park's 1993 interpretive 
Prospectus. The suggested presence of 225 visitors plus an unknown number of 
park and concessions staff per day in the area could re-create the crowded and 
potentially dangerous visitar conditions that this plan is attempting to resolve by 
establishing reasonable use limits to preserve the wildlife viewing and sportfishing 
opportunities along the Brooks River. 
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After receiving the orientation and safety message, vidtors could board a shutde to 

be taken to the campground, day use shelter, or the N h e k  Lake visitor contad 

station Campgrounds could be made to accommodate up to one hundred and 

twenty-frvp people per day and tour baab could bring an additional one hundred 

visitors per day. Brooks River fishing should be catch and release only. This would 

leave no need to b d d  a fish cleaning building. 

3. Additional Concerns 

Some of the problem areas that need to be addressed are tour boat and b a t  

plane access and dock location, a shuttle sybtern, and a location for a Brooks River 

management support facility. Bullding trails on known archeological sites, 

remediation of the existing Brooks Camp, omtruction of bear viewing platforms, the 

long term preservation of archealoglcal sites, and the potential impacts to salmon 

spawning habitat are other areas that need to be a d d m w d  

The Nahrral Resources Department at  the Bristol Bay Native Association 

would like to help in ironing out these problem areas with the Draft Development 

Concept PLan/Envimnmental Impact Statement for the Brooks River Area. 

Please don't hesitate to call me or my staff at 842-2743. 

H. Robin Satnuelsen Jr. 
Nahual Resource Manager 
Brfstol Bay Native Associadon 
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PAVG-YIK INC. LTD. 
P.O. BOX 61 

NAKNEK, ALASKA 996% 

May 10, 1994 

Mi. Bill Pierce, Superintendent 
U. S. Department of the Interiox 
National Park Service 
Katmai National Park 
P. 0. Box 7 
King Salmon, Alaaka 99613 

TELEPHONE 
MANAGER: (907) 2 ~ 2 7 7  

ACCOUNTlNa: (907) 246-4238 
FAX (907) 246441s 

Subject: Alternative 4 :  Day Use Area only 
Brooks River Area 
Katmai National Park 

Dear Bill : 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the propoaed 
Development Concept Plan by the National Park Service on the 
use, management, and development of the Brooks River Area, 
Katmai NatioriaL Park. 

Our comnents reflect the position taken by the Board of 
Directors of Paug-Vik Inc. Ltd. the village corporation 
for Naknek and King Salmon, Alaska. The adopted resolution 
supporting alternative 4 ier attached for the record. 

We believe that among the alternatives presented under the 
concept plan, alternative 4 is the one most effective in 
preeerving the park's natural and cultural resources. It 
also appeara, that it i s  the least expensive proposition 
compared to the others in terms of construction and 
operating cost of maintaining the park system. 

with King Salmon becoming the community gateway to Katmai 
National Park, more businesaes will he attracted to the 
area thus,  improving the local economy. 

We again thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 

10. Comments noted. 

RESPONSES 
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PAUG -VIK INC. LTD. 
P.O. BOX 61 

NAKNEK. ALASKP. 99633 

TELEPHONE 
MANAGER: (907) 2-277 

ACCOUNTING: (907) 22464178 
FAX (BOY) 2464418 

WBEREM, Paug-Vik mc.. Ltd. in tha Village Corporation for 
the Villaga of Naknek, located adfrcsat to the southam 
boundary of the Xatmai National Park, and 

I(ItGREAB, Paug-Vik will be impacted by m y  action taken by 
the Park Service on urr mlt~rnativss for the Katmai National 
Park, m d  

WEE-, the rltsmativm #4,  day-uoe-only ia our prafarrrd 
altern=tlve w i t h  King Balmon dsaignatad am the gatsway 
community, and 

WREREAS, King Salman am the gateway oonmnrnity would greeerve 
the Park as a Pura Park with no developments, and 

OIBZRWB, the current location at Brooks, the Beaver Pond 
Terrace and Iliuk Moraine is in an archaeological area and 
any development would adversely impact the cultural 
significlncs of the rraa, 

NOW, THEREFORE BE I T  RESOLVED, P8ug-Vik InC., Ltd., a 
Corporation under ANSCA mupportn AXternativa I 4 in the 
published draft far the Brooka River at the K a t M i  Nation81 
Park. 

BB I T  ETQrEER RI%SOLVKD, thim Ramolution 94-03 was adopted 
this ?! day of , 1994 at a Reqular Board of 
Director. Maeting. 

10a. See responses 2f and 9b. 
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John Norehead 
Rmgional Director 
N a t i o n a l  Park Sarvlce 
2 qanbell RBI 107 
kncharaw, k.K 99509 

Pear Mr. Korehead, 

The village or south Nnknrk is v5thin tho BrisCol Bay -rough 
end la laaataa about P I  nL1ar dorh r iver  froa a e  xatnf. ~ a t i o r u l  
park. T ~ S  Natives who rasida at South Naknrk are deSCendants iror 
the pcaple of the villsga of Savonaaki, now abandonad bessusa at 
tha  eruption of nt. K a t m a L  Ln 1912. 

villago of south Naknmk 3 listad as a t r ibe  on the 
Secretary of In%.riar4a tribal L i r L  published Ln 0ct0b.c~ 1993. The 
vilLng. caunct: is the governing m y  fee tha *fib4 at South 
Nlrknok. 

w e  have had an opportunity to revirv th4 c f r a f C  8 l t a ~ n d t i w m  
for the  ~ r c  a t  t k r  Broekl Rivor I n  the K m b a i  ~stj.orkal Pagk. 
nrva r special ~nrtreat in the plans f o r  Irooks River bacaura u n y  
of our ~ ~ t i v r  p ~ o p l o  travel thera to harvrat Red fish each Ymar 
during the fuerrth of  O c t o b 0 T .  

- 

I l b  ua urge that fhr arookr River Isr dmsignstad as day-u~o only 
area and w i t h  t h e  headquarterr rite relocated to King Salmon. 1 .- 

I l a  
, 

~h~ Brooks River area has born thr Iwation whar~ our 
~mva  timru.rrtma rrLmon t o r  a t  l e a a t  roo6 years. A ~stiva ~ u I I E ~ ~ ~  
our -unity has cLa1lh.d thia area an n W8tive A l l o t ~ ~ n t  an6 the 
om&rahio s 6  still unrooolvrd. 

President 
south pl)r;rek Vi !lag. Council 

1 IC 

I l d  
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~a atrongly object to The Ieavar Pond and Tli~k Worainr 
rlfsrnstiv&s because they nu arahaoo1ogtca1 sites a d  m y  
d e v a l w w t  would drwttoy tho quaLity ot thim area. The Park Was 
croatmd t o  prorarun the cultural and natural rrrourcrr. bevalopnnt 
w i t h i n  tps parlc Wltl obliterate thasr qur&ities. 

Finrlly, we euggmst thee you canrider the concept of 
cstahljshina t s u r W t #  for  tours and trafl~port..ti~n bocauss 
airplanad dlsturb the  aura or tran~uillty i n  the P a r k  

1 1 a. The validity of the native allotment claim on Brooks River was resolved on September $ 
24, 1993. See response 5c. 

I 1  b. The Brooks River area would be designated a day use area in alternatives 2,3, and 
4 of the final plan. The headquarters of the park already is in King Salmon. 

1 t c. There are no known archeological sites on the Beaver Pond terrace or the lliuk 
Moraine terrace. See response 8c. 

1 1 d. See response 2f. 
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h t h  N a h k  V i g e  Council 
PO Box 70151 

South Niknek, AK 99670 

BUI Pierce, Supmhlendcnt 
lCaunai National Park 
PO Box 7 
King Salmon, AK 9961 3 

Dear Bill: 

Tkwk you for your recent vid to Sooth Naknek As you know, South Naknek is located 
about 25lniksdownrivcr~Ks~NationalParkTk~~whortsi&arSooth 
Naknck arc descendants from tht people of thc vib& of Snvonoski now abandoned 
bccaus~ of the eruption ofMt. Krtmai in 1912. 

T h e  vill?ge of South Naknck ia listed aa a tribe on the S m q  of Interior's hibal I t  
published in October, 1993. The wbgc council is the gowning body fbT thc l r i i  at 
South Naknek. 

We have had an oppor&~& to rokw thc draft fa the usc of the Elrookg W 
in the Katmai National Park. We have a special intacat in thc p h  for Brooks Rivw 
because many of our Native pcopk travel here to hanu i  Rcd Fkh cach year during the 
month o f  Octabcr. 

The Brooks River has bcen he, Iocation whcre our peqfc have hanested sabnon for dl 
least 4000 years. A Native family m our community has & h c d  this m a  as a Native 
AUotmcnt d the o m h i p  is still urn-. 

WcurgethrrtheBmbRiverbe~tcd+9a&y-lret&arcaandrhatthe 
hcadqumtcrs site be relocated b King Salmon. 

We autTongly ob~cct to thc lkmx Pond and Iliuk Moraine a h r m i l h  because thq arc 
archawlogd sites and any dmlopmcnt would dGaboy the qunlity of this ma. Tbe Park 
w a  crurtcd to prejem the cultural and natural IWOWCCB. The development within the 
Kajmai National Park would o b l i ~ c  these palitits. 

Fin* we suggest that you cc&dex the concept of &abhhbq~ lourboats for tours and 
tramportation because airphnca di~turb the awa oftranquiHly in the P A .  

SOUTH N AKNEK -AGE COUNCIL. 

12. See responses 5c, 11 b, 8c, 2f. 

RESPONSES 



June 13, 1994 

Bill Pierce 
Superintendent 
Katmai National Park 
Box 7 
King Salmon AK 99613 

Dear Bill, 

1 The WPS DCP for Brooks Camp has on page 4, table 1, statistics 
that show the increase in visitor use of the area. On Page 3 of 
the DCP it state "as day use c l i m b  unchecked, the resources and 
visitor experience suffer". What it doesn't show is t h a t  since 
1988 most of the the increased uae has been during off peak 
periods; Periods for which no use limits are being proposed. 

I have enclosed visitor use statistics that were provided to m e  
by Dave Neneth, the former K~tmai concessions specialist. The 
statistics cover the period up to 1990 and break out visitation 
by month and type of visitor. X also have 1992 statistics 
broken out tne same way, but for sone reason have none froll 
1991. I have not seen any 1993 statistics at all. 

Please see me attached exhibit 1. Use during July, the peak 
month, averaged 173 visitors per day in 1988 for b t h  overnights 
and day users combined. It decreased to 140 and 134 per clay 
respectively for 1989 and 1990. Row look at my attached exhibit 
2. In 1992 July visits averaged 185 ( f t e m  5). Item 7 indicates 
that the 185 was a 23% increase over 1991. That would put the 
1991 July average st 159 visitor days. 

An interesting aide note is m a t  the statistics in attached 
exhibit 3 shows total visitation at Brooks during 1992 to be 
13,920. That is 660 less than the 14,580 shown on exhibit 2 
item 5 so perhaps tne peak season use for 1992 was a bit less 
than the 185 per day indicated by exhibit 2 itan 5. 

Whatca the paint? It is that peak season visitor days appear to 
have leveled of f .  The reason is that all overnight facilities 
at Brooks Casp, King Salmon and the area's fishing lodges were 
at maximum capacity during July of 88 and probably again i n  
2992.  Since day trips to Brooke from Anchorage are impractical 
for most people, dramatic increases beyond these levels should 
not be expected. The number of visitor days essentially has a 
limit of it's own, even without thosa being proposed by the DCP. 

Xncressed use during shoulder periods should be viewed as 
positive by the NPS. Instead, it is used by those who wish to 
perpetuate the crisis mentality, that visitor use is sky 
rocketino out of control with no end in siqht. 

Located in Katrnai National Park 
47W Alrcrafc Dr:vc Anchr,rrgc.  ALL^ 79502 9C7-21S5448 TolCI:rcc Kmrvationr SD3 5 4 4 4 5 5 1  Fax (407)243&49 
nD,,I,CC I ,-.-rr. - Y , . ,  ,,, _ r..,-.r..r.,_D _ " ._... .^ _ _. ._  .,.._....- .,. _ - -. - - -- - 
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13a. The section on "Limits of Acceptable Change" in part two of the plan discusses the 5 
basic assumptions that were used to create indicators and standards for the four 
development alternatives, which helped determine the proposed use limits in each 
development alternative. Beyond a doubt July is the sustained high use period when 
greatest impacts on resources and visitor experience happen. That is why the focus 
for use limits is on peak use days in July. These proposed limits do not represent a 
significant reduction in visitation over the course of a season, because only on a few 
days in July would the limit ever be met. The use limits are essentially designed to 
control peak days when impacts reach unacceptable levels. Visitation statistics 
recorded at many national parks show a variable rise and fall over the years that is 
related to external influences such as the health of the economy, extreme or 
catastrophic weather events, or tourist safety concerns. Table 1 clearly illustrates 
that a growth trend is occurring at Brooks Camp that, in the absence of day use 
limits, has no end in sight. The columns representing day use show that the "low 
day use" of 1989 to 1991 were still higher than any year prior to 1988. Day trips from 
Anchorage to Brooks and return are happening every summer. A one day excursion 
to Brooks River could feasible be added to any Alaska package tour, and the day 
use numbers would increase accordingly. Increased visitor use during the shoulder 
season does not compensate for the crowded peak days in July, nor is it considered 
the reason for the proposed use limits. 
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You might be asking yourself why I would oppose day use limits 
at Brooks Camp. For one, they are unnecessary. They are also 
the main concern for certain hoteliers in King salmon that see 
removing the lodge as their Only salvation within the DCP 
alternatives. If the lodge is gone, we're out of business. 
Besides, day users are an additional source of revenue for us, 
and thus helps ua keep the cost of our operation from being 
shouldered entirely by our lodge guests. 

Yes the area gets hectic during these peak use periods with the 
current facilities, but it is hardly the crisis some would have 
you believe. Areas of congestion are the bridge, lodge area and 
the falls viewing platform. These problem areas could easily be 
designed out of any new facility. 

Let's aupp~se a new f a c i l i t y  is built with the proposed lodge 
and campground numbers. What's the point of limiting the number 
of day users around the lodge, reetaurant and trading post. How 
would the number of people there or at the access site nake any 
difference? Why would the nunhr of people on the valley tour 
be seen as a problem? They're not even in the area that is 
supposed to have the problem. Limits on the nunber of people on 
each platform maybe, and perhapa the time they stay there, but 
at the camp, why? 

I 

These facilities need to be designed to accommodate tne maximum 
expected use. This use maximum can be easily anticipated by 
looking at past peak years. Shoulder periods are always going 
to be a sales problem for King Salmon hotels. This makes it 
highly unlikely that additional hotel roo- will pop up there. 
Building another major facility in King Salmon vould be akin to 

1 financial suicide. 

We have thousands of visitors every year and negative comments 
about the experience are extremely rare. That's because no one 
has told them there's a crisis. I wish you and the rest of the 
park personnel had been allowed to make up your own minds as 
well. Unfortunately, you've all been told about the "serious 
conflictw, "the potential for tragic incident* and "Irreparable 
impact on the bear population", stc., etc. Xt's very convincing. 

Please try to ignore what you've heard and see for yourself. I 
know it will be hard, and sure you'll see sons problems, then 
try to imagine it without the few areas of congestion. Even 
with them it's not that bad. 

13b. The three areas of visitor congestion mentioned - the floating bridge, the lodge, 
and the falls platform - are all being redesigned or removed depending on the 
alternative, to help reduce humanlbear encounters and to improve the visitor 
experience. Visitor use limits are needed for the entire Brooks River area because 
everyone who visits will at some time go to the river. Table 2 displays the proposed 
number of visitors at one time on the platforms and the average time they could 
spend on the falls platform, etc. The lodge would be limited by the number of beds 
available to overnight guests, and the valley tour would be limited by the number of 
seats on the bus(es). The full capacity of the lodge or the valley tour bus(es) would 
be the de facto use limit for those aspects of the visitor experience. 
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BROOKS CAMP RECREATIONAL VISITOR DAYS (DAY USE PLUS OVERNIOMS) 

1978 Lodgs Campground PI. Boats PI. Planes CUL'a Day Use TOTAL AVIDAY 
May 0 12 4 24 0 28 40 
June 484 153 0 84 0 64 7M 23 

Jay 788 9&1 30 52 o 82 I- 69 
A W  MX) 742 28 20 0 54 1398 45 
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1974 Lodge Campgmund Pr. Boau PI. Planss CVL's Day Use TOTAL AVlOAY 
68 

May 338 
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TOTALS 1746 75 0 38 63 0 101 2597 

1973 Lodge Campground P~.BO;M PI. Planes CUCs Day Usa TOTAL AVDAIY 
May 54 0 0 0 o 0 M 
June 374 50 5 3 0 8 432 14 
Julv 668 290 7 6 3 12 970 31 

46 20 6 15 0 21 87 
o a  0 4 8 0 12 12 
TOTALS 1744 582 30 37 0 6 2373 
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COMMENTS 

June 1994 

Bill Plerce 
Superintendent 
Katml Natlonal Park and Preserve 
P.O. Box 7 
Ring Salmon, AK 99613 

b a r  Mr. Pierce . 
I have in the past had opportunity to ~ O t n m e n t  to you and othere in 
the NPB, both verbally and in rrttlng, in regards to the DCP for 
BrooKs Camp. With the review period "deadline" of dune 30 upon 
ua, 5 uiah to take thZa opportunity for further Comment. 

Katmeiland Inc., ae you know, bas been the ConceBslonaire at 
Katml since 1982 .  The origlnel Eonceseione contract was 
negotiated by my father, Raymond I. Peterean, tnrough his airline, 
Northern Conaalldated Rlrlinee in 1950. As a cnild I 8pent my 
aummere at the Ketmal Campa. As an adult have Deen involved in 
Kafmsi tourin0 from guiding for the lodgea to operating Katmal air 
beginning in 1974 to the preeent operating of tne Park's only 
majar conceesiona. 

Obviously Katarailand has a trelnendous stake in the final outcome 
of the Brooks DCP, 80 it comes aa no surprise ttlat 1 support the 
exfstence of lodging, camping and other Visitor facilities there, 

Our flnancial stake in the area aelde, f etrongly believe in the 
need for m overnight facilities at Brooke Camp, even if they were 
operated by eomeane beeldes my company. Therefore I will go on 
record ae supportinq the DCP proposed alternative two in respects 
to it's general 1ocaELona and size. 

There are areas, however, mere I atrongly dimagree md othere 
where I agree w i t h  the pcopoaal an4 other alternatives a0 well. 
They are Itemized f n  the folloulnq attached pagee- 

Once again thank you fat opportunities I have had to comment. 
B o p f u l l y  you uill find my Ideas informative and useful. 1 believe 
they reflect a my years or experience in Katmai, 

L w t c d  in Katmai Nariond Park 
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13d. Ranger led walks to the platforms could be implemented by park management $ 

when they determine it necessary to do so. That action can be taken independently 
from this DCP. 

13e. See response 13a regarding these repetitive paragraphs on use limits. 

A policy statement on the probability ot a bear attack ehould be 
made before it hagpens. The statement ehould note that bear 
attacks occur occaelonally in Alaska. It is one of the Inherent 
risks associated with the wilderness here. Further, it ehould 
etste that, therefore, if and when a bear incident occura, it does 
not nece~loarlly mean radlcal change in policy is required, or that 
the park erred in it's nanaqement. The NPB cannot "guarantee" 
visitor aafety. 

The NP8 should provide more Interpretive walks at Brooks with 
naturallet guides. This is the perfect way to make eure people do 
not have problem encountere with bears. %hey should coincide wlth 
time6 that vlaltors usually walk up river for bear viewing. They 
may leave every hour in the morning when day viaitora arrlve, and 
after lunch when newly arrived campera and lodge gueete are apt to 
be ready to go. 

Host viaitore would prefer to go up river bear watching wlth a 
ranqer, especially tor the firet time. Along the way they would 
learn about bears from a naturalist rather than by trial and 
error. The prclctlce of not taking guided walks to the falle for 
bear watching is illogical. People are going to go anyway so why 
not with a guide to keep them out: of trouble 

A common complaint I hear from people at Brooka ie about rangere 
who were rude to them. Just think how much more poeltive the 
image of the Katmai ranger would be if he or ehe were a friendly 
guide instead of being seen as an enforcer cop barking orders. 
What a better use of park personnel and a more effective method OF 
controllinq the vialtors Interaction with bear8. 

MF% atatisticmi Npe atatietlca are another thing perpetuating the 
crieie mentality. This Is my major disagreement with the propoaed 
alternative. Day urr limits, in particular, ie the primary 
concern of those in King &lmn that see remvinq the lodge 
entirely as their only aalvation within the DeP alternatives. 

Day use in eecalatfng out oil cantrol~ The NP8 DCP for Brooke C a w  
has on page 4, table 1 statlrtlce that ehou the increaee In 
visitor use of the area. On Page 3 of the DCP it etatee "aa day 
ume climDe unchecked, the resources and visitor experience 
suffer". What it doesn't ahow la that since 3988 moat of the 
increataed uee has been during o f f  peak petiod8r periods for which 
no uee limits are being propoaed. 

I have enclosed vi~itor use etatiatica that were provided to me by 
Dave Nelreth, the former Katmai conceaaions apeclallet. The 
etsttstics cover the period up to 1990 and break out vieitation by 
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m t h  and type of Visitor. I also have 1992 atatistics broken out 
tha sanm way, but for some reason have none from 1991. 1 have not 
seen any 1993 statistics at all. 

Pleaae nee attached exhibit 1. use during July, the peak month, 
averaged 113 visitors per day In 1988 for both overnights and day 
users coubined. It decreased to 148 and 134 per day renpectivcly 
for 1989 and 1998. Now look at my attached exhlbit 2. In 1992 
July viaita averaged 185 (Item 5 ) .  Item 7 indicetea thet the 185 

a 23t increase over 1991. That would put tix 1991 July 
werage at 15B visitor days. 

an interesting slde note is that stati~tics in attached exhibit 3 
nhOVs b total visitation at Brooka durlnq 1992 to M 13.329. That 
Is 660 lees than the 14,580 s h m  on exhibit 2 item 5. 60 parhapa 
the pee* season use for 1992 wee a bit less than the 185 per m y  
indicated by exhibit 2 item 5. 

Yhet'a the point? It ie that peak ssaeon viaitor m y 8  appear to 
have leveled off. The reanon Is that all ovefnight facilities at 
Brooks Camp, King Salmon and the areama fishing lodqea were at 
maximua capacity during July of 88 and Probably agaln in 1992. 
since day tripe to BCOokS from Anchorage are Lmracticel for m e t  
people, dranatlc incteases beyond these lewla should not be 
expected. The number or viaitor days essentially has a limit of 
 it'^ o m ,  even without those b i n g  propoead by the DCP. 

Increased use durinq ehoulder periods should be vieueu an positive 
by the NPs. Instead. it is used by thome who wlsh to perpetuate 
the crleia mentality, that VioitOr use is sky rocketing out of 
control with no e M  in eiqht. 

1 you aimt ba asking yourself why I would opposm day usa units at 
Brooks Canp.  For one, they are unnecaaaary. They are alao the 
main concern for those in Kina salraon that e m  remvinq the lodge 
ae their only salvation within the DCP alternatives. If the lodge 
in gone, we're out of business. Besides. day users are an 
additional source of revenue for us, and thus halpa us keep the 

I cost of our operation from being shouldered entirely by our 1-e 
I gunate,. 

Dearadstion of visitor experienme Yea the area gets hectic during 
these p e a  use Periods with the current facilitiss. But it ia 
hardly the crisis some would have you believe. Areas of 
congeation are the bridge, lodge area and the falle vieuing 
platform. These problem areas could easily be designed out of any 
new facility . 
We have thousanda of visitors ewry year and nepative ccuamenta 
about the experience ere extremely rare. That's because no one 

RESPONSES 
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13f. See response 13b regarding these repetitive paragraphs on use tirnits and design m( 
capacity. 

13g. The National Park Service concurs. See comment and response 2a. 

haa told them there's e criaie. 1 wish you and the r e a t  of the 
park personnel had been allowed to make up your own minds 8B uetl. 
Unfortunately, you've all been told about the "Beriouo conflict , 
"the potential for tragic incldent" and "Irreparable impact on the 
bear population", etc., etc. It'e very convinclnp. 

Plaaee try to ignore what you've heard and eee for youreelf. I 
know it will be herd, and sure you'll eee aome Probleme, then try 
to imagine it without the few areae of congeetion. Even with thorn 
it'a not that bad. 

Let's suppose a new facility ie built witn the proposed lodge and 
campground numbere. Whatera the paint o f  limiting the number of 
day users around the lodge, reataurant and trading poat. How 
would the  number of people there or at the accese eite make any 
difference? Why would the number of people on the valley tour be 
an iseue? They're not even in the area that la eupposed to have 
the problem. Limfte on the nmber of geopla on eech platform 
maybe. and perhaps the time they stay there, but at the camp, wny? 

W e e  factlitiee need to be designed to scconm~data the maximum 
expected use. This use m a x i m  can be eaeily anticipated by 
looking at past peak yaars. Shoulder periods are always going to 
ba a sales problem for King Salmon hotela. This nclkea it highly 
unlikely that additional hotel roome will pop up there. Building 
another major facility in King Salmon would bs akin to financial 
auicide. 

Old daya and old timret I' rn sure moat that m e t  of the 
coarmenre you have received about degraded viaitor experience have 
been from old timere relating storiee of the good old days. A t  
One DCP alternative8 preeentntlon by Larry Norria, he pointed out 
that people who have been there before compare today's Brooks Camp 
to their first visit. 

ha I rtated earlier, negative tomenta about the Brooka Camp 
experience are extremely rare. We cannot expect things to remaln 
the same forever. I elao remember the old daya, and while they 
have given many happy aremriea, their paeeing fa not aynonymaua 
with crisis or disaster. 

1 39 

M Y  U8S ONLY AL-TI- I 

T i m e  change, and the reaeone for vieiting Brooke Camp have 
changed with them. Moat of these early vi~ltora were aport 
fishermen. Bear watching la now the main draw for visitors. 

Support for alternative 4, day uae only, he0 h e n  primarily from 
those uho feel they have something to lose from the day use limite 
in the propoaed alternative. 'Ilhile m y  may cite environnental or 
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archaeological concerns ae well, economics and the effect on 
"gateway communities", 1.e. King blmon, ie by their o m  admisalon 
the primary ieeue f o r  met. 

The affordable wilderneast Please aee the attached exhibit 4, a 
1994 Brooke Lodge rate sheet. A two day one night double 
occupancy etay at Brooks Cam with tranawrtation from Anchorage 
currently co8ts S516.00 (9526.00 in July). The valley tour can be 
added for 857.88. Now look at the attached exhibit 5 .  a 1993 rate 
sheet for the Quinnat Landing Hotel. Quinnat "option el" includea 
transportation from Anchorage, a King Galmon tour and one unguided 
day at Brooke Camp for 9575.00 per person. I don't know if their 
rate has gone up for 1994. Need 1. eay more about coat. 

Both of these tours are two deye, one night. On the Brooks Ladge 
tour the viaitot apende two part daya at Brooks, arriving late 
morning of day one and departing the evening of day two. On the 
Quinnat tour the visitor sgenda much lee6 time at Brooks. Should 
he want to epend part of his Firat day at Brooks, it would cost 
even more. Brooks offere more wllderneae at lower cost and ueee 
about the same amount of the visitors time, 

hcceast We eel1 a lot of Katmal toure, both with stays at Brooka 
Lodge, our fishing lodge8 and with etaye In Ring Salmon. We 4160 
meet many of the other visitore that are vieiting for the day. 
Invariably they would have preferred to stay at Brooka. While 
ataying at Xing salmon is a g o d  alternatlve to naving everyone 
stay at Brooks, day use only would be the ultimate degradation of 
visitor experience. 

All day urbers, aa I'm mure you know do not come from King Salmon. 
Many come from the areae fiahing lodqes. These lodges, like our 
own Xullk Lodge, are qulte expenalw when compared to Brooke or 
King Balmon Hotels. All day vieitors are not people with less to 
spend. A goob portion of them are those with the most to spend. 

Day use only f~ better tor gateway coaunltieer As I pointed out 
previously, all day usere do not come from King Salmon. Under a 
day use only alternative thie would no doubt continue to be the 
case. Reqardleee, what are the economic ilnpacte/bensfits of a 
hotel room in King Salmon to the local economy? 

1. The cuatomer buy6 air fare to and from King Salmon. Thie 
benefits the local airport/airline induetry at King Galmon. 

2. The ruetomer buys food at local reataurant or the hotel. All 
food comes by airline (bypas8 mall) from Anchorage or ie barged 
from 8eattlo. Once again airlinelairpart and aleo barge 
companiee/city dock industries benefit. 

RESPONSES 
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13h. See comment and response 3b. 2 

3. Hotel buys fuel to heat hotel r o o m ,  benefiting the local bulk 
glant/fuel delivery industry. 

1. Purchaee of electricity by hotel benerita electrlc cowany. 

With out question a hotel room at Brooks Camp generates the e m  
economic activity in the local economy. A 1 1  of the food and fuel 
to s u m r t  a room at Bcooka goes theugn Xing Balmon or Naknek. 
All the guests travel through tlm King Ealmon airport. rn C6ct. a 
room at Brooks Cemp requires more logistics and transportation 
than one in Ring salmon. A11 of which generates additional 
economic activlty in the cmunSty. 

8rookn Camp's electricity and utilities are provided by the Park 
Becvice. Many of tho Parks malntenancs and supwrt psopla are 
paraanent residents In Ring Eeleon. 3u.t an is the case with a 
hotel room, it takes more activity to qensrate a kilowatt or 
opdrate water and s e w c  systems at Brooks C8mp than it does in 
Xing Balmon. 

-. " 
T M n  there la the question of tlm hotel am3 restaurant 5oba and 
who gsta them. The Kinq Balmon hotels and restmursnts are 
basically seasonal operations lust aa Brooka Lodge. I would queen 
that moat O f  their emplayese are not year r a m  local reeidents. 
Purthermora, hotel ond tourism f o b  are generally low paying when 
comparad to those prcvidad by the coaaercial fishing induatry. 

I knaw ue at Katmallmnd recalve hurrdrgds of lab applications every 
year. I don't think we have recelved one awlication from someone 
in Southwest Alaska. We would like to hire local people for our 
OpBration, their interaction with our quests would add to the 
vlsitor~ exparlence. I would queeo that m s t  locals would rather 
work in the commercial fishing industry. 

The only people who benefit mare from a hotel in King Salmon than 
one in the park are the hotel ouners themselves. This is not a 
Xing Salmon versus Brooks Camp issue. There is no reason why we 
cannot ell benefit from m e  Brooks Lodge, for all practical 
purposes, is a local hotel. The %rooks Lodge has been in 
operation since 195@, lower than any hotel in Kinq Salmon. 

I don't see where it benefits t M  gataway corslaunlty, King BalrPon, 
to remove the lodge. In fact. Brooka X P  Alternetive 4 calls for 
much leas visitation than either alterrmtlve that has a lodge at 
Brooke Camp. It la liksly, therefore, that ita remval would 
rasult in less local economic activity. 

PIeaee carefully consider your poaition on this. The motives of 
many supporting day u e m  only are clearly eelf eerving and they are 
also very short sighted. The removal of a facility that has 
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benefited the lace1 economy for over forty years is in no one'e 
beet intereets. 

I 

The interests of every one involved are beat served by having both 
a facility at Brooke Camp and viable hotel8 in Klng Balmon as 
uell. Unreasonuble uae limits in the park and particularly Brooks 
Camp, the bigpeat attraction in the park, are the threat. It isn't 
an either/or eituation. , But above all let'e understand that having a lodge at Brooka i~ 
good for the Klng Balmn hotels and that the hotele are good for 

! Brooks Lodge. Both are good for the co~rmnmity. 

Diversifying park attracttone in Katmai would no doubt benefit 
gateway conmunitles. But ae Larry Norria ao aptly pointed out at 
the various meetlnga, vieitation to other wrts of Katmai la not 
the lasue here. 

I support the dlverslflcatlon of visitor options in Katmai. But, 
the DCP la totally about Brooke C-. 

Cultural attractionat While I understand that the NP8 cannot 
inveet in vialtor attractions outside of the park, they ehould 
none the leas support and encourage the development o f  a native 
cultural center or exhibit in King Balmon. I would envlalon a 
actual functioning subsistence fiBh camp much the same as exlet on 
individual native allotments in Gouthueat Alaaka. 

Viaitore could observe the catching and preeerving of salmon just 
ae it occurs all over Illaaka. It is feasible that they could even 
participate in the activity. At the very least, they could aample 
and purchaae the dry fish and other native handicrafts such aa 
kaaskets. Books on native culture and hiatory could alao be mold. 

As I previouely stat&, the hietory of bear/human interaction 
should be a major part of Brooke Camp interpretation. A NPS 
constructed exhibit de~cribing thLe history af interaction iB a 
muat, "The bears were here firat* ettltude is not only untrue, it 
is also hiding a story that needs to be told. 

The eportfiehlnp problem The gueetion of what do about 
sportfiehinq at brooke River ha8 m e n ,  like everything elae, 
related t o  the bears. Sportfiehlng la managed by the State an a 
euetalned yield baeie. The populatione of trout and salmon are in 

13i. The detailed contents of interpretive exhibits are more properly addressed in the 
interpretive prospectus for the park, not in this plan. An interpretive prospectus was 
prepared in conjunction with the planning effort for the DCP, and printed in 1993. A 
number of the interpretive themes were identified in the prospectus. Several themes 
cover the story of human/bear interactions through time, including brown bear 
behavior and habituation, brown bear safety and management issues, and 
aboriginal use of the Katmai area. 



no way endangered. The biggest threat to the parka aalmon, and 
therefore the trout (not to mentlon the m a r e )  in high aeaa 
fishing outaide the jurisdiction of treaties. 

The only place X can find fault with the state's management of the 
fiaheriee hae bean rectified. It took eeveral years for area 
eportfiahfng guides to convince them that the sreaa trout 
populations have rernainsd ntrong as a result of the catch and 
release policy the quldea had voluntarily imposed upon themeelvme. 
The atate has aince made malor restrictions on killing trout in 
Southwest Alaeka the law. 

There la k perception by sportfiehermen and guides that the NP8 
proposals to reetrict fishing at Brooks River will not atop there. 
The NPS in viewed by many as an enemy of 8portiiohing. The "bear 
thingm la the vehicle they see being uaad to exclude them from 
uaing the park. This is really unfortunate because theee people 
are the parks greatest friendm. They are for the most part 
coneervationista who know how to vfstt the wildernsea with minimal 
impact. They love the bears as much aa the moat vehement bear 
person, only more realietlcally. Many of them, rnyaelf included, 
reeent the fact that they may appoar as anti-conservation in their 
effort to obtain a reaeonable approach to acceea ieeuee. 

Bwrtfishing ie the one activity that is moat aimllar to the 
activities of the areas prehistoric inhabitante. yet the bear 
study states that 'anqllng la the most intrusive h-n activity in 
this prime habitat...Reeolution of this conflict through bear 
management is dlfflcult without a policy dfterminntion about the 
relative priority of bears versus fiahing. Tnin la en insult to 
both their integrity and lntelliqence of sportfishermen. 

Tho aportflshing eolutiont Catch and reloaae fiahing ehould be 

g a r  watcheri%%y~:O 
permonnel need to understand that fishermen interacting with bear6 
nus been occurring on tho river since prshistoric times. This is 
part of the story that neede to ba told. This interaction and Its 
affects on the beare is a natural occurrence which bears are, and 
alwayn were. quite capable of dealing with. 1 
It la my understanding that the state fish and game opposes any 
further re~trlctiona at Brooke. Their opposition to a catch and 

ons 
on fishing accees will only lead to further restrictlone in the 
future. "give them an inch and they tak. a mile" appropriately 
describes their concern. I share thin concern but it 1s out 
weighed by the advantages a$ Catch and roleaao. 

One advantage la that people would no longer be walking around 
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with dead fiah. The other is that people whoea  ole purpose for 
corning to Brooke is to fill their freezer would probbbly not come 
at all. f would not anticipate opposition to catch and releaae 
from area guides or sportfiehermen. Coneider that Enose opposed 
to catch and releaae may not be the type o f  visitor re want at 
Brooke anyway. 

PW3PLI mm ZONE 

I expect that the amount of people traffic on the north aide of 
the river wlll be extremely minimal with the lodge in the propoeed 
location. Currently, there are almost no people wandering around 
the woode where there are no trails. 

With access to the river and bear viewing on the south side of the 
river, The area proposed a8 a people free cone will, as a result, 
be people free without the mandatory closure. 

?or tha bearer Not an ieaue. People traffic in the zone will be 
so minimal that the bears wlll have it virtually to themaeluee. 

Archemlagyr I would not expect that with the remval of the 
existing facllltiea that people uould tamp8r with the 
archeologicaL resources there. The more likely culprit to do that 
ie our natural bull dozer, the bear. 

My primary oppoeition to the zone is that it will unduly restrict 
the activities of eportfishermen. It i e  neceesary to fiah from 
the north side in many part8 of the river. Alao, hiking dumpling 
mountain is very popular now and, in my View, ehould continue aa 
an option for Brooks vlsitore. 

The people free zone is like the &y uae limit, with the new lodge 
location it ia pointless. 

In conclueion, 1 supp~ft the proposed alternative two with 
reapects  to it's eize and location. Brooke Camp'e c~lrrenf 
location, while not the crisie some would n w e  you believe, does 
have some problems that would be rectlfled by the move. 

The move alone, though, with the addition of more interpretstion, 
bath cultural and guided bear walks is what ie needed. 

Day use limite, sportffshing raatrictione and people free zonea 
are unneceeeary. The facilities naed to be designed to 
accommodate maximum expected use. Thia will elininare areae o f  
congeetion which is really the only problem with the existing 
site. 

RESPONSES 

13k. The boundary of the people-free zone as illustrated in alternatives 2, 3, and 4 has 
been redrawn to show fisherman access to the north bank and only emergency 
access in the proposed action and a!ternative 5.  The Dumpling Mountain bai\ would 
remain open under all alternatives. The National Park Service concurs that the 
removal of facilities north of the river would essentially create a people-free zone. 
However, from a management perspective, visitor activities and movements in the 
core use area would be betler defined by the formal designation of a people-free 
zone across the river. 
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131. Exhibits 1-3 were reproduced with the concessioner letter of June 13,1994, and are 2 

not replicated here. Exhibits 4 and 5 were Xerox copies that were not legible at the 
reduced size. The referred to information was included in the text of the comment 
letter under the title "The affordable wilderness." 

Thnnk you for thia ogportunity to  comment. It is my hope that you 
w i l l  find thia ueeful. I look forward to dlecuesing these ideas 
in tho future. and hopeLuLly they uL1l ba tthm baeia for further 
conatruc t ive dialog. 

Exnibit 1. ) Brooks C a ~ p  recreational vieitor days 1973-1998. 
provided by Dave N t l a e t h ,  former Ratmai Conceaeiona 
specialist. 

Exhibit 2 .  1 1992 Brooke Csmp recreational v i a i t e .  provided by 
Dave Nemerh. 

Bxntbit 3.  ) K c l t m ~ i  recreational v i a i t a ,  graph, from DCPI$IS. 

Exhibit 4. 1 Brooke Lodge rate sheet 1994 







~ausitq pf&krd that ItvtrlIaw a prubwn, I cannotsee that it wrll ifilment use c 
ma\rta~ned X the wqxites are rekated to other areas, or f the current sRe a 
ma~nta~ned, The Pam :+me could allocate trne spent on the Rner Area abrpeopk 
awe 

I f s l  that a heahy burden to laxpayers and to cure& usirs the Ercsks Rm 
Arm are being dented a time fmme to exercise pmqnuknce n the De~elgxnent 
Concepl Plan Tn deny access to the rmmes a M  to deny jobs am l n c m s  &S 
nXrW mth ~urent F-al Amlnmtbns Ideokq 

I have no &ectrons b mcivlnqthe L d g e  or camps& area, bwwr, I feel that 
thc? c& st too much and thatme s m accouMabrlPj tnvotred wUh thls ~ ~ l ~ n t  
Pbn t ngnp In any cap ~ v ~ l t o r  access to the Brooks River 4 r ~ a  I hOpe and 
p a y  tkstihrs (,3p WIII be & W h o m  tiw Devebpwnt PLan because d the hsrckhp 
that it places 611 a ia,* number of U S citeens and dtw v s l ~  to ON Great Skte 
and the Whal Park Syslem I futher hope and requestthat m e  tm nn be gwen 
to tw~w 1nlwa9eci In wspndlng to thrs Wvelopmenl Plan Thank ~ ? c r  rw 'pur 
com&dtmn to ME reqwtanbrepnse 

Sincerely, 
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COMMENTS RESPONSES 

PCP and EIS Commtsts 

At the center of our comments is the obvious discussion relating to the high 
development profile af a new lodge and d i g  facility and upgraded maintenance and housing 
facilities (AItematives 2 and 3) at Brooks River and the mandated desire to impact ss little as 
necessary a world class protected brown bear population. 

We feel a much greater emphasis of on-site day use best protects the very bear resource 
which is mandated to be protected. Day use by definition provides for a less intense me 
b e c a w  bear viewers leave thc site wi* a few hours after they arrive. A lodge and upgraded 
housing and maintenance emphasis would exist on a full 24 hour basis. 

RELATIONSHIP OF THIS DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN 
(ALTERNATNES 2 and 3) 

T 0 OTHER APPROVED PLANS 

Management Objectives f o m  the Statement 
for Management (NPS, 1983) 

1. Identify, protect and perpetuate the park's outstanding wildlife, vegetation, water. 
and volcanic features in their wildcm*u environment. 

This objniivc stresses and wildlife. Allcmatives 2 and 3, because of their 
location, will continue to place pressure on the bear population. By moving the lodge, 
dining hall, employee housing and much of the maintenance function to Alternative 4A 
(or Alternative 41, this pressure can be greatly reduced. 

2. Maintain the park and preserve as an area whert brown bears can exijt as 
naturally as possible with minimal adverse effects from humans. 

Key words in this management objective is "where brown bears can exist as namrallt 
as possible. end "minimal effects". 

By placing most of the commercial activity and land development totally away from h e  
bears, this goal is best achieved. Alternative 4A and Alternative 4 are best alternatives 
to accomplish this goal. 

3. Identify, preserve, and protect the park and preserve's cultural resources in a 
manner consistent with historic preservation laws, NPS policies, ad the purpose of 

17b. The National Park Service believes that the relocation of facilities from the north side 
of the river, which is prime bear habitat, to the marginal bear habitat of the Beaver 
Pond terrace or lliuk Moraine terrace will place much less pressure on the local bear 
population. Alternative 4 would remove the lodge function away from the river as 
well, but the location for the proposed lakeside visitor contact station would be in 
prime bear habitat. The proximity of the proposed management support facility that 
would have to be built to operate the day use area would have greater effects on 
prime bear habitat than alternatives 2 or 3. 

17c. Constructing most of the commercial development away from prime bear habitat 
so that bears experience minimal effects from human use is central to alternatives 
2,3, and 4. Day use along the river corridor is the other major human influence that 
must be controlled for minimal effects on bears. 
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the area. Particular stteation will be paid to the known locations, such u the 
Br0ok.i River Archeological District and Nndonal Historic Laadmark. 

These cultural resources can be thought of a9 entities: 

(1) The physical and visual pit h o w  themselves and other examples of past 
habitation by Native Alaska. 

(2) Those areas where cuitural activities occurred (i.c., Iliuk bloraint). You will be 
receiving letters from Nalive o~ganizaciot~ asking that you respect old customs 
and activity areas. 

By sclccting Alternative 4A or Alternative 4, t k s  goal will be best accomplished. 

4. Provide visitors with adequate mtam of acceu to and within the park, consistent 
with (be wildemma character of the area. 

Generally there are two means to access Brooks River Area: 

( I )  float plane; and 

(2) boat. 

At h e  center of this goal is the question of air activicy and noiv and its impact on lhc 
protected bear population. 

It will greatly help achieve this god to have greater emphads on tour boat access. This 
means of transporfation has not becn mentioned in detaif in this EIS. However, the 
shallow draft of a catamaran hull and its well known high water stability, forces its 
importance into this mtcd goal. Please review photos in this submiaal. Also. rvc stand 
ready to discuss in depth this boat design. Alternative 4A and Alternative 4 become 
the best d t m t i v e  selection which this form of transportation is included. 

5. Interpret the park and preserve through noasophisticated. highly pctsoarl 
tcchniqucr and programs, consistent with tbe park's tisitor ust pattern. 

Altemalive 4A and Alternative 4 both stress the park informational planning and ability 
to carry out his goal. Much of the informational activities contained within this goal 
could be accomplished at the lodge/visitor untcr combination or on the tour boat uip 
to Bmks River Area. With much of the park general information already 
cornmunicatcd to the park user bcforc arrival, the on-site staff can concentrate on 
specific information. 

RESPONSES -0 g 
I 
I! 

17d. Alternative 4 has been modified to reflect tour boats as the major mode of access 2 
to Brooks River. 
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BROOKS W B  AREA PURPOSE STATEMENTS 

SL Skmmba from the ANILCk lCpl.Iation, tbt  Natlonrl Park Service hu 
identified lbret prlaary purpest. h r  the Bmob River Arc.. The 
Dwdopmcnt C m c d  Plan proposah reflect thuc rrtn purpom. 

Agoin, AIt~nalives 2 and 3 must k wrngarcd to Allcrnativc 4A and Altcnwtive 4 to 
dckmine which eoncepl bert meets t h e  chnc primary purposcr; for the Drwks River 
h. 

1. Proterl bebitah lor, and populatloos of, fish and wildllft, iocludlng, but not limited 
to, hjpb conccntrstlaaa of brown bears md their denning areas and maiotalo thc 
rralerrheds snd habitat vital to rcd aalmon splwoiog in an unimpaired condllion. 

2. Pmvidc lor the p a e r d  publlc resouroc-baaed rcrrcatlon that does not impair 
naluml n~nd cultural rcsaurcc valua. 

lh key concept here is to as much as possible the habitat of the protected 
brown bear. Wc mu3 remember that bmr viewing is a central reason for the 
develoamt of this DCP. If it is diminishad, so is the reason for tourists to visit. The 

Ailcmali~ 4A and Alttrnative 4 beg protect the natural wildcmcss cnvimnmcnt and 
the cuhtal rcsourccs which liewiihin. Most of the intense activity will occur 20 miles 
away from the protected wilderness area 

t 7e 

3. Protect and inlcrprtt oatstanding natural, cultural, geologic and scenic fealurcr. 

mmt oil spill (on site) tells tu that problems can occur. We feel that Alternative 4A 
and Altcmativc 4 k t  protect thc protected bear populatioll because most of the 
commercial and houriog activities are W e d  sway from thc greater bear viewing area 
Alrrrnativcs 2 md 3 mil olacc commercial activities near the bear wwulation. 

Aliemativc 4A and Alternative 4 best ptotcct the Iruly ourstanding wildcmcs, cultural, 
genlogicrl and scenic tcahues. There are few places on carth where high ratings in each 
of the abovc mentioned items occur in ont location. Add in the tremendous plus of 
bcar wntchirrg and the Brooks River Area becomcs one of the "Great Wonders of the 
World'. 

17e. Alternatives 2 and 3 would have less human influence on prime bear habitat, 
because all major construction is away from the river corridor. See response 17b. 
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17f. Actually, in reference to this purpose quote from the ANILCA, the no action 2 
alternative would have the least disturbance or direct impacts on the vegetation 
types of the Brooks River area. 

m. ALASKA NATIONAL LANDS CONSERVATION ACT (1980) 

ANIU3A redesignated tht nstional monument to a naHonal park md 
preaervt, and significantly erpandcd the size el the pratcded area. The 
purpose of ANILCA, u stated in Sation IOl(b) is: 

1. To preserve unrivaled scenic and geological valuu associated with natural 
landscapes. 

Al~crnativc 4A and Alternative 4 will have less development impact on the natw and 
landscape. 

2. To provide for the mlintennnct of sound populationr of, and habitat for, wildlife 
species of inutimablt value to the citizens of Alaska and the Nation, including 
those species dependent an vast relatively undeveloped arcu. 

This provision of ANlLCA states clearly the inestimable value of sound habitat and 
wildfife (beaf) populations lo all Alaskans. I t  talks also to thc need to maintain them. 
Alternative 4A and Altcmnvc 4 provide Ihe method and the way to maintain and 
protect those values which havt inesiimable value to all Alaskans (for today and 
tomorrow). 

3. To preserve in their natural state extensive untltcred arctic lundm, boreal forest, 
and coastal rainforest ccosysieml. 

Key words here are to preserve and d. With commercial and housing 
development, mostly 20 miles from the Broob River ecosystem, this provision is best 
fulfilled. 

4. To protect and preserve historic and orcheologicrl sites, riven, and  land^, and to 
preserve wilderness resource values and related recreational opportunities 
including but not limited lo  hiking, canoeing, fubing, and sport hunting. 

5. Sections 1306, 1307, 1308. Thcst sections sddms the need of thb EIS and DCP 
to consider Narive land and Native ernp!oyment P ~ C S K  restudy the purpose o l  
these sections. Alternative 4A becomts a b e t  location for the devclopmtot of ibis 
DCP. 

To protect and preserve the above mentioned resources will be best accomplished by 
selection o f  Alternative 4A or Alternative 4. H i n g ,  canoeing and fishing can k 
accessed near the hotel site as well as a Brooks River Area. Pressures will thereby be 
reduced or divided among orhcr visitor desired activities. 



N. DESIRED FUTURES FOR THE BROOKS RIVER AREA 

The true te4 for desired future benefits is best analyvd as chcy compare or fit with the 
management objectives shtd in the 1983 Starcncnt of Management. 

NATURAL RESOURCES 

1. Protect rind maintain habitat vital to red ralmon sad rriabrrw trout ~ p ~ w a l m g  and 
juvcnile development cycler. 

Law impact is the key concept to accomplishing thjs ksired future. Alss establishing 
a god to reduce the impomtion into the Bmalu River Area. Lbosc dcslmctive elements 
(fuels and other (oxins) which potentially could ncgativeiy imps& the salmon md mut 
populations We do not have to look far into Alasb pa l  to scc  tk r ~ u l t s  c a w d  by 
turnan crmr. 

2. Pro t s t  and maintain critlcal brown bear habltai. 

11 must be rmnembcrcd that this is protcned brow bear poplaiion. Ttr h a b i t  is bes 
protected by increasing the use of low impact t rmprkt ion and plxing commercial 
and housing dcvelopmenl 20 miles away from where they daily fish and live, Day use 
emphasis GI1 provide greater control over bear viewing. thus the chance of unexpected 
human'bcsr cncountcr is lesscncd. 

3. Remediate and mitigate damage to the water table, mils, and vegetation caused by 
leaks In thc fucl oil delivrty system nt Broolu Camp. 

Even with thc best in planning, problems will ptentially occut. To -port the c a d  
elements of h s  desired goal into thc g e n d  environmnn may bc qursiioncd, crpecially 
when it is MI needed. By selecting Alternate 4A or Alternate 4, much of the fvel needs 
will remain in the King Salmon area. 

CULTURAL RESOURCES 

1. Prucrve cultural resource rites and remains t b d  bed Ifiwtrnte the 4,500 yean of 
Alatka Pcniosula occupation. 

Thcre cu[rural rcswces can be preserved with low impact dcvelopmmt 
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2. Rcmedisle add mitigate damage to culturrl  rerourcw caused by kah in the luel 
oil delivery y s l r m  .I B r w h  Cmmp 

7hm go& should be further studied with the fiml cowlusionr and ac:iw plan 
sppmvcd by the local Natives who arc the dcsccndants ef those who w r c  buried a: 
Brooks River Camp. 

1. Ensurrgc visiton to lam about the  Brooks River Area nalaral and cultural 
resource vahcs, and to expcricnce a range 01 outdoor recreational activltics such 
as viewing wildlife, sportflsblng, sighlseelng, hlldng, boating, 2nd camping. 

A!temative 4A and Allcmativt 4 best accomplish Ulis goal. Visitas cao kam about 
the Brooks River Area at tbc visitor ocnlcrflodgc or on lhc boat trip to Brooks River. 

2. Enhance high quality recreation uper imeer  in the Brooks River Area by 
maintaining low-t+mdcrntc interaction lev& between visitom; visits to Bmolo 
l a u l d  Ienrurr small groups, am unhurritd stmo$phtre, and occmsionrl 
opportunities for  aolitodr 

One could envision a mnccpt defioitton that low inlcraction levels mean ailowing 
visitors waking at random around tk grealcr soulh Bmoks River Area site. 7his 
would conflict with the desire to lessen h u m d k a  encounterr. 

The goal of smali groups and an unhurried aIm0rphfl~ calls far ihe nced for an 
additional vicwing platform. The q u m e n t  tbat looking ai anotha darfwm (or pan of 
a platform) loses its validity when it is okay to see flJhcrmen Siung). A founh 
platform could easily %added to acwmplish thk fuluregoal. Platlwm design and case 
of acccsr arc keg to this goal. 

3. Make brown bear habitat nlong Brooks Rivcr accmiblc Tor bear ricrviog and 
spor t f i rb ig  in a manoer as raft  rr pmsible for v u i f ~ r s  and tn the degree lhal it 
do- not rignilicantly ioferfert 4 t h  wildlie use and behavior. 

Beat behavior must be considered first. It is obviou that the more people that arc in 
rhc air on platforms, the less impact will vccur on Ihe ka r .  R u l e  of wnduct to 
establish human behavior must be r e f i d .  An on-sire lodging and housing 
devclopmcnt CM only incrcav the intcrlmnce Faclor n5th bearhumam encounrers. 

RESPONSES 

179. There are only four places on the south bank of Brooks River that meet the 5 
recommended criteria for bear viewing platforms listed in appendix C. Ten criteria 
are listed, only two of which deal with visibility between platforms. 
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RESTUDY OF NAKNEK WEST ALTERNATE 4A 

This alternative would have relouted visitor lodgiog and interpretive 
facilities from the Brooks River Area to a major development site 
somewhere aloag the northwest shore of Naknek Lake up lakc of Lake 
Camp. 

A first comment when discussing this Alternative is  the written suggestion that if the 
lodge and housing facilities were located somewhere on the west side of Naknek Lake 
that they would now be considered a development site (P. 82). No where in Ihe 
discussion of Alternatives 2 and 3 do these %me activities bear the lab1 af major 
development site. If in fact these activitjcs rnea major development criteria, then they 
should not be placed near the resource which is  mandated to be protected. 

MERITS OF H A W K  WEST 

The written discussion of Naknek West is very subjeaivc, especially when considering 
a rather large area is included. To state that site exists and do only minimal "Field 
searches by air and water" suggests more effon is needed. A thorough land s w e y  i s  
needed before the following written statements can stand. DCP Statement, P. 83. 

1. Any road that would connect the proposed development site to  King Salmon would 
require massive filliag in of wetlandc nod disturbance of natural drainage patterns 
and wildlife babitat. 

Massive 611ings of wetlands will be avoided wih h e  careful evalualion of property 
lines (Alterative 4A) and the existing topography. Currendy, a dry road accesses thex 
Native inholdings. 

2. f igher areas farther enst along the north shore of Nakaek Lake that might have 
enough space for the deveIopmcnl retocation are inside a recommended wilderness 
artn. NPS Management Policfes prohibit proposing development in recommended 
wildernas areas. Tbe connecting road would be even more environmentally 
destructive. 

1 7i Native inholdjngs are mandated by law to have development Rights. An Evaluation on 
the wea side of Naknek Lake wfiere dcvelopmcnt can ocew is in order. 

3. Drainage requirements for septic system* could not be met in any of the shordioc 
areas. The land is just too low and boggy. 

Alternative 4A proposes lodge location on a gentle knoll approximately 75 feet in 
height from shoreline. 

17h. The "Naknek West" discussion in the document certainly is not subjective. The 
planning team conducted an overflight of the entire northwest shore of Naknek Lake 
from the former NPS boat dock at Lake Camp up lake to a point on the north shore 
north of Dumpling Mountain and east of the large recessional moraines that jut south 
from the north shore. The islands in Naknek Lake northwest of Dumpling Mountain 
were also flown. Potential harbor and lodge sites were photographed and 
subsequently investigated by boat. The fact is that no qualified relocation site exists 
for Brooks Camp facilities within the search area. The development site proposed 
in this comment letter for alternative 4A is not on Naknek Lake, but is nearly 1.5 miles 
downriver from the mouth of Naknek Lake. The National Park Service never 
considered development sites along the river because of the potential dredging that 
would have to be done to maintain variable water level access to sites subject to the 
river current and channel bottom changes. 

1 7i. An evaluation of the (northjwest shore of Naknek Lake for relocation sites for Brooks 
Camp facilities using the seven relocation criteria developed for this plan was 
completed in August 1990. 
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Currently, there are several q i c  management systems available to safely anwa the 
dcvcloprncnt question of conrct )cptic disposal. 

4. No good natural harbors or protected bays w e n  located along tbc shoreline, 
Harbor conditions and nrur with higher gmand were investigated around the 
moraines and islands near the north ahore. That waten were choked with 
glaciaUy transported boulden. Major dredging would be required to open up 
arcus to  wen the best of these rites. 

Thc enclosed air photo will lay to rest the belief hat no good natural harbors or bays 
exist at West Naknek. A very successful boat launch now exists at h i s  location 

Major dredging would not be necessary to open up access from West Naknek Lake. 
The already highly successful catamaran hull &sign allows for shallow water operation 
Additionally, the current water route is alreedy marked by buoys. In the worst case, 
a few close to surface (only at time of earIy spring) botddcrs could be plucked from rhc 
chogn route - a very minor work effort and because there would be no dredging, only 
moving boulders, no environmental damage will occur. 

5. Another factor that worked against this alternmthre was the obvious negativt effect 
to the visitor experience. All of the northwest shore of Naknek Lakt is low and 
Inch  the scenery necessary lo mnke m r uo r t  lodge commercimlly viible Visiton 
at such a development would indeed be in the park, but that is about a l t  The core 
nse areas for wildlife viewing and sportfishing are still a long ways from Naknek 
West. 

It is suggested by this paragraph hat  no pleasing scenery exins at West Naknck. This 
is not true. The Gateway property is the site of significant raised terrain offering scenic 
views. It also suggests that to be commercially *able a bear viewing experience is 
important. If that is true, it must be protected from major development activities 
sunnested in Altcmativcs 2 m d  3. If this viewing cxm- 
forced from the Brooks River Area, the visitor experience becomes negative. Selection 
of Alterative 4A allows the abiGty not to eamble about the f i t w e  affect of major 
development activities near prime protected bcar habitat. 

We request a compfcte impanial restudy of Alternative 4A and the evaluation of the 
cumulative positive effects of rhis site: 

I 1. Financial advantages. 

3. "No gamble effect" on future bear habitat, populations, and behavior. 

RESPONSES S 
--I 

17j. The quoted statement from the DCP is accurate. No good natural harbors or 
protected bays were located along the shoreline of Naknek Lake. "The very 
successful boat launch" mentioned in this comment letter is in the Naknek River and 
cannot be construed as being part of the Naknek West ajternative that has been 
considered and rejected by the planning team. The Naknek River is part of an 
internationally significant salmon fishery. The National Park Service would avoid 
sites that require "boulder plucking" and dredging. To state that moving boulders 
in a main river of a world class salmon fishery would have "no environmental 
damage" is presumptuous. 

17k. Alternative 4 in the final plan has been modified to include the gateway community 
concept. Information on the lodging and restaurant capacities in Naknek and King 
Salmon have been included also. The final plan does not evaluate the "financial 
advantages" to private enterprise in alternative 4, but does compare the federal and 
concessions implementation costs to the other alternatives as required. 
"Environmental savings" (impacts) are compared between alternatives for 
proposed actions on federal land. The final plan does not discuss potential impacts 
on the various private parcels that could conceivably become involved in providing 
lodging, hostel, campground, and access services to Brooks Camp visitors in 
alternative 4. The draft ptan was quite clear that development in alternatives 2, 3, 
and 4 would be away from prime bear habitat. The first of the seven relocation criteria 
for Brooks Camp facilities used in selecting sites for alternative 2, 3, and 4 stated 
that "the alternate site must be in an area little used by bears." The "no gamble 
effect" mentioned is just as true of alternatives 2 and 3 as it is of alternative 4 or the 
commenter's 4A. 
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TOUR BOAT FEASIBILITY 

?he day use concept prcscnt in Altmative 4A and Altcmative 4 features the mixed ust 
of float plane and tour boat -portation. 

Acccss to Brooks River Area by tour boa& has many advantages. The use of  a 
catamaran type hull design further completes the viability of water transportation. 
Photos included in this proposal show a vessel length of 40 feet and is designed to usc 
only 24 inches of water (draft). It is believed by the current b a t  owner that with the 
inclusion of jet units 18 inches of draft could be achieved. Pholos show an 18 foot 
widc boat designed for charter fishing. Greater stability in rough seas is obaincd uilh 
the catamaran hull design. With shallow water capability and greater Sability mtcr 
transportation is the all-weather choice of transportation. 

Catamaran hull design advantages: 

1. Stable in rough wkr. 

2. Shallow draft. 

3. Boulders at Nakntk River mouth no longer a problcm. 

4. Excellent time (with all visitors asscmblcd) 10 communicate Brooks River 
infomation to group wjth full attention dmtcd toward staff presentation. 

5. Low noise level present. 

6. Bcner group control because larger groups can travel on one mp. 

OFF SEASON USE OF THE 
GATEWAY LODGE AND CABINS 

By SCkCtiflg Alternative 4A is possible lo use lhis facility before and after the visitor 
season starts. This site is much easier to ecctss by car from King Salmon thnn 
Altcmtives 2 or 3. A number of off -P uses have been discussed and tvill be 
available should lfie request for this information be submitted. 
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LOCAL EMPLOYMENT 

After careful review of this DCP and EIS, it is felt more discussion should b v e  
occurred relating to local employment and job training. There are many advantages: 

1. Local people are more aware of the B m l u  River Area and other adjacent areas. 
They are current and hisotical information banks that are interesting to visitors. 

2. They live in the area and may already have housing. 

3. Bear and culhval information may be more interesting when given by someone 
with local understanding of history and customs. 

4. Their wages stay in the local community. 

5.  See, AMLCA - 16 USC Scc. 3198, the local hire requirement. 

FINANCL4L GOALS 

It is a fact of life today, that government agencies are experiencing budget cm and 
s t a n g  reductions. Accepting this fact, we suggest keeping the annual operating 
expenses as well as the initial capital costs to a realistic minimum. 

The greater King Salmon arca already has many of the improvements requested to be 
built in Allernatives 2 and 3. This would be costly and would be a duplication of 
improvements. The toad is built to the shore of Naknek Lake. Housing and dining 
facilities are built or could be built to xm a larger market General operations cons 
would be higher because of the remote Iocation found in Alternatives 2 and 3 .  Loss 
of flexibility would also add to operating costs. 

171. Local employment and job training were not planning issues identified in the 
development of this DCP. Local employment and job training would be an 
independent action by park management and/or the concessioner that would not 
affect the planning process of the DCP. See comment 13h. 



- I 17rn.The narrows platform is fully accessible. The falls platform is not. Ease of access 
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IF ALTERNATE 2 OR 3 IS SELEClXD 

Dl 

It is ow request that NPS designate a well located (additional) platform to k fully 
handicapped accessible. We would m-pcst that at least 45 slots be made available on, 
a priority basis for those visiton who are handicapped. 

Activities hat would need a handicapped acccsi and use plan are as follows: 

1 .  Bear viewing - emphasis on hearing and smelling as well a viewing is 
important. 

2. Photography. 

3. Cultural viewing and information. 

4. Selected fishing site for ten fishermen - a c e s  is very important and iocation 
will be dose to the path of migrating salmon. 

5 .  Food service. 

6. Toilets. 

7. Shuttles which are handicapped approved. 

8. Barge docks at Lake Camp and Brooks aver which arc fully handicapped 
accessible and useable. 

(A) A maintenance plan in place. 

9. Other activities that are reasonable and avaitablc to other visitors. 

-4 
-" 

and availabli level space at the narrows platform -dictated that it be the platform 
designed for disabled viewers' access. 

17n. New construction for NPS and concessions facilities would be designed to meet the 
legal access requirements of disabled park visitors. 
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ALTERNATlVE 4A: GATEWAY PROPOSAL 
from the 

Gateway Family Hwitage Group 

I. CONCEPT STATEMENT 

Alttmative 4A provides [he best alternative for development of visitor use of the Brooks River 
Aced. The Lodge is located on private property outside the Brooks River Area. The underlying 
concept for this alternative is that all facilities and visitor use in the area are located to provide 
the lowest possible human impact on b a r  habitat, lo protect the nationdly significant 
archeological sites, and to reduce the cost of operations while at the same time providing visitors 
with a pleasing experience. In this alternative, the National Park Service would move the 
Bmks Camp and all other facilities (except the day facilities) to the west shore of Naknek Lakc 
near tk confluence of Naknek River and Naknek M e ,  near Lake Camp. A lodge, the 
"Galeway Lodge" would provide overnight housing for guests. The location allows for 
substantial expansion of facilities with substantial reduction in operation costs. The lodge 
facilities are located near road access to King Salmon and the local pubic electric ulilities 
orvice. Locating employee and support personnel housing outside the Brook; River Area allows 
for more visitor access and provides the least people-bear conflict potential of all thc 
alternatives. 

Development on the site is on a high ridge providing the visitor with a pleasing vista. This 
17n I alternative meets the seven critena (Wed in Alternatives 2 & 3) for location of the Brooks 1 m a -  

Camp development. I 
Finally, the location offers a location allowing development with minimum environmental 
impact: 

,Existing road access could be expanded without wetlands filling or disturbance of 
natural drainage or wildlife habitat. 

17P bDevelopment would not conflict with NPS management policies since development 
would be done on private land. 

.Land elevation permits drainage and septic syslems 

*Existing protected boat landings are available with the added potential for providing 
handicap access. 

Alkrnativc 4A is preferable over Alternatives 2 and 3 because it resulls in the fewest resource 
impacts and provides the best visitor experiente. Added benefits are accessibility, lower 

RESPONSES 

170. The site described fails to meet criterion 5; it must be reasonably close to the prime 
resource area of Brooks River, and criterion 3; it must have a scenic setting. 

t7p. The Gateway Lodge parcel is entirely surrounded by Katmai NPP land. NPS 
Management Policies regarding protection of resources and development rights on 
inholdings would apply. Other federal and state regulations, laws, and permit 
requirements may also apply. 
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17q. Two hundred fifty day users spread between three platforms equals 75 people per 2 
platform for most of the day. If 50 day users were gone all day on the valley tour, 
there would still be 66 people per platform. Even if another 50 went fishing all day 
that would leave 50 people per platform. The point to use limits is not to crowd in 

optrational costs, and greater daily visitor capacity. 

n. wsrro~ EXPERIENCE AND USE LIMITS 

Most visitors would arrive at the facility by road access from King Salmon. They would nay 
in the kdgc facilities located on a ridge, providing an aceUent vicw. Visitor wouM then mvd 
by existing road fm a distance of one quarter mile to the boat landing. This access favors 
handicap use since boarding a boat would be rcledively msiu than boarding a plane. The 
visitors would then mvel by wattruaft to a dock at Naknek Lake Beach south of  thc mouth of 
the Brmks River where they would be met by a Park Ranger and Icd to the visitor contact 
sration adjacent to the dock. At this station the visiton could vicw exhibits offering information 
on the te&n, habitat, flora and fauna of the Park. After nceiving bmr safety inttructions and 
other information, visitors would walk along a boardwalk or use a shuttle to the day shelter and 
trailhead. Foot trails would connect &c shelter to the viewing platforms. The shelter would 
house food and equipment storage, picnic area, and mboom facilities. 

Visitors would have a choice of four beat viewing platforms: The Narrows Platform, the 
N m s  Two platform (proposed), the Cutbank Platform (propod), and the Palls Platform. 
An appropriate number of information panels would be located near the platforms for the 
education of he visitors. Etch platform would allow prime opportunity for viewing and 
photography of bean in their habitat. At tht conclusion of the day, visitors and s h R  on shift 
changes would be transportd by boat to the Gateway loby. 

Visitor use can be expanded by almost 30% under this alternative, since Park employees 
permanent housing would be relocated outside the park, permitting an q u a l  number of additional 
visitors to use the park. To provide the desired Brooks Rivu experiwce for a maximum 
number of bear viewers, photographers and anglers, the following limits would be established 
for the peak months: 

I July Sepltmber 

Lodge guests 0 0 
campground users 75 75 
day users 175 175 
staff (day prwence) 40 40 
Total 290 290 

The Gateway Lodge is located on a raised knoll providing an excellent view of the Lake, River 
and Park. Facilities such as the lodge, view dock and cabins would be located to take full 
advantage of the landform The lodge and its dining and lounge facilities offen visitors scenic 
vicws while the cabins utilizing topography for desirable solar exposure, views and privacy. 
The lod~c would bc the primary lacation of information a d  education facilities. Visitors could 
attend lectures. view films and exhibits on tk hedlifc and habitat of the Park and obtain 
archaeological and interpretive information. 

as many people as physically possible with no regard for theenvironment along the 
river corridor, but it is to arrive at a level of use that maintains an acceptable visitor 
experience while not stressing the wildlife along the river. The fact that, without a 
lodge nearby, the visitors will have nowhere to go but the river and the viewing 
platforms the day use limits must be much less than this proposal. That is why 
alternative 4 has a day use limit of 90 visitors. With some people on the valley tour 
and fishing, no viewing platform would have more that 20-25 people at any given 
time, unless the bears are really active at the falls. The point to be realized here is 
that any day use only alternative will necessarily have lower use limits. The private 
entrepreneur needs to be aware of this when considering capital outlays for 
construction or purchase of tour boats and floatplanes. 
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The visitors would enjoy panoramic views from Ihe lodge where visitors could relax and choose 
to partxipate in various tducalibnd offerings. Thc Iocation of the facilities across the Lake 
from the viewing arcas provides Ihc greatest protection for the smsitive habitat of the park and 
rnax imh  the wilderness expcri~ce. 'Ihe need for hotel access trail expansion is either limited 
or eliminated. 

In. PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

A. Remove All In Park Facilities Other Tbaa Day Facilities. Under this 
alternative, the lodge would be located on private land near Lake Camp. Employee housing 
would either be located at the Lodge or in King Salmon. Day use facilities would be the only 
necessary smctures inside the Park itself. 

B. Fi Cleaning Building And Waste CoUection Facility Constructed. near the 
A fish cleaning and Ash waste collection facility would be operated at Brooks River and at the 
Gateway Lodge landing. The Gateway Group will construct a tish cleaning facility and fishing 
site mar the Oatcway Lodge dock facility. In this way, visitors have the option of exctUent 
tj~hing at the Lodge and at Brmks River. They can also choose tD save their fish cleaning until 
they reach the Lodge. Appropriate permitted facilitia would be set up to deal with fish waste. 

C. Proposed Visitor Canfact Station and TmUhead. The orientation center for id! 
visitor use at Brooks River would be located at the Gateway Lodge. Additional visitor 
orientation would be conducted aboard the watercraft in transit to the Park viewing am. 

D. Construct Dock Landing. Thc existing dock would be removed and nm 
Iacilitiu would bc constructed at Naknek Lake south of the Brooks river mouth. This would 
avoid prime bear habitat and major travd comdon.  The new facilities would provide handicap 
access from the waterrtaft across thc dock to the shuttle. 

E. Shuttle System. A shutlle system would be incorporated for visitor access to Ihe 
core use are. Visitors would be shuttled to and from the dcek landing to the milheads. One 
van on each rout would be handicapped accessible. 

F. Beaver Pond Terrace Development. This development would not be necessary 
since the concession facilities will be located at the Gateway lodge. 

G. Narrows Two Plrtfona. A new platfarm with full handicap accessibility would 
be construcitd and located upriver from the existing Narrows viewing platform. This proposed 
platform could be easily relocatd by the Park Sewice if an alternate area is preferred in the 
Low Broalu River area. 

17r. See comment 17m regarding 45 priority spaces on the bear viewing platforms for 
disabled people. One handicap accessible van on each route may not be enough. 

17s. No sites except the cutbank site meet the placement criteria for boardwalks and 
plafforms set forth in appendix C. Platforms that hold up to 25-30 people are not 
easily relocated. 
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'Disabilities Act (ADA) to all people with disabilities including employees. 

VI. PHASING SCHEDULE 

Construction phasing would be substantial but less complicated than other alternatives. The 
accessibility to King Salmon m l v e s  the major time limita(ions for construction mattrials 
transportation. Construction of the Gateway lodge would therefor be accomplished with relative 
ease. Construction of the day use facilities at the Brooks River area is facilitated undm this 
alternative since the transportation of materials would be much more limited. In park 
construction woufd take place during the summer visitor season. The Gateway lodge 
construction season would be expanded without the problem of limited access. With the mart 
limited in Park conslhlclian, there is less n& to mitigate bear conflict by phasing consuuction 
timing to avoid bear movement through the area. 

RESPONSES 
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P.0 Bor 1289 . Bmemm, Montana 59771-1289 
P h e .  (406) 586-5533 

DATE' 28 J W ,  1934 

TO. 6111 PI- Supenmendent. Katmai Nabonal Park 

FROM Matt Red. Ex- airedar, GreatBear Fam6aWX, 

REF B K C %  RlVER AREA. DCP ANTI ElS 

On !mhsii of Vie Great Bear Fcur&bcds cmswmcj, we support an Meinatw2 
PewbrneR Concern Plan This altemallw, though nof tncluded In Ihe EiS, shculd 
be ( m a t e d  WXO any 1lnal €IS I M e d  n KWa! Nabml  Pa* in I977 am let 
lhet the Brooks River CampFalls area had senars potential for bear human mdlicts 
Ttm increased vislation lo the area hsa "skyrocketed" Regulamns fcamng oo W 
bear (lo a much greater eaent) am needed 

Our mmrnents are as follows; 

~ n n p  mars rnto the Brooks RWW bear mncenvasm area on specrally 
designed tour boats Incorporate an intonahva NPS inierp+et~ve prwrarn wtV~ 
tk+ tour boat operation 

Move overnght lodging to me cornmmty of K ~ n g  Salmon or secondarily to the 
west end d Naknek lake 

W[d a new campground, away form bear use areas, lncludlng Wvel ccaldws 

T h k  y a ~  for the opportunity to comment Please send a copy ct the €IS to Me Grmt 
Bear Foundatron at me above address. 

Sinoe,fqly yours, 

Greal Beer Foundahon 

RESPONSES 9 
3 

18a. Alternative 4 of the plan has been modified to include the potential development of $ 
a gateway community concept related to park visitation, lodging, tour boat access, 
and other service functions, however, no developed campsite south of the river was 
included in the modification for reasons explainkc! in the'plan. 
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with the agency pdemme noticeably proppd up. b r  chmp are made as a result of pagea 
of paper such aa these, but the agmcy preferred dbemative m h t  always chosen. It seems 
thnt the public procesr has loat meaning aommvhen dong the way, and that we me simply 
going through the motions. This is not a critic- of any individual or p u p  of pmph who 
worked on this pmtxular DCP. Rather, we am inkrested h detmnhing the reality of this 
dyahnction, md starting a dialogue on possible improvements. 

NOAC7I0N ALTERNATIVE 

We do not support ~g no action, aa the arpooentlal increase in visitation to Brooks Camp 
is a very real threat to both cu1tur.l wildlik and wildermrra resources in tfie mm. 

We do not support Alternative #I bccausc it is imperative to remow all frili- MIth of t?e 
rive?. Thta f.cditks are inapppriab humm inbudom on pnlmc bear habitat urd ~tiorul ly  
r l p l f x s n t  ueheotogical sites. 

We do not aupM these dbxrmtlvea because they r e q h  considembk development in the park 
which 1~ mi&& necessary nor appropibtr. Thi;co&uction, road-wideningand &o*t 
win likely -ti* implct the &a wildermas cham&xl long-tenn ecmystmn M t h  md 

populations. Constructing and hta inmg a bdge, dining mm, guest cabins, 

19b showers, visitor center, campground and o h r  facilities, with ability to hour 2W psopk 
ovnninht, hnalatea intomom water md wutewater~tructure,  mom jwbage transport and 

I &po& -e air and mad h.HT lo pmvkkupph utd mainten&&: d u n  a-oun@ 
m i o n  of the area'a health a d  chuncter. I 
Realizing that the &aver Pond Terrace is the NPS preferare, w e  quetion pMaophiwl 
fnconsfstarm presented in the DCP in regud to thia dbmatiw. Removal of facilities naxth 
of the river ts lauded with phmm such M Zvildllle would benefit fmm the absence of humrn 
rttvity., and 'the uea would have more natural &ttng', ta nlmg r few. Yet, the NPS go- 
on to propose c h u h g  white spruce fellest, and development near a pond (an hhamtly hgllc 
uu used fntenaivdy by waterfowl and other wildlik), ta build humareuse and c ~ n w n i m ~ ?  
fuilitiea. While it is true that Brooks Camp ia mcvt known for ib bears, o h  habitatr and 
wMife in the u e a  should be v d u d  and pro- e q d y .  

19b. The maximum overnight use is in alternative 3 at 230 people during July peak 5 
periods. The 60 day users would have left the area. 

1 9d 

19c. The plan acknowledges that larger development has greater impacts. The choice 
is between further impacting prime bear habitat and a world class sportfishing area 
as proposed in no action and alternative 1, or relocating those impacts to iess 
sensitive resource areas as proposed in alternatives 2 and 3, or to keep some 
development in the core use area, but scale way back on visitation and larger 
facilities as proposed in alternative 4. The National Park Service believes this 
represents a reasonable range of alternatives. No development will occur near the 
Beaver Pond as discussed in the plan. 

It m .bo common knowledge dut alternative 62 (or 3) ia supported by the Ahka  ccmgmdod 
delegation. To some, our National Parks ur *hl;ed upn, md we must exploit than for 
nuximum violtam md flow of d o h  We maintain that the NPS should make chokes for o w  
parka hsed pdmady on bb- par*meben, ecologld integrity, public acceptance and lad 
communities, not on polihcd support or congmaaiaul agendas. 

19d. As of the date of this comment letter, the NPS planning team has not received any 
communication (letter, phone, or FAX) from the Alaska congressional delegation 
regarding the development of these alternatives. The choices made in this plan 
reflect a concern to limit the unacceptable impacts on the natural and cultural 
resources of the Brooks River area, and, while doing so, to provide for a safe and 
enjoyable outdoor experience. 
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We cannot support Allanative Y4 n written, even though it is the c h e s t  to what we ktlcve 
r best for Brooks Camp. Subsbntial nudificatione ue mquired; perhaps e m  a supp- 
EIS wiB a 5th alternative is needd. Our basic concern this: A f k  removing facilities north 
of the river, the only alternatives given are hrgeec.le vieitor service0 within the park, or day- 
u a e u d y  with mlnirml support, with nothing in behvem. The optlon that is missbhg b that 
o-&t we can be arcommodnbed while keeping frcllitks small-scale and primitive. 

The Alliuux supports making the town of King Salmon 4 .gateway community' of W P ,  and 
=loeating tfro lodge, W g  mom, ahowem, visitor cents, guest crbina d other mch facilities 
outridc the puk Thia 'gateway' concept h supported by Secretary of the Interior B w e  Babbitt 
ao a meamm of reducing visitor and ffihutmchm imprtr to National P u b ,  and p v W n g  
aonomk growth based on park p m e  but ncrt k t l y  exploiting park mmw- Such U( 

arrangement will provide o p t i d  proktim for park rssels, provlde aconomk incentivcn for the 
King Sltnon community b suppatt puk protection, md pmvide the necessary @tor en&-. 

Qtha .specfa of d ~ v c  #4 we support am 
relocation of muragemmt and mdntainence facilitin to the Valley Road 
removal of the floating bridge, n?tain Narrows viewing platfonn 
rehating flaatph *ccesr to aouth of the river mouth, improve dock 
'ppW 'Iho Palls Platform 

Our concurrence with alternative U sbps  with the relocation of main vieitm Jervkeo to King 
S.Lnon, and the other aspects listPd abave. From &an? th following modificationr ur required: 

TRIP+. All dbrnativea pramted amumsd continuation of unlimited b t p h  
reses. Reliance on aircraft M the priuury visibx trampod into Brooks Camp should be 
suktnniidy reduced. Park rangers are unable to mdce sure all visitors receive bear sclfety 
information due to the irrcguhr anival of float p h  Noise fmm tb tauilng, tnkimffi and 
tlying of aircraft undoubtedly creates o b  for bars and other wddiik, aa well as dhhkhhg 
fk wilderness m c e  (we hum heard of tout pilob s g *  bean so tourists can get a 
clarer look]. Beam would hnve free mccsr b the river mouth once the m e  of flomtplmer 
m d  assochbed humnn activity is discontinued 

We suggest that b a t  senrice from Ktra S.lmon be encouraged irs the primary method 
of viditar d v d  Not only would Mi.e and wild& hrr-t be reduced, but inbrrpretatiar 
and safety-intormation t r a d e r  h m  c m h u d  NPS mgem to visitors would bc 
Apprsciatlan of the a m  and the wildemesr txpajars would be enhanced. Docking would 

ghce at the siQ identified am the 'praporsd prio\arbr accesn site* in aitematlw #3, cm the 
ahon of N h k  Lake. 

Aircraft could still be wed for regutufy ezheduled aupply trips and emergencier. Any 
business lost to air taxi opaaton would be gain4 by Lxut -tom. It might be argued that 
m g h  water may often postpone boat traffic. This uguma\t seems sbmewhat hollow, as 
w e a k  as often paatpones air traffic In md out of Brooks h p .  Boat aervice initiated cm 

RESPONSES 
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Brooks River Dr* DCP/EIS 

The lives of humans Md bean have ban iatertwimd in the Brooks Riva area for 
thousands of years. Ironically, thou& tht major concan at Brooks is the impact to bears 
h m  the hat ica lky  increasing numbers of people wishing to view these magnificent 
animals, the human interest in wildlik observation has likdy been a 3ubstadd 
contriiting factor to the increased r*rmbgs of besn which utilize Brooks Rjvcr today 

Though it w d d  be impossible to document, it is quite likely then are more bean using 
more of the Brooks River during longa paiods of tht day than during any previw 
paiod of human history md ~ O ( I  at Bmks.  Admdogical research cordinns the 
jize and importance of human settltmans at Brooks River over a long period. Bemuse 
ihe lives of people, a~ well rw bears, depended on access to tbe most productive hheria 
sites, thex sctffmmts were constructed virtually on top of what biologists now consida 
to be thc prime brown bear habitat dong the river carridor As with wntanpomy 
mbsistencc practices, bears which wae enoountacd in the a m  were undoubtedly "v fw food and other subdstenct uses. It is quite likely thu beam wae  rMvdy 
scarce In thc Brook Riwr am for thousands of years. Most certainly. they were 
extremely shy and rechsivc, avoiding prime fishing sitcs and times when h u m s  were 

pr- 

This M o n  persisted into modan times. When the aristing Iodge was constructed at 
B m h  River, it too was buih on top of significant cuItural sites and pirne bear habitat. 
Brooks River was 'Anglds Paradise* and fishing for trout and d m o n  was the primary 
interest of the visiton. There still mkt~ a photo, taken during the 1950q of a salmon 
cookout at the base of Broob fda~a in July. There are no bean in the picture and a q k n  
who fished years ago report Jecmg few b u r s  in the a m  Moreover, for much of i ts  eady 
years, Katmai was virtually umnanaged. The su- of Mt. McKinley was also 
responsible for Katmai. Stories from some of the old guides tell of continued h u d q  for 
besn, even in the hcart of tht pork. Haweva, wish improvements in wildlife law, 
expanded state and federal ms~gamnt in tk. region, inaeased field pmence by NPS at 
Brooks, and the growing interest of visitom in obm&g berrs, the situation gradtdy 

The challeagcs facad by NPS today at Bmolu River ue born of mmapment success, not 
fiailurc, aod of the changing interests of our &by. Pmtdng ad vicwing h has 
become more impo~tant thsn d o g  Jilllmda .at Brooks Mateowr, society's interest in 
the historic role of in-ous pmplcs ss part of the ecqskrn  has greatly incrraxd ova 
the pnst sGvcral decades The smution st Broolcs Riva presmff NPS with an historic 
opportunity - the chance to develop I woricable plan for the future of Brooks River which 
truly r d 6 c t r  the ucab resources, sock$'$ amrghg vim of the value of those rcscwces, 
and i m p t c s  resource protdon aud public w of Bmka River with the larger Katmai 
ecosyrtan and adjacent human -. The Brodo River DEPlEIS i s  the logical .nd 
c e d  platform fiom whicb to artcuke the rutrrrc myemeat  direction of htmi wen 
into the next century, and NPS can do so in r way whxh both retlccts the realities md 
interests of Alaska, and the overall irerds in rt~ource and visitor maMguncnt throughout 

RESPONSES ? 
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Brooks River DmfI DCPfEIS 

the National Park System. This is not too tall an order. Unfortunately, while the 
DCPlEIS t aka  some good steps in thc right direction. the plan fails to grasp the bier 
picture. As a result, the DCPI'EJS miws both a workable alternative and an i m p o m  
0 ~ p a ~ t y -  

A good science and resource monitoring program should form the basis of any ongoing 
bcarhuman management at Brooks River. A cursory comparison of the growth in 
visitation with the i n c r 4  numbers of bears using the riva in r-t years rrdght I& to  
the aimplislic wnclusion that people are good for beam and the more people we can bring 
ro Brooks River. the more bears we will bvc.  Howcver, while there mav well be a 
corollary between societfs growing intercats in viewing bean, and improved kanaguncnt 
pnscncc and protection over time (as bas ban suggested above), no one would seriousty 
augecst a management plan b a d  on "more people oqudr more bears". However, a 
review of the DCP/EIS indicators in Table 2 would lead to  an qunlly &.surd wncluaion 
that "no burs equals managenrmt succcs* at B m b .  This is due to the fact that 9 the 
indicators focus on humm expmirnccs or hhumanlbclrr interactions. While these facton 
are important, they are not the only fhccon on which the alternatives should be formulated 
and Ndged. or by which any &cm&ve should be monitored for success once 
implemented. The amount of time s b w  must wait to 6gh (espacially if the caurrc is 
dishubancd or displacement by fiwnarw) is certainly cci importmt as the time a penon must 
wait to sccws a platform to watch k m  fish. 

To put the discussion in wildlife t-, the goal of the DCPIEIS should be to 
.chieve a low density dynamic ap111bmun between beam und humans at Brooks River, in 
which the bcan are allowed to reach their K cdnying cspscity along the river and thc 
truman viaitation is -ad to d k e  thi* -.l system to mnintain Pmt of this task 
involves numb of beaus, but it also imrohrea monitoring various classes (or cohorts) of 
bears, because one of our primary gods should be to preserve, as nearly cw possibIe given 
some incvitablc effects h m  human prcsunce, the natural (or unbabiiated) patterm of 
beara  along the river. The lack of nuch bear m e d  indicators is not consistent with 
NPS's stated goala of avoiding &aru impacts to thc "natural dynamics' of the local 
brown bear population, and it conveys an incomplete vim of NPS's mission to  the public. 

Lastty, while NPCA nronsty commends NPS's s t r a i ~ ~ d  a s h o w l d ~  of tht 
nrxd to protect the quatity of the visitor oxpesjcncc at Brook, River, the b W c t  rtatrmcm 
that "the quality visitor acpcrisncx is tb r e ~ ~ ~ c e  at @ut risk in the Brooks Rivor 
area" scans a bit lopsided. There arc more beam at Brooks River than there were only a 
few decades ~ o .  Do we rcally know w b t  bar  population numbers and composition will 
be like at Brooks several decades from n d  Nk'S has stated the laudable goal of ensuring 
that the bear population ranaim ' n s d y  regulated". It seems reasonable that with 
incmad human use. b u r  displacement War growing bear babituntion, a "naturally 
mguMcdh bear poplllrjbn may be (or become) m moumz equslly at risk with quality 
visitor experiences. Smdim conducted spbci6cally to study the use of the Brooks River 

20a. An explanation as to why natural indicators that are beyond NPS control could not 
be used to monitor visitor impacts on the resources has been included in the section 
on "Limits of Acceptable Change." The example given: "The amount of time a bear 
must wait to fish" is a perfect example of why individual occurrences of animals 
cannot be used as indicators. Did the bear wait to fish because too many people 
were on the platform? Was there a dominant male nearby? Were the cubs not yet 
treed safely? The National Park Service must use indicators that are measurable 
and not open to variables. For instance, if management can document that during 
a certain period of time bear trespass incidents were down, no bluff charges 
occurred in July and property damage by bears was down, but many bears were 
still being seen at the falls and juvenile bears were still working the Oxbow, the 
assumption could be made that the indicators and standards were working. The 
public use objectives in part one of this plan speak to the writer's concern. 
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Brooks Rjwr Draft DCPEIS 

area by bears have documented the diaplafcment of bears by increased human urn. 
Bmoks Rives is about besrs and NPS ahould make cendn lo ktep bears in the equation at 
every atcp. 

NPS is to  be congratulated for crossing an important thrrshoid and coming to grips with 
the neod to  move Brooks Lodge off o f a  nationally sieficant archwlogicd site and away 
fiom prime bear habitat dong the river. However, having reached that poim in its d m  
reconnnmdaticm (the proposed a d o n  mhcalm tht lodge), the DCPlElS 3hould considu 
the fun range of optioru regarding relocation of developed hotcYlodge facilities and their 
relationship to tht Brooks River area, the larger 'core wee* oftbe park and the adjacent 
community. The pmem situation provides an ideal opportunity to pursue an alternative 
which cwld advance a mrmba of mamgnm91 and policy goals for 1Cahnai and the 
national park Jystun as a whole - that of working with Alaska Native corporations and the 
adjacent community to provide privme haeVlodge style lodgiog in King Salmon na part of 
a "Gateway Community' concept The fibre to consider such an d t ~ v c ,  fogcther 
with its mendant implications regarding visitor access to B r d s  River and other arcas 
within the core of the pa& is the w e  most signifiuat deficiency in the DCPtEIS. In 
light of the posithe implications for Long tmm park management and policy, md 
considering the specific interest in worlcing cooperatively with NPS toward the 
devcloprnern of such an &cmtive which h been pnzvhsly " p r d  (in a lena to 
Sacrcbry Babbitt) by Bristol Bay Native C o r p o d o q  the DCPlEIS can not be considered 
sufficient unless it can inoorporate such a revised aitanative. It should be pointed out thar 
this is not the same approach as the "Alternative Considered But Rejested - Naknck West" 
which is briefly described Md dismissed on pages 82 rad 83 of the current doaunenb 
usocimed management actiom (such a, boa! acccu to Brooks) would be d a r .  

By pursuing a "Gateway* concept for ovmighf hoteUodge style facilities, NPS could 
avoid commmction of major new m ~ t i e a  inside a park ( p a r t i ~ ~ l d y  near a highly 
sensitive wildlife men), w e  in pmvwmhip p h n h g  with local Alaplca Native 
un-po~ations, contribute to  the local emmomy, liditate the establishment of new visitor 
oppohties in the park and bmtr pmtscl park rcsomxs within realistic st& d 
budget connraints .  The gwcrnmcnt price taga alone for Akcmarive!, 2 and 3 render them 
tittle more than wiobful t . .  Monmvm, tha incrcllscd st& required to m a ~ g c  these 
altanativm seems d i r e l y  at odds with current personell rrductions. 

A "Gatewaym approach would facilitate the estabihmcnt of a sydm of boat tuxes to 
Brooks River Such a system could provide an alternative to the incrcnsing amount of 
aviation t d c .  Moreover, a boat acccm systan could provide drop off opportunities For 
hikers, Eanoejsts and other usas in the core area of the puk. Boat aoctss is consistent 
with the "transit" Jtylc of accu8 which is used with success in kd i  and i9 being 
increa&& pursued as a manw of public policy throu&hout the national park system. 

20b. See response 2f. 
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COMMENTS RESPONSES 

Brooks River Drdl DCPEIS 

Locating developed lodge(hotd facilities in King Salmon wrdn a "Gateway"c0ncepr nnd 
improving management of Brooks River as a "day use" area, d o e  not presuppose that no 
overnight oppormniries should exist in the park. A r e v i d  alternative should include one 
or sevaal developed cempgrwnds which include hardened sites, food storage lockerg 
ctntral cooking shelters, and sanitation and washroom faciLiities. Such devdopment(s) 
would meet the d s  of more active visitm who w i l  to hike in the area, stay overnight 
and move on to other camping or h h g  o p p o d e a  in tht park (such as the V d y  of 
Ten Thousand Smokes), or visitors who slay sMnl daya to fish (a common pattern of 
uie among trout fishcrmrm). Campgrounds would mcd the needs of those wfro wjah to 
get a little 'closer to ihe g r d "  tban r dcvdoped lodge, but would do so in a more 
managed w&g. w, a developed camp~ound would increase the spfftrum of 
opportunity for t h e  who might d i s h  the apporkdy to camp in the national park, but 
might not be p~cprtd  fox A l m h  wildernaa, There is r Wimate role for good q d t y  
" h n t  country" camping m the Brooks River area. The Beawr Pond Terrace in the 
DCPlEJS Altanafve 2 sfrms to provide a good option. T%s codd even be sommhrt 
cxpandcd in place of lodge devdopmcnt. 

There are many good c h m t s  in tbe DCPIEIS. The proposal to remove dl facilities 
1101th o f h  river and d l i s b  tht mea as a " p q k  zone" is a major step forward m 
the management of Brooks River. Tbc recognition that B m k  River, despite its 
popuIarity and the n u d  to provide ceMin dcvtlDpmeny should offer visiton an 
"uncrowded, unhurried apcrjcncc io a paistine, nahual sethg" is equally important 
Brooks River may be an i r i t d d  focal pond for bear viewing snd visitdon to 
K.tmi, but it must always convey a sntlc of discbvay snd wildness. We can and should 
prwidc many o p p o ~ ~ e  without loriog  he essence of the Alaska natiod parks. Ova 
the past f%een years, I have visited Brooks RjYCf during the months of June, July and 
September. bring that time, the use of tht area has cbmatkally increased. The plain 
fact is that the situation at Brooks River is s i ~ ~  changed and our management 
must also change if we are to pr-e thir phenomend resource unimpaired for the 
djoyolent of prcsent and future visitors. That the DCP/EIS d n t s  this issue is 
commcndablc. 

However, the DCPlEIS falls lhort on two Kx;ouma Firsf, the resource &toring 
indicators which are used to formulate and judge the various al tanatks  ~ C s u y  
luunan-bid. A much more tbmmgb set of bar-orimted indicatm ma be built into 
the find dacummt and curid forward in the monito& and assessment of ongoing 
m~agtmem at Brooks River. 

Seed, tk DCPIElS fails to grasp the opportunity to think broadly about the 
managantnt of the "core of the park" OA defcribed in the General Management Plan. The 
dmmmt dismisses with a few parampin tbc WWt N h &  altcmatlve unworkrbk. 

20d I However, thtre is 1 ~ )  m n s i W o n  of I more workable "Gdteway" alternative at King I 
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20c. A campground in alternative 4 is inconsistent with the concept of a day use area 
only. If a campground is acceptable on the Beaver Pond Terrace, then a lodge must 
be acceptable also, and this concept has been proposed in alternatives 2 and 3. 
The converse of this comment is that only a lodge is acceptable inside the park in 
alternative 4, and a campground is not. No alternative can prejudice one form of 
overnight use against another within the park. Campground facilities in alternative 
4 would be supplied by the gateway community, just like the lodge facilities would 
be provided. 

20d. In the summary of alternatives on p. iv of the draft DCPIEIS it clearly states under 
alternative 4 that "Lodging and commercial campgrounds would be provided by 
private enterprise in King Salmon, Naknek, and surrounding area lodges." This 
should have been reiterated and expounded upon in the detailed description of 
alternative 4 in part two of the draft plan. The private enterprise concept for provision 
of lodging facilities was not rejected or overlooked. The text has been amended to 
deal with this concern. 



COMMENTS RESPONSES 

Brooks River Drafi DCP/EIS 

S h n .  Such an alternative was suggested in writing to NPS by certain conservation 
groups and Native corporations nwly  a year ago. Consideration of such an alternative 
would reflect a number of the pdicy directions being set throughout the narional park 
system. It would respond to special ckumatnnces in Alaska and would promote 0th- 
visitor 0pp0rtutIiti~ consistent with the national park mission. The absence of such an 
alternative is disappointin8 and unaoccptablt. 

Perhaps the a b m w  of such an altunntivt is due to the fact that it does not fall easily or 
complciely under the control of gwsrnmcnt plumas. It may not be ripe to be neatly 
packaged as a ready made alternative. It in much more likely a process which wiU require 
on-thoground, roll-up-your-sleeves, dBcult work. It is planning close to the resource 
and fnce to face work with various parties. It is, however, exactly what NPS is talking 
about in a l l  of its "ecosystem*, "pannering' and "strclmlining" efforts. It is  the kiod of 
effort which can produce results that have long term positive H e c t s  on the r-ce! and 
visitor experiences at Brooks River, and on system as a whole. NPCA bdieves our 
national parks d e s e ~ ~ c  no bw than this sort of &ort. 

Because of controversies surrwndjnH Denali Nationnl Park aml Preserve, including the 
raccnt Swth Slope DCP/EIS, Sentary Babbitt established a working group to sit down 
and wrestle with the iasues in an cxpaimmt to  find some common pound. NPCA is 
participating in that process. An lgrecment w u  recmtly achieved in Gates of the Arctic 
National Pmk and Preserve to ad* park m*nagemcnt and Native subsistence needs. It 
is accompanied by an EIS. but the real merit was achieved with a great deal of 
communication and cooperative &ant, and mud atill be adopted by congress. While 
imperfect as all humM endeavors are impcrfocf these kind of efforts have the best chance 
of aucccss for the national park system NPS must build on the good fwndation of the 
draft DCPIEIS, e n m e  the various interests in AIaska, and build a revised and workable 
"Gateway" altermive The reso- at Brooks River dcma~~d such an effort. 

cc N P C 4  Washingto- D.C. 
NPS, Alaska ~ o d  OfSce 
Alaska Conservation Or&athm 
Bristoi Bay Native Corporation 
Alaska Congressional Dclcgetion 
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COMMENTS RESPONSES 

TbVS Cornmenu on Katmai Brooks River Area DCPIDEIS, 6130194, Page Z 

While much has KO= into the ulanninp, for the Brooks River h e a  wer the last 
four yean ninm this eff% was under he^ we f a r  lhal llle ?iPS ha% ~ru.r&cd !cveral key 
aspedP of b e  olrp>rtunities presented by it, and has rn i~ed  tllc tn:e wltkrnns mntul 
of Brook Rivcr h a  to  in^ and iutemretinn Katrnai Nmiond Park & Preserve 
from King Salmon. King ~almon-ahrmld bcihe ~ t w a y  to Katmai, not the Brooks River 
Area itself. 'Ihe narrow swpe of thc planning area used by NPS has unfortunately 
foredoscd an examination of all f c a s i  urnportation access and visitor interplMati0n 
p l m  utilizing watereraft that would flow from such a context, and thcreforc, NPS has 
not vet orcrtntcd and reswadcd to a bll m e  of Iepitimate DCP alternatives for 
~ r & b  .River Area p l a ~ ' w  as ufas suggested-by Theewilderness Socic~y and many 
others during the DCP =ping p-. None of the alremauves presented are fully 
rcsponsbe w the resou:ce wilderness and wildlife proveriol~ requirelllents tlnt flow frotr. 
the sated purpose and need for the plss  and none are responsive to the larger 
uildernew oark coatarc :hat tk& Brooks River Area should be viewed in. Furthcr. the 
rwo altcrnsivu to rclocate and rebuild Brooks Camp are not fiscally feastble or Gable 
in Iheir staffinn and operatiocal maintenance requirements in a federa. hud~et 
approptiatiom-clirnatc t h a  is substantially cutting the operating budgels and staffing 
level FTFs of the NPS. As a result, The Wilderness Society firmly beiieves that the 
DCP/DEIS lacks sufficiency and fails to meet its purposes. end that Ule NPS should 
prepare a Supplemenral DCP/DEIS for public comment that meets those needs. 

p 

NPS MISSED T i E E X L  

As stated a h ,  King Salmon should be the gateway to Katmai, not the Brooks 
River Area Such a e o m  and view d m  a broader range of alternatives for access. 
interpretation of park rt~lusccq visitor upcriencea, dispersal of visiter use, and lessening 
of impam on the wildlife at Brooks River and the surrounding wilderness areas. Tne 
alternatives presented in the DCP/DEIS al l  essentially assume primaq access to the 
Broaka River Area by aircraft As a result, NPS has "missed the boat" and not 
developed alkrnatives that usa watercraft for a c e s  from the King Salmon and Lakc 
Camp area 

Iht smdy arca depicted in the Brook Rivcr Area DCP/DEIS shauld be 
expanded to Include the a m  shown as the 'park cnrc area" in the E;PS Gencral 
Ma~gemcbt  P I n n m S  of 11/7/86 plus all of NBLnek Lake and Brooks lake in order 
to bt inclusiw of dl of tht z m a  hat will be influenced by the deckioions at Brooks 

a full mngc of D O  alternatives. The DCP study area should 
~ i e % $ z m  y of  Isla&, Brooks Lake, Connie Lake. Grosvenor Lakc and 
River, and Ssranoski sioec many of the uses of those are= arc staged out of King 
Salmon and Bmoh Camp aod the access for NPS water patrol and backcounr~ crew 
changes is also staged from King Salmon and Brwks Camp. Brooks Camp decisions will 
radiate to dl of thest areas aod failme to consider tha~ will lead to unplanned influences 
outside of h e  presently stated plaaaing area by defaul~ 

21 a. See response 2f. 

21 b. The scope of the DCPIEIS for the Brooks River area is just what the name implies. 
The National Park Service has general management plans, backcountry 
management plans, resource management plans, and wilderness management 
plans that speak to greater parkwide management issues. DCPs focus on small 
geographic areas where development is considered necessary. 
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' l W S  Comments on Katmai Brmka River Area DCPPEIS, 6/30/94. Page 3. 

Whilc the Draft General Management Plan/Environmental kes rment  proposed 
a phased reloearion of all Brooks Caub facilities to reduct the number and frequeocy of 
hearfiumao encounterr. the General Mm(jemtnt Plan/ Final EIS defcrrcd making any 
decision on relwation of Brooks h u l  the results of currcot studies on 
bear/humaa interactions in the Brook$ Cam area have been cumplctcd." (Yg 32. par 3). 
Those stud~cs were oompletcd and publis11e81or NPS hy Olson. Gilbcrt, and F.tkin on 
1um 1. 1990, and havc k e n  rele&d to the public. Subsequent rwdics by Olson. ct al  
havc added to the body of nidenct that brwm bean are di%placed by increasing use of 
the Bmkr River Area and increasing the length of the season of use. 

However. tbe & d o n  developed in those bcar/human interaction s~udies. 
which clcarly shows the impact of increasing numbors of humam dtsplacing bears, docs 
not appear ta be prominently incorporated h t o  the dcsign of tbe alternatives displayed 
in the B& R i r  Area DCP/DEIS. Instead. NPS stater that: 'A critical resource 
management issue in tbc Brooks River Area is how to accommodate the growing 
numbers of anglers, photographers, wd bear viewers without impacting the natural 
dynamics d the local b row bear poplatioo, or severely degrading the visitor 
q r i e n o c '  @sgc 3). ignorw (he isrut of human u e  limib to protect the bcars 
throughout the DCP/DEIS, md conrtrucls a set of Humsn/Bear Interaction Indlcaton 
in Tablt 2 on page 29 that place no valucs on protening the bears or lhcir behavior and 
Wbr. Conceivably, succcss muld be defined as eliminating any hears on the Brooks 
River ar the way of meeting the standards portrayed 14 Table 2. In short, the emphasis 
is on armmmodaturg marc people rather tbm protecting bears, and the DCPJDEIS fails 
to n d y  addrew and mcet the NPS stated objectives to protect bcars. 

The DCP/DEIS faik to map or otherwise detail any identified brown bear habrrat 
and w partem rn key information required to design and evaluate the impacts of 
legiiimalt alternatives nor is that information sufficiently summarized and displayed IU a 
manner that helps to answer the hndamental question of whcrc any facilities can be 
placed m the Brooh River Area without impcling the hears. A matrix of that research 
needs to be q l i d t l y  mapped aa a basis of planning and all altcr&cs should be 
structured in thc DCP/DEIS ro allow the reader thc ability to sce how the conclusions of 
lba~ ~cgcarch shaped each aItcrnative. Failure to show how each alternative relates to 
the bear Kcstarch cash doubt on the integrity of the altemtkcs and the sufficiency of 
the DCP/DEIS. 

RESPONSES -0 % 
--I 
1 

21c. The National Park Service certainly does not ignore the issue of human use limits 2 
to protect bears in this DCP. Human use limits are in every development alternative, 
and were arrived atthrough the recommendations of the Bear Research Committee 
and a special NPS workshop on limits of acceptable change. See comment 20a as 
to why no uncontrolled natural indicators were used. It is absurd for the Wilderness 
Society to construe that table 2 is defining management success as eliminating 
bears on Brooks River and accommodating more visitors at the bears' expense. The 
use limits that were determined through the limits of acceptable change 
methodology do not accommodate more growth in visitation at Brooks River; that 
is why three of the four development alternatives have use limits that are below 
current common peak days in July (table 3). 

The decision to not include quantities of graphs, tables, and matrices that depict a 
season's distribution of brown bears on the river, or the probable age classes in the 
"local population" for any given year may be considered by some as a lack of 
information for analysis by the lay person. Because the bear population on Brooks 
River is dynamic and changes from year to year, the planning team decided to not 
produce graphs of old data sets that might not resemble the current situation, but 
rather to plan from those recurring, general patterns of bear use on the river that 
everyone familiar with the river already knows. An example of this is: bear use is 
generally greatest at the falls in July and greatest in the lower river in September. It 
is not necessary to reproduce tables from studies a half a decade old to convince 
the reader of this. It is an acknowledged fact. And so the team planned accordingly. 

After the 1991 Alternahves Workbook comment period, at the request of the 
conservation community, a Bear Research Committee was specially assembled by 
the National Park Service to review a decade's worth of bear studies on Brooks River 
and to independently review the proposed relocation sites for potential effects on 
prime bear habitat. The committee also served as an oversight committee to the 
planning team advising on the pros and cons of the proposed actions as they related 
to bear biology and bear use in the Brooks River area. They also summarized for 
the planning team all of the management recommendations by all the Brooks River 
bear researchers from the past decade. The planning team took the committee's 
recommendations into account and the develoDment alternatives reflect this. See 
the "Selected References" section for a list of all the documents and studies that 

I Ra& K a i h d  P a ~ k  & Preserve is essentially a wilderness park in the spirit of I I were consulted in the development of this plan. 
the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservatioo (ANILC.4) of. 1980 and 
purpma of &at A d  to pmteR thcw wilderness n l u u .  Brook River hrea is an island 
oi d m h m e n ~  mudctclv nurounded bv that desianutcd vark wilderl~ess. Tne B r w ~  
 rive.^ A& Ira iraditiondmne *om theknnt wu&y of &ng Salmon lo the back 
country of Katmni's dcsipatcd park wilderney and should not be viewed as front 
Wunhy to develop without carsidering impacts on the adjacent park wilderness. 

2f d. The text in the final plan has been modified to accommodate this concern about 
impacts on adjacent designated wilderness. 
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TWS Comrnmls on K a d  Bmoks River Area DCP/DEIS, 6/30/94, Page 4. 

At the same time, the growing use and development pressures on Brooks River 
Area are already up against the adjacent wiIdernws boundaries in a way lhat impacts 
negatively on that wilderness. Yet NPS flatly states in every alternative under Part Four: 
Description and Environmental Consequences of the Proposal and Alternatives that: "No 
federally designated or recommended wilderness would be affected by this [these] 
al?ernative[s]' witpout any supporting statements, analysis, or documentation. We tind 
t b  to be a gramtous denial of the facts and a case of NEPA segmenting that is  
inexcusable. All of the alternatives, including No Action, impact on the adjacent 
wilderness at some level. Even though the planned actions are not actually in 
designated wilderness, the affects of those plam will be felt in the wilderness. T h e  
DCP/DEIS is s ig~%mtly  flawed in not addressing and assessing those impacts. We 
believe that NEPA and ANILCA require such an assessment. 

It is foolhardy to pllf~ue altcmatives and preferred actions that are not fiscally 
viable. Alternative 2: P r o m  Beaver Pond Terrace and Alternative 3:llliuk Moraine 
Terrace both suffer from this sboflcoming Both of these akernatives to  relocate and 
rebuild Brooks Camp within the Brooks River area are not likely to be able to get 
sufficient funding lo execute. Further, in fhis austere federal budget appropriation 
climate when NPS operations and maintenance budgets and FTE's are being significantly 
cut back, it is totally unrealktlc to purrme such alternatives. NPS should not hitch its 
wrpecta~~ns to a plan that oanot go anywhere or that cannot be maintained once built. 

The Wilderness Society does not believe that any of the alternatives presented 
meet the tests of the Purpose and Necd for the Plan. Clearly, the No Action Alternative 
is not feasible since action is required to mitigate and correct the site impacts that now 
exist at Brooks Camp. Alternative 1: M i u m  Requirements suEfers from the same 
problems as no action. Alternative 2: Proposal, Beaver Pond Terrace and Alternative 3: 
lliuk Moraine Terrace both have s i v c a n t  problems in that they transfer the Brooks 
Camp impact problem to moher s~te within the same area without getting it out of 
there to reduce the enviroamental impacts; they do not reduce the impafts OD bear 
habitat horn facilities construction and high levets of human use; and they are fiscally not 
viable. Afternative 4: Day-Use-Area-Only begins to approach an acceptable alternative, 
but fails to incorporate several aspects of such an approach that would make it attractive 
to the public and manageable for NPS. None of these alternatives comes to grips with 
Limiting human use and aircraft use at Brooks Camp to protect the bears and the visitor 
experience that flows from viewing a population of wild bears in a natural setting. None 
of the alternatives haw put the hem k t  and human llse second. No alternative will 
succeed unless it addresses Limits to human use and limits to the intrusions of human 
technology on the bears. This has been recognized by Alaska Depanment of Fish & 
Game For McNiel River, by the US Forest Service for Pack Creek on Admiralty Island in 
the Tongass National Forest, and by the US Fish & Wiidlife Service at O'Mailey Creek 
in K d i a k  National Wildlife Refuge. Failure to recognize that here will only degrade the 
wild natural character of the Brooks river bears and the visitor experience. 
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COMMENTS RESPONSES 

TWS Comments on Katmal B m l s  River Area DCP/DEIS, 6/30/94, Page 6. 

Fifth, there arc several things that can be done at tbe Brooks River Area to 
minimize bearfhuman encounters, protect the bears from crowding. improve the 
interpretation of important cultural and natural resources, and improve the visitor 
experience: 

*Vdtor access to the immediate a ~ e a  of Brooks 'Falls during peak bear use 
periods should bt allocated by some procedure (e.g. McNeii River model) to prevent 
htermption of the bean feeding patterns, to maintain the quality of the visitor 
expcricnce, and to maintain human safety. 

' P k m e n t  of any proposed raired boardwalk viewing facilities along the South 
side of the Brooks River should take m u a t  of beat use patterns as well in the design 
of alternatives. 

'Sport fishing in tbe Brooks River should be catch and release only instead of the 
one fish limit now, and should be curtailed during peak bear activity in the Brooks River 
to avoid conflicts. 

*Fioatplane access shoutd be mwcd away from the beach at Brooks Camp, since 
it too is one of the displacing Wenzcs on the bears. 

'Desim of new roads should be minimal and limited to use of exist in^ layout. 
'No &signated Wilderness should be declassified to allow ncw road cor&ruction. 
*No desienated Wilderness lou ld  be dtclassificd to relocate Brooks Camp or any w . r 

other facilities. 
'NPS sbould insist on having Park Sem'ce naturalists on the bus to n r e e  Forks 

Overlook, which would also provide a means of ranger patrol between Brooks Rives and 
tbe Overtoak, and naturalist staf[ing and crew changes at the Overlook. 

'The archaeological resources in the Brooks River area are a very special 
resource that should be protected from any facilities relocation and development actions 
taken there, and sbould be properly interpreted to the public by local Native residents. 

Fidky, The Wilderness Society believes that the NPS could deveiop a much 
better sense of cooperative relationships with the communities of King SaImon and 
Naknek in planning for access to and interpretation of park resources. The quality of 
the plan and the local ownership of the park and Its values will be greally advanced by it 
and the local communities will r& the access to the Title Xlll provisions of AWILCA 
tbat hold the promise to develop those partnerships. 

The Brooks River Area DCP/DBIS d m  not meet its own stated purposes and 
needs for the plan. NPS needs to do a Supp[emenlal D B S  with at least on more 
altcmativc (5)  as we have outlined W e .  This is needed to correct several deficiencies 
in the draft plan and to assess miss@ elements to sufficiently comply with NEPA. The 
rapid growth of visitation in the area can not be sustained; the bears will clearly suffer 
and the visitor cxperienoe will ultimately be lost Tbc alternative we have outlined 
abwe combines sevcraI i I S p t N  of protecting and interpreting the resources of the 
Brooks River Area that meets the needs to protect the bears and maintain the quaIity of 
the visitor experience. 
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21 f. The DCP does not "contemplate sacrificing ...g reat park values to accommodate $ 

increasing levels of use." The use limits that were determined through the limits of 
acceptable change methodology do not accommodate more growth in visitation at 
Brooks River, that is why three of the four development alternatives have use limits 
that are below current common peak days in July (table 3). 

TWS Comments on Kamai Brooks River Area DCP/DEIS, 6/33/94, Page 3. I 
The goal of a "high quality" visitor Weriencc in this outstanding national park 

should be how r e d i g  the contmtct with nature is there without impairing the resource, 
not how quickly day tours can access and writ the park While it is true that single day 
tours are in demand, that is far from mflicicnt reason to push more people through the 
area more quickly and reduce the quality of their experience in this magnificent area. It 

21 f certainly is hwfbcien,f jusmcation to antemplate sacbltlcing these great park values to 
a c c o m t c  inaeasmg lcvek of use. I 

The Wflderncss Society appraiates the opportudty to comment on this critical 
planning process at Broob River. Thank you. 

ncerel yours e- 
Ahkaka~egional Director 

CC. Senator Ted Stevens 
Senator Frank M u h k i  
Congrwman Don Young 
Jack Morehead, Director, Alaslca Region, National Park Sem'cc 
Pam Miller. Alaska Program Director, The Wilderness Sociery 
Karl Gawell, Parks hogram Director. The Wilderness Society 
Alaska O c r v a d o n  Groups 
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June 3 0 ,  1994 
Mr. Bill Pierce, Superintendent 
1Catmai National Park and Prebervs  
Poet O e f  ice Box 7 
Xing Salmon, M 99613 

Rer Draft Development Concept Plan/Environmental Impact Statement 
for Brooka River Area 

Dear Mr. Pierce; 

Earlier I submitted cmtnents in a letter dated September 3, 1993, 
and in a rummary statement submitted a t  the public mtatfng on the 
DCCP held on May 18 of th ia  year. Thir L a t t e r  fa intended ca 
supplement my ear l i er  etaternants, copies of which are attached. 
Pleaae conoider the three lectern aa one set of comments on the 
Praft  D C C P / E I S .  

f a r j  . S w -  
1 

As pointed out in my e a r l i e r  statementr, the Draft Development 
Concept Plan (DDCP or Draft) lacks an alternative that would la) 
replaca the current and proppded float plane transportation 
aymtem with a tour boat or ferry mystem, with all visitore 
departing from the King Salmon area, (b) replace the current 
visitor bear-viewing arrangernente ar Brooks River with scheduled 
walke to the  bear -8lewing areas led by park ranger-interpretere, 
and (c)  provide far d a r n  camping facilities in the Brooke River 
area, well away trm bear concentration arcas and travel router. 
for those vialtors who are preparing for back-country travel 
~ f t e x  viewing the beare, or who may wimh t o  r fay  more than one 
day i n  the Brooke Riuar area. 

This lack of A fifth alternative mean6 that the Draft is not in 
compliancm with the National Environmental Policy A c t ,  which 
rsqufrtr a federel agency to consider the full range o f  
alternatives. A supplemental DEIS (SDETS) i n  in order. 

A 60COtUl reaeon for r SDEXS is that alternatives 1 (the proposal) 
and 3 have been overtaken and rendered obsolete by policy changes 
a t  the national level. The firet and moat important i s  Secretary 
Bruce BabbFtCta policy speech of May 23, 1994 in which he "... 
[concuta] with the r~cormnandations of the expert* who wrote the 

V a i l  Agenda that the 'primary responsibility of the National Park 
Service muet be protection of park resources.'* He than follows 
with t h i e  pledger 

On my watch, the Park Service w i l l  not build 
additional lodging f s c i l F t i c r  within the parks.  

Rlntcd ~n Rrsyeled P q c r  

22a. See response 18a. 
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people are thera.' 

Thie ruggestb that the existing F a l l a  platform be noved further 
back from the river, and it. capacity analyzed ;In terns o f  the 
likely effeot on the bears. But the preferred alternative, a& 
ml~ernstivea 3 bnd 4, would retain and expand the existing Brooks 
~ a l l s  platform, which is on the eouth b u k  within a few feet of 
tha Fmlle, and conrtruct a new platform at the Cutbank, which 
overlooks another key bear concentration area on the river. 

Similarly, another finding of the 1990  irtudy cited in tbe Draft 
suggcata that the exfmtins m d  proporad reliance on a float plane 
tranmportation syatam i r  a160 having advarae effectm on the 
boars I 

Noime produced by aircraft, boata, and construction, 
constitutes intrumiva stimuli which may be different- 
i a l l y  experienced by the varioum age-sex classes of 
bears frequeating the river. Dimplacement of family 
groupa in parkiaular could hove.,population-level 
affects Ip.141 .' (p.44). 

Yet no consideration whatever is glvan in the Drafc GO replacing 
the f loat  plane system with 8pccially demigned and quiet tour 
boats that would dramatically reduce noieb disturbance to bear.. 

RIcommendatione 
1. fn a aupplsmental enviranm~ntal impact rrtatsment, the Park 
Service should give consideration to c fifth alternative as 
described above, or one comparable to it. 

a .   he aupplemant~l rtarcrment rhould aleo include a detailed 
description of bear biology and habitat requirements at Brooks 
River. An excellent recent diacusslon in non-technical tern i6 
Brown Beare of Brooka River by Ronald Squibb and Tamara Olmon 
(cited above), former NPS br~wn bear reoearchers at Brooks River 
and Katmai HNP. Thf. kind of bani9 information fa neceueary for 
a full understanding of the envLronmental e f f e c t s  of propeed 
development and po l i c i er  at  Brooks River. 

A full diecuaeian of habitat requirementm would include brown 
bear concentration areas near Brooks River auch am Margot Cheek 
and Reaaarch Bay, and the aalmon spawning streamr entering ~roakr 
uk., Bear cravci aca 
movemnt between B A k m  River dnd theme other salmon tatreamr and 
area8 and across ~aknuk ~aks-Xliuk Arm via 1liuk ~ o r a i n e  ( 8  path 
appar;ntly not known to the ruthore of th. Draf f )  . This 
dircurrion would enable the tnvfrnnmental impact analyaia to 
consider the effecte of variour levela of developmenr at  Brooks 

a Squibb, R., and Oluon, T., BrOM1 Bears of Brook8 River, 
Salt Laka C i t y ,  Lorraine Preas, 1993, p.  15, 

22d. See criterion 3 in appendix C. 

22e. The park has requested the FAA to publish in its "Notice to Pilots" that except for 
landings and take-offs, aircraft must maintain an elevation of at least 1,000 feet 
(1,100 feet MSL) above ground level in the vicinity of Brooks Camp. Tour boat 
access is recommended in alternative 4, and would be feasible in any of the 
alternatives. 

22f. Bear travel patterns were considered in the development of the alternatives. The 
planning team and Bear Research Committee jointly investigated the level of bear 
use on lliuk Moraine, lliuk Moraine Terrace, and the Beaver Pond Terrace prior to 
writing the draft DCP. All development proposal areas were placed well away from 
bear travel corridors, except, of course, the primary access area on the Naknek 
lakeshore. 
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220. See response 13d. 

82-83. Naknek Wsat Altarnative rejaucion. In tha raviaed DEIS, 
thir alternative, if retained, can be called the Red Herring, r e  
no one, to my knowledge ham ever suggested this area as the oita 
for a reloccted Brooks River lodge and NPS facilitiee complex. 
It would be preferable to delete thir aaation i n  the 8DEfS. 

However, t h e  Paug-Vik corporation, the BrirtOl Bay Natlvr 
(regional) Corporation, and indfvfdual Native mllotment owners 
have a11 expressed interest. i n  providing land for r relocated 
complex in the Lake Camp area at the west end of Naknek Lake. 
Thir area, aonnected by a maintained gravel road, is twenty 
minutea from Xing Balmon, and could serve se the rite of s 
relocated complex and visitor departure point for tour boat6 
destined for Brookr Camp and other points in cha Haknek Lake 
system. Ir. rhould be given full con8fderatFon as part of  the 
diacusaion of a fifth alternativr as noted above, 

101. wdcr the four alternatives dircunaad, the "scattexad 
visitor use patternR will continua, which m..,often remult[s] in 
rangare not being able to warn viaitore of en approaching bear 
md to dirsct thorn to move out of the area." Why is there no 
alternative that  in part cells for  ranger-interpreter. ercorting 
group* of visitor# to beat viewing areas on a echeduled baaim 
only, i.s., no "slcsttcred vieitor use pattern"? This more 
orderly arrangement would greatly reduct bear-hum conflicts and 
tha number of "incidencen chat now make a visit to Brook0 River 
o m  filled with anxiety and even fear For many visitore, It 
would alro further the primary goal of reducing disturbance to 
bears to a minimum, be the predict~bility lnvolved in rcheduled 
group walka would roon bo learned by the bears. 

118. A elaim is made that development on the Beaver Pond Terracs 
and along &ha Valley Road purruant to alternative 2 " would have 
very little impact on brown bear habitat and population i n  the 
Brooks River Area.* This 8rssrtion is not ouppostod by any 
evidence. The Naknek Lake bsroh b ~ u t h  of the mouth of Brbaka 
River is a known bear travel corridor, and bear rrnils indicate 
that: beare may use thia entire area a0 they trevsl between Brooks 
River and Rssbaroh Bay and Margot Creek. 

A d ~ c k  would be built under alternative 2 at the beach. A new 
road would cannect the beach with ths naw lodge and ths Vmlley 
Road. Relocating the lodge and related f&ailitirs on the Terrace 
could expose the Braver Pond and aarociated woodlendm to 
contamination from any fuel epills or underground fual l i n e  and 
storage tank leaks similar to tha one recently axparisnced at 
Brooks Camp. In the abaencr of data on bear and other wildlife 
use of the general area ~ o u t h  of Brooks River, the claim t h s t  
rlternative 2 would have very little impact on brown bear6 and 
their habitat should be replaced with the etatsment that the 
environments1 impacte can only be aurmieed under tha 
oircumetrnoes. 

22p. This statement is accurate as stands. The Beaver Pond terrace has very little bear 
use and the development would be far from the prime bear habitat along the river. 

22q. Development along any lakeshore obviously places a human intrusion on a bear 
travel route because bears travel the beaches looking for food that has washed up 
on shore. The point to consider, in any of the proposed relocation sites, is that by 
removing facilities north of the river, the bears would gain more habitat and access 
to the prime resource than they would lose to development on any outlying beach 
or in any dense spruce forest. Only anecdotal data exist for this statement, no 
quantitative studies have been done in the dense spruce forest south of the river 
because the scientists all know that the bears are down at the river. 
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of alternative 3 on bazm end their habitac. Again, th in  
aneertion must be either mubotmtiatrd or reworded to acknowledge 
the lack of scientific data needed to reach such a conclumion. 

t 2 0 .  Effect of viaitor ues limitu. Undar alternative 2, the 
360-parson l i m i t :  i d  described am nromrwbat more crowded than now 
occur#." In terms o f  the July average, the new level of u8e 
would be nearly 20 purcent higher than i t  prerent. Thio increa8e 
bhould be acknowled ad, and not obscured by vague phrases such a s  
"somewhat more croJed .  * 

Similar1 on page 126, in describing alternative 3 '0  190 per~onm 
per day r i m i t  , t h e  rtatcmant in made that "thie Lo more crowded 
than now occurs. * Yes, nearly one-third more atowdad. Please 
use the psrocntage increrro, 

121. Compensation for tho concearfoner*a i n t e x e e t  i n  and r tmwal  
of exiating facilitiesr rubsidy to concermionar tor relocation. 
Hhen doas the existing concrasian contract c o w  up for renewal? 
Will ccmpetitive bidding be used? what are the estimated coats 
of the coupenmation and aubeidy'l 

Undor a11 alternativas, what aro tho oetimated 
incresaes/dscreaaes In operational, personnel, and maintenance 
costa? 

1 3  An masertion l a  made that under alternative 4 the Brooks 
R i v e r  Area would bs more lcsa quirt compared to altarnativee 2 
and 1. However, i f  alterative 4 utfli6ed the oamc a r r i v a l  
facilitlem ar under rltarnativea 1 and 3 ,  it would be mote quiet 
than its cornpetitore, becausr there would bd less float plane 
traffic.  Alternative 4 La plainly dsaignad co diacouxage support 
tor ad alternat ive  t h a t  would relocats overnight lodging and moat 
of tha NPS complex to the King Salmon/Lakc Camp area. Xc i s  an 
obvioumly biased altsrnstivo that rsflmcts the planners' pre- 
conceived preference for alternatives that  would r e t a i n  the 
existing complex in the Brooke Rivur area. 

Thank you for thia opporLunity to submit these viewa. 

RESPONSES S n 
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22r. The sentences have been revised. 7 rn 

22s. The amount of compensation to the concessioner is undetermined at this time. As 
stated in the plan, the compensation would be governed by concession contract 
provisions. 

22t. These costs have not been determined at this time. 

221-1. See response 2f. 

Jack Hemsion 
Alauka Repreeentative 
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Brooka River; existing floatplane access by commercial and 
private operators would be discontinued. A tour boat 
transportation system aets apart this alternative from the other 
four, all of which assume the continuation of unlimited 
floatplane acceea. 

Proposed alternative 5 would not be a mere day-use alternative, 
because it would provide for modern, safe, comfortable camping 
facilities for those who wished to stay more than one day in the 
Brooks River area. Overnight lodge facilities and the bulk of 
NPS facilities would be moved to King salmon or perhaps to Native 
corporation land near Lake Camp. 

22v New NPS facilities and public camping in the Brooks River area 
would be located south of the river and away from bear travel I 

I ~iirido;~ aid other bear habitat. NO facilxt~es would remain on 
the north side of the river, and disturbed eites m u l d  be 

I 
returned to a natural condition. The exirting pontoon bridge 
would be removed. Visitors would not be allowed to enter the 
critically important bear concentration and feeding areas on the 
north side of the river. 

Key elements and advantages of proposed alternative 5 are 
outlined below. 

I. N a b s k  Laka ferry 8yatem. 

Visitors arriving in King Salmon would take specially designed 
concessionaire tour boate from Lake Camp to Brooks River. Those 
visitors whoee primary or eolm reason for visiting Brooks River 
is sport fishing, such aa guided clienta of commercial sport 
fishing lodges throughout the Bristol Bay region, would aleo take 
the tour boats. 

Existing floatplane acccsa to Brooka Camp, both comercia1 and 
private, would be discontinued except in emergencies, such as 
accidents or illneas requiring rapid evacuation. Local residents 
would continue to use their own veeeels for private, non- 
c o ~ r c i a l  visits to the Camp. 

Park tour boate would depart From Lake Camp, a twenty-minute trip 
from King Salmon on the existing well-maintained gravel road. A 
National Park Service ranger could be on board to describe the 
park's features, answer questions, and brief visitors on 
procedures used at Broake River to ensure their safety and the 
welfare of the bears. 

Tour boat service is twt merely a theoretical planning option. 
This sunrner Quinnat Landing Hotel in King Salmon inaugurated boat 
service for its guests from Lake Camp to Brooks Camp in a new 16- 
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passenger boat built for thie purpose. According to skipper Alan 
Martin of the Katmai Lady, the trip takes one hour each way. 
His vessel is designed co accommodate 24 persons including the 
captain and crewman, bur. is currently fitted out for 16 
passengers. 

Tour boats larger than the Katmai Lady might be desirable, with 
the s i z e  and number of boats determined by visitor limits 
pursuant to a Brooks River area carrying capacity ba~ed on 
scientific studies already conducted by the Park Service. But it 
ie clear from this summer's trial xun that boat service in 
feasible and economically competitive with commercial floatplane 
traffic. Moreover, boats can operate when low clouds and fog 
prevent floatplane operations, as shown by the Katrnai Lady, and 
probably by the park's own vessels. 

Let me anticipate a counter-argument that ferry service might be 
impractical because of shallow water near the outlet of Naknek 
Lake. The skipper of the park launch had no difficulty 
negotiating the well-marked river channel leading out of Lake 
Camp to the deeper waters of Naknek take, nor, apparently, doea 
the Katmai Lady. It should be possible to design a Larger 
ahallow-draft vessel capable of navigating the existing 
chanrtel(a), but if a larger veeael required a deeper or wider 
channel, I doubt there would be any objections to some minimal 
dredging. 

At Brooks River, tour boats would dock at the site identified in 
WorWok Alternative 3, which is on the shore of Naknek Lake 
opposite the northeast comer of Beaver Pond. Visitors would 
walk or take shuttle buses to the Brooke River orlentation/ 
contact station, to the campground(s), and to connections with 
the Valley tour buses. Some day-use v i s i t o r s  rnlght prefer to be 
eecorted by a park ranger from the dock to the bear viewing areas 
along Brooke River via the beach or perhaps on a shoreline trail. 
if a trail can be built t h a t  does not interfere with bear 
feeding, resting, and travel requirements. 

2. Public camping 

A campground or campgrounds south of Brooke River would be 
provided for thoee vieitors wiehing to stay more than one day. 
Perhaps under conceeaion, and with a daily fee, the carnpground(s1 
would be carefully located to avoid bear travel corridors and 
other vital bear and wildlife habitat. The cantpground(a1 would 
include modern toilet and shower facilities, and separate kitchen 
ar~d food storage facilities. Level, well-eeparated campsites, 
each with a picnic table, gravel pad, and campfire grate would be 
provided. 

There would be no lodge or other overnight facilities- other than 
the emergency overnight shelter component of the day-use shelter. 

RESPONSES 
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Overnight lodging would be provided by the existing hotels and 
lodges in King Salmon for those who prefer or require such 
accommodations. 

taaan o f  the aromr+d a l f r ~ f i v ~  5 

a .  Diaturbancm of beat8 rsducrdj park purpaeas accoaqliahd 

Ending the current reliance on commercial a.nd private 
floatplanes as the primary means of visitor access ta Brooke 
River would result in a lower level of disturbance to bears 
from this source, in keeping with the bear sanctuary and 
habitat protection purposea of the park as set forth in the 
Alaska Lands Act. 

As shown in studies by Dr. Barry Gilbert and his colleagues, 
aa well as park staff, the noiae and presence of floatplanes 
coztributes to human pressure on the bears. When tied off 
the Naknek Lake beach on both s ides  of the mouth of Brooks 
River, the flaatplanes, with t h e i r  aesociated traffic of 
passengers and pilots, interfere with bears attempting to 
feed in the river mouth area, and hears attenpting to travel 
along the beaches. 

Noise froa constant landings, taxiing, takeoffs, and flights 
in the vicinity of Brooka Camp is also contributing to the 
overall level of disturbance to the bears. Apparently some 
commercial sport fishing guides *buzz"the bears feeding at 
nearby Margot Creek before landlng their clients at the 
mouth of the creek. 

Shifting the oveznight lodging and the NPS operations that 
sllpport it to King Salmon or another suitable site on the 
western end oE the park would also benefit the bears by 
reducing the amount of human activity associated with 
rnaintain~ng such elaborate facilities in the general area of 
Brooks River. 

A tour boat access system would also allow the Park Service 
to better manage vieitor use by scheduling 
arrivals/departures, and escortfng groups to the bear 
viewing platfonne and other facilities. This procedure 
would benefit both the bears, who a r e  now sxbjecr t o  the 
unpredictable, chaotic and unaafe cominga and goings of 
visitore. and the visitors. who would surely appreciate and 
enjoy the secuxity of escorted group walka to t he  bear- 
viewing platforms. 

b. Quality park axperia~cs; reduced rnvironm.pta1 -acts 

Replacing the floatplanes with f a r  fewer and quieter vessels 
would also provide a greater degree of solitude for park 

RESPONSES -u 2i 
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visitors to Brooks River, many of whom expect peace and 
quiet when visiting a national park, eepecially a wilderness 
natfonal park of Katmai'a 8:atus. Currently, the lower 
Brooks River area during the summer visitor season resembles 
a busy floatplane base. Veeeels arriving and departing 
would go Largely unnoticed by visitors out of sight of the. 
dock area. 

Ferry service to Brooke River would also promote a quality 
overall viait to the park. On good weather days as their 
tour boat moved east up beautiful Naknek Lake, passengers 
would enjoy increaaingly impressive views of the park, and 
perhaps sight wildlife, just as vigitors to Deaali and 
Glacier Bay enjoy viewing wildlife azd diverse landscapes or 
seascapes as they gradually enter the distant reaches of the 
parks. 

Currently, most Braoka River visitors are flown in quickly 
by floatplane and plopped abruptly on the beach at Brooks 
Camp. A more relaxed, interpretive, and scenically diverse 
~ntroduction to the park afforded by ferry would be far more 
consistent with a wilderness national park experience than 
the current system. 

Visitor safety would also be improved. Floatplanes are 
inherently more hazardous than travel in a modern veasel or 
veaaels specially designed for park waters. 

Tour boats could drop off and pick up hikers, campers, 
canoeists, and kayakere at other pointe on Xaknek Lake, 
thereby assisting those interested in exploring the park's 
lakes and backcountry, e.g., the Naknek-Groavenor-Savonoski 
loop trlp. This service would enhance the park experience, 
and, by distributing use and impacts over a wider area of 
the park, would benefit Brookcr River management and enhance 
the visitor experience there. 

Glacier Bay tour baata n o w  provide drop-off and pick-up 
service to backcountry and up-Bay visitors to that park, 
while shuttle buses do the eame for backpackers and hikers 
headed for Denali ' s backcountry. 

Fewer adverse environmental impacts at Brooks River could be 
expected. There would be less intrusion on the forest, on 
important habitat, and on wildlife travel  corridor^,^ and 

On a short stroll from the new viewing platform at the 
lower river (known locally as .Fort Stevens" to the NPS 
facilities at B r w k a  Lake along the road. I counted 30 bear and 
other wildlife trails intersected by the road. About 19 appeared 
to be currently used, with 11 occasionally or seldam used. All 



fewer adverse cffecte on cultural and archaeological 
resources. Because lover gumtities of fuel would have to 
be barged in, transprted and etored to service fewer 
facilities, there would be leas impact from any spills that 
might occur. 

Interpretive services would be improved by locating the main 
park interpretive center in King Salmon or Lake Camp. 
Currently the Park Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service are developing a visitor contact station at the King 
Salmon airport, a venture in which che Bristol Bay Bomugh 
government is also participating. This effort could be 
expanded and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and 
local Native organizatians invited t o  participate. 

c .  Lowrr coat and greinvanting govonmmnt* 

A key advantage of proposed alternative 5 is the greatly 
reduced cost of building, staffing, and maintaining new, 
scaled-down NPS and public uae facilities at a new site 
south of Brooks River aa compared to the full-scale 
hotel/interpretive center/NPS facilities complex as 
envisioned in Workbook Alternative 3 ,  

Workbook Alternative 4, the day-use option, would require 
"about 15-20 NPS employepa." Propoaed Alternative 5 would 
probably require about the same number, assuming the public 
camping facilities were under conceasion. Currently, the 
Park Service has 50-60 employees on site attempting to cope 
with up to 60 lodge guests, up t o  60 campers, scores of day- 
use viaitors flown in by Brooke Camp Lodge and numerous 
floatplanes under coannercial use licenses, and the 
occasional private floatplane. Significant NPS maintenance 
and personnel expenaea are involved in this operation, much 
of which supports the Brooke camp Lodge, and thus is in 
effect a federal subsidy to the concessionaire. 

mother very important benefit of proposed alternative 5 is 
better, mare efficient use of the park'e budget for overall 
park management. By significantly reducing the cost of the 
Brooks River operation, alternative 5 would free more of the 
park's budget Lor other K a t m a i  management, and for the 
orphan units of Aniakchak National Monument and Preserve, 
and Alagnak Wild River. Hith more than 90 percent of the 
park's budget now consumed by the Brooks River operation, 
including services provided at no cost to the concesaioner, 

trend in the general direction of Margot Creek ar.d Research Bay. 
This of courBe was a casual survey, but sufficient to suggest 
that caxeful planning ie required for the location of new 
facilities south of Brooks River. 



park staff are unable to adequately manage the rest o: tb.e 
park, miakchak, and the Alagnak. 

T3 take juat one example, the shelikof Stralt coast of 
Katmai has been *discoveredu by bear watchers and other 
recreacioniste as a result of the post-Exxon Valdez 011 
spill clean-up and research activities, according to former 
Katmai Superintendent Alan Eliason. Yet there is only 
limited. occasional NPS presence on the coast, now known to 
contain the densest concentration of brown/grizzly beara in 
Alaska. In the abeence of NPS monitoring and enforcement, 
the bears and other wildlife are eubject to poaching, 
recently discovered archaeological resources are left 
unprotected, and occupancy treapaes (squatters) and 
unauthorized sport fish camps are a problem. 

aackcoxntry rangers, usually assigned to one small stretch 
of the coast during the summer season, were not dispatched 
to the coast this summer. When che Sierra Club learned of 
thie fact, it repeated that seasonal rangers be statimed 
on the coast for the balance of the aport fishir.9 and 
hunting seaacne lthe latter outside the park, of course) 
Supc. Eliason slaxd he did not have the funds to do so. 

Reduclag Bxooks River operating and maintenance costs. 
inprovlag management efficiency, and streamlinicg park 
operation8 in general w o u l d  help accomplish the Clinton-Gare 
adninistration's empbaeis on "reinventing government: 

A pzecedcst for t h e  significant cost aavings oE ;rroposed 
alternative 5 is the Park Sarvicc'a decision not to spend up 
to $65 m i l l i n n  far a new federally financed hotel/ visitor 
center!interpretive complex at McKinley Station in Denali 
Natiocal Park and Preserve, folloving the D.O.I. Inspector 
General's finding that privately owned hotels. lodses, and 
campgrounds near tbe park already offer sufficient visitor 
accommodations at no coat to the Park Service. 

Close by the boundary of Katmai, King Salmon has hotels and 
lodges, while the local Native corporation and indcviduala 
have expreesed interest in providing land for new NPS and 
lodging facilities in the general area of Lake Camp. 

It is posaible that tour hats would lower visitor coars 
through lower round-trip fares to Brooks River. And with 
King Salmn as the jumplng-off point for the park, new 
lodging. food, and other services might be developed there, 
thus increaein~ the degree of competition and, in theory, 
lowering the coat to visitors. In any event, King Salmon as 
;he hub of visitor accommodations would bring additional 
economic benefits to local businesses and the Native 
corporation. 
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Statement of the Sierra Club 
on 

Draft Development Concept Plan/Environmental Impact Statement 
Brooks River Area, Katmai National Park and Preserve 

Anchorage, Alaska 
May 12, 1994 

Good evecing. I am Jack Heasion, Alaska Representative of the 
Sierra Club. The Sierra Club is a national environmental 
organization of more than 500,000 members with chapters and 
groups in nearly every state, including Alaska. 

I apprediate this opportunity to comment on the proposed plan. 
The selection of a management and development plan for the Brooks 
River area is the most important administrative decision in the 
nearly 70-year history of the park, one that will determine the 
management direction of the entire park for many years to come. 

The Sierra C l h  recommends adoption of an alternative not 
incl~ded in the draft plan. This alternative would ( I )  relocate 
the existing Brooks Camp overnight lodging and most of the NPS 
facilities complex to the King Salmon area, ( 2 )  replace float 
planes with tour boats as the primary means of access to Brooks 
River, and ( 3 )  provide for modern camping facilities south of 
Brooks River. 

This fifth alternative is not entirely different from the four 
considered in the draft. Although it doea not call for day use 
only ,  it shares with the Day Use Only alternative the relocatior, 
of most existing facilities to the King Salmon area. In common 
with the Beaver Pond and Iliuk Moraine alternatives, it includes 
a new campground aouZh of Brooks River, which is why it is not a 
day-use plan. 

use of specially designed passenger vessels in lieu of float 
planes is the primary difference between this fifth alternative 
and the draft plan's f o u r  alternatives, all four of which assme 
the contin.ued use of float planes as the primary means of  getting 
visitors to and from Brooks River. According to the Park 
Senice, 88 percent of 1992 visitors to Brooks River arrived by 
float plane. Under the suggested fifth alternative, float planea 
rould continue to be used by park staff, for medical evacuations 
or other emergencies, and if Naknek Lake weather and water 
conditions temporarily ruled out access by water. In t h e  l a t t e r  
case, flights would originate in King Salmon and be under permit 
from the Park Service. 

Without explanation, park plannere chose not to include a 
passenger vessel alternative that, after all, is obvious--Brooks 
River empties into Naknek Lake at Brooks Camp, and boats have 
been delivering visitors t o  the river far many years. Tour boats 
are used in Glacier Bay National Park, and at Denali  National 

RESPONSES 
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Park visitors ride tour buses, which are the land equivalent of 
tour boats. 

Park planners did not afmply overlook this obvious alternative. 
Last sumer, I submitted a detailed description of a proposed 
alternative 5 to park planners of the Alaska Regional Office of 
the National Park Service and the NPS Denver Service Center, with 
the request that it or a comparable alternative be included in 
the Draft DCP. A copy of my letter ie attached to this 
etatement. 

I practical transportation system alternative. This omission also 
means that the Park Service has not fully complied with the 1 
National Environmental Policy Act, which requires that a full 

2 2 ~  

range of alternatives he considered. ~ccordingly, I recommend 
that the Park Service publish a supplemental environmental impact 
statement for public review and comment prior to making a final 
decision on the development plan. 

Now, because the Draft DCCP lacks this fifth alternative or a 
comparable one, the public i e  being denied the opportunity in 
this version of the draft to evaluate a logical, traditional, and 

Citizens should have the opportunity to consider this fifth 
alternative, as it offers advantages that make it more consistent 
with the purposes of the park than the four alternatives of the 
draft plan. It is based on Congrees'~ directive that Katmai be 
managed ae a park where "...fish and wildlife may roam freely, 
developing their social structure8 and evolving over time as 
nearly as possible without the changes that human activities 
would cauae." (Senate Report 96-413, p. 137). 

In summary, the advantages of this fifth alterfiative include: I 
H A  much lower level oE dieturbance to bears. Replacing float 
planes with passenger vessel8 would substantially reduce the 
dLsturbance caused by overflighta and aircraft noise. The 
overall level of human activity and hence the potential for 
disturbance would be diminished if overnight lodging and most NPS 
facilities are located in the King Salmon area. 

I Substantially decreased overall environmental impacts. Thie 
includes less modification of the Brooks River area for lodging, 
new roads, ahuttle bus service, and related facilizies; lea8 fuel 
eranaportation and etorage and hence a decreased risk of spilla; 
and less dieturbance to wildlife and archeological resources. 

Better, more enjoyable bear viewing and interpretive service8 
A King Salmon visitor/interpretative center combined with park 
ranger-interpreters aboard four boats would allow the Park 
Senice  to better inform visitore about beaxs and other park 
resources in advance o f  arrival at B r ~ k a  River. 

h higher quality park experience. Veaeels would displace the 
constant arrival and departure'of float planes at Brooks Camp, 
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which is now a busy float plane base during the visitor season 
Peace and quiet, which are fundamental national park values, 
would be enhanced for park visitors. Vessels would also 
gradually introduce vieirors to the park, as opposed to the 
current method of depositing visitors abruptly on the beach at 
Brooks Camp. 

A greater degree of visitor safety. Well-designed and 
constructed passenger vessels are safer than float planes, and 
can operate when low ceilings rule out air travel. 

Improved Brooks River visitor management. Groups arriving on a 
scheduled basis could be more readily arid safely escorted to and 
from the viewing platforms and other facilities. 

Improved park management. Some NPS staff now needed ar Brooks 
River could be reassigned to other park tasks and needa. 
Currently, the NPS'B Broaks River operation consumes about 90 
percent of the park's entire budget, which means thar- other vital 
park management needa are not being adequately covered. 

Affirmation of National Park Service policy on visitor service0 
and concessions. Building expensive new and unnecessary 
facilities inside the park under the preferred alternative of 
alternative 3 is incompatible with NPS policy that calls for 
major visitor facilities to be located in a gateMay community or 
elsewhere outside the park. 

Less cost to taxpayers. If businesses in King Salmon provide 
overnight lodging and other visitor eervices, the Park Service 
would be spared the expense of eubsidizing ehe same services, and 
have lower operating and personnel coats at Brooka River. 
Increased competition in King Salmon could result in lower prices 
to visitors. Alternative 4 ,  which would also relocate overnight 
lodging and most NPS facilities to King Salmon, has estimated 
construction costs of $13 million, versus $27.3 rdllion plus 
additional compensation and subsidy costs to the concessioner 
under the preferred alternative. 

1 Benefits to the local economy. As the Br i s to l  Bay fishery 
encounters troubled times, and the King Salmon Air Force base is 
mothballed, the local economy would benefit from the location of 
major visitor facilities and services in King Salmon. 

Potential economic benefits to local Native corporations and 
individuals. If new concession Eacilities are built in the Ring 
Salmon area, and a tour boat concession put in place, Native 
corporations and individuals could benefit under the preference 
right provision (Sec. 1307 (b) 1 of the Alaska Lands Act. 

In conclusion, I look forward to your supplemental environmental 
impact: statement. Thank you for the opportunity to submit these 
viewa . 
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UNIVERSITY OF OREGON 

Mr. BiIl Pierce,Superintendent 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
P.O. Box 7 
KIng Salmon. AK 9961 3 

Dear Mr. Pierce: 

I have just read the draft Development Concept Plan and Environmental Impact 

Statement for the Brooks River area ot Katmai National Park. Wkss to say, t am 

personally strongly in favor d any ahtematlve that will move Park headquarters and 

the mcessioner off of the cultural resourdes just mth of the mouth d Brmks 

River, and I can only feel it will lessen the vety real danger of having somebody 

~erioody mauled by one of more of the increasingly domesticated bears Of all the 

dternatis, however, the praposal to move to the terrace above the s~called 

Beaver Pond (which may have beavers in it, but was certainly not created by them) 

seems like the most reasonable compromise between safety, conssmtion, and 

maintenance of access by the publlc. If votes are being counted, my vote must go 
for the proposal. 

Yours sincerely, ,-, 

Professor 

cc: L. Norris, Planning Team, DSC 

DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY 
College of Arts ard Sciences. Eugene OR 974051218 - (333) 546-5102. Fax (503) 364564 

RESPONSES -0 % 
-4 
Ir 

23. Comments noted. c m 
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June 25, I994 

Superintendent 
Katmsi Matlonal Park and Preserve 
P . O .  Box 7 
King Salmon, AK 99613 

Dear Sir: 

My comments regard the Developmental Concept Plan prapasal far 
Brooks Camp within Katmai National Park. 

I have lived and worked in Alaska for nearly 20 years. WhZle I 
am currently employed by the National Park Service at Katmai 
National Park, my comments are my own and do not necessarily 
reprekent the View6 of t h a t  agency. 

Similar to many other areas in the United States, the original 
construction a t  Brooks Camp was started many years prior to the 
passage of legislat f a n  pratecting cultura 1 resources--name1 y , the 
Baticnal Historic Preservation Act and the Bative American Graves 
Repatriation Act. It 16 not practical, feasible or wise to 
remove all structures built in the past 200 years In America in 
order to m e t  the conditions of this relatively recent 
legislation. 

While I am sensitive to the cultural resources located in the 
Brooke Camp area, I fee l  that it 1s ludicrous to suggest spending 
multi-millions of taxpayer's dollars to mave the camp. I feel 
the term "nationally significant archaeological sites" is 
bantered about freely wherever it can be useful to serve a 
purpoee. A s  Division Chief responsible for Cultural Resources 
with both the BLM and NPS, I find overly zealous (but well- 
intended) archaeulogist often overplay the Fslgnliicance of eites. 

I believe that lnitigation measures at the camp's present location 
which will prevent further degradation of the cultural resources, 
provide a haven for bears and provide a unique experience for 
 visitor^. For this reason, I support a modified vereion of 
Alternative # I .  1 strongly support use limitations on day-users .  
It is this growth that 16 presently out of control and is beyond 
the ability of the RPS to manage. Such limitatfons will allow a 
quality experience by all uaers and remavs the "carnival" 
atmosphere presently found at Brooks Camp. 

There is a self-aerving move afoot by local business leaders and 
native corporations to support Alternative 4---removing all 
overnight lodging facilities and designate the area as "day-Uee 
only". Their reason, of courss, is intended to funnel more mney 
and lodges. There  are several problrme wLth this approach. 

RESPONSES 

24a. The national significance of the Brooks River Archeological District has been 
formally recognized in its designation as a national historical landmark. That 
designation is a formal recognition by the Department of the Interior and the federal 
government of its extraordinary importance. The designation also mandates, by law, 
protection and preservation of the resources. 
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Superintendent 
Kat-i National Park and Preserve 
P . O .  Box 7 
King Salmon. AK 99613 

Dear Super i l i t e r ~ i l e l r t .  

June 30. 

ny colsments regarding the Development Concept Plnn for Brooks Camp 
include my concern for preserving and protecting t h e  resource while 
providing a unique wlldernea~ experience far the visltar. It I s  for 
this reason. I believe the most sensible chaice 11% the DCP is a 
moQified version of Alternative Y 1 .  

The most important concern is that the natural resource will not be 
exploited for the s a k e  of the mighty dollar. Unlike most of the lower 
48, Broaka Camp prov idee  prime habitat for a variety of wlldlife t o  
subsist. We, a s  government emplayees and taxpayerr;, have a 
responsibility to protect the habitat while at t.he same time. 
providing visitnr enjoyment. The opportunity ta experience the 
bear/human interaction is a truly unique Opportunity. An opportunity 
that must not be abused. but savored and shared with future 
generat ions. 

A e  described In the preferred alternative, relocating t h e  lodge and 
park facilities will cost an enormous amount of taxpayer's money. 
Money w h i c h  could be better spent on ananaging the Brooks area, in 
addition to the remaining 4 million acres Of K a t m i  Rational Park. 
By limiting day use. whether by boat ar plane, the wilderness 
experience I =  enriched for the vI61t~r. The salitude of a wlldernsas 
exwarience i s  lessened bv the constant air traffic caused by unlinitea 
da$ use. Other concernszthat would be eliminated by limiting day use 
are the problems with unattended boats and planes on the beach. Boat 
and plane tie up lines create obstacles for b e a r s  whose natural 

of trnv;l is on the bench. The result of t h i s  situation leads 
t o  the bears a v ~ i d i n g  the obstacles by walking through the campground 
incrsasin& bear/human encounters. 

Fishing in B r ~ o k s  River should be closed during the peak of the s e a s o n  
to prevent avoidable bear/human encounters. A strictly enforced 
catch-and-release policy would eliminate the need for a fish cleaning 
house. In addition to preventing an enticing area for the boare to 
explore. 

Guided tours to the faLle and other papulsr sreas should ba led by 
interpretive rangers. Beside= ~0nt*0lling crowds, the visitor 
experience would be enriched through education of the natural and 
cultural aapectrj of Broak6 Camp. 

A more rigid reservation system for the campground must be tntroduced 
either by NPS or- the  concassioner to ensure the visitors a quality 
~ t a y .  

Thank you for your time, 

25. Comments noted. 
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NPS can IU atlow the expense 01 mnstrucnng a new lodge st wch a remote location. m e  
mstruellon h m s  of such a bLklS and aU ilu asaocieled b u l w  are unimmmbie The 
wnaruabn of &e vlsitor center, M obsewetbn dsdr, Md e b~~ me much lem. 

In 0rd.r to a w l d  (ha h and oul eqerlenos mat a dsy laer would have. I do agree that an new 
m m u n d  should be buln on !ha muth .L6. d tho river, an proposed h ekemalive It2 Thb can 

1 be a modem m a o u r i d  thal would atloctketv hdd 40 to 80 wonle. In thh wav. vislton can tie! I 
I Iha whda axped-e, beam. (h. Volley of ~eo'Thousmd ~ & k e d  urd pert- iashng The 

- 
UmDomund can be modem mouoh to anred a wldo varlatv 01 u r e n  A food w h o .  w a r  m a .  

I 
d i u h & h ~  fac~lty. flush toitnts. (;d even pernaps a shower or two w o u ~  e x o d t e  people 
unused to prfmfilvs campha. 

Rwourcr M a ~ g w n o r n  

War  rnanaWmont wwld  ba WentW aaabted by rsmovlng dl facllhies lrom the nonh of the Wer. I 
concur k t  a r n W w d  lor m m b &  uw of heplan- lo ensure .quileMa viewma tme f w d 1  

I should be mplornented. Bear-lrao snat wouia be eetabltahod around the b a v e r  Pond Terrace i 
- 1 devebmsnts. the vbior conlbcl stallcnl at BPDOka Lalu. tha m w r o u n d  and the mannoemem I 

26e I su- laclllhee A bear-lrae area would not need to ba edabk2 at the traihead is on a I 
a 

pmgram =hould be o;Reblished to document s gradual return of the bparslo the north aide of Uie 
rher Water aualitv rnonttorha &oukl hs dons lor h t h  the nmw and old sites The new l))lhQuwa 
exhlbn would renu& as In mGroposd. 

11 the lodg. was tekxx~lod to King S a h n .  I( would b. aIlowed lo greatly expend in size. The 
cbnursdon could operate r Shuitle -ern h aombhelbn wlth the campgmund end Vslley tour 
bu*. Pethaps b a t  rent& and M h g  g u m  W W I ~  6tnl bs avatkble as )n the pmpoaal. but mere --. should be no hd&v Valloy lour. A hat-dey tour 1 s t ~  'qulbr' and woukl unnecesaarlk/ haesse I 

261 me tratrk on lhe ho. ~ h r e  would sqill be a 'l3wkt Cemp experknce' but it would be a dmetent 
me,  more in harmony WMI the area and Ua WlebRmls. I 
W n g  Schrduh 

me phasing schedule would tm dmik to dbrnatlva *2, kn me conslruabn inpacts end 
diflbultlea would be lar less because no new knjge md ila wpporlhg a t ~ ~ d u r s s  would w e d  be 
built. The dlsruptlcn to the bmfs would be far ks h lhts acennr(a a8 Well. 

T h ~ k  vou for unslderiva my cormwants on the Welopcn.nla1 Envimmsntal ltn& Statatemen(. 
I appr&late being e pnri 61 th. democratic proo~ss thal al low for knowledgeable publk input to ba 
leken serlwW. Awordlnp to b e  VaU A m .  ha p h r y  rWWndbilQ d the Nelional Park 
Secvke should be to proted the resour-. U a connM af use wlsw, remembering this wlll -re 
Ihat wa do (he rbht thing, and ern not c u m  by luturo Opneratlonr for compromising melr hetitage. 

R *  
Bdsn Holmea, - - 
June 29,1994 

RESPONSES 

26d. See response 20c. 

26e. The text in the final plan has been changed accordingly. 

26f. Not every one who takes the valley tour hikes down to Ukak Falls. There is a 
significant stretch of downtime for them as they wait for the hikers to return. A half 
day tour would be advertised as a nonhiking tour. The van or bus would go out to 
Three Forks overlook and while the visitors are enjoying the view they could also be 
given a presentation by the tour-guide (National Park Service or concession) on the 
geological history of the area that explains the scene of devastation before them. 
Other themes are identified in the Interpretive Prospectus. Then they would return 
for bear viewing or sportfishing. It is presumed that the half-day trip will be most 
popular with the day user, however, until it is offered as a visitor activity, the National 
Park Service and concessioner will never know if the demand for a half day trip to 
the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes will be popular. 
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P.8. 2 
of  b e n r e  i n  and o u t  of  Brooka a l o n g  the  Naknek ahore toward 
H r r g o t  Creek. Parked  a i r p l n n e m  a l o n g  t h i r  beach d u r i n g  t h i r  
p e r i o d  cou ld  h a v e  d e t r l r m n t a l  i r p n c t e .  If you ever p l a a  c o  
a l l o w  large nurbarm of p e o p l e  I n  Brooks  in the late f a l l  i t  
right b e  p r u d e n t  t o  u s e  t h e  Brooke Lake beach  f o r  a i r p l a n e  l a n d -  
ing. a e  mach am p o a n i b l e .  

T h e r e  i e  ao d o u b t  t h a t  r o n b  of t h e  bemr -p rop l r  problems o t  Brooks 
have a l w a y r  been  f l ohe rmen-boa r  p r ab l emr .  Sometime i n  the  f u t u r e  
~ o u  may hata to a l i m i n a t e  e l l  iLmb5ng on the Brooks d u r i n g  p e r i o d  
o f  heavy b e a r  u s e .  

I vam g lad  t o  s e e  t h a  p l a t f o r m e  l a  arm. 1 propooed them many 
year. .go bu t  d i d  n o t  r o e  thm r a a a l t r  t i l l  1992. It c e r t a i n l y  
rsducmo the p e o p l e  i m p a c t  on bear.. 

T h e  p o p u l a r i t y  o f  v i e w i n g  bearm i n  t h e  w i l d  v i l l  c o n t i n u e  t o  prow- 
I ' m  *are JOU are aware t h a t  i n  Katrai people a r a  r f r m s d y  ~ o i n g  
t o  o t b e r  b e a r  p o p u l a t s d  a rmas  t o  r e e  theam n o b l e  animalr. Soon 
~ o u  vill h a r e  to g f v e  theme otbrr a r e a s  aame a t t e n t i o n  a n d  ia -  
s v i t a b l y  more r e s t r i c t i o n n  w i l l  ba n a e a a r a r ~ .  

Good luck in g e t t i n g  this Plmn imp l imaa tod .  X t  rilp be a err1 
~ c c o m p l i a h m e n t .  

S i n c e r e l y ,  

RESPONSES 
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4,000 or more years. A combination of unusual lake and river hydrology 
combined with an extraordinarily long period of salmon abundance for 
bears and aboriginal people present us with a vduable laboratory for 
future insights into relationships cannecHng !and and sea as well as 
human occupation and migratory patlems. In far too many instances we 
construct fadlities almost on top ot tbe resources that we daim to 
protect. Katmai does not have to repeat the Fishing Bridge fiasco suffered 
in Yellowstone National Park. There a large center was built on a site, 
similar to Brooks Camp, where a fishing culture s6ttled on the banks of a 
lake and river, finally growing into a major development for NPS and 
visitor use. Within ;his hktorical context it is deer that removing all 
facilities away from Broaks River will benefit the protection of all 
resources. 

4. The foaw on 'Msitor expetience' h excessive, pandering to the curre~nl 
fads for sociological emphases in c a r  parks. This is both ill-advised and in 
conflict with policy or statuatory mandates. Wrth a dearer llnkage b 
ecological processes (i. e, ecological integrity, etc.) issues of visitor 
experience could evohre into questions of visitor entertainment, comfort 

6. The draft paper is defident in presenting quantitative predictions of 
the impact of the estimated numbers of people on bear use of the prime 
B m k s  River habttal, paniwlafly during the fall period of hyperphasia so 
important to overwinter survival. The planning team has at its disposal 
detailed results of a series of formal scientific investigations aimed 
spedfically at these questions. Without this information the public can 
not compare the effect of various options on bear foraging ecology. 

28b 

28c 

7. Current NPS planners appear to be complacent about bears in this 
system because of their apparent increase in numbers. Without citing any 

or whatever. Only 8 dear statemem of the central resources bdng 
protected will prevent the degWon,  loss and evmtd ignorance of the 
h i t o ~ l l y  signifiwint feetures that set this area apart. 

5. Missing from the options Is one that has a boat-based systm of 
transpodation both from (he Lake Camp area to the new campsite but also 
delivers day-users lo the Brooks River area. Modem catamarans are 
capable of high speed, all-weather transport wi?houl the fadlities 
requlred for aircraft. In addltion there is a real need lo draw the primary 
and sometimes sole interest away from the bears at Brooks River. 

28b. The central resources being protected are mentioned repeatedly. See the following 
sections: "Overview of the Park and Preserve and the Brooks River Area," Brooks 
River Area Purpose Statements," Brooks River Area Significant Resource 
Statements." and Desired Futures for the Brooks River Area." 

Planners migM well investigate the sucoesslul use at boats in the 
challenging marine environment of the Great Banier Reef. There large 
numbers of people are transported relatively long distances in the face of 
high wlnd and choppy seas. 

28c. See response 2f. 

28d. Table 3 displays the reduction in visitor use limits for the month of September in 
parenthesis. These reductions in the use limits were made because of the known 
increase in bear use on the lower river in the fall prior to denning. The DCP calls for 
a monitoring plan that would document humanlbear interactions on the river and 
recommend appropriate changes in use limits (up or down). If the lodge and other 
facilities are removed from north of the river, as in the proposed action, there would 
obviously be fewer people on the river in September than now occurs. If Brooks 
Camp were to remain located close tothe river, in prime bear habitat, the monitoring 
plan would recommend appropriate use levels for that scenario. 
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Superimndenl 
Kamai National Park and Presewc 
W BOX 7 
Klng Salmn. AK 996i3 

This  is i response 10 the Bmoks River Area DCP-EIS. I was the first of Dr. Bariie Gilbcrl's shldents 
lo hwe tk pipriuilexe oicondwting bmwn bear rswarch on Brooks River, during the summers of 
1985.86. As such 1 am writing as a private citizen wiUt pefiaps a barer than average knowledge both 
of me area and of i l l  urslne regdmrs. 

I was p l e a d  to set  U!al the Service's preferred alternative is lo m o v e  facilities from the nonh side 
of *e river, and ro Establish a human-free zone. Tke need for Ihis has long been clear I am also 
duilkd ro sec 31% lmils pmpossd. T l b  will mduce the sometimes unbelievable number of tlighrs 
coming inlo Brooks, which can anly kncfit Ute wildlife. as well as visitors. 

I & have several mncems. Thc Liiuk Moraine alsmalive s c m s  ro me the mosl sensible of h e  four 
<the No.Auicm being ulterly unacceplable!!). My reasons arc these: 

i )  me Beaver Pond area fi a sensitive one for u~ ld i ik .  Bean freguenlly rup t k x .  and 1 oficn 
observed thc ftw females w ~ t h  cubs who used lhe river retreating w me Beaver Pond to nurse. At 
least during Ulc mid-1980's. loans nested on h e  Beaver Pond, and osprey nested nearby. Increasing 
d i s b m  in lhat vicinity muld preclude loons' use of ir and the presence of ospreys above it. 
Building iacilitics in ihe immediaa vicinity of the Beaver Pond and irs relaled wetland would sunply 
move lhc Lmpacls of the camp fmm ~c sesativr area ro another. 

2) T k  U ~ u k  Ann al!xmalive places lhe human disturbance that much funhcr fmm Ihe m i n e  
supemaIiQ b a t  is B m o b  River. As explained in l k  first Concern llsted klow. the distancc of Ulc 
Moninc fmm B m k s  Rwer would also assist in pmviding tla bean a regularly schedulcd. 
irmponLponLspatial m o v d  frnm hman pnssures on the river. 

3) 1 would readily S I I ~ ~ X I  the day-ssc.nnly cnnfcpl, but only if stringml levels were placed on Ihe 
m m k r  d incaming fligha per day. 1 doubl an even madicr mar of float plsles would he an 
improvement over thc pmenl 11 walld a h  bc mnm difflculr 10 enforre thc scheduling of  human 
acilvlty oo the river, which IS d e d  allow mmhabihlared k a n ,  such as fclnalcs wlth young. 
mr access ti> it. I do hd a wctl-managed w p  d Dmoks provides an invah~ahie opponunlty to 
cd-r. peoplc about the nlagnificcncc of Lhe Alskan wild and ils mnhab~ranrs. 

AU of Ihe aIIErnatl~~es C O I K C ~ ~ ~  IIIC On vari0u.t p0inlb. The No Action allernnllvc is simply 
inappropriate. ofcosrsc. I realim this is a required slrcmalivc under NEPA, bur it silr>uld NOT go 
Eunrrcr man I l s !  m e  rcsl of m y  ~ n c c m s .  In no padcular order: 

++ The IchulB of nly mcarch ;md hose of Tammy Olson spcak cleUlY to the nccd tn rsgulak human 
UPC of Brooks Rivcr Lempurall, and spatially. Ir was clear that cenain age groups and c l a ~ ~  of bxrs  
Isubadul~~. and niolhm wiwim yrmng in pamcular) were affsted by me high lcvcls ot hu~llan use on me 
river. I encourage you to ask U K  state w limit spnlirhing m . w ~ u  on the river 10 Maylady lu rc  and 

RESPONSES 

29a. The National Park Service agrees. That is why the proposed action and alternatives 
2 and 5 stay well away from the Beaver Pond. The development would be 100 feet 
above the pond, up on the terrace and about a quarter mile back from the edge of 
the pond judging from the map in the DCP. Even the trail connecting the new 
development to the core use area is illustrated in the plan as being back in the forest, 
away from the Beaver Pond. 

29b. The National Park Service agrees that the bears need access to a variety of fishing 
spots on the river, and that human useshould recur at predictable times. Theaccess 
sites for stationary intrusions are identified in the plan. After use limits are 
established, the scheduling of that use can be determined through the limits of 
acceptable change methodology. No changes in the existing sportfishing seasons 
are proposed in the plan. Only temporary river closures at times of heavy bear use 
are proposed. 
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pcmw August 

I BlSO e w u e  you to take hw WmMcralion d* ample sum%?a of lenlpord al sspatial Umiu a 1  
a1 hlcN~Ll h v r r  Glrlng Ihc bem a a ~ a u l c  of 'safe" 0wman-htc) nmei and place, on the nvcr 
nhwld ~ L W  m i h e r s  bin cub who canno; or wlU m t  mlersu hunan p*rcnee m o w m ~ u l y  lo 
use this valuable remure. A l l  tears will be eivw I h  choicc of using Ihc tivcr with or wilhovl - 
humans mrby. 

liar@ tho camp siwd well away fmm iho river wMlld aid in enforcing lcmporal schcdulcs. as visitors 
wovld bc shuakd lo an4 fmm the river far kar viswmg pi&.  SpahaUy, dllfemrl poniohr of the 
nver m~aht hrvc dilfetent tear vicwin* t i m e ,  so Lhal more po~lt au ld  have nion Lime to obxrve 
t e a  (or fish dvnnp Mdy wld Ol coum, crtn r iou l j  bc wronr umr Fr!ul$ wlrz~ hcars 
cud3 lure h e  RlRn over L k  nvcr. sm pc(lple As long as the hchcrluie ucrr cu lwunt  lhroughntll I 
UE human reason ar Bmols. Ulc beam m i d  learn it as Wy hare at McNiel. t m ~  rL.* &,.A&.&.\ m: 

+,u.kar"**rcl~lu\sc~!) 

t* I find i t  intriguing and dislrcssing that Lhe decumenl speaks habilualirrlt at bears lo pcople as 
mmemulg undairablc on Ur: nvcr. Thc mum research ma1 has becrl durr on humsl-hahiluald h, 
rk n10c Lhc nolron ma1 It is ncccrsarily unacceptable h a  wea!wned' it dcpcnds MI Ihe circumstanas. 
FOOQ CO~ldrllOrCng IS crnaud) 2nleslrablc mywhen, b e ~ w  dvlgrrws ro tarh pnple and bcm. ahcn - 
LhL lanrr kgm ag$x?rlrel) w a m g  foad iron: me former Hab~luatlon to humans. .HI mr other hand. 
(S IFr rra!w.lmt by r w c n  Marn n Ur BlooCr r m  can have MY access lo thc rnlgratcng salmon. 
We f w d  ma1 nm-habi?ualed bearr w d  poonr aulons oi IM river, anplor lk lowcr river primarily 
after Ulc lodgt c l o d  in w aummn.& wcrc also more i i k c l y k w  pcopLe when they did use 
rhc river (see for exanlplc "Bmwn Bear Behavior and Humat! Activity a1 Sahnun S v e m  in K m a i  
N a n d  Pa*, Alaka", 1593, by T.L. Olson. B.K. Gilbcct a d  S.H. Fitkin, ar well as !he mpn I 
Submined wifh Dr. Gllbcn. 'Pmfilc Analysis of Human-Bear Rclaliomhips in Kaunai Nallonal P i  
and hsewe" .  1957). Bcan habjruatd o humans wcrc able to go about Ihcir bustncss wilh rcduccd 
st- and fewer agotvaric meounlcn wiih pmplc. 

tt The bearher ~ v f  bnlh Bmok.5 LaLe md Naknek Lakc are travel corridors lor hcars. The viciruty of 
thc Bsarrr b n d .  hgwcnr. IS rnuch rnnie Yllsitlve tn rmnmd human us. as nolcd above. 
htablishing thc ama a d j m 4  lk Pow as thc primary m e s s  p i n t  would be tU-cancarved The 
lraditimal urc df Nakntx Lake ar lhe aaacs goillt r I understand i t  has been relate11 a) the locatton of 
Bmh lndsc at We mouth of the hcvcr on Nalinek. Moving me camp away Imtn Naknek L&e 
m o v c r  Llda rcmon: why n u  have the pnrnary access plnc on B w k s  Lake? At the t%t me Wt l e  
of a m v i ~ y  plants rhouln be d ~ m e d  hrmer wwvd the m o m  on Narnck Lake hfcrdbly.  Nmek 
~ u l a  h u s 4  ody when w e a k r  quires. 

++ bknor Samary  Babbirt has made & m m e n t  lbl as i iNc new develop~nenl as p s i b l e  W d d  
oewr m natianal parks. Obu~ourly vlme new develgsncnt is needed at Brook! I would be interested 
m h u  why &e ~ rm l t ng  range m a  (histolical dump) is rat pmporcd a- a cmnp location. Lt is 
a b d y  distudxd. md IS ucU away fmm amas heavily uxd by wildlife 

++ I m dlsvcssed lo read bald eagles M longer nest on the river. 'They olkn accrmpmicd me 
during my bear obrcrvarions. a b v c  m y  obwnarion platform on h e  atbank m i c h  leadr to my 
m m  m n g  a CutbanL plalfwn: I stmn$y fael this should he an area left to h c  &an and 
oihcr vildlifc~ As an m a  ppulv *ith bean, i t  m i n l y  pmrides wonderful observaaon 
oppormnilics. BUT. At l c d s t ~  am ppular with bean should b: icfi for Ulcir exclusive use. 
Sportfishing should nM h dtlowed here I u W  practiced by bears, as occas~onsllly L e  case). and Ulc 
bank sfrmld k left clear for bean. The raiscd bank give3 bean a good place to scopc Ule nver lor 

RESPONSES 0 
P 
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29c. See response 29a and 26b. 2 
29d. The shooting range is not mentioned specifically in the plan as an impacted area 

that has potential for relocated development. The plan does, however, take into 
account all those areas along the Valley Road that had been cleared for gravel 
extraction to build the road. These areas would be looked at first in the 
comprehensive design phase for management support facility locations to keep 
impacts to natural areas at a minimum. 

2%. See response 26a. 
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COMMENTS RESPONSES 

To summarize the comments I feel arc most impottanr: 

** I strongly pre&r Ihe Iliuk Moraine alternative as being rhc I w l  impacting of the four. for wildlife 
on B m b  River and arwrd the Beaver Pond. 

*+* Please mnsider spatial and temporal restrictions of human activity on Brwks River, and p m o t c  
with the state raduccd fishing seiwms. This wiU be to the long tenn benefit of Brooks Bears, as well 
as other wildlife species in and on the river. 
** Recognize fhe difference Mwccn habituation and fowl conditioning. T k  fonner is an imponant 
adaptarion bears have made to allow them use of the river. given thc highly significant human 
prcJcna. Thc latter can lead Lo untoward meqwnces ,  and visitors (and staff) must be educated in 
rrgatd to M S .  
** Do not increase human activity levels anywhere around the Bedvcr Pond. It is a sensitive area for 
stvtral wildlife spccie5, and a presently undistukd wetland (exccp for the planes that sometimes use 
it: thtse should be clted heavily). 
* Build a bear viewing platform or two nur the river mouth, but leave the Cutb.mk undeveloped as 
a bear (and otter, beaver. etc)-only ponion of the vital lower river. 
** ~ ~ e n l ~ e  the~all?.&,ffom~,* Regulate visiwr use to nduoc crowding. 
** Avoid building the mail through thc woods past the Beaver Pond. It is an area IraditionaHy used 
by bean, and would create a new disturbance for W. 

'Thank p u  for the opportunity lo comment an this document. I hope she end n s d l  is w U l  i s  bat  for 
the wildlife who depend on B m k s  River, the Beaver h n d  and (he surrounding area lor heir mwivsl, 
as well as the people who come to vacation (and service Ihc vacationers) rhcre. 1 also hope the 
funding to carry aU of this out marerializes in Ihe near future! 
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Olson. Tamara 

I n  my o p i n i o n  t h e  d r a f L  DCP/EIS for t h e  Brooks Aiver Area doe9 30t p r e s e n t  
adequatn  daLa t o  undergtand o r  a s s e s s  t h e  e n v i r ~ n m e n t a l  impacts of t h e  
proposed a l t c r n a t i v c s  (see KEPA s e c .  150:.2lbll;  also, e f i u i r o m e n t a l  
c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  appear o n l y  minimal ly  i c t e g r a t e d  i n t o  t h e  development and 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n  oE e a c h  of  t h e  LXPlEIS s l t e r r a t i v e s .  F a r t t a r .  t h c r e  are 
fundamenta l  l o g i c  problem3 c o n t a i n e d  i n  t h i s  I X P / E I S ,  t h e  most n o r a b l e  
be ing:  

1. On p.17, p a r . 5 ,  i t  is s t a t e d  t h a t  t h e  " q u a l i t y  visitvr s l (&si lence  i s  
t h e  r e s o u r c e  a t  g r e a t e s t  risk i r ,  t h e  Brooks River a r e a . "  I an  aware of no 
d a t a  t h a t  s u p p o r t  s u c h  a  c o n c l u s i o n .  Apparent ly  t h e  v i s i t c r  e x p e r i e n c e  i s  
of  h i g h  enough q u a l i t y  t o  c o n t i n u e  t c  a t t r a c t  i n c r e a s i n g  rrmhei-3 of  
people ,  y e t  a t  t h e  same t i m e ,  r e s e a r c h  has  r e p e a t e d l y  documented human- 
avoidance  b e h a v i o r  by t h e  m a j o r i t y  o f  b e a r s  a t t e r r p t i n g  t c  f e e d  a t  Brooks 
R i v e r  a m i d s t  t h e  c o n t i n u a l  i n c r e a s e  i n  human presence  there .  

2. The  ~ n d i c a t o r s  l i s t e d  i n  Table  2 (p .29)  a r e  n c t  adequate  "measures of  
r e s o u r c e  ... conditions" (p.28, l i n e s  10-121. Ncne of  t:le measures l i s t e d  
i n  Table  2 w i l l  g i v e  any i n d i c a t i o n  o f  whether  tbie X P I E I S  s t a t e d  
o b j e c t i v e s  t o  (11 " . . . p r o t e c t  and m a i n t a i n  c r i t i c a l  brow3 bear h a b i t a t "  
and t o  (21 "make brown h e a r  h a b i t a t  a c c e s s i b l e  lor bear  viewlnq and 
s p o r t f i s h i n g  ... t o  t h e  d e g r e e  t h a t  l t  d o e s  n o t  significantly i n t e r f e r e  wi th  
w i l d l i f e  u s e  and behavror"  a r e  met. 'l?m i d c a t e r a  d s- l i r t d  
i n  2 mrr iundnanul to tho dnnl-t of v i r i t o r  u.r l i m i t .  .nd to 
th. dsnlogrmnt of aach of tho prepend rlturutivrs: yet. nnq stamled  
1i.M in Trhls 2 muld b. nrt - if 41 h u m  .sm drrwan -1-y 
out or thr B-k. Rirar L-. 

The DcPIEI5 c o n t a i n s  a l e n g t h y  l i s t  O f  r e s e a r c h  rsgortd t h a t  ha,re been 
w r i t t e n  r e g a r d i n g  b e a r  use 0,' Brooks River. y e t  t h e  -XP/BIS p r e s e n t s  
l i t t l e  q u a n t i t a t i v e  i n f o r m a t i o n  r e g a r d i n g  b e a r  use ol t h e  river o r  
p o t e n t i a l  i n p a c t s  of e a c h  propoaed a l t e r n a t i e  on t h i s  use 

30a. See response 20a. 

30b. This unique characteristic of Brooks River is exactly why the proposal for river 
corridor management during times of heavy bear use is common to all development 
alternatives. 

Brooka River p r o v i d e s  b e a r s  t h c i r  e a r l l e s t  a c c e s s  t o  b r i g h t  c a l o r i e - r i c h  
preapawncd salmon i n  J u l y ;  it a l s o  has post-spawned salmon available t o  
hyperphagic  b e a r s  far a r1.5 month p e r i o d  ~~~~~~ng a v a i l a b i l i t y  i s  n 9 t  
impaired  b y  h-n a c t i v i t i e s }  d u r i n g  t h e  f a l l  ( the closest  o t h e r  stream i n  
Lhs arcs with  salmon s v a i l s b l e  i n  l a t e  f a l l  is  t h e  Savonoski River). 
These  2 periods of h i q h  salmon a v a i l a b i l i t y  to  bears d;stiilguiah Brooks 
IrOm o t h e r  Salmon s t learns  i n  t h e  area (Troycr  19801 :-.his r e l a t e s  to NEPA 

I sect 1508.2'1(b] r e g a r d i n g  unique characteristics of the geographic  a r e a l  

I P r o t e c t i o n  of t h i s  c r i t i c a l  and unique b e a r  h a b i t a t  r s  a s t a t e d  o b j e c t i v e  
of  t h e  Katmal NPP General Management P l a n  and t h i a  OCP/ETS. Therefore ,  t h e  
Brooks River Area DCP/EIS should be rewritten with  ezvi ronmanta l  l a q a c t a  
receLvino central c o n s i d e r a t i o n :  e a c h  s e c t i o n  of the  DCD/EIS should  . . .... " . . . . .. . .. ... .. ... . .. .. ... . . .. . . . .-. .. . ... . 
c o n t a i n  a p p r o p r i a t e  prLmary r e f e r e n c e s  (ie., oriqin.1 r e a e a r c h  r e p o r t s  and 
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COMMENTS 

Olson, Tamara Brooks River DCP/EIS Comments 

development a t  Brooks Lake?; what a r e  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  n a t u r a l  resource 
b e n e f i t s  t o  e l imina t ing  human a c t i v i t i e s  on Brooks Lake ( reduct ion i n  
human presence i n  t h e  Brooks River a r ea ,  e l imina t ing  most human 
a c t i v i t y  i n  an a r ea  t h a t  has  s eve ra l  heav i ly  used bear t r a v e l  co r r ido r s  
t h a t  l e ad  from Brooks River t o  o t h e r  salmon s t reams around Brooks Lake, 
etc.)? 

c .  P.18, par.1--See 5(b)  f o r  comments regarding t h e  proposed cutbank 
pla t form.  

d .  The cutbank a r ea  r ece ives  f a r  more heavy r egu la r  use by bea r s  
du r ing  t h e  f a l l  t han  dur ing Ju ly ,  yet a s p o r t f i s h i n g  c lo su re  (p.24, 
pa r .2 )  i s  on ly  proposed f o r  t h i s  a r e a  dur ing Ju ly .  During autumn most 
s p o r t f i s h i n g  below Brooks F a l l s  i s  concentra ted i n  t h e  cutbank area;  
some f i s h i n g  a l s o  occu r s  a long the  upper end o f  t h e  oxbow. Many 
nonhabi tuated bea r s  and females wi th  young favor  use of t h e  cutbank 
dur ing the f a l l ,  even though more product ive  f i s h i n g  s i t e s  may be 
a v a i l a b l e  downriver (Warner 1987, Olson and Gi lbe r t  1990 ,  Olson and 
Squibb 1990, Olson and Squlbb 1 9 9 1 ,  Olson and Gi lbe r t  1992, Olson 1993, 
Olson e t  a l .  19931. Because avoidance of  o the r  a d u l t  bears  a l s o  
appears  t o  a f f e c t  the  use p a t t e r n s  of many maternal females, t he se  
bears may cont inue t o  f avo r  use of t h e  cutbank area r ega rd l e s s  of 
whether t h e  lodge i s  moved from i t s  p r e sen t  l oca t i on  (and/or  assuming 
bea r s  even tua l ly  respond t o  removal of t h e  camp with  increased use f r o m  
t h e  oxbow t o  t h e  river mouth--an assumption t h a t  i s  not e n t i r e l y  
supported by Brooks River r e sea rch  [see  Appendix 1 t o  t he se  comments]). 
For t h e s e  bea r s  t o  ga in  access t o  t h e  cutbank area, t he  ' f a l l  
s p o r t f i s h i n g  c lo su re  should a t  l e a s t  extend from Brooks Falls t o  Naknek 
Lake. 

There is a p l e tho ra  of  da t a  a v a i l a b l e  i n  research r epo r t s  regarding 
bear  use of d i f f e r e n t  s ec t i ons  of t h e  r i v e r  below Brooks F a l l s  
( i nc lud ing  a s imp l i f i ed  p re sen t a t i on  i n  Squibb and Olson 19931, y e t  
none o f  these d a t a  are presented o r  referenced for t h e  r eade r ' s  
informat ion o r  t o  support  t he  r a t i o n a l e  behind any of t he  proposed 
c lo su re s .  A presen t a t i on  of t he se  data should be made. 

a .  Hhat happens i f  t he  proposed f i s h i n g  c lo su re s  ( p . 2 4 ,  par.2) a r e  no t  
implemented? I t  i s  impossible  t o  f u l l y  eva lua t e  t h e  impacts of each o f  
t h e  a l t e r n a t i v e s  presented i n  t h i s  DCP/EIS without a d e f i n i t i v e  
s ta tement  of how t h e  NPS plans t o  manage spo r t f i sh ing  (management o f  
s p o r t f i s h i n g  is  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  of bea r s  obtaining f i s h  from 
people  at Brooks, what bear  acces s  t o  d i f f e r e n t  po r t i ons  of Brooks 
River w i l l  be ,  and whether bear  acces s  t o  o the r  streams could a l s o  be 
affected--eg. ,  i f  s p o r t f i s h i n g  l i m i t s  a t  Brooks i nc rease  ang le r  
a c t i v i t i e s  on o t h e r  salmon s t reams i n  the  park) .  

f .  Since NEPR ( s e c .  1508.6) r e q u i r e s  an EIS address  "reasonably 
foreseeable"  direct o r  i n d i r e c t  e f f e c t s ,  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  e f f e c t s  of u se  
l i m i t s  a t  Brooks River on o the r  salmon streams throughout t he  park (as 
a consequence o f  displacement  of some human a c t i v i t i e s  from Brooks t o  
t he se  o t h e r  streams1 should be discussed.  

g. P.26, par.4 .  F a l l  v i s i t a t i o n  has  increased i n  recent  yea r s  
(concurrent  u i t h  changes i n  NPS management of f a l l  v i s i t a t i o n ) ;  a s  Ju ly  

RESPONSES 

30f. See response 26a. Sportfishing closures are not being recommended in this plan. 
The closures recommended in the section "River Corridor Management" section 
would be for all human access to the river in certain reaches at certain times. 

30g. The decision to not include quantities of graphs, tables, and matrices that depict a 
season's distribution of brown bears on the river, or the probable age classes in the 
"local population" for any given year may be considered by some as a lack of 
information for analysis by the lay person. Because the bear population on Brooks 
River is dynamic and changes from year to year, the planning team decided to not 
produce graphs of old data sets that might not resemble the current situation, but 
rather to plan from those recurring, general patterns of bear use on the river that 
everyone familiar with the river already knows. An example of this is: bear use is 
generally greatest at the falls in July and greatest in the lower river in September. It 
is not necessary to reproduce tables from studies a half a decade old to convince 
the reader of this. It is an acknowledged fact. And so the team planned accordingly. 

30h. The reasonably foreseeable effects on the local bear population on Brooks River 
would be beneficial in that some intrusion by anglers on the river would be 
eliminated. The potential effects of some anglers dispersing out to other salmon 
streams in the park (as they already do) because of temporary river closures are 
unknown, but, since most salmon producing streams are being fished in the park 
every summer now, the dispersed effects of a few more occasional anglers on 
transient bear use on any particular stream is surmised to have little effect. 

30i. The September feeding period for bears on Brooks River has not been ignored in 
the plan. Separate use limits were proposed for September use on the river, and a 
separate riparian and river closure was proposed for the lower river with September 
use in mind. 
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COMMENTS RESPONSES 

Olson, Tamara Brooks iiiver !lCP/EIS Comments 

considered in developing human use limits--they actually appear 
designed to accommodate increased visitation to the area, even as data 
suggest that natural resources are being affected by current hwnan use 
leve's. 

Even if overnight facilities Were moved elsewhere, the proposed limitd 
on visitation for Alternatives 1-3 seem excessively high, particularly 
given: (11 a high volume of air traffic that would be required to 
provide access to this number of visitors, (2) pedestrian traEfic in 
the Brooks River area uould be relatively high; t>erefore, the number 
of close encounter3 between bears and people may not be that 
substantially reduced, and ( 3 )  facility changes proposed to accomodate 
these proposed use levels lend a zoo-like atmosphere to the area 
(examples-visitor contact station at trail head, ramp up to falls 
platform, expansion of falls platform, etc. . . . . ) .  

3 .  On p . 3 3 ,  par.1 it is stated that construction details will be 
determined at some later date. It is impossible to fully evaluate the 
impacts of each alternative presented in this draft EIS without 
alternative-specific quantitative information regarding anticipated 
requisite equipment and crews. The phasing schedules presented for 
each alternative also do not provide enough speciflc information 
regarding how long each construction project will take and when it 
would occur. 

k. The capacity of the "narrows" platform is stated as 25 (example-- 
p.39, par .5 ) :  whereas, the falls platform is said to acconmodate 20 
(p.35, par .2 ) .  The "narrows" platform is appreciably larger than the 
falls platform, and in my opinion could easily accommodate >25 people. 

3. No action alternative 

a.  P.35, par.3, lines 12-14--Rangers do go to great lengths to try to 
obtain visitor cooperation with regulations; however, only rarely are 
the regulations enforced by iasuing citations. The ratio of the number 
of citations issued relative to the number of human-bear interactions 
that involve intentional close proximity to a bear by a human, 
intentional displacement of a bear by a human, or in which a bear 
obraina fish or other food from a human is extremely low. Braaten 
(1988) also noted "compLacencym regarding issuance of citations; she 
suggested that this complacency could degrade the effectiveness of NPS 
bear management policies at Brooks. 

b. P.44, par.5--This paragraph js inaccurate ar-d, consequently, 
misleading. "Some bearsn should be stated as "many bears" (see Olson 
and Squibb 1990, Olson and Squibb 1991, Olson 1993, Olson et dl. 1993). 
Simplistic comparisons of counts of bears by age-sex class give no 
indication of how much time those individuals actually used the river. 
Many intolerant bears were observed for only brief periods of time; a 
simplistic comparison of the numher of individuals seen does not 
account for the limited amount of river use by these bears. In 
contrast, subadults have been over-represented in river use (le., no. 
subadults/total bears vs. no. subadult min. on river / total bear ruin. 
recorded) for the past several years. Thfs is also not reflected in 
comparisons using simple "head counts." Thfs point is discussed 

301. The design details on proposed structures in this plan are not necessary for an 
evaluation of impacts. This is a concept document that cannot include design details 
that do not exist at this time. The phasing schedules presented in the alternatives 
are specific in that most of the construction would have to be done during the 
summer months. There is no way around the climate and access restrictions. 
Information of projected manpower and equipment needs would be worked out with 
the contractor after comprehensive design. 
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COMMENTS RESPONSES 

Olson, Tamara 

3 0 ~  

Brooks a i v e r  X P / E I S  Coments  

d .  It makes l i t t l e  s ense  to e s t a b l i s h  a busy v i s i t o r  con tac t  s t a t i o n  
that  w i l l  be a center of human a c t i v i t i e s  and impose a bear-f ree  
management zone s o  c l o s e  t o  t h e  river (p.73, pa r . 2 ) .  It w i l l  be 
v i r t u a l l y  impos$ible t o  rranage f o r  a bea r - f r ee  zone st t h i s  s i t e  f o r  
s e v e r a l  reasons,  i nc lud ing  the fact t h a t  unp red i c t ab l e  pedes t r i an  
t r a f f i c  f ron  s e v e r a l  d i r e c t i o n s  would make it impossible t c  sa fe ly  use 
ave r s ive  cond i t i on ing  in response to "boar t r e spas se r s . "  The proposed 
l o c a t i o n  of t h e  f i s h  c l ean ing  s t a t i o n  Lp.58, par.1: w i l l  l i k e l y  a t t r a c t  
bea r s  and be a similar management headache. 

e.  P.65, par.3--Need more s p e c i f i c  d e t a i l s  on construction--equipment 
involved,  nwnber of crew, pro j ec t ed  du ra t i on  of p r o j e c t s ,  and timing of  
p r o j e c t s .  As i n d i c a t e d  e a r l i e r ,  I cannot  fully eva lua t e  impacts 
without  t h i s  informat ion.  Also, I am concetned about  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  
that some development w i l l  occur  a t  the Beaver Pond terrace without  t h e  
eventual full removal of Brooks Camp from i t s  present l o c a t i o n  
( p a r t i c u l a r l y  i f  on ly  p a r t i a l  funding i s  obtained each f i s c a l  year). 

6. A l t e rna t ive  3 

a. Why are the use  l imits so high under t h i s  a l t e r n a t ~ v e  ip.68, 
par ,4 )?  Most people  w i l l  s t i l l  be spending much of  t h e i r  time i n  the 

1 Brooks River a r e a  ever. though they w i l l  overnight  elsewhere. 

b. Comments made f o r  Alternative 2 regarding l and icqs  on Naknek beach, 
the  s h u t t l e  system, t h e  cutbank pla t form,  and t h e  l o c a t i o n s  of a new 
f i s h  c l ean ing  bu i ld ing  and v t s i t o r  con tac t  s t a t i o n  a re  a l s o  applicable 
t o  t h i s  a l t e r n a t i v e .  

c .  P.76, par.2--Same c o m e n t s  8s 5 ( e )  regarding phasing ~lchedu le .  

7 .  Alternative 4 

a. P.76,  par.5--Same comment as f o r  the other alternatives regarding 
t h e  cutbank pla t form.  

30r b. Given t h e  use l i m i t s  listed on p . 7 7 ,  par .4 ,  t he re  is likely no need 
f o r  an a d d i t i o n a l  pla t form beyond the  2 t h a t  already e x i s t .  

c. P.87, Tabie 5--Why is a f u l l  r e sea rch  f a c i l i t y  proposed for t h i s  
a l t e r n a t i v e ?  Given t h e  reductions i n  v i s i t a t i o n  under t h i s  proposal, 
r e sea rch  f a c i l i t i e s  should be kept t o  a minimum and b a s i c a l l y  c o n s i s t  
or housing fo r  r e sea rche r s  conducting s t u d i e s  i n  t h e  immediate Brooks 
River a r e a .  

8. O h e r  sugges t i ons  regarding alternatives 
- - - - 

a. Limits could be placed on the t imes o f  day t h a t  v i s i t o r  a c t i v i t i e *  
are allowed on t h e  r iver-- for  example, 0800-2000 h dur ing July. Such 
limits have been implemented a t  o t h e r  bear  viewing sites; the$e limits 
would i n c r e a s e  the p r e d i c t a b i l i t y  o f  human a c t i v i t i e s  t o  t h e  bears and 
would a l t o  p rov ide  leas human-tolarant bea r s  wi th  a "people-free" time 
pericd. 

b. An a l t e r n a t i v e  t h a t  would remove Brooks Camp f a c i l i t i e s  and replace 

30p. The text has been amended. No bear-free zone would be enforced at the visitor $ 
contact station, except, of course, the building itself. 

30q. Alternative 3 allows for 20 more day use visitors and 10 more staff than alternative 
2 in July and for only 10 more day use visitors and 10 more staff in September. The 
reason for the increase in use limits has to do with the distance of the lodge from 
the river (more wait time and travel time on the shuttles), the addition of scenic hiking 
trails, and more time spent at the lodge. People would be spread out in this 
alternative though visitor use on the river would still be the major reason for staying 
at the lodge or campground. 

30r. On the contrary, in alternative 4, the third platform would be needed because the 
people would have no other place to go but along the river. 

30s. Not all of the research and monitoring would be focussed on visitor interaction with 
bears. The program for the proposed research facility is described in the text. 

3M. This comment has immediate merit from an operational perspective. The experience 
oriented indicators on table 2 dealing with time on the platforms and in the core use 
area imply that some "time-of-day" limits would have to be implemented by 
management to enforce the indicators. These "time-of-day" limits would indeed 
provide predictability of human activities to the local bear population. 
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them with a campground set away from the river is lacking in this E l S .  

301.1 NEPA requires a full range of alternatives be considered; to remove a l l  
overnight facilities (alternative 4) is a radical leap from 
Alternatives 1, 2, and 3. 

I 

9. The affected envirbnment 

a.  The numbers listed on p.94, par.3  should be noted as minimum 
counts; they do not include dependent young; these were simply counts 
~f the number of individual animals actually seen by researchers (and 
the numbers presented should be referenced to their source). 

b .  As mentioned previously, changes were recently made in the length 
o f  the visitor season and should be clearly indicated (length of season 
clted on p.101, par.3: p.102, par.2). 

10. Environmental consequences 

a. P.106, par.1, lihes 11-12 and par.2, line 6--Not all GMP 
requirements would be met under this alternative [see my alternative- 
specific comments and more general comments). 

b. P.100, par.2, lines 9-10--this sentence implies that no bears would 
abandon use af the river in response to increased human activities: 
this implication is not aupported by re3earch conducted at Brooks 
River. That research documented a decline in the number o f  individual 
adult animals seen using the river during the fall, a decline that 
occurred concurrent with increased hunan activities (Olson  st al. 1990, 
Olson and Squibb 1990, Olson and Squibb 1991, Olson 1993, Olson et al. 
1993). 

c. P.112, par.5, lFnes 9-10--For Alternative 1, why not establish a 
trail for anglers to use that would gerhaps originate off the pithouse 
trail and lead anglers to the river on a route that cuts thraugh the 
trees rather than through the marsh?--travel through the marsh could 
then be Zestricted. I have repeatedly travelled to the cutbank and 
oxbov via a route similar to the one described here; other rangers and 
anglers have done the same. 

(1. See previously listed ~0IUIhentJ for each alternative applicable to 
this section, including comments regarding impacts of additional 
platforms, expanded platforms, and boartlwalks. 

30x 
e. P.116, par.1. lines 5-7--Impacts on bear habitat are not restricted 
to the north side of Brooks River; this sentence should be rephrased. 

X. P.118, par.4, p.124, par.3, and p.127, par.4--It is unknown whether 
3OY nonhabituated bears would benefit under this praposed alternative; 

there are not enouqh data to defin~tively support the statement made 
here (also, see prevjous comments regarding thls alternative and the 
general comments regarding the research committee report:. 

g .  P.118, par.4, lines 5-6, and p.124, par.4, lines 5-6----See p.12, 
par. 3-4, of Appendix 1 to my comments. 

30u. See responses 18a and 20c. 

3 0 ~ .  This line does not imply that no individual bears would abandon use of the river in 
this alternative. The sentence does imply that the brown bear species would 
continue to use the river, their adaptability to changing situations making it possible. 

30w.This comment has immediate merit from an operational perspective. 

30x. The sentence does not imply that impacts on prime bear habitat only occur on the 
north side of the river. 

30y. Obviously, hard data do not exist that document the results of proposed actions, 
but common sense would indicate, and all the biologists the planning team 
consulted with agreed, that removing all facilities north of the river would be a 
positive benefit to brown bears that use the river, and especially to nonhabituated 
and less people-tolerant bears. 
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h. 8.126. par .4,  l i n e s  6-8--Host of t h e  a l t e r n a t i v e  sites t h a t  ang le r s  
might use a r e  a l r eady  b e i r g  used by guides  and t h e i r  clients: what of 
t h e  impacts t o  bea r s  a t  t h e s e  streams?; s e e  previous  comments regarding 
t h i s  issue,  as we l l  as C6anaents In Appendix I t o  my comments. 

i.  P.131, par.4--Under t h i s  a l t e r n a t i v e  t h e  number of p l anes  t h a t  
would be landing near Brooks would be reduced, there would be l im i t ed  
need f o r  a  s h u t t l e ,  and t h e  number of v i s i t o r s  would a l s o  be reduced; 
t h e r e f o r e ,  i t  is hard  t o  imagine t h a t  Brooks would be l e s s  quiet than 
i t  would be under t h e  o t h e r  a l t e r n a t i v e s .  To reduce no i se  even 
f u r t h e r ,  ~ h u t t l e s  ( t o  t h e  valley I assume) could o r ig ina t e  away from 
the r iver--people  could walk t o  t h e i r  p lanes .  

111. Exvironmentally p re f e r ab l e  a l t e r n a t i v e  

1. An a l t e r n a t i v e  that would ramme Brooks Camp from c r i t i c a l  bear  
habitat ,  l i m i t  visitation a t  Brooks River (and consider a b o a t  system as 
t he  primary v i s i t o r  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  system),  and provide,  a t  most, a smal l  
campground s e t  w e l l  away from t h e  r i v e r  co r r ido r  would c l ear ly  he the 
environmentally pre fe rab l e .  However, none of  t he  a l t e r n a t i v e s  presented 
i n  t h i s  DCP meet a l l  t he se  c r i t e r i a .  A parkwide river management plan 

30aa would be needed i n  con junc t ion  with  t h e  above mentioned suggest ions  f o r  an 
a l t e r n a t i v e  (o r ,  f o r  t h a t  ma t t e r ,  any alternative) t o  meet t he  s tandards  
s p e c i f i e d  by ANILCA regardinq i n d i r e c t  effects (sec .  1508.8[b]I .  

302. See response 301 h. 5 
30aa. A parkwide river management plan is not needed in conjunction with every 

alternative in this plan. The Council on Environmental Quality Regulations for 
Implementing the Procedural Provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act, 
Sec. 1508.8(b), referred to incorrectly by the commenter as a section in the 
ANltCA, regarding indirect effects caused by proposed actions states that they 
must be reasonably foreseeable. Reasonably foreseeable direct and indirect 
effects for resources in the park have been considered in the environmental 
analysis. 
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THE DRAFT DFVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

STATEMENT FOR THE BRQOKS RIVER AREA, KATMAI NP/P .  AU&KA. 

5 June 1994 

I found the Draft Development Concept ~lan/~nvironrnental Impact 
Statement for Brooke River Area seriously lacking in ite 
fundamental logic and in the adequacy of the data presented from 
which the reader is to understand the environmental impacts of 
the project. 

The DCP/EIS propoeea putting 260 people a day into a "critical 
brown bear habitat" (DCP/EIS p. 13) that measures only about one 
square mile, and undertaking a major construction project there 
during the season that bears use it. Yet the DcP/E~S states, 
*The aualitv visitor emerienre is the resource at qreatest risk 
. . . Y  ( p .  17). It then proposes a monitoring program that would 
evaluate whether the critical bear habitat was being adversely 
impacted by the eelected alternative (Table 2, p. 291; yet, if 
bear use of the river were to be reduced to zero, that monitoring 
program would conclude that there were no adverse impacts. 

The reader cannot learn from the document any quantitative 
estimates of what the likely impacts to bear use of the river or 
to the bears within the park might be. Even though nine years of 
reaearch at Brooks River since 1982 have documented bear use in 
teme of seasonal, spatial, and diurnal use patterr-s, fish 
capture rates, and numbers of bears by age, sex, aEd behavioral 
clasees ,  the DCP/EIS presents no quantitative data  on bear use of 
the river. Further, the DCP/EIS doee not evaluate the impacts O f  
the proposed project at Brooks River as part of the cumulative 
e f f e c t  of the ongoing impacte to bears by human use at sites 
throughout Katmai NP/P. Also, quantitative information and 
approximate dates of the proposed construction are absent. This 
lack o f  data seems contrary to National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) Sec. 1501.2, "Identify environmental effects and values in 
adequate detail so they can be compared to economic and technical 
analyses". 

I discuss these and other iseues in more detail below. 

Another aspect of the project that: concerns me is the likelihood 
of it actually being carried out. Oiven an estimate of $27 
million for the propoaed alternative and Secretary Babbit's 
recent announcement of no new construction in National Parks, X 
think that the alternative which will eventually be selected and 
presented in the final EIS will probably never be implemented. I 
fear that this situation will then leave any hope of addreaaing 

31 a. The DCPIEIS proposes nothing of the sort. The total of 260 people per day in the 
core use area would be proportioned by a variety of experiences over an extended 
geographic area. Not all 260 people would be in prime bear habitat at one time. This 
proposed use limit is less than the number of visitors now occurring with no controls 
on current peak July days. The major construction proposed in alternative 2 would 
be well away from prime bear habitat. 

31 b. Two monitoring programs are proposed. One has the goal of refining the range of 
use limits by employing the limits of acceptable change methodology, and the other 
to monitor the adjustments bears make to the establishment of a people-free zone 
north of the river. The National Park Service would hope to reduce most humantbear 
interaction indicators to a zero sum every summer, this would benefit both bears 
and humans. To imply, as the commenter does, that zero use of the river by bears 
would be interpreted by the National Park Service as no adverse impact is incorrect 
reasoning. 
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the increasing natural resource impacts at Brooks River in limbo: 
the NPS will do nothing while waiting for funding that rill never 
come. 

There is inscfficient information available in the DCP/EIS to 
determine how the NPS derived the alternatives from existing 
information. The DCP/EIS progresses from statements of deaired 
future conditions (p. 13). through a short discussion of actions 
common to all alternatives (p .  17), and then through a short 
discuasion of the methodology of Limits of Acceptable Change ( p .  
261. Then, withaut preaentation of any analyei~, there is a list 
of 20 indicators with standards for each of 4 alternatives {Table 
2, p. 29). Similarly, by the next page, viaitor uae limits are 
presented for each alternatfve with no quantitative documentation 
of their derivation. There is reference to the Limita of 
Acceptable Change indicators (Table 2 1 ,  apparently those dealing 
with number of people per platform and area, as the basis for the 
use limits (p. 30). Yet etructures were propoaed. e.g. Cutbank 
platform and expanaion of Falls platform, apparently without 
prior analysla of their impact on the natural resources. 

Without more information on the derivation of use limits, the 
reader cannot reject alternative explanations of the decision 
process such ae that the use limits proposed repreeent differenr 
approaches to allow a 10-30% increase over average July 1992 uae. 
This explanation is reinforced by the tone of the laat paragraph 
of page 31 which ik apparently meant to placate anticipated 
criticism for proposing any l i m i t 6  at all. 

Impacts to bear use of the river do not appear to be a factor in 
deriving uee limits; for, in this entire discussion through 18 
pages, reference waa made to only  two documents and only one 
datum regarding bears. The proper process o f  decision should 
begin with LAC indicatore and standards that deecribe the deaired 
future condition of bear use of the river. (current indicators 
and standards fail to do so; see below) The DCP/EIS contains in 
it8 list of references citations of many of the studies that 
ahould be used to derive such indicators and standards, but it 
never does a synthesis of them to deduce any relevant 
conclusions. It seems that the necessary and appropriate 
compromisea with visitor demand should be made only after such an 
analysis. The DCP/EIS falls to adequately address this issue. 

I found no justification for the DCP/EIS'e statement, DThe 
quality visitor experience ia the reaource at greatest riek in 
the  brook^ River area." (p .  17). What data are available in the 

RESPONSES D 'o 

I II 
--I 
1 

31 c. See response 21 c. i% 
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DCP/EIS indicate visitor use ie increasing at an increasing rate 
(Table 1, p.  4 )  and that one cohort of beara, non-habituated 
adults, are being progressively excluded (pp. 42-43). From this 
information, one can only conclude that the visitor experience is 
of sufficient quality to attract ever increasing numbers of new 
and repeat visitore while access to the river by bears is being 
adversely impacted. 

The DCP/EIS (pp. 42-43) quote8 from Olson et al. (1990) that 
1988-1989 levels o f  human use were excluding 45% of the beara, 
especially females with young, from areas below the falls when 
occupied by people. More recent research (Olson et al. 1993) 
found that extending the lodge closing date from the traditional 
10 Sep to 18 Sep in 1992 reeulted in a 6 8 %  decrease In use by 
non-habituated adults; non-habituated beara constitute 64% of the 
adult beara using Brooks in Sep-Oct. These data support a 
conclueion that bear access to the river is at greater risk than 
the vieitor experience. 

I suggest that the priority of the DCP/EIS should be redirected 
towards protecting and preserving bear access to a critical 
feeding area. 

The dates that construction will occur are not addressed in any 
detail beyond generalities. The DCP/EIS description of the 
consttuction Bchedule makes no reference to bears, but only to 
the visitor aeaeon and the lodge's operating season (pp. 55, 65, 
76, and 8 2 1 .  M.uch of the construction w i l l  be occurring at or 
very near the river, "critical brown bear habitat" ( p .  13). 
Olaon et al. (1993) documented significant impacts on bear uae of 
the river by the extension of the lodge operating season and 
associated operations in Sep 1992. Historically the NPS has 
carried out dieruptive projects during important periods of bear 
use of the river; the construction of the viewing platform at 
mouth in 1992 continued into mid-September during t h e  bear's 
hyperphayic feeding period. Given the short summer season, it is 
imperative that the DCP/EIS addrras periods and impacts of 
construction in much greater detail. (see NEPA Sec. 1501.21 

The No Action Alternative states, "The Falls Bear Viewing 
Platform . . .  is old and must be replaced for safety reasons." ( p .  
411 I recall the Maintenance Chief staring after an evaluation 
of the etructural integrity of the platform in 1990 or 1991 that 
the platform could support a couple of trucks and that there was 
no need to worry about the ability of the structure to support 
the weight o f  40 to 60 people. I doubt that the platform has 
deteriorated very much in a few yeara. Replacing the platform 
would be a major impact on the bears, given the limited 
construction season, and a major expense. I suggest t ha t  this 

31 d. The NPS proposal would remove the lodge from prime bear habitat making these 
data irrelevant after serving their purpose in assisting management in making 
resource based development decisions. The priority of the DCPIEIS does not need 
redirecting. It proposes 1) removing all facilities north of the river (prime bear 
habitat), 2) establishing use limits to stop the uncontrolled growth in day use 
visitation, 3) establishing a people-free zone north of the river in prime bear habitat, 
and 4) establishing a river corridor management strategy that respects the rights of 
bears and wildlife to undisturbed use of critical reaches of the river at certain times 
of year. 

31e. See response 301. 
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decision to replace it be reevaluated and necessary repairs be 
substituted for replacement. 

Bear-Human m r a c t i o n s  

I th;reby ( 3 )  on the resulting impacts to bear access to &reams 
elsewhere. (see NEPA Sec. 1501.2 and 15081 A large number of 1 
DeODie who cone to Brooka in Julv keen aockeve salmon, manv 

The DCP/EIS states { p .  241 that the NPS will diecues with the 
State of Alaska changing fishing regulations to catch-and- 
release only. The NPS haa authority to write special regulations 
that would accomplish that objective unilaterally, as the NP5 
wrote special regulations to reduce the limit to one-fieh-pei- 
day. I understand the NPS8s need to involve the State of Alaska 
in the deciaion process, but the NPS shouLd make a clear 
commitment to chanqinq requlations if they are necessary to make 

keeping several (ask the Brooke todge-~anage; how many salkn 
they freeze for viairors each year); these anglers will be 
displaced causing impacts elsewhere while reducing impacte at 
Brooks. 

31 f 

Bear Accesa to Brooke R i v a  

r the Alternatives work. As the DCP/EZS nov reads on this isaue, 
it is imposeible to evaluate the impacts of the various 
alternatives (1) on bear food-conditioning. ( 2 )  on the number of 
anqlers that would be dis~laced to other streams in the nark. and 

- 

Indicafsrs and Standarde. The indicators and standards presented 
in the DCP/EfS in Table 2, p. 29, would fail to evaluate whether 
the direction of the W P  (DCP/EIS pp. 6-71 or the DCP/EISts own 
management objectives for future conditione (p. 13) were being 
met after implementation of the eelected alternative. 

Under the eection Direction from the mneral Management Plan, the 
DCP/EIS states, T h e  DCP needs to address ... human intrusion 
into prime bear habitat. potentially dangerous interactions 
between humans and bears, and disruption of normal bear feeding 
and behavior patterna. (p. 6 ) "  and 'The NPS will atrive to 
maintain the natural abundance, behavior, divereity, and 
ecological integrity of native animals as part of t h e i r  
ecosysteme.* lp. 7 ) .  The management objectives for future 
conditions of the Brooka River area include ( p .  13), "Protect and 
maintain critical brown bear habitat.. and "Make brown bear 
habitat along Brooks River accessible for bear viewing and 
sportfishing i n  a manner as safe aa possible for visitors and to 
the degree that it does not eignificantly interfere with wildlife 
use and behavior." The indicators and standards (DCP Table 2 )  
would fail to measure whether these GMP directions and DCP/EZS 
objectives were being met by the eelected alternative. 

31 f. See response 30h. 

31 g. See response 20a. 
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The indicators fail in two ways. First, they fail to provide any 
information on the most fmportant iseue regarding impacts of 
human use an the bears, 1.e. bear access to critical feeding 
habitat. Second, the methods uaed in the etudy from which these 
indicators were derived [Wolmes 1991 and 19921 will not provide 
repearable estimates on the number of bear-human incidents 
occurring on the river. 

If there were no bears using Brooka River, the standards for the 
indicators listed in DCP/EIS Table 2 would all be within 
acceptable levels, i.e. there would be no bear-human incidents. 
If NPS plans to monitor whether their selected alternative will 
indeed significantly interfere with wildlife use and 
behaviorfp and will "protect and maintain critical brown bear 
habitatn so that bears can use it, then they should chooee some 
indicators that will evaluate the actual bear use of the river, 
and not rely on thoae in Table 2 which attempt to evaluate the 
occurrence of undesirable bear-human incidents. Counts of these 
incidents are not a sufficient measure of the integrity of bear 
uae of the river. 

Further, the indicators choeen would not even produce rel iable  
estimates of the beax incidents occurring on the river unless 
methods different from thoae of Holmee (1991 and 1992) were 
proposed by the DCP. The methods used by H o l m e s  (1991 and 1992) 
and Squibb and Holmes (1992) to collect reports of bear-human 
incidents in the Brooks River area were opportunistic; observere 
recorded incidents that they witnessed while they were involved 
in other duties and incidents that were reported to them by park 
staff, lodge staff. and visitors. AB they ware not based on a 
systematic sampling design, they cannot be expected to produce 
precise estimates of the frequency of theee events. They produce 
minimum counts of incidents that will vary with the effort put 
into the program. For example, the annual variation In number of 
incidents reported in Squibb and Holmee 11992) reflected the 
annual variation in Resource Management staff dedicated to the 
effort and the enthueiaam of the Rangers in participating in the 
program. Reporting rates by vfaitora and lodge staff have 
different biases  among the indicator5 in Table 2; people tend not 
to report thing5 that they th ink  will get them into trouble. The 
purpose of those methods was to provlde management with a sample 
of what wae happening an the river; they were not designed as a 
long term monitoring program. 

There exists a wealth of baseline data on bear use of Brooks 
River in terms of seasonal, diurnal, and epatial distributions of 
ufle and bear fishing success by age, sex, reproductive, and 
behavioral classes in the reports of Beattie (1983), Warner 
(1987), Braaten and Gilbert (1987), Olson et dl. (1990) , Oleon 
and Squibb (1990 and 1991) , Olson et a1 . ( 1 9 9 3 )  , and Olson 
(1983) . A monf toring program that was based on these systematic 
studies would provide the NPS a reasonable evaluation of the 

31 h. The monitoring program for bear use on the north side of the river would borrow 
from this "wealth of baseline data" just as the DCP/EIS did, but it must be recognized 
that, with the removal of all facilities north of the river, establishment of a people-free 
zone north of the river, river corridor management, and daily use limits, the 
conditions under which those baseline data were gathered will no longer exist. See 
response 20a for an explanation of why no indicators measuring bear use on the  
river were included in the suite of indicators. 
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etated objectives of the DCP/EIS vis-a-vis the selected 
alternative. The indicators and standards presented in DCP/EIS 
Table 2 fail to do eo. 

New indicators measuring bear use of Brooks River should be added 
to the D c P  and standards appropriate to the NPS's vision for the 
various alternatives determined. As the LAC indicators and 
st;andards in DCP/EIS Table 2 serve as the baais for the various 
alternative8 iDCP/EIS p. 30, 1 2 ) .  new analyees must be perforned 
to deternine if the current alternatives would allow bear access 
according to the new standards. 

31 i 

Oxbow is an especially important fi~hing area for bears during 
the fall; bear use and f i s h  capture rates have been consistently 
high there (Olson and Squibb 1991). 

The rationale for times and places of closures are cursory. The 
DCP/EIS presents no analysis and makes no reference to the five 
yeare of research that documented the relative importance of the 
different eecrione of the river to hare in terms of hours hare 
spent in the areas and their fishing success in them (Olson et 
al. 1990, Ole~n and Squibb 1990 and 1991, and Olson et al. 1993, 
and Olson 1993). Given the wealth of infomation available, the 
public deserves some presentation of it. [see NEPA Sec .  1 5 0 1 . 2 )  

X underetand the rationale for closing the atbank during July. 
The Cutbank is an important area to less competitive bears and to 
females w i t h  young during July. However, I do not agree with the 
DCP/EISfs choice for a closure during the fall. 

The Cutbank also provides unique fishing opportunities to non- 
habituated bears (more than 50% of the adult cohort ar. Brooks 
(Olson 1993)) during Sep-Oct because they are largely excluded 
from waters closer to Brooks Lodge by the concentration of human 
use there {Olson et al. 1990, oleon and sqvibb 1990 and 1991, 
Olson et al. 1993, and Qlson 1993). From 1988 through 1991, the 
Cutbank area accounted for 41% of bear fiehing hours on the lower 
river i n  Sep-act; the mouth accounted for  only 221, with the 
Oxbow accountins for the remainder [Oleon and Scruibb 1991). If 
the lodge were not moved, the Cutbank would definitely remain an 

31 1 important fall feeding area for non-habituated bears. If the 
lodge w e r e  moved or removed, it ie unknown how long it would take 
for non-habituated adults to adjust to uaing the mouth. The 
continued airplane traffic off the mouth of the river may be 

3 
31 i. f he text and maps have been clarified on these points. < 

rn 

31 j. See response 309. 

31 k. The cutbank would not be included in a fall river closure 

If the lodge were removed, the airplane traffic at the mouth of the river would also 
cease. In alternative 4tour boats and floatplanes would be pulling up to the Naknek 
Lake shoreline somewhat south of the river mouth, but nonetheless, in a well 
established bear travel corridor. Since a gravel airstrip was rejected early in the 
planning process, all access, at some point must cross a shoreline bear travel 
corridor. 
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I sufficient to exclude many of these bears. I 
Theee details should be addressed in the DCPJEIS. It is 
especially important to address the Cutbank becauoe it is an area 
important to bears as a feeding area w i t h  periods of low human 
use dur ing some parts of the day, and an area sought after by 
sport anglers for the excellent rainbow trout fishing there in 
Sept-Oct. The DCP/EIS should provide adequate detail for the 
public to compare the importance of the Cutbank to the bears 
against its value as a sport fishing area, particularly since it 
is an area of contention between an influential. user group and 
the resource. 

The potential benefits to the natural resources of possible 
closures of other areas should ale0 be addressed. The NPS 
facilities on Brooks Lake and the road to Brooka Lake impact bear 
access to Brooks River similarly to the present location of 
Brooka Camp on Naknek Lake. The east and eouth shores of Brooks 
Lake are a major travel corridor for bears moving between Brooks 
River and the salmon spawning streams of Up-a-tree Creek, Hidden 
Creek, and Headwaters Creek; this fact is evinced by the heavily 
travelled bear trail soinu south from the Suwerintendent's house. 
The EIS should address whether the small percentage of days that 
planes cannot land on Naknek Lake is sufficient justification for 
maintaining this impediment to bear access to Brooks River. 
Removing these facilities and the road would substantially reduce 
the "footprintn oaf development in the area. Requiring visitors 
to take a bumpy boat ride or perhaps not travel at all on a f e w  
daye seema reasonable given the objectives of the  DCP, 
particularly for aoms of the Alternatives. The EIS should 
present an analysis of the number of daye landing at Brooks Lake 
i s  actually required against other options of an earlier Lodge 
cloaing date (many of the days of strong east winds are during 
September!, providing commercial boat access to Brooks Camp from 
Lake Camp, or simply inconveniencing a relatively ernall number of 
Visitors. 

DCP/EIS Part Four: Description and Environmental Consequences of 
the Proposal and Alternative8 ( p .  105) provides no quantitative 
estimates of the impacts of the  proposed alternatives to bear use 
of the Bxooke River, Given the nine years of baseline data on 
bear use of the Brooks River, quantitative estimation of those 
impacts can be done. Again, there i s  not adequate detail for the 
public to compare the environmental impacta among the various 
alternatives. (see NEPA Sec. 1501.2) 

- - - - - - - 

M s e  Cl~sincr  D a t f  The cloaing date of Brooks Lodge wae 
extended in 1992 from its traditional date of 10 Sep to 18 Sep. 
Olson et al. (1993) documented a 68% reduction of use by a cohort 
of bears constituting 64% of the adults using the river. 
Anticipating these sarta of impactn, Katmai NP/P found in their 

31 n. See response 21 c. The National Park Service normally does quantitative estimates 
of acres of disturbance by proposed development, or acres of habitat modified by 
development, but quantitative estimates of impacts at the popufation level, or, as 
the writer infers, at the sub-population level are almost never done. Besides, as 
mentioned before, the situation under which the baseline data were gathered would 
have been substantially changed (for the better regarding bears} by the proposed 
actions removing most of the human influence from prime bear habitat. 

310. See response 30m. The lodge closing date is a moot point when regarding bear 
management if the lodge is not in prime bear habitat. 
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31p. The DCPJEIS does recognize the implications of loss of bear access to the river. 2 
See response 31 d. 

Squibb, Comments on Brooke R. DCP/EIS P a g e  8 

Environmental Assessment of 1985 [Jope 19851 that extension of 
the operating season of Brooks Lodge beyond 10 Sep would be an 
~lnacceptable adverse impact. I am not aware of what information 
the EA for the 1992 extension presented to justify reversing the 
1985 decis ion.  

How late the lodge operates into the Sep-Oct hyperphagic period 
of bear feeding is a major eaurce of impacto. The availability 
of salmon to beara at Brooks River ends by late Oct or early Nov; 
the only remaining eource in the N a h e k  drainage by that date is 
the Savonoski River (Troyer 19801. The period of unrestricted 
access for beara to thie aource of food ehoold not be 
progressively reduced by pexiodic extenaione of the visitor 
season. 

As the DCP/EIS "is a comprehensive proposal for all aspects of 
future management and use of the area, including viaitor use, 
management of natural and cultural resources, operations, 
development and interpretation programing* tDCP/EIS p -  17), 
operating seaeona should be described in detail for each of the 
Alternatives. athemias, their environmental impacts cannot be 
sufficiently understood to evaluate them. (see NEPA Sec. 1501.21 

1 I 
I w t i v e  matts to Bear P- I 

A detailed analysis of the importance of Brook6 River to area 
bears is peesible. Best estimates, however crude, should be made 
of parameters that would describe its importance, a - g .  what 
proportion of bears in Bristol Bay drainage6 and of the park as, a 
whole use Brooks River, how many bear-caught fish the river 
currently generates and how many it could generate in the absence 
of people, the significance of that food source to the bears' 
annual food requirements, etc. (see NEPA Sec . 1501.2) 

IP 

31 q. A detailed analysis of the importance of Brooks River to the local population of bears 
would be possible to present, but is not necessary to the plan. The importance of 
the area to the local bear population has already been recognized, and is in large 
part, why the National Park Service is involved in this planning effort. Neither is it 
necessary to present estimated cumulative impacts on bears of human use on the 
river; management has already determined that human use, influence, and impacts 
cannot continue on this upward trend. The plan does consider cumulative impacts 
to the local bear population under each'atternative, especially as they relate to the 
removal of all human influence north of the river. The plan does not estimate what 
the numbers of bears and population structure would be like under each alternative. 
These are unknown, but the plan does call for a monitoring program to learn how 
the people-free zone would be used by the bears. 

The DCP/ESS Ip. 421 quotes from Olson et al. (1990) excerpts 
*particularly relevant to understanding the existing conditione 
of brown bear utilization of the Brooks River Area." The first 
excerpt ntatea, "Planning and management for growth in visitation 
at Brwke River should recognize the implications of loss of 
[bear] acceae to thie reeource." Unfortunately, the DCP/EIS does 
not do 80. There is no analysis of the relative imoortance of 
Brooks ~ i v e r  to bears within the Bri~tol Bay drainage8 of Katmai 
NP/P or of Brooks within the whole of Katrnai NP/P. Several 
studiee contain information on the availability of salmon for 
bears at etreams within the Bristol Bay drainages (Troyer 19801, 
on bear density in comparable habitat (ADFhG density estimates 
from Black Lake area), on bear uee of other streams (Olson et al. 
1990, Olaon and Squibb 1990 and 1991, Smith 19931, and on the 
impact of human use on bear use of Brooks River (e.g. Olson e t  
al. 1993, Olson 1993) . Other resources exist. 
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More importantly, an analysis should be presented in the DCP/EIS 
that estimates the cumulative impact on bears of human use at 
Brooks River as a part of the total. of all cumulative impacts to 
the bear sub-populations using atreams within the Br i s to l  Bay 
drainages of Katmai NP/P and within Katmai NP/P as a whole. 
Otherwise, the public cannot really understand the impacts of 
these alternative6 an the world's largest protected bear 
population. (NEPA Sec. 1508 requires the EIS to address 
"reasonably foreseeableR direct and indirect effects, including 
those occurring at other places) 

The argument that the beara displaced from Brooks River can feed 
somewhere else is not valid given current levels of visitor use 
at other bear feeding streams in Katmai NPJP. Sportfishing, bear 
viewing, and lodgee are impacting bears on cr i t i ca l  feeding 
streams throughaut Katmai NP/P .  It is not simply a question of 
several beara being diaplaced from Brooks River; but one of 
several being diaplaced from Brooks River, several from Funnel 
and Moraine Creeks, several from Nonuktuk Creek, aeveral from 
Kulik River, several from Swikshak River, several from Big River, 
several from Kaahvik River, e tc .  The cumulative effect  must be 
addressed. 

Brooks River is a prime example of a pattern of adjustment that 
bears appear to go through as human use increaees in their 
critical habitats. H u m  use of salmon spawning streams 
inevitably displaces some beara; these bears, in turn, displace 
lese competitive h a t s  from other areas, The least competitive 
bears in the region may then be left with no alternative but to 
try to fish areas where humane are .  Subadults and adult females, 
especially with young, are the classes moat likely to be forced 
to use habitat occupied by people (Miller and Chihuly 1967, and 
Mattson et al. 1987 and 1992). These bears are then more likely 
habituate to the presence of humans (see McArthur-Jope 1983, 
Nadeau 1997, Mattson 1 9 9 0 ,  Albert and Bowyer 1991, and Mattson et 
al. 1 9 9 2 ) ,  and thereby are predisposed to becoming conditioned to 
humans as an alternative source of food, e . g .  garbage, fish and 
game carcasses, and poorly secured caches of meat,  fish, and 
human f o d  {Herrero 1985 and Mattson 1990). Herrero documented 
that food-conditioned bears are more likely to aggressively seek 
food from people, to damage property, to be involved in incidente 
resulting in-human injury, and to be destroyed in defenee of life 
and property. Mattson et al. ( 1992 )  concluded that this process 
i s  exacerbated by years of reduced availability of natural foods. 
Miller and Chihuly (1987) predicted that the proportion of non- 
eport kills will rise relative to the sport harvest as human use 
increases in remote Alaska. 

In an unhunted population with protected habitat, such as Katmai 
IP/P, the population ahould be at carrying capacity. Therefore, 
it cannot be assumed that bears displaced by human uae can go 
some place else to Peed. By the process described above, the 

RESPONSES 

31r. Bear displacements from streams in the park other than Brooks River are not a 
concern of this DCP. Various park resource management plans must address this 
issue. By creating unobstructed access to the entire north side of Brooks River, and 
managing the times and places anglers may fish during periods of. heavy bear use 
on the river, and by limiting the number of visitors in prime bear habitat, the National 
Park Service would be providing far better conditions on the river for bear use than 
occurs now. It is not likely that bears would be displaced from Brooks River because 
access conditions improved for them. 
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Logan. 159pp 
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Sunerintendent 
~ a t m a i  ~ a t i o n a l  Park 
PO Box 7 
King Salmon , AK 99613 

T W O M A 5  C O O K  

Ira Cambridgehrk Drive 
Camtnldge. MA 02140-91W 

Dear S i r  : I 
Thank you very much for your courtesy i n  sending me your most 
recent proposal f o r  Brroks a v e r  Area . I made my F i r s t  triw 
t o  Brooks Lodge i n  1958 and have been back every year s ince  s o  
I f e e l  I have some input that might be of interest to you-You 
may a l s o  note  that I m sending my cooy t o  Congressman Peter  
Torkildsen and asking h i m  to r e l ay  my-comments t o  any of h i s  
fe l low members who may sit  on the  co rn i t t e e  involved with t h e  
funding of NDS proj  ea ts .  

With 35 plus years experience a t  Brooks I can ce r t a in ly  g rea t l y  
apprecia te  t h e  problems you a r e  current ly  faced with.Over the 
years  , espec i a l l y  the  p a s t  t en  o r  s o  , there  has been a huge 
increase  i n  bear a c t i v i t y  and with tourist/fishermen activity. 
For t h e  last few years ,rny'time a t  Brwks runs earlier and earl- 
i e r  into June and t h i s  year  my da t e s  a r e  JuneZQ-24 , p r i o r  t o  
the  invasion o f  bears  and pepple. 

There t r u l y  i s  no s o l u t i o n . t o  the problems a t  Brooks - unless one 
were t o  follow your suqqestion i n  Ale. 1 t o  4 which would cos t  
tamavers l i k e  &e anwhere  from $ 15.991.000 to $ 28.776.000 ex t r a  1 

affo;d the extra7$ 3 ,000 ,060  p lus  concesiioner cos t s  shown i n  your 
cna r t s . 1  woula rrnag+ne tnaewnen tney hxre any top  ia@Fl?-5 
f o r  damages , any cou r t  i n  Alaska w i l l  award them huge compensatory 
daaagee . 
The NPS is a government body. Like any and a l l  government bodies , 
your main i n t e n t  is to un your budget since that  means biqger s a l a r i e s  
f o r  a l l  s t a f f .  Increas ing co~ts and s t a f f  a t  Brooks is NOT the  r i g h t  
solut ion.  

long timed l i k e  myself , Don Nut t a l l  ( now deceased) , B i l l  Fredendall ,  
Tom Hempel and o the r s  have a l l  met and discussed our  ideas with NpS 
e t a f f .S t a r t i ng  back about fou r  years ago it was obvious t o  a l l  of 
us t h a t  NFS did no t  ca r e  a t  a l l  about ou rYinpu t  and t he  d e c i s i o n  had 
alreay been.made t o  solve t h e  problem the P S  way - t h r o w  more t ax  
payers money around. 

t h a t  adbs-60 fishermen t o  those  al;eady i n  
Brooks Lodqe and t h a t ' s  too many peop1e.F~ 
t h e  f l y - in s  a r e  a pa ng ram 
day a t  +--heir c~p:lnndY:hey'w~tst~D~%d:~~ 

32b 

32a. The plan states that "it is also anticipated that the government would be required to 
subsidize the concessioner's relocation in order for it to be feasible". 

One of our suggestions was t h a t  daily fly i n s  to Brooks be shatoly  
l im i t ed  and length  of s t a y  a t  both Brooks Lodge and t h e  campgound 
be shortened t o  shayS of j u s t  maybe 3-4 niQhts.This would allow more 
people to enjoy the  area.The f l y  i n  r e s t r i c t i o n s  would remove a major 
p a r t  of t h e  problem.Whea the r eds  a r e  running , as many as 22 planes 
can be ~arked on the  beach.At 4 ancflers oer Plane 

32b. Day use limits and limits on overnight use are proposed in the plan. The length of 
stay at the campground is now limited, and would remain so under the proposed 
action. No limit on length of stay a Brooks Lodge has been discussed with the 
planning team. 
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- some fish,They start at the area up around Brooks Lake, 
get i n t o  their first salmon whereupon the guide waits to 
collect four fish before he walks back to the fish house 
with them .weanwhile ,bags of fish sit on the bank where the 
beara can smell them-Soon beara eeal ize  - fishermen = bags- 
f i sh  dinner ! The rights on the American River are very 
tightly controlled t o  avoind over fishing and the same can and 
should be done at Brooks River 

I fish quite often at the area we refer to as the swallow bwb- 
an area that owr the past several years has had some excavations 
going on by a team o f  archeologists.1 was surprised te read your 
conmanta on this area since the actual reaearchesr told me they 
have not found any thing unusual ! 

I don't bel ieve  the taxpayera will go along with your request 
to build a n e w  NPS kingdom at  rooks and spend millions of dollars. 
Enforcement of current fishing laws ( it is illegal t o  keep snagged 
f i s h  yet almost a l l  snagged fish are kept by anglers 1 ; more 
ranger presence on the river I last year you only had one pair od 
chest waders for the whole staff ) ; l M t i n g  number of fly ina and 
making all personnel and visitors to the area fully aware of the 
bear danger can solve  the current problem at little or no added 
cost. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my missive. I am also writing to 
Trout Unlimited / Fly Fisherman Magazine / Rod and Reel Magazine / 
The Anglers Notebook newsletter / and Leigh Perkins at O r v i s .  
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20 A p r i l  1 9 9 4  

Conqreesman Peter Tarkildsen 
PO Box 395 
Danvers , klA 01923-9989 

Dear Peter : 

T H O M A S  C O O K  

c.1 C O N V E N T  I O N  s 
& I N C E N T  f r r  
9 E L V I C 8 1  

102 CsmbIidgePu* mw 
ch"Lx&e, hL4QtlrlO 

Tek phare (611) 37-13B 
Fax (617)399-1095 

Joan and I want t o  thank  you for i n c l u d i n g  us  on a l l  
your  invitation lists f o r  your v a r i o u s  meetings. W e  
have been on t h e  go a great deal  w i t h  t r i p s  t o  London / 
South  Africa / Hawaii and Tha i land  so have been unable  
to a t t e n d  but h o p e f u l l y  c a n  c a t c h  a f u t u r e  one.  

Newt Gingr ich  sent  o u t  a very f i n e  letter about  you and 
your  accomplishments and needs and I am enclosing a check 
from u s  and can assure you t h e r e  will be more t o  follow . 
I a l s o  am i n c l u d i n g  a tome from the NPS on a project they  
are push ing  t h a t  r e a l l y  r u b s  m e  the wrong way . They want t o  
take anywhere from $ 15 t o  $ 28 m i l l i o n  d o l l a r s  o f  tax p a y e r s  
money for  a f o o l i s h  p r o j e c t  i n  Alaska  .I would very much 
a p p r e c i a t e  it i s  you can have  one  of  your staff look this o v e r  
and send it on  t o  one of your  c o u n t e r  parts who may be involved 
e i t h e r  on the N?S a p w r o p r i a t i o n  committee or one of t h e  con- 
s e r v a t i o n  committees.  

' h a t  e s p e c i a l l y  concerns me i s  that NPS i s  making a strong move 
to totally ? u t  t h e  PeCerson Family (Ray P t e r s o n  ,St, and h i s  son)  
o u t  o f  business.Ray Peterson i s  a t r u e  pioneer in Alaska. Rack 
i n  the 59's , Ray add h i s  partner , John Walakka ( now deceased) 
set up lodges i n  several remote areas of Alaska.These were the very 
first Alaska f i s h i n g  lodges and Brooks Lodge was b u i l t  i n  1950. 
They have poured countless hours and money t o  deve lop  t h i s  area 
and now NPS wants t o  t a k e  it a l l  away. 

Can we really a f f o r d  spending  t h i s  t y p e  of money ? T h i s  r eminds  
m e  of a q u o t e  a t t r i b u t e d  t o  , naturally , a paat democratFc leg- 
i s l a t u r e  t h a t  goes " you drop t e n  m i l l i o n  here and t e n  m i l l i o n  
there and eventually it adds up t o  some mmney ! " L e t ' s  n o t  d r o p  
that f i r s t  t e n  m i l l i o n .  

Thank you for taking the t ime  t o  r e a d  t h i s  over and a n y t h i n g  you 
can  _do w i l l  be appreciated. 



April 19. 1994 

Supcriotmdcnt 
Xahnsi National Park and Preserve 
P.O. Bax 7 
King Salmon, Alaska 99613 

S r r b j ~ :  Development C o ) ~ ~ c p r  Plnn - B w h  River 

I fint visited Brooks h d g e  in t9n and wben I return in June of this year it will mark 
my 22nd visit: I have carefully read the subject plan, and I am deeply concerned wer 
tbe future of the Brooks River area 

Consider that man has occupjed the present lodge area for thausands of yean and so 
have tbe great brow bears. Many, many gemrations of ihcst bean have laurwn that 
man lived there aad have generally stayed away. Development has already impacted any 
archeological value of the site. Why mwe now? 

Thc highlights of any visit to the lodge haYe to be tbc mapiticent view across Nalmck 
Lake to the rugged mountains beyond the terminal moraine, especially in the early 
morning and late aftem004 and also the viewing of the endless parade of wildlife, as 
seen in the oxbow area and along the river from the bluff in front of cabins 25 and 26. 
Shuttle bws simply will not get it donel 

Over the years 1 have s e m  an astronomical growth in the number of visitors to Broolcr. 
The capacities of both lodge and campground have not increased. Therefore, the growth 
in the number of visitors is entirely due to day use tourists and fishermen There has 
been a great proliferation of fly-out fishing lodges throughout Alaska and e s p d y  in 
zbc Bristol Bay area These lodges can deliver large numbers of anglers to the rivet at 
Brooks. The numbers vary greatly from day to day, but in June of 1984, 1 counted 24 
airaafr on the beaches at Naknck and Brooks Lakes. 
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Superintendent 
K a t d  National Park and Preserve 
April 19, 1994 
Page 2 

Counting fishermen, guides and pilots, that meant about 140 people in and along the 
river where the bears feed. Add to this tbc 30 or so anglers from the lodge and 
campground, and the total becomes 170 people along 15 miles of river. Very 
dangerous! 

If a system of daily permits can be put in place, that will limit the number of fly-in 
anglers to the same number as the overnight a@ers,&the problem will be solved. 
Keep in mind tbat flyout lodges can take tbeir guests to many other wondehl fishing 
holes 

You can easily see that I strongly f m r  the adoption of Alternative Number 1. Pltasc 
don't mcwc the lodge, and do restrict the number of day-use anglers. 

Sincerely, 
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A p r i l  26, 1994 

Superintendant 
Katmai Hatlonal Park and Preserve 
P.O. Box 7 
King Salmon, AK 99613 

Dear S i r :  

Af ter  r e v l m l n g  the D ra f t  Development Plan for  the Brooks River  
area, I . m u l d  l l k c  ta o f f e r  some c a m m t s .  

Havlng v i s i t e d  t h t s  area on prevlous occsslons. I would Ilke to 
see the area remaln the same. However, as the plan po ln t s  out. 
tho area cannot take the  increased pressure that Is being placed 
upon it. Change seems t o  be lnev l tab le .  Bears, p reh i s to r i c  man 
as we l l  as a l l  the subsequent Brooks Rlver  camp v i s i t o r s  have flshed 
along s ide one another and I w o u l d  l l k e  t o  see t h l s  contlnuz by 
having catch and release f l s h l n g  only  but leave area open t o  f l sh l ng  
a l l  season. 

Impacting over I00 acres as I n  a l t c r n a t l v e  2 or a l t e rna t i ve  3 and 
a1 lowlng 260-290 people per dey 15 not acceptable. i t  mlght he lp  
carmerclal I n t e res t s  but  no t  the  environment. Excess use by day 
v l s i t o r s  from other  lodges and cru lse l l n e s  hes Increased the 
problems t ha t  are now occuring. 

A l t e rna t i ve  4 lrnpacts t h e  l eas t  area end al lows the l e a s t  amount 
o f  v l s l t o r s  per day and 2 f ee l  Is the best cholcc for the area. 

I would l i k e  t o  continue t o  bc informed as t o  the ac t l on  t h a t  you 
are going to  take i n  t h l s  regard. Tough dec1sIoos, c~nmerc la l  
i n t e res t s  mlght not be happy, but the bears might be. 

Thank you f o r  tak lng t lme t o  read there conmcnts. 

RESPONSES 

36. Comments noted. 
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COMMENTS RESPONSES 

BRUCE J. KIE%%UNQ. M . 0  3w u T O U C ~ S ,  ~ U I T L  a m  

STANLEY N .  SMITH. M.D. ANCHORML. A W W  wsoa 

MARY A N N  F O U H O .  M.O. TKULWNII 1 9 4 7 1  aa2.1ts.i 

MAR! D. UOCH. M.0. 
IRENE U. LOHUMP. M.O. . . 

LOUANN CLLDMANN. M.0  

May 1, 1994 

Superintendent 
Katmai national Park and Preserve 
P.O. Box 7 
King Salmon, Alaska 99613 

Dear Sir, 

I would like to thank you far the receipt of the very detailed draft 
and development concept plan and environmental impact statement 
revolving around the Brooks River area in the Katnai National Park 
and Preserve. 

My family and my f i v e  associates at Primary Care Associates in 
Anchorage have thoroughly enjoyed the Brooks River area in the past 
and will wholeheartedly indorse alternative number two, the proposed 
Beaver Pond Terrace relocation. I think this  would be i n  best keeping 
with all of the interests of those of us who had the experience of 
enjoying the Brooks camp in the early 1980~ prior to its rapid 
commercial growth. 

Again, I would like to thank you for allowing US Co have input into 
this environmental. impact statement. 

Sincerely yours, 

Stanley H. Smith, M.D. 
SWS/slm 

38. Comments noted. 
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39a. This suggestion has been referred to park management for consideration, z 
rn 

Dear Sire: 

I am vriting to comment on the Brook8 River Area Development 
Concept Plan/Environmental Impact Statement. i have read this 
document in its entirety and would 1iRe't;o voice my atrag 
support for the proposal to remove the.exiating facilities f r o m  
the north side of the river to an alternative site. In 
particular. I would strongly agree with limitations on day use of 
this area for the reaaons stated in the document. 

As a fisherman, X support changing the fimhing regulations to 
catch and release fishing only. I alao agree that cloeing the 
river during July and again in mid-September would benefit the 
bears and still allow sport fishing in .this unique river. 

I underatand that Beaver Pond Terrace ia the intended site Lor 
the nev facilities. My only disagreement with the plan is that I 
think the Iliuk Horraine Terrace would be a much better site. I 
say this primarily because eome of the'most beautiful memories I 
have of Katmai involve looking over Naknek Lake at the 
mountains. These views would be much EiQKe accessible at Iliuk 
compared with Beaver Pond, and I really f e e l  our grandchildren 
would be glad we spent an extra $1.4 rillioa to place the 
facilities at a more beautiful location. 

Laatly, S have a suggestion. How about a ban on lead fishing 
ainkerr Like the one Yelloustone National Park has. This is 
surely the wave of the future and vould be consistent with the 
other changes proposed to benefit vildlife in the vicinity of 

1 Brooks River. 

Sincerely. 



COMMENTS RESPONSES 

David L. Willard 

Superintendent 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
Post Office Box 7 
k g  Salmon, AK 99613 

'l"hia letter is  in response to the brook8 River Area Draft Development Concept Plan 
Environmental Impact Statement, dated April 1994. First and foremost I wish to 
applaud the proposed actions to be taken a t  Katmai National Park. During the 
past several years I have spent a t  leaat a week at Katmai during different parts of 
the season and noticed several things which, I believe, needed to be addressed. 
First, the limited number of park ranger were unable to monitor the actiona of 
humans. Often times this resulted in avoidable encounters between humans and 
bears. People were given access to areae which were not monitored due to the 
limited Park Service Rangers available. Second, the campground (which ie where I 
day) is too often used by the beare aa they made their way to and horn the river. 
Third, people tended to stray from designated trails, being insensitive to the 
environment around them. This again, oRsn times resulted in avoidable 
humanfbear encounters. 

Katmai is a unique wilderness area, matched only by a few other areas on earth, 
that is  why I am opposed to Alternative 4. By making the B m k s  Riverffitrnai 
h a  a "day-use only" I believe the commercialization would destroy this unique 
area. Another aspect of Alternative 4 I am opposed to is the idea of allowing only 
primitive camping. 

Alternative 2 or 3 , I  behem are suitable optione. I am strongly in favor of removing 
all facilities horn north of the river and establishing a ,*pwpIe-fiee lane." Thin 
would allow the NPS to better control people, while saving fragde bear habitat and 
archecllogical sites which now are inhabited by Brooks Lodge and other facilities 
north of &he river. 

Alternative 2 a t  Beaver Pond Terrace is the beat of the four proposals. Thh is 
rnahly because it allows access to the river without the use of the shuttle service. I 
am an  avid fly fisherman and appreciate the accessibility to the river Alternative 2 
affords me. I also agree with your statement concerning angbrs being the most 
intrusive human activity while bears are in the area.' For the safety of both angler 
and bear, I am in favor of cloeing the lower river to anglere during peak bear 
periode. If this does not help the situation, eliminating angling on the entira river 
during peak bear periods may have to be amsidered. 
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I small managementleuppcrt st& ~ m v s u e r ,  I am a Adkt and h a  the in a 
money maker: people really do wt want to experience riature without all the 

40a 

comforts of home. 

Another option not diucussed in your draft propod ie the eetablishmeat of a larger 
campground without tbe preaenee ofa lodge and related facilities on the mutb Bide 
of the river. Thie stand alone cam~mund would only need shower faeilitiee and a 

Thene are just a few of my news on the pmposed Katmni Development Plan. 
Continuing the current situation at Katmai is unaareptable becaw it is damaging 
fragile beat habitat and archeologicd sites amth ofthe river. Please keep me 
infarmed concerning your future plan. 24 I&&. I enjoy my yearly vacati09% to 
the Katmai area and laok forward to oodhued eqpyment in ths future. 



COMMENTS 

41. Comments noted. 

JAMES H. S T R E E T .  E S O  

May 9, 1994 

Superintendent 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
pa Box 7 
King Salmon AE 99613 

Re: F i l e  No. 20321 

TO WHOM IT KAY CQNCERN: 

This summer, m y  wife and I had the  opportunity t o  v i s i t  t h e  
Brwks River Area i n  Katmai National Park for three days during 
which tine we both photographed the bears and other  wild l i f e  a s  
v e l l  as f ished f o r  salmon. During our tenure  at Katmai National 
Park, my wife and I has occasion t o  speak with some of  t h e  rangers 
there regarding the  problems they perceive t h e  Brooks River Area i s  
experiencing as w e l l  as the eolutions proposed by t he  National Park 
Service. Accordingly, I then requested t he  ranger t o  provide m e  
vith a copy af what Was s ty l ed  "Brooks R i v e r  Area Development 
Concept Plan" and she promptly d id .  

After  my r e tu rn  to Virginia .  my w i f e  and I had the  occasion t o  
review that document i n  d e t a i l  and, a f t e r  a complete and thorough 
review made known our opinions regarding the  same i n  a letter dated 
December 2 2 ,  1993. I a m  enclosing a copy of that l e t t e r  for  your 
review. 

As of Last  week, I am also i n  r ece ip t  of a document rhich i s  
e n t i t l e d  *Development Concept P l a t  Environmental Impact Statement* 
and which concerns Katmai National Park. F i r s t :  and foremost, I 
would like t o  again note t h a t  I am aware of the  f a c t  t h a t  Katlnai 
National Park is a approximately 501 larger  i n  size than  
Yellowstone National Park and i t s  brown bear population i s  
armroxirnatelv t en  times the size of that i n  Yellowatone or 
a&ewhere in-the v ic in i ty  of 2,000 bears. With We exception of the 
graveled road from the Brooks River k e a  t o  Ratmai Volcano. there  
are no roak i n  t h e  park and a l l  t r ave l  must be either by a i r  o r  by 
boat. Additionally, it is a l s o  my understanding that with the  
exception of four  or f i v e  f i sh ing  ladgee i n  the Park, there is 
absolutely no construction in t he  Park t o  hinder o r  d i s tu rb  
wi ld l i f e .  Furthermore, only one other area a t  t h e  Park has  more 
than two or t h r e e  cabins. Therefore, common sense d i c t a t e s  that 

RESPONSES 
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Page NO. 2 
Way 9, 1994 

the activities of man pas% little overall disturbance to the 
wildlife in the Park. With this i n  mind, I have again reviewed the 
Development Concept Plan of April ,  1994, as to Alternative6 1, 2, 
3 and 4. 

fn reviewing theee plans, I again note that all four of the 
plans directly or indirectly limit visitor access to the Brooks 
River Area either by directly limiting the number of Park visitors 
or, alternatively, by moving the facilities nov present at the 
wuth of Brooks River to an outlying area. since this outlying 
area is several miles distant Iron the river and the only vehicular 
traffic i n  the Park is that whicb ie owned by the Park Services, 
alternatives 2 and 3 will alsa have the effect of  l i m i t i n g  visitor 
access to the Brooks River hrea. Therefore, I alp. opposed to all of 
these alternatives since their sole purpose is to limit visitor 
access to the Park. 

It is my feeling that Kataaf National Park I s  sufficiently 
large to as to allow substantial increased visitor accees to the 
Brooks River Area. 1 would also support increased visitor access 
to other areas i n  the Park which are similarly noteworthy tor their 
s c e n i c  and/or vildlife viewing. Such a policy would have the 
affect of diverting a ~ubetrntial portion if not in f a c t  much of 
the visitor flov from the Brooks River area. 

I also note that  in reviewing these amended proposals, the 
proposal to increase the sine of the viewing stands in the vicinity 
of the falls and to construct ralkwaya above the falls and d m  the 
course of the river to the area of the float bridge have bsen 
deleted. Having stood, or shall 1 say, bsen crowded onto the 
visitor's stand Lor the better part of two days, I must say that 
the size ef thie stand in amparison to the visitor use is 
ridiculous. It is obviously a compromiss between the ecoliberal*~ 
attempt to  complately eliminate a11 human visitation and the norms1 
visitor's desire for such experience. While I certainly recognize 
the need to preserve both the Park and its wildlife, I fail to 
understand how the construction of additional Zacilitiea can, in 
any meaningful way,  have any #iqnificant or measurable detrimental 
effect upon the bears of Brooks River area or the Katmai National 
Park as a vhole. At most, such additional human visitation could 
have at w o r s t  a n a g l i g i b l e  detrimental. e f f e c t  upon a feu of the 
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Super in tendent  
Page No. 3 
nay 9, 1 9 9 4  

bears i n  t h a t  s p e c i f i c  a r e a  and I s e r i o u s l y  doubt even t h a t .  I n  
p o i n t  of f a c t ,  I n o t e  t h a t  i n  reviewing t h e  development concept 
p lan  of A p r i l ,  1994, aa wel l  a s  t h e  o r i g i n a l  development concept 
p lan ,  it a p p e a r s  t o  me t h a t  the Park Serv ice  is s t r e t c h i n g  t h e i r  
evidence t o  be a b l e  t o  document t h a t  ,any of t h e  bears a t  Brooks 
River  are envi ronnenta l ly  s t r e s s e d  In any way over and akmve 
s i m i l a r  bears a t  o t h e r  s i t e s  throughout t h e  Park w h i c h  are not  
p r e s e n t l y  occasioned by human v i s i t o r s .  There was, in f a c t ,  no 
such evidence  documented, merely a s s e t i o n s  without cor robora t ion .  

I do s u p p o r t  increased cconstruction of v i s i t o r  f a c i l i t i e s  i n  
t h e  Brooks River  Area f o r  t h e  purpose of opening t h e  a r e a  up t o  the 
g e n e r a l  p u b l i c .  X also suppor t  t h e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  of a d d i t i o n a l  
f a c i l i t i e s  throughout  the remainder of t h e  Park f o r  both  v i s i t o r s  
and fishermen. Such f a c i l i t i e s  w i l l  no t  only have the e f f e c t  of 
opening up much of t h e  Park which is p r e s e n t l y  e f f e c t i v e l y  c losed ,  
but  vill  also d i v e r t  a substantial percentage of v i s i t o r s  from the 
Brooks River  Area. It is ny belief t h a t  both humans and w i l d l i f e  
can  l i v e  i n  r e l a t i v e l y  c l o s e  proximity t o  each o t h e r  a s  long a s  
c e r t a i n  p r e c a u t i o n s  a r e  maintained and c a r e  is u t i l i z e d  t o  i n s u r e  
t h a t  a l l  d i s r u p t i o n s  t o  t h e  environment are ainirnized. Both 
Yellowstone and Glac ier  National Parks are good examples of t h i s  
ba lance  and n e i t h e r  of t h e  Parks  have l i m i t e d  v i s i t o r  access  t o  
d a t e .  C e r t a i n l y  the Park service cannot claim f o r  Katmai National 
Park t h a t  such  levels of v i s i t a t i o n  even minimally and c e r t a i n l y  
n o t  significantly impact brown bears  present i n  t h e  park when, 
based upon i ts  own s t a t i s t i c s ,  t h e  Park saw only a t o t a l  of 13,000 
day v i s i t s  by v i s i t o r s  i n  1993 or a t o t a l  of about 130  v i s i t o r s  a 
day f o r  t h e  months of June ,  July and August. 

f o r  the foregoing  teasons ,  I a m  aga in  opposed t o  every s i n g l e .  
concept conta ined  w i t h i n  t h e  d r a f t  developaent p l a n  of Apr i l ,  1994,  
inasmuch as each  and every one of them are f o r  t h e  purpose of 
c u r t a i l i n g  v i s i t o r  a c c e s s  t o  the Park i n  genera l  and Brooks River 
i n  p a r t i c u l a r .  

For purposes  of ahoving my w i f e ' s  concurrence,  I a m  a l s o  
having h e r  s i g n  t h i s  l e t t e r .  

RESPONSES 
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Thank you for your review of this letter, I am 

cc: Larry h'orris, Planning Team Leader 
Nationel Park Service 
Denver Service Station/TWE 
PO BOX 25287 
Denver CO 80225-0287 
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Re: comments on Brooks River 
development plans. 

Dear S i r ,  

You and your staff are doing a great job at Brooks 
Camp but I do have some reservations abaut the huge 
expenses involved In all but Plan I. The access to 
Brooks River is definitely clouded by the exsistent 
Angasan land claims which are in litigation. The 
environmental Impact statement does not address this 
road block and the planners do have a fiduciary 
responsibility to those who will pay the bill. The 
BLH has already given the Angasans the land as you 
know. 

The second plan, which seems to be an expensive favorite 
of some planners, would increase cnvntrclrl and park 
personal use at a huge cost to the taxpayers and 
Alaskan residents who basically would have their 
daily allotment reduced by 33+ percent while park 
peraonal and ledge clients are increased. The road 
maintenance and buildin costs here would be signifi- 
cantly higher and the p?an would only benefit the 
lodge concessionairs until the "no trespassing" 
land claim signs go up. 

This plan 11 would also adversly effect aport fishermen 
by not allowing use of the best and safest fishing side 
of the river. By destroying the existing camp it would 
also tend to show the court that the government has 
decided to forfeit on the native claims. We really need 
to get a "clear title" before tremendous expenses are 
committed on relocation. 

RESPONSES 

42a. See response 5c and 13k. 



I've been sport fishing thin area for e;er 30 years and 
hope my suggestions may be of s o m e  use. Thank you 
for considering thsse and the naeds of the Alaskan 
residents. TOO often we 4ee the desires of commercial 
operators limit access by local residents to our 
National Parks. 

Best regards, 

&'%/RU 

Ken nears 



COMMENTS 

Suprrintandent 
.Itma% Uatianal Park m d  Preserve 
P.O. k X  7 
King R * l m m .  A* 99613 

Dorr Sir : 

Dovelopunt Concrpt P l m  
Br-or Area 

A8 a regular visitor to Vomtarn Alaska ovrr the pant thirty 
yerra. I om p1mrs.d to c-ant on tho April 1994 "De~elopment 
Concept Planw,  ra follws: 

Altemativr el appears to ba the bmst aneror in that it: 

Retain* the Brook8 C u p  freilitiem m d  eximting 
8tructures north of thm rivar. 

(noving the Park Sorvicrs m d  Brwkr Ipdga 
would be m unneceaarry n n t e  of money. 
rsp.et.lly in ri- of our great 
federal-government budget deficit.) 

Latablishr8 dry-us. ltmlts at lrvolr slightly belor July 
1992 levala. 

Providas for the buildlng of m elevated bridge and 
boardwalk. 

Generally, I am agrlnst m y  seduction of fly-fiahing on tho 
8 R e  If bettar mnrgrd, the Brooks Rlvar Area shauld 
be ablm to contfmr. to pewid* r -8- special m=prrianca for 
baar vatchar. and photographer., sports-fimhermen and 
sight~eere. alike. 

RESPONSES 

43. Comments noted. 
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COMMENTS 

Superintendent 
Katmai National Park & Preserve 
Post Office Box 7 
Xing Salmon, Mi 99613 

Dear Planning Team: 

Thank you for sending ma the Brooks River Area Draft Development 
Concept Plan Environmental Impact Statement. I would like to 
take the tine to comment on the EX9 as a part of public record. 

In 1988 my w i f e  and I visited Katmai National Park and it waa 
then that got na interested in the problems of Katmai and the 
planning process. My w i f e  and I attended a speech by Barry 
Gilbert in which he stated the present facilities should be moved 
to the other aide of the river. At that time I was a little 
taken ahack by his comments. The present lodge was such a nice 
place to have a beer and get a good meal. The building itself 
was quite beautiful and I thought worthy of saving. But soon I 
realized vhat he was trying to say, that this is prim bear 
habitat and there couldn't have been a worse place to build a 
lodge right where it standa now. Since that time I have 
graduated in ny thinking and will go one mtep further than M r .  
Gilbert. I now believe we should eliminate the present lodge and 
do not build a new one anywhere, Ttife I sure is not the 
popular position or the political ar economic decision, but it ia 
the x,&& decision. we m a t  not trash this area with more 
development, more conflict with the bears, more roods, or bring 
in shuttle buees and make the place a mini Yosemite. There's 
already too many people vieiting the area, an area that should be 
largely for the bears. Service8 in the area should be miniaal 
for people visiting the area and restrictions on day use should 
be implemented. 

It is totally anathema in thia day that are planning for more 
development in our National Parks when our valaes are changing 
concerning them. We increasingly are viewing parka not a6 
playgrounds for people with large lodges and hotels but as 
harbingers of ecosystem Biodiversity. We are slowly graduating 
from consumptive uses of our parks to nonccrnsumptive uses. 

There are three big problems in Brooks C w  today. The nunber 
one problem f r r  the inability to lfmit day use. It mrst be 
limited. The second problem is the fluating footbridge. It must 
be disnantelled. The third problem ie the fishemen. There 
presence must be severely reduced and total catch-and-release be 
implemented. 

Limiting the area to day use which itself would be limited offers 
the best opportunity to aolve t h e m  three main problems. This 
would also limit fishing since m a t  fishemen want to be pal~pered 
at the lodge after a thrilling close encounter with a bear. The 
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COMMENTS 

SUPERVISOR BILL PIERCE 
KATHAI NATIONAL PARK 6r PRESERVE 
BOX 7 
KING SALMON, ALASKA 
99613 

DEAR SUPERVISOR PIERCE; 

I AM WRITING TO VOICE MY OPINION ABOUT THE PARK SERVICE 
ACTIVITIES AT BROOKS CAMP. I BELIEVE THE AREA NORTH OF BROOKS 
SHOULD BE RETURNED TO A NATURAL STATE AND THAT THE PARK SERVICE 
SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE FACILITIES TO ANY OTHER AREA OF THE PARK. 

I BELIEVE THAT DEVELOPMENT OP TIlE PARK BY THE PARK SERVICE I9 THE 
GREATEST DANGER THE PARK PACES. 

I HAVE LIVED IN THIS AREA ALL MY LLFE AND REMEMBER WHEN IT WAS 
STANDARD OPERATION PROCEDURE FOR THE PARK SERVICE TO PunP ITS 
SEPTIC TANKS INTO TBE LAKE EVERY FALL. I BELIEVE IT WAS ONLY THE 
FACT THAT THE PUBLIC WAS BECOMING AWARE OF THIS PACT THAT 
PROMPTED THE PARK SERVICE TO START HAULING ITS SEWAGE OUT BY 
BARGE. I DO NOT TRUST THE PARK SERVICE TO PRESERVE AND PROTECT 
AND WELCOME ANY REDUCTION OF ITS PRESENCE AS BENEFICIAL TO THE 
PARK. 

THANK YOU FOR ANY CONSIDERATION YOU GIVE TO MY COMMENTS 

ROBERT G HADFIELD 

~ M W  
b l t b l ~ ~  

RESPONSES m B 
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COMMENTS 

June 2 0 ,  1994 

Superintendent 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
P-0. Box 7 
King Salmon, AK 99613 

Dear 5uperintendent: 

This letter contains my comments and recommendations on the Draft 
Development Concept Plan Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Brooks River Area within the Katmai National Park and Preserve. 
Please consider my input. and include this letter in the appro- 
priate administrative record. 

I generally support the proposed alternative 2. 1 believe that 
this alternative would beat balance the need to protect the 
Alaskan brown bears, while providing for limited and compatible 
public uses. I know that balancing these interests is difficult. 
If there i s  any question 7r doubt, I believe that protecting the 
bears should come first. 

In terms of specifics, I aupport and applaud the proposed removal 
of facilities away from the river and the estabLishment of day-use 
limits. I also appreciate the recommendation for temporary 
closures on portions of the Brooks River during times of intense 
bear use. 

My only concern with the proposed alternative is the development 
disturbance on about 105 acres of presently undisturbed habitat. 
I hope that every effort will be made to avoid, reduce or miti- 
gate adverse impacts on habitats. 

As you know, the Brooks River Area is crucial habitat for the 
globally-significant Alaskan brown bear. ha such, this area 
should receive the strongest possible environmental protection, 
including strict limits on public uses. 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

49'-- 2- 
Donna Spotts 

46. Comments noted. 
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' JUN 2 7 ,St i 

B i l l  P i e r c e  < 
S u p e r i n t e n d e n t  
K s t m s i  N a t i o n a l  P a r k  and  P r e s e r v e  '::b 
P.O.Box 7 . . *:jd ,,%+ .*- 
King Salmon .  A l a l k a  

-2. -, 

Dear  Hr. P i e r c s :  
Thi.  i s  c o n c e r n i n g  how t h a  a r e a s  o f  Ketmbi R a t i a n a l  P a r k  would 

b e  u a a d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  which p a r t s  would  ba s e t  a s i d e  f o r  t h e  brown b e e r s  and  
o t h e r  w i l d l i f e  and  t o  which  s r e s a  would b e  weed f o r  v i s i t o r s  f o r  o b s e r v i n g  
t h e  b e a r s  and f o r  s p o r t  f i s h i n g .  

t h e  p r o p o s e d  "Deve lopment  C o n c e p t  P l a n D  o f  t h e  N a t i o n a l  Pa rk  S e r -  
v i c e  u o u l d  h a v a  t h e  n o r t h  s i d e  of t h e  Brooka  R i v e r  would b e  r e s e r v e d  f o r  
b e a r a  a n d  o t h e r  w i l d l i f e ,  w h i l e  t h e  s o u t h  a i d s  o f  t h e  r x v e r  would b e  used  f o r  
p e o p l e  a t  f a c i l i t i e s  s u r r o u n d e d  by * b e a r  f r e e *  z o n e s ,  and  b o t h  b e a r e  a n d  eng-  
l e r ~  would a h a r e  t h e  r i v e r .  F l a a t p l a n e s  would  ~ o n t i n u e  t o  ba u s e d ,  and  v i s i t o r s  
would b e  g i v e n  r h o r t  b r i e f i n g s  a b o u t  b e n r s  a n d  t h e n  would b e  t u r n e d  l o o s e  on  
th. r i v e r  t o  o b s e r v e  and  f i s h  w h e r a v e r  t h e y  p l e a s e d .  

T h e r e  e r e  f l a w s  i n  s u c h  s p l a n .  By d i v i d i n g  t h e  Brooks  R i v e r  b e e r  
h a b i t a t  b e t w e e n  beara a n d  p e o p l e  e n 6  a l l o w i n g  v i s i t o r s  t o  wander  f r e e l y  i n  
i n  s n  a r e s  u s e d  by b e a r a ,  t h e  p l a n  would c o n t i n u a  t o  d i s t u r b  b e a r s  d u r i n g  t h e  
moot c r i t i c a l  t i m e  o f  t h e i r  l i f e  c y c l e s .  It would  p u t  v i s i t o r s  a t  r i s k  o f  i n -  
c reamed  c o n f l i c t  o r  c o n f r o n t a t i o n  b e t u e e n  them e n d  t h e  b e a r s .  and  human a c t i v -  
i t y  on t h e  r i v e r  would d e p r i v e  young b a a r u  o f  t h e  f i s h  i n  t h e  r i v e r  t h a t  t h e y  
nmed f o r  f o o d .  T h e i r  e u r v i v a l  would  ha p u t  s t  r i s k .  

T h e r e  is  a n  a l t e r n a t i v e :  

V i a i t o r s  would be b r o u g h t  i n  on s p e c i a l l y  d e s x g n e d  t o u r  b o a t s .  They 
would no  l o n g e r  ba t u r n e d  l o o s e  i n  bear h e b i t a t .  

O v e r n i g h t  l o d g i n g  and  mD8t N a t i o n a l  P a r k  S e r v i c e  f a c i l i t i e s  would 
be moved t o  t h e  w e s t  and o f  Naknak Lake o r  t h e  g a t e w a y  community o f  King Sal- 
mon, whare  l o c a l  b u r i n e a r  and  A l a s k a  N a t i v e  c o r p a r a t i o n s  would be eager t s  
p r o v i d e  s a r v f c e s  f o r  p a r k  v i s i t o r * .  

A new campground would ba l o c a t e d  away f rom key b e e r  t r a v e l  and  ~ $ 0  
a r e a s .  T h i s  w o u l d  accomadbta  t h o s e  w i s h ~ n g  t o  r e m a i n  n o r e  t h a n  a  day s t  t h e  
B r o o k s  R i v e r  e n d  f e c i l i t a t a  b a c k - c o u n t r y  u r e  b y  b o a t e r s  and  o t h e r  w i l d e r n e s s  
t r e v e l s r s .  

I u r g e  you  t o  g i v e  s e r i o u s  C o n s i d e r a t i o n  t o  t h i s  new a l t e r n a t i v e .  I t  
would b e  s u c h  b e t t e r  f o r  b o t h  v i s i t o r s  and  b e a r s .  

Yours  t r u l y ,  

Jdd* 
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June 21, 1994 

Mr. Bill Pierce, Superintendent 
K a t m a i  National Park and Preserve 
P O  Box 7 
X i n g  Salmon, AK 99613 

Dear Superintendent Pierce: 

This l e t t e r  i e  in support  of an additional alternative t o  
the  Brooks River Development Concept Plan. 

Please include a bear p r io r i ty  al ternative wi th  these 
principal elements: 

- Specially designed tour boats t o  bring In all visi tors .  
Ranger-interpreters would be on board and accompany visitors 
t o  bear viewing areas and other facilities. Float planes 
should be reasrved for administrative and emergency use. 

- Overnjght lodging and most NPS facl l i t iea moved to the  
west end of Naknek Cake or the  gateway community of King 
Salmon, where an  Air Force base 1s closing and t h e  Bristol 
Bay fishery is entering lean economic times. Local 
businesses and Alaska Native corporations a r e  eager to  
provide services for park vlai tars .  

- A new campground located away from key bear t ravel  and use 
corridors. This would accommodate those wishing to remain 
more than one day a t  Brooks River and faellitate back- 
country use by boaters and other wilderness travelers .  

We urge you to lnclude a f i f th  al ternative that gives 
pr ior i ty  consideration t o  the bears and also provides park 
v i s i t o r s  w i t h  a safe and enjoyable appreciation of these 
magnificent creatures. 

Sincerely, 
/ 

RESPONSES 
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Superintendent F.J~w 2 7 1991g) Re: Brooks River Ares 
K a t ~ l l  National Park and heserve -. Ilevsl opment Ccncept Plan 
Post Qffloe Box 7 
King 3 d m ,  AK 1961 7 

Daar Sir: 

I am a res ident  of t h e  Sta te  of Ulaconein and have enjoyed v i s l t i n g  
Alaska frequently. Three oT t h e  l a a t  four years have Included v l e l t s  
t o  t he  Brooks River Area. I have a Master of Science Degree from t h e  
University of Wisconsin ahd am a Registered Professional Er!gineer. 
Wer my l l f e t lme ,  I have been able t o  enjoy many houre of both f r e sh  
and sa l twe te r  f l sh lng  i n  Vlaconsln, Canada. Alaska and t he  Florida 
Keys. 

Mter careful ly  studylng t h e  Development Concept Alternative Plana 
for  the  Brooks River Area, X would l i k e  t o  re lay my strong f e a l l n ~ s  
to you. I ell not burden you u l t h  t h e  pros and cons of t he  four  
a l t e rna t ives  a s  I s e t  them, but would l l k a  t o  express t he  folloulng: 

1. The impact t o  t he  bears use of t h l  a ayea by v l s l t o r s  
should be the  p r l w  concern of dl. 

2. The v l s l t o r  experience should be focused on high qual l ty  
even t h o u ~ h  i t  means fewer numbefe and d i f f i cu l t i n& In 
scheduling acc t a s  t o  t he  area. 

9. Flshine: should be l lml tea  t o  periods when few bears are present 
and all flshlng should be catch and release. 

4. The wropbsal of a f l e e t  of s ix  11-pasnenaer vane in two o f  
t he  altesnativea ie a horror  a t o n .  Plaese do not makg t h l a  
another Denall. 

5. Enlarged rsloaated Viei tor  Centers w l t h  now accomcdations 
wlth more ahu t t l s  buses t o  service them again spoils the 
remote md wild atmoaphera of t h i s  unlque area. Please do not 
destroy It. 

The l r a t  f e w  gears  have brought such a change In  the Brooks Rltrer 
area. P l e ~ s e  baak It  up and s w s r e l y  l i m i t  the day Use of the  area. 
The cabln and  camp~reund use do not appear t o  c a s e  the impact that 
t he  new heavy d ~ y  uaa hsa cauaed. 

Beaaure an t h e  reasons abms t he  best ohoice In  my judgement would b* 
Alternate 3 u l t h  a second cholce of Al ternate  4. If you should se lect  
Alternate 2 or 3, you *ill be destroying a unique spot i n  t he  world 
whlch o f f e re  a wildlife experience 8ccond t o  none Including the  
fascinating Seren~mti National Park In Arrlca. Please do not l e t  t ha t  
happen. 

Welter P. Schmite 
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50a. See comment letter 22. 

Mr. m Fierce, supcrinttndcnt 
K a t m a i N a t i o n a l P a d c a n d ~  
P.O. Box 7 
King Sabnoa, AK 9%13 

RESPONSES 
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52. Comments noted. 

B i l l  P ierce ,  Superintendent 
Katmai &ational Park and Preserve 
P.O. Box 7 
King Salmon, AK 99613 

Dear Superintendent Pierce, 

June 25.  1 9 9 4  

A few years'ago my wife and I spent a delightful week at 
Brooks Lodge in the beginning of July, including a r ide  to 
the Valley of 1 0 0 0 0  Smokes and a walk up Dulapling Mountain. 
Your park is t r u l y  ongbf t h e  gems of w i l d  Alaska. (I might 
add that we are not fiehermen. though we thoroughly enjoyed 
t h e  f r u i t s  of those who were.) 

We came away with one worrisome concern--the relationship 
between p e o p l e  and bears. That impreased us as an unnatural 
set-up, not respecting the bears' relation to the habitat, 
developed aver many c e n t u r i e s .  Their having to  cont inual ly  
be avare of people 's  presence and a c t i v i t i e s  c o u l d  n o t  h e l p  
changing their natura l  behavior m d  psyche. In other words, 
the bear--human interface c r e a t e a  a bad scene. 

E v e r  since our visit I have felt t h a t  a change i n  the 
situation on that region ought to b e f f e c t e d  by moving t h e  
human concentration away from t h e  v i c i n i t y  o f  the inlet of 
Brooks River i n t o  Naknek Lake. I am pleased to learn that 
a serious discussion about plans for t h a t  location is under- 
way Without supporting any particular plan, I cast my vote 
for drastically decreasing the bear-human interaction there. 

Sincerely yours, 

Daniel M. popped \ 

RESPONSES 
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Superintendent 
Kalmal Nathal Park and Presme 
Post  mce Box 7 
King Salmon, Ak 99623 

t am wrtting concerning the Brooks Rlver Area Emlronmental Impact Statement (8s). I h d  
the marvelous opportunity to vklt the Brooks f l k r  area in m m r  of T991 and again in 
1992. 1 witnessed first hand many ofttre problem$ you have highlighled in the EIS. I h8ve 
the lollowlng kpeclc comments: 

1. I tub support the removal ol all facllltlm north of the Brooks Rlver. 'The number of bear- 
human encounters Is too high. 1 belleve that the only uiabk memod af reducing this number 
)s to make the north $Me of the rlver peopbfrea. Durlng my two vlsfls I witnessed several 
bear-Man encounters that were caused by man'$ d o w r  disregard of the parks's tW and 
the beds comlalt zone. After witnessing mess sncwntenr I believe that fen- or addbnal 
rules wlll not solve this problem. Soaner or latar a dsttor's macho OI the deske to1 
that one last picture wlll lead ta a deathly enarmtsr. 

2. 1 bellevs that the beaver pond terrmce to be an Id4 allocation lor the new vlsltor ladlltlas. It 
la m o v e d  from tha concantrated tiear uss amfa yet d088 enough to the south rtvsr Wedl 
m p l e x  to permit foot travel k r  the rnaJortty of vlsftors. 

3.1 m m n d  that the llluk moraine ball discussed in alternative 3 be added to the 
pfekmed plliernafw. 

4. I do not agrse thal the cabin e\ Wee totics overlook should be improved and I do not 
support half day trlps to the m e w .  The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes Is wus end 
should be treasured for Its raw nature. My exparlence b thai a h l  day trlp is wt neceswy. 
It was ralnlng the day of my trip and the group was given three hours to eat lunch and hike to 
the river. Thls permitted those that w- U r n  to hlka to the rlver, while ttKIBe that elected 
not lo hike read books or playad cards. No one who dM not hike complained abaut 
s x c e s ~ h  tlma at Vie overlook. 

5. Thb support the reduction in the number of day use visitors. The Increase In day Use 
visitors, SEVEUTY per cent (3,915 to 6612) b;atwean 1991 %nd 1992, can not c o n m e  
without $ignMcantly fmpactlng the envkonw.  ) personally found this lnaeaso to Change 
the very nature of the Kalrnai e-lence. In Juty of 1991 A was possible to spend exlamled 
parkds cd time watchlng the undisturbsd hteredon of W beam, both at the platform and 
along Ihs riuer. This was possible because ol ths limned number ol vlshors udng h e  tralb 
and the platform. 

I am sad ta say that in 1992 this cqefimca changed dgni(lcantly. During the day the fa118 
p W ~ m  was W y s  crowded and vlewinp lime mu l m M .  h was mt until anw the day Use 
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vbltors departbd that quality vlewlng could bs experienced. It should also be noted that in 
1991 a ranger was usually stationed at me beglnnlng of the falls platform trall and one on the 
platform. They would control to me platform at the trail head to ensure that the 
overcKIwdlng did not occur. Thls control was not present in 1992 and overcrowding offen 
resunfd. 

In addition, during the day the bddge area was always acwded WWI groups of people on 
both sides of the brldse and fishing in the river. Whenever a bear would traverse the area It 
would offen have to alter its movemeni because of the people. Several Umes people would 
be caught between a bear fishing near the bridge and one camlng down the beach Irm the 
lodge a w .  This sItuaUon stressed both the beam and the people Involved. 

I agree that the noise generated by the numerous (oat planes does detract from the solitude. 

Flnally, the overall qualfty of the vkltor experience cen not be over emphasized. It was my 
Impression that most of the day use vWca were only there to add a 'check mark' lo their 
Alaska vacation. They were no1 there long enough to gain an appreaation of unique nature 
of what they were witnessing. 

6. Whlle I generally agree wRh the use llrnits suggested for the preferred anernatlva, I do not 
agree wiYn startlng in the mlddle of the (+) or (-1 15% range. f belleve that a conss~atlve 
approach should be used. Therefore, I would suggest mat use llmlts be kltially implemented 
at 15% below the suggested value and raked. H appropriate. 

7.1 support use limits and seasonal closures b r  reaches of the Brooks River. I also 
recommend that a catch and release onty pollcy be established as thls would ellrninate the 
need for a new fish cleaning stat&. 

8. I strongly support government subdldWflg the conassloner's relocatton expenses. I 
belleve thls will ease potential confiiets and promote a mnsa of cooperation between the park 
wwb and the concessloner. 

In dosing, I would llke to say that I was impressed wkh the quality of the draft EIS. I support 
the ImplementaUan of the preiened mative wtth the comments noted above. This plan dl1 
correct developing emrfronmental problems and ensure that the unlque nature of the Brooks 
River area remains braver undamaged. 

RESPONSES 
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Superintendent 
Katmal N a t l o n a l  Park and Preserve 
P. 0. Box 7 
K i n g  Salmon. AK 99613 

June 28, 1994 

I have read  t h e  D r a f t  Oevelopmental Concept Plan/Environmental  Impact Statement 
p repared  f o r  t h e  Brooks R i v e r  Area. Having v i s i t e d  t h e  Brooks R l v e r  I n  1993. 1 
agree t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a r e a l  need t o  change t h e  c u r r e n t  c o n d i t i o n s .  I support  t h e  

roposed A l t e r n a t i v e  2, w i t h  t h e  r e l o c a t i o n  o f  f a c i l i t l e s  t o  t h e  Beaver Pond 
f e r r a c e .  

I a l s o  s t r o n g l y  suppor t  t h e  es tab l i shment  o f  day  use l i m l t s .  My v l s i t o r  
exper lence  would have g r e a t l y  been improved I f  Fewer peop le  had been al lowed t o  
v i s i t  t h e  area on a day t r i p  bas is .  Us were f o r t u n a t e  enough t o  be spendlng a 
week camplng in  t h e  a rea  and basically avolded t h e  bear v lew lng  areas d u r i n g  the  
p r ime day hours due t o  a l l  t h e  peop le  a t  t h e  p l a t f o r m s .  

I would a l s o  encourage con t lnued t a l k s  between t h e  N a t l o n a l  Park  Serv ice  and t h e  
S t a t e  o f  Alaska t o  promote a change I n  t h e  f i s h i n g  r e g u l a t i o n s  t o  catch-and- 
r e l e a s e - o n l y  f o r  a11 o f  t h e  Brooks R lver .  Catch-and-release f i s h i n g  would 
p revent  t h e  recur rence  o f  Incidents s i n l l a r  t o  t h e  one t h a t  occur red  d u r i n g  our 
v i s l t  which r e s u l t e d  i n  t h e  c l o s u r e  o f  t h e  Oxbow area. I t  would a l s o  a l l o w  t h e  
funds s e t  as ide  f o r  t h e  f l s h  c l e a n i n g  s t a t i o n  t o  be  b e t t e r  u t l l i z e d  f o r  o ther  
e s s e n t i a l  servfces. 

My v i s l t  t o  Brooks R i v e r  t o  v lew t h e  bears and t o  f l s h  such a b e a u t t f u l  r l v e r  was 
a wonderful  exper lence ,  I f  t h e  proposed a l t e r n a t i v e  I s  implemented, I b e l i e v e  
f u t u r e  v l r l t s  w i l l  con t lnue  t o  o f f e r  such an experlence, w h l l e  ensur ing  n in lma l  
fmprc t  t o  t h e  brown bear  popu la t ion .  

RESPONSES P 
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Super intendant 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
POBt Office Box 7 
King Salmon, Alaska 99613 

Re: Brooks River Area 
Developant Concept plan 
Enviroment Impact Gtatment 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

I have visited the Brooks River Area several tinas in tbs la8t 
ten yearm and I have the following comontn to W e  on the draft 
Development Concept Plan. 

1 wholeheartedly support the davelopment of Alternative 2 in the 
proposal i . e . ,  the relocation of the existing facilities to the 
Beaver Pond Terrace location. I believe thie is the best 
alternative for several reasons all of which are detailed in the 
Plan. 

This alternative. is the best bcause it clearly is the superior 
alternative in meting the objectives ai the managemant plan(8). 
In particular the objectives that concern minimizing impact on 
the bears. (Sea Fags 5 references). Winidzing impact on the 
bears ia bast achieved by relocation of the exicrting facilities 
and limiting day Use. Alternative 2 achfevse both of these 
objrctivaa. 

I an particularly gratified that day use is baing limited as I 
have permanally witnasmmd the degradation of the Brooks River 
axbarience bv increaead day uae ovar the part ten years. I do 

55a the day uae limits ba allocated between anglers, photographers, 
etc.? On a first come first serve basie? Reservations? ThmBe 

m v 0  that 
anglers should ba rentricted from cartain sactlane ar c n e m  
during peak periocle as they havs the most impact on beara. 

55a. A permit system would be put in place that would address the variousvisitor activities 
that occur on the river. Because such a permit system is strictly an operational issue 
and would have to be tested and modified over the course of a few seasons to make 
it equitable for all visitors and activities, no permit system is presented in the final 
plan. The plan proposes to establish use limits for July and September in each 
alternative. The decision to establish use limits or not is within the scope of this plan, 
the decision on what permit program to use to institute visitation limits is an 
operational choice. This comment has been referred to park management for 
consideration. 
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Xatmi National Park and Prooorvs 
June 28, 1 9 9 4  
Page Tvo 

I .upport Alternative 2 a0 it allow6 people to hike along the 
proposed trails as well as take the shuttles. I personally 
object to ueing shuttlas in s wiLbwmeas rutting however I do 
underatand that some people would prater to take them. 
Alternative 3 almomt forces people to unr ehuttlas due to the 
distance from Broaks River. 

This is a vildornoor and the ability to hike in peace without the 
intrusion of shuttles and airplanes is a major' factor in anjoying 
the wilderness experience. Alternative 2 beat meets this 
objective. 

I rn alao pleased to nee that the baardwalka and viewing 
platforms have been afgniiically raduosd From earlier proposals. 
The number and s i z e  of platforus that are currently proponed asam 
to have the right balance betwern acconmodating tho ntunber of 
viritora and also limiting tha impact on the wildernees 
experience. 

In clo8ing 1 mtrongly support adoption of alternative 7 for the 
future developmant of Brook. River. Thim is a unique place and 
should be prsservad for futurm generations. Alternative 2 ha. 
the h o t  balance htwaen allowing hum.- to mwperirnce this 
uonderful placa but at the name tine minimizing the impact on the 
bears. 

I thank you for thr opportunity to comsent on this proposal and X 
look forward to enjoying a rooks River for many years to come. It 
truly is a National Treasure. 

Sincerely, 

RESPONSES -0 ZI 
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June 30, 1994 

Superintendent 
Katmai National Park and Presave 
P.O. Box 7 
King Salmon, Alaska 99613 

Re: Brooks River draft EIS 

The follouing are comments on the Draft Devalopment 
Concept Plan/Environmental Impact Statement dated April 1994 for 
the Brooks River Area. 

My wife Karin and I have been going to the Brooks River 
area as overnight guests at Brooks fndge once or twice a summer for 
about the last 5 years. We hops to be able to continue to enjoy 
the area in the future w i t h  our children, without seeing some of 
the radical changes proposed as alternatives in the draft plan. 

We oppose the proposal identified as Alternative 2, which 
would involve removal of the existing Brooks Lodge and the creation 
of a *people-free zone* north of the river. We would favor either 
no action, or minor changes similar to those described in 
Alternative 1. 

As the narrative at p. 3-4 of the draft plan and tabla 1 
illustrate, the dramatic increaeee in use of the Brooks River area 
that have resulted in crowding are attributable to day use, not the 
lodge or campground facilities. It makes no sense to move the 
lodge to address problems that are not b e h g  caused by the lodge. 

To the extent that use limit8 are imposed, the focus 
should be on the commercial use licensee issued to the airlines, 
air taxis and other commercial operators who bring visitors to 
Brooke Camp £or the day. Ba oppose l i m i t s  on day use by private 
individuals using their ovn aircraft. 

To the extent any facilities are moved, it should be the 
National Park service (NPS) facilities, not the lodge. We 
understand that it is the NPS, not the lodge, that is responsible 
for the fuel oil leaks discussed in the draft plan. 

We would support the presentation of a proposal to the 
hlaska Board of Fisheries to modify existing regulations to provide 
for catch-and-release fishing only in the Brooks River. As noted 
in the draft plan, eliminating the one-fish-per-day limit (which in 
practice means one sockeye) would reduce the potential for food 
conditioning of bears, and eliminate the need for a fish cleaning 
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building with the associated wamte dispoaal concerns. There are 
hotter places t o  catch salmon for consumption. However, we 
atrongly oppoee t i m e  and area closures that would interfare with 
trout Sishing. The Brooks River supports a unique rainbow trwt 
f i8htkry. catch-and-release trout fishing has minimal impact in 
terms of bear/human encounters, particularly i n  June and h v s t  
when there are fev bears in the area. Catch-axid-release trout 
fishing hae no impact in term6 of food conditioning or waste 
disposal. 

In general, the draft plan overstates the impact of the 
existing lodge on beare. Also, significant portions of the draft 
plan s e e m  to be basad on the assumption that bears suffer sons kind 
of psychological harm as a result  of merely associating w i t h  
people, which is absurd. As the archaeologic sites north of the 
river demonstrate, people and bears have both used that area for 
cenruries. There is no reason to establish a *people-free zone* 
there or anyvhere else in Xatnaf. 

Thank you for conalderation of these comments. Please 
keep us on the mailing list far further planning do~~.la%nt6. 

yours truly, 

RESPONSES Z 
--I 
2 < 
m 
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A p r i l  14, 1994 
Dear S i r ,  

57a 
Your handsome D r a f t  P lan  f o r  t h e  Brooks River  

Area i s  worthv of o r a i s e .  But is i t  ~ r i n t e d  on 

I r e c y c l e d  pap&? ~ k e  tome d o e s n ' t  say: 

Well .  vour f o u r  ( 4 )  A l t e r n a t i v e s  a m e a r  t o  b e  
~ i r n i l a r ; ~ t < o u g h  I choose Alt-4 a s  be ing- the  l e a s t  
d e s t r u c t i v e .  But t h e  accommodation of e v e r  more 
of t h e  human element w i l l  n o t  e n s u r e  t h e  s a l v a t i o n  
o f  t h e  Area: f o r  h e r e  i n  t h e  Lower-48 it is t h i s  
e lement  and i t s  p r e s s u r e s  t h a t  t h r e a t e n  t h e  Parks, 
and t h e  Park Serv ice  seems h e l p l e s s  t o  s t o p  it. 
Yosemite i s  an  example. With Katmai and t h e  Pre- 
s e r v e  t h e r e  is e v i d e n t l y  no l i m i t  a s  t o  how many 
s u b s i s t a n c e  s e e k e r s  may e n t e r  i n  and take  what t h e y  
"need". alas. 

A l l  good wishes. Conce 

57a. Yes the draft DCPIEIS was printed on recycled paper. See the inside front cover for 
notification of same. 

June 23,  1994 
Dear Mr. B i l l ,  

I s e e  your Pxefered A l t e r n a t i v e  a s  b u t  a  v a r i -  
a t i o n  un t h e  s t a t u s  quo, which is  dreadful  f o r  t h e  
Bears  and t h r e a t e n i n g  t o  v i s i t o r s :  whi le  t h e  
primary purpose o f  t h e  Park remains p r o t e c t i o n  of 
t h e  Bears  and t h e i r  h a b i t e t a .  

57b. See responses 13d and 18a. 

57b 

* s u r e l y  a new campground away from t h e  n e a r s  1s 
c a l l e d  f o r :  v i s i t o r  l o d g i n g s  need t o  be moved t o  
t h e  West end of Lake Naknek; and v i s i t o r s  t o  view- 
Ing  areas should always be accompanied by a Park 
Ranger or a docent.  Theme I appeal  for.  

P l e a s e  cons ider  my appeal.  And I take  t h i s  
o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  wish you and your staff every succesl  
wi th  your re-design of t h e  Park -- and I'm s u r e  t h e  
Bears  jo in  me i n  t h i s .  

+ e r n c d w  
/'%?wu 
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON SUPPLEMENT TO THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMENT 

Approximately 1,000 copies of the Supplement to the Draft Development Concept Plan / 
Environmental Impact Statement were distributed to government agencies, public interest groups, 
and individuals. Written comments were accepted from June 16 to August 15, 1995, a period of 60 
days. In addition two public meetings were held, one on July 18, 1995, in Anchorage and one on 
July 19, 1995, in King Salmon. 

A total of 55 comment letters were received from government agencies, public interest groups, and 
individuals during the comment period. All letters with substantive comments are reprinted in this 
section. NPS responses to all substantive comments are also included in this section. Some 
comments called for clarification of information in the supplemental DCPIEIS; others required text 
modifications. No responses are provided to comments that only expressed opinions and did not 
identify a needed text clarification, correction, or modification. 

For informational purposes a list of the agencies, organizations, and individuals of the comment 
letters reproduced in this document is provided. The page number where each letter can be found 
follows the commentor's name. 

Federal Agency Sierra Club 467 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 403 The Wilderness Society 478 

Birch, Horton, Bittner, and Cherot 483 
State Agency Attorneys for the Heirs of Palakia 
Office of the Governor, State of Alaska 407 Melgenak 485 

Local Agencies 
Lake and Peninsula Borough 409 
Southwest Alaska Municipal Conference 415 

Native Alaskan Groups 
Alaska Peninsula Corporation 41 0 
Bristol Bay Native Corporation 418 
Council of Katmai Descendants 430 
Gateway Family Heritage Group 433 
Paug-Vik Inc., Ltd. 436 

Organizations and Businesses 
Alaska Visitors Association 439 
The Alaska Wildlife Alliance 440 
Jim Jansen DBNBranch River Fish Camp 442 
Bristol Bay Charter Adventures 444 
Katmailand, Inc. 447 
National Parks and Conservation 

Association 461 

Individuals 
Jeff Adams 492 
Arthur W. Barron 493 
Anne Braaten 494 
William P. Bredesen 497 
Peter M. Brown 503 
Beth S. Carlson 505 
Craig M. Doser 506 
Barrie K. Gilbert 509 
Don Kimel 51 1 
David A. McGuire, M.D. 513 
Ed Morrison 521 
Marc Olson 523 
Tamara L. Olson 524 
Janet L. Pfeifer 529 
Donna and Mark Rand 530 
Gary Schultz 532 
D. G. Sobey 534 
Ronald C. Squibb 536 



COMMENTS RESPONSES 

1 a. See responses 1 a-1 e to comments on draft DCPIEIS for the Brooks River area. 

UNFED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECltON AGENCY 
REQWW 10 

1200 Sixth Avenue 
Seattle, Washington Q€1101 y.7, \ 

RERY TO AUe 1 6  896 
ATINOF WD-126 

B~ll Pierce, Superintendent 
Katmai Nat~onal Park and Preserve . . 
Post Office Box 7 +k./ 
King Sahon, Alaska 99813 

Re: Supplement to the OmR Development Concept PlanlEnvlronmentrl 
Impact Statement (EIS), Brooks River Area, Katmai Naitonal Park 
and Pernerve, Alaska 

Dear Mr. Pierce: 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the Supplement to 
the drafl Development Concept PlanlElS for the Brooks River Area, Katmai National 
Park and Preserve. This review was conducted in amdance with Section 309 of 
the Clean Air Ad, as amended (42.U.S.C. 7609 12[al84 Stat. 17091, and ihe 
National Environmental Policy Act. 

The supplement to the draft EIS does not discuss nor address any of our 
concerns prevjously raked on the draft EIS. Therefore, in smrdance with EPA 
poticy, we have rated the supplemental draft €IS EC-2 (Environmental Concerns, 
Insufficient Information). Please refer to our previous comment letter dated June 27, 
1994 (see enclosure) for more details on our continuing concerns. 

An explanation of the EPA rating system for draft ElSs is enclosed for your 
reference. These ratings and a summary of these comments will be puMished in the 
Federal R-. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review and provide comments on this draft 
EIS. If you have any questions about our comments you may contact Larry 
Brockman of my staff at (208) 553-1 750. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Cabreza, Acting Chief 
Environmental Review Section 

Enclosures (2) 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTKIN AGENCY 
REGION 10 

REPLY TO 
ATTNOF: WD-126 

Bill Pierce, Superintendent 
Katmai Netional Park and Preserve 
Post Office Box 7 
King Saknon, Alaska 9961 3 

Dear Mr. Pierce: 

The Envkomental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the draft environmental 
impact statement (EIS) for the Concept Ran proposed for the 8rooks Rlver Area, Katmai 
National Park. Alaska. This review Was conducted in accordance with Section 309 of the 
Clean Air Act, and tha National Environmental Policy Act (NEPAI. 

The purpose of the proposed project is to plan tor the management, use. and 
development of the Brooks River Area. Katmai National Park. The preferred alternative 
incfudes: removal of all National Park Service {NPS) and concessions facilities north of 
Rroah River; desigmtion of the north side of the river as a people-free zone, consmction 
at new visitor facilities on the Beaver Pond Terrace south 01 the river; establishment of day 
use limits far tha Brooks River Area; recommendation of temporary closures on reeches of 
&wks River during times of intense bear use; and, improvement of the area's 
interpretation pr~grem. lased on our review we offer the fdlowing comments. 

Orher than a brief description. and the large scale. somewhat ambiguous maps that 
have been provided, the daf t  EIS does not attempt to identify end delineate wetlands in 
the project area. Given that the preferred alternative will. to some degree, impact 
approximately 105 ereas of undisturbed habitat, the potential for direct wetlands impacts 
should not be overlooked. In particular. i t  appears there is a potential for wetlands impacts 
in the vicinity of the proposed float plana access, boat tiedowns and docking, barge wharf 
and contact station on Naklwk Lake. Construction of the facility access road. and 
widening of the existing Vallay Road may also result in direct wetfands impacts. 

Wetlands areas should be formally delineated using the Army Corps of Engineers 
(ACE1 1987 Wetlands Delifteation Manual; the applicant's jurisdictional determinations 
shwld be verified by the ACE. Further. the EIS should be revised to document efforts to 
avoid wetlands losses and minimize impacts. Compensatory mitigation shodd be outlined 
in the revised EIS for all unavoidable wetlands losses. Finally, a discussion of all potential 
permits (e.g. Section 404 permit from the ACE) that may be required for this project. 
should also be imludsd in the final €IS. 

In a related matter, as part of the preferred aIternatiw, the gravel road which 
currently restricts the natural hydrdogic connection between the Oxbow marsh south of 
the Brooks River and the River itself. wiU be converted to trail me. The final €IS should 
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FOR P l A n  EIIIIROHMENTIL IWACT ~ T ~ T E ~ C N ~ S :  
DEclNITlOW3 AMr) FMLW-UP A C T I O N  ' 

The :PA r e v l t r  bas not  I d m t t f l e d  any m t e n t l b l  env l ronr rn ta l  irnpaclr rcqurrlng 
sublLanZlrt ChaLqCS t o  the Pr0psa1. The r e r l ~ r  m y  have d l s c I o s ~ 4  oppor tun l l ie l  for 
t p p l l c # c l a *  o f  aitfgatim mealurcl thar  cou ld  bc r c c m v ~ l s h e ~  w i t h  ro  more than mtaor  
Change5 to  the vnacaral. 

EC--EnrIronnental <o*cern% 

The E P I  rev lev  has IdentI!led environmental Inpacts tha t  Should 5c rvolded I n  Order 
to  f u l l y  Protect the environment. C o r r t c t l r e  HdSur tS may require changes to the 
~ r e f r r r e 1  a l t c m b t l ~ t  or a ~ ~ l i c a t i o n  of n I t I g a t i o n  measures that can reluce the 
e n v l r a ~ e n t a l  Trnodct. I P L  inten4s ZO r n r k  r i t h  t \e  lead agency lo reduce Ihe le  Imoacts. 

:he rev!?w liar ~ d e l t r f l e d  s i q n ~ f l c a n t  envlronncntal ImMcts tha t  lhou ld  be 
bvolded I n  o ~ d e t  to  provlde ddequat- protectton f o r  the enwironWnt. C a r r e c t ~ r t  
nearv-ec rm?, requ i re  svb$tant ia l  change5 10 t n t  p re fer red a l t e r n r t l v c  o r  c o ~ r l d r r a l i b n  
o f  yore atber pro jec t  r l t e r n a t i v e  ( I n c l u l i n g  the no-actton a l t ~ r n d t l v e  or  a new 
a l t e r n a t l r e ) .  EPR intends t a  work n t t h  the I t14  agency t o  r t l u c c  these Impacts. 

EU--En*lvonmemtal 1  y U n s r t i r f r c r o r y  

The $PA rev Icn  ha% I d e ' ~ t i f l c d  advt-S@ envtronnentrl  i r m r c t l  t h r t  are o f  l u f f l c i e n t  
magn!tudc tha t  they are u n r a t i r f a c r o r y  from the rrandpoIat a t  vub l ic  health o r  welfare 
a- m v < t o n m f l t a l  qub l l ty .  EPA Intends t o  r o r k  r i t h  the I e b j  apcncy to reduce there 
i m p s .  I f  the ~ o t e b t l b l  um5ati%factory i m ~ c t s  are noc corrected a t  the f tna l  El5 
stage. this p r ~ w s a l  r ( l l  be rCCOmnded f o r  r e f e r r a l  t o  the CEQ. 

Ldequacy 07 tne  Impact St4temeni 

€*A be l iever  th. 4raqt CIS bdcqu l te ly  set¶ f o r t h  the  enulronmental Inpacr(s) o f  the 
p r e f t r v r d  alternative and those of  the a l t c r n a t l r t s  reasonably a v a ~ l a b l e  to  tne p r o j e c t  
o r  1Cllon. WD fu r ther  ana lys i r  of data collection i s  ~ e c t s s a * ~ .  bu t  the revlewer may 
su9qesl the a d d l t l o n  of c l a r i f y t n p  language or Infurmattan. 

The d r a f t  E1S does not  c a n t r l n  s u f f r c l m t  i n f o r n d t i o n  fo r  EPA to  f u l l y  assess 
envlronmeotal l a p r c t r  t h a t  s h o l l d  be aro ldrd  i n  order  t o  f u l l y  p ro tec t  the ~nr i ronmef l t .  
o r  t *e  <PA rev ieuer  ha% I d e n t I f l + d  nr* reasonably available a l t s r n r t ! v c r  tha t  are wI th ia  
the toectrum o f  a l t e r m ~ t f v e t  analyzed In the d r a l t  €IS. *htch cvu7d reduce the 
envlronnental l m c t s  o f  the action. Tne I 6 e n t l f l e d  a l d l t l o n 4 l  t n f o r u t i o n ,  data. 
rnrlyses. or d lscur r ion  should be Included ( n  the (In41 EIS. 

Category 1--Inadequate 

EPA does not  5e l leve that the d r a f t  E l l  adequately rrserses patent ia \ ly  s i g n i f i c a n t  
envfmnmental Impacts o f  thc action. o r  t h c  EVA r e v l e e r  U s  i d r n t t f l e d  new, rearanably 
a*a*la51t ~ l t e r n a t l r e s  that  are 0utsidC of the  spsctnn o f  ~ l t e n u t i v e s  analyze3 i n  the 
4 r a f t  CIS. whtch should be analyzed i n  order t o  rrducc the p o t e n t i a l l y  s l q n l f l c # n t  
m v f r m m a t a l  impacts. €91 beltCvC$ ttrt the  idsnttftcd add l t lon* l  I n f o m t l o n .  data. 
anelfie%. or  dlscurstons are of  such a  u g n ( t u d e  Ulrt they should have f u l l  prrbllc 
e t  a i f  I EPA dars not  be l leve tbt t4 draf t  E l f  i s  r d c w a t c  f o r  the 
purw5es a t  the MEPL andlor Section 309 revtew. ~ n d  thus should be f o n u l l y  r rv ised and 
aa-le a v r l l ~ b l e  fo r  ~ 5 1 1 ~  Coment I n  5 u p ~ I m n U l  o r  n v i s e d  d r a f t  EIS. On the b a r i s  
Of the Pbtent fa l  ~ ( g n l f t c a n t  lnuacts lnuolved, t h i s  proposal could be 4 candidate fa r  
r e f e r r a l  t o  the CEO. 

From € P I  %*u11 1640 Po l icy  3-4 Procedures fo r  the R e v l w  o f  feder.1 k t l w s  f m p c t l n $  
the I n v l r o N w n t  

Fc'Jrur-y. 1-7 



COMMENTS 

TONY KNOWLES, GOVERNOR 

OFFICE OF TBE GOVERNOR 

OFFlCE OF MANAGEMENTAND BUWET 
DIVISION OF GOVERNMENTAL COORDINATJON 

August 14, 1995 

Mr. Robert Barbee 
Field Dinctor 
National Park Service 
2525 Gambell Street, Room 104 
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 

RECEIVED 
Olvision of Environmentcl Quality 

BUG 1 1995 

The State of Alaska has reviewed the supplemental draft Development Concept Plan for the 
Brooks River area within the Katmai National Park and Preserve. This letter r e p m l s  the 
consolidated comments of the State's resource agencies. In preparing these comments, state 
agencies also consuItd with thc Bristol Bay Native Corporation (BBNC), which bas been 
instrumental in facilitating vducible dialogue on Brooks River management issues. 

The State commends the National Park Service, particularly Supaintcndent Bill Picrce, for the 
time and effort expended in working with the spectrum of interested parties. As a result, the 
new alternative 5 is a p t  improvement over previous alternatives. Our comments are limited 
to faciliv development plans in the preferred a l t d v e .  State resource agencies have not 
identified significant cmcerns with these fpcilities. Given the new diredon in the preferred 
alternative, we offer the following wrnments. 

First, the Statc is interested in working ~~pcratively with thc NPS on the specific operational 
aspxts of bear viewing at B m k s  River. The Governor is gcuerally supportive of enhancing 
the potential for bear viewing in Alaska as a compotlEat of his Trails and Recreational Access 
for Alaska (TRAAK) initiative. Given the growing popularity of beu viewing at Katmai, the 
State's longstanding role at McNeil River, and interest in fostering bear viewing opportunities 
in other areas of the state under various jurisdictions, it would be valuable to share insights 
and explore common principles. 

RESPONSES 
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2a. The proposed action calls for working with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. 2 
See "Part Two: Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action" - "Alternative 5: 
Proposed Action -Beaver Pond Terrace, Visitor Experience and Use Limits" section. 

In light of the DCP's Ekavcr Pond T'erracc proposals, we agree with the views of participating 
local intcnsts that 0th parts of N h k  Lake and the gateway communities of King Salmon 
and Nakndr have not d v e d  the attention tky dtxrve. New Brooks Camp facilities and an 
increased pattnership with the gateway communitici need not be mutually exclusive. If 
limited W n g  is the key comtnint, thcn pcrbaps the Broolo Camp facilities could be 
strtPmlined or scaled back somewhat to belp fund other facilities which serve the park. 

The State concurs with BBNC that it may be possible to slightly increase day uw with more 
shuctud managcmcnt The popularity of this area necessitates that the NPS look for ways 
to maximize day use without jeopardizing the h s .  On the other hand, the plan should 
in- that visiton to other areas of the park, such as the Valley of 10,000 Smokes, are not 
llnneccssarily constrained by bcar viewing rc~ctions. 

Tbe State also supports BBNC's intmstx concaning cultural resows.  Ttte ourstandig 
oppodties for c u l d  in tcrpdon  arc not diicicatly rrcogruzcd An i n c d  emphasis 
on cultural m u m s  provides the NPS with unique apporhmities to mter into mutually 
beneficial prlnmhips with local organizations. 

2a 

Thenk you for your consideration of these wmmtats. If you have questions, please call me 
269-7477. 

By the same token, the State's mmagnnent authorities cwcerning fisheries must be 
acknowledged in the plan, including the tole of the Board of Fisherjes in setting season and 
bag limits and establishing closures. These arc not discretionary actions of the Nabmal Park 
Service, and the NPS must work with tbe Alaska Department of Fish and Game (DFG) and 
the Board of Fisheries on any h ind  modificatiom to fishiog rules. Historicalty, thm have 

cc: Joan -1, Division of Environmental Quality, NPS 
John Katq Governor's Offict, Washington, D.C. 
Marilyn Heiman, Governor's Office, Juneau 
D i m  Maycr, Director, Division of Governmental Coordination 
J o h  Shivcly, Commissioner, & w e n t  of N a n d  Rwaurces 
Frank Rw, C o d i o n f l ,  Dcparlmcnt of Fish and Game 
Joseph Perkins, Commissioner, Dc-cnt of Transportation and Public Facilities 
Gent Burden, Commissioaer. Jhpulmcnt of Environmental Conservation 
William Hcnsley, Codss ion t r ,  Dept of Commerce and Economic Development 

been relatively few confltcts between ilshmg and bears, although as pubhc nsttahon mncrcascs 
DFG stan& d y  to jointly evaluate the plan's pmpoJed modificauons. 

2b. Gateway communities are included in the proposed action in "Part Two: 
Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action" - "Alternative 5: Proposed Action - 
Beaver Pond Terrace, Proposed Regional Context Concept, Gateway Community 
Cooperation" section). 

2c. The National Park Service is confident that the elements outlined in the DCP/EIS, 
presented under the proposed action, represent the best possible, and most 
economically feasible, ways available for both protecting Brooks River area 
resources and providing for visitor enjoyment of those resources in a way that does 
not have a significant negative impact on the resources. 
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wnrments about fwr broad tbmm contained in Alternative 5 that art of particular 
interest to the residmts of ths Borough. 

As you know, many residenu of the Ldrs and Peninsula Borough have direct cultural and 
W o r i c  ties to the lands euwmparstd by Katmai N d d  Park. Some had ancestors who 
lived d worked in the Brooks River arm OLbas are decenden~ of h t m a i  V i i  and 
thc o k  nllage.9 that wce existad dong W s  S W o f  &. Protecting the rich 
arltural resources that exist in the park is a vay hi& priorjty for our residents. 

M o r e ,  we arc pleased to  see that one of the moert p&mt objeclives in AI&w 
5 is to protect the cultuml resources in the Brooks River Arca b additional damage. 

I Borough residents also belieye hat  the rich adftlra) history of the Brooks Riva area is I 

Ra;ent surveys of tourists visiting Alaska bavc rhown that 1emhg about the cuIhue of cn 
arts is vcry important aad dasirabie to mmy visitors. New md clrpmded cultural 
in tapwve program could become one of Katnd8 greUcllt assets and another of its 
many attradons. Expanding thc park's ahmil program would be a good way to involve 
Iocal Native pcopie in telling the story of Katrmi to the world. It could also provide them 
with mesmngfuI and rewrding employmmt opportunities. 

3~ 

The Bristol Bay Native Corporation has mmded the Park Suvice in a c v d  of its 
 correspond^ that it had an obligation to comply with Tie 13 of ANILCA Titlc 13 
csemtidy says that commercial &vitiea withio Natiod Parks shall h e f i t  local people 
as much a~ passible because they lost economic o p p o m e a  that could haw been 

one of the most important and intmdng nsources the region bar to offer. We believe 
tbat laming about the cultural Wry of Katmai h 8s intatstiag and rewarding to visitors 
as learning about bears aod v o l ~  . M o t e ,  we are pleased to sa that one of the 
stated objdves in Al ta -dve  5 h to inaurst the and number of Park Service 
intapretntivc program targeted toward the c u h d  lnatory oftbe area. We would like to 
set Alternative 5 contain more ddail d spaciScity about how the Parlc Service will 
acwmplish that and how it dl involve locd Nlrtive o p u k t b m  in the process. 

RESPONSES -u D 
n 
--I 
I! 

3b. In the unlikely event that relocation of NPS and concessionerfacilities does not occur 2 
in the near future, the National Park Service would develop additional strategies for 
protecting the cultural resources of the Brooks River area. Strategies would be 
developed in consultation with appropriate Native Alaskan groups, such as the 
Council of Katmai Descendants, as well as with the State Historic Preservation Office 
and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. If any action is found to be 
required, but was not anticipated in this EIS, additional compliance would be done. 

Text has been included in the new proposed action (alternative 5) noting that current 
remediation efforts involving the contaminated soil at Brooks Camp would continue, 
with resource staff monitoring the remediation crew's actions and impacts to ensure 
a minimum of human influence and interference occurs north of the river. 

I 3c. A more detailed description of how cultural history will be addressed will be 
presented in an updated interpretive prospectus. 
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ALUM PENINSULA C o m R A n m  
LUO M o m  St.. Sdie 103 

P.O. Box 104360 
Anrhorage, M a  99510 
Tebphow 0 274-2433 

Tdt~apkr/Fmal~dk W m  274.8694 -vw.- . -". 

Bill Pierce, Superintendent 
Katmai N s t i o ~ l  Park 
P.O. Box 7 
King Salmon. AK 99613 

Dear Mr. Pierce, 

The A h k a  Peninsula Corporation (APC) is the village corporation for five villages in thc 
Bristol Bay Region. The five villages arc South Naknck, Kdrhanok, Ugashik, Port 
Heiclen, and Newhalen. The villagcs arc adjacent lo the Kstmai National Park, the 
Anidchak National Monument and Resem. Becharof Rcfugc. Alagnak Wkld River. md 
the Lake Clark National Wrk. 

APC would like to comment on Alternative 5 of the B m k s  River Area Dwelopmatt 
Plan. 

During the initial phase of theI)cnrcr Work Group's ~ t ~ o n s  on the Brooks 
Rivcr altcnrat~ves. APC objectEd to the altemrtiws btcause they lacked a meanin@ 
focus on the culture of thc area. The altcnutivcs mn a desecration to the 
homeland of tbt descendants of the K-. The Deandrrnts o f  the Katmai expressed 
grave wncern about the srch.tologically sensitive sites tht were king proposed. 

We wae enca- when the Park Service heard the mncems expressed by the 
organizations interested in thc Brooks River and btgan to build a consensus for a 
supplement to the DmA Brooks Rivcr DCP. We b9d hopad that tht plan would addnxa 
the wnctms rhat the Kamai Working Group bad about (be development of the Brooks 
River. 

We would like to take this opportunity to voia ou objection to the new plan. We 
believe that the plan is not economically feasible. We feel that the relocation of thc 
concession to the ~~ Pond would b cost jxohibitive and would in effect efirninaie 
small businesses from pwhcipatmg in any future busiaess op@tunities. 

Ws atso feel that there it not cnovgh culttnal inlaprctatjon of the Native People who 
inbabitcdtht area five thousand ycars ago. Thcrc are no p b s  in the alternative to 
highlight the cultural significance of the sik. 

We feel that tht day use is  one of the bcsi  way^ to develop Katraai. This in turn would 
promote gateway development of tht Park 

4 
L1 

5a. See response 5b to comment on draft DCPIEIS. .< m 

5b. The National Park Service is confident that the elements outlined in the DCP/EIS, 
presented under the proposed action, represent the best possible, and most 
economically feasible, ways available for both protecting Brooks River area 
resources and providing for visitor enjoyment of those resources in a way that does 
not have a significant negative impact on the resources. All appropriate efforts will 
be undertaken to enable small businesses to participate in providing facilities and 
services for the Brooks River area. 

5c. See response 4c to comment on draft DCPIEIS. 
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BRISTOL BAY 
N r n  cOwORP;IION 

We read the new effort by the folks from Denver. There were some 
reasons to feel that our efforts were not wasted. However. it seemed to us 
that they had taken most of our suggested Improvements and merged them 
with the flawed vision that NPS preferred, alternative 2. Now NPS has 2 
alternatives In the derby that they can llve with but many of us are still 
looking for one to endorse. We have taken a preliminary cut at w r  
comments and are furnishing them to you in hope that you will mark them 
up and tell us what you think. Working together, I thought we were on the 
brink of a vision for the DCP that made sense for a bmad range of us. I 
know that I learned a lot from hearing the views that you shared over the 
past months. 

Perhaps my initiat views on this matter are too pessimistic. Your 
comments may help me recognize the silver lining in what looks like a large 
gray doud. 1 think the extent d the development that NPS projects for the 
Brooks River area is unrealistic and unnecessary. I would like to see more 
attention given to Lake Camp and the other gateway locations. We made 
some progress on the day use issue but I think NPS doesn't give enough 
c~edit to the willingness of the guiding and concession cammunlty to 
structure this experience. The upcoming workshops will likely teach us why 
our thinking about these matters Is so far off he  mark. See you there. If 
you have comments on our preliminary views of this rnatler it wodd be 
goad to hear h r n  you by the end of July. Thank you. 
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July 4, 1995 

R O W  Barbee, Regional Dm* 
National Park Scrviu - Alash Region 
2525 Gambcll Srrcet 
Anchorage, AK 99503 

Subject: Katmd Natiomd PPrk/Brodrs River DCP 

Dear Directof Bnrbcc. 

This Letter mponds to the May 95 suppfcment to th Draft Brooks River DCP. We can mt 
suppoTt Altcmati~e 5.  While some hcrematal p r o p s  has been msde, this "oew" alternative 
largely bas the ~ame approach and samt failings as fhc old g ~ f d  plaa (Alt 2). Alternative 5 
continues ta push for too much developmeat at Brook3 ( o v M $ ~ ~  million wortb). Tbe -ye 
proposes very W e  in Kstmai gateway ccmwnjtit9, wbtc impacts and ace much lower 
and more beoefiu go to ha] residents and busibcssu. The plan continues to shm change day 
use, to miss opptht ies  ta cclebra~e h area's mnarhb~c  & h r a l  ern-, and to neitoct-& 
g a b  of Title 13 of ANTLCA. As Table 5 of this aupplcmpt npcats again and again, thc 
impacts of this alternative e "Same as Alternative 2". 

We haw worked hard over the but year (9 dtye1op o bctter plan. We helm bdng togetha 
knowladgcsb~c, diverse voices, including the Native commnnidrty, environmental o w ,  
the concesisioner, local land- and businesses and the Pa& !jcrvicc. While there was not 
total comnsus, the fmnmwk of a much khqmvtd plan - the plan we bnd hoped to see as 
Aluroaiivc 5 - cmmged through tbis procus. The elements of this framework include the 
following: 

Reduced Facilities at B r d m  - A l m t i v e  5 appears ta b v e  boca p p a d  by a 
few miam chips off the block ofdeveiopmtnt proposed in Alt 2. Tbe planning process 

I should have been mversdr startion at a zero bass. facilities should d v  be at 3 

6a. The process used to arrive with the facilities called for in the proposed action 
examined the need for each facility and opportunities for clustering and combining 
facilities that were determined to be necessary. 

6a 

6b 

6b. Under the proposed action, monitoring visitor experience, using limits of acceptable 
change (LAC) procedures may indicate that 15% more or fewer people would be 
allowed in the Brooks River area, on a per day basis, and still meet the standards 
called for under the proposed action. The National Park Service is confident that the 
standards called for by the proposed action provide the best possible visitor 
experience and resource protection that adhere to applicable policies and legal 
mandates. 

Brook if they ruc vital to the B G ~  expcsicnce, can not be located e&t& and cnn be 
built and 0pcmt.d with &Gmd impact. For exampic. impacts could be reduced and maaey 
saved by aor building q a m c  shucmes  for a cmtsct -n ($184,000). ranger stuiou 
(5121.000), orientation center ($126,000) and a lodge d i g  Wity ($1,650,000). rs called 
for in Alttmativc 5. 

Expanded ~ a y  Usdmpmvd VkItor -nt -  rooks Camp is too and 
too popolar a destination for the simplistic day use limits b q m d  by A l W v c  5.  W~rh 
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roore sophisticated, structured visitor mmagcment, at Ltast 100 day use vhiton "at-one-tine" 
can have a high quality experience while resources are well protected. 

Improvements m Gateuay-s'Naknek Lake Arm - Altelnative 5 makes efaences to 
gateway improvements and dispened visitor use, but lacks detail. A stronger P& Savice 
role will be nccdcd in public-private partncrsbips on at lm5t four project% 1) a new or mu& 
improved visitm inkrprctive center within wallring distance of the King Salmon airport. 2) 
improved boat launch facilities at Lake Camp, and 3) c ~ v c  pluming ro make King 
SalmonfNaknckhkc Camp area a beau gateway community, 4) visitor improvements 
around Naknek Lake within the Park. to s u m  cxpaudd day ard overnight use. 

Inerewed Focar on Cultad Ruomcm -Fa ovef a y e a  we've dutihrlly noted tbilt the m 
crtatcd structure a Bmlrp abould be a bardmu, not a "pit bow". While Alternative 5 
starts to defrm a c n l W  nsoumc s-gy. it's still a pit house in this airernntivc (and now 
bumpcd off tbc NPS fondiog list), and the p m  for c d h d  interpretation an still we& 
NPS r e d s  to makc much stronger commitment to spcci6c frcitities. interpretive ptognuas 
(hcludig limit4 tnditional fish barfating practictj), routings, M i g  md other 
actions to bring out ttre ancient and anping Native lifa r Broolo Camp an& throughout the 
Park 

Thar we arc o m  again listiog thtse issues illuuatt5 tbe fundafscad pmblcrn mckrlying this 
alaative. a . . .  rnisbecauaeof 
local howledge, and k a m e  the plau relies so heavily on local political support. local 
"prtncmhipa" and the c011cessianer for implementation funding. The cumnt planning pmccss 
rcpamta those who must suppoNiilement the pIan *ply pwpk and ugaPizatioo~ in 
Aiaska) from those wnwl key piaa policies (largely peopb outside Alaska) 
fail. 

The Park Savice shouId appIy the oft-mentioned "parmaship" canoept not just when lirting 
Qose who were contacted, u who will help pay for the plan. but when the plaa 
Attached uc rpecjfic cwmocnts an pedcolsr sectiom of Altanativc 5. developed over the last 
year with che pardciparim ofthe patiar mmtioaad above. AloJka needs a pcimaq voice in 
either making A I W v e  5 uc d w e w g  new al-ve to address these issues. We believe 
that with mcb c b q c s ,  NPS would have a plan that would m t t  the Park S~MCC's mandate for 
Katmai, suLfy visiton. k supported by a dive* rang d a d  ststcwide i n w t n .  and 
because of chis broad s u m  have on excellent chance of successful impicmntacion. 

Tb& you for this oppoftaniry to commnt on p0liEiu for the Katmpi arm. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Hawkins 
Chief q?abting mca 

6c. More detail is beyond thescopeof this DCPjEIS. However, the National Park Service 
is supportive of working with the local community to address the four areas listed. 

6d. The term "pit house" has been replaced by barabara in the text throughout the 
DCPIEIS. The barabara was not eliminated from the funding list; please refer to 
appendix F, table F-5, under "Partnerships/NGO Costs" in this OCPjEIS. 

The NPS commitment to providing staffing and developing facilities and interpretive 
programs for interpreting cultural resources in the Brooks River area is clear (see 
response 4c). The detailed contents of interpretive exhibits and programs are more 
properly addressed in the 1993 Interpretive Prospectus for the park, not in this plan 
(see response 13j to comment on draft DCPIEIS). 

6e. Preparation of the Brooks River area DCP/EIS has involved substantial public 
involvement conducted by NPS staff both from Katmai National Park and Preserve 
and from the regional office in Anchorage, with people and organizations in Alaska. 
NPS staff in Alaska participated in, reviewed, and oversaw the entire process, and 
make all final decisions regarding the process and the content of the plan. 
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CHANGES TO ALTERNATIVE 5 
BROOKS RIVER DEVELOPMEKT CONCEPT PLAN 

p . g a  i, iii ( S u m }  - lnscrt prior to sentew re King Salmon Visitor Center 

The size ind infrastructure r c q ~ c n t s  of new facilities would k limited, and the 
iat~nsiry of day and overnight visitor w dong Brooks River canfully managed m 
mhjrakc impaas on uahml aod c u l d  ~ ~ ~ O U T C C ~ .  (if mCsS.U'y to save F, SCntmX 

n Brooks River orientation could k droppad) 

page 2 (Gus Principles and Ccmqx Strumtent) - Substantially revise this section to clarify 
guiding piincipla - replace the fist three pangraph, with the following material. 

n e  managcmcnt actions and dcvclopmmr proposed m AIumad~e 5 arc b a d  on a 
ragnition that thc Bcooh River arcr offers a unique wncurrcrvfc of wildlife and cultunl 
nxwcc~ in a spectacular setting, offering visitors an expuicnce rarely found in North 
America or the world. 

Th principles that guide Alt&vc 5 btgin with the god of  p m e d n g  the p r t k u b  
apertmeeS which today make Brooks RIver such a lmique dubation. Kcy clemmts 
of tbe Brooks River expiace  tday iocludt the n a a d  scaing, cbe chance to observe 
brawn bears PC clode range d world- rainbow trout fishins. Also key is tht 
oppcmdty forptop1erocmjoy t h i s ~ ~ s a r i n g l a d a t t h c a m c t h c k  
comfortable and sccialize, to talk arormd the k. To proccct thtsc e v  this 
alternative will provide rustic but comfoaablc overnight accommodanons aid an impmved 
approach ro managing day use. Special &OR) will k made to make the m&t Brookx 
Rivet area hndicapptd accesible. Elnncnts which intrudt on natural processes (c.g., 
ws affecting kar movemcat), that arc &y available dsmtmc (c .g . , salmon fhhbg). 
or that diminish rhe visitor's scnx of dosmess ta the natunl world (e.g., wmce%wy 
luxury) would be carefully controlled or elimiaatad. 

Prmidhg a better opportunity to understand the area's and& himq of human 
habitdoa and its cormcctio~ to the vital con- Native culture of the ngicm is 
another guiding principle. This will be achieved with interpretive faeilitics lad program 
at Bmks  River. at orha Park l d m ,  and in 'gateway' communities. 

Anotbtr guiding principle is mPnsphPg Brooks Rher m anc pat of a larger mghd  
system of visitor acdvitia end fadltks. The goal of this cffon h to provide a high 
quality visitor cxperiencc and procat TCMUIC~S. md a b  ro broach the e d  b e f b  
of Park we a p q b  of Ihe btmai region. This laser goPl rcflcns rhc objectives of T i  
13 of ANILCA. fhtw goah will k accomplished by miming tht i m d r y  of 
dtvelopmrnt ai Bmh, wkdc promoting txpladtd risim facitics rt the Puk'r peripbay 
in the King SahodNPlmLILak Camp gateway uea md diFpersiag visitor usc ova a 
broader area of thc park. A rcLWd god is relytug more on prt~~vsnip wtth otha 
p u b l i c i n d p ~ a t a ~ h t h t r c p l o a t o ~ . o d ~ r W t g r ~ P n d  

Brirtol Bay Nativr Caqmmt~m S p d i c  Cbgcs to Alkmadyt S - I  

6f. The National Park Service believes the description of the proposed action 
adequately addresses concerns about size and infrastructure of new facilities; 
therefore, there is no need to insert this statement into the text (see "Part Two: 
Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action" - "Alternative 5: Proposed Action - 
Beaver Pond Terrace, Proposed Development" section). The description of the 
proposed action also notes that management of day and overnight use of visitors 
along the Brooks River would be more structured than under current conditions (see 
"Part Two: Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action" - "Alternative 5: Proposed 
Action - Beaver Pond Terrace, Visitor Experience and Use Limits" section). 

6g. The suggested changes are essentially included in "Part One: Purpose of and Need 
for the Plan" - "Brooks River Area Significant Resource Statements" section; "Part 
Two: Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action" - "Actions Common to All 
Development Alternatives" and "Alternative 5: Proposed Action, Visitor Experience 
and Use Limits" sections. The National Park Service will fully comply with Title 13 of 
ANILCA. 
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f d d e s .  Prognuns and facilities bisroridy provided by NPS arc likely to be provided 
by orher parties, d r  NPS guirkncc. 

h t l y ,  Alttmtivc 5 rcguins a more arrlully shuctud rldtor cxperkncc, for bath 
dny and overnight rhitors. These nzmgcmcnt practices have proved effective in o t k  
places whm demaad is intense for t limited, m n b l t  rc~ource, including prea, wbac 
bears and people itre consistently side by side in the wild. To both protect BrooLts Riwr'r 
uniquc ccswrw, and provide ~ ~ C S  for the.gnansl umabcr a d  diversity of 
visiton to experience 16e ma, born tbe physical developmmtr and the mmqanmt wtlont 
rcKmunendcd ia Alumative 5 atc nquirrd. To a&he dnired results, development ml 
mnnagement cannot be xpuntcd. 

page 3 (Wsitor Experience and Use Limits) - first hU pmgraph, add mttna &er 1st sentence, 
and revise beginning of following smtence. 

To accomplish ibis goal, the NPS will wmk cooperatively to expand or cstablihb a aew 
visitor centcr, to be located within waltrng distance of the airport. This and other 
improvements would be undertaken m p t i v d y  with thc citizens .... 

page 3 - second fuU paragraph. modify last smmcc, foilow witb new material 

There am a mnnber of cha lhgu  to tbc use of boat access to Bmkr  River, inclcdiag 
occasional poor wmtk md hallow wptecs at thc outla of Naknek Lakc. Rccmt 
cxpcricncc has demonstrated, bowcva, mat watercraft can provide a viable srrpplcnwnt or 
alternative to air mice .  RccognZog the value of boar ~ccess, tbc NPS wi l l  place Priority 
mfooperativt wOfjEwithW~~~l~~~inmCL.akcCPrnpue;t ,  thcBrooksCamp 
d o n e r  and odler affected partics to improve boat and barge l a u d k g  facilitia. 

page 3 - Iast parapph,  modify fint sentence 

V i o r  use limits at the Brooks River area would be established 
as well ru provide for visitor s a k q  and 

reswrce protection. (It's misleading to chuactaize Brooics River as an "uncrowded 
wilderness-like" urn. It's more like a uniqudy valuable, natunlly ocarning c h  mom or act 

: @cry) 

pagc 4 - first pamgraph, add sentence following second to the W sentence 

Thse figum reffect the intcm fci manage all visiton more inttruively in the B m k s  Riva 
area, which allows the n u m b  of day usen to be k m s c d  fmm the 1994 LAC 
projcctiw. New managcrncnt prPEtices will k lude  Limiting time on the pluformr, 
improving ori&on and pre-rtip brictingS. ~IMI requiring aU visitors to make r c s C m h U  
and be in specific parties accompanied by a guide. 

61 page 4 - scconr~ paragraph, revise existing fifth sentence, add additional material I 
Btinel Bmy Native Corporation SptciUc Chmngu m Al-c 5 

6h. The National Park Service will continue to work cooperatively with citizens of King 
Salmon, the Native organizations, Bristol Bay and Lake and Peninsula Boroughs, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and others to broaden the scope of information 
available at the King Salmon Visitor Center. However, it is beyond the scope of this 
DCP/EIS to address the need, specific location, and construction of a new visitor 
center outside the Brooks River area. The Brooks River orientation center and the 
Brooks River lodge will complement and complete building-based facilities, located 
at Brooks River and at other locations, directed at providing information and 
interpretation emphasizing the Brooks River area. See also response 4a to comment 
on supplement to draft DCPIEIS. 

6i. The National Park Service will, as appropriate, work cooperatively with landowners 
and others regarding issues of access to the Brooks River area, including the use 
of boats. The text, as modified, is adequate. 

6 The statement has been revised in this DCP/EIS to better reflect the desired futures 
for the Brooks River area, which include maintaining low-to-moderate interaction 
levels between visitors and ensuring that visits to the area feature small groups, an 
unhurried atmosphere, and occasional opportunities for solitude. 

6k. The statements provided have been added to the text of the proposed action 
(alternative 5);  however, the word "could" has been substituted for the word "will," 
as a decision to implement & of the listed management practices has not been 
made. 

61. The National Park Service believes visitor numbers should be defined as the 
maximum number of people in the Brooks River area per day, rather than at one 
time. If visitation were limited on the basis of the people at one time, the impacts on 
the environment could potentially be much greater than if use limits were set on a 
per day basis. To illustrate this concern, imagine setting a use limit of 10 people at 
one time for an area. This means there could be 10 people in the area at one 
particular point in time, 10 different people in the area at a different point in time, 10 
other people in the area at yet another time, etc. The total number of people in the 
area at the end of a day could be some multiple of 10; therefore, the impacts on this 
number of people would be higher than if the use limit had been set at a maximum 
of 10 people per day. 2 

3 Please note that the supplement to the draft DCP/EIS (p. 4) mistakenly stated that ca 
alternative 5 is based on a defined number of visitors permitted within various $ 
locations along the Brooks River corridor at one time. This statement has been 
corrected in this final DCP/EIS to state that use limits would be defined as the 2 
maximum number of people that can be in the Brooks River area over the course 3 
of a day without creating unacceptable impacts defined by the standards. 8 

'b 
0 

6m. The National Park Service remains convinced that seasonal closures of certain 2 
reaches of the Brooks River must be established to reduce the number of $ 
humanlbear encounters along the river and decrease food conditioning and 
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6u. The separation of these two platforms will be minimized to reduce the area of bear 
habitat disturbed by human presence at the falls. 

page I 5 @ear viewing platfom) modify second paragraph of this section 

rite Mlj platform would be expanded to two platforms, h 50 fa .or morr, with 
one way visitor rrathc.... 

page 16 @aver Pond Terrace) substitute marerial bdow for third paragraph 

Crituia that will be used to guide a d  evaluate development proposals include: the guid'i 
principles (presented earlier), s quality visi~or experience, energy canserving designs ~~ 
minimal or no use of off-sire energy sources such m dietel $4 and artEul ram of m a t d a  
and structures korn the existing Brook Camp facilities. Other building criteria would include 
minimizing rhc overall foatprint, scale aad areal extent ofdmlopm~m, e g  the 
number of buildingdplans for multiple w of buildings; use of mataialP that complement the 
natural 6% and minimizing environmemd impam such a s  those &ed with 
wastewater discharge, water ux, heating and noise. To fLM v h h r  needs md reducc 
impacu, the building program should include a spectrum of lodging types, h m  camping, to 
bunkhou~os t e l ,  to more traditional "private" cabiitents. 

Sire selection criteria would include protection of archtoIogy, protection of bear movemenu 
and activity areas, requirements for vegetation runoval, and the physical charact&a of the 
site far sewer, water. etc. Site pianning eu&uahns would also mnsider the rapow to 
views, light, and wind, and the selection of specific sites to a t e  the but daiionsbips 
bawm dierent activities. Finally, miteria for a rucccssll design mend to demonstration 
that the projm can be financially viable, and to operational detaits such as ~ ~ c e  
requirements, generation of garbage, etc. 

The entire development package will be cvahrated on the premise tbai the NPS is desiring lu 
smd a footprint and impact on the l a d  m possible wbiIe still providing visitors for r 
comfortable stay, a chance to mta  other visnon and above ptl a change to experience the 
unique resources of the area Likewise staff W t i e s  should be d c i d y  comfort&le to 
maintain morale and main good works .  

page 16 (lodge and rdattd facilities) revise pangraph as shown below 

Lodge and Related Fad l i t i ~  - fhe central lodge would provide a simple dining hdity md 
gsthering area for overnight guests and b y  ustn, and ovemigh a c c o m i n ~ o ~ ~  for up to 60 
g u m s .  The s p d c  facilities dweLopad would be thost that but meet the crilnia outlined &ow. 
Ont possibiljty is to offer a combination of d - b e d  bunkhow and tdcnbins  simW to the 
nigh Sierra Carnpr in YoKmite National Park Lodge food scnice would pmvide basic food 
senrice for ovrmighr and day usen in tbe moat cffdive manner pamile. Ody Limited saltl of 
boob, interpretive materials md e W  ~ans would be authorired at the lodge. Interpretive 
&splays and exhibits and gathering places for interpretive pruentauom would be i n c o m  
into the propun for the lodge building. LOW impact t o i l ~ ~ w e r  hilities would be @dcd 
for dl lodge guests and campers 

6v. The text at this place in the document or elsewhere addresses and covers many of 
the points will be addressed in the design phase following the "Record of Decision." 

6w. The text has been changed to provide more details and to call for elements the 
National Park Service believes are more appropriate. 
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page 17 [interpretive facilities) r& t m  in first xntt%e, add new JCntencc as &own Mow 

Cutturd and natural interpretive facilities and exhibits, such as a recowauction of a modd 
h- ... ... Dernowirations of Mdoaal practices and cxplanAtiom of the dtm and 
lifedjle could be included. & I 

- -  
sr wdl as- 

page 17 ( w u m  rnanagemm) h paragraph 

.. ..wIec.ted with the auistance of the council of -. ... (correct nma) 

pbge 18 (phasing schedule and costs). sscond paragraph 

project funding for c o ~ i o n  f~ties.... 

page 23 (gateway cornmunib coopdon) add the nut& below 

The primary cooperative project would be to expand ar reIocate the B o m u ~ ~ f u g e  
cultural and nahYal history intapretive center. This Wry will be located witbin wallin$ 
d i c e  of the &yon at Kina Salmon NPS headquarters will be mainhind in King Salmoa, 
either in tbe visitor caxtcr or in i stparate mumre. NPS would work with the community to 
examine opportunitieu for reuse of existing structures in the including facilities on the 
KLlg Salmon Air Force Base for the visitor cutter, NPS headquarters, or other m. 

Other joint pl&g and eoclpcrative projects inchdc work to restore the natural e.nviromt 
in the gateway area. for example, through revegetation. &on coutd, and othcr actiom a 
mitigate impsds on thc area; cwpedonwirh the c o w  on their p h h g  for 
improvments to the comuniry's visual quality; and mcouragmrent of planning for 
expansion of viaitor activities in the King S a l m o s t N a l o l ~ e  Camp am, e.g., fishing, 
hiking, biding, boatin& bike ridin& cultural activities. 

m.5 will also work to support nesded improvamts at Lake CapcMlp This 'mludes luunproMd 
boat launching facilitk, fmties for day use, arrd may indude other visitor facilitia on 
private land such as lodging. 

If and when othcr communitieq such as lgiugig and Levdock, wish to expand ~IY& g a t m y  
role, work with these villages to plan to achieve this eod. The NPS could coopaate with all 
the partnm to dcvdap an overall Cuteway Community P h  to exploac and ~ o d h e  these 
options. 

As p a  of the Brooks River DCP implementation process, NPS will make mewed & r ~  to 
implement the provisions of Title 13 of AMLCA This hdudes giving priority to use of 
NUim land for needed new Wca, and enmuraging local hire. 

, 

BriJtal Bay Nativc Corporarim spci&c ~~tmariw 9 W 6  

6x. See response 13j to comment on draft DCP/ElS and response 4c to comment on 
supplement to drafl DCP/EIS. 

6y. The text has been changed. 

62. The National Park Service does not believe the suggested change is correct. 

6aa. The National Park Service believes the existing text is adequate. The suggested 
additional text is beyond the scope of this DCPIEIS. See response 3d to comment 
on supplement to draft DCPJEIS. 
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1 Aluka Realon Office 1 

BRISTOL BAY 

R o b  B m k ,  Regional Dirsctor 
National Park Service - Alaska Region 
2525 Gambeil Street 
Anchorage, AK 99503 

Subject: Katmai National hrklBrookr River DCP 

Dear Dinabr Barbee. 
MA 
fib El33 

This lma responds to the May 95 supplemat to the Draft Broolo Rivw DCP. We can not 
support Alternativt 5. Althougb it makes some steps forward, this "new" alternative still has too 
many of the failings of the old preferred plan (Alt 2). Altcma$ive 5 continues to push for a style 
and quantity of development at Brooks beyond what i$ needed or rwlistically can b t  paid for 
(over $21 million wonh). The alternative pmpora too little in Katmai gateway communitk, 
where impacts and costs are much lower and more bRldits go to local residents and businesses. 
The plan continues to short-change day u x ,  to Bliu opportunities to celebrate the area's 
rtmarkable cultural resources, and to neglect the gods of Title 13 of ANILCA. As Table 5 of this 
supplememal EIS repeats again and again, the impacts af this dternativt are the "Same as 
Alternative 2" 

We have worked hard over the last year to devdop a ktter plan. We helped bring togetha 
knowledgeable, diverse voices, including the Native community, environment$ organizations, the 
cornssiona, local landomm and h s i n a m  and the Parit Service While thac was not to& 
consensus, the framework of n much irnproeed plan - the plan we had hop4 to see as Alternative 
5 - emcrgad through this process. The elements of this framework include the following: 

Rcdvccd Facilitia at Brooka - Altemt(in 5 appcarr to have been prepared by making r few 
minor chips off the block of dmlopment proposed in Alt 2. Tk planning process shwld have 
been reversed: starting at a zero base, ficilities should only be proposed at Brooks if they are 
vital to the Brooks txperienu, can not be located elsewhere, and can be built and opentcd 
with minimal impact. For example, impscts could be r c d d  and money saved by not building 
separate dructum for a contact station (Slg4,000), ranger station (Sl21.000), orientation 
ctnta ($126,000) and a lodge dining facility (S1,650,000), as called for in Alternative 5. 

Expanded Day UsclImprpved Visitor Management - Brooks Camp is too valuable a 
destination for the simplistic day use limits imposed by Alternative 5. With more structured, 
sophisticated visitor management, at least 100 day use visiton "at-one-time" can have a higb 
quality experience while resour- are well protected. Key ta thircffart will be develaprmnt 
of several well-plad, dented mlkwaylplatfomu that expand capacity for bear viewing, 
ensure bears and visitors arc separated, and improve the quality of the visitor experience. 

7. The contents of the preceding letter dated July 4, 1995, is identical to one not 5 
reproduced here dated August 14, 1995. 
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Dear Mr. Barbee: 

On bchalffsfthc Coundl of Kabml lksend-ts. I submrt our cammalts regard- 
tng the mppkmmtal devcbpment concept plan for the K a W  N M  Perk. 
8rooka Rhrrt Area. 

AuNattvt dmmdanCBof Katmal our intaest ~ K a t m a i i s n o ~ o n e o f a ~  
but &a of a cultural and 6ptrrtual a@t&xm to our people, our &Mrta 

Wththcblldrea. h s d e a c e n d a n t s o f ~ . a r e m a f n t a i 4 a ~ ~ t u e l  
comwtbn to our anceetrPl land that h a  bocn undes the National Park Savice'a 
~htpfcumorcthaore# l tyycars .  

Whaeupdt~thtmrtd~t91mtdthcN&ParkStrvlm, the Bmob 
C a m p a t e a h & s b c m ~ r c d b y d l c s e l f u e l .  ParkSeMcehasbeenawareof 
the variaua fuel k a k a  a;tncc 1982 cmd no actton has taken place to cornct the 
problem Mordtorhq wtlls will bc In place w i t h  the month. Nonethelcs~l,  this Is 
1996 and the Park Service bar bem maare of the fud contammatlon pro- 

1882, thirteen years s@. 

P E r k S a v l c e a a A ~ ~ f a c i l l t i e s ~ l o c a t t d o n b o p o f o u r a n c t s t a r s '  
resting place. Sdcnufk a€ human occupation d tbe Broolss IUvu area 
a M c s b a c L t o ~ i c 4 y 6 . 0 0 0 y e ~ r r a g ~ .  Amxstmlhumaaremmmk 
~ r m r o v c d ~ & & & ~ r r s t t a g p b a a n d ~ J n t t o b r t t u r n c d a n d  
n s p t c t f u 4 y r c i n t a r e d I n u n a , n ~ d m & h I r s I U v a a r t a  Thau- 
sands of W o r a  each year W t  Brooks Camp and a n  unaware that they are walk- 
~ c m w r a n a s t o r s ' ~ .  

RESPONSES D o 
n 
--I 
I' 
c 
m 
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8a. Alternative 4 (day use area only) is "light-on-the-land," has a very small footprint and 
has been evaluated by the National Park Service. The National Park Service believes 
that alternative 5 (proposed action) is the best reasonable alternative providing the 

I most appropriate balance of resource protection and visitor enjoyment, that meets 
( policy requirements to providefor the widest cross section of the public as is feasible 
I (NPS ~anagement Policies 1988, chap. 8:5), and will incorporate the principles of 

sustainable development (see "Part Two: Alternatives, Including the Proposed 
Action" - "Actions Common to All Development Alternatives, Sustainable 

~crrc~afcwQcdmplcsdthtaroa&sthatourNilth.edcsrrndaHts~ I Development" section). 
w!tnesml and. antn redultl~, remeMed dent. ThB dlsresw3.W treatment of ow 
ancestral lands canaot continue. I 8b. See response 13i to comment on draft DCPiElS and res~onse 4c to comment on 
Tbt Coundl of fcahxuxl hgve bton parudpthg jn t h  supplemental. 
dmc&pmeflt roncept plan procc~ wfth the K a w  Working Omup and the Na- 
aanal PrPk Savice. me Wt wt ia the X P  process bao been noted and Is 
t m c o u r ~ t o a n p a r t i e s ~ d ,  

supplement to the draft DCP/EIS. 

8c. The National Park Service would work with Native corporations pursuant to ANILCA 

Park Service bad patlenUy Ilstacd to the mamy voices during the DCP 
pmc&, it b apparent that Park Scxvlce dJd zwt hear our oollectlve 
about the various altu-nathm. Altunatfve 6 in the swnImcntal DCP docs not 

Co& o f ~ ~ t s  docdnotsuppcuidthtalztdthtfootprlnt 
cummuy occupying Brooka Camp and, thdfocc,  cannot support Altcmatfvc 6 as 
the slGe of the footprint la the m n e .  Zaatead ofwter on Ulc land. Alternative 5 
appears b be Brooks Camp rcbcatcd to anotha locatloxi. TI& i unacceptable to 
theCauadl. O u r ~ i s a P a k W ~ a c a m p ~ a n d m M J n a l W ~ c l u r e  
hr the Park ibdf. The number and tbo ofthc f&ciWca that an proposal for 
the BrooLa Rtvcr raca t9 unewential and completely gaea e n s t  the C o m c I s  
v&ion of mtnfmal l qmc t  on the cuitwaJ envlrODmmtel, natural, and splriM 
rebourrxs of the Park. The a ~ ~ ~ o u m l h x g  c m m m  can and should be ghrcn the 
c lpportua l tyw~the~mhaur lcs fhatsomcvi6j torarequtrr .  Kindly 
~ u a t c  the aise d your footprint 
Wearamoccssinandleeycmf60~tB~mesaagc. 

Tbe culhval and natural ~ W O U T ~  of thc Park are agmflcant and should be pop- 
crb interpreted for the vlaltara. Bcara ha8 been the cmph& and major concern 
oftbc Park Service. Bears art xnqnn3-t antmals, howtva, there la CH) much 
mars to the Park that is not revealed to the *itom, Such as the cultural and 
tm&kmaI r>ractlcea of thc Native m k  18 rrractlcaIhr nonmdstcnt at the Park. 

NaUve pbapbt can and should be pnplqed to relay the rich cultural history to 
tbt~~,~wcllaslde~1~tbchaarralplrm~tbathavtbecn~tllizEdfor 
madktnal p\Pposos ot to suppleanent the A vl6ltbs'~ center h King Salmon 
could bem functionally as an orlentation center am wen rw a gatherlug place to 
hear Nattvt etmita, ace Natm dancas. vlcw Native artilts at work and bc lwcd as 
an a d u ~ n e d  center in the &-mason. 

sections 1306, 1307, and 1308 to encourage development and services provided 
by Native corporations and local residents. 
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Gateway Family Heritage Group 
Anchorage, Alaska 

Honon#m Ted Stevens 
M o d  St:- Sonrte 
Wrhhptm, DC 20510 

July 3, 1995 

Subjsct: Reply to your letter dated June 27, 1995 re Brwkr Rlvmr 

I p r k  w dasctlblng thr need for m qw& boat bunch and rtdlke vMta cultar et Lake Camp. AU 
major development la pfamd for Brooks W r  rt thr mdvontaga of tb ~ d n g  e o n m  and thls In 

D n r  S m t w  Strvenc 
thurk you far yyow personal Inquity hto the Breaks Wrr DCP and your pnaully r b d  

letters to me. I hwe rrrd Akmetlve 5 rdkrtrd Mmy 1995 and I totally di-ras wkh It's mutt 

tum, pubkcol~WsconwmaatadhrdvMt.g~ Maybewhat Ismdsdhmanmbdlecovsnprto 
expaa the injualcs of Altermthra 5. The development planned for Bewar Pond Temce h 

The gmnd total cast 1s $21,175,000. Empkyde haudng and hdhks rbm c a m  to 

I la  

$1,360,000 a prt another my. ..rbout $39000 w a n p k y . ~ .  My biggest cbJecttm to rhb plan I t  
that It gkw a "rbn's 3trurc d budnm to r clwk ~ o n r k r  by W n g  tho cumdondm to 

provide m k s ~  ta 260 pbapk p r  dry dudng pmk wwn. OvmlOht Wlng b m y  up at 6rookr 
w t h  gmtway dcvel0pment wd  BY ~ b d  k way darm TMr will lnhibn dsvakpmrnt by h i  nrtlva 

!and o ~ n d ~ r .  The exfxthg concdonrke b pmbtbly k, tha bsst pohlon to  rscun the up~m1ng 
w m ~ ~ I o n  wnrd awn though they haw I poar .mlmnmntd and KKI.) r&apomWlq r b ~ &  It 

they or norhrt artridr entky win tha mud, mlchre wmmtmltkr cm %orpat .bout my rlgnlfkllnt 
ksclng b l  ecmmlc brnplcts from the hakn  MrPr b v ~ l o p m ~ t  project. My mhrr mmJor 

and Ir'S purpose. After a Whde yeW of dlscudng g a t m y  dwakrpmsnt wlUl h e  NK. tha plan 
MnanUy haves out the by not rpcifykp In the 

anything Dbcut a-u oe rrferenca point for d.volopm.nt d tho 

concern is that drvalopmmnt af this Jze wlll hws a nrgrtlvr e(tnt on thr  bman and hary (ty-out 

trrfftc will procead rr usual, by-pmuing k a l  communttloa. The logtstlcs of bulldinp and 

Mtdnlng  r drvelopmt prd.ct at W o d u  RMer of thC slzm wlll be emly and ocdogkally 

bnpcran The gnrtsd thing wb em do with Kmtmri Is protact the f660~rcm by ritlwtng only 

minlmrf dwelopmsnt at Bmdrs. Further, It k trnpmtbe thrt bolt 1Ccm replace ptme accas to 
b r d  the cycle at *elite v l ~ ~ *  ddru t lnp  the W o k r  Rlwr -. 

1 la. See response 9a to comment on supplement to draft DCPIEIS. 



TELEPHONE 
MANAGER: (907) z4wm 

ACCOUNTING: (907) 246427B 
FAX (907) 2 M t 9  

PAUC -VIK INC. LTD. 
P.O. BOX 61 

NAKNEK, ALASKA BPB33 

AUgUBt 9, 1995 

Mr. Bill Pierce, Superintendent 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
Post Office Box 7 
King Salmon, Alaska 99633 

Subject: Alternative 5 ,  Brooke River DC? 

Dear Mr. Pierce: 

We appreciate the given opportunity to comment on the 
supplemental draft of May 1995 and thank you for the 
National Park S e r v i c e ' s  effort in putting foxward a new and 
improved Alternative 5. 

Prom the beginning, we have endorsed Alternative 4 :  Day-Uae- 
Area-Only. We believe this option is not only realistic in 
terms of protecting the natural and cultural resources, but 
also a plan economically feasible for the Park Service to 
undertake in times of shrinking budget dollars. 

Cnder thie optlon, we see less damage to the land as some 63 
acres of white spruce forested land can be saved as natural 
habitat. While under Alternative 5, there would be a loss 
of 105 acres o f  wildlife habitat to the Beaver Pond Terrace 
development project. 

We xeasoned, as there will be less development within the 
park system, funding for the project would require lese from 
congressional appropriations. 

We do applaud the National Park Service in taking the effort 
of incorporatling the Gateway Community Concept under i t s  
DCP/EIS. 111 this venture, the National Park Service in 
concert with its partners should take the leading role in 
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I 

creating an atmosphere conducive to the economic development 
of its neighboring communities. 

We propoee for the Park Service to build a regional cultural 
center. Part of which, may include a museum, art performing 
center where native dances can be held and native crafts 
displayed for the viewing public. The center could alao 
serve as the primary visitor orientation site. The center 
itself would be an added attraction for the visiting 
tourists. Perhaps, a decommissioned A i r  Force building can 
be obtained to house a regional cultural center. 

Over-night facilities and campgrounds should be considered 
in the Lake Camp area. National Park Service facilities 
could also be located at Lake Camp. 

Primary acceas s i t e  and facilities. Under t h i s  heading, we 
propose for the Park Service to improve or construct a n e w  
barge and boat dock & tie down in the Lake Camp area for use 
by the Park Service and others in ferrying supplies or 
vieitora into t h e  park system. A similar facility on the 
Naknek Lake landing site should also be provided. 

Dispereed Uee/Diversified Accese. Opening the entire park 
under a managed time schedule is also suggested. Boat 
sight-seeing tours to other scenic areas of the park, i.e 
Bay of Isles, should be permitted in addition to bear 
viewing activitiea at the park. Whether by boat, bus or 
plane, emphasis must be placed on providing the visitors 
w i t h  a high quality, safe experience. 

Bear Viewing Platforma/boardwalke. V i a i t o r  expects a 
memorable personal experience worthy of t h e i r  investment 
when coming into our area. Therefore, improved viewing 
platform, boardwalks, and supporting roads and trails for 
access to quality wildlife viewing, photography and fishing 
should be provided. These facilities should be handicapped 
accessible. 

A s  we are mindful of the environment of Katmai National Park 
and the role of the Park Service, we ask for a cohesive 
development concept plan that can utilize the resources of 
k o t h  the Park Service and cornunities of the region. 

12a. Construction of a regional cultural center is outside the scope of this DCP/EIS. 
However, as noted in thesection on gateway communities, the National Parkservice 
would participate in any cooperative planning or other projects that promoted King 
Salmon as a gateway community to the park, adjacent refuges, Aniakchak National 
Monument, and other recreational opportunities in the Naknek drainage and 
broader region. 

12b. See responses 5d, 6i, and I I a to comments on supplement to draft DCP/EIS, and 
"Part Two: Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action" - "Alternative 5: Proposed 
Action, Proposed Development, Construct Primary Access Site and Facilities" 
section. 

12c. Currently, a managed time schedule is not necessary for any areas of the park other 
than Brooks River. As noted in the section on dispersed use/diversified access, 
greater use of waterborne access into central areas of the park could be anticipated. 

12d. Under the proposed action, improved viewing platforms, short boardwalk sections 
along the falls trail, and supporting roads and trails would provide a memorable 
personal visitor experience worthy of the visitor's investment. The National Park 
Service would ensure all facilities are appropriately accessible to disabled persons 
as required by law. 



On behalf of the board membere, I thank you again for 
listening to our comments. 

- 
General Manager 

cc: Secretary Bruce Babbitt 
Asst.  Sec. George T. Frampton 
Senator Ted Stevens 
Senator Frank ~urkowski 
Representative Don Young 
Governor Tony Knowlee 
Regional Director, Bob Barbee 
Board Members 
Katmai  Working Group 
File 
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ALASKA V l r i ro~s  ASSOCIATION 
3201 C Street, Suite 403 Anchorage, Ahaka 99503 

a el: 1967) 561 -SYU . FW: cwn scr -sn7 

rZanmrlrsion via Far 
GG 

hn*nlL ~ ~ f l  A u ~ u ~ t  14, 1995 
lUW ?dwt 

w a n  im 
l r r r ~  BlIl Pierce, Suptrintdant 

w-wyd K.trnri Natlmal Park & Prtrerve 
#&brplk.ckt P.O. Box 7 
--72 King Llmon. AK 99613 

W C a n n m o l  Irlaumu 
juku Urn Dltllr Mr. Piuet: 

Y4 Bul 
I.h A b h I  

frr.wrr 011 bellrlf of tlls membcrn o f  t L  Alsrkr Vl~ltwr Aswciotlon, m offer tI~e follwinp s,";z commcntr rcpdln) tho Draft Dsvclopmmt hmxpt  Plan and the Supplcmtnt to thr Drkft 
w- m. lkvcbpmcnt Plafivlronmenlrl Impuc Stntemcnt for Brook8 Rlvrr Arcm, Krtmri Nnlonal - -& I'wk k Prcrcrve. 

bwl. M.& 
ulra er AVA is r n~ttwide, non-profit tmdm rrro~lt l lon qremnting the touriun induhy In A L 8 b  

For 43 yun. our mission remain# to promac tmvol to, and widiin, Urn rlrrcl of A l h .  Our 
~ h n l ~  nmriy 7011 ~ b s t  bu11ws~ employ mcrro tt\m 20,000 A l r d r ~ t ,  ad sncpmpuu h e  M 
=$= spsctrum of the twrlrm trade. 

Cy w* - wm - Thank you fw h o  opportunlly to prwidc our commcnlt md mommcndationn. 
Amr Ohm 

mu Wk. 
,!ah .*dm 

The tourism industry In A l u k r  rspcstcnta r c-8 md rbificm~ mrmal contribution to iho 
M.u * state's emnomy. Twrh Is the farta~gnwing indultry In Alukr. With ovw 27,066 twrlun 

jobs held by A~ulunr ,  tourlm ir Ahrkab8 d - l u g e s t  mploycr. Ttrh 31.6 billion 
b n k r  ~ndumy rim ranb third in of m m n i c  imprd. 

V m C R b r l  -?z We have reviCHad 4h0 plan md EN, rnd haw dlwd thun with AVA m s m h  wwlrtsd 

13a. A combination of study results and best professional judgment were used to arrive 
at the day use limits in the different alternatives, including the proposed action. The 
National Park Service believes these are adequate bases for the day use limits 
numbers called for in these alternatives. The text has been clarified to indicate that 
day use limits are on a "per day" basis, not on a "at one time" basis. 

13a TOWI wma for ~ V C M   be^-hurnm inmctlca bmupht rbwt by vislringtmu vinvtn. In &hian, the O"'??s Supplemant Ir uncl-r In hi pqored dry uw matimvms - i.6. "por dryn or "at me tlme." J 
*a 

h l m l p l  Wo arc r l w  incljnsd to oppw my relocatIan Of the cwrcnt ficifitiefi which are l a d  nath 
iPkRVzF& of tho river, however, we do not fset a~fficiantly knowlcdgcrhla (a mdrr I Wnrl)udgmm( at 

I , , ~ M  this time. We would like moro rlmc for f~nliordudy md auhsquent mcponro. Plmu d v i ~  
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I 14a. See responses 3c and 5b to comments on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. 

14b. See response 22e to comment on draft DCPjEIS, which addresses noise and wildlife 
harassment from aircraft. 

Wildlife Alliance 

RE: Bradu Rivet h Drmft +bapmLot CoPccpt Plra ah EIS 1 '  

Doar Mr. P k c q  

COMMEMS ON THE NEW PROPOSED ACIlON 

W o m r e p l o l s e d t o ~ t b s N P S r c l d t o ~ p u b l K ~ ~ ~ ~ t b O & D C P l E J S d ~ r m  
dtmdw. ~ ~ , t b c Q t T Q m c b ~ t b t ~ A ] ~ # S m d t b e E a m a p m p o e c d ~ m  
cosmetic, l m a a d o f s c r i n g r c p p o l s i b t y ~ p m ( e d b ~ r t ~ C r m p . t h c N P S ~ E  ' dto 
&vdop. 
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Tbmk you again foc lhio oppmbmjty m pPrscnt our vinxr. Wc tnrst thi thse commmts, a h g  with our 
~ o n t b c p i ~ D C P , w i l l ~ ~ b c r d Q d t i d t h c ~ r a o F d r , b u t d k ~ B f u l l y n a c o r p a r t o d  
as Weu. 

Brooks Camp C-nte - Page 2 

14c. See response 21 b to comment on draft DCPIEIS. Also, see "Part One: Purpose and 
Need for the Plan" -"8rooks River Area Purpose Statements" and "Desired Futures 
for the Brooks River Area" sections. 

1 4 ~  

14d 

14d. See "Part Two: Alternatives, lncluding the Proposed Action" - "Alternative 4: Day 
Use Area Only." This alternative is essentially a "gateway community" concept 
alternative. Also, see response 5b to comment on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. 

h a t r - , t b s g D a o f ~ ~ ~ r r d B a j d b e ~ a f ~ ~ . ~ ~ t b t l a a ~ b a l t h d b  
p + L ~ ~ o f t b d ~ a w r l d a a c r r c & r ~ * m d ~ ~ b 1 I 1 K N P P r r a a r m , m t  
w~m&Crnrp ~ h i t ~ m ~ y b e m m r a r k t e o f t b t ~ ~ ~ t o p w u l e t a ~ u t m d l p o r t a p ~ ~ t h n c ~  
n o ~ w w o d a r y o m c a n , m d r h o u l d b p r o v r d # l ~ . f t p t b a s c ~ ~ a r c m ~ d ~  Of 
hst auxin is pnvltcanccsnr)nau~plit~ h v c d  h publ~c plrk I-, thwgh we that dus 
wilIbcrcrmpcoenlof~ywenllprrkpLan. 

W c w a r l d ~ t o ~ c c h h e N P S ~ W d s ~ ~ ~ t y ^ ~ t m t t r p l a m r a g ~  
apwlopmg~urg~msgdcwiy~tywauldbcgobdfakldoconomyudthcwl~hrb~tdt 
mtbcpuE W t t b c m ~ t o t b t S & ~ t p a y s h p ~ t 6 1 h c 1 p ~ ~ m l y ~ t b o  
g r a p o s e d l E t r l r n ~ ~ e o t p ~ ~ c l a .  

14e. See "Part Two: Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action" - "Alternative 4: Day 
Use Area Only" section. This is a much less expensive alternative. 

A ~ ~ ~ t h a t h t p r o p o s e d ~ d l c o s l o v o r S 2 0 ~  hrhir~&ofbudgdartrmdrbrhdollp 
,4, r ' ~ * b m w m ~ W ~ d l ~ a d ~ f m & ~ ~ 4 e ~  TkWS- 

~ a ~ ~ a l ~ t f v t W W C U l d ~ ~ Q C t b ~ d o f f ~ ~ ~ i b e d ~ r d ~  
m m w b m o f r  dnmahcaltyacakddown~fwhtyrntbesattbxdt 

1 4f. See response 13a to comment on supplement to draft DCPiEIS. 

14g. The National Park Service is confident that the elements outlined in the DCP/EIS, 
presented under the proposed action, represent the best sustainable, and most 
economically feasible, ways available for both protecting Brooks River area 
resources and for providing visitor enjoyment of those resources in a way that does 
not have a significant negative impact on the resources. 



JIM JANSEN DBN BRANCH m R  
1 5149LAKERJDCE~ rj; 
EAGLE RlVER, ALASKA 99577 J 

SUPERBITENDENT 
KATMAI NATIONAL PARK AND RESERVE 
POBOX7 
KING SALMON, ALASKA 99613 

REDRAFT DEVELOPlHENT PUN-BROOKS CAMP 

GENTLEMEN: 

MY FAMILY AND 1 RAW OPERATED A PRIVATE CAMP 
ON TEE AUGNAK RIVER SINCE 1W9. WE IUYe PLOWN OUR GUESTS 
TO BROOKS CAMP TO FISH AND MEW BEARS HIR OVER 15 YEARS. 
W E  CURRENTLY HOLD A COMMERCIAL PERMlT, EVEN TBOUGR 
OUR CAMP fS NOT FOR HIRE AND IS SPFAXFICALLY FOR OUR GUESTS 
AND FRENDS. WE TAJCE APPROXIMATELY 60 GUESTS ANNUALLY r0 
BROOKS CAMP MOSTLY TO MEW BEARS FOR USUAUY LESS THAN I 
HOUR 

OUR FAMILY AND OUR GUESTS G-TLY ENJOY VLEWING BEARS 
AM, FISHING TBE BROOKS RIVER, AND PREFER TO HAVE 
NO F23RTflER RESTRIClTONS ON OUR A C f T M n .  

1 HAYE RWD TElE SUPPLEMENT M TEE D m  CONCEPT PLAN 
EIS. I OPPOSE TBE PLAN AND OFFER 'RIE FOLU)WMG COMMENTS, 

1. THE PLAN FURTHER RESTRICTS USE OF TBE BROOKS CAMP 
AREA. 

3. TaE PLAN C W  FOR MORE CONSTRUCIlO2Y AND AN 
INCREASE M THE FA- STAFF AND IMPACT ON TEE AREA. 

3, TRE INCREASE STAFFING AND FACXUTES WlLL CAUSE 
MORE IMPACT THAN TEE CURBENT SITIIATION. 

4. T B E C 0 5 T O P ~ a r P R O ~ N T S B E X C E S S r v E , A T A T I M E  
WHEN WE MUST REDUCE, NOT, INCREASE COSTS IN THIS COUNTRY. 

%WE SHOULD REDUCE OVERNIGHT FACIUTES, NOT INCREASE 
TEE LlMNG ACCOMMODATIONS. SEYEEUL HOURS IS ENOUGH TIME M 
VIEW TEE BEARS. GUESTS SHOULD EAT AM) LODGE IN KING SALMON 
OR AT ANY OF TEE MANY LODGES M TBe REGION. ( NOT M TBE 
CONGESTFB AREA OF BROOKS CAMP.) 

6. PRIVATE GUIDES SHOULD BE REGISTERED TO GUIDE TBEIR 
OWN CUESIS, AND NOT BE REQUIRED TO HAVE A PARK SERWCE 
GUIDE TBE EXPEIUENCE rS CBEAlrENED m SMOKY TEE BEAR 
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TYPES ~ ~ ~ M G  OUR GUEST6 GUESS WLTlI APPROVED PRIVATE 
GUWES SHOULD NOT BE REQUJRtb TO M BEAR SCEOOL 

7.WE SHOULD BE REkl.OVlNG OVERNIGHT FACILITIES, NOT 
BUanMG NEW ONES. 

a m  SEOU~LD E L ~ A T E  mm OYE;RMK;BT CAMPCROUIYDS, 
NOT BUILD NEW ONlB. 

P.VEHICLES, SIWTILE SERVT- EX. S H O W  BE EWMMATED 
FROM TBE SITK NO NEW ROADS SHOULD BE BUaT. 

to. NEW STAFF FACIUTWS SHOULa NOT BE BUILT. THIS ONLY 
MCREMES TEE FWWN EMPACT ON AREA. WITH NO 0VERNK;ET 
ACCOMMODATIONS, A VERY SMALL PARK SLRWcE STAFF IS 
ADAQUATE. 

11.TEE lDEA OF BULLDING A BREAKWA'#ER IS FOOLiSE TlZE 
PROBLEM fS NOT PAIUlNG BOATS AND AIRCRAFT, lTS TEIE ROUGH 
WATER FOR TAKE OW AND UNDMG. 

tZ.WRY ELIMINATE WLE PROM THE NORTH SIDE ? THlS 
SHOULD REMADV AS IT IS. AIVD NO PURTIiER FACELJTES SROULD BE 

I3JUMOVAC OF TBE OIL C0NTAMlNATF.D SOIL SHOULD BE 
1 5a DONE BY PRIVATE CONTRACTORS, BETWEEN NOV. 1 AND MAY IS, TEL9 

ISENTIRELY WORKAB1LE,AMI ~ A 1 2 S T B E E X r n E  TO 
REWCATE FACILFIIES. 

l4.I A-A~, RCLdUSE PROGRAM. 
hRlE PLENTY OF UKATK)NS TO CATCH PISZI 'IW KEEP WITHOUT DOENC 
SO AT BROOKS CAM?. 

15.1 TOTALLY DISAGREE WITH THE NO FISEING IN JULY, §Em. 
AND OCT. TBE BROOKS RNER IS A VERY SPECUL FLY FISmC RNER 
THAT SHOULD BE A V W L E  TO FI9EURMEN. YOU MIGHT CONSIDER 
MAKMG FT PLY FKSEUKC ONLY, AR'D WITB A REGISTERED AND 
APiROvED GUrnE. 

IEXPERIENCEDTSECEUNDCANYOIVPARKLASTWINTER. 
ALTBOUGB A BREATH TAKING O ~ ~ ,  1 AM FEARFUL THAT 
T H A T ~ 0 F 0 Y E R M M A C ; E M E N T ~ K I U T B E B R O O K S C A M . P  
ALASKA EXPE:RbJNCE 

M CONCLUSION, M) NOT B U a D  MORE PACSITKES, DO NOT 
ADD MORE STAFF TO BROOKS CAMP, DO NOT SPEND MORE MONEY, 
AND DO NOT RUIN TEE BROOKS CAMP EXPERIENCE BY 
OVERMANAGING lT. 

15a. A remediation plan has been prepared by the National Park Service, Alaska System 
Support Office, and is being implemented. This remediation planning process and 
the implementation of that plan is completely separate from the DCPIEIS process 
for the Brooks River area except that systems for fuel called for in the alternatives 
will avoid the problem that caused the fuel leak that occurred in the spring of 1991. 
See "Part Three: Affected Environment" - "Remediation Efforts" section. 
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"GATEWAY TO KATMAI NATIONAL PARK" 

M e r l  Barbee, Rtgional Direcur 
IWionaI Park Srnice 
Alarka Regionul m c e .  Room 107 
2525 GambelI Strea 
Anchorage, AK 99503-2892 

P.0 BQXL281 
SOLWTNA, ALASKA 99669 

WINTER PHIFAX (4071 262-7750 

Re- Kamai IW~OMI Par& and the && River D. C. P. 

16b I refr o j  KabMi ii.athtd PC& &U on6 increase in & years to corite; and although 
wr all wOuCd to ktLp the "mtic wWIIdrmar feelc intacr, i t  is intvl'~ab1~ Zhal ?his 

Tkmk you for your response to my kner regarding thc possibtc restrimcflon of 
commcmrUal use licmscs. Much progress har been mode concerning Xmmoi 
National  pa^ since Ilasr m e  w you in Feb~ory .  Howwcr, agcuir as a local 
&W w d  King Salmon arm &1 busim~ owner, I annot agree wirh I& 
N d ~ n t l l  Pw'k Service's htrst dtenrarivejof Wring visitOi!Oi!bn in K d m i  N a t i d  
Park. ??trough nty inwlwmm with the "KabMi Working Group", if seems that the 
f o m  ofrhe W o n o l  Pcark &mMce hm been tunred sppajsral)y on rhe lwmber of 
pcoplc t h  uurjlt on one d l  vn'&g pkqfunn al i h d s  Fdls.  I ntk zhal more 
consi&natian be plrrcrd on the euirc B r w b  Rivrr 'core area" a d  [he rest of the 

orienzati~; curtff. and a hi&diningfacifty: I cannot see whew the& bdn '~I f y  
"luxury' a e c o ~ m  m be lighi on fhc land &pmtoM& a tumncsnc fel. A 
mom mc ~1~&m~.tfeeling WUKV cow Ccnmc ~ w i r h  # main SlmturC b#i& 20 
h m e  the lodge/diningfacilities ond ranger station. nK "cmmct ssaiion cind 
orievtation center' cwld be combined as OM sfation and located in King Solmott. 
the gatawy C D ~ R U U U ' ? ~ ,  for pU visiton so 'check in" at before me l ing  into the 
Park. 1 @el this would be m ecom'uzt and logical beawe !he visirors would 
be adufated bcJoe even entering the Parft, rurd Brooks Park OgiciaLr wotlld be 
in/onned of rhe number of Viri~ors crprcrcd to am'w. Also, the 'cmacr rud 
orieafution center" bcjhdtd joinre by k x d ,  priwte enrites and the 
M o n o l  Park Service, reducing more ~ m r e s .  Tile &cOting process 

16a 

RESPONSES 

mf acrtage ofhe Pot&. Mmosr impomiy .  before m k h g  any spec~fic decisions 
on ihiting the number of people that the 'cow wen" tun reasonub& 
nccommodate; a true and sduuific s u m  ond should be pegonred. A 
non-scieraFc st@ from fire.? roJw years ago should nor bc relied upon for 
such major &cisionr us limiting rhe number of visitors u, onc specific area in  he 
Pork. 

2 
P 

16a. See response 13a to comment on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. c 
m 

16b. No, it is not inevitable if use limits are put in place. 

16c. The text has been revised specifying more combining of functions in single buildings 
and using duplexes, triplexes, and quadriplexes for staff and visitor housing. More 
detail on procedures for providing information and managing people is beyond the 
scope of this DCP/EIS. 
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"GATEWAY TO KATMAI NATIONAL PARK" P.O. BOX 4281 
~ ~ L D Q T N A ,  ALASKA 99669 

WINTER PHiFAX (907) 262-2750 
SUMMER PHIFAX (907) 246-3750 

should begin wiIh the m*rcial o p e ~ r s  whrn a potulrial visiror mlkJor 
infomrmanon. AU commercial operators c o d  be re4rJrcd w have all their 
parscngen "checktd in' at the King G m q  Cenler wore  tnrvcling into 
thr Park. Also, Park oflcinls could ask mmmemmal opermors to r e p ?  regular@ 
to Brooks oflcials as to the nwnber of p p l e  who haw made rcscmtions to 
tmwl inm the Park und whai the visitors muin itllercsts arc. Once w m m e W  
opemcon bring visit~rs into t& Pant. 1 fa1 lhcy should be required to remain wikh 
the day w e n  rlrrough aw rlre doy; ensuring tha! flrry follow the basic "nrlc~" once 
at the core area. Currently, mmty visifors ore droppad oflat the core urea Md Jtfl 
in the Park Stqf's hnndr ro & m e  and m g e  the e h  day. I)re savings in 
buiIding less apensiw ~ ~ C S .  could Ire uscd for more staflto help nmnnge 
the incmsednumber,of visitors to thf Park. l?h@i, I haw had rhe majoriry of my 
guess ask why rhtre tsn 't a Park vicinng fee such as there is at most other natiod 
prkrarmmdfheMtion. A m i M f c c o f m D . O O p r p r s o n c o u l d h e l p f u n d  
an mnuaLfliCr rItaz Katmai National Park oflcials couki prin! ro help educate park 
visitors be* they arrive. 

Also, the rich c&ml histov in tlre "core a m  * of ,!he hrmh River is not currently 
cwn nunfioncd whm visifors cluck into the visitor's ccnfer. Visitom wl. righr by 
historical h&m w h m  lhqr walk to she Bmkr Falls viewing plurfonn, and rhcy 
do not even h o w  whlll I& are looking a! Almost all of the cultural ond natuml 
history in rhe Park rewlw nround thr mcmcllio~ of salmon that make their way up 
the srremns to s p o w  and people arc not t ve~  informed of this wondetfirl 
phenomenon. I feel a Nan'onal Park should be a p h  of learning und not a place 
Hlhcfc one natural subject, such as fhc B m  Bcor is singkd out. I understand 
that the Bean arc h e  "main mctim', but people on nor lanunung anyrhing more 
h u f  the Park &ling their stay and fhen$om, !he mmuge they bring homr to 
firture visitors is only of h r s !  And so, the m ~ m ~ n g  cyde of singling out on 
p r k  resource r w M W m .  

Mer norking with thc Kahai Working Gmvp I feel thut the majoriZy o f ~ r c i a l  
opcrruors doing business h i d e  Khnnai M O M I  Park bmaluies ore wiI11ng to 
mrk with the National Park S h e  to klp prrsem this W r f u r  n a l d  and 
culnrml resource. We haw &en mi~g to smd a message to the lkktiotional Park 
SetnMtc but I feel that onlv bits o f  in foW'on  an brina us& in the plannin~ 
process and Our main pol'irts a i &  M g  addrcsscd 6 fhe latest aliernMmM@ for 
the k l o p m n l  Conccpr Ph. Knhrri National Park and the surronndiq area 
is a spec&, wt a& unique region that dcserves more research and idear to 
help mwuge the growing visiwr p ~ o n  and 1 hope fhar we, (iocal natives, Md 
~USI~IKSS m r s )  Hill huw the oppnwrity w aid the Wonnl  Pork Service in it's 
frrrure expansion and m g m t  @nr in the area. I tmly appreciare tht 
opportwuWUIy lo be inwlwd in this procrss and hope that the Park Service 
contl'ws to listen to the locnl commercial operotors and residents of the 
Gateway community. 

16d. See "Part Two: Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action" - "Actions Common 
to All Development Alternatives, Primary Interpretive Themes" section, which calls 
for all of the topics mentioned. More detail on procedures for providing interpretation 
is beyond the scope of this DCP/EIS. 

See response 13j to comment on draft DCPIEIS and response 4c to comment on 
supplement to draft DCPIEIS. 
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"GATEWAY TO KATMAI NATIONAL PARK" 

Sincerely, 

hid@* Diedre O'Neill 

Owner, Btistol Bay Qlorter Mwntures 

cc: Smaror Fmnk M~rkowski 
S w r  Ted Stmm 
R t p r e s ~ ~ v e  DOP1 Y m g  
Superinllrndcnt I l l  Pierce 
TomHawkim, C.O.O., B.B.N.C. 

P.O. BOX 4281 
SOLWTNA. ALASKA 99669 

WINTER PHIFAX (907) 262-2750 
SUMMER PHIFAX (907) 246-3750 
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Bill Pierce 
Superintendent 
Katmai National Park 
King Salmon M 99613 

Dear Bill, 

I think you know by now my feelings on the 6CP for Brooks Camp. I 
have attached more comment anyway, most of which I've put in writing 
to you before. 

At the DCP workshop held at the Anchorage regional office I had the 
occasion to sea and talk with Ray Bane. He told me that when he was 
superintendent of Katmai, he figured this whole DCP th ing  would be 
done in a year or less. The DCP as called for in the parks general 
management plan called for a new visitor center at Brooks Camp and 
soae trail and viawing area improvements. How d i d  this thing gat to 
the point it is today. It's almost unbelievable. 

If you go to Brooks Camp today, August 14, 1995, you will see a very 
mellow place. The lodge is full and there are a few campers and day 
visitors. The place is real ly  only busy for about 3 or 4 weeks a 
year. 

This July there seemed to be more bears than ever. There were plenty 
of vieitors too, mst of whom enjoyed their experience at Brooks. I 
for the life of me cannot understand why the WPS keeps convincing 
themselves that there is such a huge problem. 

Doesn't the fact that there are lots of bears and satisfied visitors 
mean something besides a crisis. The visitor safety record at Brooks 
Camp has been outstanding. All indications are that things seem to 
be working pretty good. Now granted, it: does get pretty busy for 
those 3 or 4 weeks, and sure, the place does have a carrying 
capacity. But the sky is not Palling here, Every year we go out and 
operate the lodge without any serious problems. 

Hy recommendations are to make the improvements to the existing 
facilities as outlined in my attached cammenta. However, i f  you are 
locked in on the move, then I still maintain that you need a t  least 
the level of vieitor service that now exists. A lot o f  time and 
effort has been put in to this deal by the NPS. It i s  entirely 
underatandable that trashing all that effort and simply making what 
we have work better would be a bitter pill to swallow. My critique 
of Alternative 5 is also attached. 

Finally, is this thing ever really going to happen? Your talking 
about a lot of money here and a major project in the middle of the 

Located in f i t m d  National Park 
4550Airrraft Dnvc Anchorage, Alaska 99502 9 ( n - 2 0 5 4 4 l I  XU-Free Resewat~ons 8M)-5444551 * fax 9 0 7 2 4 W  

BROOKS LODGE KULIK LODGE CROSWNOR 9 KATMAI AIR KATM.41-BRISIDL BAY FLOATTRIPS 
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wilderness. The climate back in D.C. doesn't seem to be conducive to 
spending a lot of money. Somehow it doesn't seem to me that this 
thing is going to be a budget priority. You may have to make the 
improvements at the present location regardless. 

Some time in the near future I would like to sit down with you and 
discuss the future of Katmailand in what ever decision is made. Tt 
is my feeling that we have done a pretty darn good job for the NP9 
and for park visitors. Also, while we have had our occasional 
differences of opinion, I think our relationship vith the N p s  has 
been open and good. We do our beet to comply with your policies even 
when we don't necessarily agree vith them. We definitely want to 
continue our involvement in the park. Hopefully you feel the eame 
way. I look foruard to the opportunity to diocuas this with you, 

Sin rely: 

&?,B~;12-- 
Raypond F. Petersen 
president 

cc: Robert Earbee, ARO Anchorage 
Secretary Bruce Babbitt, Under Secretary George Frampton 
Senators Frank Uurkovski and Ted Stevens 
Representative Don Young 

RESPONSES S 
a 
--I 

; 
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KATHAILAND INC 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

BROOKS CAMP DCP 
ZIugust 1 4 ,  1995 

L 

RECOWHENDA'PIDH /INTERPRETIVE GUIDED WALKS 
Quit policing people and start guiding them. T h i s  is the s ing l e  
most important t h i n g  that can be done t o  allow t h e  most possible 
people to see the bears. Uost of  the inquiries w e  get from bear 
watchers ask when t h e  guided t r i p 6  go t o  the falls. They a r e  
usual ly  surpr ised  and many times intimidated when they discover 
they must go it alone .  

We have t o  provide more i n t e rp re t i ve  ualks with naturalist guides. 
L o t s  of t b ~ s .  This  i s  t he  perfect way t o  make sure people do not 
have problem encounters with bears .  The walks should coincide with 
t h e  t imes t h a t  visitors usual ly  w a l k  up t h e  river f o r  the purpose of 
bear viewing. They may leave every hour in the morning when day 
trippers arrive and after lunch vhen newly a r r i ved  lodge queets are 
a p t  t o  be ready t o  go. - 
Nost visitors would prefer to go up river with  a ranger o r  guide, 
especially f o r  t h e i r  f i r s t  time- The fact t h a t  most people would be 
in the l a rge r  groups would be an addi t ional  s a f e t y  bonus. Along t he  
way they would l ea rn  a b u t  the beam froln a n a t u r a l i s t  r a the r  than 
by t r i a l  and e r ro r .  The current  p r ac t i ce  of the guided walks not 
going t o  the  falls is not l og i ca l ,  people are going t o  go a n p a y  ~o 
why not with n guide to keep them out of t rouble .  

-enty years ago NPs naturalists guided d a i l y  nature walks t o  t h e  
f a l l * .  Moat v i s i t o r s  took t h e  walks back then. As time went on, 
and as more visitors began to v i s i t  Brooks, NPS gradual ly  changed 
from a guiding role toward one of pol ic ing people as they nov do 
almost exclusively. Consequently RPS has to constant ly  reprimand 
people for  xuistakes they woul&nrt have made had they h e n  quided. 

The most common complaints I hear from people at Brooks are  about 
rangers who were rude t o  them. J u s t  think hov much more positive 
the image of t h e  Katrnai ranger would h if ha or she were a friendly 
guide instead of being seen a s  an enforcer cop barking orders. What 
a b e t t e r  use of park personnel and a way more effective method of 
con t ro l l i ng  people movements this approach w u l d  be. 

BEAR VIEWING AND BEAR SAFETY 

RECOWWENDATION /ELEVATED BOARDWALK AND BRIDGE 
Build the elevated board ualX and bridge as described in a l t e rna t i ve  
1 of t h e  d r a f t  plan. Thi s  would provide a d d i t i o n a l  bear viewing and 
interpretive o p p o r t u n i t i e s  while rezaoving the barrier t o  migrating 
salmon t h a t  a t t r a c t s  both people anB bears to congregate together.  
The elevated bridge in p a r t i c u l a r  muld allow pedple to cross t he  
r iver  without being confronted by hears. Bears would pass underneath 
the bridge more f r ee ly  and would be unlikely t o  use the br idge as 

17a. See response 13d to comment on draft DCP/EIS. 
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voods and cross the river directly without paralleling the river. 
That would reduce t r a f f i c  along the river bank by people who juat 
want to cross to the other aide 

RECOHRENDATION /VIEWING PLATFORUS AND TRAILS 
The existing bear viewing platform at the falls should be enlarged 
as described in alternative 2. Harden the surface of the existing 
trail and implement vegetation management. A board walk along the 
rivar should not be constructed as it would only encourage traffic 
along the river .by people whose objective is to go to the falls, 
however a spur trail should be built from the existing trail that 
emerges from the woods somewhere between the two existing 
platforms such as is described in alternative 2. This would provide 
an additional viewing option on tne guided walks, thereby reducing 
the demand £or time on the falls platform. 

RECOWMENDATION /BEAR W L I C Y  
The statements in the draft DCP warning of potential impact on the 
bear population ignore the fact that: a very small percentage of the 
park's bears use Brooks River. Xatmaf National Park and Preserve 
covers 4.2 million acres. Other parka and refuges near and adjacent 
to Katmai encompass much of the Alaska Peninsula and not too far 
away to the Horth is Lake Clark National park. The continued 
exfstence md naintenance of a vas t  undeveloped area that is 
necessary for a strong free roaming population of bears is virtually 
aesured . 
At a DCP hearing held i n  King salmon state wildlife biologist Dick 
Sellers estimated t h e  parks bear population at 2500 anlmals. How 
can anything that happens at Brooks river with its 20 or at most 30 
bears (approximately 1% of the total) be potential for "irreparable 
impact on the bear populationn. 

The perk's bear studies conclude that human uee of Brooks River 
after September 10 is particularly detrimental to bears and is 
population threatening- Bears, (particularly non-llabituuated bears) 
we are told, are being displaced during this "critical feeding 
periodn. Once again all relevant facts are not being considered. 
There are only three rivers in Katmai west of the Aleution Range 
that have late season salmon spavning, they are Brooks, Kulik and 
Grosvenor Rivers.  These rivers may have 60 or 70 bears combined. 
Are ue to asswise then that the reat of the bears are starving. This 
of course, is not at all the case. 

The parka policy should be to manage for area population protection 
and not be overly concerned with the few non-habituated bears who 
don't use Brooke river. 

A policy statement on the probability-of a bear attack incident 
should be made and included in NPS publications on Katmmni. Bear 
attacks occur occasfonally in Alaslca, it is one of the inherent 
r i s k s  associated with the wilderness here. The statement should 

9 
17b. This option was analyzed in alternative 1. The National Park Service continues to 

prefer the proposed action, which would remove all facilities north of the river and 
designate the area as a people-free zone. As noted in response 13c to comment on 
draft DCP/EIS, NPS management goals seek to reduce the potential for human 
injury by bears at Brooks River. By reducing the amount of development in prime 
bear habitat (i-e., north of the river), and limiting the amount of daily use along the 
river, the potential for humanlbear interaction would be less than what now occurs. 

17c. The quote regarding a potential "irreparable impact on the bear population" is from 
the 1986 General Management Plan for the park as was clearly stated in the draft 
DCPiElS (see "Part One: Purpose of and Need for the Plann - "Relationship of this 
Planning Effort to Other Approved Plans, Direction from the General Management 
Plan" section. The quote was also taken out of context; the population referred to 
was the local population of bears using the Brooks River in the early I980s, not the 
park or regional population. The same is true with regard to the population 
referenced in the bear studies. 

17d. This suggestion has been referred to the Alaska System Support Office for 
consideration. 
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17e. A few of these recommendations have been incorporated into the proposed action 
but relocated to the Beaver Pond terrace. 

point out that no bear policy can totally ensure the safety of 
visitors and that the possibility of a bear attack can hot be ruled 
out. It should further state that therefor, if and when a bear 
incident occurs, no departure from present policy will therefor be 
im~lemented. 

VISITOR FACILITIES 

RECOmDATSON /THE MDGE 
Retain the lodge as it currently exists. Under current conditions 
the allowed 60 pillows is never attained. With only 16 guest unit6 
and demand for double occupancy we are usually full with 45 guests. 

RECOHHENDATION /VISITOR CENTER 
A new visitor center should be built as described in alternative 1. 
The lodge facilities are paid for by those who patronize it. Use of 
lodge facilities by non patrons is a bit of a problem. A visitor 
center to accommodate day visitors would help this problem. 

RECOnrWDATION /CAEIPGROWD 
the hcurrent~t fhnt is 

never reached because there are only 18 camp sites. The campground 
should maintain it's current size but be relocated nearer the rest 
of the visitor facilities. It should be further from the beach to 
avoid bears, perhaps just north of the employee housing. This would 
reduce the overall size of the camp's footprint. shower facilities 
should be built at the campground so that campers could have a 
shower near their camping area. 

The campground should be operated by the concessionaire. The 
concessionaire should absorb all costs of operating and maintaining 
the campground and charge a minimal fee for its use. I understand 
tnat in many parks this is now being done. The current system 
charges no non-refundable deposit, consequently many campers 
no-show- This i s  not fair to others who wish to visit the area. A 
non-refundable pay In advance policy should be implemented to help 
eliminate the no-show problem. 

RECOHMENDATION /ZIXPLQLOYEE HOUSING 
I recommend no change to the exiating employee housing at this time. 
The current location should be retained. This is consistent with 
consolidating the camp and reducing its overall foot print. 

OTHER VISITOR ACTIVITIES 

RECOMMENDATION /SWRTPISHfNG 
There is a perception by sportfishernen and guides that the NPS is 
going to restrict fishing at Broaks and that it will not stop there. 
The NPS is viewed as an enemy of aportfishing. The "bear thingw is 
the vehicle they see being used to exclude them from using the park. 
This is really unfortunate because these people are some of the 
parks greatest friends. They are for the most part conservationists 
who know how to visit the wilderness with minimal impact- Many of 
than, myself included, resent the fact that they are forced to 
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appear as anti-conservation in their effort to obtain a reasonable 
approach to access issues. 

Sportfishing is the one activity that is most similar to the 
activitiea of the areas prehistoric inhabitants, yet the bear Study 
states that "angling is the most intrusive human activity in this 
prime habitat...Resolution of this conflict through bear management 
is difficult without a policy determination about the relative 
priority of bears versus fishing." Sportfishermen don't buy it. It 
is considered an insult to both their integrity and intelligence. 

Catch and release fishing should be implemented over the entire 
river effective immediately. One advantage is that people would no 
longer be walking around with dead fish. The other is that people 
whose sole purpose for coming to Brooks is to fill their freezer 
would probably not conre at all. I vould not anticipate opposition 
to catch and release from area guides or sportfishermen. 

RESPONSES e -0 
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71 
17f. See responses 2h and 13c to comments on draft DCP/EIS and response 61 to 2 

No other action is really necessary. It's really quite natural for 
people to be fishing with the bears. If an individual bear begins 
to display aggressive behavior or other situations arise that 
require further action, then limited closures of small sections of 
the river can be anacted on a case by case basis. This has been 
done in the past and the NPS has always seen fit to reopen the river 
within a few days. 

RECOUKFNDATION /VAUEY OF 10,000 SMOKES 
The valley road definitely needs improvements in its design and 
maintenance. The road doesn't need to be two lane over its entire 
length but it should be widened to provide the driver better 
visibility and dangerous soft shoulders should be repaired. Short, 
two lane areas or turnouts to allow passing should be built, Proper 
scheduling and radio communications can ensure that vehicles meet at 
appropriate passing areas. 

An interpretive visitor center and camp ground should be built at 
the three forks overlook. Upgrade of this facility has been needed 
for nome time to accommodate m e  needs of campers and to see that 
their activities do not interfere with day visitors and vice versa. 

The NFS should brief campers on the danger8 of hiking in the valley. 
Itas ironic that the NPS finds it neceaaary to brief visitors on 
bears and not the valley. The valley, not bears, has been the cause 
of accidental deaths in the park. mia can best be accomplisMd by 
maintaining a naturaliet/guide on the valley tour. Host hikers ride 
the tour bus to the valley. 

The concessionaire can not assume the liability of advising hikers. 
Concession valley guides are currently instructed not to advise 
campera in any way about hiking in the valley. During peak times 
the concoseionaire nay run special vans For one way passengers. 
When this is the case, hikers ahould be briefed by the NPS prior to 
depsrture much like what is currently done with bear briefings. 

comment on supplement to draft DCPIEIS. 

17g. The Valley Road would be upgraded to a single-lane road with pullouts. 

17h. The respondent should refer to the "Actions Common to All Development 
Alternatives" section, which was incorporated into the supplemental draft DCP/EIS 
by reference. In this section the National Park Service proposes that the Three Forks 
overlook cabin be upgraded to provide better interpretive opportunities and a 
primitive campground be constructed out-of-view of the cabin. 

17i. This comment has been referred to park management for consideration. 

17j. The National Park Service agrees. It would not be the responsibility of the 
concessioner to provide advice on backcountry dangers to hikers. 
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one foot thick ash layer from the 1912 eruption. 

The corridors through which utilities pass are reopened from time to 
time for maintenance purposes. These proceedings are monitored by 
archealogists. Any damage, however, was already done by previous 
projects. With care, new projects can avoid the resources entirely. 

I have been told that the NPS Plans no further excavations in the 
area. ~cheologists have told me that sthey pretty much know what's 
there.n The concern is that there be no further degradation. Well, 
it seems to me that going in there and ripping everything out will 
risk further damage. Now everything ia safely buried underneath 
Novanaptars ash. It doesn't make sense to take the chance of making 
a similar mistake across the river. Leaving everything where it is 
is the best thing that can be done in regards to archeology. 

L 

ACCESS TO BROOKS C3AP 

Brooke camp is currently accessed from King Salmon by float equipped 
aircraft and by boat. Frequent high winds, poor visibility and 
shallow water at the outlet of Naknek Lake effect transportation. 
For the past two years a hotel in King Salmon has offered a Waknek 
Lake tour that stops at Brooks Camp- During high winds the boat 
spends most of the day at Brooks. 

Economics, demand and nature vill deternine the best way to access 
the area. The NPS should allow private enterprise to compete quite 
freely to provide transportation to Brooks. In this way market and 
natural forces will decide the most practical and popular system. I 
predict that both air and boat service, a@ well as lake tours, will 
be successful. There are advantages and disadvantages to them all. 

- -  - - -- - 

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE I 
These recommendations are not just a band aid, they are exactly what 
is called for given the present and anticipated demand. They deal 
with the problems at minim81 cost and could be accomplished in a 
relatively short period of time. I would submit that these changes 
could be implemented for leas than it would cost just to remove the 
existing facilities at Brooks Camp. The demolition would also risk 
archeological and environmental damage. Then you would have the 
cost and disruption of nev construction. We're talking millions of 
dollars here and a big project in the middle of the wilderness. 

The NPS could save even more money if the new concession contract 
required that the concessionaire provide the guided walks. The NPS 
could pay the concessionaire or compensate through a reduction of 
concession fee, or both. The other Option, of course, is for M e  
concessionaire to charge an appropriate rate directly to the public. 
Either way, with less policing necessary, some of the current WPS 
housing vould be available for either NPS or concessionaire guides. 

'TI 
17m.Regarding archeological resources, aboveground facility removal would occur 

under the proposed action, but existing underground facilities (e.g., utility lines) 
would be left in-place. There would, therefore, be little potential for buried 
archeological sites to be disturbed under the proposed action. However, if 
development were to remain (as under the no-action and minimum requirements 
alternatives), additional maintenance requirements would further disturb buried 
sites. Additionally, the cost of mitigating the potential adverse effects of necessary 
ground-disturbing operation and maintenance activities if the development remains 
would amount to a substantial, long-term cost. Also see response 5b. 

1 717. The text has been revised. 

170. See response 149 to comment on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. Also, a phasing 
schedule for each element has been included in the estimated construction costs 
(appendix A, table A-6). 

-- -- - -- 

These changes can be made w i t h  the idea that they don't prevent 170 1- further measures if conditions require. For instance, i f  after ten 
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years it is determined that a smaller foot print may be necessary on 
the north side of the river, employee housing could be moved to the 
other side of the river. A wait and see attitude should be adopted. 
There is no reason ta take the plunge to radical and costly change 
at this time or all at once. These recommendations do not preclude 
a move i n  the direction now being considered at some later tine. 

If these recommendations have the desired result as I believe they 
will, we should add a separate lounge room to the existing lodge 
building. This would add the r w n  needed to accommodate current and 
expected use levels. It wol~ld a l s o  separate those who wish to drink 
alcoholic beverages from families with children and others who dan't 
wish to be in the bar. The lounge could be added to the South nest 
side of the lodge parallel to the kitchen and would provide a view 
of the river. 

The concessionaire should construct a small building to house a coin 
operated laundry for use by h t b  lodge guests and campers. Laundry 
service i s  often requested. 

An additional 10 units should be added as a second level on the 
current Skyte l  building while retaining the current limit of 60 
pillows. This woulcl allow more double occupancy as is often 
requested without increasing the physical area of the camp. 

When making the determination of if and when additional changes are 
necessary, don't r e l y  on the perceptions of those who feel that any 
use of Katmai by people is an intrusion. Brooks should not be a 
laboratory to observe bears in an unnatural human free environment. 
It is really an opportunity to live with them and for people to see 
them in their natural environs, and that has always included people. 

RESPONSES 

17p. These details would be addressed at the comprehensive design stage of alternative 
1 rather in the DCP/EtS. 
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CRITIQUE OF ALTERNATIVE 5 
BROOKS RIVER DCP 

HISTORY 

It is important, I think, to realize how the current Brooks Lodge and 
other visitor facilities evolved into what they are today. The needs 
of the increased lodge capacity in the 60's and later the day use 
visitation dictated what services were provided. These needs will 
not go away. 

Originally Brooks Camp was a concession operated tent camp not to 
different than what is described in alternative 5, but the capacity 
was much lover, perhaps 15 to 20 guests. There vas no permanent Park 
Service presence and no day viaitation. If you have ever watched an 
episode of HASH, you'll have a basic idea what the facilities were 
like. 

In the early 1960'6 the concessionaire, Northern Consolidated 
Airlines Inc. of uhich my father was president, pushed for the road 
to the Valley of 10,000 Smokes. The idea was to attract non-fishing 
visitors to the area. There were very few bars  at  Brooks in thase 
days. The current guest cabins, office and lodge were constructed in 
1961 and the NPS constructed the road the next year. The 9 unit 
"skytelm building was built in 1964. The lodge guest facilities have 
remained unchanged since then and are still classified as "rustic 
housingn by the NPS. 

Cabins were built because the tent cabins were drafty and expensive 
to heat. The 9 unit building was even leas expensive due t~ the 
shared wall and roof, and was cheaper yet to heat, The entire 
concession facility was powered by a 15 kilowatt generator. We were 
allowed 60 "pillows" but due to the fact that most people want double 
occupancy we were full with 30-40 guests. The approximately 14 
employees lived in the tent cabins which were framed completely w i t h  
wood and the canvas covered with green tar paper. This a l l o w e d  them 
to be heated more efficiently- The large 16x32 kitchen tent was 
framed in also and became maintenance laundry storage and trading 
post - 
By then the Park Service had a permanent presence in tbe park at 
Brooks. Increased need for interpretive services was the reason for 
more and Inore NPS personnel over those years. The NPS facility had 
separate utilities than the concession, and a much larger generator, 
maybe 30-50 Xilwatts. The bear population began to increase over 
the years and eventually, about the time Katmailand got the 
concession in 1902-83, bear watching had become the najor attraction. 
In 1974 tho NPS installed a camp wide utility system including the 
notorious underground tanks and fuel lines. A 100 X W  generator w a s  
used. 

When Katlnailand got the concession contract in 1982-83, we 
were mandated by the NPS to replace the tent cabins. We were also 
required to increase the size of the dining r o o m  because of increased 

RESPONSES -D > 
a 
-i 
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outside demand for food service from other visitors, campers and day 
visitors. All of the construction by Katmailand was accomplished 
without penetrating the ash layer left by the 1912 eruption. 

Uith further increase in day visitation we were given permission to 
add a walk in cooler to the kitchen. Our staff has been level at 22 
since 1985. Buffet dining was introduced in 1987 because it becane 
impractical to feed everyone at once. With a buffet you can feed 
more people over a 2-3 hour period in a smaller area. It requires 
fewer plates, utensils and employees, less infrastructure. 

I would like to point out that, with the exception of the walk in 
cooler and buffet tables, the electrical needa of our facility has 
not increased since the 15 Kn days. The current employee cabins and 
maintenance/laundry facility are, if anything, more efficient than 
the tent cabins. The guest facilities have not changed at all. 

CRITIQUE OP ALTERNATIVE 5 

The facilities and particularly the proposed services described in 
alternative 5 are very similar to those that existed in the late 
1950's. The current facility and services evolved into what exists 
today for practical, logistic and business reasons. The current 
lodge, with it's 16 guest units is ordinarily full with around 45 
guests. The campground, with it's 18 camps sites, seldom has more 
than 50 total campers. These figures are lower than the proposed 
numbers. Day use also has not reached the proposed numbers and has 
not increased significantly during peak season (July) since 1988. 
That is because the lodging available near the park has not increased 
significantly since the Quinnat Hotel went into operation that year. 
The pint being that we're talking higher than the current 
visitation. Which is good, let's promote tourism. 

LODGE FACILITIES 

Alternative 5 calla for guests quarters to be tent/cebins, 
Tent/cabins are difficult and expensive to heat. Mot only are they 
cold, but they also I1sveatn moisture on damp days, flap around in the 
wind and generally have little capacity for windous. Wen 
ntachnoTogically advancedR ones like the Weatherport brand buildings 
have these problems. 

We proved during our replacement of employee cabins, maintenance 
facilities and lodge expansion that construction of "kit cabinsM can 
be accomplished without penetrating the 1912 ash layer. Why not 
build something that looks nice and keeps people warn, dry and 
comfortable. The facilities will have to conform with the NPS 4 8  
concession manual. standards, including handicap access. Our current 
facilities are considered mrurrtic accommodationsn by those standards. 
In fact, a multf unit building would be even less expensive to build 
and heat. Tent/cabins are really impractical. 

While you could probably fill anything during peak bear watching 
ssaeon, the lodging needs to be attractive and comfortable enough to 

RESPONSES 
I 

17q. The text has been revised to call for hard-sided, hard-roofed visitor and staff cabins 
with toilets, wash basins, and showers in each unit. Staff units would have cooking 
facilities. Details of utilities design will be done at the comprehensive design stage 
rather in the DCP/EIS. 
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17r. The text has been revised, removing language referring to how people will be served m< 
food. This will be addressed at the comprehensive design stage and in the 
concession contract. In the proposed action, the dining facility would serve both 
overnight lodge guests and day users. 

attract visitors during shoulder periods. That will be difficult 
enough with the proposed new location let alone tent/cabins. The 
costa of staying in any facility will be high if you can only fill it 
for part of the time. fyll say it again, tent/cabins are a really 
bad idea. One of the reasons the current cedar log buildings were 
built was to attract the average tourist. The tent/cabins didn't do 
that. 

I would recommend some accomodstionn similar to what exists now. A 
bunk house type accommodation could also be built with some sort of 
partitions, housing both singles and couples. This would provide a 
lover coat alternative. 

The water/sewer system needs to handle 6D lodge guest, 60 campers, 40 
staff' and 100 day users. One of? the First thing people do after 
arriving by airplane and eepecially by boat is to hit the rest room. 

The best way to deal with sewage is to leach it into the ground. It 
is biodegradable and it actually feeds the vegetation. While holding 
tanks and a leach field do need to be fairly deep, our experience 
building a new DEC approved system at our Kulik Lodge has 
demonstrated that, given closely consolidated structures, the sewer 
and water lines can be just under the surface. They would not need 
to penetrate the 1912 ash layer. 

Given that, why not have hot have private bath/toilet in the rooms or 
cabins. With 60 guests you are talking about the same n&er of 
showers and flushes on any given day regardless of whether they are 
in the rooms or in a central facility. This facility needs to 
attract the average tourist all season long. 

I 
FOOD SERVICE 

Family style food service isn't going to make it with 60 guests. At 
least not without a larger facility and more staff than you need with 
either portion control or buffet. You need to seat a few people at a 
time over a longer period of time in order to get practical use of 
your square footage and your staff. 

The unit cost of food service is lees when you serve more people. 
Why not make the food service available to Campers and day users as 
well? Do you want food being brought in by campers and day users in 
larger amounts than it is today? Where are day visitors going to 
eat? The weather is almost always lousy. h separate facility 
requiren more square footage. Who is going to pay for up keep on 8 
separate "publicw shelter and eating Facility. 

CONCLUSIOW 

Like I said, you need at least the services that are now provided. 
why do you want to reinvent M e  wheel? We know what works because 
the demands and logistics of basic human needs has determined wfiat 
facilities end services are required. The current facilities evolved 
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into what is there based on these needs. You are not going to change 
that. 

Essentially, infrastructure will not be minimized, as the plan 
statea, by centralizing a wash house. It wonrt change the delaand for 
water or the amount of sewage produced. Panfly style meals require a 
larger facility not a smaller one, and &ore staff. Not providing 
mealtl to campers and day users requires an additional facility. You 
guys have got it all wrong here. Your plan limit the use of lodge 
dining to thoae staying at Brooks will require more infrastructure, 
not less than currently exists. Tent/cabins will not attract season 
long visitation by the average non bear watcbing tourist. This 
increases the cost for those who do come. 

,7s 

The plan calls for "encouragingn water born access. It is true that, 
as the plan states, boat service can become attraction unto Itself. 
Houever, the plan also points out the shortcominge of relying on boat 
access, low water and the unotoriousW rou.gh water. These problems 
may not though, be "likely over come by me right type of boats and 
back up air charter support.n 

Your plan envisions funding for concession buildings from some sort 
of capital improvement funrl based on grosa receipts to be determined 
during future contracting processes. The bottom line thoug is Mat 
the concessionaire will need to borrow and/or invest to build it in 
the first place if the funding doesn't come from congress. This will 
neces~itate that the facility provlde a return on investment. There 
is no way around that. Demolition of current facilities and building 
the NPS facility mill require Funding by congress. It's anyone's 
guess h m  that will be received given the current cost cutting 
climate there. Currently the cost of staying at Brooks Lodge i s  
comparable to staying in King Salmon. The cost of accomodations will 
have to go up substantially to cover the cost of a new facility. 

TRANSWRT~T~ON ~CCESS 

Firstly, last year uaa the first year that the Quinnat Hotal's boat 
was able to navigate the low early season water at the lake outlet. 
We can not count on an early rise of the water each year. 
Furthennore, the  physics of displacement csnnot be altered. A larger 
boat than theirrs would need even deeper water. The Quinnat boat had 
a limit of approximately 35 knots of wind, which is not uncomon. 
Riders say the ride is uncomfortable at 15-20 knots, which is common. 

1 7t 

Back up air support isn't going to be there. Air planes are 

The area proposed for floatplane boat docking is in an area that can 
get wave action during winds fro; a northerly or northwest direction. 
Winds from any westerly direction preclude landing at B r o o k s  Lake, 
Potentially, you could get a situation where aircraft could not come 
ashore either on Naknek or Brooks Lake. To avoid this situation, 
wharfage needs to be south oP the Beaver Pond, nearer the Brooks 
River mouth. 

RESPONSES 

17s. See response 3f to comment on supplement to draft DCPfEIS. 

17t. The exact location for the floatplane and boat docking area will be based on 
minimizing impacts on bears and optimizing safe land of aircraft. 
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17u. The text has been revised. is 

expensive. The fixed costa such a s  insurance and interest on money 
are high, Pilot and mechanic pay must be guaranteed whether you are 
Plying or not. You either keep your airplane busy all season long or 
you sell it .  How does this job offer sound: ( P i l o t  wanted. Hait 
around on nice days. When the wind is blowing over 3 5  knots you get 
paid to  f ly .  The pay is low becauae we don't fly much and must cover 
insurance costs etc.) Get the picture? 

The WPS needs to butt out of the  transportation issue. Economice, 
demand and nature w i l l  determine the best way to access the area. 
The NPS should al low private enterprise t o  compete freely to provide 
transportation, not promating any particular method. In this way, 

I 
market end natural forces w i l l  decide the most popular and praotical 
system. I predict that bath air and boat eervice, as well aa lake 
tours, w i l l  be succskeful. There are advantages and disadvantages to 
t h e m  a l l .  

1 rea l l y  think you need to go back ta the drawing board. This plan 
demonstrates a general lack o f  knowledge of the area. It is obvioua 
t o  me that the planners have no experience in operating, maintaining 
or marketing a v i s i t o r  facility f n  K s - i  National Park. We talk t o  
the visitors, past, p r e s e n t  and future every day. 

Actually, it's time to seriously consider whether we gain anything by 
moving or removing the canp. U a y b  w e  can cone closest to  
accomplishing all of our g o a l s  by leaving it where it is, especial ly  
saving money. The problems at Brooks are exaggerated and can be 
raredid by how ue operate, not where we operate. It would be an 
expensive aistake, and a disservice to the public, to remove the 
lodge and replace it w i t h  a fac i l i ty  that doesn't provide tbe same 
level of service. 
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&dge facility in the B a r n  Pond taract location. H~weva ,  a & of the 
swcific clm& of Alternative 5 demand furthtr conridaPlios rainemst  d o r  
d'ehition if the final DBWS is to ammtdy d c c t  curcent m&gemmt chdtcnges. and 
wowse reatistic and ochicvable solutions which can mt& reqnmm aid c r 

m e  visitors. Somc o f b  i- which NPCA bdifycs d-; additional atlention arc 
d i s a m d  Mow. 

-- 

There hrrs been a good dd of discussion about applying the concept of 'visitors at one 
time" as opposed to "visiton pcr day" to the numbers of day use visiton at Brooks Rim. 
The nation was tbt  such an appro& wuid provide for sthtantial additional day use 
opportunity (i.e. immwd mmbm) without my &d impact. Along with others, 
NPCA suggested that day use visitors might wivc in two s k f b  - morning and afternoon - 
for viaits to tk bar platfomur W e  thc idcs sounds spptaIing. NOCA is convinced that 
this approach is wholly unwbrhbk. Weather conditions fkpen¶ly didate mid timen eU 
Brooks River. During my recent visit, donc. tbac were two days when a "moming 
p u p '  would have been lmable to .sccw the area until ncarty noon. On one day, almost 
tw~nty five tlights landed sAer I Ism during a qxm of about twenty minutes. Unds a 
'visiton at one time" system, these people wwld haw had only a brieftime to & 
through their viewing expaitme or (more likdy) would have jammed up with the 
"aftanow group", dwblifig the nurdxrs of day usen d a m o h  to get to the bear 
p M m .  In theow "at one the" scunds great. In pnctico it would be chaos. 

Mweovu, the bears t- 0th dictate the pce and schedule of visi(s to the 
platform. S d  times during my &A, I wrs with groups of people who were M d  up 
at the viewing platforma, or ddayad in getting to tht p k h w s  bacauje ofthe movemat 
of bcan. NPCA acknowledges that mme of the physical cmstmdm ppvsed (ie. 
dded  hadwalk approscbeg to tbe hUs platform) toj@er with r0oTesrmctum.d and 
consistent visitor nunqmm (i.e. lading &toss to the pttfom) will parLLally address 
this situation. Howcva, if the god is to kasp Bmoks Riva a oattual systcq wd one in 
which people yidd to besn. tlnn visits to the phtfbnas will never be a perfectly ti& 
exercise. Brooks Rivm may bc a major visitor destiartio~k, but it i s  s i l l  part of the 
no+ wilderness, It is subject to Alaska's patterns ofwcatha aad wildlife, mand our 
vi&orms~gement must bathmqpizcand n s p c d h  Mturaldamnts. 

RESPONSES 

18a. See response 61 to comment on supplement to draft DCPIEIS. 

t8b. True, these visitors, like all others, wou!d need a day permit. 

lac. True. Dispersed use in Katmai National Park and Preserve other than the Brooks 
River Area is not addressed in the draft DCPIEIS. It is appropriately addressed in 
the Backountry Management Plan and the General Management Plan. If people plan 
to visit the Brooks River area and have a permit, dispersion is not a problem. 
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Brooks River Supplanend DCP/EIS 

pravjde the ability to limit usa at Brooks and larsm impacts an bears at this location, 
dispersed use may also crwe sipiticant irnpac!~ on bears in the broader Naknek Lake 
a m .  Last year, several beus were killed by floaters on the &a&. EarJim this year, 
€we bears wexe killed on the Ilianma. Human sllfety is also 8 major concern. As part of 
any plan to encourage expanded and dis@ us& and particularly slternative fishing and 
bcar vim opportunities. NPS drould dcvciop a much stroqgcr bwlvisitor information and 
m a n ~ g e m & ~ ~ ~ r a m  for Kstmai, incluw-quirnncnt~ &ding such thrngs as 
requirema for we o f h  proaf food storage coataim. 

AltMstive 5 plsces expanded m p W  on cultvat r e ~ ~ n u o t ~  ui Brooks. This is 
spproprirte, but nee& further rdhmmt. The notion that visiton arriving at Brooks 
would be givm a W e f o ~ a n "  on bear s&ty and then introduced to a much more 
dctd.cd prognun on c u h d  and human krtoty is unwise ud unrealistic, capecidky during 
m a i n  tima of the year. No matter whst the interpretative pro~ram is, tbe contemporary 
phenomenon of Brooks Riva is bccvs, and beam are vvhat peopIe will continue to come to 
Brooks to obme.  Thjs i a  catdnly true tbuing pcrk viewing p i o d a .  NPS needs to 
place mare - not less - emphasis on educatirrg visit# about  bear^ and bear safety. Oa the 
otheir hand, Ahernah 5 ittiuses certain opportunities to address cuttud resources. 

These are outstanding and appropriate qprtmih to intapret the significant culhual 
murccs at Brooks. In rddition to m d i n a  r rncaninafUl additional dimension of the 
Br& River -en= to viaiton &o a& during p&lr bear viewing times, the 
oppomu6ty to lemn about cultunl rcmurm can ofkr a d o r  expmicnce to vi1ors wbo 
c ~ n e  to Brooks f i g  the d y  sawn, or in August. This W d  bc mentioned inthc 
DCPEIS. Momver. some of the facilitjes wfiich me needed to irngrore bear/viiitor 
mmpmwt can also m e  to protect and &qmt cultural m r c e s .  For staxoplt, hn 
dtvated bow& a l m ~  the laat h m d d  yards of the trsil icading the Falls plrtform 
would greatly improve visitor s a f q  and mmgement, espteidy during luly. That same 
boardwalk would provide protection for the house pits and othcr arltud features on the 
gassy knoll overlooking the fails, and iotqmtative p a d s  could be included in the 
b0nrd-k dcsign. Pmple might very wdt wsllr to tk Fds when barn were not prtseat 
to view the house pita ad the && rud to nad Infonnntion panels or hear an on-site 
interpretive program. More specific attention slmld be paid to cum raunmm. 

w g c t h r t d u i t l .  A I t ~ l d o m ~ x t o p e m t i ~ t p I ~ b u t  
does not provide any ddaii. NPS supply d mmegmmt at Brooks is Jtill largely 
dqmdcnt on a barge which is mhm tcnuoPwly adwmd dong the rivu bank. The park 
pat& boat is still mOorai in a marshy slough on the fir side of the river. This is an espat 
of opentiom at Brooks which to be a particularly weak link in the chain. It lhouId 
oatrinly be a d d t d  as pat of any long raagc plan for nwagemau at Brooks River 
Perhaps cooperative gateway planing would be the apmrirce vehicle. In &ti- if 
the htg  S h n  area is to become a rtdging or 'jumpoP Mea for a variety of 
opportunitier in the park, NPS mi@ m n d a  roort sort of Wcd campground Wh, 
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18d. The National Park Service would continue to place a strong emphasis on educating 
visitors about bears and bear safety. Although under the proposed action the 
National Park Service would do much more to interpret the cultural and human 
history of the area, it has no intention of making this its only, or primary, interpretive 
focus. See response 24a to comment on draft DCPJEIS. 

18e. See response 6aa to comment on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. 
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COMMENTS 

Brooks R i m  SupplaaenW DCPIEIS 

managemat of the Brook, Riw w e ,  lulorco~s, while the DCPIEIS lays out the rnajor 
steps which would be taka to improve managcmcnt at Brooks, NPCA f e d s  strongly tbat 
r numba of atcps uur and must be taka .knmediw to addre- the current situation. 

Rtswce,, s t o r  interests and the visitors ~ v e o  have dramaiicrlIy chrngcd at 
Brooks River ova the pur decade. There are i n c r d  mnbeM of ban, tbere is much 
more inter& in bear vj- than a and there are many mom chiken and 
" m h g e "  tour visitors who arc untiudk with wildemass and wildhi. On one em&@ 
dbing& reunt trip to Brooks Riva, Z dood at the Mls platform and cwnted tw* 
one bears in vicw. At s c v d  sections of the lower river* I had tished in years past 
without incident, 1 could mt have fished this year 4thwt and 
bears out of the river I watched several day use visitors fiuac beausc they were on a 
tightscheduledwenddayad-bybear~-ing~totheplatfm Isaw(md 
caught) a two ycar old c&ild who ran lmaatadad through the c . m p e  *into the 
woo& after we had just moved r bcar out of camp. I srw bean fishmg, figbttng and even 
crhibiting mating behavior 

On a good sdmon year, Brooks River now appoacbta the arpcliencc~ available at 
McNeil River. Homnr, current nwmgdmm is vcry unWre the situation st McNcil. 
Where McNd has strid day use Limits, Broob has m. When McNd h managed by 
slate biologists with long tam on site @aicq with tbr aception of o ~ i e  cmpioyeq 
NPS p c m d  st Brooks River an all strsooJs witb I a e d  or no prior experienoe at 
bid. When vision to McNdl are required ro pay substamial fecs to apply for lottery 
parnits and additional fia to cortiim rescrvntians if choseq visiton to Brooks pay no 
day use, or campground reservation fses. NPCA does not mggesc that McNeiI providca a 
template for management at Brodo River. The two amas hsvt catrrin dtfFaent 
objectives. But tbe goal of establishing a de, quality,  st^ ~ . e o c e  for pcople 
t~vicnbcsrsinamk~~~(~sthenatufalpan~and~iv~?~dthtbears, should 
be a primary objective of NPS at Br& Riva. NPS recognizes this cballmge and NPCA 
commends the ttial do- made this B U ~ K  w briog morc drudun to visitor use during 
thc peak period of bear activity. Tbus, h addition to moving forward to and 
kalize the Brooks Rim DCPEIS, NPCA urga NPS to review the cur'reot h i i o n ,  
cmsult vrith tht state and other wildlift professids app~priatc and take M a t e  
sleps to improve on site maMgtmad nt Brooks Riva prior to next scason. 
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COMMENTS 

August 8 ,  1995 '-\ 
Mr. Bob Barbee 
Alaska Fie ld  Director 
National Park Service 
2525 Gambell St. 
Anchorage, Ak 99503 . /  

,,,- 
Re: Brooks River Area Development Concept Plan. Katmai NPP 

Dear M r d $  

Ed and Peggy Wayburn and I greatly enjoyed discussing national 
park issues with you yesterday, and getting your perspective on 
Alaska after your first year as P i e l d  Director. 

One of the i ssues  we d i s c u s s e d  was the Brooks River DCP, and the 
NPS1s n e w  preferred Alternative 5 .  Ed and Peggy visited Brooks 
Camp as part of their trip, and were especially interested i n  how 
the Service planned to cope w i t h  the unique situation there. 

I observed that the new preferred alternative includes the 
fundarneatal feature of the previous preferred alternative, the 
retention of  major overnight accommodations. and related NPS 
facilities at Brooks River. I also noted that despite three 
previous requests that a realistic gateway community alternative 
be included in the draft DCP/EIS, and, subsequently, in the 
current Supplemental to the Draf t ,  I had not even received the 
courtesy of a reply explaining why my suggested alternative was 
so summarily rejected. 

YOU said that you would follow up on my request. Thank you. 

I am enclosing a copy of my statement on the Draft OCP/ELS, which 
I subm%tted prior to your assignment to Alaska. I would value 
your thoughts on the Sierra Club's proposed 6th alternative, 
which I believe f u l l y  complies with existing law (ANILCA, NPS 
Organic Act), official NPS policy (Management Policies, NPS, 
1988), Secretary Babbitt' a "Gateway Community'' policy, and the 
Adminisrration's policy on Native Americans. The new preEerred 
Alternative 5 f a i l s  on all four counts. 

Sincerely, 
Jack Hession 

A 4 . k  
Alaska Repreeentative 

Enc . 
cc: Ed and Peggy Wayburn 

Deborah Williama, Melanie Beller, and Brooks Yeager 
Bill Pierce 

RESPONSES 
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19a. To the extent NPS policy allows, alternative 4 (day use area only) does consider the 5 

suggestions. Providing only a campground for overnight stays does not meet the 
NPS practice of providing for the widest cross section of the public as is feasible. 
With regard the use of boats and floatplanes for access to the Brooks River area, 
the National Park Service believes that the current language is adequate. 

Statement of the Sierra  Club 1 
on 

Draft Development Concept Plan/Environmental Impact Statement 
Brooks River Area, Xatmai National park and Preserve 

krichorage, Alaska 
Hay IS, 1394 

Good ever-ing. I a m  Jack Hessian, Alaska Representative of the 
Sierra Club. The Sierra Club is a national envirocrnental 
organization of more than 530,000 members with chapters and 
groups i n  nearly every s t a t e ,  including Alaska. 

Use of . spec ia l l y  designed passenger vessels  i n  l i e u  of f loa t  
planes is the  primary differezce between t h i s  fifth a l t e rna t ive  
and the d r a f t  p l an ' s  four a l ternat ives ,  a l l  four of which assume 
the continued use of f loat  planes as  the primary means o f  getting 
visitors t o  and from Brooks River. According t o  the Park 
Service, 88 percent Of 1992 v i s i t o r s  t o  Brooks River arr ived by 
f l o a t  plane. Under the suggested f i f t h  a l t e rna t ive ,  f l o a t  planes 
would continue to be used by park staff, for medical evacuations 
or other energeccies, and i f  Naknek Lake weather and water 
conditions tempcrarily ruled out access by water. I n  the l a t t e r  
case, f l i g h t s  would originate i n  King Salmon and be under pennit 
from the Park Service.  

f appreciate this  opportunity t o  comment on the proposed plan. 
The select ion of a management a d  development plan f o r  the Brooks 
River  area is the most importact administrative decision i n  the  
nearly 70-year history of the park, one that w i l l  determine the  
management direction of the e n t i r e  patk fo r  many years t o  come. 

Without explazation, park planners chose not t o  include a 
passenger vessel alternative t h a t ,  after a l l ,  is obvious--Brooks 
River empties into Naknek take a t  Brooks Camp, and boats have 
been del iver ing v i s i to r s  t o  the river far many years. Tour boats 
art used in Glacier Bay National Park, aEd a t  Denali National 

19a 

The Sierra Club recommends adoption of ail a l t e rna t ive  nor 
included ir, the d ra f t  T h i s  a l t e rna t ive  would (1) re locate  
:he exis t ing Brooks Camp overnight lodging and mast of the NPS 
f a c i l i t i e s  complex t o  the King Salmon area, ( 2 )  replace float 
planes with tour baats as the primary means of access to arooks 
River, and (31 provide for modern camping f a c i l i t i e s  south of 
Brooks River. 

This  f i f t h  a l ternat ive  i s  not en t i r e ly  d i f f e ren t  from the f o u r  
considered i n  the  d ra f t .  Although it does not c a l l  f o r  day pea 
cnly, i t  shares  with the Day Use Only alternative the re locat ion 
of most existirig facilities to the King Salmon area. I n  common 
w i t h  the Beaver Pond and Iliuk Moraine a l t e rna t ives ,  it incLudes 
a new canpground south of Brooks River, which is  why it is not a 
day-use plan. 
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Park v i s i t o r s  ride tour  buses, which are t h e  land equivalent  of 
tour  boats. 

Park planners d i d  not simply overlook t h i s  obvious a l t e rna t ive .  
Last swrane:, 1 submitted a deta i led descr ipt ion of a proposed 
al temacfve 5 to  park planners ot the Alaska Regional Office of 
the National P a r k  Service and the NPS Denver Service Center, with 
the request t h a t  i t  ar a comparable a l t e rna t ive  be included in 
the Draft DCP. A copy of my l e t t e r  is atcached ta this 
statement. 

Now, because the Draft OCCP lacks t h i s  f i f t h  a l t e rna t ive  ar a 
comparable one, the public i s  being denied the opportuqity i n  
t h i s  version of the draft t o  evaluate a logical, t r a d i t i o n a l ,  and 
practical t ransporta t ion system a l t e rna t ive .  This  omission a lso 
means that t h e  Park Service has not fu l ly  complieC w i t h  the  
National Environmental Policy A c t ,  which requires t h a t  a full 
range of a l t e r n a t i v e s  be considered. Accordingly, I recommend 
chat t h e  Park Service publish a supplemental environmental impact 
statement for public review and comment prfnr ta making a final 
decision on the development plan. 

Cit izens should have the opportunity to  consider this  f f f t h  
a l ternat ive ,  as it offers  advantages that  make it more consistent 
w i t h  the  purposes of the park than the four alternatives of the 
draft plan. It is based on Congress's directive t ha t  Katami be 
managed as a park where * . . . f i sh  and wi ld l i f e  may roam freely ,  
developing their social  etructures and evolving over time as 
nearly as poss ib le  witlwut the changes t ha t  human a c t i v i t i e s  
would. cause." (Senate Report 96-413, p .  137). 

Sn summary, the  advantages of t h i s  fifth a l t e rna t ive  include: 

8 A much lower l eve l  of disturbance t o  bears. Replacing f loa t  
planes with passenger vessels would substant ia l ly  reduce the 
disturbance caused by overflights and a i r c r a f t  noise. The 
overall_ level of human act ivi ty  and hence the potent ia l  for 
disturbamx would be diminished i f  overnight lodging and most NPS 
facilities are located in the King Salmon area.  

8 SSstanciaLly decreased overall envimnmental impacts. This  
includes l e s s  modification of the Brooks River area for lodging, 
new roads, s h u t t l e  bus seNica,  and related f a c i l i t i e s ;  less fuel 
t ransporta t ion and storage and hence a decreased r i s k  of spills; 
and less dis turbance to wildlife and archeological resources. 

Better,  more enjoyable bear viewing and i n t e rp re t ive  services. 
A King Salmon viei tor / interprecat ive  center combined with park 
ranger- incerprs ters  abcard tour boats would allow the  Park 
Service t o  b e t t e r  inform v i s i to r s  about bears and other park 
resources i n  advance a f  arr ival  ac  Brooks River. 

A highcl: quality park e%ps:iencs. Vessela would displace the 
conscant a r r i v a l  and departure of f l o a t  planes a t  Brooks camp, 
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which is r~ow a busy float plane base during the visitor season. 
Peace and quiet, which are fundamental national park values, 
would be enhanced for park visitors. Vessels would also 
gradually introduce visitors t o  the park, as opposed to the 
current method of depositing visitors abruptly on the beach at 
Brooks Camp. 

I A greater degrce of v i s i t ox  safety. Well-designed and 
constructed passenger vessels are safer than float planes, and 
can operate when low ceilings rule out air travel.. 

Improved Brooks River visitor management. Groups arriving on a 
scheduled basis could be more readily and safely esccrted to and 
from the viewing plat forns  and other facilities. 

Improved park management. Some NPS staff row needed at Brooks 
River could be reassigned to other park tasks and needs. 
Currently, the NPS's Brooks River operatior. consumes about 90 
percent of the park's entire budget, which means that other vital 
park management ceeds are not being adequately covered. 

Affirmation of National Park Service policy on visitor services 
and concessions. Building eqsnsive new and unnecessary 
facilities inside the park under the preferred a l t e r c a t i v e  or 
alternative 3 i s  incompatible with N2S policy t ha t  rails for 
major visitor f a c i l i t i e s  to be located in a gateway community or 
elsewhere outside the park. 

I Less coat to taxpayers. ff businesses in Kir.g Salmon provide 
overnight lodghg and other visitor s e r v i c e s ,  the Park Service 
would be spared the expense of subsidizing the same services, anc! 
have lower operating and personnel costs at Bmoks River. 
Increased competition in King Salmon could result in lower prices 
to visitors. Alternative 4, which would also relocate overnight 
lodging and most NPS facilities to f i n s  Salmon, has estimated 
constr;uction costs Of $13 million, versus $27.3 million plus 
additional compensation and subsidy coats to the concessioner 
under ehe preferred alternative. 

R Becefirs to the local economy. Aa the Bristol Bay fishery 
encounters troubled times, and the Xing Salmon Air Force base is 
mothballed, the local economy would benefit from the locacion of 
major visitor f a c i l i t i e s  and se,-vices in Xing Salmon. 

Potential economic benefits t o  local Native corporations and 
individuals. Tf new canceseion facilities are built in the King 
Salmon area, and a tour boat concession put in place, Native 
corporations and individuals could benefit under the preference 
right provision (Sec. 1307 Ib)) of the Alaska Lands Act .  

In conclusion, I look forward to your eupplernental environmental 
impact statement. Thank you for the opportunity to submit these 
views. 

RESPONSES -0 
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20c. See response 18f to comment on supplement to draft DCPIEIS. < m 

These are questionable asaumptiona, particularly the idea that 
federal funda will flow in the amounts enviaioned. Congreee, 
which is engaged in severely cutting the federal budget as a 
whole, including funda for the National Park System, is likely to 
question the need to construct a new resart and related 
facilitiee at Brooks River at considerable taxpayer expense given 
the availability of overnight lodging and other commercial 
visitor services in nearby King Salmon. 

A more realist ic  aaeumption ie that some fedexal funda may be 
available in future years for improving the visitor management 
program, e.g, money for improving existing t ra i l s ,  but that the 
amounts called for under Alternative 5 are unlikely to be 
appropriated. 

Under Alternative 5, it is also aseumed t h a t  the entire new 
complex on the south side of the river "would have to be built 
first, before the removal of facilities north of the river and at 
Lake BrooksV(p.181. 

However, if federal and private funds for Alternative 5 are not 
assured, and may not be forthcoming a t  a:i, then  the agency 
ahould adopt a d i f f e r e n t  "phasing schedulem for the alternative 
if it is serious about removing the existing facilities north of 
the river. For example, the campground and NPS facilitiee needed 
for visitor management could be moved to an appropriate place on 
the south side of the river, and the private concession and 
remaining NPS facilities on the north side phased eLtirely  out of 
the Brooke River area. 

Under this phasing schedule, hotels and other commercial visitor 
aervicee in King Salmon would provide overnight accommodationa, 
transportation, and other viaitor eex'vices while the NPS sought 
new federal and private funding for its Beaver Pond Terrace 
reeort proposal. This kind of phasing echedule--one that avoids 
the indefinite postponement of a move out of the north side of 
the river--would demonstrate the sincerity of the NPS in its 
avowed intent to reform the visitor management program at Brooks 
River. 

Given the NPB's plan to retain the preeent fac i l i t i es  north of 
the river pending the construction of the new community south of 
the river, what does t h e  agency plan t o  do when the existing 
Brooks Lodge cances@ion contract comea up for renewal in 19967 
The final plan should relate the new concession contract to the 
various alternarivee. 

20b DCP/EIS, please include estimated operation and maintenance 
costa for each alternative. 

(cont.) - 
2 
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m i f i c  co- 

3 .  NPS guided trips to the bear-viewing platforme. This is a 
good feature of Alternative 5 and should be part of whatever 
visitor uae limits and alternative is finally adopted. It is a 
long-overdue reform that will benefit bath bears and visitors. 

3-5. Visitor use l i m i t s .  Under Alternative -5, a maximum of 260 
people per day is allowed, subject to a 1 5 t  up or down 
modification based on monitoring of the impact. "This is more 
people than now vieit Brooks Campn ( p . 3 0 ) .  But Table 1 does not 
give the current visitor use as a basis for comparison. 
According to infomation presented at the work sesaions of Katrnai 
nshareholdere" earlier this year, in July lodge guests currently 
average 50 per day, campers 5 0 ,  day users 75, and s t a f f  3 5 ,  for a 
total of 210. In Septenrber the corresponding figures are 50, 40, 
50, and 35, for a total of 175. Thus Alternative 5 does indeed 
involve more people--24 and 37 percent, respectively. 

Most importantly, the Supplement, like the Draft DCP/EIS, fails 
to relate the propoeed visitor use limits to the results of the 
extensive scientific research funded over the years by the NPS on 
bear-human interactions at Brooks River. One of the principal 
findings of this research La that the increasing level of human 
activity in the Brooks River area has resulted in the 
displacement of some sow8 and cubs and other non-habituated 
animals from the river corridor during the critically important 
feeding times of July and September. This in turn could be 
adversely affecting the bear population. 

According to Dr. B. K- Gilbert, principal investigator in these 
etudies, in his comments on the Draft DCP/BIS. 

The [Draft] ie deficient in presenting 
quantitative predictions of the impact of 
the estimated numbers of people on bear use 
of the prime Brooks River habitat, particularly 
during the fall period of hyperphasia so import- 
ant to overwinter survival. The planning team 
has at its disposal detailed resulta of a 
aeries of formal scientific investigations aimed 
specifically at these questions. Without this 
information the public can not compare the effect 
of various options on bear foraging ecology. 

In the absence of this information and analysis, the NPS'e choice 
of 260 people per day in July, and 240 per day in September, is 
arbitrary. It reflects the agency'a decision to subordinate the 
habitat requirementa of the beaz8 to the desires of visitors. 

RESPONSES 

20e. 1992 use data are included for comparative purposes in table 3 of the final DCPIEIS. 

20f. See responses 13a, 21 c, and 29a to comments on draft DCP/EIS. 
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This is contrary to the purposes of the pazk as Bet forth i n  
ANILCA. 

I 

8. Visitor orientation and interpretation building at Beaver 
Pond Terrace. This $126,000 budding or lodge annex is obviously 
a visitor center. Why not call it that? I 
15. New bear-viewing platforms. The existing Palls Platfom 
would be expanded by the addition of another platform of unknown 
capacity, while a new river overlook platform would be linked by 
a raised handicap-accessible boardwalk to the existing Narrows 
Platform. 

Before p l a n ~ i c g  for these two new platforms proceeds any further, 
the findings and opinions of the bear researchers should be 
aought on the advisability of the new structures, and on the 
location chosen for the Narrowa Platform. 

Of special biological concern is the plan to link the Narrows and 
river overlook structures, and to leave the cuxrent dike in place 
with the exceptior. of new culverts. Again, tke opinion of bear 
scientists should be sought on the wisdom of erecting this 
boardwaik/overlook in a prime bear use area and mainraining the 
existigg dike. For example, the structure could serve as a 
barrier to bears attempting to reach that atretch of the river 
from the south. 

15. Primary access site and f a c i l i t i e s .  This would include float 
plane and boat tie-downs, a dock, barge wharf, and possibly even 
a breakwater or pier system. This proposed new port should be 
described in furtner detail and the  environmental impacts be 
giveri serious analysis, particularly the effect of all these new 
structures and associated human activity on bear movements to and 
from Brooks River. The beach is a bear :ravel corridor and the 
forest behind the beach ie used by bears fox day beds, 

If, aa recommended i n  a proposed alternative 6 (discueaed below), 
a modern ferry system replaced the current and proposed reliance 
on flaat planes, visitors to Brooks River could waik off 
specially designed veseels directly onto to the beach, thus 
eliminating the need for the conventional and costly structures 
of Alternative 5. 

16-17. Beaver Pond Terrace Development. The description of the 
proposed developments is in outline form. A Ear more detailed 
description i s  required. For example, how large (square feet) 
would the lodge/restaurant be? How many cabins are planned, and 
of what type? 

"Rusticm is used several times to describe the proposed new 
l~dge/restaurant/~orientation* center/campground/NPS facilities. 
Aleo, the new complex will be "comfortable, but rustic." "liaht 

RESPONSES 
1 

209. The facilities called for have been reduced in the proposed action to be consistent $ 
with an orientation center, which is now combined in the same building with the 
ranger station. 

20h. The raised handicap-accessible boardwalk to the existing narrows platform that was 
described in alternative 5 has been eliminated from the proposed action as it did 
not meet all of the recommended criteria for boardwalks and platforms in the Brooks 
River area (see appendix C). Instead the road would be converted to a trail and 
culverts would be placed in the trail to allow the marsh to reconnect with the river, 
or gaps created in the old roadbed would be bridged by the trail. 

Throughout the development of the proposed action and other alternatives, the 
opinions and findings of bear scientists have consistently been sought and used 
(see responses 13a, 21c, 29a, 29d, and 3fc to comments on draft DCP/EIS). 
Leaving the existing dike in place as a trail and allowing the river to reconnect with 
the marsh via culverts would not significantly impact bear travel and use of the area. 
Further, existing regulations guiding visitor behavior around bears would remain 
in-place, reducing the potential for negative bear/hurnan encounters. 

20i. Additional design detail for the proposed access facilities would be developed 
during subsequent environmental planning and analysis; such a level of detail is 
neither necessary nor appropriate for a development concept plan (also see 
response 31 1 to comment on draft DCP/EIS). 

Regarding the comment on bear travel corridors and day beds, see responses 22f 
and 30a to comments on draft DCPIEIS. 

20j. This level of detail would be presented at the comprehensive design stage rather in 
a development concept plan. 

20k. The National Park Service believes the terms used to specify characteristics of the 
development are appropriate. Most of the terms specify qualities that would 
minimize visual and natural resource impacts and are not used to clarify levels of 
cost. 
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on the land," "natural/rustic," and in a "wilderness-like 
setting" (ii, iii, 2, 16, Beaver Pond Terrace map). 

Given an estimated construction coat of $19.1 million (including 
t h e  new dock and road to the complex) for the Beaver Pond 
Terrace/NPS management support facility, it requires a willing 
auspeneion of disbelief to think of theee costly new 
installations as "rustic" and "light on the land," especially in 
the absence of detailed descriptions of what the planners intend. 
Accordingly, these warm and fuzzy adjectives and phrases should 
be replaced with objective termer and descriptions in the final 
plan. 

19. Estimated cost of Alternative 5 .  See Footnote 1. 

28. Impact on fish and wildlife. The diacuaaion notes the 
important bear use areas on the north side of the river and along 
Brooks River. It ignores the area aouth of the river, including 
the areaa proposed for the new complex, ae a bear use area, 
especially for bears traveling back and forth from Brooks River 
to other favored habitats to the south, e.g., Margot Creek and 
the Research Bay area, and acroee Iliuk Moraine t o  the north side 
of Naknek Lake. 

In lieu of a discussion. the assertion is made that " T h i s  [Beaver 
Terrace] development and the proposed management support facility 
along the Valley Road would have very little impact on important 
bear habitat or the population of bears in the Brooks River 
A r e a . 9 0  evidence whatsoever fa given to support this 
statement. Hence the final plan ahould address the full spectrum 
of bear use in the entire Brooks River area, including the areas 
proposed for the new port, lodge, campground, road, shuttle 
system, traile, and NPS facilities, and analyze the impact on 
bear use of these proposed developments and the associated level 
of human activity involved. 

32. Cumulative impacts. "The cumulative impact on brown bears 
that use the Brooke River area and prime bear habitat would be 
beneficial," claims the Supplement. Bear-human encounters would 
be reduced, and the bears would enjoy a people-free north side of 
the river. 

To be persuasive, the assertion quoted ahve needs to be 
supported by more reaeona than those given. Offsetting the 
advantages of less encounters and the absence of people on the 
north side of the river would be a substantially increased human 
presence on the south side of the river, focused around a new 
summer resort/NPS facility complex involving extensive 
development. Until the NPS relatee its proposed plan to the 
acientific findings on bear-human interaction, conclusions such 
as the one quoted above should be held in abeyance, or frankly 
acknowledged as unsubstantiated aeaertions. 

201. See response 22 to comment on draft DCP/EIS. 

20m.For a response to the comment on cumulative impacts refer to response 32q to 
comment on draft DCPIEIS. The National Park Service does not propose a 
"substantially increased human presence on the south side of the river." New 
development would be centered around the Beaver Pond terrace, approximately 1 
mile from the Brooks River, and all alternatives, except alternative 3, have use levels 
that are below current common peak days in July (see table 3). See also response 
21e to comment on draft DCPiEIS. 
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32. Unavoidable adverse impacts. One of the primary adverse 
impacts not acknowledged is the effect on overall park 
management. Currently, the lion's share of the total park budget 
goes to the Brooka Camp vieitor management program, which means 
that other vital park functions are receiving less management 
than they require. If the Park Service digs back in on the south 
side of Brooks River with a costly visitor center and NPS 
installation, this management imbalance will continue 
indefinitely to the detriment of other park resources and values. 

Because the sixth alternative described below relies on private 
enterprise to provide overnight lodging and other commercial 
viaitor services in the gateway cormunity of King Salmon/Lake 
Camp, at leaet a portion of the millions of dollars that would 
otherwise be sunk in building and operating the new Brooks River 
complex could be re-deployed for other park management purposes 
such as increased poacher control, management of Alagnak Wild 
River, controlling illegal ORV use, and management of the east 
coast of the park, to mention just a few tasks that need more 
attention. 

In FY 95, what is the total budget for the park, and what 
percentage of it is being used to operate and maintain Brooks 
Camp? What is the estimated annual operating and maintenance 
coats of Alternative 57 of the other alternatives7 

I 

overall, Alternative 5 reflects the Fark Service'~ determination 
to maintain overnight lodging and associated NPS facilities at 
Brooks River, regardless of the plan's inconsistency with the 
findings of NPS-sponsored bear research; with the purposes of 
ANXLCn and the NPS Organic Act of 1916; with official NPS policy 
on the location of conceasion facilities; with Secretary Bruce 
Babbitt's "gateway community" policy; with the Administration's 
and Congress's intent to reduce unnecessary government spending; 
and with the need to use available funds to provide adequate 
management of the park aa a whole while providing a bear-viewing 
program at Brooks River that ie consistent with park purposes. 

The Supplement itself is deficient in one very fundamental 
respect. It ignores a sixth alternative first suggested during 
the scoping period for the draft DCP/EfS, and then again during 
the public comment period on the draft. 

This sixth altexnative combines Secretary Babbitt's "Gateway 
Communityn policy and a ferry eyetem. It would (1) shift 
overnight lodging and most of the NPS eupport facilities at 
Brooks Camp to the King Salmon/Lake Camp area; and (2) replace 
the existing King Salmon-Brooks Camp float plane shuttle, and the 
private and commercial float plane traffic to Brooks Camp, with a 
modern ferry system designed for the Lake Camp-Brooks Camp run 

6 

RESPONSES TI 
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20n. It is beyond the scope of this DCP/EIS to develop management alternatives for m< 
Katmai National Park and Preserve as a whole. And, it is not possible to effectively 
discuss impacts of Brooks River area afternativw on parkwide management without 
the context of parkwide management alternatives. 

200. See response 20b to comment on supplement to draft DCPIEIS. 

20p. See responses 8a and 149 to comments on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. 

20q. The alternative suggested is a combination of alternatives that have been 
considered except for an alternative that provides only camping at Brooks River area 
for overnight stays. If the National Park Service provides camping facilities it must 
provide other overnight facilities to comply with the requirement to provide for the 
widest cross section of the public as is feasible (NPS Management Policies 1988, 
chap. 8:5). Mher alternatives that deal with the suggestion are alternative 4 (day use 
area only), and the Naknek West alternative which was considered but rejected (see 
"Part Two: Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action" - "Alternative Considered 
But Rejected" section). The National Park Service believes that the text, as modified, 
regarding modes of access is appropriate. 
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and for reaching other destinations around Naknek Lake. This 
sixth alternative would also include a relocated and modern 
campground in the Brooks River area, provided the campground 
could be located so as not to interfere with bears moving in and 
out of the Brooks River area.' 

In overlooking this gateway comunity/ferry eyatem alternative, 
the NPS has produced a plan that is not consistent with the 
the National Environmental Policy Act,  which requiree that all 
reasonable alternatives be considered. 

Thank you for this opportunity to offer our views. 

Jack Heasion 
Alaeka Representative 

cc: George Frampton 
Bob Barbee 

Thie alternative was fully described in a September 3, 
1993 letter from the Sierra Club to former Regional Director John 
Morehead that requested consideration of the alternative in the 
then-forthcoming Draft DCP/EIS. 

20r. See response 20p to comment on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. The National Park 
Service believes that the DCPiEIS fully complies with NEPA requirements and that 
all reasonable alternatives have been considered as required. 

20s. See comment letter 22 and attachments in the comments on draft DCP/EIS. 
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THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 

Mr. Bill Pierce, Superintendent 
Katmal Katlonal Park & Preserve 
P.O. Box 7 
King Salnoq AX 99613 

August 14, 1995 

Dear Mr. Pierce: 

The Wiidernws Society (TWS) a predates tba opportunity to comment on the 
&ovc rrtuenrrd Svpplcmmtd ta the har& Dcvcfopmu. Concept Plan L 
Environmental Impact Statement (DB/SEIS)  for the Iooh River Area of K . t d  
NatIanal Park & Prcscm, 'Iht Wilderness Sodtty, founded In 1935, b a non-prorit 
mcmbcfship organi~tian devoted to presem'ng wildernebs and wildlife, protecting 
America's prime forest&, parks, rivers, dc- and sharelands, and fmksiag an Amcrtcan 
land ethic. With over Zi'S,&M members natiwddc, 1,200 of whom live in Alaska, 
TWSs qcmbcrs have had a long standing interest in the management of Gtmai, its 
wilderness and wildlife. 

'here  ha^ been a trcmtnduus amount of planning energy expcnded over che hl 
six yesrb on addressing the ~ U N ~ C  of the Brooks River Area and the clcarly articulated 
need to move Brooks Csmp. At the same time, we do no1 bellcve that the National 
Park ServIcc (NPS) ha, made sufficient progress to h responslvt !o the criticisms of the 
tarUer drdts of this planning effort La the crafting of Ihe A1tetn;i.t~~ +5 presented in the 
DCP/SEIS. We arc s~ill faced with a plan thru has failed to addrw and evaluate dl of 
the tewnable dttmativcs. b s  failed to address the protection d brown be= 
adequately, and very liktly can not be adequately hnded to be achieved bccausc of its 
enormous cost. It eon ti nut^ to be our hStf lhat this plan has not yet responded to 
m j o r  carlltr criticisms of impact d u a t l o n  snd, b~ 4 result, has not yet compllcd w l l  
the Natlonal Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). TWS dots not support Alternative #5. 

ALAFW REGlON 

430 WEST 7TH .4VENUE, A X H O M C E .  AK 99501 

TEL. (907) 272-9453 FA% (903 &'2.2.16~0 

71 

21a. See responses 21a-211 to comments on draft DCPiElS and response 149 to 5 
comment on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. The National Park Service believes that 
the final DCPJEIS fully complies with NEPA requirements and that all reasonable 
alternatives have been considered as required. 
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W S  COMMENTS ON NPS BROOKS RIVER AREA DCP/SEIS, 8/14/95, Pagc 2 

'JCYYS C v m ! -  

L AIxmkh- 

Wc are disappointed In ~lternar[vc I S .  Aftcr a whole year of further Isadin$ it 
appears a be only a slight mddcation of the *Itemnative t2 in the original $aft 
DCP/EIS and has many failings. 

Firsf Alternative 1?5 is not nspmke to the Draft DCP/EIS criticisms of 
biolo ists, Native organizations, and the pubbe at hrgc. All of these interest po~~ps 
ca~e8for  a lower Intcnsb twclla and footprint, and tbtreloi. impacts, am 1s 
represented here, 

Second, Aitcrnntivc +5 fails to adequately address a full ran e of impad issues on 
g d d y  bean and the ur of the Bcaver Pnd rite u a resting area for bun, and instend 
trades off the removal of the existlng Brooks Camp slte as the mitigation for displacing 
bears h the area of the Beaver Pond. 

Third, Alternative #5 is still a very bigh cost alternative ($21 million, if you add 
up all the puts, whth the DCP/SEIS chart falls to do) that may fail from a lack of 
funding in thia Congresslod Appropffatlon and general bushes climates, and by 
dcfauh leave Brooks Camp rlght where i t  b and tbereforc completely mlss the mark of 
meeting lw purpose and need. 

Fourth, Alternative #S docs not p h m  tho Brooks Camp move to another sits fn 
stages to allow for the start of the process of cleaning up Brooks Camp until the other 
new site is completely built, thus guarantcclng, that no progress is made on tbo cwrent 
problems in the Interim 

Flfrh, AIternatlva #S represents a si@~csnt increase in allowable visitor we 
levels at Brooks River over the current levelr of use, and vies to justify that increase as 
allowablqbecause NPS will have mitigated the current use level impacts on bean 
moving evcrythlng to the South sldc of Bmoks Rhrr, but offers no aubstantlatlok a t h a t  
~ m p f i o a  Numbers are still a dgnlficant problem w i h  thh plan. Amal current w g e  
at thc Brwh Rjvcr Arca is subsrantidl less than NPS roposcs for Altcrnatiw $5, 
which reflects m increase h use lwch gy mmparIsod. kc proposed daily use Lwl of 
260 far July and August is a 24 96 inaessc ovcr current actual use and the ropmed 
dalb YW Lewl of 240 for Ss ternbe. is a 37 9b increase an cumem actual h, The gropor.d use numbn fic& rduced to what is a m  anuru happening ubh  be 
10 ogists have m oppormmty to wa~uate the new ~ituation 101 Lar Imp=& C U ~ M ~  

use IeveIs are as foflows: 
JULY/AUGUST SEP'EMBER 

50 "Camp " guests 50 "Camp" gucsu 
SOCarn rs 
75 ~ a y  Cxn (at one time, i: ZyErs (at one time) 
35 statr 35 Slaff 
Total of 210 People Total of 175 People 

21 b. See response 21 a above. 

21c. The National Park Service believes the analysis of bear habitat, use, and humanfbear 
conflicts in the Brooks River area represents a full range of impact issues. Regarding 
the use of the Beaver Pond site as a resting area for bears, the National Park Service 
would locate new developments well away from these areas (see response 30a to 
comment on draft DCP/EIS). 

21 d. The cost of alternative 5, the proposed action, has been substantially reduced. The 
total cost for this alternative is now approximately $9.5 million. 

21e. Since the cost has been substantially reduced, the goal will be to develop the new 
facilities and remove existing facilities from the north side of the river and restore 
these sites, all as a single, coordinated, continuous process. 

21f. The total use levels proposed under the proposed action would allow for slightly 
more visitors than now use the area on an average July day, but would allow for 
fewer visitors than on current common peak July days. The National Park Service 
does not consider these to be significant increases or decreases in use. It is unclear 
on what basis or how the respondent derived his use numbers; the Park Service 
stands by the current use numbers presented in table 3 of the final DCP/EIS. 
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TWS COMMENTS ON NPS BROOKS RIVER AREA DCP/SEIS, 8/14/95. Page 3. 

The DCPISEIS failed 10 identi and prclcnt for publk cvduation an Altemtivc 
#ti, Camppund ad Day UM w, %he o ~ & A  DCP/El/EIS bd B dayiosc-~njy 
alternative (At t 4 )  in it that many people believed was not reprcscntativc of aU realistic 
low i m w t  alicmaaGvss b t a w  h did mt prwldc for any camping at Brooks. m e  
DCP/SGS Plsa failed to address this as r valid alternative and was not responsive to 
hat prCac public criticism, and the ptm d m ~ s  chis 'dl or nathing fiction on the 
attemativcs with no dddle  ground. This doe hot mec~ NEPA tests. 

21 g 

21 h 

21 i 

21 j I 

0 e of rhc most crldcal reasom NPS is ddng thir p l d n  and relocation 
exercise &r tse smoks m r  /\na is ~hu *on k a cie.r rcmpftion the e d e m  
that we ue d i n g  the be= a d  d d  be j e ~ d i l l r q  the rewwct and She Wtm 
experience. TWS does not bellwe that wo sho d be promoting tourism by raIslng the 
numben. In fact, tho actual visi~or numbers a u l d  be a problem, which leads to two key 
po111r.s ao g M y  bears and their protection at B r w b  River. 

Sixth, Alternative 45 does not respond lo the h u e s  ralscd by tbe public and 
biologh that, even if Brooks Camp 16 mmcd, tbe use levtb at Brooks River my 
already bc tw high for the be= ust In the Brook Rfvn Area. 

Seventh, Alternative #5 proposes to n up a whole new previously undisturbed 
rite with i am rite disturbance impacts, m%ah 10 fully evah~atc those new yea 
impacts or attempt 113 rclocatt facilities in a way ta reuse and recycle existing dishtrbed 
dtes to minimize impacts fram the project. 

El&&, Mtcrnatiue +5 changes the hnding frpmework to a mix of concession 
investment and Cangreuioadly appropriated hnds, but does not fully address the 
irn Ucations for NPS mana emcat control of thc dcsigd, operation, and maintenance of 
la$Iitler under the conc%n i n v e u m e ~ ~  approach a d  doer not tUIIy a d h  Ule 
im lications of the resulting possessory interest for this financial structure for thc public 
to Ewe 1 thme to comment oo it. 

Ninth, Altctuative M does not adequately address aircraft overflight end use 
limits at Brooks River. n i s  is an Important factor to Improving the visitor orperiena. 

Fht, extending thc open searon at Brooks Cam by one wtek in Septem r from 
the trdltlunal Se [ember 10 camp closing lo 8 ~ c ~ a m & r  I8 doslng Is a problcmh that 
hm hu yet to $rts in any of the dtcrnattvt5. 19% r c s c u l  by Tamam l a56n Ct 
a1 found that thib one week eritnsiad d be open season at camp resulted in a 68% 
dtxreese in uac of rbt camp area by non-babitvated adult brown b a a .  Non-habituated 
brown bean camtitsite 64% of the adult bears using Brooks In Stpternbe~ - Octobtr. 
Tbest ue rignificant findings that thc DCP/SEIS failed to consider for any altcrnativc. 
even .fter public dd&m hted to this need in the Ian. We continue ra believe that 
tbe Sop~entber 10 ctping scdd be used, w r later &te. 

I IL P L Q N O M r r S O W D  R DAY USE ONLYl 

- 
--I 
I! 

27 g. The Park Service disagrees; see responses 17j, 18a, and 21 c to comments on draft 2 
DCPIEIS. 

21 h. The Park Service believes the impact analysis completed for alternative 5 (the 
proposed action) is consistent with the level of detait required for a development 
concept plan. Additional, more detailed, evaluations of impacts would be done in 
subsequent, site-specific; environrnental.analyses. A primarkobjective of alternative 
5 was to remove existing developments from the north side of the river, converting 
this area into a "people-free" zone. Reusing or recycling existing disturbed sites 
north of the river would conflict with this objective. Wherever possible, other sites 
that are already disturbed would be used to locate new developments. 

21i. The National Park Service would always retain control of design, operation, and 
maintenance of all facilities on NPS land. And all facilities would be on NPS land. 
The possessory interest for facilities financed by parties other than the federal 
government would be negotiated and cannot be determined within this DCP/EIS. 

21j. See response 22e to comments on draft DCP/EIS. The National Park Service 
believes that aircraft overflight and use limits at the Brooks River area have been 
adequately addressed. 

21k. Providing only a campground for overnight stays does not meet the NPS practice 
of providing for the widest cross section of the public as is feasible. 

21 1. See response 30m to comment on draft DCP/EIS. 
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7WS COMMENTS ON NPS BROOKS RIVER AREA DCP/SE[$8/14/95, Page 4. 

Second, TWS does not yet see ttre science based modtoring program incorporated 
idto the DCP that 15 needed to evaluata what is happening on the ground with bears and 
r+ple, and other resource values u well for that ma!lcf, and can provide a bask for the 
nuts to use of tho Brmks arca that will rotcct the resources thcre. We hare repeatcd 

bclw our mmments to the Draft D C P ~ S  from our Juoc 30, IPW letter to !be record 
to underscore this polnt which NPS coatlnucs to fail to address: 

A L w  

Whlle the Draft Gtnetel Management Plnn/Enviconmental Assessment proposed 
a phased relocation of all Brookr Camp fncllities to reduce the nu&r and 
frequency of bearfiumm encounters, the Gencral Management Ran/ Final EIS 
deferred making my decision on rclacation of Brooks Camp "until the results of 
current studies rm bearfhuman Intcractio~ in the Brooks Camp area have been 
corn letcd." (Pg 32, par 3). Those studies were completed and published for HPS 
by dh4 G ilbert, astd F i t b  on June 1, 1990, and hove been relcased to the 
pubtic. Subsequent studits by Olson, ct d have added to the body of eddcncb 
that brown bean displaced by increasing use of the Brooks River Arca and 
Increwin8 the length of the sewn of ust. 

However the information davelo cd in those beurfiuman interamion studies 
w b i d  c~&rly show h e  impact a! increasing numben bvmons displacing dm, 

to be prominently incor rated into the dcri of the arttrnativcs 
% $ t $ L d l i  B ~ O ~ S  Riwr w$iias. N ~ K u t t r  that 
critical resource management lsrue in the Brooks RIver Area Is how to 
accommodate the growing numbers of an crs, photographers, and bear vtewrs 
without Imparting the ~ n u d  dynrda ofthe local brwm bear ppuIat[on, of 
severely degradin the visitor experienceg (pago 3). lgnorts the lss~lc af humm ucs 
limits to protect Ife bars throughout thc DCP/DEIS, and constructs a set of 
HurnanlBear Interaction Indimtors in Table 2 on page 29 that place no values on 
protecting the bears or their behavior arid habitat Conceivably, success could bc 
degned es eliminating any beats on the 8rwb River ns the way of meerlng the 
standards ortraycd in Table 2 In short, thc em hssis is on accommodatbg mote 
people rat!, than protect bears. and the &/DEIs hlk to really address 
snd meet the NPS stat& $eaivcs to gmKn bcur 

The DCP/DEIS faib lo mag or o t h e d t  detail any identified brown bear habitat 
and use patterns as key tntonastlon re uircd lo design and evaluate the lmpacu 
of IcgiEimate dtuwtirq nor is that idlormtioa sufficicatly rummtirked and 
displayed in a manner that hetps lo answer tbe fundamental quesflon of where 
any facilities can be plactd in the 8t00L5 River Area without impndin the bears. 
A math or that research needs o bc upIidt1y mm~ed as a basis of $ d n g  and 
dl alternative$ should be swcturtd in the D C P p  S to alIm the reader the 
ability to we how Uie concludons of that research &aped cacb altcrnatlve. 
Failure to show how each alternative relates to the bear rcstarcb casU dwbt on 
the integrity of the dtcrnatlvcs and the auffidarq of the DCP1DEIS.C 

21 rn.The details of the monitoring program would be outlined in a subsequent monitoring 
plan; such detail is neither necessary nor appropriate for a development concept 
plan. See response 21c to comment an draft DCP/EIS. 
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21 n. The National Park Service disagrees that the descriptions of the alternatives are too 2 
vague to enable meaningful public comment appropriate to this DCP/EIS. See 
response 21 d above. 

I 
TWS C O M m S  ON NPS BROOKS RIVER AREA DCP/SElS. 8/14/95. Pant 5. I 

I ? h c ~  long standing criticisms of the Brooks River Area Plan have not yet been 
addressed by NPS and still stand today. 1 I 

Much of the public comment on the Draft DCP/EIS foc~~sscd on b e  she, 
location, and extent of the footprint of any proposed relocation of Brook Cam Thc 
omn n m c  YS B st i l l  tar npvc  in rbac Mw and d o 0  not ~ I O Y ( ~ .  sP& O D O P ~ ~  
IRfomtbn ta the publlc far meaningful comment. The pub& still does not have a 
&finite sense of tbc she and utcnt of the footprint and that Is essential co acbicri 
both a public undcrWndin8 l a d  rnweWu 'I'hro 1. still tbc ap earmce that NPS?BS 
mt r d  s a ~ e d  back., as most of tbe public mmmcnu ~ ~ J ' N P S  w ~ d d  to at 
Brooks, Lt that XPS is jut bu0ding mother Brooks Camp of d m h r  scale in another 
location at the Beavcr Pond slte. Thk stdl troubla man people, many of wham belleve 
that hTS needs to come to  rip 4 t h  muall virltor u c  fevels tbat may well be too high 
at Brooks River by devcl~ping a Ian in the form of a much smaller fooiprint to protect 
Ibc p a t  resaurccs, grizzly bears particular, and tho visitor npricnce. 

TWS does not believe that tbe NPS has yet achleved a meaningful altemalfve or 
lan nnd does not support ALternative #S. Neitlzw do we support the Beaver Pond tik. 

&a believe that NPS has not yet eomp1k.d with NePA on th. plan and recommend that 
NPS complete the task, 

A l a b  Rcgionai Director 

CC: Gcor a T. Framptou, It., Assistant Secrctaq, USDI 
B O ~  lache,  U k s i  ~ e g i o m ~  Dirtctm, National Park Smira 
Atarh Consemtion Croup 
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river management was a d d r r d  seven ye= qo.  NPS anr coaacrmd that tbc 6we dmon 
bag limit was encouraging "meat lidtin' and creating aihutiaas where many anden with 
dud were a d n g  umwrntcd attention from tbe bmwa beam. Although &ere mr talk 
then of dosiog the lower river to 6sbing, tbe .ppropr&c ~ p o l l s e  was to red- tbe daily 

limit ta one salmon. Tbat resolved the problem without resort to an unnectrrsry 
h u m .  Simitar specific action should &ways be pumued before cloaurts ue evca 
contemplated. 

Thmk you fdr this oppomity to mmment .nd WE urge NPS to tcjsct pmpda to 
c ! !  tbe lower reaches of the Brooks M r  to sport fishing. 

BIRCH. H o r n .  B r n R  

RESPONSES B 
D --I 
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Samuel J. Fortier, 
Fortia&Mikko, PC., 
2550 DmaIi St. Suite 1500 
Aachorrge, Alaska 99503 

evs for Tbe Heirs of PahHr 

COMMENTS of the HEIRS OF PA-REGARDMC THE 
SUPPLEMENT TO DRAm DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN 

FNVIRONMENTAL w T A 7 6 M E N T  

The Heirs of Palakia Mclgenalr us the descendants of an donee applicant ta 160 

acres of Iand in the Katmai National Pnrk. Pursuant to a decision rendered by the Intuior 

Board of Land Appeals ( IBLA) in case # 18LA 86-32, a dedsion favorable to the Hcin 

was reversed under a "cessation of use" theory. Thz Ekh V d l  file a lawsuit with in the 

next momh with regard to the IBLA decision. 

Pal& Melgenak filed for an allotmeni, pursuant to application AA-760.4, in 

accordance with the Native AUotmtnt Ad of 1906, as claiming 120 scns of 
land on the north and south sides of the BrooLa River. This dtclion includes lands which 

are the subject of the NPS EIS. Punrucint to fiading~ of mLA; 

The testimony Dfwitnwu established that Palalria continued to use or 
occupy her lands in a mbsmtdly cdnuoua maanu afkr the death of 
her 6rsl husband in 1953, visifing her cab@ ma* trw to protect 
against the likelihood that "'white men would came and take the Land" 
127 IBU 233. 

c NPS had actual knowledge of Native seasonal W n g  activities at the 
mouth of Brooks River ("tbe c x h i i  presented by the NPS contain 
wIor photographs dcpi~hng hundreds of fkh on racks, Natives splitting 
fish, and other activiti ed...."). 127 IBLA 234. 

RESPONSES 



Commau of Heirs of Palakia Mdgenak 
Pege 2 
Au@& 14, 1995 

r No cast "hns cva held that use by hdn of a applicant may support a 
claim of tbandorment or non-use." ID. 

v Due to advancing age (Palakia was in bcr 80's in the 19601s), sht wra 
unable to continue to visit hn lands, bvi h e  scnt the Hein' father a d  
the Heirs to gather hh for her, and to bring her soil , water and ashes 
to prolong bu li&. " C l d y ,  the land wntmuod to be used by IPalakia) 
through her heir, on h a  behatf, and for her livelihood and well-bdng." 
Id. 

Structures on the site, before the wnstmnion of Kotmailand, included 
Pdzka's cabin, b l r a c h  and tent fiamu. Id. In addition, and not 
addressed in tbe decision, the stcu~tuns included a d m  bdwging to 
the Heirs' fattier, Trefon 

"The entire record rupporls the mclugioa hat [Pslalds] made 
extensive use of the land at Brooks Ca mp...." 127 IBLA 240. 

Portio~s of the H h '  allotment wae wron&lly taka by the National Park 

Service decades ago, and Brooks Camp amstmaed on the portions taken. No 

compeosation has cver been rcndcrtd to the Hdrs or their predecessors in intercat. 

ArUhcts and cultural item witbin the meaaing of the Archaeological R e s o w  

Protection Act, 16 USC 470(a)(a), ("ARPAn) aod (be Native Arnuican Gram 

Protection and Repatriation Act, 25 OSC 300 1, (WAGPRAn) were disturbed or 

destroyed without proper permit*. Accarding to the Draft Ebviromental Impact 

Statement (''EIS'), rmcb of the d l o ~  has been polluted. due to l&ng underground 

kel systems. Further, the degradation due to the laking system has resulted in 

degradation to artifnun and gram still buried. Tbe Natioaal Park Senrice ("NPSn) 

activitiw have also resulted in the dmliot, of mnny of th cuftwal features within the 

bouadaria of the allotment nnd adj- lands. 
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Comments of Hein of Palakia Melgcnak 
Page 4 
August 14,1995 

Whencvs any candition of tbe undertaking c a w  or may cause any 
change, beneficial or adverse, in the quality of thc historid, archamlogid 
or cultural characteristics ... or when an undertaking changca h e  character 
of Location, design, setting, marcrial. w o r a h p ,  fceline. or associ&oa 
of the property which coatnitcs to its historic s i p f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c e .  (emphasis 
added). 

Sge dm 36 CFR sec. 800.3(a) and (b). Comltation is required; there has been 

insi@cant consuhation. T h e  has been w comiduation of the rights of the Heirs at all.' 

The EIS pays lip Swicc to the protection of resources, but there is no I 
plan for the remediation of such rcsourcts, much l u s  the. protection of murces .  See, for I 

Cultural sites would be mveycd md monitored to onsure heir protection 
and to select the best site for the limited dcvdopmd at the Beaver Pond 
Tmace. All cultural sites would be selected witb the assisuocc af the 
Descendants of Katmai and wouM be d v e  ta the archaeological and 
ethnographic importance of the men. Activities a d  facilities would be 
located considering the need to mioimize c ~ c t c r  with bears while taking 
best advantage of the area's sup& rwouras for educatitlg vilors. 

The EIS, however, doee not address the p w t  day harm existing, nor whbl &cct I 
mitigation efforts, will have on the existing tnvirot~entpl problems dut ta the l&g I 
underground fuel facilitiu. It is bdievcd that the existing hcilitiu have been placed over, 

upon, and through ancient graves, ancient buried villages and other ~~chae~logical I 
'1ndecd,erdrm~aLcd,'~~1Torkhcin&not~cnraoivtacop~ofthcEISuntil 
Augusr 10, a d  tlaag anlt, PRer rrpcatod phane &. C d  had appcbrcd at dher public 
dkm,qjcM, war ai tbc mailing lists, and cvu~madt -+ p ~ ~ o y l y ,  the DCP faikd in 
t h a t i h n w a s n o m e n t m o f t b t d i ~ o t e d f l l D t m m t d ~ c o n ~ ~ a ~ o f t h c b n p a c t t o  
the culuual fcatum that wrc ckarly oEcrsioood by any altmdw. Park Service p m m d  
p d  to address thc jssua with the S o l i c h s  offict; it is ~~ however, that the SoliciIoc's 
ofliccwasbricfcdonthepoin(JraicledutbDsem~. 

fl 
23b. As noted in "Part Three: The Affected Environment" - "Remediation Efforts" 2 

sectjon, remediation efforts associated with the leaking underground fuel facilities 
do "not preempt the current planning process, nor do they preclude the full 
consideration of all DCP alternatives." Though remediation is an existing and 
ongoing effort, it is considered a separate issue from the DCP; therefore, associated 
impacts and costs were not considered in this document. The DCP/EIS does, 
however, recognize the presence of significant archeological resources and 
considers the effect of current developments and conditions on these resources, as 
well as the effects of the proposed action and other action alternatives. See response 
17m to comment on supplement to draft DCPIEIS regarding the effect of proposed 
mitigation efforts. 
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Comments of Heirs of Palakia Melgenak 
Page 7 
August 14, 1995 

I 43 CFR 7.1. The resources ate to be protcaed on public lands a d  on Indian lands, I 
I including lands beld in trust by the Government. Id. I 

IV. Coadusion 

The EIS fails to take into a c c m  the impact on tbo cultural, economic and social 

well-being of the Heirs. The EIS simply ignores the property interests of the Heirs. The 

EIS fails to take into account existing laws which protect the cultural resources on lands 

drtady contaminnted, br ing what appears to be a phased c leawp,  and inadequately 

addresses the requitcments imposed by law and regulation with respect lo mitigation and 

remediation of cultural and archamlogical festwes. 

Finally, the NPS failed to supply a copy of the ElS to the undersigned timely, 

although the tudmigned had been on an information sbtct for a number of  In~nths a s  the 

legal representative for the Heirx. 

Fortier & Mikko, P.C. 

RESPONSES 
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24a. The Brooks River area of Katmai National Park and Preserve is part of a national $ 
park and therefore preference can not be given to people from any specific 
geographic area for use of the Brooks River area. 

24b. The National Park Service intends to elevate the last few yards of the falls trail as 
suggested; however, the precise distance to be covered by the boardwalk would 
be determined during the later design stages of planning. 

24c. The issue of whether limits on the number of photographers with tripods should be 
established for use of the platforms is beyond the level of detail appropriate for this 
DCPIEIS and is an operational detail that would be addressed by the park staff. 

24d. The details of additional studies and long-term monitoring plans are beyond the 
scope of a development concept plan. Such details, as well as the level of funding 
necessary to carry outthe work, would be determined during subsequent planning. 
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I 
26f 

I was deeply, deeply troubJed to see a C u t b d  platform still on one of the maps. 1 trust this w u  an 
error. Mere words cvtnot emphlsizc strongly enough how bad an idea r Cutbank platform would be. i 

Colnmmu lmm: A. B m h ,  - 4 

1 To w to kcet, this short I'll le& it at that: 4 

26e 

I have had KvcnJ conniption f i u  about a l l  the rnffrc proposed w near w the Beaver Pond's heavy bear 
day-bed area. On further thought, I wonder if prt of the mason &at area is so heavily pocked with day 
be& ia it is a comfonable rcrnove from the M e  around the river mouth. tf thiu is so it xecru Iikcly the 
new development will displace the bedding area elsewhere, say on rhe n o d  side of the river. The h e  of 
Dumpling is Jrndy another area full to bursting with day beds. Should use there increase due to my 
duplaccment. the park should be mindful when sending folks up the Dumpling trul. Just an observation. 

2% 

P l e a  don't cxpaud the F d r  Platform - if a new one nsedr buil&z'm&e it big enough for mybe 30 - 
but* do not build a second The falls m a  is very constr id by iu landscape, Adding that many 
more people and another srnrhurr to the quasion could r d y  &ow some things off balance. The 
second structure u mapped covcn an area used heady by less domiuimt bears for consuming Fih, 
nursing, or viewing ongoing ursine politics in the water in prcpvvion for joining the fray. I haven't yet 
sea a bear willing to sand under a platform, so thir would mast liktly reduce even more the open space 
available to the many barr using that cnmpcd place b July. h r s  also do notice the people on the 
platform; &ing more people yet would probably add to the dmdy high stress levels. Pltvc take the 
bars into consi&ruion more in your planaiag. They need the river to survive. We're only recreating. 

1 have mixed fcelingr about the proposed pladorm at the riw mouth, and irs walkway to the Narrows 
platform. I don't chiink the numben of people that could be rcomrnodtted in this utr wodd be as L r d  

26e. Proposed developments would be located well away from Beaver Pond and, hence, 
away from daybeds used by the bears (see response 20a to comment on draft 
DCP/EIS). 

26h 

26i 

26j 

26k 

26f. The proposed action in the FElS states: "A mid-river platform could be built if 
absolutely necessary, based on LAC monitoring called for in the 'Limits of 
Acceptable Change' section. Necessary compliance would be completed at the 
time this platform was determined to be required." 

for burs to take as at the fillo: b e  lower h e r  is much more open. On the other hand it contradicts 
you own criteria for boarhllks and as stad ofi p. 149 of last yeu's DCP. Sptcifidy, #3: 
The path from the river mouth to the bridge area is averitable bar highwy. T h e  first month or two of 
my study in 1985, I used a platform in the dump of vets adjrcnt the proposed pkform. I wu dwap 
antsy going down there bemuse of the volwnc of ursine tr&c. O n  my visit last man& I ww nothing has 
cbangcd in thii respect. It is llro dcar the Brooks b u m  have not yet djrrrttd to the Narrow8 Platform. 1 

On the topic of behavior monitoring: my dvkc would be to do everything you w to get the ume 
person doing this over several seasons, if pssiblt .  It takes a while to learn k r e s c .  Much bee behsviof 
is incredibly subrle, and almost always misinterpreted by the d watcher. 

Of coune, if dl humm activity is removed from the north side of the river the effects of the platforms 
will be at least partly mitigated. Exnpr that bear's a c e s  from the south side may be severely limited due 
to the rhccs length and loution 05 the pmpastd platform md walkway. t there a possibility of 
shortening thin@ a bit to give bears a linle leeway on the south NlLnek bach side? 

1 very much like the concept of guided tours. What kind of t r d g  win the get? A June seminar 
on the subWtct of bear behavior would be $teat, I f d  that fvrr season staff in panicular tend to be 
d y  quirrtly around bcus, often feciing on pins and d m  that "something" is going to happen at any 

26g. The map drawing of the falls platform is conceptual only; the actual platform could 
be designed a number of ways. The National Park Service would ensure that no 
matter what the final design, the structure would meet all of the criteria listed for 
platforrns in appendix C of the DCPIEIS, including those specific to bears. 

obwrvnl lut momh a Lot ot l n t c r m g  bear behavtor a3 rcgaiS5 the "new" plattorm. Une oi the 
incident, included the obvious displacement of a bear by a person's laugh. The person (incidently, a park 
employee) was laughing in a m n e r  that sounded a lot like a bear's huff. T h e  beat immediady turued 
an heel and all but can from the sccne. All th is  to say, the platforms are not necessarily benign in bears' 
eyes. At I w  at this point. It's entirely p d b l e  that ten or more y a n  from now the platform(s) will be 
something -tially ignored. Another useful behavioral vtit worth monitoring. 

26h. The river mouth platform would serve primarily as a safe haven and would be small 
and tucked behind trees to minimize the degree that it would violate criteria 9 far 
bear viewing platforms (see appendix C). It would not be in established wildlife use 
patterns and thus would not violate criteria 3. 

26i. This comment has been referred to park management for consideration. 

26j. The new proposed action does not call for the boardwalk. The river mouth platform 
will be accessed by a trail instead. See response 20h to comment on the supplement 
to the draft DCP/EIS. 

26k. A discussion of training for guides is beyond the scope of this DCP/EIS, but this 
comment has been referred to park management for consideration. 
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moment. Given careful &gemeat that 'something* need n w r  happen - i t ' s  just the park's 
rqonr ib i i ty  to help t& d f  undmund thx and c o n y  it to rhe visitors. An open seminu h e e n  
returning and new Raft (and if budget somtone brought in, say, from McNieI) could be a p o d  
sersonatarur. 

. - 

261 1 Re: the tourn may 1 q u t  thue be put on u rigid a schedule as possible. The bears will pack up on this 
after a time, maybe helping to rrduce the wild t&c jams that e d  this pwr July on the Falt  trail. Or 

i urn. B- it's worth a try-. 

YES! Wiitrty go with a urch-uld-release poky only, virh seasonal clonucs of Gshing altogecbrr! Not 
to be overly dnmatk, bur 1 would kiss thc fm of wbomtva inatiwcd this rule, and buy them their 
favorite bees/wine for a year. We'cll, for a month. I'm not thrt wakhy. 

I was W i l y  disappointed to r a  the phrasiug "dareue... h a b i i n '  md "excmive habinmion' of 
b a n .  Hurnau habiruation by hem muely mcvu bevs rrcogniw people as a benign entity on the rim. 
[c is bow they arc ablt to w the river with SO many people m n d ,  and it's what r& the intmiry of 
k b m  inrerrcrions. My least benign urpMieoce with a beu w o ~  a r m & b i r d  individual. Food- 
conditioning $ what you, I md anyone elu working around ban shodd be concerned about. Just a pet- 
pcve of mine. H a b i i i o n  rends to be vicarad too rigidly by the NPS. Its worthiness or cause for worry 
ir-ik, nor rom&gthatua be viewed naically. 

It is p a t  to see the concept of cooking lhdccn u the campground. Yes! Good! I trust thnc will have a 
lat a1 norage space tao? 

I assume rangen would do any cnforeunent at the campground despite its being run by the 
c o d o n c r ? ?  

A @on: meetings bctwem bears and people are c o m k a < y  r c f d  to as 'encounterr'. This is the 
language of conflict - or is by popular usc. EPpccidly in eduaqthe  public, using "bear-humul 

where appropriate can help convey s o d i g  Jte: tk dynamism of so many of rhc 
interactions around Brooks. It's subtle and mybe a tide nit-picky, bur psychologidy it dou remove a 
linle of peaple'r monner perception from ban, &g ban not aomttbingro be encountered, bus 
someone with whom to interact - somahhg with behavior as varied and plastic as ours. 

O o p ~  This v l m ' z  very short. My ~~. 
One last concern would be to repeat the nightmarc I wrote about in my c o r n  lener: That the new amp 
gar built d the olddotsn't ga torn down. Pi-, p l w  don't kt this happen .... 

TMU for the oppommicy to comment. Good luck on getting the Good Work acmrnpllhcd. 

RESPONSES -0 2 

261. The time schedule for guided trips to bear platforms is an operational issue and as 
such is not presented in this DCP/EIS. 
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August 10, 1995 

William Pierce 
Superintendent 
Katrnai National Park and Preserve 
P.O. Box 7 
King Salmon, Alaska 99613 

Subject: Comments regarding the Supplement to the 
Draft DCPlElS Brooks River A m ,  Katmai 
and 
New Lodge Site Proposal - Research Bay (Alt. #6) 

Dear Mr. Pierce: 

It is a pleasure to comment an the Supplement to the DCPlEIS of the B m k s  River, 
K a m i  area. I find many of the changes regarding the B m k s  Rivcr Bear Viewing Management 
Plan importad when compand to (he original DCP. Additionally, this DCPlElS now looks at 
an area much larger than the local Brooks River area. This is important as the visitor activity 
rightly begins id the town of King Salmon (major airport), spreading to the getleral Katmai Park 
area and finally to Brooks Rivcr itself. Each of these saxors will impact the one mxt to it. 

As you know, I have atbtoded all the public bearings and have betn a member of the 
KatmPi Partncn, a grwp ofdivttsc individuals inrerested in (hc future of this park and pmervt. 
From this involvctnmt has an understanding of the physical environment as well as those 
factors which impact the visitor experience. 

I rr;cognbz lhc  c o n s i d ~ t  comm'nmcm 05 fmc and ph-mirtg contributed by many 
individuals, prticutarly the NPS. However, I feel that a mw h ~ k  must be taken to thc site 
selection of the Futute lodgeloperations and employee housing. 

Alternative #5 site still pmvidts an environment for ncgative impact dat ing (o Bc00ks 
River bear population. The nolsc of aircraft st i l l  exists. I have heard the aitcraf? probkm 
described as a bunch of bees around a nest. Visitor numbers have steadily increased. Tkre is 

RESPONSES 
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a mcd for a modifd full service lodge centrally located. I suggest constructing this lodge today 
and use Brooks River as one of many Naknek Lake attractions. I have provided funher 
discussion on the merits of an expanded lodge 6 to 9 miles from Brooks River in a wind 
protected wvc. 

I feel the immediate arta surrounding Restarch Bay is a site which answers those 
remaining imcs negatively affecting AIternatiw US. 

The folIowing Alternative will be designated Alternative #6. - Restmh Bay. 

Sincerely. 

William P. Bredesen 

RESPONSES -0 3- 
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VE A6 - -CH BAY 

Under Albrnalivt 15. air tramporlation from King Salmon to Brooks River still requires 
the use of noisy aircraft which affects the feeding or roaming bear population below its wings 
and motors. Additionally, it is diffiult, impassible arjust plain unsafe to land at Brooks Lake 
andtor Naknek Lakc in the immediate area around Brooks River when the wind is strong 
creating large waves. Waterborne travel by boat is time consvrning and very rough during high 
winds and rain. 

Restarch Bay, in the Iliuk Arm, which lies just around the corner from Brooks River is 
the site of a wind protected cove. Visitors can safety fly to Research Bay from King Salmon 
and then travel by tour boat or by ground shuttle to the beginning of the infrastructure described 
in Alternative #5 (bth docking facilities or ~ o a d  transportation). Sce attached maps for 
locations. 

From its new lodge site, mad access is easily used for trips to the Valley of 10.000 
Smokes or to view the bcars/cultural resources. 

A very important ekment of Research Bay as a new Iodgelemployee housing site is the 
fact (hat the primary tour boat facility wwld be located hen. nKse tout boats could casily 
provide access to additional Naknek Lake visitor interest areas and thereby reduce the visitor 
pressure on Broaks River. Also, the establishment of a centtat lodging and h a t  acea wmld 
prevent t ! ~  sprawling of other lodges around the cast end of N a h k  Lake. 

This protected bay is far e m g h  away from the bear viewing activity (6 to 9 miles) to 
rclkve pressure on the bean at Brooks River. This will reduce the stress level of the feeding 
or roaming h r s .  

This bay is easy tn ffy to a d  could he a central tour boat base. It is (ociited on tht road 
to the Valley of 10.000 Smokes. 

Thb lodge s ik  wwld allow the concessionnim a lengthcncd operating season. With the 
dcpedence on Brooks Rivcr arta gone as h e  primary activity center, other Nalrmk Lnke 

RESPONSES 

27a. A Research Bay site would have many major environmental and engineering 
problems. Research Bay proper is too shallow for floatplane landings and takeoffs 
and boat navigation. An access road from Research Bay to the road to the Valley 
of Ten Thousand Smokes would have to cross wetlands and excessively steep 
terrain. Facilities developed in thevicinity of Research Bay would be in wetlands and 
on very unstable substrate. These problems make an alternative calling for facilities 
and access routes in the Research Bay area infeasible. Other lodges cannot be 
developed in areas around the east end of Naknek Lake because it is all designated 
wilderness where development is not allowed. The National Park Service believes 
that visitor use limits are the most appropriate way to control visitor pressure at the 
Brooks River area. 



interest arras could be expanded. Additionally, the conctssbnairt financial risk would be 
kssmed bccause of tbe longer operating season using the stme operating assets. 

This lodge sife would promote day use visitors. It could be pact of a bear managcmcnl 
plan to restrict late evening bear watching, h s  giving the bears a mt from the pressure of 24- 
hour availability. 

Brooks River is the site of a long history of past u s  which must cataloged a d  preserved. 
It has a l d y  been discussed in Alternative 85 that local peopk would be the best individuals 
to intentc; with the visitors in describing the local history. Thc a m  of culhlral mwras should 
be part of a gnnter 1-1 employee (raining program. Bnr viewing is very important at Bmks  
River today. However, the time will be soon when cultural rr-s will be equally imponant. 

W e  and A m  

To relieve the pressure onBrooks River it will be necessary to identify and promote 0 t h  
bear viewing. fishing and general visitor interesr areas in the Naknek Lake area. 

A central lodge site at Rcscarch Bay will facilitate h i s  goal by its ability to encompass 
wider visitor i n t m s t  am without impacting the bears at Brooks River. 

Alternative #5 provides for a maximum of 60 lodge visitors bathing in a c e d  ba!h 
house. While chis type of lodging is functionel it is very lWhg  lo n greater visitor base. 

As I walked the visitor-filled downtown stmts of Anchorage this summer and looked at 
the booking recotds of Alaska vislton, it became obvious that the broader visitor profile is an 
aging visitor population who may or may not be able to be athletic or spartan in its desk or 
rrquircmcnts as they visit Alaska. Alternative #5 provides a lodging environment aimed at a 
rclativcty small visitor base. 

Rucarch Bay (Altemntive #6) would appeal to a much wider visitor base because more 
comfort and need kvels would be provided. 

Aa has been stated before, Research Bay would allow a broader visitor experience a d  
because of chis. a much longer visitor season. This longer setson would be beneficial to  the 
employed local population aa well as making the concessionaire's operations more cost effective. 
This would m a n  more visitor nlaed dotlan to pay for the lodge debt. We must remembcr that 
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the conccssio~lain will provide most of tbe m a ~ y  lo makc the fmncial formulo work. Thc 
NPS will assume a mle of an overseer r8ther than the provider of total funding. Tht site at 
huwdi Bay, because of its location in r protcctcd cove, will add certainty to visitor ability to 
arrive safety and thus begin his stay at the concessionaire's lodge. He will not have to cancel 
because of rough water. 

Senator Frank M u r k o w  introduced the National Park Service Enhance- Act on 
August 8, 1995 which is aimed at emuraging the private sector to make long term financial 
investments in our parks and to a h  promote conccslioaairr-provided scniccs. It is clear the 
future gpcUs a much g r w r  rote from the prink sector to provide t b d h g  and to do so it must 
makc aonomic a d  market SCW. 

This much broader visitor base is  necessary to attract privak funding. Our aging 
populalion is best abk to help the c o ~ w M i n ' s  risk formula because they have tk timc and 
finaucial mscums to pay for the ~~ park (Brooks River) visitor cosfs. 

Almmtive IS providcs by its l d m  a d  ladging mirommnt, a much riskier f h x i l  
formula for the wnctssiodairr to look iMD the fuhllc. Also, it provides a show 
seaJon which negatively impacts the lodge employees as well as the concessionaire. 

The campgmurd nnd its rtlated facilith could remain at Brooks River. 

RESPONSES 
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June 30,1995 

Superintendent 
Katmai National Park and Prcsave 
P. 0. Box 7 
King Salmon, Alaska 99613 

Re: May 1995 Supplement to the D r a  DCPjEIS 

Gentlemen: 

I have reviewed with great intereat a d  concern the document dated May 1995 wMcb 
you so graciously mailed to  me. I d d  like to provide you with my Me's and my vim, 
for your comiduatioa 

My wife and I have visited K a h  For the past five yws, beginning in 1990. Our pri- 
mary realona for visiting Katrmi m: 

1. The opportunity to photognph many t y p  of wildlife. 

2. The primitive 'bush" envhonmtnt. 

While we have always greatly enjoyed our viriu and the faciiitica and savictr provided 
by KauMiland Inc we have been alarmed by the incrtaaing numberr ofvisitort. We've 
seen people wh'o appear to have no business bcin8 thcrc; we've even a- small airline 
Luggage carts on the FaUs trail! WE concut arholehwdty with management of 
visitation, both for the benefit of the wildWe and mvironmcnt and for the better enjoy- 
mmt of visitors. Clearly unconmDcd visitation is advensly d f ' g  Katmai 

We believe that tkt PRtMARY DIRECTIVE of the National Park System ir to protect 
and preserve our parks for the continued aducdtion and enjoyment of future gmcratioru 
of visiton. 1 realize that it ia no amall task to saw 'the pubkc; someone wiU object 
to whatever you do or don't do. So you must att?mpt ro suikc a delicate balance k- 
tween protection. preservation, and enjoyment of vlaiton. 

Severd spcific alpectl of the Supplcmcnt c o n m  us greatly: 

I. Demolition of existing fadt ics  no& of the Brookn River. 

While one could wish some feature8 of the m t  facilities were a tittle diKcrcnt, the 
facilities do function well end it is totally imponaiblt to demolish thtm without ad- 
vurdy affecting both the wiMl& and tbc cnwonmcn~ 

2. Any major c o n s ~ c t i o n  project would b y e  a rmjor impact on both wildlife and 
visiton. 

28b 

28a. The National Park Service believes that the proposed action provides a major net 
gain in the protection of park resources while providing for visitor enjoyment of those 
resources. Restoration of the area north of the river to as nearly natural conditions 
as reasonable will facilitate the return of natural conditions and processes. Also, see 
response 149 to comment on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. 

You unnot  help but destroy some of the anme features which your mission man- 
dates that you protect. Once r wi~demcas mvironmcnt bar been ah& or partidy 
destroyed by -'a "impronmcntb, it can ncva ba ar it once was; the damage is 

2 8 ~  

28b. See response 28a above. 

pcrmancnt. 

3. A central shower and washmom facility is abnolutely unacceptable to us as over- 
night visitors. Cabins MUST provide facilities. 

28c. Each overnight guest would have a toilet, a wash basin, and a shower under the 
new proposed action. 
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4. Scheduling specific times for w of bear platforms would have a major adverse im- 
pact on our use and enjoyment of the facilities. 

This concept brings lo mind rhc -run 'em in, run 'am cut- philosophy which is found 
in urban cnmtahmcnt facilities such as Knott'r B m y  F ~ n n  and Disneylsnd in Los 
Angeks. If we want that type of regimen, we c a t a d y  won't go to the time and ex- 
pen= of traveling to Katmail 

If you limit visitation Qcn drir approach is unnecessary, and it would mate m un. 
aclcoms administrative burden for park personnel. 

5. Removal a€ the floating W e e  would be a losr for both people AND tbe who 
aerm to enjoy using it. I aincezely doubt that the bridge is an mpcdment to 
spawning firh. 

h LWS ~f ANY ulldifr du. to m n ' s  *hprovrmrrT project; ir counter mstrgic to 
y o u  primary directive to protect and prcsente the park. 

The Suppltmtnt admiu to  loss of wildlife. Tbis i~ neither necessary nor acceptable. 

Therefore we most STRONGLY recommend the followhg course of a d o n :  

I I. Limit visitation, possibly with an advance daily reservation system I 

3. Please d~ not w the limited National Park budget and tax rcvcnuc for a develop- 
ment projm which far c x d  maronable and necessary measures. 

28e 

My vifc and I would like to thank you for the opportunity ro present there viewa, and 
for your consideration. 

But please do NOT makc the same miaakc which was made in Dcnali in which you 
must be present days in advance to get your rc.urvation. Reservations should b for 
full (24 hour) day inrmalr, with porsibiy a limit to the numba of consecutive dnyr 
(I recommend four days). md obuinnble via mail or telephone in advance of  the 
visit. We would have no objections to a fee system to cover the expense of manag- 
ing a reservation lyrtern. 

peter M. Brain - 

2. Make whatever minor imprmcrnents which are nccessay m the PRESENT facilities. 

PMB :pb 
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28d. Neither the laws nor policies governing management of our national parks require 2 
that no wildlife or wildlife habitat be harmed or lost as a result of management actions 
(also see responses 2i, 13c, and 29a to comments on draft DCP/EIS). None of the 
alternatives proposes actions that would have deliberate, significant impacts on 
wildlife, although some actions would have to be mitigated to ensure this. All of the 
alternatives, however, would result in some loss of wildlife habitat; however, the 
National Park Service believes the proposed action - even when compared to the 
no-action alternative - provides the greatest overall benefits to wildlife, particularly 
brown bears. 

28e. The design of a reservation/permit system is an operational issue and as such is not 
detailed in this plan. This comment has been referred to park management for 
consideration. 
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30a. Access for disabled persons is provided wherever feasible. 

Superintendent 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
P.O. Box 7 
Ring Salmon, Alaska 99613 

Dear sir: 

1 have received the Supplement to the Draft Development 
Concept Plan/Environmental Impact Statement regarding the Brooks 
River area and dared Hay 1995. After reading the statement, I do 
wish to coment at this time in writing about specific provisions 
of It and make specific recoumendations. 

Alternative 5 is a major step in the right direction 
regarding management of this area. Wany of the provisions of 
this plan I feel are wall thought out: and I am in agreement with 
these ideas. Listed below &re spcific exception6 to this which 
I feel require further changes. 

11 The Brooks Falls Trail should not be paved or 
nimprovedM. This is a wilderneas area and in some of 
the roost remote country in North America. This is not 
Washington, D.C. and it is ridiculous to try to make 
the Alaskan wilderness wheelchair accessible. 

21 Do not put an elevated boardwalk to the mouth of N a k n e k  
Lake nor place a river mouth plattorr. The problem 
here is excessive use and not me terrain itself. 
Again, there is absolutely no reason to make ~e 
Alaskan Wilclarnsss wheelchair accessible. There are 
ample wheelchair accessible sites along the road system 
and making another one is a waste of resources and 
taxpayer dollars. 

31 The road between the Proposed Contact Point trailhead 
and the Narrws Bear Viowing Platforr should k t  

converted to a trail, butthis should not be paved nor 
made wheelchair accesaible. 

4 1  No shuttle bus should be allowed to run between the 
lodge/canping facilities and the various trailheads in 
the immediate Brooks River area. This is a wilderness 
experience. People should be expected to walk. A 
shuttle bus increases the risk of pollution and 
destroys the wildemear, experience for others. 
Furthemre, no specific handicap facilities should be 
put in place because of the facilities remote location. 

51  Unless an original pit house is available at the site of 
the proposed -aver pond Terrace Development, no 
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exhibit should be made at that site. If a 
demonstration site ia desired which is not an original 
archaeolagical site, it should be in King Salmon where 
nor0 people will benefit from it. Furthermore. since 
the local native Association will be appropriately 
involved with such a site, I believe that if such a 
demonstration is part of any plan, the cost should be 
borne by the Native Corporation and not by the National 
Park Service as Native history in this area is not 
particularly unique in Alaska and was not the reason 
the park was established. 

61 Day use and overnight use still need to be further 
linited. I would recornend usage nunbers approaching 
ncneil River Sanctuary numbers. A t  the very least, the 
numbers propoeed by altarnative 5 need to be halved 
again. If necessary, visitors should only be allowed 
into the Brooks River every 4th year like at ncNeil in 
order to allow other people the opportunity to virit. 

73 The proposal states that access to Brooks Camp will be 
'managed through the concession permit requirements for 
all operators bringing visitors to Brooks Camp". This 
proposal doerr nut allow for acceas via private aircraft 
nor boat. Access to this portion of the park should be 
by Ws'permit only and not by penait of any 
concessioner. Certainly, a mnaqetnent fee for the 
permit systen should be collected by the )IPS. 

81 Despite the f a d  that I am an avid fishernan, I agree 
completely with the ficlhing restrictions. There are 
ample opportunities elsewhere in Alaska to catch 
sockeye salmon. 

91 NO boat or aircraft docking facilities should be 
allowed. This would deteriorate the wilderness 
experience or the visit and is an unnecessary cost to 
taxpayers. 

101 Do not expand the bear view areae/platfome. They 
already are too large. Limiting visitation should kt 
the key to crowd control a t  Brooks Camp. 

111 Day usage limits should not be higher in peak tourist 
months. This is strictly a concession to the tourism 
business and is not in either the uildlife's nor the 
park's best interest. 

v 
121 The CampglrOUnd should not be managed by the 

concessioner. There will not be adequate enforcement 
of bear precautions by the concessioner [i.e. campers 
keep food in their tents, brushing their teeth and 
spitting next to where they sleep, etc.]. This will 
put campers at risk o f  a bear confrontation. Instead, 
the size of tfla earpground should be limited if this is 
what is necessary to facilitate a eafe campqround. 

30b. The National Park Service believes that a barabara replica located near barabara 
remains on a typical site in the Brooks River area is appropriate. The Park Service 
is open to working with citizens of King Salmon, the Native organizations, Bristol 
Bay and Lake and Peninsula Boroughs, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and others 
in installing and interpreting a barabara replica in King Salmon. The Park Service 
agrees that the cost of a barabara replica exhibit should not be borne by the federal 
government. See estimated construction costs in appendix A, table A-6. 

30c. The National Park Service disagrees; see responses 13a and 21c to comments on 
draft DCPfEIS. 

30d. Access via private aircraft and boats by permit would be allowed. The text has been 
changed. 

30e. Since access is only by either boats or floatplanes, some means of securing them 
while they are in the area is necessary. 

30f. The new proposed action would achieve crowd control and enhance visitor 
experience at the falls platform by a combination of enlarging the platform and 
limiting visitation. 

309. Day use limits would not be higher in peak tourist months as a concession to the 
tourism business. As noted in table 3 of the DCP/EIS, day use limits during the peak 
tourist month of July are higher than those in the fall, because in September, the 
concentration of bears near the river mouth and the lack of bear viewing 
opportunities at the Falls constrains the ability of the core use area to accommodate 
visitors more so than in July. 

30h. The text of the proposal has been changed to note that management of the 
campground could (not necessarily would) be done by the concessioner. While the 
concessioner would own and operate the campground under the proposed action, 
delegation of responsibilities for different management aspects would be 
determined when negotiating the actual concessions contract. 
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131 Fishing equipmsnt/boat rentals and quide services shoukd 1 
be arranged in Xing Salmon. I find the thought of a 
kiosk selling such item on taxpayer property to be an 
affront to my rights. People coming to K a t l a a i  who w m t  
a remote wilderneee experience should have planned this 
further in advance and should have made arrangements In 
King Salmon for these services. People who do not have 
such foresight a l so  will not have the sense to take 
care OF themselves in the wilderness and are the  ones 
most l ike ly  to have t o  be rescued at taxpayer expense. 
AB a taxpayer, X do not want to aee ay money spent 
needlessly. 

RESPONSES n B 
3 
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30;. The National Park Service believes that limited sale or rental of fishing equipment, 5 
boats and various guide services by a concessioner would be appropriate at the 

As stated previously, there are many good ideas in the 
present alternative 5. However. there are a l so  severs1 serious 
flaws which should be corrected mile still in the planning 
stage. Please consider the suggestions I have made above. Also, 
please keep me on the mailing list for fusther propoeals 
regarding Brooks River as they cone forth. Thank you. 

Sincerely 

lodge in the Brooks River area. 
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P q e  B - It is = M y  strange that ycu naJ a3~uc~ite the e Z ~ t i c n  
of the floating bLic?ge 8d a return to the natuxal river flow s h  it 
vas NPS t h t  the course of the river lm bulldozer a d  did it just 
a year after NPS had spent $ 60,000 of -em ncoley to build a brLdge 
m thr eiver cutlet. l h i s  nice bridg-e is nrw a sumhg platform far 
staff since the river m lcnger nrns lmxler it ! 

32h 1 LB you really thMc wz need ta q+n3 $ 1.7 millim far a road system 7 I 

32e 

. 

I ~ g o r n d m t u t i t h k 9 b e e n ~ t f a m t h e o r i g i n a L i n f o  
that NPS put out t h a t y o u r d y  gbdl Lst-o-ateKatmaias t b  it 
were a baby y e l h t a n e  with mny new jabe for NPS -1 and an3 
-2taJKj in s?LSy for t h p  ~ r i n ~ t .  m s  bri.rq m to the m t  
qmetthgitanofall-affrS. 

02 : R3p. Peter Tb&Ll.dsen 
chapter RpUt  limited 

Sen. 'Ed swven3 

Page 7 - ~ G U  project EXl !mmn- bebl. FnberactuOvl m&r plan 2 or 5 
yetcmpage 30yrumnrradtct:yourselvesbystating : ~h~~ 
oonfUcts d d  an- to cx?casi&ly occur in the river coxzidor ! 

32f 

329 
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I a m s u r e y o u t r i L l ~ ~ t ~ ~ f ~ y ~ h a ~ p i c m e e r e d  
the dekpnent at B r a k  into a world class 1- deseme to be pmtecWd 
a s c m a ? s s i o n a r r e s y e t y a r r p l a n ~ c m l s e ~ t h e m t r , ~ ~ t  
$ 3 million dollars to met yan &mads plus anot-her 2.3 millicn mts 
to the v t  - pecpLa Ukeme.lX?srent rates at srmke run b t  
$ 109 p~ perscn pe~- day ( plus n - d s )  .You indicate a new plan for 60 
pecph per day. Thie uDuld mean a daily gross , based cn 100% mxpancy, 
of $ 6500 and with basically a 90 cBy , a yearly gross of $ 585,000 
5 o r l ~ i n g . L e t ' s s n y W P P y ~  15% 1 ~ ~ w c u l d b e a h x e i n d u s t r y  
-1 cz $ 87,500 net per +.'BLs MIUM ~EWI that it W & 
over 30 years before they warld get their irvestmnt back, That is a very 
poor business - a h .  of aymse , you could l i f t  y a x  a d l l k ~  
m r a c e e b u t t h e n t k v i e i % a m w o u l d m t n p a y  veryhighraks. 

Ihave  lcng suggestedeanaaCdple&anges; Limit  a c m a s b t h e  m t o , f l y  
ins fran the @her 1- / &tt ccumm5a.l boat traffic /close the n m  
W f i g h i n g h J u l y ~ W m s o ~ t z a r s ~ W t t h e s t a y o f  
g ~ ~ a s t s  at: Brmks to 3 nighb /&om? current fishing rqdat icns 
in the Hver ( fly f w  cnly ,- fish nust be released , ooe sahm 
per day limit or catch and releae c d y  ) /prwent f l y  in 1- fnrn 
hav- river bank llrnchaana cn the Brooks Hvsr /enforce czmp gsan-d  rule^ 
w no fccd left in the tent area. 

5! 
32e. The statements do not contradict each other. The respondent has misunderstood $ 

the purpose and definition of the standards (see the discussion on implementing 
visitor impact management in the Brooks River area in "Part Two: Alternatives, 
jncluding the Proposed Action" - "Actions Common to All Development 
Alternatives, Area Management, Limits of Acceptable Change" section and table 2). 
As noted, standards are not projections, but instead are targets. "HumanJbear 
Interactions" is the title of a category under which there are eight indicators and 
associated standards. Standards for five of these indicators would be zero; 
standardsfor the remaining three indicators would be above zero. The National Park 
Sewice recognizes that, in reality, some human/bear interactions would continue to 
occur under all of the alternatives (as is reflected by standards that target levels of 
interaction above zero), even though this is certainly not a desired condition. 

32f. The mechanism for funding is somewhat flexible. 

329. Some of these suggestions would be implemented such as closing sections of the 
river to people during July and midSeptember through October when many bears 
are present, catch and release fishing only, no food except in the cooking areas and 
food caches. Other suggestions would be considered as appropriate by park 
management. 

32h. The cost for roads has been reduced. This expenditure would provide relatively safe 
passage on the roads and would provide access to areas appropriate for visitation. 
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Rational Park ServJce 
P.O. Box 7 
Xing Salmon, ALnska 99613 

Please accent t h i s  l e t t e r  a8 a comment d u r i w  the own ceriod of - - .  . 
c-nts r e i a t i ve  t o  Alternativd 05 of the Suppleacneal 
EnvironaentaX Impact Stateuant. f o r  the  B r o o k s  River, Kamai Park 
area. 

Once aqa*n I comadnd you on w u r  wfllingnesle t o  seek input from 
the Pllblic a t  larqe. r e l a t i ve  t o  t h i a  important recreational 
area. I assume that when a l l  pa r t f e s  concerned say *our parks' 
t ha t  h a t  irr meant by the  "our' is the people of Alaska and the 
r e s t  of the  United Sta t e s .  

In discussions regarding K a t ~ i  and Broaka River in  par t icular .  
we frequently hear the  expresaian "a t rue  wilderncsa experience". 
Such a statement in  regard t4 Emaka River  i S  now. and has  f o r  a 
long t k  been inaccurate. There i n  no s t r e t ch  of the 
imagination t h a t  says the  Brooks River can be a "true wilderness 
experience". Rather, it is one of t he  rlnique ares# i n  the world 
&ere people can view bears i n  their natural habi ta t  without t he  
requirement of obtaining a permit in advance. k n t  people. I 
think,  a r e  aware that HacNeil River a l l o w  a vety limited number 
of v i s i t o r a  t o  abservc hare in their natural  habi ta t .  
Unfortunately that elm wane that many people try f o r  years on 
end t o  qet a permit to view the  baars a t  HacNeil, and are  
unsucccrstul. I€ qiven a choice. most people would choase ta be 
able ta see a bear i n  t h e i r  natural habitat i n  the company of 
othar  hunan beings, as opposed t o  never seeing a bear a t  a l l .  

It is t h i s  mis-perception of what Brooks r ea l l y  i d  t h a t  may lead 
t o  swat of the proposals which are bath expensive and probably 
not functional i n  the long run. Proposal 15 a l l q e d l y  results 
from aaalgeuatinq publ ic  comMnt w i t h  proposals 1 through 4.  
However. i n  our view, Prop08al ( 5  s t i l l  contlrins xme 
objectionable features, and does not contain other  desi rable  
features .  Specif ical ly .  Propoem1 t 5  i a  a very expansive 
proposal. Other solut ions  a r e  avai lable  which would probably 
cost l e s s  noney i n  both the  near and the long term, and would 
aare  e f f ec t i ve ly  a c c d a t e  the needs of tbe n o p l c  of Alaska 
and the  Lowdr 48. 

RESPONSES 
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Page 2 - Park Service 
If we define the Brooks River as one of the world's unique 
opportunities to view bears. but not necessarily a 'true 
wilderness experience". new horizons and possibilities are 
opened. Rather than limitinq the numbers of viditors vho will 
ever have a chance in their lifetimt to see this phenomenon. we 
should be considerina how to mximize the number of people thar. 
can see this without haming the environment or t h o  bears. 

different from thousands of other beam in southvastern Alaska, 
fishery resources af  the River relain in outstandinq 

bears out of 

concrate evidence of any disruption of bear activities is that 
so* bears MY have to detour from their intendad path by 
buildings at the current location. Or that sow bears " f i s h  a t  
night due to hunan prasaure". 1 would suqgerrt Ulat thcsa are 
certainly a minimal impact to the bears, and the fact that thev 
are as healthy as they an. and ae numerous aa they are, 

Chanqe is not necessary to protect the health of  the physical 
resources of the area. Instaad it seems that WPS is ~eekina to 
artablish a new manqemcnt rsg1.s in pursuit of certain subjective 
amenity values ( i . e . .  how a visitor entoys the area). It seems 
that NP3 has decided that p m w n t  patterns of use create 
conditions that detract from the 'right* way to visit and 
experience Brooks and Katnai. and that strict use limits will 
create the preferred way to enjoy Brooks River. 

It is not appropriate for W F 3  to dictate the appropriate font of 
visitor experience. Hany people are willing to forqo solitude 
and the subjective "wildotnass experience' in order ta enjoy and 
interact w i t h  the resources and values prsaent in many of our 
parks. One need only look at the mre popular location8 in parks 

RESPONSES -0 

% 
--I 
TI 

I 

33a. The National Park Service is clear about what is to be achieved at the Brooks River 5 
area (see the entire "Part One: Purpose of and Need for the Plan"). 

33b. The National Park Service is required to protect not only individual species, but also 
"to maintain all the components and processes of naturally evolving park 
ecosystems. . . . (NPS Management Policies 4:I). The Brooks Camp facilities on the 
north side of the river substantially interfere with natural bear movement and bedding 
down patterns. Also, repair and maintenance of the facilities substantially threatens 
the rich and extensive archeological resources that lie under the area. Both of these 
conditions significantly compromise the National Park Service's ability to comply 
with its legal resource protection mandates. 
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such as Yellowstone, Yoaemite, Grand Canyon and the Everqladea to 
uee this demonstrated. yet in each of those units. elements of 
the public seeking solitude and wilderness can elect to travtl 
into the hackcountry to cscapa their fellow citizens. 

The asme pattern is beinq repeated in Katmai. The great majority 
of our cltizens are willing to share the experience of seeing the 
bears at Brooks. Those citizens. far fewer in number, who do not 
w a n t  to "share" the experience and are put off by the prestnct of 
lodging facilities, viewing platforms, boardwalks, etc.. choose 
not to visit Brook8 in favor of a multitude of alternative sites 
in ~ o u t h m s t e m  Alaaka. 

It is important for NPS ta establish a management regine that 
retains this vital element of choice. Since the wildlife 
resoume of the Brooks area are not euffcring m y  tanqible h a m  
from eriatinq levels and patternso use, UPS should be takinq 
action to accomnodate the visitor dmends on the area. It should 
ba managing Brooka in a m n e r  ( i . e .  boardwalks. viewinq 
platforns, dispersal plans. e tc . )  acceptable to the overwhelming 
nuuber of citizens as a small price to pay for an opportunitv to 
visit a truly unique spot in the National Park system. 

1 
I an well aware of the murvey that was M e n  at Brook8 in the 
1993 seaem. Z happened to be in the Park during this on-qoinq 
aurvey. I was asked by a rather young ranger if I mnted Lo 
participate in the survey. I was extremely presatd for time and 
said "No". The p i n t  I'M making Za that I'm s u n that there wtre 
m y  other people who did not participate in the survey. and 
therefore the Eundamental underpinnings of the survey art 
euspect. 1 do not recall seeing a question in the eurvey that 
mid. "Would you rather ahare tht bear-viewing experience with 
other humans. or not having the bear-viewing exptrience at all?" 
I euspect that the results of that question would indicata that 
people a n  willing to put up with some comprcmfrres i t  they have 
the opportunity to see these bears at Brooks. 

Lfmitations on Day Userel It in strongly advised that NPS not 
set a fixed ceiling on the number of day users  in the Bmoks 
River arsa. First. as discussed above, the apparent notivation 
for the visitor limitation is to aurve subjective amenity 
objectives (i.e.. provide the "right' kind of visitor experience) 
rather than to conserve the physical resource values of Brooks 
River. 

RESPONSES 

33c. See response 149 to comment on supplement to the draft DCP/EIS. 

33d. The purpose of day use limits are to both protect the resources and provide the 
desired visitor experience. Visitor use limits are based on visitor experience and 
resource protection indicators and standards (see table 2, FEIS). The desired visitor 
experience standards are based on results of the limits of acceptable change 
methodology and the resource protection standards are based on resource 
research and the input of resource professionals. 

The procedure to achieve use limits is a park operational issue and is not addressed 
in this DCP/EIS. However, the park will not allocate numbers of visitors to each 
commercial transportation, or other provider. 

As indicated above, the use limits are not arbitrarily determined; they are based on 
the limits of acceptable change methodology. Also, it is not possible to compare 
the Brooks River area with roaded parks such as Yellowstone, Grand Canyon, or 
Yosemite for use limits or methodologies for dealing with larger visitor use. 
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NPS should be aware too that anglers  plyinq the Brooks above the  
m u t h  qeneral ly  f a l l  i n to  two categories ;  those guided bv an 
area lodgs o r  o u t f i t t e r  o r  highly experienced anglers who have 
f jshed the  Brooks on many occasions. These users a r e  under t h e  
tu te lage o f  a w i d e  who is experienced in  bear in teract ion o r  our 
knowliedgeable outdoors types in t h e i r  own r i gh t .  They arc 
unlike many of t h t  casusl. unskilled unsupervised day users. The 
limited d a i l y  number of anglers  f ishing above the  mouth are not 
the  source of any s lqn i f i can t  problems. 

In  addi t ion.  NPS has previously taken specif ic  action t o  correct  
angling-related problems when it reduced the d a i l y  bag l i m i t  on 
salmon f r o m  5 t o  1. This was desiqned t o  eliminate serious "meat 
fishing' that was the source of incipient  problems caused by 
fishermen carryinq numbera of dead salmon. The adoptlon of that 
mgulat ion seven years ago resolved . t h i s  problem. It also had 
the e f f ec t  ofreducing angler numbers on the  lower r iver  and a t  
the mouth during the  ea r ly  Ju ly  peak a t  the salmon run. Rny 
other  spec i f i c  problems should h addressed by s imilar  specif ic  
regulations. Wholesale c louars  of e n t i r e  lomr r ive r  i s  an 
a rb i t r a ry  act ion t o t a l l y  unwarranted by the f ac t s .  

Lodge Relocation and Expndi tures t  Al ternat ive  5 also c a l l s  f o r  
the complete elimination of the ex i s t i ng  lodge and conatruction 
of new t a c i l i t i e s  a t  tho Bsawr Fond. This act ion i s  probably 
unwarranted and extremely cost ly .  Rather, it would be inore 
benef ic ia l  t o  leave the ex i s t i ng  lodge CacilLties and r ed i r ec t  
limited f inancial  resources t o  improvements ( i . e . ,  board%ralka. 
viewing pLatfoms, day f ac i lL t i e s )  designed to accomodate 
growing numbers of day users. 

It goes without sayinq t h a t  the  location of the  exis t inq lodge 
f a c i l i t i e s  may not  be optimal by 1995 standards. Yet leavinq 
those f a c i l i t i e s  i n  operation harr l i t t l e ,  i f  any. inpat  on Park 
resources. W a r s  have largely  habituated t o  the  preaence of the 
cabins and whatever archeological damage nay have occurred 
happened years ago during conatruction. 

Instead of tear ing the lodge d m  and enqaging in  cos t l y  
reconstruction a t  a new s i t e .  l imited Financial resources should 
be c o m i t t e d  to developing day use f a c i l f t l r s  on the  south s ide  
of the r i ve r .  Concentrating day users on the  south s ide ,  vhJle  
leavinq the  lodge (and camp) on the  north s ide .  provides a 
r a s i t r e  OF dispersal  t h a t  causen l e s s  concentrated Impact and 
l e s s  crowding. The nation of disperaal  can be taken a step 

33f. Ongoing failure of old systems and the repair and maintenance of the facilities 
substantially threatens the rich and extensive archeological resources that lie 
underlie the area. These problems at the Brooks Camp development north of the 
river are expected to continue into the foreseeable future. Thus, the National Park 
Service's ability to comply with its legal resource protection mandates is significantly 
compromised, prompting the proposed action to remove facilities from north of the 
river and develop facilities on the Beaver Pond terrace. 

339. The two primary objectives in removing facilities from the north side of the river are 
to nearly eliminate human presence in that major bear use area and eliminate the 
possibility of disturbing the large concentrations of archeological resources that 
occur on the north side of the river where Brooks Camp is now located. See 
responses 13a and 149 to comments on supplement to DCP/EIS. The National Park 
Service believes that visitor use limits are the most appropriate way to control visitor 
pressure at the Brooks River area. 
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fu r the r  by using saved do l l a r s  t a  upqrade boat f a c i l i t i e s  a t  Lake 
Camp a t  the mouth of the Waknek Rtver and encouraging access to 
Brooks via  b o a t  as an al ternatve t o  the f loatplane.  Dispersal is 
one twl t o  be used i n  the successful mnageinent of day use. 
That  8hould be the dominanc t h ~ w s t  of Brooks River aanaqewnt-- 
not cos t l y  reconstruction venture*. f i r e d  ce i l i nqs  on day 
vinitora, and a rb i t r a ry  r i ve r  closures. 

The only credible  argument that I'm aware of f o r  mving the 
p r w e n t  buildings is rha t  they ~ c c u w  an archeological site. I 
do not h o w  who made t h a t  decision. Nevertheless it would appear 
that the Park Service, a t  lea&, is determined to move the  
present buildinqs. If t h a t ' s  the  case. it makes very l i t t l e  
wnse t o  reproduce the i den t i ca l  setting a mile o r  two away. a t  
g r ea t  expanse t o  the ~ l i c  puree. If the present f a c i l i t i e s  a t  
Bmoks a r e  t o  be destroyed. it would appear ta  ma that a new 
direct ion i n  the Uhe of t he  park should be entertained. 

Through design, o r  through defaul t .  the £ m a  of Katmai Park a t  
atht preaent t i n e  is B m k a  River. Tbat hae the net  e f f e c t  of 
encouraging a l l  vieitorrt t o  Katmai Fatk and the mrrovnding area. 
t o  focut~ on the Brooks River. That has the e f f ec t  of innundating 
the present facilities a t  B m k s  River, while leaving the rest of 
the Park e s sen t i a l l y  unvisited. By changing t he  focus of the 
Park t o  having Kinq Salaon as the  gateway to the Park, soma 
pressures a t  Brooks would be relieved. To t h a t  end. i f  the  
preaant f a c i l i t i e s  a r e  tn be destroyed, then it would make w r e  
sense t o  make the  focus of Brooks River as a daytime ac t i v i t y  as  
opposed to otnrnight  f a c i l i t i e s .  Get-tainly r e s t r i c t i ng  
v i s i t a t i on  to the  Park during the  long S u m r  daylight hours. 
vould mininlze the impact on the  bcara (iurtng the  mat of the  24- 
hour period. If peapla want genuine ' t m  wilderness 
experienceam, t h e r e  are l i t e r a l l y  hundreds of s i t e s  within Katnai 
Park and the surroundinq arena that would allow a laare wilderness 
experience than could ever be found a t  Brooke. To that end, it 
seems t o  r that adequate daytiw f a ~ i l i t t e s  end she l t e r  should 
be constructad a t  Brooks, t h a t  limitad emergency overniqht 
f a c i l i t i e s  should be avai lable  i n  the  cast o f  adverse mather. 
and t h a t  camping should be allowed on a Limited basis. Thls 
wwld have the net  e f f ec t  of allawinq the m x l m n  number of 
people t o  view these  bearm with the minimal impact to the bears 
and to &he OCOdVStem of Brooks i t s e l f .  

There a r e  a number of parks i n  the Lower 48, and fo r  that ra t ter :  
i n  Alas)ta, i n  which elevated boardmlka have served the  Ribl ie  
wit@ mll .  I h c y  have the advantaw t ha t  the  Public is removed 

33h. The National Park Service believes that the proposed action is responsive to these 
suggestions. 

33i. Elevated boardwalks may decrease the chance of human/bear encounters while 
visitors are traveling to a platform, but such facilities would not eliminate other 
unacceptable impacts caused by allowing the existing visitor and administrative 
developments to remain in the prime bear habitat north of Brooks River. 
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from the  proximity ot chc bears. and damage t o  terrain is 
ce r t a in ly  r in i s i zed .  Access to the r ive r  by the bears wuld he 
unimpeded, and visitors could come and go a t  t h e i r  Leisure. A 
minimum number of Park Service employees would be required t o  
supervise a large nlarbsr of v i s i t om.  who would ge t  t0 en*oY t h i s  
experience without the regillantatLon of forced marches in  the 
campmy of Park Ranqars. This boardwalk cwld be build well away 
from the r ive r ,  with multiple f ingers  o r  extension8 to bear 
viewing platforms, a i c h  would have ainimal impact on the r ive r  
and would cer ta inly have l i t t l e  o r  no inpact on the bears. T 
have been a t  the bear-viewing platform outside the gate leading 
to the platform, h e n  a bear  walked by ne. not  l e s s  thsn 6 feet 
away. The point of t ha t  is tha t  t he  bears a r e  unimpacted and 
unrestr ic ted by s ta t ionary objects  t ha t  am elevated well abbve 
the ground, To design and build such a boardwalk is cer ta inly 
feaelhle ,  and w u l d  be l e s s  expensive than the twenty million 
do l l a r s  proposcd t o  redo the en t i r e  f a c i l i t y  a t  Brooks. 

I have sane experience with the coat  and economic f eas ib i l i t y  of 
hotels .  A t  the present cost am proposed, and the  present rwn3 
ae proposed, there is no way t ha t  t h i s  hots1 would be 
econonically self-supportive except with G o v e ~ l l ~ n t  subsidies. 
Furthermore. under the preaent proposal. t he  number of pereonnel 
required t o  supecvisc v i s i to r s  t o  the  Park is rea l ly  s iqni t icant .  
Maintenance of housing f o r  employees and salaries for employees 
over the next twenty or thirty years would be of s ignif icant  
impact to  the budget of the United Statea Government. An 
elevated boardwalk wouLd minimize the  numbsr of employee6 of the 
Park Service required to  a d e w t e l y  manage the v ia l to r s  t o  the 
Park. 

We have demonstrated the f e a s i b i l i t y  of water transportation t o  
and tram t he  Park. This  method of t ransportat ion to the  Park 
could be enhanced and developed to wumw Larger nuubem o f  
people w i t h  minimal impact t o  t he  environment. Furthermore, the 
uae o f  water c r a f t  to transport people t o  and from the Brooks 
River f a c i l i t a t e s  the uae of the rest of the  Park i n  the Naknek 
Lake area. By improving the capability of increaninq water 
transportation, and by improving the a b i l i t y  fo r  the Park i t s e l f  
t a  handle larger  numbers of v i s i to r s  without i lpact  t o  the bears 
o r  t he  environment. the people a n  f a r  better served than t o  have 
t h i s  area locked up. a s  m many areas have been i n  Alaska. 

If we change our preconceived notion about the  nature of Brooks 
River. these argumants begin t o  make a great  deal more sense. 
Brooks River is not now. nor has it been fo r  a lonq time. a 
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34a. See all of "Part One: Purpose of and Need for the Plan" and "Part Two: Alternatives, $ 

Including the Proposed Action" - "Actions Common to All Development 
Alternatives, Limits of Acceptable Change" section. 
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Superintendent 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
P.O. Box 7 
King Salmon, AK 99613 

Dear Superintendent: 

1 have received the "Supplement t o  the 
E n v ~ r o m n t a l  Impact Statementn Brooks River, Katml ,  May 1995. Although my 
choice was t o  tear down the o ld f a c i l j t i e s  and not bu i l d  a new one, I knew 
that might be asking a b l t  much. It appears the team has thought out th is  
plan very well and have given the great bear a chance to roam more freely, 

On page 16 of the Draft under "Campground" you state there wfll be an 

presentation by a ranger. A concessioner t s  only interested i n  se l l i ng  h i s  
product. Rangers should be se l l i ng  the i r  own product, namely Katmai 1 If 
you've ever been t o  Yosemite you know what I ' m  ta lk lng about. As savvy as ay 
wife and I are, we didn't real lze tha t  the photo tour was a concession tour 
even though it was free. Ye learned quickly that  our tour guide actually had 
a hidden adjenda; he was taking photographs for h is  own use on our time, he 
was t r y ing  t o  s e l l  us h i s  photo t fps  book, and he mde sure we knew where the 
g l f t  shop was. Also, being used t o  a ranger t a l k  a t  night we went to the 8 
o'clock sessfon (most people have eaten a t  the concessloners restaurant by 
then). It was a nice presentatton but questions were allorred during the 
program. I t  was l ike;  here's the program, watch it i f  you want t o  and then ga 
away. I hope K a t m l  doesn't lose the ranger ta l k  because visitors lose so 
much o f  the experience and views o f  the rangers when the concessloners take 
over. The concessloners get v i w s  through, not the rangers and that i s  
not good. 

Please keep me informed o f  fu ture developments. 

Also on page 16 "Implewnt Shutt le Systm". 1 hatJ: these. They are noisy, 
obtrusive and have the r i g h t  o f  way, 1 am glad you wtll develop a 
t r a i l  but much of it i s ,  o f  course, ri&t next t o  the road where the shutt le 

For the grea bear 

35b 

35a. See 30h to comment on supplement to draf-t DCP/EIS. 

35b. No trails would be routed next to the road in the new proposed action. 

w i l l  run. Why can't the t r a i l  be sonewhere else where there's less noise? 
Yhat backpacker or h lker  wlth an ounce o f  sense would want to walk r i gh t  next 
t o  a noisy thoroughfare wi th noisy shutt les and nolsy people? If bears do not 
nornally inhabit the area, please make hiking Aore Interesting. If t h e  t r a t l  

fo l low the road, please put it i n  a f e w  hundred feet from the road. 



Bill Pierce, Superintendant 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
Post O f f i c e  Box 7 
King Salmon, AK 99613 

11 July 1995 

Daar superintendent Pierce, ".- & 
Enclosed are my cormsents regarding the Supplement to the Draft 
Devalapent Concept Plan / En~ir03mWntbl Impact Statement; many of the 
comments I submitted after reviewing the Development Concept / 
Environmental  inp pact Statement are applicable to this supplemental 
document as well. 

- -. -- - . 
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Tha r l t a m a t i v r  dmmcr1b.d i n  thim ETS mupplrernt meem f a r  nor0 rramonablm thur  
t he  Beavmr Pond re locat ion Alternatlva 2 p r m r m t d  i n  the original  SIS. Bawavoc, 
I still hava monu, fundlrmntal concmrnr regarding the  propomml demcribd i n  t h i s  
mupp1rarnt - 
Am X mtatod ln Fapmentl mubalttrd regarding the  ociqlnal  DCP/Efs, t ha  indieatarm 
and stubdards lirtmd An Table 2 of tbiw ruppl-t ara  not adaqurta ruarurms of 
rasaurco conditien*, pa r t i cu l a r ly  of t h e  l oca l  hu s i t u t t l on .  Kona of t ha  
masu re r  l i a t e d  i n  Tabla 2 w i l l  g iv r  any indLcrtion af  whether the  DCPjZIS mtatad 
object iver  t o  (1 )  * . . . p  rotoct  m d  aulnta in  c r i t i c a l  brawn boar habitmt m d  t o  (2 )  
'm*r brown bear habi ta t  aceasr ibla  f o r  baar v i w l n g  and rportfimhLng...to t he  
-tea t h a t  i t  do*. not ~ i g n i f i c a n t l y  intmcfrra with w l l d l i i ~  ume and behavior" 
(p. 13, DCP/EII) arm mt. Tb. indiemtars and stanbrdm limtad in Tablr 2 are 
fpn4.wot.l t o  thm dave l apun t  of v l ~ l t o t  us. l i r lkm led t o  t h r  berrlopunS of  
each of t ha  prapomed altarnatirem; rat ,  avmry stmn&rd l i b t ad  im Tabh  2 muld ba 
u t  area i f  a l l  boar. wrr driran c o q l a t a l y  Out of thm Broakm RSrrt arm*. The 
indicator* m d  standard# mhoud ba radamigned t o  rddremm the management d j e c t i v o b  
mtrtad i n  t h a  o r ig ina l  llCP/RIS. Since this. mupplamant ( a d  t h e  OrigLnrl 
bCP/ZIS] wars developed umLng Tabla 2 am a guidm, t h i s  a l t e rna t ive  and tho 
prowwd use l i m i t s  ahwld  be reavaluated using the raviecrd indicators  and 
8 t m d r r d s .  

XI. Specif ic  Comwntm 

36c 

My conclurtan r f t a r  r0viwing t h e  docuraent urb preparing t he  following deta l lod 
c-ntm is tha t  given the  -nt of conmtructian sequired t o  accomplish tho 
proposal de8cribsd Ln thim mupplwrsnt, a s  we11 am the f lnaneial  costa, 
dovmlopn t  a t  tha  Beaver Pand mite I# not a v l r b l r  a l ternat ive ,  e i t he r  

1. pp. 2-3. I agroa t h a t  watercraft could b0 a viable  t ranspar ta t ion 
mltarnativm t o  floatplanem. Could anything be dona in  th. ponai t t inp procema t o  
eneoutag. t h i a  form of tranmportation? I k m  concernad t h a t  although wrtmrcraft 
eauld ba umad t o  reach Brooks CLmp, t h a t  to# O€ t ranspactat ion could CT.~LY* 
l i t t l e  Lntareat becaumo of t he  already amtabllmhad a i r  t a x i  service8. 

I 

1 ,  p. 3 .  Thase I. mention of guide. perfoming mmrv2cma currantLy provided, to 
mano dogrra, by the  WPS (p. 3, l a s t  par .$  p. 31, pmr. 4; etc. (meeting of 
Arriving vlmitorm, leading v l a l t o r a  t o  and from viewing platformm]). Who wLll 
pay fo r  theme guidra? rurthmr, I ' m  uondsrlng what mtaffirtg pronavce t he  NPS 
would maintain along th. rivmr. 

36b 

36a. See response 20a to comment on draft DCPIEIS. 

LLnanclally or acologically. I f  Brook. Camp f ac i l l t l rm  were t o  b. removed, i t  

would malt. f a r  nore aenme, i n  my opinion, t o  ha- t ha  gatway c m u n l t y  of 
Kaknrk/King Salmon provide overnight accommodatfonm and ~ a n i t l e s  fo r  tourlmtmr 
mnagazant of Brooka River could ba am m dry-Us* uma. pmrhaps wLth a m o l l  
vr imlt iva  cammround set f a r  off t h e  r i v a r  lam i n  a l ternat lva  4 ) .  

36b. See response 149 to comment on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. 

36c. Unless private providers of transportation, and the mode used, have a significant 
negative impact on park resources or visitor experience, it is inappropriate for the 
National Park Service to favor one provider, and their respective mode of 
transportation, over another. 

36d. No decision has been made regarding who, the National Park Service or the 
concessioner, would provide guide services if they are offered. Staffing along the 
river would be at the level necessary to meet the desired futures for the area. See 
''Par? One: Purpose of and Need for the Plan" - "Introduction, Desired Futures for 
the Brooks River Area" section. 
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3. p. 7 ,  ~ g b l e  I. I M l i w m  tha t  t h e  propornod d a i l y  l i m i t s  f o r  A l t r r n a t i v a  5 
36e (and h l t o r n a t l v e  2 )  a r e  t o o  high. Tho cormnntm I a u b m i t t d  regard ing  t h o  

o r l g i n r l  DCP{ETS rddresaod t h l e  i saue ,  and a r e  t e l s v r n t  t o  t h e  d a i l y  lhlts 
propomad i n  t h i a  document rs well.  

I t  i r n  unc lear  t o  nu why t h e  mtaf f ing  number8 wore reduced i n  t h i s  a l t e r n n t l v a .  

36f To s u m g o  v i s i t a t i o n  a t  Brooks River  am d m m s r h d  (guided group* e tc . )  would be a 
f a i r l y  l a b o r - i n t e n a l ~ ~  o m r a t i o n ;  Combined wi th  Irookm CAE@ v l s l t o r  r r f v i c 0  
damand,, thm lave1  of # t a t t i n g  specLfied I n  t a b l o  1 memm very  unrealistic. 
I 

4 .  p.7, Trbla  2. I: dimsummed thim t a b l e  a t  l e n g t h  i n  my ~~ntr n g r r d l n g  the 
I 

or iqLnr l  bCP/SIS. Thim l m  t h e  t a b l o ,  and thm lams c m e n t s  apply here .  

5. p- 'I, par. 3. I t h i n k  t h a t  thm propored mmaaonal l lmi ta t ionm on huMn 
a c t l v i t i a a  muLd he lp  reducm boar-human conf l ic tm along th*  r i v e r .  I t  would ba 
Lnportrnt t o  havo a cmtch-md-rolaaam f i s h e r y  to avoid any t a p t a t i o n  of t l m i t a r a  
t o  r w t l l n  t i a h  caught I n  thm opon a r e a  abcvm t h e  f a l l s ;  t r a n s p o r t  of such f i 8 h  
could :sqult i n  undor i rab le  hucaan-brrr i n t o r a c t l o n e .  . 
6. 3.7, par. 3. Aa I indica ted  i n  my coeeb.ntm on t h e  DcP/LIS, until smcently 
(1992) t h e  lodge  c l o s i n g  d h t e  waa 10  Ioptenbor. This  d a t e  wmm i d a n t i f i d  by 
Troyar (1980) and rs.earchmra mince t h a t  t h o ,  am t h e  t y p i c a l  d a t e  when autumn 
boar  u s e  of t h e  r i v e r  incroamms dramat ica l ly .  To p r o s a n s  b e a r  access ,  thim d a t e  
is t h o  vwry l a t e a t  t h a t  Brooks Cuup should be i n  opera t ion .  I t  haa been c l s . r l y  
demonatrated t h a t  l a t e r  closLng of t h e  ladgm ham a r i g n l f i c a n t  impact on bear  
a c c e s s  t o  Brook8 River (Olron o t  al. 1994).  Fur ther ,  it should be recognized 
t h a t  although c l o s i n g  t h e  facLl i t iem to vimi tora  t w a u l t s  i n  r s u b s t a n t i a i  
reduction i n  human a c t i v i t y ,  apprec iable  a i r  t r a f f i c ,  s t c .  continuum f o r  a t  learnt 
10  day. a f t e r  lodge Closure an t h e  f a c i l l t f o r  are vinterirod. 

i 

I do think t h a t  m ~ m a  progromm ham been prds t h o  devwlopmenr of t h l a  
a l t m r n r t i w  t w a r d a  ba lancing  manapqwnt concmrna h t w e o n  t h e  J u l y  and f a l l  boar 
u u  periods. That m i d ,  I rwi tmra t r  t h e  alpaificancm of t h e  a r e a  t o  th* l o c a l  
b m n  popula t ion  dur ing  both J u l y  and dur ing  t he  f a l l .  -tween 1988-1992, t h e  
r i v o t  wan usmi by mora d l f f o r m t  boar8 dur ing  t h e  f a l l  than  dur ing  J u l y  ( 404  a11 
r o p o r t s  by Olson e t  a l . ,  Olson, and olmon and s q u t b b j j  hawover, I. would not  
c h a r a c t e r l r o  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  s m  '...much rower b e a r s  ..." (penul t imate  aentenca In 
thm paragraph).  hccaarr t o  tho  r l v e r  dur ing  J u l y  i r  important t o  baare  because 

36h thm Brooke River mlgrs t ion  provides  boars Ln t h a t  area t h e i r  o a r l i a s t  rccClrse t o  
*almon, and theno migra t ing  salmon a r e  a t  their peak c a l o r i c  content .  Acceaa t o  
t h a  r i v e t  duelng t h e  faL1 i m  Limpartant t o  b e u a  becaune it ha* malmcn a v a i l a b l e  
l a t e r  i n t o  t h e  f a l l  than  any o t h e r  mtrom i n  t h e  a r e a ,  t h o  c l o a s s t  po8s ib le  
a l t e r n a t i v e  source  of  e a b n  dur ing  l n t o  t a l l  being t h e  Savonoski Rivrtr. and t h e  
rlvar 'm Uizs and d l ~ t r l b u t i o n  of p o t o n t i a l  flmhing aitem p r m l t a  a l a r g e  number 
o f  bears t o  simultaneously forage  t k a r e  i n  propara t lon  f o r  &nnlng. mi. kind of 
b i o l o p i e r l  in format ion  and b i o l o g i c a l  porspoct iva  a r e  lacking  i n  t h e  DCP~IIS  and 
DCP/PII aupplsasnt .  

- 

7. p. 15,  b e a r  v i w i n q  p la t forms.  I  n o t e  t h a t  a cutbank p la t form I 8  not  m p a r t  
of thim a l t e r n a t i v e  [am c a m p a r d  t a  a I t e r n a t i v e  2 ) .  Fhia Is a g r e a t  improvmnt  
mar t h a t  prmvioum propoaal for AltOrn8tivO 2 ,  f o r  t he  rsasonr  stmted i n  my 
e-ntr submit ted  regr rd lng  t h e  o r l g i n a l  DCPJLIS. 

n 
1 36e. See responses 30j and 30k to comments on draft DCP/EIS. The number of day users $ 

in the proposed action has been reduced to a maximum of 85 in July and 50 in 
September. The NPS is confident that this number of day users represents the best 
possible, number in combination with the other numbers to protect the Brooks River 
area resources and while providing for visitor enjoyment of those resources in a way 
that does not have a significant negative impact on the resources. 

36f. The number of staff has been increased in the proposed action to 55 during the 
months of June, July, and August, and to 50 during the month of September. 

369. See response 31 m to comment on draft DCPIEIS. 

36h. The significance of the Brooks River area to the local bear population during both 
July and the fall is made clear in the DCP/EIS (see "Part Two: Alternatives, Including 
the Proposed Action" - "Actions Common to All Alternatives, Resource 

1 Management" section). Also see response 31 b to comment on drafl DCP/EIS. 

36i. The proposed action has been revised in the final DCPIEIS to include a mid-river ' platform that could be built if absolutely necessary, based on LAC monitoring called 
for in the "Limits of Acceptable Change" section. 



COMMENTS RESPONSES 

01mn.  T.lb.ra Brooks River DCP/LXS Suppl.arnt Camunta 

36j On p. 30, par.  1, it is s t a t e d  t h a t  thm number O f  p o p l a  on p l a t f o m s  a t  one t h  
w i l l  n o t  a x c o d  40. Why, then, t h e  p r o p ~ s a l s  t o  u p n d  t h e  fa118 p l a t f o r n  and t o  
c o n s t r u c t  another  p la t form a t  t h e  r i v e r  avluth? The 2 p l a t f o m s  c u r r e n t l y  i n  
p l e c r  c m  a a s i l y  accesnaar te  20  pmople each. The f a l l s  p la t fofm rxpanaion 8- 

r n t i z u l y  unnecessary, and e m l d  w e l l  have m h p a c t  on b a r  use of t h e  f a l l = .  In  
1992 I recorded  inotancem of b e a r s  s p e c i f i c a l l y  responding t o  peopIa*m w w w n t m  
a long thm walkway connecting t h e  2 t i e r s  o f  thm newly cons t ruc ted  p la t fonu at t h e  
r l v e r  mouth. A l a r g e r  platform, p a r t i c u l a r l y  One with a connecting walLvly (ma 
described i n  t h e  s u p p l ~ n t )  could ba d i s t r a c t i n g  o r  d i a r u p t i v r  f o r  fi*hing h a r m  1 
o r  boars  t r y i n g  t o  q a i n ' ~ ~ C e m 8 8  t o  thm f r l l m .  I a180 t h l n k  t h a t  an rxpmaion of 

361 thm f a l l s  p l a t f o m  would uk. t h o  mLto f a r  too c o m f o r t r b l ~ ,  and conaoqumntly, 
poopla would bm evon l e a s  i n c l i n d  t o  s t a y  a r h o r t  u h l l s ,  than movm on. Tho 
p r e s e n t  l o c a t i o n  of the fml la  p la t form is unnecessar i ly  c l o s e  t o  t h e  r i v e t  bank 

36m and f a l l 8 1  I bol iove  it would be b e n a f i c i a l  f o r  b u r s  us ing  tha  f a l l s  and f o r  
mmagcrasnt of  human-bear in te rac t ionm t o  raove t h o  t a i l s  p la t form back away from 
t h e  r i v e r  bank. I do n o t  undormtmd why handicap-accaamlbility i m  an ioeue f o r  
t h e  f a l l 8  p ls t form.  The t r a i l  t o  thm 1.111 would r e w i r e  m j o r  upgradem t o  a l l o u  
m m o n 8  who w u l d  u s e  ~ u c h  access  t o  roach thm pla t form i n  t h e  f i r s t  p lace  (I'm 

36n permonmlly =warm of  a t  l e a a t  1 cam. where manoone attomptod t o  reach t h e  f a l l 8  i n  
a wheelchair b u t  could  not  nogot la te  t h e  t r a i l  8nd anded u p  s i t t i n g  a lone  I n  thm 
uoobs w a i t i n g  f o r  cot~panions t o  r a t u r n  from t h o  p la t form)# s a f e t y  could =till be 
ur L*sum w e n  i f  such B.~OT upqrmdem n r e  made. 

360 1 u uneleax u t o  t h o  e t r u c t u r s  of t h r  propoeed boardwalk t h a t  would connect t h e  
a I ready b u i l t  p l a t f o m  nmar t h e  river m w t h  with a now pla t form near  thm s p i t  a t  
t h e  mouth. I t  seems t h a t  such a boardwalk could i n t e r f e r e  wi th  bear  mbvmuenta 
a l m g  t h a t  mido of t h e  c i w r .  

8 .  p. 17, Remource U n a g a n t .  ThOfa is  much r t tmnt lon  pa id  i n  thim aupplament 

3 6 ~  
and i n  t h o  o r i g i n a l  DCP/EIS t a  hua*n/boar oncountarm, r m  compared t o  i14p.ct.r on 
k a r s -  h. r i n d i c a t e d  e a r l i e r ,  t h e  atanderdo l i s t e d  i n  Table  2 a r e  mimply not 
a c c e p t a b l e  anabures  of rao8UtCO condi t ion#,  f o r  th. reamno aumar izod i n  t h e s e  
-ntm and ay  mars d r t a i l e d  comments s u b m i t t d  regard ing  t h e  o r l g i n a l  DCPIIXS. 

9. p. 18, Phasing schedule. I t  conmtruction m r o  t o  occur duzing thq  8lllmo.r- 
f a l l  months, and cuntinumd v i s i t a t i o n  occurm, t h o r o  could  wel l  be -jar i m p d m  
t o  b e a r  eccama t o  thm ti-r f o r  a ~ r o  then  a f e u  years1  lmpacts t o  a t h e r  wi ld l i fe .  
p a r t i c u l a r l y  uaterfowL, could a l l o  be a i p n l t i c m t .  Therefore, morm dota i l .  
mhould bm prwldmd i n  t h i s  mactlon. 

10, p. 28, Impactn t o  limh and Wild l i fe .  P h i l  b r c t i o n  mentiona percmiv+d 
benefitm b u t  dams not  addrear  p o t m t i a l l y  major c o n ~ t r u c t l o n  Lmpact.. DLven tho  
c u r r e n t  political c l i m a t e  and budgetary c o n s t r a i n t s ,  a s  well as 1cqLst ica l  
conmtraints,  it a e m s  l i k e l y  t h a t  tho  cons t ruc t ion  requl rad  t o  implement t h e  
deroribod a l t o r n a t l v e  vould occur over a number of yearn, adding a nujar Mount 
of impact t o  an a r e a  already heavi ly  . t fec taa  by human una. Real imt ica l ly ,  even 
without b u r a s u c r a t i c  and budgetary c o n s t r s i n t r ,  t h i s  proposal involvon a 
conmidmrablm .mount of cons t ruc t ion  t h a t  would havm t o  be extended o v e r  a n-r 
of msamons. H o w  many seasonm would it r .gui re  to accomplish constructLon of t h e  
w s i t e ,  r .eovo f a c i l i t i e s  a t  thm o l d  sit*, and r e h a b i l i t a t e  t h o  o ld  sLt-7 Thl r  
proposa l  rune t h e  c l e a r  r i s k  ( a x m p l i f l o d  a t  Y a l l w s t o n e  NP)  of adding new 
d w e l o p n t m  whi le  removing none. 

36j. The statement referred to has been corrected. The numbers should have reflected 
the standards developed for the "number of people" indicator. The number of 
people at one time on the falls platform would not exceed 40, while the number of 
people at one time on the narrows and river mouth platforms would not exceed 30 
and 15, respectively. Also see response 30f to comment on draft DCP/EIS. 

I 

36k. See response 269 to comment on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. 

361. Crowding as a method of keeping visitors from prolonging their stay on a platform 
is not the answer to providing a quality visitor experience in the Brooks River area 
(see "Part One: Purpose of and Need for the Plan" - "Brooks River Areasignificant 

1 Resource Statements" and "Desired Futures for the Brooks River Area" sections). 
The design of the platform and the more structured visitor management system 
would both account for the need to keep visitors moving if others are waiting to 
access the platform. 

36m.The National Park Service agrees and would consider this aspect in the redesign of 
the plafform. 

36n. The statement referred to in the text is incorrect and has been revised. The Park 
Service would continue to comply with all laws and regulations governing handicap 
accessibility of facilities and programs, but this does not necessitate making the 
Falls platform accessible to visitors using wheelchairs. Also see response 30f to 
comment on draft DCP/EIS. 

360. See response 26j to comment on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. 

36p. See response 20a to comment on draft DCPIEIS. 

36q. See response 21 d to comment on supplement to draft DCPIEIS. This should reduce 
impacts on bears from construction of development. Timing and duration of the 
construction, beyond phasing, would be detailed in the construction contract and 
is beyond the level of detail for this DCPIEIS. See response 31 1 to comment on draft 
DCP/EIS. 



COMMENTS 

Brooks i t i a r  DCP/EIS Supplomnt Cmmmnts 

Thm a s s o r t i o n  t h a t  a g r e a t o r  numbor of  nonhabituatmd bmara lrould bo a t t r a c t a d  t o  
t h o  lanr rivmr under t h i s  proposa l  is tmnuoum a t  bmst. My obaorvation8 of  
a ra icbneo r - a c t i o n s  of nonhrbi tua ted  b a r s  t o  mvmn fmu paaplo on thm l o n e  
t i v o r  p la t form o r  on t h e  q t w n d  sugger t  t h a t  t h i s  statmaant should bm l u a v i l y  
q u a l i f i e d  and not m h p l y  wtated rr f a c t .  Thrco s b p l y  a r e  no d a t a  t o  suppor t  Lt. 
~ o n h a b i t u a t ~ d  adul t*  probably to lora tm pooplm a t  t h o  r r l l r  p l a t f o r n ,  a lbmi t  item 
a dlstancm by us ing  t h e  nor th  siclo of t h o  f a l l s  and riwt, becaure tho f a l l s  is 
such h h ighly  a t t r a c t l v r  p l a c e  f o r  b a r s  f m a  an mnmrgetic s tandpoin t .  Whother 
h a r m  wLll a d j u s t  t o  psoplm on p la t forms 1x3 thm lcnmr r i v e r ,  and conwoqumntly 
i n c r e r u  t h o l r  use, is unknown. 

11. p. 30, par. 4, l a s t  rontance. I dan ' t  undmrstm4 t h e  rc l f s rmco t o  
-aggrmmwLvr bars :  I ' m  not aware of any d a t a  t h a t  rugqect t h a t  many aggress ive  
beus umm lrookm x i v r r ,  o r  t h a t  p o p l o  n m  an 'mmcapo hatch* a t  t h a t  p a r t i c u l a r  
spot. Poop10 sumtimom do got sucprimed by brrrm whilm f i a h i n q  o u t  on thm .pit 
st t h o  r i v e r  mouth, t y p i c a l l y  bocrumm t h e y  rrr eoncent ra t ing  on Cishlng and a r o  
m o t  looking  a r ~ u n d .  J would not eharactmrizm thoso  mi tua t ianr  am i n w l v i n q  
'aggrmsmiv~ boars.' 

11. Tabla S (pp.34-35). Thmrm is no mmtion  of oonat rue t ion  impacts t o  bears o r  
othmr w i l d l i f e .  Am mmntionsd p r e r l a u s l y ,  t h i a  proposal involves  r s i g n i f i c a n t  
m u n t  o f  c o n s t r u c t i o n  t h a t  uould l i k e l y  occur m r  a nuab.t  of  soamon.. These 
L r p ~ c t r  writ s p c i f i c  m n t i o n .  

Olaon, T. L. 1993. Resourea p a r t i t i o n i n g  .mcng brown b e a r s  a t  Brook. River In 
Katnui Amtionml Park m d  Premarvm, Alaska. W.S. Thmwim, Utah S t a t e  Univ., 
Logan, 159pp. 

O l w n ,  T. L. mnd B. I. Q i l b o r t .  1994. VafilbLm iapactm of paoplr on brown k r r  
use  of  an  Alaskan r i v e r .  I n t .  Conf. Dear  Ras. and X&ndg.. 9: 97-106. 

- , , m d  S. 1. Fi tk in .  1990. B r m  b a r  behavior and hunan a c t i v i t y  at 
srlman atreamp i n  Katmsi National Park, blhmka. l l n a l  Rep. Natl. Park S e n .  
c o n t r a c t  A-9700-7-8028. Utah Statm Univ., Logan. 123pp. 

f - , and R. C. Bqulbb. 1994. Tho a f f o c t r  of LncrsaaLng human a c t i v i t y  
i n  brovn b a r  uwm of an  hlamkan r i v o r .  I n  mi-, Bia2op. Cunsrru., M v .  
1994. 38pp. 

, m d  R. C. Squibb. 1990. Brown boar  bmhrvioc a t  eraoh Rlvor. 1990. 
I a t l .  Park S s r v . ,  Kmtmal s a t l .  P u k  and Prermrvm, Xing BeIwn, Illam. ISpp. 
+ 35fig.. 

- , . 3991. Elm bear  behavior a t  nrook. River,  1991. u a t l .  Park 
S e n . ,  Xmtmai Natl. Park and Prssmrva, King Salmon, Alas. 25pp. + 
35 f i g s .  

Troymr. W. 1900. D i a t r l b u t i o n l  and d e n s i t i e s  of brown boar uao on vht iour  
rtrrarrm In x a t n u i  National nonuannt. Natl .  Park S o r v . ,  Alas. Rmg. Off ice ,  
Anchoraqe. 1Spp. + f i g s .  
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36r. See response 31 y to comment on draft DCPIEIS. < 

rn 

36s. The statement has been revised to read: "The third bear-viewing platform 
established at the river mouth would provide fishermen with a place to retreat for 
safety when bears are too close." 

36t- See response 1 e to comment on draft DCPIEIS. 



COMMENTS RESPONSES 

Superintendent 
Xatmai National ParK.ihd Preserve 
Post Office Box 7 
King Salmon, AX 99613 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

1 received the Nay 1995 Supplement to the Draft PIan-~datmai. 
It i s  clear that considerable time and effort have gone into this 
plan. 

1 have two serious concerns. First, the inncreased day use and the 
desire to provide a wilderness experience. It was my observation 
at Katmai that more often than not, day users had a "zoo without 
cages" experence, and had little interest in or concern for habitat 
or wilderness environment. Be careful that Katmai doesn't become 
a "Ifvet' Disney experience. I recognize your desire to serve as 
many visitors as possible, just be extremely sensitive to this 
issue. 

My second concern is of a different nature but equally serious. 
It appears that significant input was received and incorporated 
from a group who believe a satisfying and significant Katmai 
experience (including bear observation) is not compatible with 
modern amenities such a in-cabin bathrooms. Does this group 
believe that someone who likes (or pethaps needs) convenient 
plumbing is not supportive of the national parks or wilderness? 
Thih attitude is selfish, and narrow. Will people really use 
bathrooms less if only a community facility if provided, thereby 
saving water and severage facilities? It also appears to be dis- 
criminatory toward women. [Surely you as well as I know that after 
dark men uillurinate over the cabin railing or in the tall grass 
beside the cabin. This isn't very sanitary.) I would think you 
would want to decrease, nbt increase the numbers prowling around 
late at night. I really was appalled to read about this step 
backward in sanitation and comfort, when new facilities are being 
constructed. There are community bathrooms in the campground. 

The bear population increased along with Katmai visitor attendance. 

37b 
This supports the notion ahat current or increased v fe f tor  numbers 
(cabin and campers) are appropriate, Keep facilities appropriate 
for the 21st century. and all age groups. Have log cabins if you I 
choose, but for goodness Sake provide bathroom facilities in each! C2>ly 

Janet L. PfeiEer 

37a. The proposed action calls for bathrooms with toilets and wash basins in all housing 
units for both lodging guests and staff. 

37b. The stated implication is incorrect. The increase of the regional and local bear 
populations cannot be correlated with increased visitor numbers. Bear numbers 
have increased due to the overall effect of regulated protection and possibly due to 
other biological factors (food availability, winter conditions, etc.). Visitor numbers 
have risen as a result of the increased promotion of Alaska as a tourist destination 
and because, until now, there have been no limits on visitor use at Brooks River. 
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38a. See response 24b to comment on draft DCPJEIS. 7 
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COMMENTS RESPONSES 
I 

Maft Develapment Plan for 
Broaks Rtver Area 
Page 2 

4. As stated above, I am opposed to moving the campground and lodge facilities. 
Following are my reasons: 

a. It Is too expensive. At a time when Congress Is Vying to cut the budget, 
the $15,oMJ,000 to $20,000,OQO price is much too high. 

b. It would ruin the visitor experience. Currently visitors can walk to the 
bear viewing areas when ever they want. If the campground and lodg0 
were to be moved, to get to the viewing area would require either a 
much longer walk or a 8huttIe bus ride. 

c. There is no need to move the facilities. To date there have been no 
maulings at this site, an I believe that the bear/human conflict has been 
overrated. 

In condusion, the alternative that I prefer is a hybrid of No Action and Alternative I. I 
believe that day use be Bmited, and that the proposed 60 individuais per day is e 
fair limit. However, I do not support most of the structures that are proposed under 
Atternatbe 1. The only mctures that I support are an devated walkway through the 
grassy area by the falls {and if you do install this. pleasa make it 50% wider than the 
walkway on the Narrows Watform) and a platform at the Oxbow. The Brooks River 
Area as it is now is a wonderful place. Please don't ruin it. 

39a 

Sincerely, I 

d. By moving the facilities, another area will be hipactad. Tha damage to 
the archeological sites at the current lodgs/c-amp W o n  has already 
occurred. What is the point of damaging another area? 

Gary cbultz 

cc: Senator Ted Stevens 
Senator Frank Murkowski 
Congressman Don Young 

39a. The Brooks Camp facilities on the north side of the river substantially interfere with 
natural bear movement and bedding down patterns. Ongoing failure of old systems 
and the repair and maintenance of the facilities substantially threatens the rich and 
extensive archeological resources that lie underlie the area. These problems at the 
Brooks Camp development north of the river are expected to continue into the 
foreseeable future. Thus, the National Park Service's ability to comply with its legal 
resource protection mandates is significantly compromised, prompting the 
proposed action to remove facilities from north of the river and develop facilities on 
the Beaver Pond terrace where these impacts would not be expected or would be 
minimal. 



COMMENTS RESPONSES 

Superintendent 
Katman National Park and Preserve 
P.O. Box 7 
Ring Salmon, AK 99613 

Re: Supplement of the Draft Development Concept Plan 
Environmental Srrrpact Statement 

Dear Sir/Madarn: 

With respect to the supplement to the draft development concept 
plan/environmental impact etatement, Brooka River azea Katmai 
{otherwise known ae alternative 5 )  1 have the following comments: 

I f u l l y  S U p W X t  moving the current facilitiee from their current 
location to the Beaver Pond area. 1 also fully support making 
King Salmon the focus for visitor orientation and access to 
Uatmai National Park. X believe that if more information about 
neighboring wildlife refuges was available more people would 
visit these areas potentially lowering the pressure, an Brooks 
River. There currently ie little information locally about other 
areas surrounding Katmai and the ways to access these area-. X 
also agree with the catch and release policy ~OL- fishing. 

However, I do not agree with what appears to be a rigid approach 
to managing visitor~. I agree that it would be helpful that all 
vieitora eelect specific time periods when they wiah to go to the 
bear viewing platforms, However there should not be a 
requirement to have be led to the platforma. f believe that to 
truly experience the natural beauty of the area walking along the 
trails is a high value experience that eamot be experienced in a 
group of people with the attendant chatter and questions, etc. 
There are very few places i n  the  world where one can truly feel 
nature and wilderneea in solitude without the intrusion of human 
activiry. Katmai is one of these places and people who want to 
experience this should be allowed to do so. If you do not allow 
this flexibility you would be basically turning Brooka River into 
a high volume (in terms of human visitation) zoo. This would 
diminieh the experience ta a level slightly above going to an 
urban smueemnt park with shuttles, guides and noiee. 

-I 
3 

40a. These suggestions have merit for operational purposes and would be considered $ 
during subsequent development of the structured visitor management system. 
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Superintendent Bill Pierce 
Katmai National Park and Preserve 
P.O.  Box 7 
King Salmon, AK 99613 

Dear Superintendent Pierce: 

Attached are my review commente on the May 1995 Supplement to the 
Draft DCP/EIS for the Brooks River Area. I appreciate your 
conaideration of them and you incorporating thtm i n t o  t h e  gener-a1 
publfc--yeview of the Draft and-Qupplemeht. 

Ronald C .  S q u ~  



COMMENTS RESPONSES 

41a. The proposed action is the alternative that the National Park Service proposes to 
actually put into action, and technically is no different from its preferred alternative. 
In the "Record of Decision7' the National Park Service must indicate the 
environmentally preferred alternative, which may be different from the proposed 
action that they will implement. 

REVIEW COMMENTS ON: 
MAY 1995 SUPPLEMENT TO 

THE DRAFT DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN AND E1WIRONMEIJTAL IMPACT 
S T A ~  FOR THE BROOKS RIVER mm, KATMAI NP/P, ALASKA 

10 August 1995 

41 b. See response 36i to comment on the supplement to the draft DCP/EIS. 

41c. Under the proposed action, bears would have unlimited access to the river 
throughout the summer, not just in September, because of the removal of facilities 
from the north side. With no lodge on the north side of the river (proposed action, 
alternatives 2 and 5 ) ,  the need for closing the river on September 1 would also be 
a moot point (see response 31 m to comment on draft DCPIEIS, regarding lodge 
closing date). 

I 
- ,  

These comments are in addition to mv comments dated 5 June 1994 
on the original draft DCP/BIS of &;il 1994 which the Katmai NP/P 
office received in June 1994. I 41d. Establishing the lodge closing date is beyond the level of detail for this DCPIEIS. 

I do not clearly understand whether this Alternative 5 is 
intended to be the National Park Service's new proposal 
(preferred alternative). I presume that Alternative 2 continues 
to be the NPS preferred alternative and that this Alternative 5 
is j u s t  another of the other alternativee. 

That is established as part of the concession contracting process. 

41 e. New visitor management strategies will be employed when peak visitation occurs. 

I praise the NPS Eor addressing two critically important 
management problems in thia alternative. Closing the lower river 
to fishing and human acceee, and implementing a strict schedule 
of rotation through the viewing platforms would accomplish a 
great deal towards providing bears accees to the river and 

41b 

41 c 

41 d 

41 e 

towards reducins the visitors' percewtions of crowdins, 
respectively, Also, dropping the idea of a viewing platform in 
the cutbank will provide better access for non-habituated females 
with vulnerable cubs to a less dangerous area fishing area. 

1 suggest changing the fall clo~lure dates for the lower river to 
all of September and October. Non-habituated bears would use the 
river in early September if allowed access. Closing the river on 
September 1 would somewhat compensate for the exkension of the 
lodge closing date to 17 September. 

I did not find mention of the lodge closing date in this 
Supplement. The public cannot adequately understand the impacts 
of thia alternative unless that date io stated. 

I do not believe that Alternative 5 is viable given the way that 
the daily use limit is divided among componente in Table 1. 
Decreases in overnight ueere might reduce impacts by limiting use 
near dusk and dawn; however, the counter argument haa been made 
that overnight usera better learn the rules. However, the 
increases in day use and in overall visitor Use will result in a 
more complex problem of coordinating and scheduling visitora to 
platforme. This will require more staff. However - -  a major 
weakness - -  increases in day uae were derived primarily from 
decreases in staff. With fewer staff, it will not be possible to 
accomplish the program. 



m 
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Squibb, Comments on Brooks R. Supplement to DCP/EIS Page 2 

Statements that trips to the platforms will be guided ( p .  3 ,  1 6) 
imply a commitment to a large 8taff, yet the staffing ia reduced 
from 70 in Alt. 2 to 4 5  in thia alternative. For the public to 
understand how this alternative would be feasible requires that 
BOIUe detail be given in the plan to the work assignments and 
duties of the reduced etaff. 

Dependence on commercial guides to give "visitor information and 
orientationsn ( p . 4 ,  1 2 )  and to keep their clients on the proper 
schedule to and from the platforms will not work because guides 
will serve their own interests by giving their clients whatever 
experience they want, despite schedules and rules. Further, 
giving orientations to visitors travelling to Brooks aboard boats 
on plane or in floatplanes ( p .  31 would be totally impractical 
becauae of the noise. Also, air taxies cannot afford to have a 
seat taken by an interpreter - -  the pilot is too busy with take 
off, landing, and communication to be involved in any substantial 
interpretation. 

If the NPS and conceesioner cannot afford to move the lodge, 
which is likely in the current fiscal environment, then the NPS 
needs an alternative that would combine the strict scheduling of 
use and the fishing closures of thia alternative (#5) with 
substantial reductions in use, e.g. 180 people on the ground per 
day. Given the budget reduction initiatives in Congress, I 
believe that such an alternative must be part of the final DCP 
and that it be designated as the chosen alternative in the event 
that the initially choeen alternative is not funded within t w o  
years. Otherwise, the uncontrolled growth of use at Brooks River 
will continue until the resource and the visitors' experience is 
completely ruined. 

u Bear &cdocrv 
I do not agree that moving the lodge a mile from the river will 
be an end to the problems of bears in camp. Certainly, it will 
reduce these probleme because salmon carcassea tend to wash north 
out of the river. Nevertheless, a mile ia a very short distance 
to a bear. Rather, I see moving the lodge to the Beaver Pond 
terrace as a teat of this hypotheeis. Given that subadult6 and 
small to medium sized females with young, eepecially cubs of the 
year, avoid larger beara, and given that bears tend to prefer 
areae without people, then vulnerable acd less competitive bears 
(subadults and females with young) will use habitat occupied by 
people in order to avoid the larger beare that are elsewhere 
avoiding people. That is to say, I think that there is a 
reasonable chance that subadults and small-medium females with 
young will use the area surrounding the new lodge as a bedding 
area, and the habituation phenomena will continue as at present. 

Also note that several beara, including non-habituated females 
with young, have used areas off the beach eouth of the mouth of 
the river am bedding areas over the years. 

4 
-n - 

41f. The mandatory bear safety message would continue to be administered by NPS $ 
staff. Some interpretation and dissemination of information could be provided 
during transit to the Brooks River area by suppliers of transportation. 

419. Under the proposed action, river corridor management concepts would be 
implemented soon after publication of the "Record of Decision" in the Federal 
Register. Development of implementation plan for use limits would also begin. 

41 h. With regard to bears, the primary objective of moving from north of the river is to 
remove human interference with natural bear movement patterns. A secondary 
objective is to reduce bearfhuman interactions in the developed area. 



COMMENTS RESPONSES 

Table 2: Indicators and Standards Ip. 71, states standards for 
number of fieh or food stealing incidents as 0 for adolescent 
bears and 1 - 2  for adult beare. I presume that this is a typo, 
chat the classes are reversed. Between 1989 and 1991 at Brooks 
River, we obeervcd that subadulte were involved significantly 
more than expected in these types of incidents and adults 
significantly less. Similarly, in my four seasons on Kodiak, the 
vast majority of these types of incidents on the Ayakulik and 
Karluk Rivers have involved subadults. 

Human/bear incidents are a poor measure of resource health, both 
as indicators unto themselves and as a repeatable and accurate 
estimate when attained by an opportunistic ~ampling scheme ae 
practiced at Brooke River f r o m  1989 - 1993, the sampling design 
that I preeume was intended in the DCP. Please see my comments 
on the original draft of April 1994 for more details. 

Incidents are a poor indicator because a single individual bear 
can drive the indicator over the standard even though the other 
25 to 35 bears using Brooks River are all well behaved. Further, 
the behavior that results in the given type of incident may have 
been learned elsewhere or be inherent in the individual. In 
other words, the predisposition of the bear to emit the 
undesixsble behavior could well be completely independent of the 
NPS management of Brooks River. NPS managers will likely have no 
way of knowing the bear'a history. It i s  reasonable to foresee 
circumatancea where your standards are exceeded because oE 
circumetances totally unrelated to Brooks management. Are you 
going to change management over something that present management 
did not cause? 

Consider the case of the female with one yearling that charged 
people 15'times during 1991; there were aeveral charges in both 
July and September. There were no reports of thie female 
charging anyone when she wae single in 1988 and 1989, there were 
no reports of thia female charging anyone when she had a cub of 
the year in 1990, and this female was not aeen on the river in 
1992. In 1991 this female charged people at the Falls platform, 
on the Palls trail, on the main road, and on the river bank - -  
baeically everywhere. This was basically a random event 
completely unrelated to the range of management options available 
to the NPS. It also told the NPS very little about whether it 
was managing the resource such that bears had reasonable access 
to the resource8 that they needed. 

Consider subadults getting food or fish from people. Subadults 
spend moat of their waking time looking for opportunities to get 
food. No matter how perfect your management design, subadults 
will learn to exploit the opportunities that result from human 
error. A subadult may learn a way to get food from people 

I 
eleewhere in the park or outside the park where food is less 
8ecurely stored, then apply that skill at Brooks River. The I 

41 i 

41i. The standards remain as presented; there is no typographical error. The target for 
adolescents would be zero fish or food stealing incidents, because although the 
National Park Service would accept a few such incidents involving already-trained 
adults, it would not tolerate similar incidents involving adolescents. 

Squibb, Comments on Brooke R. Supplement to DCP/BIS Page 3 
41j. See responses 20c and 21c to comments on draft DCP/EIS. Limits of acceptable 

change allows managers the flexibility to take any of a number of actions to bring 
an area within standard. It is not the purpose of this DCP/EIS to describe every 
possible action management might take to meet the described standards; however, 
implementation of the proposed use limits and new facility development are actions 
that would help management meet the standards. 



ellbadult may take faod and fish from people at Brooks several 
timea in one summer, then not be back or outgrow the habit by the 
next summer, as was the case with eubadulte at Brooke in 1989 and 
1992-1993. Again, the standards being exceeded would be almost 
unrelated to the management scheme and it would not reflect much 
about the health of the resource. 

The alternative doee not mention w h a t  management actions would be 
taken when standards are exceeded, as it should. Neverthelese, 
ehould long term management be adjueted because of one subadult 
chat may be gone or grow out of the undesirable behavior by the 
next year? 

Lieting the indicators and standarcla is not sufficient. The 
sampling mcheme that will be used to measure the indicators 
should be described ae part of a monitoring program. Paragraph 
2, page 17, under Resource Management contains no eubatantive 
infannation: "During implementation of this alternative, a 
scientific, cultural, and natural resource monitoring program 
would be developed to evaluate the impacte of thin alternative. 
Adjustmente to ensure reeource protection would be made baaed on 
the data collected, and appropriate mitigating measures would be 
implemented as neceesary." (Supplement to Draft DCP, p. 17) 
You're going to develop a monitoring plan during implementation 
to evaluate the impacts of an already ongoing major conetruction 
project! How will you detennine what the impact# will be when 
you never measured what was there before implementation began? 
Is t h i s  in compliance with NEPA? How can the public evaluate the 
plan if they do not know how, or if, you are going to monitor 
Impacts? 

The desired future conditions of the bear cohort that will use 
Brooke River under this Alternative is not addressed in 
biologically meaningful terns. There ia no mention of the number 
of beare or their compo~ition by eex, age, or habituation. The 
health of the cohort of bears cannot be addressed by counting 
bear incidente. zero incidents doee not equate with healthy bear 
ecology. Zero incidents could equate with zero bears1 

The cohort of: bears that uses Brooke River ehould be sufficiently 
insulated by the size of the park from factors beyond the control 
of NPS management that minirnum numbers and, certainly, minimum 
proportions by age, sex, and habituation criteria can be defined. 

I propoee that NPS uee indicator# based on the composition of the 
bears ueing the river. The compoeition of the beare using Brooka 
River should be repreeentative of the composition of the beara 
ueing the Naknek drainage as a whole, both because any diffeence 
would represent an impact to the bears of the drainage, and 
becauee visitore should see a representative cohort of bears in 
order to properly understand what a natural and healthy brown 
bear population is. 

COMMENTS RESPONSES 

, 41 1. See responses 2Oa and 32b to comments on draft DCPIEIS. 

Squibb, Comment6 on Brooke R. Supplement to DCP/EIS Page I 

3 
R - 

41 k. The statement quoted by the respondent has been deleted from the text. The 5 
impacts of the proposed action (and other alternatives), including construction of 
proposed facilities, are evaluated in "Part Four: Environmental Consequences" of 
the DCPjEIS. A water quality monitoring program would be conducted as noted in 
the text, as well as monitoring of the established visitor use limits and of bear 
utilization and movement in the Bro~ks River area. 



COMMENTS 

Squibb, Comments on Brooks I?. Supplement to DCP/EIS Page 5 

Some examples of reasonable indicators follow: 
1) the proportion and/or number af non-habituated large malee 
ueing the river; 
2)  the proportion andlor number of non-habituated females with 
cubs of the year ueing the river; 
3) the proportion and/or number of subadults using the river; 
41 the proportion of bear use (meaeured in units of time) on the 
river by the above classes of bears. 
The standards should differ between July and fall. The 
proportion accounted for by aubadults ahould not become too 
large; the proportionrr of non-habituated large males and females 
with COY should not become tao small. The total proportions by 
age and eex classes could be compared with those statistics far 
the park's bear population as eetimated by  existing population 
data. 

A simple monitoring program might have intensive monitoring every 
five years, after Oleon et al.'s methods of 1988 ta 1992, to 
eetimate indicator ( 4 )  type data. Indicator {I-3) type data 
could be gathered every year by assigning three rangers with 
regular platform duty the taaks of identifyinq and classifying 
all individual bears using the river and of corroborating the 
data among themelves and with photographic documentation+ 

Indicators must measure, and standard6 muat be representative of, 
a natural and healthy population. Further, the DcP should 
specifically state what management actione will be precipitated 
if the standards are exceeded. Otherwise, the reader has no way 
of underatanding how the system will work. 

RESPONSES 

- - - - - - --- 

e "interpretive programs tor archeaioglcal 

4lm.The words "immediately adjacent to the river" have been deleted from the text of 
the proposed action. The respondent should also note that one of the development 
concept plan's central elements ism "excluding anglers from the lower river." River 
closures would occur only in July and from mid-September through October in the 
presence of high bear use and would apply to all visitors, not exclusively anglers. 
Also see response 2c to comment on supplement to draft DCP/EIS. 

41 m 

41 n 

41 0 

41n. Archeological oversight under the no-action alternative is substantial and intense 
because all current facilities and activities continue on the north side of the river 
where the archeological resources are common and near the surface where many 
maintenance and repair activities can affect those resources. Thus, archeological 
oversight under this alternative is nearly constant during the spring, summer, and 
fall seasons. Under alternatives 2 and 5, removal of facilities from the north side of 
the river would involve no digging up of utility lines or other facilities. Utilities would 
simply be capped off just below the surface, The new development sites under 
alternatives 2 and 5 (the proposed action) da not have the cultural resources that 
occur north of the river, requiring minimal oversight during construction and 
subsequent maintenance and repair. 

sites immediately adjacent to the riverN (p. B ,  7 2 )  when one of 
the plan's central elements is keeping people on platforms and 
excluding anglers from the lower river? 

Why does archeological overeight for the no action alternative 
cost $1,000,000, i.e. five timee more than archeological 
averaight for Alternative6 2 and 5 (Table 31 which propose 
removing old facilitiee from the top of a major archeological 
site and building a new lodge on a site with unknown cultural 
reaourcea? Curiously, that rounda the total NPS cost out to be 
approximately equal among all alternatives. Why ie that so? 

Am I wrong in underetanding that NPS s ta f f  w i l l  eat meale in the 
lodge with the lodge staff? If they  are required t o  do so. I wee 
this plan as making their joba of enforcing rules that the 
concessioner must follow more difficult. 

410. Under the proposed action NPS and concession staff would have food preparation 
facilities in their living quarters. 
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NPS Costs 

APPENDIX A: ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

TABLE A-1 - NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE 

Visitor center 
Campground 
Maintenance facilities 
Bear viewing platforms 
Replace utilities 
Archeological oversight 
Research bay wayside 
Margot Falls overlook improvements 
Three Forks overlook improvements 

Total Gross Construction costs' 
Total Planning & Design Costs 
Total NPS Costs 

a Concessioner Costs 

Lodge and dining facility 

Total Concessioner Costs 

Gross Construction Costs 

1. Includes construction costs plus construction supervision and contingencies. 
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TABLE A-2: ALTERNATIVE 1 

NPS Costs 

Visitor center 
Eskimo barabara 
Campground 
Employee housing 
Showerflaundry & community center 
Maintenance facilities 
Barge and boat dock & tie-downs 
Elevated bridge and boardwalk 
Bear viewing platforms 
River mouth overlook 
Trails 
Replace utilities 
Develop new utilities 
Archeological oversight 
Remove Lake Brooks facilities 
Site preparation 
Road widening 
Research bay wayside 
Margot Falls overlook improvements 
Three Forks overlook improvements 

Total Gross Construction costs' 
Total Planning & Design Costs 
Total NPS Costs 

Concessioner Costs 

Lodge and dining facility 

Total Concessioner Costs 

1. Includes construction costs plus construction supervision and contingencies. 

Gross Construction Costs 



NPS Costs 

Visitor center 
Contact stations 
Ranger station 
Eskimo barabara 
Campground 
Employee housing 
Showerllaundry & community center 
Maintenance facilities 
Research facility 
Barge and boat dock & tie-downs 
Bear viewing platforms 
River mouth overlook 
Trails 
Fish cleaning building 
Develop new utilities 
Remove Brooks camp facilities 
Archeological oversight 
Remove Lake Brooks facilities 
Site preparation 
Road widening 
New road construction 
Research bay wayside 
Margot Falls overlook improvements 
Three Forks overlook improvements 
Shuttle and support 

Total Gross Construction costs' 
Total Planning & Design Costs 
Total NPS Costs 

Appendix A 

Gross Construction Costs 

Concessioner Costs 

Lodge and dining facility 
Guest cabins 
Employee housing 

Total Concessioner Costs 

1. Includes construction costs plus construction supervision and contingencies. ' a  
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TABLE A-4: ALTERNATIVE 3 

NPS Costs 

Visitor center 
Contact stations 
Ranger station 
Eskimo barabara 
Campground 
Employee housing 
Showerllaundry & community center 
Maintenance facilities 
Research facility 
Barge and boat dock & tie-downs 
Bear viewing platforms 
River mouth overlook 
Trails 
Fish cleaning building 
Develop new utilities 
Remove Brooks camp facilities 
Archeological oversight 
Remove Lake Brooks facilities 
Site preparation 
Road widening 
New road construction 
Research bay wayside 
Margot Falls overlook improvements 
Three Forks overlook improvements 
Shuttle and support 

Total Gross Construction costs' 
Total Planning 8 Design Costs 
Total NPS Costs 

Concessioner Costs 

Lodge and dining facility 
Guest cabins 
Employee housing 

Total Concessioner Costs 

- -- 

1. Includes construction costs plus construction supervision and contingencies. 

Gross Construction Costs 



NPS Costs 

Visitor station 
Contact stations 
Eskimo barabara 
Employee housing 
Showerllaundry & community center 
Maintenance facilities 
Research facility 
Barge and boat dock & tie-downs 
Elevated bridge and boardwalk 
Bear viewing platforms 
Trails 
Fish cleaning building 
Develop new utilities 
Remove Brooks camp facilities 
Archeological oversight 
Remove Lake Brooks facilities 
Site preparation 
Road widening 
Research bay wayside 
Margot Falls overlook improvements 
Three Forks overlook improvements 
Shuttle and support 

Appendix A 

Total Gross Construction costs' 
Total Planning & Design Costs 
Total NPS Costs 

Concessioner Costs 

Employee housing 

Total Concessioner Costs 

Gross Construction Costs 

1. Includes construction costs plus construction supervision and contingencies. 
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IMPORTANT: These cost estimates are "class C" estimates based on similar facilities constructed in 
Alaska (adjusted for Brooks Camp) using government contracts. The cost estimates are consistent with 
the scope and quality described elsewhere in this document. They describe simple facilities that are 
designed for summer use only with construction practices that are common in bush Alaska. The facilities 
would be similar in quality, appearance, and durability to those currently at Brooks Camp. The cost 
estimates assume that most of the construction would occur in one phase and would be done by a 
single contractor. To achieve these estimates, it will be critical, during the design and construction 
processes, to respect the criteria described above and to avoid an increase in scope. This estimate is 
for FY 95 construction. Escalate costs for future years at 4% per year. 

NPS Costs Gross Construction Costs 

Contact stations 
Orientation centerlranger station 
River mouth overlook 
Trails 
Remove Brooks camp facilities 
Archeological oversight 
Remove Lake Brooks facilities 

Total Gross Construction costs' 
Total Planning & Design costs2 
Total NPS Costs 

Shared NPS and Concessioner Costs 

Employee rustic housing 
Employee laundry & community center 
Maintenance facilities 
Barge and boat dock & tiedowns 
Develop new utilities 
Site preparation 
Margot Falls overlook improvements 

Total Gross Construction costs' 
Total NPS Planning & Design costs3 
Total Shared NPS and Concessioner costs4 

Concessioner Costs 

Lodgetdining facility for visitors and staff 
Lodge utility building 
Guest cabins (24 with 2 beds) 



Appendix A 

Hostel (1 2 beds) 

I Central shower/bathroom for hostel and campground visitors 
Campground including cooking shelters 
Shuttle and support 

Total Concessioner costs4 

PartnershipslNGO costs5 

Bear viewing platforms (Falls) 

Barabara exhibit 

Total PartnershipslNGO costs6 

I FHWA costs7 

New road construction $ 544,000 

1 Total Gross Construction costs' 544,000 
Total Planning & Design Costs 
Total FHWA costs6 

I 1. Includes construction costs plus construction supervision and contingencies. 

2. Includes all NPS planning and design costs. Design costs include surveys, detailed site planning, design and 
I construction documents, and additional project compliance activities. Existing prototypical designs will be used 

1 wherever practicable. Therefore, design costs could be significantly lower than those identified in the estimate. 

3. NPS policy requires that, to the extent it is economically feasible, the concessioner undertake all costs, including 

1 design cssts, relating to construction of its own facilities as well as utilities, roads, parking, and similar infrastructure. 

I Such feasibility determination has not yet been made, but will be accomplished before implementation of this plan. 
The costs allocation above must therefore be regarded as tentative. 

I 4. includes all planning, design, and construction costs. NPS policy requires that, to the extent it is economically 

I feasible, the concessioner undertake all costs, including design costs, relating to construction of its own facilities 
as well as utilities, roads, parking, and similar infrastructure. Such feasibility determination has not yet been made, 
but will be accomplished before implementation of this plan. The costs allocation above must therefore be regarded 
as tentative. 

1 5. NGO = nongovernment organizations. Examples are nonprofit organizations, philanthropic organizations, etc. 

6. Includes all planning, design, and construction costs. 

a 7. FHWA = Federal Highway Administration. 



APPENDIX B: FEDERAL CONSISTENCY DETERMINATION 
BROOKS RIVER AREA DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN 

LAKE AND PENINSULA BOROUGH, ALASKA 

The Coastal Zone Management Act requires that "each federal agency activity within or outside the 
coastal zone that affects any land or water use or natural resource of the coastal zone shall be carried 
out in a manner which is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the enforceable policies of 
approved state management programs." 16 U.S.C. 5 1456(c)(l)(A). 

The state of Alaska has an approved coastal zone management program, the Alaska Coastal 
Management Program, which includes regulations in Title 6, Chapter 50, of the Alaska Administrative 
Code (6 AAC 50). The Alaska Division of Governmental Coordination coordinates review of federal 
consistency determinations as per 6 AAC 50.020. The Alaska Coastal Policy Council promulgates 
standards for the Alaska Coastal Management Program in chapter 80 of Title 6 (6 AAC 80). Guidelines 
for District Coastal Management Programs are provided in 6 AAC 85. The Lake and Peninsula Borough 
has a "Public Hearing Draft Coastal Management Plan" that is expected to be approved in the winter 
of 1995-96. The Alaska Division of Governmental Coordination recommends that the National Park 
Service follow enforceable policies set forth in the Alaska Coastal Management Program and draft Lake 
and Peninsula BoroughfDraft Coastal Management Plan (Bukovick, pers. comm.). The Alaska Coastal 
Management Plan "Coastal Zone Boundaries of Alaska" Map #58 for the Mt. Katmai quadrangle, shows 
that all lands in the vicinity of the Brooks River area development concept plan fall within the coastal 
zone of the Lake and Peninsula Borough. 

This section details an analysis by which the National Park Service has determined that its proposed 
developments in the Brooks River area of Katmai National Park and Preserve would be consistent to 
the maximum extent practicable with the enforceable policies of the Alaska Coastal Management 
Program. 

The National Park Service has determined that the proposed Brooks River area developments in Katmai 
National Park affect land or water uses or natural resources of Alaska in the following manner: 

Public and administrative support facilities for access to an important recreational and wildlife 
viewing area would be relocated and improved to minimize adverse impacts on natural and cultural 
resources. 

Footbridges and water crossings at Brooks River would be removed, thereby reducing human 
disruption to aquatic habitat significant for salmon reproduction and brown bear feeding. 

Administrative and visitor facilities would be removed from a highly sensitive archeological area. 

The National Park Service has evaluated the following relevant enforceable policies of the Alaska 
Coastal Management Program and Lake and Peninsula Borough "Public Hearing Draft Coastal 
Management Plan" where it is more specific or restrictive than the Alaska Coastal Management Plan: 

ALASKA COASTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN USES AND ACTIVITIES 

6 AAC 80.040. COASTAL DEVELOPMENT. 

(a) In planning for and approving development in coastal areas, districts and state agencies shall give 
in the following order, priority to: 

(1) water-dependent uses and activities; 
(2) water-related uses and activities: and 
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(3) uses and activities which are neither water-dependent nor water-related for which there is no 
feasible and prudent inland alternative to meet the public need for the use or activity. 

The Brooks River DCP/EIS calls for alternative facilities and access to the Brooks River area in Katmai 
National Park, which is accessible only by floatplane or boat. The entire project area occurs within the 
coastal boundary of the Lake and Peninsula Borough, which cannot be avoided given the alternatives 
presented. Primary activities in the area include wildlife viewing, sport fishing, sight-seeing and boating, 
all of which are water-dependent to some degree. 

6 AAC 80.060. RECREATION: 

(a) Districts shall designate areas for recreational use. Criteria for designation of areas of recreational 
use are: 

(1) the area receives significant use by persons engaging in recreational pursuits or is a major tourist 
destination; or 

(2) the area has potential for high quality recreational use because of physical, biological, or cultural 
features. 

The Brooks River area in Katmai National Park has become a major tourist attraction in the borough 
for wildlife viewing, especially of brown bears feeding on red salmon. The Brooks River Archeologicat 
District, a property on the National Register of Historic Places, is now also designated a national historic 
landmark. The area also provides world-class sportfishing for salmon and trophy-size rainbow trout, 

(b) Districts and state agencies shall give high priority to maintaining and, where appropriate, increasing 
public access to coastal water. 

The proposed NPS developments at the Brooks River area would maintain public access to the Brooks 
River area. The development concept plan calls for development of a new dock or pier to the south of 
the Brooks River outlet that would eliminate the present docking area inside the mouth of the Brooks 
River. 

6 AAC 80.130. HABITATS. 

(a) Habitats in the coastal area that are subject to the Alaska coastal management prbgram include: 
(3) wetlands and tideflats: 
(7) rivers, streams, and lakes; and 
(8) important upland habitat. 

(b) The habitats contained in (a) of this section must be managed so as to maintain or enhance the 
biological, physical, and chemical characteristics of the habitat which contributes to its capacity to 
support living resources. 

The Brooks River DCP proposes to remove facilities from wetland areas and restore some wetlands 
near the outlet of the Brooks River into Naknek Lake to its original function. Removal of all facilities and 
creation of a people-free zone on the north side of Brooks River helps to protect important brown bear 
habitat and eliminates human travel across the Brooks River, thereby reducing impacts on important 
fish habitat. Moving fuel storage and sewage treatment facilities to locations farther from Brooks River 
and Naknek Lake provide additional protection for water quality and important fish and wildlife habitat- 
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LAKE AND PENINSULA BOROUGH DRAFT COASTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN, GENERAL 
POLICIES: 

A-2 Mitiqation 
All land and water use activities shall be conducted with appropriate planning, implementation, and 
monitoring/enforcernent to mitigate potentially adverse effects and/or cumulative impacts on the following 
resources of local, state, or national importance: 

a) fish and wildlife populations and their habitats; 
d) air and water quality; 
e) cultural resources; and 
f) recreational resources. 

The Brooks River area DCP/EIS is designed to reduce adverse effects on brown bear and salmon 
populations and habitat by removing overnight facilities near the river and creating a people-free zone 
north of the river. The new development would also remove overnight facilities from nationally significant 
archeological resources, thereby minimizing the potential for cumulative future impacts from subsurface 
disturbances like fuel leaks and leachfield failures. The potential for impacts on water quality from fuel 
storage leaks and leachfield systems would be reduced because these systems would be located farther 
from receiving bodies. 

A-3 M ~ l t i ~ l e  Use 
To the extent feasible and prudent, ports, piers, docks, terminals, cargo handling, storage, parking, and 
other facilities shall be designed and used to minimize the need for duplicate facilities. subsequent use 
of facilities for other than their original intent shall also be a consideration in the siting and design of 
such facilities. 

The Brooks River DCP/EIS calls for the elimination of an unloading zone for fuel, cargo, and passengers 
on the north side of the Brooks River. Unloading of personnel and materials on the south side of the 
river would be moved outside of the Brooks River Archeological District All concessioner and NPS 
administrative dockings and unloadings would occur in the same zone. Use of a new road to the existing 
Valley Road would be shared by the concessioner and the National Park Service. 

B-2 Upland Habitats 
To the extent feasible and prudent, upland habitats shall be managed to avoid excessive runoff which 
may cause accelerated erosion, and to retain natural drainage patterns, surface water quality, and 
natural groundwater recharge areas. Disturbance of natural vegetation in a manner which may adversely 
affect slope stability or productivity of important upland habitats shall be minimized. 

The proposed Brooks River area developments would be sited to avoid steep grades and areas 
adjacent to steeper slopes. The single lane access road from Naknek Lake to the Beaver Pond terrace 
and Valley Road follows a route with the minimum available grade. Lodge facilities at the Beaver Pond 
terrace overlook would be placed on a level terrace landform. No sidehill development is proposed due 
to environmental concerns and proximity of the facilities to the Beaver Pond at the base of the terrace. 
Facilities would be designed to take advantage of natural topographic features while minimizing impact. 
Additional environmental compliance would be undertaken as specific facility locations are selected. 
About 3.3 acres of currently developed lands, mostly on the north side of Brooks River, would be 
restored in a manner suitable to local topography and soils. 

6-5 Anadromous Fish Waters and Public Water Supplies 
With the exception of approved transportation and utility crossings, water-dependent structures, and 
uses involving the research, protection, or enhancement of anadromous fish and their habitats, no 
development activities, alteration of natural vegetation, excavation, placement of fill, or land clearing 
shall take place within a minimum distance of 100 feet from the ordinary high water mark of anadromous 
fish waters or public water supplies. 
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The proposed Brooks River area developments would remove existing structures within the 100-foot 
minimum distance from anadromous fish waters and construct new facilities well over 100 feet away 
from anadromous waters other than shore access and bear viewing platforms. Natural water flow 
between the Oxbow marsh and the outlet of Brooks River into Naknek Lake would be reestablished, 
thereby removing any unnatural impediments to salmon migration and spawning. 

C-4 Environmental Protection Technoloqy 
To the extent feasible and prudent, equipment and procedures utilizing the most advanced and effective 
technology shall be required for limiting emissions and the discharge of effluent, and for the storage, 
handling, cleanup, and disposal of oil and hazardous materials for municipal, industrial, military, energy, 
and transportation facilities. 

The National Park Service is finalizing a spill prevention control and countermeasure plan (SPCC) for 
the fuel delivery and storage system. This plan would be updated to reflect changes in the system. The 
NPS uses double-walled aboveground storage tanks. Radios and various check-valve systems are used 
during fuel transfer operations. 

C-7 Refuse Disposal 
Within the Lake and Peninsula Borough, refuse disposal and sanitary landfill sites and operations shall 
comply with the requirements of local, state, and federal regulations. . . . 
The proposed developments call for relocation of the incinerator to the area south of the Brooks River. 
The refuse handling site would be located in the administrative areas along the Valley Road, well 
beyond the minimum 1,500 feet from domestic water sources and 200 feet from any surface waters. 
unburned residues are shipped out of the park to the borough landfill. 

@ C-8 Sewaae Disposal 
Where feasible and prudent, sewage treatment ponds and discharge locations shall be set back a 
minimum of 1,500 feet from domestic water supplies and a minimum of 200 feet from any surface 
waters. . . . 

The proposed new development would be on higher ground with more porous soils that drain more 
effectively, thereby reducing problems occurring with the septic system at the present Brooks River area 
facilities. New septic systems would be constructed so not to affect water quality in the Beaver Pond. 
A monitoring program would be established to document water quality trends in the Beaver Pond and 
at selected points along Naknek Lake and Erooks River. The system would be located beyond minimum 
specified distances from domestic water supplies and surface waters. 

C-9 Sitina of Petroleum Storaqe Facilities 
To the extent feasible and prudent, new facilities, or existing facilities being re-permitted for the storage, 
processing or treatment of 5,000 gallons or more of petroleum or petroleum products shall be sited a 
minimum of 1,500 feet from domestic water supplies and a minimum of 200 feet from ordinary high 
water or MHHW of any surface waters. 

The proposed new administrative areas along the Valley Road would house the primary fuel storage 
area that would service generators for the concession and administrative functions. Designs for these 
systems would be completed at a future date; however, with the space available in the plan the National 
Park Service would be able to meet requirements for minimum distances from water supplies and 
surface waters. Existing aboveground tanks that do not meet these minimum distances would be 
removed from their present locations. 
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E-2 Maintaininq Traditional Public Access 
Restrictions on traditional methods and means of public access throuah municipal, state, and federal 
land shall be minimized. Elements of public access include roads, waterways, trails, campsites, picnic 
sites, and marine anchorages, 

The proposed Brooks River area developments maintain public access and overnight accommodations 
to the Brooks River area and seek to minimize adverse impacts on natural and cultural resources. The 
Valley Road to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes would be maintained as would trails to overlooks 
along the Brooks River. The campground on the north side of the Brooks River would be replaced with 
a new campground area on the south side of the river above the Beaver Pond terrace. 

E-4 Sitina, Construction, and Operation 
Transportation, pipeline, and utility facilities and corridors shall be sited, designed, and operated, using 
the following standards: 

a) adverse impacts on habitats, biological resources, coastal resource uses, recreation, 
socioeconomic characteristics, and traditional subsistence and personal use activities shall be 
minimized; 

b) to the extent feasible and prudent, transportation corridors and facilities shall be consolidated. 

The proposed developments would consolidate transportation activities to the south side of We Brooks 
River. This would minimize adverse impacts to brown bear populations and feeding activities. Human 
travel across the outlet of Brooks River would be eliminated, further minimizing impacts on important 
bear habitat. 

H-1 Protection of Recreation Values 
Projects and activities on public lands and waters used for recreational activities, or on private lands and 
waters where the landowner has granted formal permission for recreational activities, shall be located, 
designed, constructed, and operated to minimize adverse impacts on recreation resources and activities, 
including access. 

The proposed developments in the Brooks River area are located and designed to reduce adverse 
impacts on natural and cultural resources in the area, yet maintain a high standard of public access and 
enjoyment of the scenic, natural, and cultural values of the area. Access to the area by floafplanes and 
watercraft would be maintained. Recreational activities such as wildlife viewing, sport fishing, and hiking 
would be maintained. 

H-7 Planninq Processes 
Recreational planners for federal and state lands will provide an opportunity for the Lake and Peninsula 
Borough to participate in recreation planning in accordance with the procedures identified in Chapter 
7.0, Implementation. 

The National Park Service has provided the borough with copies of all DCP workbooks and documents, 
and hereby notifies the borough of the NPS overarching coastal consistency determination for the 
proposed developments in the Brooks River area. 

1-1 Cultural and Historic Resource Areas 
Assessment of potential impacts on cultural and historic resources, and the identification of appropriate 
mitigation, shall be the responsibility of the developer. The potential adverse impacts of development 
on known historic and archaeologic values (state and federal historic resource registers) shall be 
evaluated early in a project's planning. 

The National Park Service has considered the boundaries of the Brooks River Historic District in its 
planning efforts and has endeavored to remove most existing facilities out of that district. Only day-use 
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Q facilities such as trails and bear-viewing platforms would persist inside the recognized district 
boundaries, Archeological clearance would be conducted prior to any construction at new facility sites 
outside of the defined district. Removal of the present Brooks River area facilities would reduce potential 
for future, cumulative impacts on cultural resources in the area. 

Based on the above information, data, and analysis the National Park Service finds that the proposed 
action in its Development Concept Plan / Environmental Impact Statement for the Brooks River area 
of Katmai National Park and Preserve is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the Alaska 
Coastal Management Program and Bristol Bay Borough Coastal Management Plan. As specific plans 
for facilities are developed, the National Park Service will submit completed coastal project 
questionnaires and federal consistency determinations. This analysis serves as a programmatic 
consistency determination for the overall direction of the proposed developments. 

By this determination that the Development Concept Plan for the Brooks River area is consistent to the 
maximum extent practicable with the Alaska Coastal Management Plan, the state of Alaska is notified 
that it has 45 days (plus any appropriate extension under 15 C.F.R. 3 930.41 (b)) from the receipt of this 
letter in which to agree or disagree with the NPS determination. The agreement or disagreement of the 
state of Alaska with the NPS consistency determination shall be sent to: 

Joan B. Darnell 
National Park Service 
Alaska System Support Office 
2525 Gambell Street, Room 107 
Anchorage, AK 99503-2892 



APPENDIX C: RECOMMENDED CRITERIA FOR BOARDWALKS 
AND BEAR VIEWING PLATFORMS IN THE BROOKS RIVER AREA 

1. The location of boardwalks and bear viewing platforms should help reduce humanlbear conflicts 
and facilitate bear management. 

2. Salmon availability to bears should not be impaired by the proximity of a boardwalk or bear 
viewing platform. This criterion is in reference to "salmon graveyards" where spawned out salmon 
collect in the eddies and backwaters of the river, and are easily taken by bears. 

3. Bear travel corridors should not be disrupted by the proximity of a boardwalk or bear viewing 
platform. No platform or boardwalk should be located too close to the riverbank or block a major 
river access corridor. Bear travel corridors have been mapped during various research projects 
in the Brooks River area. These maps should be consulted before locating and designing 
boardwalks and platforms. 

4. Other wildlife uses of potential boardwalk and bear viewing platform locations must be considered. 
Bald eagle, river otter, harlequin duck, and Arctic tern, among other species, have specific 
shoreline or island habitat requirements along the river. 

5. Visitors must be able to see bears from the platforms, with a high probability in July and 
September. 

6. To ensure quality wildlife viewing, the design capacity of any given platform should not exceed 
20-25 people. 

7. Boardwalks and bear viewing platforms should be designed to reasonably prevent bears from 
getting onto them. 

8. Where feasible, boardwalks and bear viewing platforms should be handicap accessible. 

9. No bear viewing platform should be visible from another platform along the river. 

10. An ideally positioned third platform would provide a view of the Brooks River not visible from 
either of the existing two platforms. No other platform or facility should be visible from this new 
platform. 

(all from NPS 1993b) 



APPENDIX D: CONSULTATION WITH THE U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

m 
TAKE- - 

PRIDE INy- United States Department of the Interior MRKA - - - 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE Qm 

I Anchorage Field Office 
= I 

Ecological Services and Endangered Species 
IN REPLY REFER TO: 605 West 4th Avenue, Room 62 
WAES Anchorage, Alaska 99501 

Stephen E. Stone 
Natural Resource Specialist 
National Park Service 
Denver Service Center 
12795 W. Alameda Parkway 
P.O. Box 25287 
Denver, Colorado 80225-0287 

Dear Mr. Stone: 

This reaponds to your March 16, 1993, letter requesting information on the 
~ occurrence of threatened and endangered species in the vicinity of the Brooks 

River in Katmai National Park and Preserve. We understand that the National 
Park Service is preparing a concept plan and environmental impact statement 
for the Brooks River area. 

Based on our records, no listed or proposed threatened or endangered species, 
for which the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) is responsible, occur in 
the project area. Therefore, no further consultation with the FWS under 
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended, is necessary. 

Because the address for our office used on your letter is outdated, we are 
providing our current address for your future reference: 

I 

Field Supervisor 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Anchorage Field Office 
Ecological Services and Endangered Species 
605 W. 4th Avenue, Room G-62 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 

Sincerely, - 
~ c d n ~  Field Supervisor 



APPENDIX E: SECTION 106 COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS 0 
The proposal includes actions listed below that are subject to further consultation with the Alaska State 
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) under 
36 CFR 800. Implementation of any action proposed within the national historic landmark would be 
preceded by intensive survey, including subsurface probes, and mapping of all archeological sites and 
ethnographic. Actions proposed outside the landmark boundaries would be preceded by cultural 
resource inventory studies, including archeological and ethnographic survey and subsurface testing, 
ethnographic studies for the presence of traditional cultural properties, and surveys for historic 
resources. 

Every effort would be made to avoid previously unknown cultural resources during the design phases 
of specific actions. If it is infeasible to avoid resources that are eligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places, mitigating measures would be developed in consultation with the SHPO and 
ACHP under 36 CFR 800. Mitigating measures may consist of full data recovery of remains to be 
impacted. The mitigating measures would be conducted within the framework of a formalized research 
design. Interested Native Alaskan groups would also be consulted when appropriate. 

The rehabilitation of the Old Log Cabin (BL-3) would be completed only after consultation with the 
SHPO and ACHP under 36 CFR 800. 

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Monitor removal of facilities; 
underground infrastructure would stay 
in place 

Subsurface archeological testing; 
monitor removal 

Subsurface archeological testing; 
monitoring removal 

Subsurface testing to establish site 
boundaries; facilities would be 
located off the archeological site; 
monitor during construction 

Boardwalks on shallow foundations 
(which would not penetrate the 
Katmai ash) would be provided on 
sections of the trail that are now 
eroding; no other actions would 
penetrate the Katmai ash 

Archeological data recovery for 
platform piers 

Archeological testing to determine 
site boundaries; location of viewing 
platform offsite if possible; data 
recovery and monitoring if necessary 

Monitor removal of facilities; all 
underground infrastructure left in 
place; Old Log Cabin rehabilitated to 
serve as visitor contact station 

ACTION 

Remove all facilities north of the 
river 

Remove barge dock and tie-downs; 
construct river mouth platform 

Provide fish cleaning building 

Provide trailhead contact station 

Rehabilitate trail to Brooks Falls 

Construct expanded bear viewing 
platform at the falls 

Construct new bear viewing platform 
at the cutbank 

Remove Lake Brooks facilities 
except for Old Log Cabin (former 
U.S. Bureau of Fisheries laboratory: 
B L-3) 

RESOURCE 

Archeological sites BR-20, 
BR-9, BR-1 , and BR 22 

No known resources 

No known resources 

Archeological site BR-6 

Archeological sites BR-3 
and BR-5 

Archeological site BR-5 

Archeological site BR-6 

Archeological sites BR-7 
and BR-13; Old Log Cabin 
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ACTION 

Primary access site and facilities 

Facility access road 

Beaver Pond terrace development 
area 

RESOURCE 

Has not been surveyed for 
cultural resources 

Has not been surveyed for 
cultural resources 

Has not been surveyed for 
cultural resources 

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Cultural resource surveys; avoidance 
if feasible 

Cultural resource surveys; avoidance 
if feasible 

Cultural resource surveys; avoidance 
if feasible 



APPENDIX F: POTENTIAL WATER RELATED PERMIT REQUIREMENTS 

Concession and NPS Seasonal Housing Area and UtilitiesIMaintenance Area 

Permits for sewage/leachfield system - contact state water quality office. 

If area is a wetland, 404 permit may be needed for utility systems (placement of underground cables 
or tower footings) and cabins. 

If additional housing areas require stormwater discharge measures, a state 402 permit may be 
needed (NPDES permit). 

Barge and Tour Boat Docks and Floatplane Tie-downs 

If area is a wetland or other water of the U.S., 404 permit may be needed for placement of piers, 
pilings, cable anchors, buoys, and other related structures. 

Provide Fish Cleaning Building I 
If area is a wetland or other water of the U.S., 404 permit may be needed for placement of fish 
cleaning building. 

Contact state water quality office for information on permits for disposal of fish waste into lake 
(402lNPDES permit). 

Valley Road Improvements I 
Channel manipulation by heavy equipment above three stream crossings would require 404 permit 
(contact Corps of Engineers office); would also require 401 permit (contact state water quality office). 



• APPENDIX G: ANILCA SECTION 810 - SUBSISTENCE EVALUATION 

BACKGROUND 

Subsistence uses, as defined by section 803 of the Alaska National Interest Land Conservation Act 
(ANILCA) of 1980 means "the customary and traditional uses by rural Alaska residents of wild, 
renewable resources for direct personal or family consumption as food, shelter, fuel, clothing, tools, or 
transportation; for the making and selling of handicraft articles out of non-edible byproducts of fish and 
wildlife resources taken for personal or family consumption; for barter, or sharing for personal or family 
consumption; and for customary trade." Subsistence activities include hunting, fishing, trapping, and 
collecting berries, edible plants, and wood or other materials. 

Section 203 of ANILCA authorizes subsistence uses by local rural residents within Katmai National 
Preserve. However, subsistence uses were not authorized by section 202(2) of ANILCA in Katmai 
National Park. NPS regulations have never authorized subsistence uses in the park, and have limited 
any fishing uses of waters within the park to sportfishing with a rod and reel. 

INTRODUCTION 

This section was prepared to comply with Title VIII, section 810 of ANILCA. It summarizes the 
evaluations of potential restrictions to subsistence activities that could result from the alternative actions 
proposed in the Draft Development Concept Plan / Environmental Impact Statement (DCPIEIS) for the 
Brooks River area of Katmai National Park. The purpose of the planning effort is to better accommodate 
visitor use and protect cultural and natural resources along the Brooks River. 

EVALUATION PROCESS 

Section 81 0(a) states: 

In determining whether to . . . permit the use. . . of public lands. . .the head of the Federal agency 
having primary jurisdiction over such lands or his designee shall evaluate the effect of such use 
. . . on subsistence uses and needs, the availability of other lands for the purposes sought to be 
achieved, and other alternatives which would reduce or eliminate the use . . . of public lands 
needed for subsistence purposes. No such . . . permit or other use . . . which would significantly 
restrict subsistence uses shall be effected until the head of such Federal agency - 

(1) gives notice to the appropriate State agency and the appropriate local committees and 
regional councils established pursuant to Section 805; 

(2) gives notice of, and holds, a hearing in the vicinity of the area involved; and 

(3) determines that (A) such a significant restriction of subsistence uses is necessary, 
consistent with sound management principles for the utilization of the public lands, (B) the 
proposed activity will involve the minimal amount of public lands necessary . . . and (C) 
reasonable steps will be taken to minimize adverse impacts upon subsistence uses and 
resources resulting from such actions. 

ANILCA created new units and additions to existing units of the national park system in Alaska. Katmai 
National Park was created by ANILCA Section 202(2) for the purposes of protecting habitats for, and @ populations of, fish and wildlife including, but not limited to, high concentrations of brownlgrizzly bears 
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and their denning areas; to maintain unimpaired the water habitat for significant salmon populations; and 
to protect scenic, geological, cultural and recreational features. 

A proclamation by President Woodrow Wilson in 1918 created Katmai National Monument from a 
reservation of approximately 1,700 square miles. Three major purposes of the monument designation 
were: 1) to preserve an area important to the study of volcanism, 2) to preserve the Valley of Ten 
Thousand Smokes, and 3) to conserve an area potentially popular with persons seeking unique scenery 
and for those with scientific interest. Increased in 1931 to include Lake Brooks, Grosvenor Lake, Lake 
Coville and part of Naknek Lake, again in 1942 to include offshore islands within five miles of the 
monument coastline, and again in 1969 to include the remainder of Naknek Lake, the monument grew 
to contain 4,361 square miles. 

With the passage of ANILCA in 1980, the designation of 3.7 million acres of the monument was 
changed to a national park, and an additional 308,000 acres was included as a national preserve. In 
addition, 3.4 million acres of the park and preserve were designated as wilderness. The taking of fish 
and wildlife for subsistence uses is allowed by ANILCA within Katmai National Preserve, pursuant to 
Section 203, however, subsistence activities are not authorized within Katmai National Park. 

The potential for significant restriction of subsistence uses must be evaluated for the proposed action's 
effect upon "...subsistence uses and needs, the availability of other lands for the purposes sought to be 
achieved and other alternatives which would reduce or eliminate the use" (Section 810, ANILCA). 

PROPOSED ACTION ON FEDERAL PUBLIC LANDS 

The National Park Service is considering six alternatives that address development and/or relocation 
of Brooks Camp facilities and visitor services within the Brooks River area of Katmai National Park. The 
approved 1986 General Management Plan for Katmai National Park and Preserve directed the National 
Park Service to prepare a development concept plan for this area. A detailed discussion of the project 
and its alternatives is provided in the DCPIEIS for the Brooks River area. Briefly, the DCP/EIS 
alternatives are as follows: 

No Action - Brooks Camp facilities would remain at their present location. Visitation and 
management would be a continuation of status quo. 

Alternative 1: Minimum Requirements - Brooks Camp would remain in present location with slight 
modifications including improvements to existing facilities and construction of a new visitor center and 
permanent bridge across the river. Visitation levels would be limited. 

Alternative 2: Former Proposal in the Draft DCP/EIS - Brooks Camp facilities would be relocated to 
the Beaver Pond terrace, south of the river. Within the park boundary, alternative 2 would authorize 
removal of all NPS and concessions facilities north of Brooks River, designation of the north side of 
the river as a people-free zone, construction of new visitor facilities (visitor center, lodge, campground, 
employee housing, maintenance facility) on the Beaver Pond terrace south of the river, establishment 
of day use limits for the Brooks River Area, recommendation of temporary closures on the Brooks 
River during times of intense bear use, and improvement of the park's interpretive program. 

Alternative 3: lliuk Moraine Terrace - This alternative is similar to alternative 2 except that Brooks 
Camp facilities would be relocated to the lliuk Moraine terrace, south of the river. 

Alternative 4: Day Use Area Only - Brooks Camp facilities would be removed, and Brooks River area 
would become a day use area only, south of the river. 
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Alternative 5: Proposed Action - Brooks Camp facilities would be removed north of the river and 
relocated on the Beaver Pond terrace south of the river. Within the park boundary the proposed 
action would authorize removal of all NPS and concession facilities north of Brooks River, designation 
of the north side of the river as a people-free zone, construction of new visitor facilities (lodge/dining 
facility, hostel, campground, staff facilities, employee housing, and maintenance facility). The lodging 
and staff housing would be modest and rustic. A cutbank plalform would not be built unless 
monitoring indicated it was required. Brooks River area orientation would occur at a facility at the 
Beaver Pond terrace. Access and fishing on the Brooks River would be closed in July from 100 yards 
above the falls to the river mouth and from the Oxbow closure line downstream to the river mouth 
from mid-September through October. There would be fewer trails. 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

A summary of the affected environment as it pertains to subsistence use is presented in this section. 
Lands within Katmai National Park are closed to subsistence uses. However, ANILCA authorized 
subsistence uses within Katmai National Preserve, and on adjacent federal public lands managed by 
the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Becharof National Wildlife 
Refuge shares a common boundary with the park. 

Regional subsistence activities that occur outside the park include hunting, fishing, trapping, berry 
picking, and plant gathering. Caribou moose, beaver, snowshoe hare, fox, lynx, mink, wolf, wolverine, 
river otter, ducks, geese, waterfowl eggs, edible plants and berries, salmon, trout, pike, whitefish, and 
white spruce constitute the major subsistence resources used by local residents. 

Lowlands within the park support nesting habitat for ducks, geese, and swans, grouse, and ptarmigan. @ Large mammals within the region include caribou, moose, and brown bears. Smaller mammals indude 
wolverine, wolf, red fox, lynx, porcupine, snowshoe hare, mink, marten, weasel, beaver, river otter, arctic 
ground squirrel, and red squirrel. Caribou and moose are distributed along both sides of the Naknek 
River, Lake Brooks, Naknek Lake, and west of the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. Moose are also 
present in forested areas between the Three Forks overlook and Naknek Lake. 

The Brooks and Naknek Rivers provide spawning habitat for salmon that migrate from Bristol Bay. 
Brooks River is part of the Naknek River system. Subsistence harvest of salmon happens in the Naknek 
River downstream of the park boundary. Most salmon harvested in the Naknek River system have been 
produced within Katmai National Park. 

The proposed project development sites are located at Brooks River, the Beaver Pond terrace, and the 
lliuk Moraine terrace. For a comprehensive description of the study area, refer to the DCPIEIS. 

The National Park Services recognizes that patterns of subsistence use vary from time to time and from 
place to place depending on the availability of wildlife and other renewable natural resources. A 
subsistence harvest in a given year may vary considerably from previous years because of weather, 
migration patterns, and natural population cycles. 

SUBSISTENCE USES AND NEEDS EVALUATION 

To determine the potential impact on existing subsistence activities, three evaluation criteria were 
analyzed relative to existing subsistence resources that could be impacted. 

a The evaluation criteria are: 
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the potential to reduce important subsistence fish and wildlife populations by (a) reductions in 
numbers; (b) redistribution of subsistence resources; or (c) habitat losses; 

what affect the action might have on subsistence fisherman or hunter access; 

the potential for the action to increase fisherman or hunter competition for subsistence resources. 

The Potential to Reduce Populations 

Alternative 1: Minimum Requirements. Brooks Camp remains in present location with slight 
modifications. The land near this river is used by large mammals, particularly bear, moose, and to a 
limited extent caribou. Similarly, furbearers and small mammals (wolf, lynx, wolverine, beaver, otter, 
mink, weasels, fox, hare, squirrel, grouse) use these areas. The Becharof National Wildlife Refuge and 
Katmai National Preserve are the closest lands to the Brooks River area where subsistence is allowed. 
The boundary between the park and the refuge is irregular; the closest refuge land to Brooks Camp is 
a distance of 16 miles. Some movement by individuals of these species onto refuge or other lands 
where subsistence uses are allowed probably occurs. 

Impacts on the sockeye salmon population used for subsistence in the Naknek River system below the 
park are unlikely. Salmon and salmon eggs would not be disturbed by the proposed development. 
Under alternative 1, impacts on populations and habitat would be negligible. Significant population 
reductions would not be expected. 

Alternative 2: Former Proposal in the Draft DCPIEIS, Beaver Pond Terrace. Disturbances caused 
by new construction and removal of facilities may displace wildlife. This may affect some individual 
animals as they move onto wildlife refuge lands from the park. However, impacts would not be of a 
magnitude to significantly reduce wildlife populations or their habitats. 

Salmon spawn in certain streams of the park and are major subsistence species along the Naknek River 
system. Construction of proposed facilities is not expected to affect fish populations within the region. 

NPS regulations and provisions of ANILCA provide adequate protection for fish and wildlife populations. 
Under alternative 2, impacts on populations and habitat would be negligible. Significant population 
reductions would not be expected. 

Alternative 3: lliuk Moraine Terrace. Under this alternative, wildlife and habitats are subjected to 
potential impacts and disturbances caused by new construction and removal of facilities similar to 
alternative 2. However, these potential impacts would not be of a magnitude to significantly reduce 
wildlife populations or their habitats. 

NPS regulations and provisions of ANILCA provide adequate protection for fish and wildlife populations. 
Under alternative 3, impacts on populations and habitat would be negligible. Significant population 
reductions would not be expected. 

Alternative 4: Day Use Area Only. Under this alternative, wildlife and habitats are subjected to 
potential impacts and disturbances caused by new construction and removal of facilities. As in 
alternatives 2 and 3, slight impacts on individual animals moving into the Becharof National Wildlife 
Refuge may occur. However, these potential impacts would not be of a magnitude to significantly reduce 
wildlife populations or their habitats. 

NPS regulations and provisions of ANILCA provide adequate protection for fish and wildlife populations. 
Under alternative 4, impacts on populations and habitat would be negligible. Significant population 
reductions would not be expected. 
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Alternative 5: Proposed Action. Disturbances caused by new construction and removal of facilities 
may displace wildlife. This may affect some individual animals as they move onto wildlife refuge lands 
from the park. Air traffic could be greater than that of alternative 2 because of the differing day use 
limits. This may affect some individual animals that cannot tolerate increased disturbance. Increased 
visitor use throughout the Naknek drainage may impact wildlife populations that migrate onto other 
federal public lands and may be used by subsistence hunters. Impacts from the proposed Brooks Camp 
action would not be of a magnitude to significantly reduce wildlife populations or their habitats. 

Proposed limits on fishing in July and September and a catch-and-release only policy for other periods 
could potentially benefit spawning salmon populations and be of potential benefit to subsistence users 
downstream of the park. 

NPS regulations and provisions of ANILCA provide adequate protection for fish and wildlife populations. 
Continued implementation of ANILCA provisions should mitigate any impacts on subsistence 
populations. Under the proposed action, impacts on populations and habitat from the Brooks Camp 
development would be negligible. Significant population reductions would not be expected. 

Restriction of Access 

All rights of access for subsistence harvest on NPS lands are granted by Section 811 of ANILCA. None 
of the alternatives under consideration would in any way affect the access to resources by local 
subsistence users. No restrictions on access to subsistence users or resources are proposed within any 
of the alternatives. 

Increase in Competition 

None of the alternatives under consideration would in any way produce any significant increase in 
competition for subsistence resources. 

AVAILABILITY OF OTHER LANDS 

The availability of other lands outside and within the park and preserve have been considered in the 
proposed actions. The proposed actions are consistent with NPS mandates. Because the proposed 
actions occur on federal lands that are not available for subsistence use, the proposed actions do not 
affect the availability of federal land for subsistence use. No major impact on subsistence uses is 
expected under the proposed actions. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

The evaluation has described and analyzed the alternatives of this draft DCPIEIS, with emphasis on the 
proposed actions. 

FINDINGS 

1 This analysis concludes that the proposed actions would not result in significant restriction of ' a subsistence uses. 
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As the nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibility for 
most of our nationally owned public lands and natural resources. This includes fostering sound 
use of our land and water resources; protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological diversity; 
preserving the environmental and cultural values of our national parks and historical places; and 
providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. The department assesses our 
energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that their development is in the best interests 
of all our people by encouraging stewardship and citizen participation in their care. The 
department also has a major responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and for 
people who live in island territories under U.S. administration. 
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